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Preface: General Chair

Welcome to Jeju Island — where ACL makes a return to Asia!

As General Chair, I am indeed honored to pen the first words of ACL 2012 proceedings. In the
past year, research in computational linguistics has continued to thrive across Asia and all over the
world. On this occasion, I share with you the excitement of our community as we gather again at our
annual meeting. On behalf of the organizing team, it is my great pleasure to welcome you to Jeju
Island and ACL 2012.

In 2012, ACL turns 50. I feel privileged to chair the conference that marks such an important
milestone for our community. We have prepared special programs to commemorate the 50th
anniversary, including ‘Rediscovering 50 Years of Discovery’, a main conference workshop chaired
by Rafael Banchs with a program on ‘the People, the Contents, and the Anthology’, which recollects
some of the great moments in ACL history, and ‘ACL 50th Anniversary Lectures’ by Mark Johnson,
Aravind K. Joshi and a Lifetime Achievement Award Recipient.

A large number of people have worked hard to bring this annual meeting to fruition. It has
been an unforgettable experience for everyone involved. My deepest thanks go to the authors,
reviewers, volunteers, participants, and all members and chairs of the organizing committees. It is your
participation that makes a difference.

Program Chairs, Chin-Yew Lin and Miles Osborne, deserve our gratitude for putting an immense
amount of work to ensure that each of the 940 submissions was taken care of. They put together
a superb technical program like nobody else. Publication Chairs, Maggie Li and Michael White,
extended the publishing tools to take care of every detail and compiled all the books within an
impossible schedule. Tutorial Chair, Michael Strube, put together six tutorials that you can never
miss. Workshop Chairs, Massimo Poesio and Satoshi Sekine, working with their EACL and NAACL
counterparts, selected 11 quality workshops, many of which are new editions in their popular workshop
series. Demo Chair, Min Zhang, started a novel review process and selected 29 quality system
demos. Faculty Advisors, Kentaro Inui, Greg Kondrak, and Yang Liu, and Student Chairs, Jackie
Cheung, Jun Hatori, Carlos Henriquez and Ann Irvine, assembled an excellent program for the
Student Research Workshop with 12 accepted papers. Mentoring Chair, Joyce Chai, coordinated
the mentorship of 13 papers. Publicity Chairs, Jung-jae Kim and Youngjoong Ko, developed the
website, newsletters, and conference handbook that kept us updated all the time. Exhibition Chair,
Byeongchang Kim, coordinated more than 10 exhibitors with a strong industry presence. All the
events are now brought to us on Jeju Island by the Local Arrangements Chairs, Gary Lee and Jong
Park, and their team. I can never thank them enough for all the preparations they have made to host us
in such a spectacular place!

I would like to express my gratitude and appreciation to Kevin Knight, Chair of the ACL Conference
Coordination Committee, Dragomir Radev, ACL Secretary, and Priscilla Rasmussen, ACL Business
Manager, for their advice and guidance throughout the process.

The financial sponsors generously supported ACL 2012 in a meaningful way despite a challenging
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economic outlook. We are honored to have Baidu as the Platinum Sponsor, Elsevier and Google as
Gold Sponsors, Microsoft, KAIST and SK as Sliver Sponsors, 7 Bronze Sponsors, and 3 Supporters.
The Donald and Betty Walker Student Scholarship Fund and Asian Federation of Natural Language
Processing have supported our student travel grants. The sponsorship program was made possible by
the ACL sponsorship committee: Eiichiro Sumita, Haifeng Wang, Michael Gamon, Patrick Pantel,
Massimiliano Ciaramita, and Idan Szpektor.

Finally, I do hope that you have an enjoyable and productive time on Jeju Island, and that you
will leave with fond memories of ACL’s 50th Anniversary. With my best wishes for a successful
conference!

Haizhou Li
ACL 2012 General Chair
July 2012
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Preface: Programme Committee Co-Chairs

This year we received 571 valid long paper submissions and 369 short paper submissions. 19% of the
long papers and 20% of the short papers were accepted. As usual, some are presented orally and some
as posters. Taking unigram counts from accepted long paper titles, and ignoring function words, the
most popular word were:

entity 5
evaluation 5
hierarchical 5
information 5
joint 5
syntactic 5
topic 5
discriminative 6
lexical 6
statistical 6
chinese 7
dependency 7
machine 8
modeling 8
models 8
language 10
word 10
parsing 11
model 12
learning 14
translation 15

Some areas have grown over time and some have diminished. The most popular area for submissions
(as expected) was Machine Translation. We promoted Social Media as a new area.

Twenty nine Area Chairs worked with 665 reviewers, producing 1830 long paper reviews and
1187 short paper reviews. Everything ran to a tight schedule and there were no slippages. This would
not have been possible without our wonderful and diligent Area Chairs and Reviewers. Thanks!

We are delighted to have two keynote speakers, both of whom are very well known to the
language community: Aravind Joshi and Mark Johnson. They will give coordinated talks addressing
the 50th ACL anniversary: “Remembrance of ACLs past” and “Computational linguistics: Where do
we go from here?” The ACL Lifetime Achievement Award will be announced on the last day of the
conference.

Of the many papers, we selected two as being outstanding:
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Bayesian Symbol-Refined Tree Substitution Grammars for Syntactic Parsing
Hiroyuki Shindo, Yusuke Miyao, Akinori Fujino, Masaaki Nagata

String Re-writing Kernel
Fan Bu, Hang Li, Xiaoyan Zhu

They will be presented as best papers in a dedicated session.

We thank the General Conference Chair Haizhou Li, the Local Arrangements Committee headed by
Gary Geunbae Lee, Michael White and Maggie Li, the Publication Co-Chairs for coordinating and
putting the proceedings together and all other committee chairs for their work. MO is especially
thankful to Steve Clark for helpful tips on how to manage and run the whole process.

We hope you enjoy the conference!

Chin-Yew Lin, Microsoft Research Asia
Miles Osborne, University of Edinburgh
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Abstract

This paper presents a higher-order model for
constituent parsing aimed at utilizing more lo-
cal structural context to decide the score of
a grammar rule instance in a parse tree. Ex-
periments on English and Chinese treebanks
confirm its advantage over its first-order ver-
sion. It achieves its best F1 scores of 91.86%
and 85.58% on the two languages, respec-
tively, and further pushes them to 92.80%
and 85.60% via combination with other high-
performance parsers.

1 Introduction

Factorization is crucial to discriminative parsing.
Previous discriminative parsing models usually fac-
tor a parse tree into a set of parts. Each part is scored
separately to ensure tractability. In dependency
parsing (DP), the number of dependencies in a part
is called the order of a DP model (Koo and Collins,
2010). Accordingly, existing graph-based DP mod-
els can be categorized into tree groups, namely, the
first-order (Eisner, 1996; McDonald et al., 2005a;
McDonald et al., 2005b), second-order (McDonald
and Pereira, 2006; Carreras, 2007) and third-order
(Koo and Collins, 2010) models.

Similarly, we can define the order of constituent
parsing in terms of the number of grammar rules
in a part. Then, the previous discriminative con-
stituent parsing models (Johnson, 2001; Henderson,
2004; Taskar et al., 2004; Petrov and Klein, 2008a;

∗The research reported in this paper was partially supported
by the Research Grants Council of HKSAR, China, through the
GRF Grant 9041597 (CityU 144410).

Petrov and Klein, 2008b; Finkel et al., 2008) are the
first-order ones, because there is only one grammar
rule in a part. The discriminative re-scoring models
(Collins, 2000; Collins and Duffy, 2002; Charniak
and Johnson, 2005; Huang, 2008) can be viewed as
previous attempts to higher-order constituent pars-
ing, using some parts containing more than one
grammar rule as non-local features.

In this paper, we present a higher-order con-
stituent parsing model1 based on these previous
works. It allows multiple adjacent grammar rules
in each part of a parse tree, so as to utilize more
local structural context to decide the plausibility of
a grammar rule instance. Evaluated on the PTB
WSJ and Chinese Treebank, it achieves its best F1
scores of 91.86% and 85.58%, respectively. Com-
bined with other high-performance parsers under
the framework of constituent recombination (Sagae
and Lavie, 2006; Fossum and Knight, 2009), this
model further enhances the F1 scores to 92.80% and
85.60%, the highest ones achieved so far on these
two data sets.

2 Higher-order Constituent Parsing

Discriminative parsing is aimed to learn a function
f : S → T from a set of sentences S to a set of valid
parses T according to a given CFG, which maps an
input sentence s ∈ S to a set of candidate parses
T (s). The function takes the following discrimina-
tive form:

f(s) = arg max
t∈T (s)

g(t, s) (1)

1http://code.google.com/p/gazaparser/
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Figure 1: A part of a parse tree centered at NP→ NP VP

where g(t, s) is a scoring function to evaluate the
event that t is the parse of s. Following Collins
(2002), this scoring function is formulated in the lin-
ear form

g(t, s) = θ ·Ψ(t, s), (2)

where Ψ(t, s) is a vector of features and θ the vector
of their associated weights. To ensure tractability,
this model is factorized as

g(t, s) =
∑
r∈t

g(Q(r), s) =
∑
r∈t

θ · Φ(Q(r), s), (3)

where g(Q(r), s) scores Q(r), a part centered at
grammar rule instance r in t, and Φ(Q(r), s) is the
vector of features for Q(r). Each Q(r) makes its
own contribution to g(t, s). A part in a parse tree
is illustrated in Figure 1. It consists of the center
grammar rule instance NP→ NP VP and a set of im-
mediate neighbors, i.e., its parent PP → IN NP, its
children NP → DT QP and VP → VBN PP, and its
sibling IN → of. This set of neighboring rule in-
stances forms a local structural context to provide
useful information to determine the plausibility of
the center rule instance.

2.1 Feature
The feature vector Φ(Q(r), s) consists of a series
of features {φi(Q(r), s))|i ≥ 0}. The first feature
φ0(Q(r), s) is calculated with a PCFG-based gen-
erative parsing model (Petrov and Klein, 2007), as
defined in (4) below, where r is the grammar rule in-
stance A → B C that covers the span from the b-th

to the e-th word, splitting at the m-th word, x, y and
z are latent variables in the PCFG-based model, and
I(·) and O(·) are the inside and outside probabili-
ties, respectively.

All other features φi(Q(r), s) are binary func-
tions that indicate whether a configuration exists in
Q(r) and s. These features are by their own na-
ture in two categories, namely, lexical and structural.
All features extracted from the part in Figure 1 are
demonstrated in Table 1. Some back-off structural
features are used for smoothing, which cannot be
presented due to limited space. With only lexical
features in a part, this parsing model backs off to a
first-order one similar to those in the previous works.
Adding structural features, each involving a least a
neighboring rule instance, makes it a higher-order
parsing model.

2.2 Decoding

The factorization of the parsing model allows us to
develop an exact decoding algorithm for it. Follow-
ing Huang (2008), this algorithm traverses a parse
forest in a bottom-up manner. However, it deter-
mines and keeps the best derivation for every gram-
mar rule instance instead of for each node. Be-
cause all structures above the current rule instance
is not determined yet, the computation of its non-
local structural features, e.g., parent and sibling fea-
tures, has to be delayed until it joins an upper level
structure. For example, when computing the score
of a derivation under the center rule NP → NP VP

in Figure 1, the algorithm will extract child features
from its children NP → DT QP and VP → VBN PP.
The parent and sibling features of the two child rules
can also be extracted from the current derivation and
used to calculate the score of this derivation. But
parent and sibling features for the center rule will
not be computed until the decoding process reaches
the rule above, i.e., PP→ IN NP.

This algorithm is more complex than the approx-
imate decoding algorithm of Huang (2008). How-
ever, its efficiency heavily depends on the size of the
parse forest it has to handle. Forest pruning (Char-

φ0(Q(r), s) =

∑
x

∑
y

∑
z
O(Ax, b, e)P(Ax → By Cz)I(By, b,m)I(Cz,m, e)

I(S, 0, n)
(4)
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Template Description Comments

Lexical
feature

N-gram on inner
/outer edge

wb/e+l(l=0,1,2,3,4) & b/e & l & NP

Similar to the distributional
similarity cluster bigrams
features in Finkel et al. (2008)

wb/e−l(l=1,2,3,4,5) & b/e & l & NP
wb/e+lwb/e+l+1(l=0,1,2,3) & b/e & l & NP
wb/e−l−1wb/e−l(l=1,2,3,4) & b/e & l & NP
wb/e+lwb/e+l+1wb/e+l+2(l=0,1,2) & b/e & l & NP
wb/e−l−2wb/e−l−1wb/e−l(l=1,2,3) & b/e & l & NP

Bigram on edges wb/e−1wb/e & NP
Similar to the lexical span
features in Taskar et al. (2004)
and Petrov and Klein (2008b)

Split pair wm−1wm & NP→ NP VP

Inner/Outer pair
wbwe−1 & NP→ NP VP
wb−1we & NP→ NP VP

Rule bigram
Left & NP & NP Similar to the bigrams features

in Collins (2000)Right & NP & NP

Structural
feature

Parent PP→ IN NP & NP→ NP VP
Similar to the grandparent
rules features in Collins (2000)

Child
NP→ DT QP & VP→ VBN PP & NP→ NP VP
NP→ DT QP & NP→ NP VP
VP→ VBN PP & NP→ NP VP

Sibling Left & IN→ of & NP→ NP VP

Table 1: Examples of lexical and structural feature

niak and Johnson, 2005; Petrov and Klein, 2007)
is therefore adopted in our implementation for ef-
ficiency enhancement. A parallel decoding strategy
is also developed to further improve the efficiency
without loss of optimality. Interested readers can re-
fer to Chen (2012) for more technical details of this
algorithm.

3 Constituent Recombination

Following Fossum and Knight (2009), our con-
stituent weighting scheme for parser combination
uses multiple outputs of independent parsers. Sup-
pose each parser generates a k-best parse list for an
input sentence, the weight of a candidate constituent
c is defined as

ω(c) =
∑

i

∑
k

λiδ(c, ti,k)f(ti,k), (5)

where i is the index of an individual parser, λi

the weight indicating the confidence of a parser,
δ(c, ti,k) a binary function indicating whether c is
contained in ti,k, the k-th parse output from the i-
th parser, and f(ti,k) the score of the k-th parse as-
signed by the i-th parser, as defined in Fossum and
Knight (2009).

The weight of a recombined parse is defined as the
sum of weights of all constituents in the parse. How-
ever, this definition has a systematic bias towards se-
lecting a parse with as many constituents as possible

English Chinese
Train. Section 2-21 Art. 1-270,400-1151
Dev. Section 22/24 Art. 301-325
Test. Section 23 Art. 271-300

Table 2: Experiment Setup

for the highest weight. A pruning threshold ρ, simi-
lar to the one in Sagae and Lavie (2006), is therefore
needed to restrain the number of constituents in a re-
combined parse. The parameters λi and ρ are tuned
by the Powell’s method (Powell, 1964) on a develop-
ment set, using the F1 score of PARSEVAL (Black
et al., 1991) as objective.

4 Experiment

Our parsing models are evaluated on both English
and Chinese treebanks, i.e., the WSJ section of Penn
Treebank 3.0 (LDC99T42) and the Chinese Tree-
bank 5.1 (LDC2005T01U01). In order to compare
with previous works, we opt for the same split as
in Petrov and Klein (2007), as listed in Table 2. For
parser combination, we follow the setting of Fossum
and Knight (2009), using Section 24 instead of Sec-
tion 22 of WSJ treebank as development set.

In this work, the lexical model of Chen and Kit
(2011) is combined with our syntactic model under
the framework of product-of-experts (Hinton, 2002).
A factor λ is introduced to balance the two models.
It is tuned on a development set using the gold sec-
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English Chinese
R(%) P(%) F1(%) R(%) P(%) F1(%)

Berkeley parser 89.71 90.03 89.87 82.00 84.48 83.22
First-order 91.33 91.79 91.56 84.14 86.23 85.17

Higher-order 91.62 92.11 91.86 84.24 86.54 85.37
Higher-order+λ 91.60 92.13 91.86 84.45 86.74 85.58
Stanford parser - - - 77.40 79.57 78.47

C&J parser 91.04 91.76 91.40 - - -
Conbination 92.02 93.60 92.80 82.44 89.01 85.60

Table 3: The performance of our parsing models on the English and Chinese test sets.

System F1(%) EX(%)
Single

Charniak (2000) 89.70
Berkeley parser 89.87 36.7
Bod (2003) 90.70
Carreras et al. (2008) 91.1

Re-scoring
Collins (2000) 89.70
Charniak and Johnson (2005) 91.02
The parser of Charniak and Johnson 91.40 43.54
Huang (2008) 91.69 43.5

Combination
Fossum and Knight (2009) 92.4
Zhang et al. (2009) 92.3
Petrov (2010) 91.85 41.9

Self-training
Zhang et al. (2009) (s.t.+combo) 92.62
Huang et al. (2010) (single) 91.59 40.3
Huang et al. (2010) (combo) 92.39 43.1
Our single 91.86 40.89
Our combo 92.80 41.60

Table 4: Performance comparison on the English test set

tion search algorithm (Kiefer, 1953). The parame-
ters θ of each parsing model are estimated from a
training set using an averaged perceptron algorithm,
following Collins (2002) and Huang (2008).

The performance of our first- and higher-order
parsing models on all sentences of the two test sets
is presented in Table 3, where λ indicates a tuned
balance factor. This parser is also combined with
the parser of Charniak and Johnson (2005)2 and the
Stanford. parser3 The best combination results in
Table 3 are achieved with k=70 for English and
k=100 for Chinese for selecting the k-best parses.
Our results are compared with the best previous ones
on the same test sets in Tables 4 and 5. All scores

2ftp://ftp.cs.brown.edu/pub/nlparser/
3http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/lex-parser.shtml

System F1(%) EX(%)
Single

Charniak (2000) 80.85
Stanford parser 78.47 26.44
Berkeley parser 83.22 31.32
Burkett and Klein (2008) 84.24

Combination
Zhang et al. (2009) (combo) 85.45
Our single 85.56 31.61
Our combo 85.60 29.02

Table 5: Performance comparison on the Chinese test set

listed in these tables are calculated with evalb,4

and EX is the complete match rate.

5 Conclusion

This paper has presented a higher-order model for
constituent parsing that factorizes a parse tree into
larger parts than before, in hopes of increasing its
power of discriminating the true parse from the oth-
ers without losing tractability. A performance gain
of 0.3%-0.4% demonstrates its advantage over its
first-order version. Including a PCFG-based model
as its basic feature, this model achieves a better
performance than previous single and re-scoring
parsers, and its combination with other parsers per-
forms even better (by about 1%). More importantly,
it extends the existing works into a more general
framework of constituent parsing to utilize more
lexical and structural context and incorporate more
strength of various parsing techniques. However,
higher-order constituent parsing inevitably leads to
a high computational complexity. We intend to deal
with the efficiency problem of our model with some
advanced parallel computing technologies in our fu-
ture works.

4http://nlp.cs.nyu.edu/evalb/
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Abstract
We present novel metrics for parse evalua-
tion in joint segmentation and parsing sce-
narios where the gold sequence of terminals
is not known in advance. The protocol uses
distance-based metrics defined for the space
of trees over lattices. Our metrics allow us
to precisely quantify the performance gap be-
tween non-realistic parsing scenarios (assum-
ing gold segmented and tagged input) and re-
alistic ones (not assuming gold segmentation
and tags). Our evaluation of segmentation and
parsing for Modern Hebrew sheds new light
on the performance of the best parsing systems
to date in the different scenarios.

1 Introduction

A parser takes a sentence in natural language as in-
put and returns a syntactic parse tree representing
the sentence’s human-perceived interpretation. Cur-
rent state-of-the-art parsers assume that the space-
delimited words in the input are the basic units of
syntactic analysis. Standard evaluation procedures
and metrics (Black et al., 1991; Buchholz and Marsi,
2006) accordingly assume that the yield of the parse
tree is known in advance. This assumption breaks
down when parsing morphologically rich languages
(Tsarfaty et al., 2010), where every space-delimited
word may be effectively composed of multiple mor-
phemes, each of which having a distinct role in the
syntactic parse tree. In order to parse such input the
text needs to undergo morphological segmentation,
that is, identifying the morphological segments of
each word and assigning the corresponding part-of-
speech (PoS) tags to them.

Morphologically complex words may be highly
ambiguous and in order to segment them correctly
their analysis has to be disambiguated. The multiple
morphological analyses of input words may be rep-
resented via a lattice that encodes the different seg-
mentation possibilities of the entire word sequence.
One can either select a segmentation path prior to
parsing, or, as has been recently argued, one can let
the parser pick a segmentation jointly with decoding
(Tsarfaty, 2006; Cohen and Smith, 2007; Goldberg
and Tsarfaty, 2008; Green and Manning, 2010). If
the selected segmentation is different from the gold
segmentation, the gold and parse trees are rendered
incomparable and standard evaluation metrics break
down. Evaluation scenarios restricted to gold input
are often used to bypass this problem, but, as shall be
seen shortly, they present an overly optimistic upper-
bound on parser performance.

This paper presents a full treatment of evaluation
in different parsing scenarios, using distance-based
measures defined for trees over a shared common
denominator defined in terms of a lattice structure.
We demonstrate the informativeness of our metrics
by evaluating joint segmentation and parsing perfor-
mance for the Semitic language Modern Hebrew, us-
ing the best performing systems, both constituency-
based and dependency-based (Tsarfaty, 2010; Gold-
berg, 2011a). Our experiments demonstrate that, for
all parsers, significant performance gaps between re-
alistic and non-realistic scenarios crucially depend
on the kind of information initially provided to the
parser. The tool and metrics that we provide are
completely general and can straightforwardly apply
to other languages, treebanks and different tasks.
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(tree1) TOP

PP

IN
0B1

“in”

NP

NP

DEF
1H2

“the”

NP

NN
2CL3

“shadow”

PP

POSS
3FL4

of

PRN
4HM5

“them”

ADJP
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5H6

“the”

JJ
6NEIM7

“pleasant”

(tree2) TOP

PP
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“in”

NP
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NN
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“shadow”

PP

POSS
2FL3

“of”

PRN
3HM4

“them”
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4HNEIM5

“made-pleasant”

Figure 1: A correct tree (tree1) and an incorrect tree (tree2) for “BCLM HNEIM”, indexed by terminal boundaries.
Erroneous nodes in the parse hypothesis are marked in italics. Missing nodes from the hypothesis are marked in bold.

2 The Challenge: Evaluation for MRLs

In morphologically rich languages (MRLs) substan-
tial information about the grammatical relations be-
tween entities is expressed at word level using in-
flectional affixes. In particular, in MRLs such as He-
brew, Arabic, Turkish or Maltese, elements such as
determiners, definite articles and conjunction mark-
ers appear as affixes that are appended to an open-
class word. Take, for example the Hebrew word-
token BCLM,1 which means “in their shadow”. This
word corresponds to five distinctly tagged elements:
B (“in”/IN), H (“the”/DEF), CL (“shadow”/NN), FL
(”of”/POSS), HM (”they”/PRN). Note that morpho-
logical segmentation is not the inverse of concatena-
tion. For instance, the overt definite article H and
the possessor FL show up only in the analysis.

The correct parse for the Hebrew phrase “BCLM
HNEIM” is shown in Figure 1 (tree1), and it pre-
supposes that these segments can be identified and
assigned the correct PoS tags. However, morpholog-
ical segmentation is non-trivial due to massive word-
level ambiguity. The word BCLM, for instance, can
be segmented into the noun BCL (“onion”) and M (a
genitive suffix, “of them”), or into the prefix B (“in”)
followed by the noun CLM (“image”).2 The multi-
tude of morphological analyses may be encoded in a
lattice structure, as illustrated in Figure 2.

1We use the Hebrew transliteration in Sima’an et al. (2001).
2The complete set of analyses for this word is provided in

Goldberg and Tsarfaty (2008). Examples for similar phenom-
ena in Arabic may be found in Green and Manning (2010).

Figure 2: The morphological segmentation possibilities
of BCLM HNEIM. Double-circles are word boundaries.

In practice, a statistical component is required to
decide on the correct morphological segmentation,
that is, to pick out the correct path through the lat-
tice. This may be done based on linear local context
(Adler and Elhadad, 2006; Shacham and Wintner,
2007; Bar-haim et al., 2008; Habash and Rambow,
2005), or jointly with parsing (Tsarfaty, 2006; Gold-
berg and Tsarfaty, 2008; Green and Manning, 2010).
Either way, an incorrect morphological segmenta-
tion hypothesis introduces errors into the parse hy-
pothesis, ultimately providing a parse tree which
spans a different yield than the gold terminals. In
such cases, existing evaluation metrics break down.

To understand why, consider the trees in Figure 1.
Metrics like PARSEVAL (Black et al., 1991) cal-
culate the harmonic means of precision and recall
on labeled spans 〈i, label, j〉 where i, j are termi-
nal boundaries. Now, the NP dominating “shadow
of them” has been identified and labeled correctly
in tree2, but in tree1 it spans 〈2, NP, 5〉 and in tree2
it spans 〈1, NP, 4〉. This node will then be counted
as an error for tree2, along with its dominated and
dominating structure, and PARSEVAL will score 0.
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A generalized version of PARSEVAL which con-
siders i, j character-based indices instead of termi-
nal boundaries (Tsarfaty, 2006) will fail here too,
since the missing overt definite article H will cause
similar misalignments. Metrics for dependency-
based evaluation such as ATTACHMENT SCORES

(Buchholz and Marsi, 2006) suffer from similar
problems, since they assume that both trees have the
same nodes — an assumption that breaks down in
the case of incorrect morphological segmentation.

Although great advances have been made in pars-
ing MRLs in recent years, this evaluation challenge
remained unsolved.3 In this paper we present a solu-
tion to this challenge by extending TEDEVAL (Tsar-
faty et al., 2011) for handling trees over lattices.

3 The Proposal: Distance-Based Metrics

Input and Output Spaces We view the joint task
as a structured prediction function h : X → Y from
input space X onto output space Y . Each element
x ∈ X is a sequence x = w1, . . . , wn of space-
delimited words from a setW . We assume a lexicon
LEX, distinct fromW , containing pairs of segments
drawn from a set T of terminals and PoS categories
drawn from a set N of nonterminals.

LEX = {〈s, p〉|s ∈ T , p ∈ N}

Each word wi in the input may admit multiple
morphological analyses, constrained by a language-
specific morphological analyzer MA. The morpho-
logical analysis of an input word MA(wi) can be
represented as a lattice Li in which every arc cor-
responds to a lexicon entry 〈s, p〉. The morpholog-
ical analysis of an input sentence x is then a lattice
L obtained through the concatenation of the lattices
L1, . . . , Ln where MA(w1) = L1, . . . , MA(wn) =
Ln. Now, let x = w1, . . . , wn be a sentence with
a morphological analysis lattice MA(x) = L. We
define the output space YMA(x)=L for h (abbreviated
YL), as the set of linearly-ordered labeled trees such
that the yield of LEX entries 〈s1, p1〉,. . . ,〈sk, pk〉 in
each tree (where si ∈ T and pi ∈ N , and possibly
k 6= n) corresponds to a path through the lattice L.

3A tool that could potentially apply here is SParseval (Roark
et al., 2006). But since it does not respect word-boundaries, it
fails to apply to such lattices. Cohen and Smith (2007) aimed to
fix this, but in their implementation syntactic nodes internal to
word boundaries may be lost without scoring.

Edit Scripts and Edit Costs We assume a
set A={ADD(c, i, j),DEL(c, i, j),ADD(〈s, p〉, i, j),
DEL(〈s, p〉, i, j)} of edit operations which can add
or delete a labeled node c ∈ N or an entry 〈s, p〉 ∈
LEX which spans the states i, j in the lattice L. The
operations in A are properly constrained by the lat-
tice, that is, we can only add and delete lexemes that
belong to LEX, and we can only add and delete them
where they can occur in the lattice. We assume a
function C(a) = 1 assigning a unit cost to every op-
eration a ∈ A, and define the cost of a sequence
〈a1, . . . , am〉 as the sum of the costs of all opera-
tions in the sequence C(〈a1, ..., am〉) =

∑m
i=1 C(ai).

An edit script ES(y1, y2) = 〈a1, . . . , am〉 is a se-
quence of operations that turns y1 into y2. The tree-
edit distance is the minimum cost of any edit script
that turns y1 into y2 (Bille, 2005).

TED(y1, y2) = min
ES(y1,y2)

C(ES(y1, y2))

Distance-Based Metrics The error of a predicted
structure p with respect to a gold structure g is now
taken to be the TED cost, and we can turn it into a
score by normalizing it and subtracting from a unity:

TEDEVAL(p, g) = 1− TED(p, g)

|p|+ |g| − 2

The term |p| + |g| − 2 is a normalization factor de-
fined in terms of the worst-case scenario, in which
the parser has only made incorrect decisions. We
would need to delete all lexemes and nodes in p and
add all the lexemes and nodes of g, except for roots.

An Example Both trees in Figure 1 are contained
in YL for the lattice L in Figure 2. If we re-
place terminal boundaries with lattice indices from
Figure 2, we need 6 edit operations to turn tree2
into tree1 (deleting the nodes in italic, adding the
nodes in bold) and the evaluation score will be
TEDEVAL(tree2,tree1) = 1− 6

14+10−2 = 0.7273.

4 Experiments

We aim to evaluate state-of-the-art parsing architec-
tures on the morphosyntactic disambiguation of He-
brew texts in three different parsing scenarios: (i)
Gold: assuming gold segmentation and PoS-tags,
(ii) Predicted: assuming only gold segmentation,
and (iii) Raw: assuming unanalyzed input text.
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SEGEVAL PARSEVAL TEDEVAL

Gold PS U: 100.00 U: 94.35
L: 100.00 L: 88.75 L: 93.39

Predicted PS U: 100.00 U: 92.92
L: 90.85 L: 82.30 L: 86:26

Raw PS U: 96.42 U: 88.47
L: 84.54 N/A L: 80.67

Gold RR U: 100.00 U: 94.34
L: 100.00 L: 83.93 L: 92.45

Predicted RR U: 100.00 U: 92.82
L: 91.69 L: 78.93 L: 85.83

Raw RR U: 96.03 U: 87.96
L: 86.10 N/A L: 79.46

Table 1: Phrase-Structure based results for the Berke-
ley Parser trained on bare-bone trees (PS) and relational-
realizational trees (RR). We parse all sentences in the dev
set. RR extra decoration is removed prior to evaluation.

SEGEVAL ATTSCORES TEDEVAL

Gold MP 100.00 U: 83.59 U: 91.76
Predicted MP 100.00 U: 82.00 U: 91.20

Raw MP 95.07 N/A U: 87.03
Gold EF 100.00 U: 84.68 U: 92.25

Predicted EF 100.00 U: 83.97 U: 92:02
Raw EF 95.07 N/A U: 87.75

Table 2: Dependency parsing results by MaltParser (MP)
and EasyFirst (EF), trained on the treebank converted into
unlabeled dependencies, and parsing the entire dev-set.

For constituency-based parsing we use two mod-
els trained by the Berkeley parser (Petrov et al.,
2006) one on phrase-structure (PS) trees and one
on relational-realizational (RR) trees (Tsarfaty and
Sima’an, 2008). In the raw scenario we let a lattice-
based parser choose its own segmentation and tags
(Goldberg, 2011b). For dependency parsing we use
MaltParser (Nivre et al., 2007b) optimized for He-
brew by Ballesteros and Nivre (2012), and the Easy-
First parser of Goldberg and Elhadad (2010) with the
features therein. Since these parsers cannot choose
their own tags, automatically predicted segments
and tags are provided by Adler and Elhadad (2006).

We use the standard split of the Hebrew tree-
bank (Sima’an et al., 2001) and its conversion into
unlabeled dependencies (Goldberg, 2011a). We
use PARSEVAL for evaluating phrase-structure trees,
ATTACHSCORES for evaluating dependency trees,
and TEDEVAL for evaluating all trees in all scenar-
ios. We implement SEGEVAL for evaluating seg-
mentation based on our TEDEVAL implementation,
replacing the tree distance and size with string terms.

Table 1 shows the constituency-based parsing re-
sults for all scenarios. All of our results confirm
that gold information leads to much higher scores.
TEDEVAL allows us to precisely quantify the drop
in accuracy from gold to predicted (as in PARSE-
VAL) and than from predicted to raw on a single
scale. TEDEVAL further allows us to scrutinize the
contribution of different sorts of information. Unla-
beled TEDEVAL shows a greater drop when moving
from predicted to raw than from gold to predicted,
and for labeled TEDEVAL it is the other way round.
This demonstrates the great importance of gold tags
which provide morphologically disambiguated in-
formation for identifying phrase content.

Table 2 shows that dependency parsing results
confirm the same trends, but we see a much smaller
drop when moving from gold to predicted. This is
due to the fact that we train the parsers for predicted
on a treebank containing predicted tags. There is
however a great drop when moving from predicted
to raw, which confirms that evaluation benchmarks
on gold input as in Nivre et al. (2007a) do not pro-
vide a realistic indication of parser performance.

For all tables, TEDEVAL results are on a simi-
lar scale. However, results are not yet comparable
across parsers. RR trees are flatter than bare-bone
PS trees. PS and DEP trees have different label
sets. Cross-framework evaluation may be conducted
by combining this metric with the cross-framework
protocol of Tsarfaty et al. (2012).

5 Conclusion

We presented distance-based metrics defined for
trees over lattices and applied them to evaluating
parsers on joint morphological and syntactic dis-
ambiguation. Our contribution is both technical,
providing an evaluation tool that can be straight-
forwardly applied for parsing scenarios involving
trees over lattices,4 and methodological, suggesting
to evaluate parsers in all possible scenarios in order
to get a realistic indication of parser performance.
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Abstract

Stanford dependencies are widely used in nat-
ural language processing as a semantically-
oriented representation, commonly generated
either by (i) converting the output of a con-
stituent parser, or (ii) predicting dependencies
directly. Previous comparisons of the two ap-
proaches for English suggest that starting from
constituents yields higher accuracies. In this
paper, we re-evaluate both methods for Chi-
nese, using more accurate dependency parsers
than in previous work. Our comparison of per-
formance and efficiency across seven popular
open source parsers (four constituent and three
dependency) shows, by contrast, that recent
higher-order graph-based techniques can be
more accurate, though somewhat slower, than
constituent parsers. We demonstrate also that
n-way jackknifing is a useful technique for
producing automatic (rather than gold) part-
of-speech tags to train Chinese dependency
parsers. Finally, we analyze the relations pro-
duced by both kinds of parsing and suggest
which specific parsers to use in practice.

1 Introduction

Stanford dependencies (de Marneffe and Man-
ning, 2008) provide a simple description of rela-
tions between pairs of words in a sentence. This
semantically-oriented representation is intuitive and
easy to apply, requiring little linguistic expertise.
Consequently, Stanford dependencies are widely
used: in biomedical text mining (Kim et al., 2009),
as well as in textual entailment (Androutsopou-
los and Malakasiotis, 2010), information extrac-
tion (Wu and Weld, 2010; Banko et al., 2007) and
sentiment analysis (Meena and Prabhakar, 2007).

In addition to English, there is a Chinese ver-
sion of Stanford dependencies (Chang et al., 2009),

(a) A constituent parse tree.

(b) Stanford dependencies.

Figure 1: A sample Chinese constituent parse tree and its
corresponding Stanford dependencies for the sentence

China (中国) encourages (鼓励) private (民营)
entrepreneurs (企业家) to invest (投资) in

national (国家) infrastructure (基础) construction (建设).

which is also useful for many applications, such as
Chinese sentiment analysis (Wu et al., 2011; Wu et
al., 2009; Zhuang et al., 2006) and relation extrac-
tion (Huang et al., 2008). Figure 1 shows a sample
constituent parse tree and the corresponding Stan-
ford dependencies for a sentence in Chinese. Al-
though there are several variants of Stanford depen-
dencies for English,1 so far only a basic version (i.e,
dependency tree structures) is available for Chinese.

Stanford dependencies were originally obtained
from constituent trees, using rules (de Marneffe et
al., 2006). But as dependency parsing technolo-
gies mature (Kübler et al., 2009), they offer increas-
ingly attractive alternatives that eliminate the need
for an intermediate representation. Cer et al. (2010)
reported that Stanford’s implementation (Klein and
Manning, 2003) underperforms other constituent

1
nlp.stanford.edu/software/dependencies_manual.pdf
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Type Parser Version Algorithm URL

Constituent Berkeley 1.1 PCFG code.google.com/p/berkeleyparser

Bikel 1.2 PCFG www.cis.upenn.edu/˜dbikel/download.html

Charniak Nov. 2009 PCFG www.cog.brown.edu/˜mj/Software.htm

Stanford 2.0 Factored nlp.stanford.edu/software/lex-parser.shtml

Dependency MaltParser 1.6.1 Arc-Eager maltparser.org

Mate 2.0 2nd-order MST code.google.com/p/mate-tools

MSTParser 0.5 MST sourceforge.net/projects/mstparser

Table 1: Basic information for the seven parsers included in our experiments.

parsers, for English, on both accuracy and speed.
Their thorough investigation also showed that con-
stituent parsers systematically outperform parsing
directly to Stanford dependencies. Nevertheless, rel-
ative standings could have changed in recent years:
dependency parsers are now significantly more ac-
curate, thanks to advances like the high-order maxi-
mum spanning tree (MST) model (Koo and Collins,
2010) for graph-based dependency parsing (McDon-
ald and Pereira, 2006). Therefore, we deemed it im-
portant to re-evaluate the performance of constituent
and dependency parsers. But the main purpose of
our work is to apply the more sophisticated depen-
dency parsing algorithms specifically to Chinese.

Number of \in Train Dev Test Total
files 2,083 160 205 2,448

sentences 46,572 2,079 2,796 51,447
tokens 1,039,942 59,955 81,578 1,181,475

Table 2: Statistics for Chinese TreeBank (CTB) 7.0 data.

2 Methodology

We compared seven popular open source constituent
and dependency parsers, focusing on both accuracy
and parsing speed. We hope that our analysis will
help end-users select a suitable method for parsing
to Stanford dependencies in their own applications.

2.1 Parsers
We considered four constituent parsers. They are:
Berkeley (Petrov et al., 2006), Bikel (2004), Char-
niak (2000) and Stanford (Klein and Manning,
2003) chineseFactored, which is also the default
used by Stanford dependencies. The three depen-
dency parsers are: MaltParser (Nivre et al., 2006),
Mate (Bohnet, 2010)2 and MSTParser (McDonald
and Pereira, 2006). Table 1 has more information.

2A second-order MST parser (with the speed optimization).

2.2 Corpus

We used the latest Chinese TreeBank (CTB) 7.0 in
all experiments.3 CTB 7.0 is larger and has more
sources (e.g., web text), compared to previous ver-
sions. We split the data into train/development/test
sets (see Table 2), with gold word segmentation, fol-
lowing the guidelines suggested in documentation.

2.3 Settings

Every parser was run with its own default options.
However, since the default classifier used by Malt-
Parser is libsvm (Chang and Lin, 2011) with a poly-
nomial kernel, it may be too slow for training models
on all of CTB 7.0 training data in acceptable time.
Therefore, we also tested this particular parser with
the faster liblinear (Fan et al., 2008) classifier. All
experiments were performed on a machine with In-
tel’s Xeon E5620 2.40GHz CPU and 24GB RAM.

2.4 Features

Unlike constituent parsers, dependency models re-
quire exogenous part-of-speech (POS) tags, both in
training and in inference. We used the Stanford tag-
ger (Toutanova et al., 2003) v3.1, with the MEMM
model,4 in combination with 10-way jackknifing.5

Word lemmas — which are generalizations of
words — are another feature known to be useful
for dependency parsing. Here we lemmatized each
Chinese word down to its last character, since — in
contrast to English — a Chinese word’s suffix often
carries that word’s core sense (Tseng et al., 2005).
For example, bicycle (自行车车车), car (汽车车车) and
train (火车车车) are all various kinds of vehicle (车).

3
www.ldc.upenn.edu/Catalog/CatalogEntry.jsp?

catalogId=LDC2010T07
4
nlp.stanford.edu/software/tagger.shtml

5Training sentences in each fold were tagged using a model
based on the other nine folds; development and test sentences
were tagged using a model based on all ten of the training folds.
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Dev Test
Type Parser UAS LAS UAS LAS Parsing Time

Constituent Berkeley 82.0 77.0 82.9 77.8 45:56
Bikel 79.4 74.1 80.0 74.3 6,861:31

Charniak 77.8 71.7 78.3 72.3 128:04
Stanford 76.9 71.2 77.3 71.4 330:50

Dependency MaltParser (liblinear) 76.0 71.2 76.3 71.2 0:11
MaltParser (libsvm) 77.3 72.7 78.0 73.1 556:51
Mate (2nd-order) 82.8 78.2 83.1 78.1 87:19

MSTParser (1st-order) 78.8 73.4 78.9 73.1 12:17

Table 3: Performance and efficiency for all parsers on CTB data: unlabeled and labeled attachment scores (UAS/LAS)
are for both development and test data sets; parsing times (minutes:seconds) are for the test data only and exclude gen-
eration of basic Stanford dependencies (for constituent parsers) and part-of-speech tagging (for dependency parsers).

3 Results

Table 3 tabulates efficiency and performance for all
parsers; UAS and LAS are unlabeled and labeled at-
tachment scores, respectively — the standard crite-
ria for evaluating dependencies. They can be com-
puted via a CoNLL-X shared task dependency pars-
ing evaluation tool (without scoring punctuation).6

3.1 Chinese

Mate scored highest, and Berkeley was the most ac-
curate of constituent parsers, slightly behind Mate,
using half of the time. MaltParser (liblinear) was by
far the most efficient but also the least performant; it
scored higher with libsvm but took much more time.

The 1st-order MSTParser was more accurate than
MaltParser (libsvm) — a result that differs from that
of Cer et al. (2010) for English (see §3.2). The Stan-
ford parser (the default for Stanford dependencies)
was only slightly more accurate than MaltParser (li-
blinear). Bikel’s parser was too slow to be used in
practice; and Charniak’s parser — which performs
best for English — did not work well for Chinese.

3.2 English

Our replication of Cer et al.’s (2010, Table 1) evalua-
tion revealed a bug: MSTParser normalized all num-
bers to a <num> symbol, which decreased its scores
in the evaluation tool used with Stanford dependen-
cies. After fixing this glitch, MSTParser’s perfor-
mance improved from 78.8 (reported) to 82.5%, thus
making it more accurate than MaltParser (81.1%)
and hence the better dependency parser for English,
consistent with our results for Chinese (see Table 3).

6
ilk.uvt.nl/conll/software/eval.pl

Our finding does not contradict the main qualita-
tive result of Cer et al. (2010), however, since the
constituent parser of Charniak and Johnson (2005)
still scores substantially higher (89.1%), for English,
compared to all dependency parsers.7 In a separate
experiment (parsing web data),8 we found Mate to
be less accurate than Charniak-Johnson — and im-
provement from jackknifing smaller — on English.

4 Analysis

To further compare the constituent and dependency
approaches to generating Stanford dependencies, we
focused on Mate and Berkeley parsers — the best
of each type. Overall, the difference between their
accuracies is not statistically significant (p > 0.05).9

Table 4 highlights performance (F1 scores) for the
most frequent relation labels. Mate does better on
most relations, noun compound modifiers (nn) and
adjectival modifiers (amod) in particular; and the
Berkeley parser is better at root and dep.10 Mate
seems to excel at short-distance dependencies, pos-
sibly because it uses more local features (even with
a second-order model) than the Berkeley parser,
whose PCFG can capture longer-distance rules.

Since POS-tags are especially informative of Chi-
nese dependencies (Li et al., 2011), we harmonized
training and test data, using 10-way jackknifing (see
§2.4). This method is more robust than training a

7One (small) factor contributing to the difference between
the two languages is that in the Chinese setup we stop with basic
Stanford dependencies — there is no penalty for further conver-
sion; another is not using discriminative reranking for Chinese.

8
sites.google.com/site/sancl2012/home/shared-task

9For LAS, p ≈ 0.11; and for UAS, p ≈ 0.25, according to
www.cis.upenn.edu/˜dbikel/download/compare.pl

10An unmatched (default) relation (Chang et al., 2009, §3.1).
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Relation Count Mate Berkeley
nn 7,783 91.3 89.3

dep 4,651 69.4 70.3
nsubj 4,531 87.1 85.5

advmod 4,028 94.3 93.8
dobj 3,990 86.0 85.0
conj 2,159 76.0 75.8
prep 2,091 94.3 94.1
root 2,079 81.2 82.3

nummod 1,614 97.4 96.7
assmod 1,593 86.3 84.1

assm 1,590 88.9 87.2
pobj 1,532 84.2 82.9

amod 1,440 85.6 81.1
rcmod 1,433 74.0 70.6

cpm 1,371 84.4 83.2

Table 4: Performance (F1 scores) for the fifteen most-
frequent dependency relations in the CTB 7.0 develop-
ment data set attained by both Mate and Berkeley parsers.

parser with gold tags because it improves consis-
tency, particularly for Chinese, where tagging accu-
racies are lower than in English. On development
data, Mate scored worse given gold tags (75.4 versus
78.2%).11 Lemmatization offered additional useful
cues for overcoming data sparseness (77.8 without,
versus 78.2% with lemma features). Unsupervised
word clusters could thus also help (Koo et al., 2008).

5 Discussion

Our results suggest that if accuracy is of primary
concern, then Mate should be preferred;12 however,
Berkeley parser offers a trade-off between accuracy
and speed. If neither parser satisfies the demands
of a practical application (e.g., real-time processing
or bulk-parsing the web), then MaltParser (liblinear)
may be the only viable option. Fortunately, it comes
with much headroom for improving accuracy, in-
cluding a tunable margin parameter C for the classi-
fier, richer feature sets (Zhang and Nivre, 2011) and
ensemble models (Surdeanu and Manning, 2010).

Stanford dependencies are not the only popular
dependency representation. We also considered the

11Berkeley’s performance suffered with jackknifed tags (76.5
versus 77.0%), possibly because it parses and tags better jointly.

12Although Mate’s performance was not significantly better
than Berkeley’s in our setting, it has the potential to tap richer
features and other advantages of dependency parsers (Nivre and
McDonald, 2008) to further boost accuracy, which may be diffi-
cult in the generative framework of a typical constituent parser.

conversion scheme of the Penn2Malt tool,13 used
in a series of CoNLL shared tasks (Buchholz and
Marsi, 2006; Nivre et al., 2007; Surdeanu et al.,
2008; Hajič et al., 2009). However, this tool relies
on function tag information from the CTB in deter-
mining dependency relations. Since these tags usu-
ally cannot be produced by constituent parsers, we
could not, in turn, obtain CoNLL-style dependency
trees from their output. This points to another advan-
tage of dependency parsers: they need only the de-
pendency tree corpus to train and can conveniently
make use of native (unconverted) corpora, such as
the Chinese Dependency Treebank (Liu et al., 2006).

Lastly, we must note that although the Berkeley
parser is on par with Charniak’s (2000) system for
English (Cer et al., 2010, Table 1), its scores for Chi-
nese are substantially higher. There may be subtle
biases in Charniak’s approach (e.g., the conditioning
hierarchy used in smoothing) that could turn out to
be language-specific. The Berkeley parser appears
more general — without quite as many parameters
or idiosyncratic design decisions — as evidenced by
a recent application to French (Candito et al., 2010).

6 Conclusion

We compared seven popular open source parsers —
four constituent and three dependency — for gen-
erating Stanford dependencies in Chinese. Mate, a
high-order MST dependency parser, with lemmati-
zation and jackknifed POS-tags, appears most accu-
rate; but Berkeley’s faster constituent parser, with
jointly-inferred tags, is statistically no worse. This
outcome is different from English, where constituent
parsers systematically outperform direct methods.

Though Mate scored higher overall, Berkeley’s
parser was better at recovering longer-distance re-
lations, suggesting that a combined approach could
perhaps work better still (Rush et al., 2010, §4.2).
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Abstract

We present LLCCM, a log-linear variant of the
constituent context model (CCM) of grammar
induction. LLCCM retains the simplicity of
the original CCM but extends robustly to long
sentences. On sentences of up to length 40,
LLCCM outperforms CCM by 13.9% brack-
eting F1 and outperforms a right-branching
baseline in regimes where CCM does not.

1 Introduction

Unsupervised grammar induction is a fundamental
challenge of statistical natural language processing
(Lari and Young, 1990; Pereira and Schabes, 1992;
Carroll and Charniak, 1992). The constituent con-
text model (CCM) for inducing constituency parses
(Klein and Manning, 2002) was the first unsuper-
vised approach to surpass a right-branching base-
line. However, the CCM only effectively models
short sentences. This paper shows that a simple re-
parameterization of the model, which ties together
the probabilities of related events, allows the CCM
to extend robustly to long sentences.

Much recent research has explored dependency
grammar induction. For instance, the dependency
model with valence (DMV) of Klein and Manning
(2004) has been extended to utilize multilingual in-
formation (Berg-Kirkpatrick and Klein, 2010; Co-
hen et al., 2011), lexical information (Headden III et
al., 2009), and linguistic universals (Naseem et al.,
2010). Nevertheless, simplistic dependency models
like the DMV do not contain information present in
a constituency parse, such as the attachment order of
object and subject to a verb.

Unsupervised constituency parsing is also an ac-
tive research area. Several studies (Seginer, 2007;
Reichart and Rappoport, 2010; Ponvert et al., 2011)

have considered the problem of inducing parses
over raw lexical items rather than part-of-speech
(POS) tags. Additional advances have come from
more complex models, such as combining CCM
and DMV (Klein and Manning, 2004) and model-
ing large tree fragments (Bod, 2006).

The CCM scores each parse as a product of prob-
abilities of span and context subsequences. It was
originally evaluated only on unpunctuated sentences
up to length 10 (Klein and Manning, 2002), which
account for only 15% of the WSJ corpus; our exper-
iments confirm the observation in (Klein, 2005) that
performance degrades dramatically on longer sen-
tences. This problem is unsurprising: CCM scores
each constituent type by a single, isolated multino-
mial parameter.

Our work leverages the idea that sharing infor-
mation between local probabilities in a structured
unsupervised model can lead to substantial accu-
racy gains, previously demonstrated for dependency
grammar induction (Cohen and Smith, 2009; Berg-
Kirkpatrick et al., 2010). Our model, Log-Linear
CCM (LLCCM), shares information between the
probabilities of related constituents by expressing
them as a log-linear combination of features trained
using the gradient-based learning procedure of Berg-
Kirkpatrick et al. (2010). In this way, the probabil-
ity of generating a constituent is informed by related
constituents.

Our model improves unsupervised constituency
parsing of sentences longer than 10 words. On sen-
tences of up to length 40 (96% of all sentences in
the Penn Treebank), LLCCM outperforms CCM by
13.9% (unlabeled) bracketing F1 and, unlike CCM,
outperforms a right-branching baseline on sentences
longer than 15 words.
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2 Model

The CCM is a generative model for the unsuper-
vised induction of binary constituency parses over
sequences of part-of-speech (POS) tags (Klein and
Manning, 2002). Conditioned on the constituency or
distituency of each span in the parse, CCM generates
both the complete sequence of terminals it contains
and the terminals in the surrounding context.

Formally, the CCM is a probabilistic model that
jointly generates a sentence, s, and a bracketing,
B, specifying whether each contiguous subsequence
is a constituent or not, in which case the span is
called a distituent. Each subsequence of POS tags,
or SPAN, α, occurs in a CONTEXT, β, which is an
ordered pair of preceding and following tags. A
bracketing is a boolean matrix B, indicating which
spans (i, j) are constituents (Bij = true) and which
are distituents (Bij = false). A bracketing is con-
sidered legal if its constituents are nested and form a
binary tree T (B).

The joint distribution is given by:

P(s,B) = PT (B) ·∏
i,j∈T (B)

PS (α(i, j, s)|true) PC (β(i, j, s)|true) ·

∏
i,j 6∈T (B)

PS (α(i, j, s)|false) PC (β(i, j, s)|false)

The prior over unobserved bracketings PT (B) is
fixed to be the uniform distribution over all legal
bracketings. The other distributions, PS (·) and
PC (·), are multinomials whose isolated parameters
are estimated to maximize the likelihood of a set of
observed sentences {sn} using EM (Dempster et al.,
1977).1

2.1 The Log-Linear CCM

A fundamental limitation of the CCM is that it con-
tains a single isolated parameter for every span. The
number of different possible span types increases ex-
ponentially in span length, leading to data sparsity as
the sentence length increases.

1As mentioned in (Klein and Manning, 2002), the CCM
model is deficient because it assigns probability mass to yields
and spans that cannot consistently combine to form a valid sen-
tence. Our model does not address this issue, and hence it is
similarly deficient.

The Log-Linear CCM (LLCCM) reparameterizes
the distributions in the CCM using intuitive features
to address the limitations of CCM while retaining
its predictive power. The set of proposed features
includes a BASIC feature for each parameter of the
original CCM, enabling the LLCCM to retain the
full expressive power of the CCM. In addition, LL-
CCM contains a set of coarse features that activate
across distinct spans.

To introduce features into the CCM, we express
each of its local conditional distributions as a multi-
class logistic regression model. Each local distri-
bution, Pt(y|x) for t ∈ {SPAN,CONTEXT}, condi-
tions on label x ∈ {true, false} and generates an
event (span or context) y. We can define each lo-
cal distribution in terms of a weight vector, w, and
feature vector, fxyt, using a log-linear model:

Pt(y|x) =
exp 〈w, fxyt〉∑
y′ exp

〈
w, fxy′t

〉 (1)

This technique for parameter transformation was
shown to be effective in unsupervised models for
part-of-speech induction, dependency grammar in-
duction, word alignment, and word segmentation
(Berg-Kirkpatrick et al., 2010). In our case, replac-
ing multinomials via featurized models not only im-
proves model accuracy, but also lets the model apply
effectively to a new regime of long sentences.

2.2 Feature Templates
In the SPAN model, for each span y = [α1, . . . , αn]
and label x, we use the following feature templates:

BASIC: I [y = · ∧ x = ·]
BOUNDARY: I [α1 = · ∧ αn = · ∧ x = ·]

PREFIX: I [α1 = · ∧ x = ·]
SUFFIX: I [αn = · ∧ x = ·]

Just as the external CONTEXT is a signal of con-
stituency, so too is the internal “context.” For exam-
ple, there are many distinct noun phrases with differ-
ent spans that all begin with DT and end with NN; a
fact expressed by the BOUNDARY feature (Table 1).

In the CONTEXT model, for each context y =
[β1, β2] and constituent/distituent decision x, we use
the following feature templates:

BASIC: I [y = · ∧ x = ·]
L-CONTEXT: I [β1 = · ∧ x = ·]
R-CONTEXT: I [β2 = · ∧ x = ·]
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Consider the following example extracted from
the WSJ:

0 The 1

DT

Venezuelan 2

JJ

currency 3

NN

NP-SBJ

plummeted 4

VBD

this 5

DT

year 6

NN

NP-TMP

VP

S

Both spans (0, 3) and (4, 6) are constituents corre-
sponding to noun phrases whose features are shown
in Table 1:

Feature Name (0,3) (4, 6)

sp
an

BASIC-DT-JJ-NN: 1 0
BASIC-DT-NN: 0 1

BOUNDARY-DT-NN: 1 1
PREFIX-DT: 1 1
SUFFIX-NN: 1 1

co
nt

ex
t

BASIC-�-VBD: 1 0
BASIC-VBD-�: 0 1
L-CONTEXT-�: 1 0

L-CONTEXT-VBD: 0 1
R-CONTEXT-VBD: 1 0

R-CONTEXT-�: 0 1

Table 1: Span and context features for constituent spans (0, 3)
and (4, 6). The symbol � indicates a sentence boundary.

Notice that although the BASIC span features are
active for at most one span, the remaining features
fire for both spans, effectively sharing information
between the local probabilities of these events.

The coarser CONTEXT features factor the context
pair into its components, which allow the LLCCM
to more easily learn, for example, that a constituent
is unlikely to immediately follow a determiner.

3 Training

In the EM algorithm for estimating CCM parame-
ters, the E-Step computes posteriors over bracket-
ings using the Inside-Outside algorithm. The M-
Step chooses parameters that maximize the expected
complete log likelihood of the data.

The weights, w, of LLCCM are estimated to max-
imize the data log likelihood of the training sen-
tences {sn}, summing out all possible bracketings
B for each sentence:

L(w) =
∑
sn

log
∑
B

Pw(sn, B)

We optimize this objective via L-BFGS (Liu and
Nocedal, 1989), which requires us to compute the

objective gradient. Berg-Kirkpatrick et al. (2010)
showed that the data log likelihood gradient is equiv-
alent to the gradient of the expected complete log
likelihood (the objective maximized in the M-step of
EM) at the point from which expectations are com-
puted. This gradient can be computed in three steps.

First, we compute the local probabilities of the
CCM, Pt(y|x), from the current w using Equa-
tion (1). We approximate the normalization over an
exponential number of terms by only summing over
spans that appeared in the training corpus.

Second, we compute posteriors over bracketings,
P(i, j|sn), just as in the E-step of CCM training,2 in
order to determine the expected counts:

exy,SPAN =
∑
sn

∑
ij

I [α(i, j, sn) = y] δ(x)

exy,CONTEXT =
∑
sn

∑
ij

I [β(i, j, sn) = y] δ(x)

where δ(true) = P(i, j|sn), and δ(false) = 1 −
δ(true).

We summarize these expected count quantities as:

exyt =

{
exy,SPAN if t = SPAN

exy,CONTEXT if t = CONTEXT

Finally, we compute the gradient with respect to
w, expressed in terms of these expected counts and
conditional probabilities:

∇L(w) =
∑
xyt

exytfxyt −G(w)

G(w) =
∑
xt

(∑
y

exyt

)∑
y′

Pt(y|x)fxy′t

Following (Klein and Manning, 2002), we initialize
the model weights by optimizing against posterior
probabilities fixed to the split-uniform distribution,
which generates binary trees by randomly choosing
a split point and recursing on each side of the split.3

2We follow the dynamic program presented in Appendix A.1
of (Klein, 2005).

3In Appendix B.2, Klein (2005) shows this posterior can be
expressed in closed form. As in previous work, we start the ini-
tialization optimization with the zero vector, and terminate after
10 iterations to regularize against achieving a local maximum.
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3.1 Efficiently Computing the Gradient
The following quantity appears in G(w):

γt(x) =
∑

y

exyt

Which expands as follows depending on t:

γSPAN(x) =
∑

y

∑
sn

∑
ij

I [α(i, j, sn) = y] δ(x)

γCONTEXT(x) =
∑

y

∑
sn

∑
ij

I [β(i, j, sn) = y] δ(x)

In each of these expressions, the δ(x) term can
be factored outside the sum over y. Each fixed
(i, j) and sn pair has exactly one span and con-
text, hence the quantities

∑
y I [α(i, j, sn) = y] and∑

y I [β(i, j, sn) = y] are both equal to 1.

γt(x) =
∑
sn

∑
ij

δ(x)

This expression further simplifies to a constant.
The sum of the posterior probabilities, δ(true), over
all positions is equal to the total number of con-
stituents in the tree. Any binary tree over N ter-
minals contains exactly 2N − 1 constituents and
1
2(N − 2)(N − 1) distituents.

γt(x) =

{∑
sn

(2|sn| − 1) if x = true
1
2

∑
sn

(|sn| − 2)(|sn| − 1) if x = false

where |sn| denotes the length of sentence sn.
Thus, G(w) can be precomputed once for the en-

tire dataset at each minimization step. Moreover,
γt(x) can be precomputed once before all iterations.

3.2 Relationship to Smoothing
The original CCM uses additive smoothing in its M-
step to capture the fact that distituents outnumber
constituents. For each span or context, CCM adds
10 counts: 2 as a constituent and 8 as a distituent.4

We note that these smoothing parameters are tai-
lored to short sentences: in a binary tree, the number
of constituents grows linearly with sentence length,
whereas the number of distituents grows quadrati-
cally. Therefore, the ratio of constituents to dis-
tituents is not constant across sentence lengths. In
contrast, by virtue of the log-linear model, LLCCM
assigns positive probability to all spans or contexts
without explicit smoothing.

4These counts are specified in (Klein, 2005); Klein and
Manning (2002) added 10 constituent and 50 distituent counts.

Length Baseline 
CCM

LLCCM Right 
branching

Upper 
bound

Initialization

10
15
20
25
30
35
40

71.9 72.0 61.7 88.1 49.8
53.0 64.6 53.1 86.8 39.8
46.6 60.0 48.2 86.3 34.2
42.7 56.2 44.9 85.9 30.6
39.9 50.3 42.6 85.7 28.5
37.5 49.2 41.3 85.6 27.3
33.7 47.6 40.5 85.5 26.8
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Figure 1: CCM and LLCCM trained and tested on sentences of
a fixed length. LLCCM performs well on longer sentences. The
binary branching upper bound correponds to UBOUND from
(Klein and Manning, 2002).

4 Experiments
We train our models on gold POS sequences from
all sections (0-24) of the WSJ (Marcus et al., 1993)
with punctuation removed. We report bracketing
F1 scores between the binary trees predicted by the
models on these sequences and the treebank parses.

We train and evaluate both a CCM implementa-
tion (Luque, 2011) and our LLCCM on sentences up
to a fixed length n, for n ∈ {10, 15, . . . , 40}. Fig-
ure 1 shows that LLCCM substantially outperforms
the CCM on longer sentences. After length 15,
CCM accuracy falls below the right branching base-
line, whereas LLCCM remains significantly better
than right-branching through length 40.

5 Conclusion
Our log-linear variant of the CCM extends robustly
to long sentences, enabling constituent grammar in-
duction to be used in settings that typically include
long sentences, such as machine translation reorder-
ing (Chiang, 2005; DeNero and Uszkoreit, 2011;
Dyer et al., 2011).
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Abstract

Some Statistical Machine Translation systems
never see the light because the owner of the
appropriate training data cannot release them,
and the potential user of the system cannot dis-
close what should be translated. We propose a
simple and practical encryption-based method
addressing this barrier.

1 Introduction

It is generally taken for granted that whoever is
deploying a Statistical Machine Translation (SMT)
system has unrestricted rights to access and use the
parallel data required for its training. This is not al-
ways the case. The ideal resources for training SMT
models are Translation Memories (TM), especially
when they are large, well maintained, coherent in
genre and topic and aligned with the application of
interest. Such TMs are cherished as valuable as-
sets by their owners, who rarely accept to give away
wholesale rights to their use. At the same time, the
prospective user of the SMT system that could be
derived from such TM might be subject to confiden-
tiality constraints on the text stream needing transla-
tion, so that sending out text to translate to an SMT
system deployed by the owner of the PT is not an
option.

We propose an encryption-based method that ad-
dresses such conflicting constraints. In this method,
the owner of the TM generates a Phrase Table (PT)
from it, and makes it accessible to the user following
a special procedure. An SMT decoder is deployed

by the user, with all the required resources to oper-
ate except the PT1.

As a result of following the proposed procedure:

• The user acquires all and only the phrase table
entries required to perform the decoding of a
specific file, thus avoiding complete transfer of
the TM to the user;

• The owner of the PT does not learn anything
about what is being translated, thus satisfying
the user’s confidentiality constraints;

• The owner of the PT can track the number of
phrase-table entries that was downloaded by
the user.

The method assumes that, besides the PT Owner
and the PT User, there is a Trusted Third Party. This
means that both the User and the PT owner trust such
third party not to collude with the other one for vi-
olating their secrets (i.e. the content of the PT, or a
string requiring translation), even if they do not trust
her enough to directly disclose such secrets to her.

While the exposition will focus on phrase tables,
there is nothing in the method precluding its use with
other resources, provided that they can be repre-
sented as look-up tables, a very mild constraint. Pro-
vided speed-related aspects can be dealt with, this
makes the method directly applicable to language
models, or distortion tables for models with lexi-
calized distortion (Al-Onaizan and Papineni, 2006).
The method is also directly applicable to Transla-
tion Memories, which can be seen as “degenerate”

1If the decoder can operate with multiple PTs, then there
could be other (possibly out-of-domain) PTs installed locally.
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phrase tables where each record contains only a
translation in the target language, and no associated
statistics.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion 2 explains the proposed method; in Section 3 we
make more precise some implementation choices.
We briefly touch on related work on Section 4, pro-
vide an experimental validation in Sec. 5, and offer
some concluding remarks in Sec. 6.

2 Private access to phrase tables

Let Alice2 be the owner of a PT, Bob the owner of
the SMT decoder who would like to use the table,
and Tina a trusted third-party. In broad terms, the
proposed method works like this: in an initializa-
tion phase, Alice first encrypts PT entries one by
one, sends the encrypted PT to Bob, and the en-
cryption/decryption keys to Tina. Alice also sends
a method to map source language phrases to PT in-
dices to Bob.

When translating, Bob uses the mapping method
sent by Alice to check if a given source phrase is
present and has a translation in the PT and, if this is
the case, retrieves the index of the corresponding en-
try in the PT. If the check is positive, then Bob sends
a request to Tina for the corresponding decryption
key. Tina delivers the decryption key to Bob and
communicates that a download has taken place to
Alice, who can then increase a download counter.

Let {(s1, v1), . . . , (sn, vn)} be a PT, where si is
a source phrase and vi is the corresponding record.
In an actual PT there are multiple lines for a same
source phrase, but it is always possible to reconstruct
a single record by concatenating all such lines.

2.1 Initialization

The initialization phase is illustrated in Fig. 1. For
each PT entry (si, vi), Alice:

1. Encrypts vi with key ki We denote the en-
crypted record as vi ⊕ ki

2. Computes a digest di of the source entry si

3. Sends the phrase digests {di}i=1,...,n to Bob

2We adopt a widespread convention in cryptography and as-
sign person names to the parties involved in the exchange.
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Figure 1: The initialization phase of the method
(Sec. 2.1). Bob receives an encrypted version of the PT
entries and the corresponding source phrase digests. Tina
receives the decryption keys.

4. Sends the encrypted record (or ciphertext)
{vi ⊕ ki}i=1,...,n to Bob

5. Sends the keys {ki}i=1,...,n to Tina

A digest, or one-way hash function (Schneider,
1996), is a particular type of hash function. It takes
as input a string of arbitrary length, and determin-
istically produces a bit string of fixed length. It is
such that it is virtually impossible to reconstruct a
message given its digest, and that the probability of
collisions, i.e. of two strings being given the same
digest, is negligible.

At the end of the initialization, neither Bob nor
Tina can access the content of the PT, unless they
collude.

2.2 Retrieval

During translation, Bob has a source phrase s and
would like to retrieve from the PT the corresponding
entry, if it is present. To do so (Fig. 2):

1. Bob computes the digest d of s using the same
cryptographic hash function used by Alice in
the initialization phase;

2. Bob checks whether d ∈ {di}i=1,...,n. If the
check is negative then s does not have an entry
in the PT, and the process stops. If the check is
positive then s has an entry in the PT: let is be
the corresponding index;
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Figure 2: The retrieval phase (Sec. 2.2).

3. Bob requests to Tina key kis ;

4. Tina sends Bob kis and notifies Alice, who can
increment a counter of PT entries downloaded
by Bob;

5. Bob decrypts vis ⊕ kis using key kis , and re-
covers vis .

At the end of the process, Bob retrieved from the
PT owned by Alice an entry if and only if it matched
phrase s (this is guaranteed by the virtual absence of
collisions ensured by the cryptographic hash func-
tions used for computing phrase digests). Alice was
notified by Tina that Bob downloaded one entry, as
desired, while neither Tina nor Alice could learn s,
unless they colluded.

3 Implementation

For clarity of exposition, in Section 2.2 we presented
a method for looking up PT entries involving one in-
teraction for each phrase look-up. In our implemen-
tation, we batch all requests for all source phrases
up to a predefined length for all sentences in a given
file. This mirrors the standard practice of filtering
the phrase table for a given source file to translate
before starting the actual decoding.

Out of the large choice of cryptographic hash
functions in the literature (Schneider, 1996), we
chose 128 bits md5 for its widespread availability in
multiple programming languages and environments.

For encrypting entries, we used bit-wise XOR
with a string of random bits (the key) of the same

length as the encrypted item. This symmetric en-
cryption is known as one-time pad, and it is unbreak-
able, provided key bits are really random.

Both keys and ciphertext are indexed and sorted
by increasing md5 digest of the corresponding
source phrase. For retrieving all entries matching
a given text file, Bob generates md5 digests for all
source phrases up to a maximum length, sorts them,
and performs a join with the encrypted entry file.
Matching digests are then sent to Tina for her to join
with the keys. It is important that Bob uses the same
tokenizer/word segmentation scheme used by Alice
in preprocessing training data before extracting the
PT.

Note that it is never necessary to have any massive
data structure in main memory, and all process steps
except the initial sorting by md5 digest are linear in
the number of PT entries or in the number of tokens
to look up. The process results however in increased
storage and bandwidth requirements, since cipher-
text and key have each roughly the same size as the
original PT.

4 Related work

We are not aware of any previous work directly ad-
dressing the problem we solve, i.e. private access
to a phrase table or other resources for the pur-
pose of performing statistical machine translation.
Private access to electronic information in general,
however, is an active research area. While effec-
tive, the scheme proposed here is rather basic, com-
pared to what can be found in specialized literature,
e.g. (Chor et al., 1998; Bellovin and Cheswick,
2004). An interesting and relatively recent sur-
vey of the field of secure multiparty computation
and privacy-preserving data mining is (Lindell and
Pinkas, 2009).

5 Experiments

We validated our simple implementation using a
phrase table of 38,488,777 lines created with the
Moses toolkit3(Koehn et al., 2007) phrase-based
SMT system, corresponding to 15,764,069 entries
for distinct source phrases4.

3http://www.statmt.org/moses/
4The birthday bound for a 128 bit hash like md5 for a col-

lision probability of 10−18 is around 2.6 ∗ 1010. This means
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Figure 3: Time required to complete the initialization as
a function of the number of lines in the original PT.

This PT was obtained processing the training data
of the English-Spanish Europarl corpus used in the
WMT 2008 shared task5. We used a 2,000 sentence
test set of the same shared evaluation for experi-
menting with the querying phase.

We conducted all experiments on a single core of
an ordinary Linux server6 with 32Gb of RAM. Both
initialization and retrieval can be easily parallelized.

Figure 3 shows the time required to complete the
initialization phase as a function of the size of the
original PT (in million of lines). The progression
is largely linear, and the overall initialization time
of roughly 45 minutes for the complete PT indicates
that the method can be used in practice. Note that
the Europarl corpus originating the phrase-table is
much larger than most TMs available at even large
language service providers.

Figure 4 displays the time required to complete
retrieval for subsets of increasing size of the 2,000
sentence test set, and for phrase tables uniformly
sampled at 25%, 50%, 75% and 100%. 217,019
distinct digests are generated for all possible phrase
of length up to 6 from the full test set, resulting in
the retrieval of 47,072 entries (596,560 lines) from
the full phrase table. Our implementation of the re-
trieval uses the Unix join command on the ciphertext
and the key tables, and performs a full scan through

that if the hash distributed keys perfectly uniformly, then about
26 billion entries would be required for the collision probabil-
ity to exceed 10−18. While no hash function, including md5,
distributes keys perfectly evenly (Bellare and Kohno, 2004), the
number of entries likely to be handled in our application is or-
ders of magnitude smaller than the bound.

5http://www.statmt.org/wmt08/shared-task.html
6Intel Xeon 3.1 GHz.

Figure 4: Time required for retrieval as a function of the
number of sentences in the query, for different subsets of
the original phrase table.

those files. Complexity hence depends more on the
size of the PT than on the length of the query. An
ad-hoc indexing of the encrypted entries and of the
keys in e.g. a standard database would make the
dependency logarithmic in the number of entries,
and linear in the number of source tokens. Digests’
prefixes are perfectly suited for bucketing ciphertext
and keys. This would be useful if query batches are
small.

6 Conclusions

Some SMT systems never get deployed because
of legitimate and incompatible concerns of the
prospective users and of the training data owners.
We propose a method that guarantees to the owner of
a TM that only some fraction of an artifact derived
from the original resource, a phrase-table, is trans-
ferred, and only in a very controlled way allowing
to track downloads. This same method also guaran-
tees the privacy of the user, who is not required to
disclose the content of what needs translation.

Empirical validation on demanding conditions
shows that the proposed method is practical on or-
dinary computing infrastructure.

This same method can be easily extended to other
resources used by SMT systems, and indeed even
beyond SMT itself, whenever similar constraints on
data access exist.
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Abstract

In this work we present two extensions to
the well-known dynamic programming beam
search in phrase-based statistical machine
translation (SMT), aiming at increased effi-
ciency of decoding by minimizing the number
of language model computations and hypothe-
sis expansions. Our results show that language
model based pre-sorting yields a small im-
provement in translation quality and a speedup
by a factor of 2. Two look-ahead methods are
shown to further increase translation speed by
a factor of 2 without changing the search space
and a factor of 4 with the side-effect of some
additional search errors. We compare our ap-
proach with Moses and observe the same per-
formance, but a substantially better trade-off
between translation quality and speed. At a
speed of roughly 70 words per second, Moses
reaches 17.2% BLEU, whereas our approach
yields 20.0% with identical models.

1 Introduction

Research efforts to increase search efficiency for
phrase-based MT (Koehn et al., 2003) have ex-
plored several directions, ranging from generalizing
the stack decoding algorithm (Ortiz et al., 2006) to
additional early pruning techniques (Delaney et al.,
2006), (Moore and Quirk, 2007) and more efficient
language model (LM) querying (Heafield, 2011).

This work extends the approach by (Zens and
Ney, 2008) with two techniques to increase trans-
lation speed and scalability. We show that taking
a heuristic LM score estimate for pre-sorting the

phrase translation candidates has a positive effect on
both translation quality and speed. Further, we intro-
duce two novel LM look-ahead methods. The idea
of LM look-ahead is to incorporate the LM proba-
bilities into the pruning process of the beam search
as early as possible. In speech recognition it has
been used for many years (Steinbiss et al., 1994;
Ortmanns et al., 1998). First-word LM look-ahead
exploits the search structure to use the LM costs of
the first word of a new phrase as a lower bound for
the full LM costs of the phrase. Phrase-only LM
look-ahead makes use of a pre-computed estimate
of the full LM costs for each phrase. We detail the
implementation of these methods and analyze their
effect with respect to the number of LM computa-
tions and hypothesis expansions as well as on trans-
lation speed and quality. We also run comparisons
with the Moses decoder (Koehn et al., 2007), which
yields the same performance in BLEU, but is outper-
formed significantly in terms of scalability for faster
translation. Our implementation is available under
a non-commercial open source licence†.

2 Search Algorithm Extensions

We apply the decoding algorithm described in (Zens
and Ney, 2008). Hypotheses are scored by a
weighted log-linear combination of models. A beam
search strategy is used to find the best hypothesis.
During search we perform pruning controlled by the
parameters coverage histogram size‡ Nc and lexical

∗Richard Zens’s contribution was during his time at RWTH.
†www-i6.informatik.rwth-aachen.de/jane
‡number of hypothesized coverage vectors per cardinality
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histogram size§ Nl .

2.1 Phrase candidate pre-sorting

In addition to the source sentence f J
1 , the beam

search algorithm takes a matrix E(·, ·) as input,
where for each contiguous phrase f̃ = f j . . . f j′

within the source sentence, E( j, j′) contains a list of
all candidate translations for f̃ . The candidate lists
are sorted according to their model score, which was
observed to speed up translation by Delaney et al.
(2006). In addition to sorting according to the purely
phrase-internal scores, which is common practice,
we compute an estimate qLME(ẽ) for the LM score
of each target phrase ẽ. qLME(ẽ) is the weighted
LM score we receive by assuming ẽ to be a com-
plete sentence without using sentence start and end
markers. We limit the number of translation options
per source phrase to the No top scoring candidates
(observation histogram pruning).

The pre-sorting during phrase matching has two
effects on the search algorithm. Firstly, it defines
the order in which the hypothesis expansions take
place. As higher scoring phrases are considered first,
it is less likely that already created partial hypothe-
ses will have to be replaced, thus effectively reduc-
ing the expected number of hypothesis expansions.
Secondly, due to the observation pruning the sorting
affects the considered phrase candidates and conse-
quently the search space. A better pre-selection can
be expected to improve translation quality.

2.2 Language Model Look-Ahead

LM score computations are among the most expen-
sive in decoding. Delaney et al. (2006) report signif-
icant improvements in runtime by removing unnec-
essary LM lookups via early pruning. Here we de-
scribe an LM look-ahead technique, which is aimed
at further reducing the number of LM computations.

The innermost loop of the search algorithm iter-
ates over all translation options for a single source
phrase to consider them for expanding the current
hypothesis. We introduce an LM look-ahead score
qLMLA(ẽ|ẽ′), which is computed for each of the
translation options. This score is added to the over-
all hypothesis score, and if the pruning threshold is

§number of lexical hypotheses per coverage vector

exceeded, we discard the expansion without com-
puting the full LM score.

First-word LM look-ahead pruning defines the
LM look-ahead score qLMLA(ẽ|ẽ′) = qLM(ẽ1|ẽ′) to
be the LM score of the first word of target phrase ẽ
given history ẽ′. As qLM(ẽ1|ẽ′) is an upper bound for
the full LM score, the technique does not introduce
additional seach errors. The score can be reused, if
the LM score of the full phrase ẽ needs to be com-
puted afterwards.

We can exploit the structure of the search to speed
up the LM lookups for the first word. The LM prob-
abilities are stored in a trie, where each node cor-
responds to a specific LM history. Usually, each
LM lookup consists of first traversing the trie to find
the node corresponding to the current LM history
and then retrieving the probability for the next word.
If the n-gram is not present, we have to repeat this
procedure with the next lower-order history, until a
probability is found. However, the LM history for
the first words of all phrases within the innermost
loop of the search algorithm is identical. Just be-
fore the loop we can therefore traverse the trie once
for the current history and each of its lower order n-
grams and store the pointers to the resulting nodes.
To retrieve the LM look-ahead scores, we can then
directly access the nodes without the need to traverse
the trie again. This implementational detail was con-
firmed to increase translation speed by roughly 20%
in a short experiment.

Phrase-only LM look-ahead pruning defines the
look-ahead score qLMLA(ẽ|ẽ′) = qLME(ẽ) to be the
LM score of phrase ẽ, assuming ẽ to be the full sen-
tence. It was already used for sorting the phrases,
is therefore pre-computed and does not require ad-
ditional LM lookups. As it is not a lower bound for
the real LM score, this pruning technique can intro-
duce additional search errors. Our results show that
it radically reduces the number of LM lookups.

3 Experimental Evaluation

3.1 Setup

The experiments are carried out on the
German→English task provided for WMT 2011∗.
∗http://www.statmt.org/wmt11
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system BLEU[%] #HYP #LM w/s
No = ∞

baseline 20.1 3.0K 322K 2.2
+pre-sort 20.1 2.5K 183K 3.6

No = 100
baseline 19.9 2.3K 119K 7.1

+pre-sort 20.1 1.9K 52K 15.8
+first-word 20.1 1.9K 40K 31.4
+phrase-only 19.8 1.6K 6K 69.2

Table 1: Comparison of the number of hypothesis expan-
sions per source word (#HYP) and LM computations per
source word (#LM) with respect to LM pre-sorting, first-
word LM look-ahead and phrase-only LM look-ahead on
newstest2009. Speed is given in words per second.
Results are given with (No = 100) and without (No = ∞)
observation pruning.

The English language model is a 4-gram LM
created with the SRILM toolkit (Stolcke, 2002) on
all bilingual and parts of the provided monolingual
data. newstest2008 is used for parameter
optimization, newstest2009 as a blind test
set. To confirm our results, we run the final set of
experiments also on the English→French task of
IWSLT 2011†. We evaluate with BLEU (Papineni et
al., 2002) and TER (Snover et al., 2006).

We use identical phrase tables and scaling fac-
tors for Moses and our decoder. The phrase table
is pruned to a maximum of 400 target candidates per
source phrase before decoding. The phrase table and
LM are loaded into memory before translating and
loading time is eliminated for speed measurements.

3.2 Methodological analysis

To observe the effect of the proposed search al-
gorithm extensions, we ran experiments with fixed
pruning parameters, keeping track of the number of
hypothesis expansions and LM computations. The
LM score pre-sorting affects both the set of phrase
candidates due to observation histogram pruning and
the order in which they are considered. To sepa-
rate these effects, experiments were run both with
histogram pruning (No = 100) and without. From
Table 1 we can see that in terms of efficiency both
cases show similar improvements over the baseline,

†http://iwslt2011.org
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Figure 1: Translation performance in BLEU [%] on the
newstest2009 set vs. speed on a logarithmic scale.
We compare Moses with our approach without LM look-
ahead and LM score pre-sorting (baseline), with added
LM pre-sorting and with either first-word or phrase-only
LM look-ahead on top of +pre-sort. Observation his-
togram size is fixed to No = 100 for both decoders.

which performs pre-sorting with respect to the trans-
lation model scores only. The number of hypothesis
expansions is reduced by ∼20% and the number of
LM lookups by ∼50%. When observation pruning
is applied, we additionally observe a small increase
by 0.2% in BLEU.

Application of first-word LM look-ahead further
reduces the number of LM lookups by 23%, result-
ing in doubled translation speed, part of which de-
rives from fewer trie node searches. The heuristic
phrase-only LM look-ahead method introduces ad-
ditional search errors, resulting in a BLEU drop by
0.3%, but yields another 85% reduction in LM com-
putations and increases throughput by a factor of 2.2.

3.3 Performance evaluation

In this section we evaluate the proposed extensions
to the original beam search algorithm in terms of
scalability and their usefulness for different appli-
cation constraints. We compare Moses and four dif-
ferent setups of our decoder: LM score pre-sorting
switched on or off without LM look-ahead and both
LM look-ahead methods with LM score pre-sorting.
We translated the test set with the beam sizes set to
Nc = Nl = {1,2,4,8,16,24,32,48,64}. For Moses
we used the beam sizes 2i, i ∈ {1, . . . ,9}. Transla-
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setup system WMT 2011 German→English IWSLT 2011 English→French
beam size speed BLEU TER beam size speed BLEU TER
(Nc,Nl) w/s [%] [%] (Nc,Nl) w/s [%] [%]

best Moses 256 0.7 20.2 63.2 16 10 29.5 52.8
this work: first-word (48,48) 1.1 20.2 63.3 (8,8) 23 29.5 52.9

phrase-only (64,64) 1.4 20.1 63.2 (16,16) 18 29.5 52.8
BLEU: Moses 16 12 19.6 63.7 4 40 29.1 53.2
≥ -1% this work: first-word (4,4) 67 20.0 63.2 (2,2) 165 29.1 53.1

phrase-only (8,8) 69 19.8 63.0 (4,4) 258 29.3 52.9
BLEU: Moses 8 25 19.1 64.2 2 66 28.1 54.3
≥ -2% this work: first-word (2,2) 233 19.5 63.4 (1,1) 525 28.4 53.9

phrase-only (4,4) 280 19.3 63.0 (2,2) 771 28.5 53.2
fastest Moses 1 126 15.6 68.3 1 116 26.7 55.9

this work: first-word (1,1) 444 18.4 64.6 (1,1) 525 28.4 53.9
phrase-only (1,1) 2.8K 16.8 64.4 (1,1) 2.2K 26.4 54.7

Table 2: Comparison of Moses with this work. Either first-word or phrase-only LM look-ahead is applied. We consider
both the best and the fastest possible translation, as well as the fastest settings resulting in no more than 1% and 2%
BLEU loss on the development set. Results are given on the test set (newstest2009).

tion performance in BLEU is plotted against speed
in Figure 1. Without the proposed extensions, Moses
slightly outperforms our decoder in terms of BLEU.
However, the latter already scales better for higher
speed. With LM score pre-sorting, the best BLEU

value is similar to Moses while further accelerat-
ing translation, yielding identical performance at 16
words/sec as Moses at 1.8 words/sec. Application
of first-word LM look-ahead shifts the graph to the
right, now reaching the same performance at 31
words/sec. At a fixed translation speed of roughly
70 words/sec, our approach yields 20.0% BLEU,
whereas Moses reaches 17.2%. For phrase-only LM
look-ahead the graph is somewhat flatter. It yields
nearly the same top performance with an even better
trade-off between translation quality and speed.

The final set of experiments is performed on both
the WMT and the IWSLT task. We directly com-
pare our decoder with the two LM look-ahead meth-
ods with Moses in four scenarios: the best possi-
ble translation, the fastest possible translation with-
out performance constraint and the fastest possible
translation with no more than 1% and 2% loss in
BLEU on the dev set compared to the best value.
Table 2 shows that on the WMT data, the top per-
formance is similar for both decoders. However, if
we allow for a small degradation in translation per-
formance, our approaches clearly outperform Moses

in terms of translation speed. With phrase-only LM
look-ahead, our decoder is faster by a factor of 6
for no more than 1% BLEU loss, a factor of 11 for
2% BLEU loss and a factor of 22 in the fastest set-
ting. The results on the IWSLT data are very similar.
Here, the speed difference reaches a factor of 19 in
the fastest setting.

4 Conclusions

This work introduces two extensions to the well-
known beam search algorithm for phrase-based ma-
chine translation. Both pre-sorting the phrase trans-
lation candidates with an LM score estimate and LM
look-ahead during search are shown to have a pos-
itive effect on translation speed. We compare our
decoder to Moses, reaching a similar highest BLEU

score, but clearly outperforming it in terms of scal-
ability with respect to the trade-off ratio between
translation quality and speed. In our experiments,
the fastest settings of our decoder and Moses differ
in translation speed by a factor of 22 on the WMT
data and a factor of 19 on the IWSLT data. Our soft-
ware is part of the open source toolkit Jane.
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Abstract

This paper presents an extension of Chi-
ang’s hierarchical phrase-based (HPB) model,
called Head-Driven HPB (HD-HPB), which
incorporates head information in translation
rules to better capture syntax-driven infor-
mation, as well as improved reordering be-
tween any two neighboring non-terminals at
any stage of a derivation to explore a larger
reordering search space. Experiments on
Chinese-English translation on four NIST MT
test sets show that the HD-HPB model signifi-
cantly outperforms Chiang’s model with aver-
age gains of 1.91 points absolute in BLEU.

1 Introduction

Chiang’s hierarchical phrase-based (HPB) transla-
tion model utilizes synchronous context free gram-
mar (SCFG) for translation derivation (Chiang,
2005; Chiang, 2007) and has been widely adopted
in statistical machine translation (SMT). Typically,
such models define two types of translation rules:
hierarchical (translation) rules which consist of both
terminals and non-terminals, and glue (grammar)
rules which combine translated phrases in a mono-
tone fashion. Due to lack of linguistic knowledge,
Chiang’s HPB model contains only one type of non-
terminal symbol X , often making it difficult to se-
lect the most appropriate translation rules.1 What
is more, Chiang’s HPB model suffers from limited
phrase reordering combining translated phrases in a
monotonic way with glue rules. In addition, once a

1Another non-terminal symbol S is used in glue rules.

glue rule is adopted, it requires all rules above it to
be glue rules.

One important research question is therefore how
to refine the non-terminal category X using linguis-
tically motivated information: Zollmann and Venu-
gopal (2006) (SAMT) e.g. use (partial) syntactic
categories derived from CFG trees while Zollmann
and Vogel (2011) use word tags, generated by ei-
ther POS analysis or unsupervised word class in-
duction. Almaghout et al. (2011) employ CCG-
based supertags. Mylonakis and Sima’an (2011) use
linguistic information of various granularities such
as Phrase-Pair, Constituent, Concatenation of Con-
stituents, and Partial Constituents, where applica-
ble. Inspired by previous work in parsing (Char-
niak, 2000; Collins, 2003), our Head-Driven HPB
(HD-HPB) model is based on the intuition that lin-
guistic heads provide important information about a
constituent or distributionally defined fragment, as
in HPB. We identify heads using linguistically mo-
tivated dependency parsing, and use their POS to
refine X. In addition HD-HPB provides flexible re-
ordering rules freely mixing translation and reorder-
ing (including swap) at any stage in a derivation.

Different from the soft constraint modeling
adopted in (Chan et al., 2007; Marton and Resnik,
2008; Shen et al., 2009; He et al., 2010; Huang et
al., 2010; Gao et al., 2011), our approach encodes
syntactic information in translation rules. However,
the two approaches are not mutually exclusive, as
we could also include a set of syntax-driven features
into our translation model. Our approach maintains
the advantages of Chiang’s HPB model while at the
same time incorporating head information and flex-
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欧洲/NR 
Ouzhou 

八国/NN 
baguo 

联名/AD 
lianming 

支持/VV 
zhichi 

美国/NR 
meiguo 

立场/NN 
lichang 

root 

Eight European countries jointly support America’s stand 

Figure 1: An example word alignment for a Chinese-
English sentence pair with the dependency parse tree for
the Chinese sentence. Here, each Chinese word is at-
tached with its POS tag and Pinyin.

ible reordering in a derivation in a natural way. Ex-
periments on Chinese-English translation using four
NIST MT test sets show that our HD-HPB model
significantly outperforms Chiang’s HPB as well as a
SAMT-style refined version of HPB.

2 Head-Driven HPB Translation Model

Like Chiang (2005) and Chiang (2007), our HD-
HPB translation model adopts a synchronous con-
text free grammar, a rewriting system which gen-
erates source and target side string pairs simulta-
neously using a context-free grammar. Instead of
collapsing all non-terminals in the source language
into a single symbol X as in Chiang (2007), given a
word sequence f i

j from position i to position j, we
first find heads and then concatenate the POS tags
of these heads as f i

j’s non-terminal symbol. Specif-
ically, we adopt unlabeled dependency structure to
derive heads, which are defined as:

Definition 1. For word sequence f i
j , word

fk (i ≤ k ≤ j) is regarded as a head if it is domi-
nated by a word outside of this sequence.

Note that this definition (i) allows for a word se-
quence to have one or more heads (largely due to
the fact that a word sequence is not necessarily lin-
guistically constrained) and (ii) ensures that heads
are always the highest heads in the sequence from a
dependency structure perspective. For example, the
word sequence ouzhou baguo lianming in Figure 1
has two heads (i.e., baguo and lianming, ouzhou is
not a head of this sequence since its headword baguo
falls within this sequence) and the non-terminal cor-
responding to the sequence is thus labeled as NN-
AD. It is worth noting that in this paper we only
refine non-terminal X on the source side to head-
informed ones, while still usingX on the target side.

According to the occurrence of terminals in

translation rules, we group rules in the HD-HPB
model into two categories: head-driven hierarchical
rules (HD-HRs) and non-terminal reordering rules
(NRRs), where the former have at least one terminal
on both source and target sides and the later have no
terminals. For rule extraction, we first identify ini-
tial phrase pairs on word-aligned sentence pairs by
using the same criterion as most phrase-based trans-
lation models (Och and Ney, 2004) and Chiang’s
HPB model (Chiang, 2005; Chiang, 2007). We
extract HD-HRs and NRRs based on initial phrase
pairs, respectively.

2.1 HD-HRs: Head-Driven Hierarchical Rules

As mentioned, a HD-HR has at least one terminal
on both source and target sides. This is the same
as the hierarchical rules defined in Chiang’s HPB
model (Chiang, 2007), except that we use head POS-
informed non-terminal symbols in the source lan-
guage. We look for initial phrase pairs that contain
other phrases and then replace sub-phrases with POS
tags corresponding to their heads. Given the word
alignment in Figure 1, Table 1 demonstrates the dif-
ference between hierarchical rules in Chiang (2007)
and HD-HRs defined here.

Similar to Chiang’s HPB model, our HD-HPB
model will result in a large number of rules causing
problems in decoding. To alleviate these problems,
we filter our HD-HRs according to the same con-
straints as described in Chiang (2007). Moreover,
we discard rules that have non-terminals with more
than four heads.

2.2 NRRs: Non-terminal Reordering Rules

NRRs are translation rules without terminals. Given
an initial phrase pair on the source side, there are
four possible positional relationships for their target
side translations (we use Y as a variable for non-
terminals on the source side while all non-terminals
on the target side are labeled as X):

• Monotone 〈Y → Y1Y2, X → X1X2〉;

• Discontinuous monotone
〈Y → Y1Y2, X → X1 . . . X2〉;

• Swap 〈Y → Y1Y2, X → X2X1〉;

• Discontinuous swap
〈Y → Y1Y2, X → X2 . . . X1〉.
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phrase pairs hierarchical rule head-driven hierarchical rule

lichang, stand X→lichang, stand
NN→lichang,

X→stand

meiguo lichang1, America’s stand1 X→meiguo X1, America’s X1
NN→meiguo NN1,

X→America’s X1

zhichi meiguo, support America’s X→zhichi meiguo, support America’s
VV-NR→zhichi meiguo,

X→support America’s
zhichi meiguo1 lichang,
support America’s1 stand

X→X1 lichang,
X1 stand

VV→VV-NR1 lichang,
X→X1 stand

Table 1: Comparison of hierarchical rules in Chiang (2007) and HD-HRs. Indexed underlines indicate sub-phrases
and corresponding non-terminal symbols. The non-terminals in HD-HRs (e.g., NN, VV, VV-NR) capture the head(s)
POS tags of the corresponding word sequence in the source language.

Merging two neighboring non-terminals into a
single non-terminal, NRRs enable the translation
model to explore a wider search space. During train-
ing, we extract four types of NRRs and calculate
probabilities for each type. To speed up decoding,
we currently (i) only use monotone and swap NRRs
and (ii) limit the number of non-terminals in a NRR
to 2.

2.3 Features and Decoding
Given e for the translation output in the target lan-
guage, s and t for strings of terminals and non-
terminals on the source and target side, respectively,
we use a feature set analogous to the default feature
set of Chiang (2007), including:

• Phd-hr (t|s) and Phd-hr (s|t), translation probabili-
ties for HD-HRs;

• Plex (t|s) and Plex (s|t), lexical translation proba-
bilities for HD-HRs;

• Ptyhd-hr = exp (−1), rule penalty for HD-HRs;

• Pnrr (t|s), translation probability for NRRs;

• Ptynrr = exp (−1), rule penalty for NRRs;

• Plm (e), language model;

• Ptyword (e) = exp (−|e|), word penalty.

Our decoder is based on CKY-style chart parsing
with beam search and searches for the best deriva-
tion bottom-up. For a source span [i, j], it applies
both types of HD-HRs and NRRs. However, HD-
HRs are only applied to generate derivations span-
ning no more than K words – the initial phrase
length limit used in training to extract HD-HRs –
while NRRs are applied to derivations spanning any
length. Unlike in Chiang’s HPB model, it is pos-
sible for a non-terminal generated by a NRR to be
included afterwards by a HD-HR or another NRR.

3 Experiments

We evaluate the performance of our HD-HPB model
and compare it with our implementation of Chiang’s
HPB model (Chiang, 2007), a source-side SAMT-
style refined version of HPB (SAMT-HPB), and the
Moses implementation of HPB. For fair compari-
son, we adopt the same parameter settings for our
HD-HPB and HPB systems, including initial phrase
length (as 10) in training, the maximum number of
non-terminals (as 2) in translation rules, maximum
number of non-terminals plus terminals (as 5) on
the source, beam threshold β (as 10−5) (to discard
derivations with a score worse than β times the best
score in the same chart cell), beam size b (as 200)
(i.e. each chart cell contains at most b derivations).
For Moses HPB, we use “grow-diag-final-and” to
obtain symmetric word alignments, 10 for the max-
imum phrase length, and the recommended default
values for all other parameters.

We train our model on a dataset with ˜1.5M sen-
tence pairs from the LDC dataset.2 We use the
2002 NIST MT evaluation test data (878 sentence
pairs) as the development data, and the 2003, 2004,
2005, 2006-news NIST MT evaluation test data
(919, 1788, 1082, and 616 sentence pairs, respec-
tively) as the test data. To find heads, we parse the
source sentences with the Berkeley Parser3 (Petrov
and Klein, 2007) trained on Chinese TreeBank 6.0
and use the Penn2Malt toolkit4 to obtain (unlabeled)
dependency structures.

We obtain the word alignments by running

2This dataset includes LDC2002E18, LDC2003E07,
LDC2003E14, Hansards portion of LDC2004T07,
LDC2004T08 and LDC2005T06

3http://code.google.com/p/berkeleyparser/
4http://w3.msi.vxu.se/˜nivre/research/Penn2Malt.html/
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GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2000) on the corpus in both
directions and applying “grow-diag-final-and” re-
finement (Koehn et al., 2003). We use the SRI lan-
guage modeling toolkit to train a 5-gram language
model on the Xinhua portion of the Gigaword corpus
and standard MERT (Och, 2003) to tune the feature
weights on the development data.

For evaluation, the NIST BLEU script (version
12) with the default settings is used to calculate the
BLEU scores. To test whether a performance differ-
ence is statistically significant, we conduct signifi-
cance tests following the paired bootstrap approach
(Koehn, 2004). In this paper,‘**’ and‘*’ de-
note p-values less than 0.01 and in-between [0.01,
0.05), respectively.

Table 2 lists the rule table sizes. The full rule ta-
ble size (including HD-HRs and NRRs) of our HD-
HPB model is ˜1.5 times that of Chiang’s, largely
due to refining the non-terminal symbol X in Chi-
ang’s model into head-informed ones in our model.
It is also unsurprising, that the test set-filtered rule
table size of our model is only ˜0.7 times that of Chi-
ang’s: this is due to the fact that some of the refined
translation rule patterns required by the test set are
unattested in the training data. Furthermore, the rule
table size of NRRs is much smaller than that of HD-
HRs since a NRR contains only two non-terminals.

Table 3 lists the translation performance with
BLEU scores. Note that our re-implementation of
Chiang’s original HPB model performs on a par with
Moses HPB. Table 3 shows that our HD-HPB model
significantly outperforms Chiang’s HPB model with
an average improvement of 1.91 in BLEU (and sim-
ilar improvements over Moses HPB).

Table 3 shows that the head-driven scheme out-
performs a SAMT-style approach (for each test set
p < 0.01), indicating that head information is more
effective than (partial) CFG categories. Taking lian-
ming zhichi in Figure 1 as an example, HD-HPB
labels the span VV, as lianming is dominated by
zhichi, effecively ignoring lianming in the transla-
tion rule, while the SAMT label is ADVP:AD+VV5

which is more susceptible to data sparsity. In addi-
tion, SAMT resorts to X if a text span fails to satisify
pre-defined categories. Examining initial phrases

5the constituency structure for lianming zhichi is (VP (ADVP
(AD lianming)) (VP (VV zhichi) ...)).

System Total MT 03 MT 04 MT 05 MT 06 Avg.
HPB 39.6 2.8 4.7 3.3 3.0 3.4
HD-HPB 59.5/0.6 1.9/0.1 3.4/0.2 2.3/0.2 2.0/0.1 2.4/0.2

Table 2: Rule table sizes (in million) of different mod-
els. Note: 1) For HD-HPB, the rule sizes separated by /
indicate HD-HRs and NRRs, respectively; 2) Except for
“Total”, the figures correspond to rules filtered on the cor-
responding test set.

System MT 03 MT 04 MT 05 MT 06 Avg.
Moses HPB 32.94* 35.16 32.18 29.88* 32.54
HPB 33.59 35.39 32.20 30.60 32.95
HD-HPB 35.50** 37.61** 34.56** 31.78** 34.86
SAMT-HPB 34.07 36.52** 32.90* 30.66 33.54
HD-HR+Glue 34.58** 36.55** 33.84** 31.06 34.01

Table 3: BLEU (%) scores of different models. Note:
1) SAMT-HPB indicates our HD-HPB model with non-
terminal scheme of Zollmann and Venugopal (2006);
2) HD-HR+Glue indicates our HD-HPB model replac-
ing NRRs with glue rules; 3) Significance tests for
Moses HPB, HD-HPB, SAMT-HPB, and HD-HR+Glue
are done against HPB.

extracted from the SAMT training data shows that
28% of them are labeled as X.

In order to separate out the individual contribu-
tions of the novel HD-HRs and NRRs, we carry out
an additional experiment (HD-HR+Glue) using HD-
HRs with monotonic glue rules only (adjusted to re-
fined rule labels, but effectively switching off the ex-
tra reordering power of full NRRs). Table 3 shows
that on average more than half of the improvement
over HPB (Chiang and Moses) comes from the re-
fined HD-HRs, the rest from NRRs.

Examining translation rules extracted from the
training data shows that there are 72,366 types of
non-terminals with respect to 33 types of POS tags.
On average each sentence employs 16.6/5.2 HD-
HRs/NRRs in our HD-HPB model, compared to
15.9/3.6 hierarchical rules/glue rules in Chiang’s
model, providing further indication of the impor-
tance of NRRs in translation.

4 Conclusion

We present a head-driven hierarchical phrase-based
(HD-HPB) translation model, which adopts head in-
formation (derived through unlabeled dependency
analysis) in the definition of non-terminals to bet-
ter differentiate among translation rules. In ad-
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dition, improved and better integrated reordering
rules allow better reordering between consecutive
non-terminals through exploration of a larger search
space in the derivation. Experimental results on
Chinese-English translation across four test sets
demonstrate significant improvements of the HD-
HPB model over both Chiang’s HPB and a source-
side SAMT-style refined version of HPB.
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Abstract

SMT has been used in paraphrase generation
by translating a source sentence into another
(pivot) language and then back into the source.
The resulting sentences can be used as candi-
date paraphrases of the source sentence. Exist-
ing work that uses two independently trained
SMT systems cannot directly optimize the
paraphrase results. Paraphrase criteria espe-
cially the paraphrase rate is not able to be en-
sured in that way. In this paper, we propose
a joint learning method of two SMT systems
to optimize the process of paraphrase genera-
tion. In addition, a revised BLEU score (called
iBLEU ) which measures the adequacy and
diversity of the generated paraphrase sentence
is proposed for tuning parameters in SMT sys-
tems. Our experiments on NIST 2008 test-
ing data with automatic evaluation as well as
human judgments suggest that the proposed
method is able to enhance the paraphrase qual-
ity by adjusting between semantic equivalency
and surface dissimilarity.

1 Introduction

Paraphrasing (at word, phrase, and sentence levels)
is a procedure for generating alternative expressions
with an identical or similar meaning to the origi-
nal text. Paraphrasing technology has been applied
in many NLP applications, such as machine trans-
lation (MT), question answering (QA), and natural
language generation (NLG).

1This work has been done while the author was visiting Mi-
crosoft Research Asia.

As paraphrasing can be viewed as a transla-
tion process between the original expression (as in-
put) and the paraphrase results (as output), both
in the same language, statistical machine transla-
tion (SMT) has been used for this task. Quirk et al.
(2004) build a monolingual translation system us-
ing a corpus of sentence pairs extracted from news
articles describing same events. Zhao et al. (2008a)
enrich this approach by adding multiple resources
(e.g., thesaurus) and further extend the method by
generating different paraphrase in different applica-
tions (Zhao et al., 2009). Performance of the mono-
lingual MT-based method in paraphrase generation
is limited by the large-scale paraphrase corpus it re-
lies on as the corpus is not readily available (Zhao et
al., 2010).

In contrast, bilingual parallel data is in abundance
and has been used in extracting paraphrase (Ban-
nard and Callison-Burch, 2005; Zhao et al., 2008b;
Callison-Burch, 2008; Kok and Brockett, 2010;
Kuhn et al., 2010; Ganitkevitch et al., 2011). Thus
researchers leverage bilingual parallel data for this
task and apply two SMT systems (dual SMT system)
to translate the original sentences into another pivot
language and then translate them back into the orig-
inal language. For question expansion, Duboué and
Chu-Carroll (2006) paraphrase the questions with
multiple MT engines and select the best paraphrase
result considering cosine distance, length, etc. Max
(2009) generates paraphrase for a given segment by
forcing the segment being translated independently
in both of the translation processes. Context features
are added into the SMT system to improve trans-
lation correctness against polysemous. To reduce
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the noise introduced by machine translation, Zhao et
al. (2010) propose combining the results of multiple
machine translation engines’ by performing MBR
(Minimum Bayes Risk) (Kumar and Byrne, 2004)
decoding on the N-best translation candidates.

The work presented in this paper belongs to
the pivot language method for paraphrase genera-
tion. Previous work employs two separately trained
SMT systems the parameters of which are tuned
for SMT scheme and therefore cannot directly op-
timize the paraphrase purposes, for example, opti-
mize the diversity against the input. Another prob-
lem comes from the contradiction between two cri-
teria in paraphrase generation: adequacy measuring
the semantic equivalency and paraphrase rate mea-
suring the surface dissimilarity. As they are incom-
patible (Zhao and Wang, 2010), the question arises
how to adapt between them to fit different applica-
tion scenarios. To address these issues, in this paper,
we propose a joint learning method of two SMT sys-
tems for paraphrase generation. The jointly-learned
dual SMT system: (1) Adapts the SMT systems so
that they are tuned specifically for paraphrase gener-
ation purposes, e.g., to increase the dissimilarity; (2)
Employs a revised BLEU score (named iBLEU , as
it’s an input-aware BLEU metric) that measures ad-
equacy and dissimilarity of the paraphrase results at
the same time. We test our method on NIST 2008
testing data. With both automatic and human eval-
uations, the results show that the proposed method
effectively balance between adequacy and dissimi-
larity.

2 Paraphrasing with a Dual SMT System

We focus on sentence level paraphrasing and lever-
age homogeneous machine translation systems for
this task bi-directionally. Generating sentential para-
phrase with the SMT system is done by first trans-
lating a source sentence into another pivot language,
and then back into the source. Here, we call these
two procedures a dual SMT system. Given an En-
glish sentence es, there could be n candidate trans-
lations in another language F , each translation could
havem candidates {e′}which may contain potential
paraphrases for es. Our task is to locate the candi-
date that best fit in the demands of paraphrasing.

2.1 Joint Inference of Dual SMT System

During the translation process, it is needed to select
a translation from the hypothesis based on the qual-
ity of the candidates. Each candidate’s quality can
be expressed by log-linear model considering dif-
ferent SMT features such as translation model and
language model.

When generating the paraphrase results for each
source sentence es, the selection of the best para-
phrase candidate e′∗ from e′ ∈ C is performed by:

e′∗(es, {f}, λM ) =

arg maxe′∈C,f∈{f}

M∑
m=1

λmhm(e′|f)t(e′, f)(1)

where {f} is the set of sentences in pivot language
translated from es, hm is the mth feature value and
λm is the corresponding weight. t is an indicator
function equals to 1 when e′ is translated from f and
0 otherwise.

The parameter weight vector λ is trained by
MERT (Minimum Error Rate Training) (Och, 2003).
MERT integrates the automatic evaluation metrics
into the training process to achieve optimal end-to-
end performance. In the joint inference method, the
feature vector of each e′ comes from two parts: vec-
tor of translating es to {f} and vector of translating
{f} to e′, the two vectors are jointly learned at the
same time:

(λ∗1, λ
∗
2) = arg max

(λ1,λ2)

S∑
s=1

G(rs, e
′∗(es, {f}, λ1, λ2))

(2)
where G is the automatic evaluation metric for para-
phrasing. S is the development set for training the
parameters and for each source sentence several hu-
man translations rs are listed as references.

2.2 Paraphrase Evaluation Metrics

The joint inference method with MERT enables the
dual SMT system to be optimized towards the qual-
ity of paraphrasing results. Different application
scenarios of paraphrase have different demands on
the paraphrasing results and up to now, the widely
mentioned criteria include (Zhao et al., 2009; Zhao
et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2010; Chen and Dolan, 2011;
Metzler et al., 2011): Semantic adequacy, fluency
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and dissimilarity. However, as pointed out by (Chen
and Dolan, 2011), there is the lack of automatic met-
ric that is capable to measure all the three criteria in
paraphrase generation. Two issues are also raised
in (Zhao and Wang, 2010) about using automatic
metrics: paraphrase changes less gets larger BLEU
score and the evaluations of paraphrase quality and
rate tend to be incompatible.

To address the above problems, we propose a met-
ric for tuning parameters and evaluating the quality
of each candidate paraphrase c :

iBLEU(s, rs, c) = αBLEU(c, rs)

− (1− α)BLEU(c, s) (3)

where s is the input sentence, rs represents the ref-
erence paraphrases. BLEU(c, rs) captures the se-
mantic equivalency between the candidates and the
references (Finch et al. (2005) have shown the ca-
pability for measuring semantic equivalency using
BLEU score); BLEU(c, s) is the BLEU score com-
puted between the candidate and the source sen-
tence to measure the dissimilarity. α is a parameter
taking balance between adequacy and dissimilarity,
smaller α value indicates larger punishment on self-
paraphrase. Fluency is not explicitly presented be-
cause there is high correlation between fluency and
adequacy (Zhao et al., 2010) and SMT has already
taken this into consideration. By using iBLEU , we
aim at adapting paraphrasing performance to differ-
ent application needs by adjusting α value.

3 Experiments and Results

3.1 Experiment Setup
For English sentence paraphrasing task, we utilize
Chinese as the pivot language, our experiments are
built on English and Chinese bi-directional transla-
tion. We use 2003 NIST Open Machine Transla-
tion Evaluation data (NIST 2003) as development
data (containing 919 sentences) for MERT and test
the performance on NIST 2008 data set (containing
1357 sentences). NIST Chinese-to-English evalua-
tion data offers four English human translations for
every Chinese sentence. For each sentence pair, we
choose one English sentence e1 as source and use
the three left sentences e2, e3 and e4 as references.

The English-Chinese and Chinese-English sys-
tems are built on bilingual parallel corpus contain-

Joint learning BLEU
Self-

BLEU
iBLEU

No Joint 27.16 35.42 /
α = 1 30.75 53.51 30.75
α = 0.9 28.28 48.08 20.64
α = 0.8 27.39 35.64 14.78
α = 0.7 23.27 26.30 8.39

Table 1: iBLEU Score Results(NIST 2008)

Adequacy
(0/1/2)

Fluency
(0/1/2)

Variety
(0/1/2)

Overall
(0/1/2)

No Joint 30/82/88 22/83/95 25/117/58 23/127/50
α = 1 33/53/114 15/80/105 62/127/11 16/128/56
α = 0.9 31/77/92 16/93/91 23/157/20 20/119/61
α = 0.8 31/78/91 19/91/90 20/123/57 19/121/60
α = 0.7 35/105/60 32/101/67 9/108/83 35/107/58

Table 2: Human Evaluation Label Distribution

ing 497,862 sentences. Language model is trained
on 2,007,955 sentences for Chinese and 8,681,899
sentences for English. We adopt a phrase based MT
system of Chiang (2007). 10-best lists are used in
both of the translation processes.

3.2 Paraphrase Evaluation Results

The results of paraphrasing are illustrated in Table 1.
We show the BLEU score (computed against ref-
erences) to measure the adequacy and self-BLEU
(computed against source sentence) to evaluate the
dissimilarity (lower is better). By “No Joint”, it
means two independently trained SMT systems are
employed in translating sentences from English to
Chinese and then back into English. This result is
listed to indicate the performance when we do not
involve joint learning to control the quality of para-
phrase results. For joint learning, results of α from
0.7 to 1 are listed.

From the results we can see that, when the value
of α decreases to address more penalty on self-
paraphrase, the self-BLEU score rapidly decays
while the consequence effect is that BLEU score
computed against references also drops seriously.
When α drops under 0.6 we observe the sentences
become completely incomprehensible (this is the
reason why we leave out showing the results of α un-
der 0.7). The best balance is achieved when α is be-
tween 0.7 and 0.9, where both of the sentence qual-
ity and variety are relatively preserved. As α value is
manually defined and not specially tuned, the exper-
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Source Torrential rains hit western india ,
43 people dead

No Joint
Rainstorms in western india ,
43 deaths

Joint(α = 1)
Rainstorms hit western india ,
43 people dead

Joint(α = 0.9)
Rainstorms hit western india
43 people dead

Joint(α = 0.8)
Heavy rain in western india ,
43 dead

Joint(α = 0.7)
Heavy rain in western india ,
43 killed

Table 3: Example of the Paraphrase Results

iments only achieve comparable results with no joint
learning when α equals 0.8. However, the results
show that our method is able to effectively control
the self-paraphrase rate and lower down the score of
self-BLEU, this is done by both of the process of
joint learning and introducing the metric of iBLEU
to avoid trivial self-paraphrase. It is not capable with
no joint learning or with the traditional BLEU score
does not take self-paraphrase into consideration.

Human evaluation results are shown in Table 2.
We randomly choose 100 sentences from testing
data. For each setting, two annotators are asked to
give scores about semantic adequacy, fluency, vari-
ety and overall quality. The scales are 0 (meaning
changed; incomprehensible; almost same; cannot be
used), 1 (almost same meaning; little flaws; con-
taining different words; may be useful) and 2 (same
meaning; good sentence; different sentential form;
could be used). The agreements between the anno-
tators on these scores are 0.87, 0.74, 0.79 and 0.69
respectively. From the results we can see that human
evaluations are quite consistent with the automatic
evaluation, where higher BLEU scores correspond
to larger number of good adequacy and fluency la-
bels, and higher self-BLEU results tend to get lower
human evaluations over dissimilarity.

In our observation, we found that adequacy and
fluency are relatively easy to be kept especially for
short sentences. In contrast, dissimilarity is not easy
to achieve. This is because the translation tables
are used bi-directionally so lots of source sentences’
fragments present in the paraphrasing results.

We show an example of the paraphrase results
under different settings. All the results’ sentential

forms are not changed comparing with the input sen-
tence and also well-formed. This is due to the short
length of the source sentence. Also, with smaller
value of α, more variations show up in the para-
phrase results.

4 Discussion

4.1 SMT Systems and Pivot Languages

We have test our method by using homogeneous
SMT systems and a single pivot language. As the
method highly depends on machine translation, a
natural question arises to what is the impact when
using different pivots or SMT systems. The joint
learning method works by combining both of the
processes to concentrate on the final objective so it
is not affected by the selection of language or SMT
model.

In addition, our method is not limited to a ho-
mogeneous SMT model or a single pivot language.
As long as the models’ translation candidates can
be scored with a log-linear model, the joint learning
process can tune the parameters at the same time.
When dealing with multiple pivot languages or het-
erogeneous SMT systems, our method will take ef-
fect by optimizing parameters from both the forward
and backward translation processes, together with
the final combination feature vector, to get optimal
paraphrase results.

4.2 Effect of iBLEU

iBLEU plays a key role in our method. The first
part of iBLEU , which is the traditional BLEU
score, helps to ensure the quality of the machine
translation results. Further, it also helps to keep
the semantic equivalency. These two roles unify the
goals of optimizing translation and paraphrase ade-
quacy in the training process.

Another contribution from iBLEU is its ability
to balance between adequacy and dissimilarity as the
two aspects in paraphrasing are incompatible (Zhao
and Wang, 2010). This is not difficult to explain be-
cause when we change many words, the meaning
and the sentence quality are hard to preserve. As
the paraphrasing task is not self-contained and will
be employed by different applications, the two mea-
sures should be given different priorities based on
the application scenario. For example, for a query
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expansion task in QA that requires higher recall, va-
riety should be considered first. Lower α value is
preferred but should be kept in a certain range as sig-
nificant change may lead to the loss of constraints
presented in the original sentence. The advantage
of the proposed method is reflected in its ability to
adapt to different application requirements by ad-
justing the value of α in a reasonable range.

5 Conclusion

We propose a joint learning method for pivot
language-based paraphrase generation. The jointly
learned dual SMT system which combines the train-
ing processes of two SMT systems in paraphrase
generation, enables optimization of the final para-
phrase quality. Furthermore, a revised BLEU score
that balances between paraphrase adequacy and dis-
similarity is proposed in our training process. In the
future, we plan to go a step further to see whether
we can enhance dissimilarity with penalizing phrase
tables used in both of the translation processes.
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Abstract

Mining retrospective events from text streams
has been an important research topic. Classic
text representation model (i.e., vector space
model) cannot model temporal aspects of doc-
uments. To address it, we proposed a novel
burst-based text representation model, de-
noted as BurstVSM. BurstVSM corresponds
dimensions to bursty features instead of terms,
which can capture semantic and temporal in-
formation. Meanwhile, it significantly reduces
the number of non-zero entries in the repre-
sentation. We test it via scalable event de-
tection, and experiments in a 10-year news
archive show that our methods are both effec-
tive and efficient.

1 Introduction

Mining retrospective events (Yang et al., 1998; Fung
et al., 2007; Allan et al., 2000) has been quite an im-
portant research topic in text mining. One standard
way for that is to cluster news articles as events by
following a two-step approach (Yang et al., 1998):
1) represent document as vectors and calculate simi-
larities between documents; 2) run the clustering al-
gorithm to obtain document clusters as events.1 Un-
derlying text representation often plays a critical role
in this approach, especially for long text streams. In
this paper, our focus is to study how to represent
temporal documents effectively for event detection.

Classical text representation methods, i.e., Vector
Space Model (VSM), have a few shortcomings when
dealing with temporal documents. The major one is
that it maps one dimension to one term, which com-
pletely ignores temporal information, and therefore
VSM can never capture the evolving trends in text
streams. See the example in Figure 1, D1 and D2

∗Corresponding author.
1Post-processing may be also needed on the preliminary

document clusters to refine the results.
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Figure 1: A motivating example. D1 and D2 are news
articles about U.S. presidential election respectively in
years 2004 and 2008.

may have a high similarity based on VSM due to the
presence of some general terms (e.g., “election”) re-
lated to U.S. presidential election, although general
terms correspond to events in different periods (i.e.,
November 2004 and November 2008). Temporal
information has to be taken into consideration for
event detection. Another important issue is scala-
bility, with the increasing of the number in the text
stream, the size of the vocabulary, i.e., the number
of dimensions in VSM, can be very large, which re-
quires a considerable amount of space for storage
and time for downstream processing.

To address these difficulties, in this paper, we pro-
pose a burst based text representation method for
scalable event detection. The major novelty is to nat-
urally incorporate temporal information into dimen-
sions themselves instead of using external time de-
caying functions (Yang et al., 1998). We instantiate
this idea by using bursty features as basic representa-
tion units of documents. In this paper, bursty feature

refers to a sudden surge of the frequency of a single
term in a text stream, and it is represented as the term
itself together with the time interval during which
the burst takes place. For example, (Olympic,

Aug-08-2008, Aug-24-2008)
2 can be regarded

as a bursty feature. We also call the term in a bursty
2Beijing 2008 Olympic Games
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feature its bursty term. In our model, each dimen-
sion corresponds to a bursty feature, which contains
both temporal and semantic information. Bursty fea-
tures capture and reflect the evolving topic trends,
which can be learnt by searching surge patterns in
stream data (Kleinberg, 2003). Built on bursty fea-
tures, our representation model can well adapt to text
streams with complex trends, and therefore provides
a more reasonable temporal document representa-
tion. We further propose a split-cluster-merge algo-
rithm to generate clusters as events. This algorithm
can run a mutli-thread mode to speed up processing.

Our contribution can be summarized as two as-
pects: 1) we propose a novel burst-based text rep-
resentation model, to our best knowledge, it is the
first work which explicitly incorporates temporal in-
formation into dimensions themselves; 2) we test
this representation model via scalable event detec-
tion task on a very large news corpus, and extensive
experiments show the proposed methods are both ef-
fective and efficient.

2 Burst-based Text Representation

In this section, we describe the proposed burst-based
text representation model, denoted as BurstVSM. In
BurstVSM, each document is represented as one
vector as in VSM, while the major novelty is that one
dimension is mapped to one bursty feature instead
of one term. In this paper, we define a bursty fea-
ture f as a triplet (wf , tfs , tfe ), where w is the bursty
term and ts and te are the start and end timestamps
of the bursty interval (period). Before introducting
BurstVSM, we first discuss how to identify bursty
features from text streams.

2.1 Burst Detection Algorithm

We follow the batch mode two-state automaton
method from (Kleinberg, 2003) for bursty feature
detection.3 In this model, a stream of documents
containing a term w are assumed to be generated
from a two-state automaton with a low frequency
state q0 and a high frequency state q1. Each state
has its own emission rate (p0 and p1 respectively),
and there is a probability for changing state. If an
interval of high states appears in the optimal state
sequence of some term, this term together with this
interval is detected as a bursty feature. To obtain
all bursty features in text streams, we can perform
burst detection on each term in the vocabulary. In-
stead of using a fixed p0 and p1 in (Kleinberg, 2003),
by following the moving average method (Vlachos

3The news articles in one day is treated as a batch.

et al., 2004) ,we parameterize p0 and p1 with the
time index for each batch, formally, we have p0(t)
and p1(t) for the tth batch. Given a term w, we
use a sliding window of length L to estimate p0(t)
and p1(t) for the tth batch as follows: p0(t) =�

j∈Wt
Nj,w�

j∈Wt
Nj

and p1(t) = p0(t) × s, where Nj,w and
Nj are w ’s document frequency and the total num-
ber of documents in jth batch respectively. s is a
scaling factor lager than 1.0, indicating state q1 has
a faster rate, and it is empirically set as 1.5. Wt is a
time interval [max(t−L/2, 0), min(t+L/2, N)], and
the length of moving window L is set as 180 days.
All the other parts remain the same as in (Kleinberg,
2003). Our detection method is denoted as TVBurst.

2.2 Burst based text representation models

We apply TVBurst to all the terms in our vocabu-
lary to identify a set of bursty features, denoted as
B. Given B, a document di(t) with timestamp t is
represented as a vector of weights in bursty feature
dimensions:

di(t) = (di,1(t), di,2(t), ..., di,|B|(t)).

We define the jth weight of di as follows

di,j =

�
tf-idfi,wBj , if t ∈ [t

Bj
s , t

Bj
e ] ,

0, otherwise.

When the timestamp of di is in the bursty inter-
val of Bj and contains bursty term wBj , we set up
the weight using common used tf-idf method. In
BurstVSM, each dimension is mapped to one bursty
feature, and it considers both semantic and temporal
information. One dimension is active only when the
document falls in the corresponding bursty interval.
Usually, a document vector in BurstVSM has only
a few non-zero entries, which makes computation of
document similarities more efficient in large datasets
compared with traditional VSM.

The most related work to ours is the boostVSM
introduced by (He et al., 2007b), it proposes to
weight different term dimensions with correspond-
ing bursty scores. However, it is still based on term
dimensions and fails to deal with terms with mul-
tiple bursts. Suppose that we are dealing with a
text collection related with U.S. presidential elec-
tions, Fig. 2 show sample dimensions for these three
methods. In BurstVSM, one term with multiple
bursts will be naturally mapped to different dimen-
sions. For example, two bursty features ( presiden-
tial, Nov., 2004) and ( presidential, Nov., 2008 ) cor-
respond to different dimensions in BurstVSM, while
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Figure 2: One example for comparisons of different rep-
resentation methods. Terms in red box correspond to
multiple bursty periods.

Table 1: Summary of different representation models.
Here dimension reduction refers to the reduction of non-
zero entries in representation vector.

semantic temporal dimension trend
information information reduction modeling

VSM � × × bad
boostVSM � partially × moderate
BurstVSM � � � good

VSM and boostVSM cannot capture such temporal
differences. Some methods try to design time de-
caying functions (Yang et al., 1998), which decay
the similarity with the increasing of time gap be-
tween two documents. However, it requires efforts
for function selection and parameters tuning. We
summarize these discussions in Table 1.

3 split-cluster-merge algorithm for event

detection

In this section, we discuss how to cluster documents
as events. Since each document can be represented
as a burst-based vector, we use cosine function to
compute document similarities. Due to the large size
of our news corpus, it is infeasible to cluster all the
documents straightforward. We develop a heuristic
clustering algorithm for event detection, denoted as
split-cluster-merge, which includes three main steps,
namely split, cluster and merge. The idea is that we
first split the dataset into small parts, then cluster
the documents of each part independently and finally
merge similar clusters from two consecutive parts.
In our dataset, we find that most events last no more
than one month, so we split the dataset into parts by
months. After splitting, clustering can run in paral-
lel for different parts (we use CLUTO

4 as the cluster-
ing tool), which significantly reduces total time cost.
For merge, we merge clusters in consecutive months
with an empirical threshold of 0.5. The final clusters

4www.cs.umn.edu/k̃arypis/cluto

are returned as identified events.

4 Evaluation

4.1 Experiment Setup

We used a subset of 68 millon deduplicated
timestamped web pages generated from this
archive (Huang et al., 2008). Since our major focus
is to detect events from news articles, we only keep
the web pages with keyword “news” in URL field.
The final collection contains 11, 218, 581 articles
with total 1, 730, 984, 304 tokens ranging from 2000
to 2009. We run all the experiments on a 64-bit linux
server with four Quad-Core AMD Opteron(tm) Pro-
cessors and 64GB of RAM. For split-cluster-merge

algorithm, we implement the cluster step in a multi-
thread mode, so that different parts can be processed
in parallel.

4.2 Construction of test collection

We manually construct the test collection for event
detection. To examine the effectiveness of event de-
tection methods in different grains, we consider two
type of events in terms of the number of relevant
documents, namely significant events and moder-
ate events. A significant event is required to have
at least 300 relevant docs, and a moderate event is
required to have 10 ∼ 100 relevant docs. 14 grad-
uate students are invited to generate the test collec-
tion, starting with a list of 100 candidate seed events
by referring to Xinhua News.5 For one target event,
the judges first construct queries with temporal con-
straints to retrieve candidate documents and then
judge wether they are relevant or not. Each doc-
ument is assigned to three students, and we adopt
the majority-win strategy for the final judgment. Fi-
nally, by removing all candidate seed events which
neither belong to significant events nor moderate
events, we derive a test collection consisting of 24
significant events and 40 moderate events.6

4.3 Evaluation metrics and baselines

Similar to the evaluation in information retrieval ,
given a target event, we evaluate the quality of the
returned “relevant” documents by systems. We use
average precision, average recall and mean average
precision(MAP) as evaluation metrics. A difference
is that we do not have queries, and the output of a
system is a set of document clusters. So for a sys-
tem, given an event in golden standard, we first se-
lect the cluster (the system generates) which has the

5http://news.xinhuanet.com/english
6For access to the code and test collection, contact Xin Zhao

via batmanfly@gmail.com.
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Table 2: Results of event detection. Our proposed method is better than all the other baselines at confidence level 0.9.
Signifcant Events Moderate Events

P R F MAP P R F MAP

timemines-χ2(nouns) 0.52 0.2 0.29 0.11 0.22 0.27 0.24 0.09
timemines-χ2(NE) 0.61 0.18 0.28 0.08 0.27 0.25 0.26 0.13

TVBurst+boostVSM 0.67 0.44 0.53 0.31 0.22 0.39 0.28 0.13
swan+BurstVSM 0.74 0.56 0.64 0.48 0.39 0.54 0.45 0.38

kleiberg+BurstVSM 0.68 0.63 0.65 0.52 0.35 0.53 0.42 0.36
TVBurst+BurstVSM 0.78 0.69 0.73 0.63 0.4 0.61 0.48 0.39

Table 3: Comparisons of average intra-class and inter-
class similarity.

Significant Events Moderate Events

Methods Intra Inter Intra Inter
TVBurst+boostVSM 0.234 0.132 0.295 0.007
TVBurst+BurstVSM 0.328 0.014 0.480 0.004

most relevant documents, then sort the documents
in the descending order of similarities with the clus-
ter centroid and finally compute P, R ,F and MAP in
this cluster. We perform Wilcoxon signed-rank test
for significance testing.

We used the event detection method in (Swan
and Allan, 2000) as baseline, denoted as timemines-
χ2. As (Swan and Allan, 2000) suggested, we
tried two versions: 1) using all nouns and 2) us-
ing all named entities. Recall that BurstVSM re-
lies on bursty features as dimensions, we tested dif-
ferent burst detection algorithms in our proposed
BurstVSM model, including swan (Swan and Al-
lan, 2000), kleinberg (Kleinberg, 2003) and our pro-
posed TVBurst algorithm.

4.4 Experiment results

Preliminary results. In Table 2, we can see that 1)
BurstVSM with any of these three burst detection al-
gorithms is significantly better than timemines-χ2,
suggesting our event detection method is very ef-
fective; 2) TVBurst with BurstVSM gives the best
performance, which suggests using moving average
base probability will improve the performance of
burst detection. We use TVBurst as the default burst
detection algorithm in later experiments.

Then we compare the performance of differ-
ent text representation models for event detection,
namely BurstVSM and boostVSM (He et al., 2007b;
He et al., 2007a).7 For different representation mod-
els, we use split-cluster-merge as clustering algo-
rithm. Table 2 shows that BurstVSM is much ef-
fecitve than boostVSM for event detection. In fact,
we empirically find boostVSM is appropriate for

7We use the same parameter settings in the original paper.

Table 4: Comparisons of observed runtime and storage.
boostVSM BurstVSM

Aver. # of non-zero entries per doc 149 14
File size for storing vectors (gigabytes) 3.74 0.571

Total # of merge 10,265,335 9,801,962
Aver. cluster cost per month (sec.) 355 55

Total merge cost (sec.) 2,441 875
Total time cost (sec.) 192,051 4,851

clustering documents in a coarse grain (e.g., in topic
level) but not for event detection.

Intra-class and inter-class similarities. In our
methods, event detection is treated as document
clustering. It is very important to study how similari-
ties affect the performance of clustering. To see why
our proposed representation methods are better than
boostVSM, we present the average intra-class simi-
larity and inter-class similarity for different events in
Table 3.8 We can see BurstVSM results in a larger
intra-class similarity and a smaller inter-class simi-
larity than boostVSM.

Analysis of the space/time complexity. We fur-
ther analyze the space/time complexity of different
representation models. In Table 4. We can see that
BurstVSM has much smaller space/time cost com-
pared with boostVSM, and meanwhile it has a better
performance for event detection (See Table 2). In
burst-based representation, one document has fewer
non-zero entries.
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Abstract

Although researchers have conducted exten-
sive studies on relation extraction in the last
decade, supervised approaches are still limited
because they require large amounts of training
data to achieve high performances. To build
a relation extractor without significant anno-
tation effort, we can exploit cross-lingual an-
notation projection, which leverages parallel
corpora as external resources for supervision.
This paper proposes a novel graph-based pro-
jection approach and demonstrates the mer-
its of it by using a Korean relation extrac-
tion system based on projected dataset from
an English-Korean parallel corpus.

1 Introduction

Relation extraction aims to identify semantic rela-
tions of entities in a document. Although many
supervised machine learning approaches have been
successfully applied to relation extraction tasks (Ze-
lenko et al., 2003; Kambhatla, 2004; Bunescu and
Mooney, 2005; Zhang et al., 2006), applications of
these approaches are still limited because they re-
quire a sufficient number of training examples to ob-
tain good extraction results. Several datasets that
provide manual annotations of semantic relation-
ships are available from MUC (Grishman and Sund-
heim, 1996) and ACE (Doddington et al., 2004)
projects, but these datasets contain labeled training
examples in only a few major languages, includ-
ing English, Chinese, and Arabic. Although these
datasets encourage the development of relation ex-
tractors for these major languages, there are few la-
beled training samples for learning new systems in

other languages, such as Korean. Because manual
annotation of semantic relations for suchresource-
poor languagesis very expensive, we instead con-
sider weakly supervised learning techniques (Riloff
and Jones, 1999; Agichtein and Gravano, 2000;
Zhang, 2004; Chen et al., 2006) to learn the rela-
tion extractors without significant annotation efforts.
But these techniques still face cost problems when
preparing quality seed examples, which plays a cru-
cial role in obtaining good extractions.

Recently, some researchers attempted to use ex-
ternal resources, such as treebank (Banko et al.,
2007) and Wikipedia (Wu and Weld, 2010), that
were not specially constructed for relation extraction
instead of using task-specific training or seed exam-
ples. We previously proposed to leverage parallel
corpora as a new kind of external resource for rela-
tion extraction (Kim et al., 2010). To obtain training
examples in the resource-poor target language, this
approach exploited across-lingual annotation pro-
jectionby propagating annotations that were gener-
ated by a relation extraction system in a resource-
rich source language. In this approach, projected
annotations were determined in a single pass pro-
cess by considering only alignments between entity
candidates; we call this actiondirect projection.

In this paper, we propose a graph-based projec-
tion approach for weakly supervised relation extrac-
tion. This approach utilizes a graph that is con-
stucted with both instance and context information
and that is operated in an iterative manner. The goal
of our graph-based approach is to improve the ro-
bustness of the extractor with respect to errors that
are generated and accumulated by preprocessors.
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Barack Obama was born in Honolulu Hawaii, .

(beo-rak-o-ba-ma) (ho-nol-rul-ru)

Figure 1: An example of annotation projection for rela-
tion extraction of a bitext in English and Korean

2 Cross-lingual Annotation Projection for
Relation Extraction

Relation extraction can be considered to be a classi-
fication problem by the following classifier:

f
(

ei, ej
)

=

{

1 if ei andej have a relation,
−1 otherwise.

,

whereei andej are entities in a sentence.
Cross-lingual annotation projection intends to

learn an extractorft for good performance with-
out significant effort toward building resources for
a resource-poor target languageLt. To accomplish
that goal, the method automatically creates a set of
annotated text forft, utilizing a well-made extractor
fs for a resource-rich source languageLs and a par-
allel corpus ofLs andLt. Figure 1 shows an exam-
ple of annotation projection for relation extraction
with a bi-text inLt Korean andLs English. Given an
English sentence, an instance〈Barack Obama, Hon-
olulu〉 is extracted as positive. Then, its translational
counterpart〈beo-rak-o-ba-ma, ho-nol-rul-ru〉 in the
Korean sentence also has a positive annotation by
projection.

Early studies in cross-lingual annotation projec-
tion were accomplished for various natural lan-
guage processing tasks (Yarowsky and Ngai, 2001;
Yarowsky et al., 2001; Hwa et al., 2005; Zitouni and
Florian, 2008; Pado and Lapata, 2009). These stud-
ies adopted a simple direct projection strategy that
propagates the annotations in the source language
sentences to word-aligned target sentences, and a
target system can bootstrap from these projected an-
notations.

For relation extraction, the direct projection strat-

egy can be formularized as follows:ft
(

eit, e
j
t

)

=

fs

(

A(eit), A(e
j
t )

)

, whereA(et) is the aligned entity

of et. However, these automatic annotations can be
unreliable because of source text mis-classification
and word alignment errors; thus, it can cause a criti-
cal falling-off in the annotation projection quality.

Although some noise reduction strategies for pro-
jecting semantic relations were proposed (Kim et al.,
2010), the direct projection approach is still vulner-
able to erroneous inputs generated by submodules.
We note two main causes for this limitation: (1)
the direct projection approach considers only align-
ments between entity candidates, and it does not
consider any contextual information; and, (2) it is
performed by a single pass process. To solve both of
these problems at once, we propose a graph-based
projection approach for relation extraction.

3 Graph Construction

The most crucial factor in the success of graph-
based learning approaches is how to construct a
graph that is appropriate for the target task. Das
and Petrov (Das and Petrov, 2011) proposed a graph-
based bilingual projection of part-of-speech tagging
by considering the tagged words in the source lan-
guage as labeled examples and connecting them to
the unlabeled words in the target language, while re-
ferring to the word alignments. Graph construction
for projecting semantic relationships is more com-
plicated than part-of-speech tagging because the unit
instance of projection is a pair of entities and not a
word or morpheme that is equivalent to the align-
ment unit.

3.1 Graph Vertices

To construct a graph for a relation projection, we
define two types of vertices: instance verticesV and
context verticesU .

Instance vertices are defined for all pairs of en-
tity candidates in the source and target languages.
Each instance vertex has a soft label vectorY =
[ y+ y− ], which contains the probabilities that
the instance is positive or negative, respectively. The
larger they+ value, the more likely the instance has
a semantic relationship. The initial label values of an

instance vertexvijs ∈ Vs for the instance
〈

eis, e
j
s

〉

in

the source language are assigned based on the con-
fidence score of the extractorfs. With respect to the
target language, every instance vertexvijt ∈ Vt has
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the same initial values of0.5 in bothy+ andy−.
The other type of vertices, context vertices, are

used for identifying relation descriptors that are con-
textual subtexts that represent semantic relationships
of the positive instances. Because the characteristics
of these descriptive contexts vary depending on the
language, context vertices should be defined to be
language-specific. In the case of English, we define
the context vertex for each trigram that is located be-
tween a given entity pair that is semantically related.
If the context verticesUs for the source language
sentences are defined, then the units of context in
the target language can also be created based on the
word alignments. The aligned counterpart of each
source language context vertex is used for generat-
ing a context vertexuit ∈ Ut in the target language.
Each context vertexus ∈ Us andut ∈ Ut also has
y+ andy−, which represent how likely the context
is to denote semantic relationships. The probability
values for all of the context vertices in both of the
languages are initially assigned toy+ = y− = 0.5.

3.2 Edge Weights

The graph for our graph-based projection is con-
structed by connecting related vertex pairs by
weighted edges. If a given pair of vertices is likely to
have the same label, then the edge connecting these
vertices should have a large weight value.

We define three types of edges according to com-
binations of connected vertices. The first type of
edges consists of connections between an instance
vertex and a context vertex in the same language.
For a pair of an instance vertexvi,j and a context
vertexuk, these vertices are connected if the context
sequence ofvi,j containsuk as a subsequence. If
vij is matched touk, the edge weightw

(

vi,j , uk)
)

is assigned to 1. Otherwise, it should be 0.
Another edge category is for the pairs of context

vertices in a language. Because each context vertex
is considered to be an n-gram pattern in our work,
the weight value for each edge of this type represents
the pattern similarity between two context vertices.
The edge weightw(uk, ul) is computed by Jaccard’s
coefficient betweenuk andul.

While the previous two categories of edges are
concerned with monolingual connections, the other
type addresses bilingual alignments of context ver-
tices between the source language and the target lan-

guage. We define the weight for a bilingual edge
connectinguks and ult as the relative frequency of
alignments, as follows:

w(uks , u
l
t) = count

(

uks , u
l
t

)

/
∑

um

t

count
(

uks , u
m
t

)

,

where count (us, ut) is the number of alignments
betweenus andut across the whole parallel corpus.

4 Label Propagation

To induce labels for all of the unlabeled vertices on
the graph constructed in Section 3, we utilize the
label propagation algorithm (Zhu and Ghahramani,
2002), which is a graph-based semi-supervised
learning algorithm.

First, we construct ann × n matrix T that rep-
resents transition probabilities for all of the vertex
pairs. After assigning all of the values on the ma-
trix, we normalize the matrix for each row, to make
the element values be probabilities. The other input
to the algorithm is ann × 2 matrix Y , which indi-
cates the probabilities of whether a given vertexvi is
positive or not. The matrixT andY are initialized
by the values described in Section 3.

For the input matricesT andY , label propagation
is performed by multiplying the two matrices, to up-
date theY matrix. This multiplication is repeated
until Y converges or until the number of iterations
exceeds a specific number. TheY matrix, after fin-
ishing its iterations, is considered to be the result of
the algorithm.

5 Implementation

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the graph-based
projection approach for relation extraction, we de-
veloped a Korean relation extraction system that was
trained with projected annotations from English re-
sources. We used an English-Korean parallel cor-
pus1 that contains 266,892 bi-sentence pairs in En-
glish and Korean. We obtained 155,409 positive in-
stances from the English sentences using an off-the-
shelf relation extraction system, ReVerb2 (Fader et
al., 2011).

1The parallel corpus collected is available in our website:
http://isoft.postech.ac.kr/˜megaup/acl/datasets

2http://reverb.cs.washington.edu/
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Table 1: Comparison between direct and graph-based
projection approaches to extract semantic relationships
for four relation types

Type
Direct Graph-based

P R F P R F
Acquisition 51.6 87.7 64.9 55.3 91.2 68.9
Birthplace 69.8 84.5 76.4 73.8 87.3 80.0
Inventor Of 62.4 85.3 72.1 66.3 89.7 76.3
Won Prize 73.3 80.5 76.7 76.4 82.9 79.5

Total 63.9 84.2 72.7 67.7 87.4 76.3

The English sentence annotations in the parallel
corpus were then propagated into the correspond-
ing Korean sentences. We used the GIZA++ soft-
ware3 (Och and Ney, 2003) to obtain the word align-
ments for each bi-sentence in the parallel corpus.
The graph-based projection was performed by the
Junto toolkit4 with the maximum number of itera-
tions of 10 for each execution.

Projected instances were utilized as training ex-
amples to learn the Korean relation extractor. We
built a tree kernel-based support vector machine
model using SVM-Light5 (Joachims, 1998) and
Tree Kernel tools6 (Moschitti, 2006). In our model,
we adopted the subtree kernel method for the short-
est path dependency kernel (Bunescu and Mooney,
2005).

6 Evaluation

The experiments were performed on the manu-
ally annotated Korean test dataset. The dataset
was built following the approach of Bunescu and
Mooney (Bunescu and Mooney, 2007). The dataset
consists of 500 sentences for four relation types: Ac-
quisition, Birthplace, Inventor of, and Won Prize. Of
these, 278 sentences were annotated as positive in-
stances.

The first experiment aimed to compare two sys-
tems constructed by the direct projection (Kim et al.,
2010) and graph-based projection approach. Table 1
shows the performances of the relation extraction of
the two systems. The graph-based system achieved
better performances in precision and recall than the

3http://code.google.com/p/giza-pp/
4http://code.google.com/p/junto/
5http://svmlight.joachims.org/
6http://disi.unitn.it/ moschitt/Tree-Kernel.htm

Table 2: Comparisons of our projection approach to
heuristic and Wikipedia-based approaches

Approach P R F
Heuristic-based 92.31 17.27 29.09
Wikipedia-based 66.67 66.91 66.79
Projection-based 67.69 87.41 76.30

system with direct projection for all of the four re-
lation types. It outperformed the baseline system by
an F-measure of 3.63.

To demonstrate the merits of our work against
other approaches based on monolingual external re-
sources, we performed comparisons with the fol-
lowing two baselines: heuristic-based (Banko et
al., 2007) and Wikipedia-based approaches (Wu and
Weld, 2010). The heuristic-based baseline was built
on the Sejong treebank corpus (Kim, 2006) and the
Wikipedia-based baseline used Korean Wikipedia
articles7. Table 2 compares the performances of the
two baseline systems and our method. Our proposed
projection-based approach obtained better perfor-
mance than the other systems. It outperformed the
heuristic-based system by 47.21 and the Wikipedia-
based system by 9.51 in the F-measure.

7 Conclusions

This paper presented a novel graph-based projection
approach for relation extraction. Our approach per-
formed a label propagation algorithm on a proposed
graph that represented the instance and context fea-
tures of both the source and target languages. The
feasibility of our approach was demonstrated by our
Korean relation extraction system. Experimental re-
sults show that our graph-based projection helped to
improve the performance of the cross-lingual anno-
tation projection of the semantic relations, and our
system outperforms the other systems, which incor-
porate monolingual external resources.

In this work, we operated the graph-based pro-
jection under very restricted conditions, because of
high complexity of the algorithm. For future work,
we plan to relieve the complexity problem for deal-
ing with more expanded graph structure to improve
the performance of our proposed approach.

7We used the Korean Wikipedia database dump as of June
2011.
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Abstract

We describe the use of a hierarchical topic
model for automatically identifying syntactic
and lexical patterns that explicitly state on-
tological relations. We leverage distant su-
pervision using relations from the knowledge
base FreeBase, but do not require any man-
ual heuristic nor manual seed list selections.
Results show that the learned patterns can be
used to extract new relations with good preci-
sion.

1 Introduction

The detection of relations between entities for the
automatic population of knowledge bases is very
useful for solving tasks such as Entity Disambigua-
tion, Information Retrieval and Question Answer-
ing. The availability of high-coverage, general-
purpose knowledge bases enable the automatic iden-
tification and disambiguation of entities in text
and its applications (Bunescu and Pasca, 2006;
Cucerzan, 2007; McNamee and Dang, 2009; Kwok
et al., 2001; Pasca et al., 2006; Weld et al., 2008;
Pereira et al., 2009; Kasneci et al., 2009).

Most early works in this area were designed
for supervised Information Extraction competitions
such as MUC (Sundheim and Chinchor, 1993) and
ACE (ACE, 2004; Doddington et al., 2004; Li et
al., 2011), which rely on the availability of anno-
tated data. Open Information Extraction (Sekine,
2006; Banko et al., 2007; Bollegala et al., 2010)
started as an effort to approach relation extraction in

∗Work done during an internship at Google Zurich.

a completely unsupervised way, by learning regular-
ities and patterns from the web. Two example sys-
tems implementing this paradigm are TEXTRUN-
NER (Yates et al., 2007) and REVERB (Fader et al.,
2011). These systems do not need any manual data
or rules, but the relational facts they extract are not
immediately disambiguated to entities and relations
from a knowledge base.

A different family of unsupervised methods for
relation extraction is unsupervised semantic pars-
ing, which aims at clustering entity mentions and
relation surface forms, thus generating a semantic
representation of the texts on which inference may
be used. Some techniques that have been used are
Markov Random Fields (Poon and Domingos, 2009)
and Bayesian generative models (Titov and Klemen-
tiev, 2011). These are quite powerful approaches
but have very high computational requirements (cf.
(Yao et al., 2011)).

A good trade-off between fully supervised and
fully unsupervised approaches is distant supervi-
sion, a semi-supervised procedure consisting of find-
ing sentences that contain two entities whose rela-
tion we know, and using those sentences as train-
ing examples for a supervised classifier (Hoffmann
et al., 2010; Wu and Weld, 2010; Hoffmann et al.,
2011; Wang et al., 2011; Yao et al., 2011). A usual
problem is that two related entities may co-occur in
one sentence for many unrelated reasons. For ex-
ample, Barack Obama is the president of the United
States, but not every sentence including the two en-
tities supports and states this relation. Much of the
previous work uses heuristics, e.g. extracting sen-
tences only from encyclopedic entries (Mintz et al.,
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2009; Hoffmann et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2011), or
syntactic restrictions on the sentences and the entity
mentions (Wu and Weld, 2010). These are usually
defined manually and may need to be adapted to dif-
ferent languages and domains. Manually selected
seeds can also be used (Ravichandran and Hovy,
2002; Kozareva and Hovy, 2010).

The main contribution of this work is presenting
a variant of distance supervision for relation extrac-
tion where we do not use heuristics in the selection
of the training data. Instead, we use topic models to
discriminate between the patterns that are expressing
the relation and those that are ambiguous and can be
applied across relations. In this way, high-precision
extraction patterns can be learned without the need
of any manual intervention.

2 Unsupervised relational pattern learning

Similar to other distant supervision methods, our ap-
proach takes as input an existing knowledge base
containing entities and relations, and a textual cor-
pus. In this work it is not necessary for the corpus
to be related to the knowledge base. In what follows
we assume that all the relations studied are binary
and hold between exactly two entities in the knowl-
edge base. We also assume a dependency parser is
available, and that the entities have been automat-
ically disambiguated using the knowledge base as
sense inventory.

One of the most important problems to solve in
distant supervision approaches is to be able to dis-
tinguish which of the textual examples that include
two related entities, ei and ej , are supporting the re-
lation. This section describes a fully unsupervised
solution to this problem, computing the probability
that a pattern supports a given relation, which will
allow us to determine the most likely relation ex-
pressed in any sentence. Specifically, if a sentence
contains two entities, ei and ej , connected through a
pattern w, our model computes the probability that
the pattern is expressing any relation –P (r|w)– for
any relation r defined in the knowledge base. Note
that we refer to patterns with the symbol w, as they
are the words in our topic models.

Preprocessing As a first step, the textual corpus
is processed and the data is transformed in the fol-
lowing way: (a) the input corpus is parsed and en-

Author-book
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novels
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Person-parent
(Liza Minneli, Judy Garland)
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(Achilles, Peleus)
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(...)

Person-death place
(Napoleon Bonaparte, Saint
Helena)

...

(Johann Christian Bach, Lon-
don)

...

(...)

Person-birth place
(Charles Darwin, Shrewsbury)

...

(Anthony Daniels, Salisbury)

...

(...)

Figure 1: Example of a generated set of document collec-
tions from a news corpus for relation extraction. Larger
boxes are document collections (relations), and inner
boxes are documents (entity pairs). Document contain
dependency patterns, which are words in the topic model.

tities are disambiguated; (b) for each relation r in
the knowledge base, a new (initially empty) docu-
ment collection Cr is created; (c) for each entity pair
(ei, ej) which are related in the knowledge base, a
new (initially empty) document Dij is created; (d)
for each sentence in the input corpus containing one
mention of ei and one mention of ej , a new term is
added to Dij consisting of the context in which the
two entities were seen in the document. This context
may be a complex structure, such as the dependency
path joining the two entities, but it is considered for
our purposes as a single term; (e) for each relation r
relating ei with ej , document Dij is added to collec-
tion Cr. Note that if the two entities are related in
different ways at the same time, an identical copy of
the document Dij will be added to the collection for
all those relations.

Figure 1 shows a set of document collections gen-
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Figure 2: Plate diagram of the generative model used.

erated for three relations using this procedure. Each
relation r has associated a different document col-
lection, which contains one document associated to
each entity pair from the knowledge base which is
in relation r. The words in each document can be,
for example, all the dependency paths that have been
observed in the input textual corpus between the two
related entities. Each document will contain some
very generic paths (e.g. the two entities consecutive
in the text) and some more specific paths.

Generative model Once these collections are
built, we use the generative model from Figure 2
to learn the probability that a dependency path is
conveying some relation between the entities it con-
nects. This model is very similar to the one used
by Haghighi and Vanderwende (2009) in the con-
text of text summarization. w (the observed vari-
able) represents a pattern between two entities. The
topic model φG captures general patterns that appear
for all relations. φD captures patterns that are spe-
cific about a certain entity pair, but which are not
generalizable across all pairs with the same relation.
Finally φA contains the patterns that are observed
across most pairs related with the same relation. φA

is the topic model of interest for us.
We use Gibbs sampling to estimate the different

models from the source data. The topic assignments
(for each pattern) that are the output of this process
are used to estimate P (r|w): when we observe pat-
tern w, the probability that it conveys relation r.

3 Experiments and results

Settings We use Freebase as our knowledge base.
It can be freely downloaded1. text corpus used con-
tains 33 million English news articles that we down-
loaded between January 2004 and December 2011.
A random sample of 3M of them is used for building
the document collections on which to train the topic
models, and the remaining 30M is used for testing.
The corpus is preprocessed by identifying Freebase
entity mentions, using an approach similar to (Milne
and Witten, 2008), and parsing it with an inductive
dependency parser (Nivre, 2006).

From the three million training documents, a set
of document collections (one per relation) has been
generated, by considering the sentences that contain
two entities which are related in FreeBase through
any binary relation and restricting to high-frequency
200 relations. Two ways of extracting patterns have
been used: (a) Syntactic, taking the dependency
path between the two entities, and (b) Intertext,
taking the text between the two. In both cases, a
topic model has been trained to learn the probabil-
ity of a relation given a pattern w: p(r|w). For λ
we use symmetric Dirichlet priors λG = 0.1 and
λD = λA = 0.001, following the intuition that for
the background the probability mass across patterns
should be more evenly distributed. γ is set as (15,
15, 1), indicating in the prior that we expect more
patterns to belong to the background and entity-pair-
specific distributions due to the very noisy nature of
the input data. These values have not been tuned.

As a baseline, using the same training corpus, we
have calculated p(r|w) using the maximum likeli-
hood estimate: the number of times that a pattern w
has been seen connecting two entities for which r
holds divided by the total frequency of the pattern.

Extractions evaluation The patterns have been
applied to the 30 million documents left for testing.
For each pair of entities disambiguated as FreeBase
entities, if they are connected through a known pat-
tern, they are assigned arg maxr p(r|w). We have
randomly sampled 4,000 such extractions and sent
them to raters. An extraction is to be judged cor-
rect if both it is correct in real life and the sentence
from which it was extracted really supports it. We

1http://wiki.freebase.com/wiki/Data dumps
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Figure 3: Evaluation of the extractions. X-axis has the threshold for p(r|w), and Y-axis has the precision of the extractions as a percentage.

have collected three ratings per example and taken
the majority decision. There was disagreement for
9.4% of the items on whether the sentence supports
the relation, and for 20% of the items on whether the
relation holds in the real world.

The results for different thresholds of p(r|w) are
shown in Figure 3. As can be seen, the MLE base-
lines (in red with syntactic patterns and green with
intertext) perform consistently worse than the mod-
els learned using the topic models (in pink and blue).
The difference in precision, aggregated across all re-
lations, is statistically significant at 95% confidence
for most of the thresholds.

Extractions aggregation We can take advantage
of redundancy on the web to calculate a support met-
ric for the extractions. In this experiment, for every
extracted relation (r, e1, e2), for every occurrence
of a pattern wi connecting e1 and e2, we add up
p(r|wi). Extractions that are obtained many times
and from high-precision patterns will rank higher.

Table 1 describes the results of this aggregation.
We have considered the top four highest-frequency
relations for people. After aggregating all the ex-
tracted relations and ranking them by support, we
have divided the evaluation set into two parts: (a)
for relations that were not already in FreeBase, we
evaluate the precision; (b) for extractions that were
already in FreeBase, we take the top-confidence sen-
tence identified and evaluate whether the sentence
is providing support to the relation. For each of
these, both syntactic patterns and intermediate-text
patterns have been evaluated.

The results are very interesting: using syntax,
Death place appears easy to extract new relations
and to find support. The patterns obtained are quite
unambiguous, e.g.

ARG1

subj
**
died at

prep
vv

home

pobj
ww

in

prep
uu

ARG2

pobj
ww

Relation Unknown relations Known relations
Correct relation P@50 Sentence support P@50
Syntax Intertext Syntax Intertext

Parent 0.58 0.38 1.00 1.00
Death place 0.90 0.68 0.98 0.94
Birth place 0.38 0.56 0.54 0.98
Nationality 0.86 0.78 0.34 0.40

Table 1: Evaluation on aggregated extractions.

On the other hand, birth place and nationality have
very different results for new relation acquisition
vs. finding sentence support for new relations. The
reason is that these relations are very correlated to
other relations that we did not have in our training
set. In the case of birth place, many relations re-
fer to having an official position in the city, such as
mayor; and for nationality, many of the patterns ex-
tract presidents or ministers. Not having mayor or
president in our initial collection (see Figure 1), the
support for these patterns is incorrectly learned. In
the case of nationality, however, even though the ex-
tracted sentences do not support the relation (P@50
= 0.34 for intertext), the new relations extracted are
mostly correct (P@50 = 0.86) as most presidents and
ministers in the real world have the nationality of the
country where they govern.

4 Conclusions

We have described a new distant supervision model
with which to learn patterns for relation extraction
with no manual intervention. Results are promising,
we could obtain new relations that are not in Free-
Base with a high precision for some relation types. It
is also useful to extract support sentences for known
relations. More work is needed in understanding
which relations are compatible or overlapping and
which ones can partially imply each other (such as
president-country or born in-mayor).
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Abstract
In social psychology, it is generally accepted
that one discloses more of his/her personal in-
formation to someone in a strong relationship.
We present a computational framework for au-
tomatically analyzing such self-disclosure be-
havior in Twitter conversations. Our frame-
work uses text mining techniques to discover
topics, emotions, sentiments, lexical patterns,
as well as personally identifiable information
(PII) and personally embarrassing information
(PEI). Our preliminary results illustrate that in
relationships with high relationship strength,
Twitter users show significantly more frequent
behaviors of self-disclosure.

1 Introduction

We often self-disclose, that is, share our emotions,
personal information, and secrets, with our friends,
family, coworkers, and even strangers. Social psy-
chologists say that the degree of self-disclosure in a
relationship depends on the strength of the relation-
ship, and strategic self-disclosure can strengthen the
relationship (Duck, 2007). In this paper, we study
whether relationship strength has the same effect on
self-disclosure of Twitter users.

To do this, we first present a method for compu-
tational analysis of self-disclosure in online conver-
sations and show promising results. To accommo-
date the largely unannotated nature of online conver-
sation data, we take a topic-model based approach
(Blei et al., 2003) for discovering latent patterns that
reveal self-disclosure. A similar approach was able
to discover sentiments (Jo and Oh, 2011) and emo-
tions (Kim et al., 2012) from user contents. Prior

work on self-disclosure for online social networks
has been from communications research (Jiang et
al., 2011; Humphreys et al., 2010) which relies
on human judgements for analyzing self-disclosure.
The limitation of such research is that the data is
small, so our approach of automatic analysis of self-
disclosure will be able to show robust results over a
much larger data set.

Analyzing relationship strength in online social
networks has been done for Facebook and Twitter
in (Gilbert and Karahalios, 2009; Gilbert, 2012) and
for enterprise SNS (Wu et al., 2010). In this paper,
we estimate relationship strength simply based on
the duration and frequency of interaction. We then
look at the correlation between self-disclosure and
relationship strength and present the preliminary re-
sults that show a positive and significant correlation.

2 Data and Methodology

Twitter is widely used for conversations (Ritter et al.,
2010), and prior work has looked at Twitter for dif-
ferent aspects of conversations (Boyd et al., 2010;
Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al., 2011; Ritter et al.,
2011). Ours is the first paper to analyze the degree
of self-disclosure in conversational tweets. In this
section, we describe the details of our Twitter con-
versation data and our methodology for analyzing
relationship strength and self-disclosure.

2.1 Twitter Conversation Data

A Twitter conversation is a chain of tweets where
two users are consecutively replying to each other’s
tweets using the Twitter reply button. We identified
dyads of English-tweeting users who had at least
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three conversations from October, 2011 to Decem-
ber, 2011 and collected their tweets for that dura-
tion. To protect users’ privacy, we anonymized the
data to remove all identifying information. This
dataset consists of 131,633 users, 2,283,821 chains
and 11,196,397 tweets.

2.2 Relationship Strength

Research in social psychology shows that relation-
ship strength is characterized by interaction fre-
quency and closeness of a relationship between
two people (Granovetter, 1973; Levin and Cross,
2004). Hence, we suggest measuring the relation-
ship strength of the conversational dyads via the fol-
lowing two metrics. Chain frequency (CF) mea-
sures the number of conversational chains between
the dyad averaged per month. Chain length (CL)
measures the length of conversational chains be-
tween the dyad averaged per month. Intuitively, high
CF or CL for a dyad means the relationship is strong.

2.3 Self-Disclosure

Social psychology literature asserts that self-
disclosure consists of personal information and open
communication composed of the following five ele-
ments (Montgomery, 1982).

Negative openness is how much disagreement
or negative feeling one expresses about a situation
or the communicative partner. In Twitter conver-
sations, we analyze sentiment using the aspect and
sentiment unification model (ASUM) (Jo and Oh,
2011), based on LDA (Blei et al., 2003). ASUM
uses a set of seed words for an unsupervised dis-
covery of sentiments. We use positive and negative
emoticons from Wikipedia.org1. Nonverbal open-
ness includes facial expressions, vocal tone, bod-
ily postures or movements. Since tweets do not
show these, we look at emoticons, ‘lol’ (laughing
out loud) and ‘xxx’ (kisses) for these nonverbal ele-
ments. According to Derks et al. (2007), emoticons
are used as substitutes for facial expressions or vocal
tones in socio-emotional contexts. We also consider
profanity as nonverbal openness. The methodology
used for identifying profanity is described in the next
section. Emotional openness is how much one dis-
closes his/her feelings and moods. To measure this,

1http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List of emoticons

we look for tweets that contain words that are iden-
tified as the most common expressions of feelings in
blogs as found in Harris and Kamvar (2009). Recep-
tive openness and General-style openness are diffi-
cult to get from tweets, and they are not defined pre-
cisely in the literature, so we do not consider these
here.

2.4 PII, PEI, and Profanity

PII and PEI are also important elements of self-
disclosure. Automatically identifying these is quite
difficult, but there are certain topics that are indica-
tive of PII and PEI, such as family, money, sick-
ness and location, so we can use a widely-used topic
model, LDA (Blei et al., 2003) to discover topics
and annotate them using MTurk2 for PII and PEI,
and profanity. We asked the Turkers to read the con-
versation chains representing the topics discovered
by LDA and have them mark the conversations that
contain PII and PEI. From this annotation, we iden-
tified five topics for profanity, ten topics for PII, and
eight topics for PEI. Fleiss kappa of MTurk result
is 0.07 for PEI, and 0.10 for PII, and those numbers
signify slight agreement (Landis and Koch, 1977).
Table 1 shows some of the PII and PEI topics. The
profanity words identified this way include nigga,
lmao, shit, fuck, lmfao, ass, bitch.

PII 1 PII 2 PEI 1 PEI 2 PEI 3
san tonight pants teeth family
live time wear doctor brother
state tomorrow boobs dr sister
texas good naked dentist uncle
south ill wearing tooth cousin

Table 1: PII and PEI topics represented by the high-
ranked words in each topic.

To verify the topic-model based approach to dis-
covering PII and PEI, we tried supervised classifi-
cation using SVM on document-topic proportions.
Precision and recall are 0.23 and 0.21 for PII, and
0.30 and 0.23 for PEI. These results are not quite
good, but this is a difficult task even for humans,
and we had a low agreement among the Turkers. So
our current work is in improving this.

2https://www.mturk.com
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Figure 1: Degree of self-disclosure depending on various relationship strength metrics. The x axis shows relationship
strength according to tweeting behavior (chain frequency and chain length), and the y axis shows proportion of self-
disclosure in terms of negative openness, emotional openness, profanity, and PII and PEI.

3 Results and Discussions

Chain frequency (CF) and chain length (CL) reflect
the dyad’s tweeting behaviors. In figure 1, we can
see that the two metrics show similar patterns of
self-disclosure. When two users have stronger rela-
tionships, they show more negative openness, non-
verbal openness, profanity, and PEI. These patterns
are expected. However, weaker relationships tend
to show more PII and emotions. A closer look at the
data reveals that PII topics are related to cities where
they live, time of day, and birthday. This shows
that the weaker relationships, usually new acquain-
tances, use PII to introduce themselves or send triv-
ial greetings for birthdays. Higher emotional open-
ness in weaker relationships looks strange at first,
but similar to PII, emotion in weak relationships is
usually expressed as greetings, reactions to baby or
pet photos, or other shallow expressions.

It is interesting to look at outliers, dyads with very
strong and very weak relationship groups. Table 3
summarizes the self-disclosure behaviors of these
outliers. There is a clear pattern that stronger re-
lationships show more nonverbal openness, nega-

str1 str2 weak1 weak2 weak3
lmao sleep following ill love
lmfao bed thanks sure thanks
shit night followers soon cute
ass tired welcome better aww
smh awake follow want pretty

Table 2: Topics that are most prominent in strong (‘str’)
and weak relationships.

tive openness, profanity use, and PEI. In figure 1,
emotional openness does not differ for the strong
and weak relationship groups. We can see why this
is when we look at the topics for the strong and
weak groups. Table 2 shows the topics that are
most prominent in the strong relationships, and they
include daily greetings, plans, nonverbal emotions
such as ‘lol’, ‘omg’, and profanity. In weak relation-
ships, the prominent topics illustrate the prevalence
of initial getting-to-know conversations in Twitter.
They welcome and greet each other about kids and
pets, and offer sympathies about feeling bad.

One interesting way to use our analysis is in iden-
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strong weak
# relation 5,640 226,116

CF 14.56 1.00
CL 97.74 3.00

Emotion 0.21 0.22
Emoticon 0.162 0.134

lol 0.105 0.060
xxx 0.021 0.006

Pos Sent 0.31 0.33
Neg Sent 0.32 0.29

Neut Sent 0.27 0.29
Profanity 0.0615 0.0085

PII 0.016 0.019
PEI 0.022 0.013

Table 3: Comparing the top 1% and the bottom 1% rela-
tionships as measured by the combination of CF and CL.
From ‘Emotion’ to PEI, all values are average propor-
tions of tweets containing each self-disclosure behavior.
Strong relationships show more negative sentiment, pro-
fanity, and PEI, and weak relationships show more posi-
tive sentiment and PII. ‘Emotion’ is the sum of all emo-
tion categories and shows little difference.

tifying a rare situation that deviates from the gen-
eral pattern, such as a dyad linked weakly but shows
high self-disclosure. We find several such examples,
most of which are benign, but some do show signs
of risk for one of the parties. In figure 2, we show
an example of a conversation with a high degree of
self-disclosure by a dyad who shares only one con-
versation in our dataset spanning two months.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

We looked at the relationship strength in Twitter
conversational partners and how much they self-
disclose to each other. We found that people dis-
close more to closer friends, confirming the social
psychology studies, but people show more positive
sentiment to weak relationships rather than strong
relationships. This reflects the social norm toward
first-time acquaintances on Twitter. Also, emotional
openness does not change significantly with rela-
tionship strength. We think this may be due to the in-
herent difficulty in truly identifying the emotions on
Twitter. Identifying emotion merely based on key-
words captures mostly shallow emotions, and deeper
emotional openness either does not occur much on

Figure 2: Example of Twitter conversation in a weak re-
lationship that shows a high degree of self-disclosure.

Twitter or cannot be captures very well.
With our automatic analysis, we showed that

when Twitter users have conversations, they con-
trol self-disclosure depending on the relationship
strength. We showed the results of measuring the re-
lationship strength of a Twitter conversational dyad
with chain frequency and length. We also showed
the results of automatically analyzing self-disclosure
behaviors using topic modeling.

This is ongoing work, and we are looking to im-
prove methods for analyzing relationship strength
and self-disclosure, especially emotions, PII and
PEI. For relationship strength, we will consider not
only interaction frequency, but also network distance
and relationship duration. For finding emotions, first
we will adapt existing models (Vaassen and Daele-
mans, 2011; Tokuhisa et al., 2008) and suggest a
new semi-supervised model. For finding PII and
PEI, we will not only consider the topics, but also
time, place and the structure of questions and an-
swers. This paper is a starting point that has shown
some promising research directions for an important
problem.
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Abstract

We describe an unsupervised approach to
the problem of automatically detecting sub-
groups of people holding similar opinions in
a discussion thread. An intuitive way of iden-
tifying this is to detect the attitudes of discus-
sants towards each other or named entities or
topics mentioned in the discussion. Sentiment
tags play an important role in this detection,
but we also note another dimension to the de-
tection of people’s attitudes in a discussion: if
two persons share the same opinion, they tend
to use similar language content. We consider
the latter to be an implicit attitude. In this pa-
per, we investigate the impact of implicit and
explicit attitude in two genres of social media
discussion data, more formal wikipedia dis-
cussions and a debate discussion forum that
is much more informal. Experimental results
strongly suggest that implicit attitude is an im-
portant complement for explicit attitudes (ex-
pressed via sentiment) and it can improve the
sub-group detection performance independent
of genre.

1 Introduction
There has been a significant increase in discus-

sion forum data in online media recently. Most of
such discussion threads have a clear debate compo-
nent in them with varying levels of formality. Auto-
matically identifying the groups of discussants with
similar attitudes, or subgroup detection, is an inter-
esting problem which allows for a better understand-
ing of the data in this genre in a manner that could
directly benefit Opinion Mining research as well as
Community Mining from Social Networks.

A straight-forward approach to this problem is
to apply Opinion Mining techniques, and extract

each discussant’s attitudes towards other discussants
and entities being discussed. But the challenge is
that Opinion Mining is not mature enough to ex-
tract all the correct opinions of discussants. In ad-
dition, without domain knowledge, using unsuper-
vised techniques to do this is quite challenging.

On observing interactions from these threads, we
believe that there is another dimension of attitude
which is expressed implicitly. We find that people
sharing the same opinion tend to speak about the
same topics even though they do not explicitly ex-
press their sentiment. We refer to this as Implicit
Attitude. One such example may be seen in the two
posts in Table 1. It can be seen that even though dis-
cussants A and B do not express explicit sentiments,
they hold similar views. Hence it can be said that
there is an agreement in their implicit attitudes.

Attempting to find a surface level word similar-
ity between posts of two discussants is not sufficient
as there are typically few overlapping words shared
among the posts. This is quite significant a problem
especially given the relative short context of posts.
Accordingly, in this work, we attempt to model the
implicit latent similarity between posts as a means of
identifying the implicit attitudes among discussants.
We apply variants on Latent Dirichelet Allocation
(LDA) based topic models to the problem (Blei et
al., 2003).

Our goal is identify subgroups with respect to dis-
cussants’ attitudes towards each other, the entities
and topics in a discussion forum. To our knowl-
edge, this is the first attempt at using text similar-
ity as an indication of user attitudes. We investigate
the influence of the explicit and implicit attitudes on
two genres of data, one more formal than the other.
We find an interesting trend. Explicit attitude alone
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as a feature is more useful than implicit attitude in
identifying sub-groups in informal data. But in the
case of formal data, implicit attitude yields better re-
sults. This may be due to the fact that in informal
data, strong subjective opinions about entities/events
or towards other discussants are expressed more ex-
plicitly. This is generally not the case in the formal
genre where ideas do not have as much sentiment as-
sociated with them, and hence the opinions are more
“implicit”. Finally, we observe that combining both
kinds of features improves performance of our sys-
tems for both genres.

2 Related Work
Substantial research exists in the fields of Opin-

ion Identification and Community Mining that is re-
lated to our current work. (Ganapathibhotla and
Liu, 2008) deal with the problem of finding opin-
ions from comparative sentences. Many previous
research efforts related to Opinion Target Identifi-
cation (Hu and Liu, 2004; Kobayashi et al., 2007;
Jakob and Gurevych, 2010), focus on the domain of
product reviews where they exploit the genre in mul-
tiple ways. Somasundaran and Wiebe (2009) used
unsupervised methods to identify stances in online
debates. They mine the web to find associations
indicative of opinions and combine them with dis-
course information. Their problem essentially deals
with the debate genre and finding the stance of an in-
dividual given two options. Ours is a more general
problem since we deal with discussion data in gen-
eral and not debates on specific topics. Hence our
aim is to identify multiple groups, not just two.

In terms of Sentiment Analysis, the work done by
Hassan et al.(2010) in using part-of-speech and de-
pendency structures to identify polarities of attitudes
is similar to our work. But they predict binary po-
larities in attitudes, and our goal of identification of
sub-groups is a more general problem in that we aim
at identifying multiple subgroups.

3 Approach
We tackle the problem using Vector Space Mod-

eling techniques to represent the discussion threads.
Each vector represents a discussant in the thread cre-
ating an Attitude Profile (AP). We use a clustering
algorithm to partition the vector space of APs into
multiple sub-groups. The idea is that resulting clus-
ters would comprise sub-groups of discussants with

similar attitudes.

3.1 Basic Features

We use two basic features, namely Negative and
Positive sentiment towards specific discussants and
entities like in the work done by (Abu-Jbara et al.,
2012). We start off by determining sentences that
express attitude in the thread, attitude sentences
(AS). We use OpinionFinder (Wilson et al., 2005)
which employs negative and positive polarity cues.
For determining discussant sentiment, we need to
first identify who the target of their sentiment is: an-
other discussant, or an entity, where an entity could
be a topic or a person not participating in the dis-
cussion. Sentiment toward another discussant:
This is quite challenging since explicit sentiment ex-
pressed in a post is not necessarily directed towards
another discussant to whom it is a reply. It is pos-
sible that a discussant may be replying to another
poster but expressing an attitude towards a third en-
tity or discussant. However as a simplifying assump-
tion, similar to the work of (Hassan et al., 2010),
we adopt the view that replies in the sentences that
are determined to be attitudinal and contain second-
person pronouns (you, your, yourself) are assumed
to be directed towards the recipients of the replies.
Sentiment toward an entity: We again adopt a sim-
plifying view by modeling all the named entities in
a sentence without heeding the roles these entities
play, i.e. whether they are targets or not. Accord-
ingly, we extract all the named entities in a sentence
using Stanford’s Name Entity Recognizer (Finkel et
al., 2005). We only focus on Person and Organiza-
tion named entities.

3.2 Extracting Implicit Attitudes

We define implicit attitudes as the semantic sim-
ilarity between texts comprising discussant utter-
ances or posts in a thread. We cannot find enough
overlapping words between posts, since some posts
are very short. Hence we apply LDA (Blei et al.,
2003) on texts to extract latent semantics of texts.
We split text into sentences, i.e., each sentence is
treated as a single document. Accordingly, each sen-
tence is represented as a K-dimension vector. By
computing the similarity on these vectors, we obtain
a more accurate semantic similarity.
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A: There are a few other directors in the history of cinema who have achieved such a singular and consistent worldview as Kubrick.
His films are very philosophically deep, they say something about everything, war, crime, relationships, humanity, etc.

B: All of his films show the true human nature of man and their inner fights and all of them are very
philosophical. Alfred was good in suspense and all, but his work is not as deep as Kubrick’s

Table 1: Example of Agreement based on Implicit Attitude
WIKI CD

Median No. of Discussants (n) 6 29

Predicted No. of Clusters (d
√

n
2
e) 2 4

Median No. of Actual Classes 3 3

Table 2: Number of Clusters

3.3 Clustering Attitude Space
A tree-based (hierarchical) clustering algorithm,

SLINK (Sibson, 1973) is used to cluster the vec-
tor space. Cosine Similarity between the vectors is
used as the inter-data point similarity measure for
clustering.1 We choose the number of clusters to be
d
√

n
2 e, described as the rule of thumb by (Mardia et

al., 1979), where n is the number of discussants in
the group. This rule seems to be validated by the fact
that in the data sets with which we experiment, we
note that the predicted number of clusters according
to this rule and the classes identified in the gold data
are very close as illustrated in Table 2. On average
we note that the gold data has the number of classes
per thread to be roughly 2-5.

4 Data
We use data from two online forums - Cre-

ate Debate [CD]2 and discussions from Wikipedia
[WIKI]3. There is a significant difference in the kind
of discussions in these two sources. Our WIKI data
comprises 117 threads crawled from Wikipedia. It is
relatively formal with short threads. It does not have
much negative polarity and discussants essentially
discuss the Wikipedia page in question. Hence it is
closer to an academic discussion forum. The threads
are manually annotated with sub-group information.
Given a thread, the annotator is asked to identify if
there are any sub-groups among the discussants with
similar opinions, and if yes, the membership of those

1We also experimented with K-means (MacQueen, 1967)
and found that it yields worse results compared to SLINK.
There is a fundamental difference between the two algorithms.
Where as K-Means does a random initialization of clusters,
SLINK is a deterministic algorithm. The difference in the per-
formance may be attributed to the fact that the number of initial
data points is too small for random initialization. Hence, tree
based clustering algorithms are more well suited for the current
task.

2http://www.createdebate.com
3en.wikipedia.org

Property WIKI CD
Threads 117 34
Posts per Thread 15.5 112
Sentences per Post 4.5 7.7
Tokens per Post 78.9 118.3
Word Types per Post 11.1 10.6
Discussants per Thread 6.5 34.15
Entities Discovered per Thread 6.15 32.7

Table 3: Data Statistics

subgroups.
On the other hand, CD is a forum where people

debate a specific topic. The CD data we use com-
prises 34 threads. It is more informal (with per-
vasive negative language and personal insults) than
WIKI and has longer threads. It is closer to the de-
bate genre. It has a poll associated with every de-
bate. The votes cast by the discussants in the poll
are used as the class labels for our experiments. De-
tailed statistics related to both the data sets and a
comparison can be found in Table 3.

5 Experimental Conditions
The following three features represent discussant

attitudes:
• Sentiment towards other discussants (SD) - This
corresponds to 2 ∗ n dimensions in the Attitude Pro-
file (AP) vector, n being the number of discussants
in the thread. This is because there are two polari-
ties and n possible targets. The value representing
this feature is the number of sentences with the re-
spective polarity – negative or positive – towards the
particular discussant.
• Sentiment towards entities in discussion (SE) -
Number of dimensions corresponding to this feature
is 2∗e, where e is the number of entities discovered.
Similar to SD, the value taken by this feature is the
number of sentences in which that specific polarity
is shown by the discussant towards the entity.
• Implicit Attitude (IA) - n ∗ t dimensions are ex-
pressed using this feature, where t is the number of
topics that the topic model contains. This means that
the AP of every discussant contains the topic model
distribution of his/her interactions with every other
member in the thread. Hence, the topics in the inter-
ation between the given discussant and other mem-
bers in the thread are being modeled here. Accord-
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ingly, high vector similarity due to IA between two
members in a thread means that they discussed sim-
ilar topics with the same people in the thread. In
our experiments, we set t = 50. We use the Gibbs
sampling based LDA (Griffiths and Steyvers, 2004).
The LDA model is built on definitions of two online
dictionaries WordNet, and Wiktionary, in addition
to the Brown corpus (BC). To create more context,
each sentence from BC is treated as a document.
The whole corpus contains 393,667 documents and
5,080,369 words.

The degree of agreement among discussants in
terms of these three features is used to identify sub-
groups among them. Our experiments are aimed at
investigating the effect of explicit attitude features
(SD and SE) in comparison with implicit feature
(IA) and how they perform when combined. So
the experimental conditions are: the three features
in isolation, each of the explicit features SD and SE
together with IA, and then all three features together.

SWD-BASE: As a baseline, we employ a simple
word frequency based model to capture topic dis-
tribution, Surface Word Distribution (SWD). SWD
is still topic modeling in the vector space, but the di-
mensions of the vectors are the frequencies of all the
unique words used by the discussant in question.

RAND-BASE: We also apply a very simple base-
line using random assignment of discussants to
groups, however the number of clusters is deter-
mined by the rule of thumb described in Section 3.3.

6 Results and Analysis
Three metrics are used for evaluation, as de-

scribed in (Manning et al., 2008): Purity, Entropy
and F-measure. Table 4 shows the results of the
9 experimental conditions. The following observa-
tions can be made: All the individual conditions SD,
SE and IA clearly outperform SWD-BASE. All the
experimental conditions outperform RAND-BASE
which indicates that using clustering is contributing
positively to the problem. SE performs worse than
SD across both datasets CD and WIKI. This may
be due to two reasons: Firstly, since the problem
is of clustering the discussant space, SD should be
a better indicator than SE. Secondly, as seen from
the comparison in Table 5, there are more polarized
sentences indicating SD than SE. IA clearly outper-
forms SD, SE and SD+SE in the case of WIKI. In

Property WIKI CD
Positive Sentences towards Discussants 5.15 17.94
Negative Sentences towards Discussants 6.75 40.38
Positive Sentences towards Entities 1.65 8.85
Negative Sentences towards Entities 1.59 8.53

Table 5: Statistics of the Attitudinal Sentences per
each Thread in the two data sets

the case of CD, it is exactly the opposite. This is an
interesting result and we believe it is mainly due to
the genre of the data. Explicit expression of senti-
ment usually increases with the increase in the in-
formal nature of discussions. Hence IA is more use-
ful in WIKI which is more formal compared to CD,
where there is less overt sentiment expression. We
note the same trend with the SWD-BASE where per-
formance on WIKI is much better than its perfor-
mance on CD. This also suggests that WIKI might
be an easier data set. A qualitative comparison of the
inter-discussant relations can be gleaned from Ta-
ble 5. There is significantly more negative language
than positive language in CD when compared with
the ratios of negative to positive language in WIKI,
which are almost the same. The best results over-
all are yielded from the combination of IA with SD
and SE, the implicit and explicit features together for
both data sets, which suggests that Implicit and ex-
plicit attitude features complement each other cap-
turing more information than each of them individ-
ually.

7 Conclusions
We proposed the use of LDA based topic mod-

eling as an implicit agreement feature for the task
of identifying similar attitudes in online discussions.
We specifically applied latent modeling to the prob-
lem of sub-group detection. We compared this with
explicit sentiment features in different genres both
in isolation and in combination. We highlighted the
difference in genre in the datasets and the necessity
for capturing different forms of information from
them for the task at hand. The best yielding con-
dition in both the dat sets combines implicit and ex-
plicit features suggesting that there is a complemen-
tarity between the two tpes of feaures.
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Condition WIKI CD
Purity Entropy F-measure Purity Entropy F-measure

RAND-BASE 0.6745 0.5629 0.6523 0.3986 0.9664 0.407
SWD-BASE 0.7716 0.4746 0.6455 0.4514 0.9319 0.4322
SD 0.8342 0.3602 0.667 0.8243 0.3942 0.5964
SE 0.8265 0.3829 0.6554 0.7933 0.4216 0.5818
SD+SE 0.8346 0.3614 0.6649 0.82 0.3851 0.6039
IA 0.8527 0.3209 0.6993 0.787 0.3993 0.5891
SD+IA 0.8532 0.3199 0.6977 0.8487 0.3328 0.6152
SE+IA 0.8525 0.3216 0.7015 0.7884 0.3986 0.591
SD+SE+IA 0.8572 0.3104 0.7032 0.8608 0.3149 0.6251

Table 4: Experimental Results
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Abstract

We investigate the problem of ordering med-
ical events in unstructured clinical narratives
by learning to rank them based on their time
of occurrence. We represent each medical
event as a time duration, with a correspond-
ing start and stop, and learn to rank the
starts/stops based on their proximity to the ad-
mission date. Such a representation allows us
to learn all of Allen’s temporal relations be-
tween medical events. Interestingly, we ob-
serve that this methodology performs better
than a classification-based approach for this
domain, but worse on the relationships found
in the Timebank corpus. This finding has im-
portant implications for styles of data repre-
sentation and resources used for temporal re-
lation learning: clinical narratives may have
different language attributes corresponding to
temporal ordering relative to Timebank, im-
plying that the field may need to look at a
wider range of domains to fully understand the
nature of temporal ordering.

1 Introduction

There has been considerable research on learning
temporal relations between events in natural lan-
guage. Most learning problems try to classify event
pairs as related by one of Allen’s temporal rela-
tions (Allen, 1981) i.e., before, simultaneous, in-
cludes/during, overlaps, begins/starts, ends/finishes
and their inverses (Mani et al., 2006). The Timebank
corpus, widely used for temporal relation learning,
consists of newswire text annotated for events, tem-
poral expressions, and temporal relations between
events using TimeML (Pustejovsky et al., 2003). In
Timebank, the notion of an “event” primarily con-
sists of verbs or phrases that denote change in state.

However, there may be a need to rethink how we
learn temporal relations between events in different
domains. Timebank, its features, and established
learning techniques like classification, may not work
optimally in many real-world problems where tem-
poral relation learning is of great importance.

We study the problem of learning temporal rela-
tions between medical events in clinical text. The
idea of a medical “event” in clinical text is very dif-
ferent from events in Timebank. Medical events
are temporally-associated concepts in clinical text
that describe a medical condition affecting the pa-
tient’s health, or procedures performed on a patient.
Learning to temporally order events in clinical text
is fundamental to understanding patient narratives
and key to applications such as longitudinal studies,
question answering, document summarization and
information retrieval with temporal constraints. We
propose learning temporal relations between medi-
cal events found in clinical narratives by learning to
rank them. This is achieved by representing medical
events as time durations with starts and stops and
ranking them based on their proximity to the admis-
sion date.1 This implicitly allows us to learn all of
Allen’s temporal relations between medical events.

In this paper, we establish the need to rethink
the methods and resources used in temporal re-
lation learning, as we demonstrate that the re-
sources widely used for learning temporal relations
in newswire text do not work on clinical text. When
we model the temporal ordering problem in clinical
text as a ranking problem, we empirically show that
it outperforms classification; we perform similar ex-
periments with Timebank and observe the opposite
conclusion (classification outperforms ranking).

1The admission date is the only explicit date always present
in each clinical narrative.
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e1 before e2 e1 equals e2
e1.start e1.start; e2.start
e1.stop e1.stop; e2.stop
e2.start
e2.stop
e1 overlaps with e2 e1 starts e2
e1.start e1.start; e2.start
e2.start e1.stop
e1.stop e2.stop
e2.stop
e2 during e1 e2 finishes e1
e1.start e1.start
e2.start e2.start
e2.stop e1.stop; e2.stop
e1.stop

Table 1: Allen’s temporal relations between medical
events can be realized by ordering the starts and stops

2 Related Work
The Timebank corpus provides hand-tagged fea-
tures, including tense, aspect, modality, polarity and
event class. There have been significant efforts
in machine learning of temporal relations between
events using these features and a wide range of other
features extracted from the Timebank corpus (Mani
et al., 2006; Chambers et al., 2007; Lapata and Las-
carides, 2011). The SemEval/TempEval (Verhagen
et al., 2009) challenges have often focused on tem-
poral relation learning between different types of
events from Timebank. Zhou and Hripcsak (2007)
provide a comprehensive survey of temporal reason-
ing with clinical data. There has also been some
work in generating annotated corpora of clinical text
for temporal relation learning (Roberts et al., 2008;
Savova et al., 2009). However, none of these cor-
pora are freely available. Zhou et al. (2006) propose
a Temporal Constraint Structure (TCS) for medical
events in discharge summaries. They use rule-based
methods to induce this structure.

We demonstrate the need to rethink resources,
features and methods of learning temporal relations
between events in different domains with the help of
experiments in learning temporal relations in clini-
cal text. Specifically, we observe that we get better
results in learning to rank chains of medical events
to derive temporal relations (and their inverses) than
learning a classifier for the same task.

The problem of learning to rank from examples
has gained significant interest in the machine learn-
ing community, with important similarities and dif-
ferences with the problems of regression and clas-
sification (Joachims et al., 2007). The joint cumu-
lative distribution of many variables arises in prob-

HISTORY PHYSICAL                                                                DATE: 09/01/2007  

NAME: Smith Daniel T                                                          MR#: XXX-XX-XXXX  

ATTENDING PHYSICIAN: John Payne MD                           DOB: 03/10/1940  

HISTORY OF PRESENT ILLNESS  

The patient is a 67-year-old Caucasian male with a history of paresis secondary to back  

injury who is bedridden status post colostomy and PEG tube who was brought by EMS with  

a history of fever. The patient gives a history of fever on and off associated with chills for 

the last 1 month. He does give a history of decubitus ulcer on the back but his main  

complaint is fever associated with epigastric discomfort.  

PAST MEDICAL HISTORY  

Significant for polymicrobial infection in the blood as well as in the urine in July 2007 history  

of back injury with paraparesis. He is status post PEG tube and colostomy tube.  

REVIEW OF SYSTEMS  

Positive for decubitus ulcer. No cough. There is fever. No shortness of breath.  

PHYSICAL EXAMINATION  

On physical exam the patient is a debilitated malnourished gentleman in mild distress.  

Abdomen showed PEG tube with discharging pus and there are multiple scars one in the  

midline. It had a healing wound. Bowel sounds were present. Extremities revealed pain and  

atrophied muscles in the lower extremities with decubitus ulcer which had a transparent  

bandage in the decubitus area which was stage 2-3. CNS - The patient is alert and awake x3.  

There was good power in both upper extremities. Cranial nerves II-XII grossly intact.  

Figure 1: Excerpt from a sanitized clinical narrative (history &
physical report) with medical events underlined.

lems of learning to rank objects in information re-
trieval and various other domains. To the best of our
understanding, there have been no previous attempts
to learn temporal relations between events using a
ranking approach.

3 Representation of Medical Events (MEs)
Clinical narratives contain unstructured text describ-
ing various MEs including conditions, diagnoses
and tests in the history of a patient, along with
some information on when they occurred. Much of
the temporal information in clinical text is implicit
and embedded in relative temporal relations between
MEs. A sample excerpt from a note is shown in
Figure 1. MEs are temporally related both qualita-
tively (e.g., paresis before colostomy) and quantita-
tively (e.g. chills 1 month before admission). Rela-
tive time may be more prevalent than absolute time
(e.g., last 1 month, post colostomy rather than on
July 2007). Temporal expressions may also be fuzzy
where history may refer to an event 1 year ago or 3
months ago. The relationship between MEs and time
is complicated. MEs could be recurring or continu-
ous vs. discrete date or time, such as fever vs. blood
in urine. Some are long lasting vs. short-lived, such
as cancer, leukemia vs. palpitations.

We represent MEs of any type of in terms of their
time duration. The idea of time duration based rep-
resentation for MEs is in the same spirit as TCS
(Zhou et al., 2006). We break every ME me into
me.start and me.stop. Given the ranking of all starts
and stops, we can now compose every one of Allen’s
temporal relations (Allen, 1981). If it is clear from
context that only the start or stop of a ME can be de-
termined, then only that is considered. For instance,
“history of paresis secondary to back injury who is
bedridden status post colostomy” indicates the start
of paresis is in the past history of the patient prior
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to colostomy. We only know about paresis.start rel-
ative to other MEs and may not be able determine
paresis.stop. For recurring and continuous events
like chills and fever, if the time period of recurrence
is continuous (last 1 month), we consider it to be
the time duration of the event. If not continuous, we
consider separate instances of the ME. For MEs that
are associated with a fixed date or time, the start and
stop are assumed to be the same (e.g., polymicrobial
infection in the blood as well as in the urine in July
2007). In case of negated events like no cough, we
consider cough as the ME with a negative polarity.
Its start and stop time are assumed to be the same.
Polarity allows us to identify events that actually oc-
curred in the patient’s history.

4 Ranking Model and Experiments
Given a patient with multiple clinical narratives, our
objective is to induce a partial temporal ordering of
all medical events in each clinical narrative based on
their proximity to a reference date (admission).

The training data consists of medical event (ME)
chains, where each chain consists of an instance of
the start or stop of a ME belonging to the same clin-
ical narrative along with a rank. The assumption is
that the MEs in the same narrative are more or less
semantically related by virtue of narrative discourse
structure and are hence considered part of the same
ME chain. The rank assigned to an instance indi-
cates the temporal order of the event instance in the
chain. Multiple MEs could occupy the same rank.
Based on the rank of the starts and stops of event
instances relative to other event instances, the tem-
poral relations between them can be derived as indi-
cated in Table 1. Our corpus for ranking consisted
of 47 clinical narratives obtained from the medical
center and annotated with MEs, temporal expres-
sions, relations and event chains. The annotation
agreement across our team of annotators is high; all
annotators agreed on 89.5% of the events and our
overall inter-annotator Cohen’s kappa statistic (Con-
ger, 1980) for MEs was 0.865. Thus, we extracted
47 ME chains across 4 patients. The distribution of
MEs across event chains and chains across patients
(p) is as as follows. p1 had 5 chains with 68 MEs,
p2 had 9 chains with 90 MEs, p3 had 20 chains with
119 MEs and p4 had 13 chains with 82 MEs. The
distribution of chains across different types of clin-
ical narratives is shown in Figure 2. We construct
a vector of features, from the manually annotated
corpus, for each medical event instance. Although
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Figure 2: Distribution of the 47 medical event chains derived
from discharge summaries, history and physical reports, pathol-
ogy and radiology notes across the 4 patients.

there is no real query in our set up, the admission
date for each chain can be thought of as the query
“date” and the MEs are ordered based on how close
or far they are from each other and the admission
date. The features extracted for each ME include
the the type of clinical narrative, section informa-
tion, ME polarity, position of the medical concept
in the narrative and verb pattern. We extract tempo-
ral expressions linked to the ME like history, before
admission, past, during examination, on discharge,
after discharge, on admission. Temporal references
to specific times like next day, previously are re-
solved and included in the feature set. We also ex-
tract features from each temporal expression indicat-
ing its closeness to the admission date. Differences
between each explicit date in the narrative is also
extracted. The UMLS(Bodenreider, 2004) semantic
category of each medical concept is also included
based on the intuition that MEs of a certain semantic
group may occur closer to admission. We tried using
features like the tense of ME or the verb preceding
the ME (if any), POS tag in ranking. We found no
improvement in accuracy upon their inclusion.

In addition to the above features, we also anchor
each ME to a coarse time-bin and use that as a fea-
ture in ranking. We define the following sequence
of time-bins centered around admission, {way be-
fore admission, before admission, on admission, af-
ter admission, after discharge}. The time-bins are
learned using a linear-chain CRF,2 where the obser-
vation sequence is MEs in the order in which they
appear in a clinical narrative, and the state sequence
is the corresponding label sequence of time-bins.

We ran ranking experiments using SVM-rank
(Joachims, 2006), and based on the ranking score
assigned to each start/stop instance, we derive the
relative temporal order of MEs in a chain.3 This in
turn allows us to infer temporal relations between

2http://mallet.cs.umass.edu/sequences.php
3In evaluating simultaneous, ±0.05 difference in ranking

score of starts/stops of MEs is counted as a match.
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Relation Clinical Text Timebank
Ranking Classifier Ranking Classifier

begins 81.21 73.34 52.63 58.82
ends 76.33 69.85 61.32 82.87
simulatenous 85.45 71.31 50.23 56.58
includes 83.67 74.20 59.56 60.65
before 88.3 77.14 61.34 70.38

Table 2: Per-class accuracy (%) for ranking, classification on
clinical text and Timebank. We merge class ibefore into before.

all MEs in a chain. The ranking error on the test set
is 28.2%. On introducing the time-bin feature, the
ranking error drops to 16.8%. The overall accuracy
of ranking MEs on including the time-bin feature
is 82.16%. Each learned relation is now compared
with the pairwise classification of temporal relations
between MEs. We train a SVM classifier (Joachims,
1999) with an RBF kernel for pairwise classification
of temporal relations. The average classification ac-
curacy for clinical text using the same feature set is
71.33%. We used Timebank (v1.1) for evaluation,
186 newswire documents with 3345 event pairs. We
traverse transitive relations between events in Time-
bank, increasing the number of event-event links
to 6750 and create chains of related events to be
ranked. Classification works better on Timebank, re-
sulting in an overall accuracy of 63.88%, but rank-
ing gives only 55.41% accuracy. All classification
and ranking results from 10-fold cross validation are
presented in Table 2.
5 Discussion
In ranking, the objective of learning is formalized
as minimizing the fraction of swapped pairs over all
rankings. This model is well suited to the features
that are available in clinical text. The assumption
that all MEs in a clinical narrative are temporally re-
lated allows us to totally order events within each
narrative. This works because a clinical narrative
usually has a single protagonist, the patient. This as-
sumption, along with the availability of a fixed refer-
ence date in each narrative, allows us to effectively
extract features that work in ranking MEs. How-
ever, this assumption does not hold in newswire text:
there tend to be multiple protagonists, and it may be
possible to totally order only events that are linked to
the same protagonist. Ranking implicitly allows us
to learn the transitive relations between MEs in the
chain. Ranking ME starts/ stops captures relations
like includes and begins much better than classifi-
cation, primarily because of the date difference and
time-bin difference features. However, the hand-
tagged features available in Timebank are not suited

for this kind of model. The features work well with
classification but are not sufficiently informative to
learn time durations using our proposed event repre-
sentation in a ranking model. Features like “tense”
that are used for temporal relation learning in Time-
bank are not very useful in ME ordering. Tense
is a temporal linguistic quality expressing the time
at, or during which a state or action denoted by a
verb occurs. In most cases, MEs are not verbs (e.g.,
colostomy). Even if we consider verbs co-occurring
with MEs, they are not always accurately reflective
of the MEs’ temporal nature. Moreover, in discharge
summaries, almost all MEs or co-occurring verbs
are in the past tense (before the discharge date). This
is complicated by the fact that the reference time/
ME with respect to which the tense of the verb is
expressed is not always clear. Based on the type of
clinical narrative, when it was generated, the refer-
ence date for the tense of the verb could be in the
patient’s history, admission, discharge, or an inter-
mediate date between admission and discharge. For
similar reasons, features like POS and aspect are not
very informative in ordering MEs. Moreover, fea-
tures like aspect require annotators with not only a
clinical background but also some expert knowledge
in linguistics, which is not feasible.

6 Conclusions
Representing and reasoning with temporal informa-
tion in unstructured text is crucial to the field of natu-
ral language processing and biomedical informatics.
We presented a study on learning to rank medical
events. Temporally ordering medical events allows
us to induce a partial order of medical events over
the patient’s history. We noted many differences be-
tween learning temporal relations in clinical text and
Timebank. The ranking experiments on clinical text
yield better performance than classification, whereas
the performance is the exact opposite in Timebank.
Based on experiments in two very different domains,
we demonstrate the need to rethink the resources and
methods for temporal relation learning.
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Abstract 

Since we can ‘spin’ words and concepts to 
suit our affective needs, context is a major 
determinant of the perceived affect of a 
word or concept. We view this re-profiling 
as a selective emphasis or de-emphasis of 
the qualities that underpin our shared stere-
otype of a concept or a word meaning, and 
construct our model of the affective lexicon 
accordingly. We show how a large body of 
affective stereotypes can be acquired from 
the web, and also show how these are used 
to create and interpret affective metaphors. 

1 Introduction 

The builders of affective lexica face the vexing 
task of distilling the many and varied pragmatic 
uses of a word or concept into an overall semantic 
measure of affect. The task is greatly complicated 
by the fact that in each context of use, speakers 
may implicitly agree to focus on just a subset of 
the salient features of a concept, and it is these fea-
tures that determine contextual affect. Naturally, 
disagreements arise when speakers do not implicit-
ly arrive at such a consensus, as when people disa-
gree about hackers: advocates often focus on 
qualities that emphasize curiosity or technical vir-
tuosity, while opponents focus on qualities that 
emphasize criminality and a disregard for the law. 
In each case, it is the same concept, Hacker, that is 
being described, yet speakers can focus on differ-
ent qualities to arrive at different affective stances. 

Any gross measure of affect (such as e.g., that 
hackers are good or bad) must thus be grounded in 
a nuanced model of the stereotypical properties 
and behaviors of the underlying word-concept. As 
different stereotypical qualities are highlighted or 

de-emphasized in a given context – a particular 
metaphor, say, might describe hackers as terrorists 
or hackers as artists – we need to be able to re-
calculate the perceived affect of the word-concept. 

This paper presents such a stereotype-grounded 
model of the affective lexicon. After reviewing the 
relevant background in section 2, we present the 
basis of the model in section 3. Here we describe 
how a large body of feature-rich stereotypes is ac-
quired from the web and from local n-grams. The 
model is evaluated in section 4. We conclude by 
showing the utility of the model to that most con-
textual of NLP phenomena – affective metaphor. 

2 Related Work and Ideas 

In its simplest form, an affect lexicon assigns an 
affective score – along one or more dimensions – 
to each word or sense. For instance, Whissell’s 
(1989) Dictionary of Affect (or DoA) assigns a trio 
of scores to each of its 8000+ words to describe 
three psycholinguistic dimensions: pleasantness, 
activation and imagery. In the DoA, the lowest 
pleasantness score of 1.0 is assigned to words like 
abnormal and ugly, while the highest, 3.0, is as-
signed to words like wedding and winning. Though 
Whissell’s DoA is based on human ratings, Turney 
(2002) shows how affective valence can be derived 
from measures of word association in web texts. 
 Human intuitions are prized in matters of lexi-
cal affect. For reliable results on a large-scale, Mo-
hammad & Turney (2010) and Mohammad & 
Yang (2011) thus used the Mechanical Turk to 
elicit human ratings of the emotional content of 
words. Ratings were sought along the eight dimen-
sions identified in Plutchik (1980) as primary emo-
tions: trust , anger, anticipation, disgust, fear, joy, 
sadness and surprise. Automated tests were used to 
exclude unsuitable raters. In all, 24,000+ word-
sense pairs were annotated by five different raters. 
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 Liu et al. (2003) also present a multidimension-
al affective model that uses the six basic emotion 
categories of Ekman (1993) as its dimensions: 
happy, sad, angry, fearful, disgusted and surprised. 
These authors base estimates of affect on the con-
tents of Open Mind, a common-sense knowledge-
base (Singh, 2002) harvested from contributions of 
web volunteers. These contents are treated as sen-
tential objects, and a range of NLP models is used 
to derive affective labels for the subset of contents 
(~10%) that appear to convey an emotional stance. 
These labels are then propagated to related con-
cepts (e.g., excitement is propagated from roller-
coasters to amusement parks) so that the implicit 
affect of many other concepts can be determined. 
 Strapparava and Valitutti (2004) provide a set 
of affective annotations for a subset of WordNet’s 
synsets in a resource called Wordnet-affect. The 
annotation labels, called a-labels, focus on the 
cognitive dynamics of emotion, allowing one to 
distinguish e.g. between words that denote an emo-
tion-eliciting situation and those than denote an 
emotional response. Esuli and Sebastiani (2006) 
also build directly on WordNet as their lexical plat-
form, using a semi-supervised learning algorithm 
to assign a trio of numbers – positivity, negativity 
and neutrality – to word senses in their newly de-
rived resource, SentiWordNet. (Wordnet-affect also 
supports these three dimensions as a-labels, and 
adds a fourth, ambiguous). Esuli & Sebastiani 
(2007) improve on their affect scores by running a 
variant of the PageRank algorithm (see also Mihal-
cea and Tarau, 2004) on the graph structure that 
tacitly connects word-senses in WordNet to each 
other via the words used in their textual glosses. 
 These lexica attempt to capture the affective 
profile of a word/sense when it is used in its most 
normative and stereotypical guise, but they do so 
without an explicit model of stereotypical mean-
ing. Veale & Hao (2007) describe a web-based 
approach to acquiring such a model. They note that 
since the simile pattern “as ADJ as DET NOUN” 
presupposes that NOUN is an exemplar of 
ADJness, it follows that ADJ must be a highly sa-
lient property of NOUN. Veale & Hao harvested 
tens of thousands of instances of this pattern from 
the Web, to extract sets of adjectival properties for 
thousands of commonplace nouns. They show that 
if one estimates the pleasantness of a term like 
snake or artist as a weighted average of the pleas-
antness of its properties (like sneaky or creative) in 

a resource like Whissell’s DoA, then the estimated 
scores show a reliable correlation with the DoA’s 
own scores. It thus makes computational sense to 
calculate the affect of a word-concept as a function 
of the affect of its most salient properties. Veale 
(2011) later built on this work to show how a prop-
erty-rich stereotypical representation could be used 
for non-literal matching and retrieval of creative 
texts, such as metaphors and analogies. 
 Both Liu et al. (2003) and Veale & Hao (2010) 
argue for the importance of common-sense 
knowledge in the determination of affect. We in-
corporate ideas from both here, while choosing to 
build mainly on the latter, to construct a nuanced, 
two-level model of the affective lexicon. 

3 An Affective Lexicon of Stereotypes 
We construct the stereotype-based lexicon in two 
stages. For the first layer, a large collection of ste-
reotypical descriptions is harvested from the web. 
As in Liu et al. (2003), our goal is to acquire a 
lightweight common-sense representation of many 
everyday concepts. For the second layer, we link 
these common-sense qualities in a support graph 
that captures how they mutually support each other 
in their co-description of a stereotypical idea. From 
this graph we can estimate pleasantness and un-
pleasantness valence scores for each property and 
behavior, and for the stereotypes that exhibit them. 

Expanding on the approach in Veale (2011), we 
use two kinds of query for harvesting stereotypes 
from the web. The first, “as ADJ as a NOUN”, ac-
quires typical adjectival properties for noun con-
cepts; the second, “VERB+ing like a NOUN” and 
“VERB+ed like a NOUN”, acquires typical verb 
behaviors. Rather than use a wildcard * in both 
positions (ADJ and NOUN, or VERB and NOUN), 
which gives limited results with a search engine 
like Google, we generate fully instantiated similes 
from hypotheses generated via the Google n-grams 
(Brants & Franz, 2006). Thus, from the 3-gram “a 
drooling zombie” we generate the query “drooling 
like a zombie”, and from the 3-gram “a mindless 
zombie” we generate “as mindless as a zombie”. 

Only those queries that retrieve one or more 
Web documents via the Google API indicate the 
most promising associations. This still gives us 
over 250,000 web-validated simile associations for 
our stereotypical model, and we filter these manu-
ally, to ensure that the lexicon is both reusable and 
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of the highest quality. We obtain rich descriptions 
for many stereotypical ideas, such as Baby, which 
is described via 163 typical properties and behav-
iors like crying, drooling and guileless. After this 
phase, the lexicon maps each of 9,479 stereotypes 
to a mix of 7,898 properties and behaviors. 

We construct the second level of the lexicon by 
automatically linking these properties and behav-
iors to each other in a support graph. The intuition 
here is that properties which reinforce each other in 
a single description (e.g. “as lush and green as a 
jungle” or “as hot and humid as a sauna”) are more 
likely to have a similar affect than properties which 
do not support each other. We first gather all 
Google 3-grams in which a pair of stereotypical 
properties or behaviors X and Y are linked via co-
ordination, as in “hot and humid” or “kicking and 
screaming”. A bidirectional link between X and Y 
is added to the support graph if one or more stereo-
types in the lexicon contain both X and Y. If this is 
not so, we also ask whether both descriptors ever 
reinforce each other in Web similes, by posing the 
web query “as X and Y as”. If this query has non-
zero hits, we still add a link between X and Y. 

Let N denote this support graph, and N(p) de-
note the set of neighboring terms to p, that is, the 
set of properties and behaviors that can mutually 
support a property p. Since every edge in N repre-
sents an affective context, we can estimate the like-
lihood that p is ever used in a positive or negative 
context if we know the positive or negative affect 
of enough members of N(p). So if we label enough 
vertices of N with + / – labels, we can interpolate a 
positive/negative affect for all vertices p in N. 

We thus build a reference set -R of typically 
negative words, and a set +R of typically positive 
words. Given a few seed members of -R (such as 
sad, evil, etc.) and a few seed members of +R 
(such as happy, wonderful, etc.), we find many 
other candidates to add to +R and -R by consider-
ing neighbors of these seeds in N. After just three 
iterations, +R and -R contain ~2000 words each. 
    For a property p, we define N+(p) and N-(p) as 

   (1)        N+(p) = N(p) ∩ +R 

   (2)        N-(p) = N(p) ∩ -R 

We assign pos/neg valence scores to each property 
p  by interpolating from reference values to their 
neighbors in N. Unlike that of Takamura et al. 
(2005), the approach is non-iterative and involves 

no feedback between the nodes of N, and thus, no 
inter-dependence between adjacent affect scores: 

   (3)   pos(p)   =           |N+(p)|   

|N+(p) ∪ N-(p)| 

   (4)   neg(p)   =        1  -  pos(p) 

If a term S denotes a stereotypical idea and is de-
scribed via a set of typical properties and behaviors 
typical(S) in the lexicon, then: 

   (5)        pos(S)   =        Σp∈typical(S) 
pos(p) 

              |typical(S)| 

   (6)        neg(S)   = 1  -  pos(S) 

Thus, (5) and (6) calculate the mean affect of the 
properties and behaviors of S, as represented via 
typical(S). We can now use (3) and (4) to separate 
typical(S) into those elements that are more nega-
tive than positive (putting an unpleasant spin on S 
in context) and those that are more positive than 
negative (putting a pleasant spin on S in context): 

(7)  posTypical(S)  = {p | p ∈ typical(S) ∧ pos(p) > 0.5} 

(8)  negTypical(S)  = {p | p ∈ typical(S) ∧ neg(p) > 0.5} 

4 Empirical Evaluation  
In the process of populating +R and -R, we identi-
fy a reference set of 478 positive stereotype nouns 
(such as saint and hero) and 677 negative stereo-
type nouns (such as tyrant and monster). We can 
use these reference stereotypes to test the effec-
tiveness of (5) and (6), and thus, indirectly, of (3) 
and (4) and of the affective lexicon itself. Thus, we 
find that 96.7% of the stereotypes in +R are cor-
rectly assigned a positivity score greater than 0.5 
(pos(S) > neg(S)) by (5), while 96.2% of the stere-
otypes in -R are correctly assigned a negativity 
score greater than 0.5 (neg(S) > pos(S)) by (6). 

We can also use +R and -R as a gold standard 
for evaluating the separation of typical(S) into dis-
tinct positive and negative subsets posTypical(S) 
and negTypical(S) via (7) and (8). The lexicon con-
tains 6,230 stereotypes with at least one property in 
+R∪-R. On average, +R∪-R contains 6.51 of the 
properties of each of these stereotypes, where, on 
average, 2.95 are in +R while 3.56 are in -R. 

In a perfect separation, (7) should yield a posi-
tive subset that contains only those properties in 
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typical(S)∩+R, while (8) should yield a negative 
subset that contains only those in typical(S)∩-R. 

Macro Averages 
(6230 stereotypes) 

Positive 
properties 

Negative 
properties 

Precision .962 .98 

Recall .975 .958 

F-Score .968 .968 
 

Table 1. Average P/R/F1 scores for the affective 
retrieval of +/-  properties from 6,230 stereotypes. 

Viewing the problem as a retrieval task then, in 
which (7) and (8) are used to retrieve distinct posi-
tive and negative property sets for a stereotype S, 
we report the encouraging results of Table 1 above. 

5 Re-shaping Affect in Figurative Contexts 

The Google n-grams are a rich source of affective 
metaphors of the form Target is Source, such as 
“politicians are crooks”, “Apple is a cult”, “racism 
is a disease” and “Steve Jobs is a god”. Let src(T) 
denote the set of stereotypes that are commonly 
used to describe T, where commonality is defined 
as the presence of the corresponding copula meta-
phor in the Google n-grams. Thus, for example:  

src(racism)  =    {problem, disease, poison, sin, 
crime, ideology, weapon, …} 

src(Hitler) = {monster, criminal, tyrant, idiot, 
madman, vegetarian, racist, …} 

Let srcTypical(T) denote the aggregation of all 
properties ascribable to T via metaphors in src(T): 

   (9) srcTypical (T)   =   M∈src(T)
typical(M)

 

We can also use the posTypical and negTypical 
variants in (7) and (8) to focus only on metaphors 
that project positive or negative qualities onto T.
 In effect, (9) provides a feature representation 
for a topic T as viewed through the prism of meta-
phor. This is useful when the source S in the meta-
phor T is S is not a known stereotype in the 
lexicon, as happens e.g. in Apple is Scientology. 
We can also estimate whether a given term S is 
more positive than negative by taking the average 
pos/neg valence of src(S). Such estimates are 87% 
correct when evaluated using +R and -R examples. 

The properties and behaviors that are contextually 
relevant to the interpretation of T is S  are given by 

   (10)  salient (T,S)  =  |srcTypical(T) ∪  typical(T)|  
         ∩ 
            |srcTypical(S) ∪  typical(S)| 

In the context of T is S, the figurative perspective  
M ∈ src(S)∪src(T)∪{S} is deemed apt for T if: 

   (11)   apt(M, T,S)  = |salient(T,S) ∩  typical(M)| > 0 

and the degree to which M is apt for T is given by: 

   (12)  aptness(M,T,S)  =     |salient(T, S) ∩  typical(M)| 

                  |typical(M)| 

We can construct an interpretation for  T is S  by 
considering not just {S}, but the stereotypes in 
src(T) that are apt for T in the context of T is S, as 
well as the stereotypes that are commonly used to 
describe S – that is, src(S) – that are also apt for T: 

  (13)  interpretation(T, S)  
      = {M|M ∈ src(T)∪src(S)∪{S} ∧ apt(M, T, S)} 

The elements {Mi} of interpretation(T, S) can now 
be sorted by  aptness(Mi T, S)  to produce a ranked 
list of interpretations (M1, M2 … Mn). For any in-
terpretation M, the salient features of M are thus: 

   (14)  salient(M, T,S) = typical(M) ∩  salient (T,S)   

So interpretation(T, S) is an expansion of the af-
fective metaphor T is S  that includes the common 
metaphors that are consistent with T qua S. For 
instance, “Google is -Microsoft” (where - indicates 
a negative spin) produces {monopoly, threat, bully, 
giant, dinosaur, demon, …}. For each Mi in inter-
pretation(T, S), salient(Mi, T, S) is an expansion of 
Mi that includes all of the qualities that are apt for 
T qua Mi (e.g. threatening, sprawling, evil, etc.). 

6 Concluding Remarks 

Metaphor is the perfect tool for influencing the 
perceived affect of words and concepts in context. 
The web application Metaphor Magnet provides a 
proof-of-concept demonstration of this re-shaping 
process at work, using the stereotype lexicon of §3, 
the selective highlighting of (7)–(8), and the model 
of metaphor in (9)–(14). It can be accessed at:        
    http://boundinanutshell.com/metaphor-magnet 

∪ 
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Abstract

There has been recent interest in the problem
of decoding letter substitution ciphers using
techniques inspired by natural language pro-
cessing. We consider a different type of classi-
cal encoding scheme known as the running key
cipher, and propose a search solution using
Gibbs sampling with a word language model.
We evaluate our method on synthetic cipher-
texts of different lengths, and find that it out-
performs previous work that employs Viterbi
decoding with character-based models.

1 Introduction

The running key cipher is an encoding scheme that
uses a secret keyR that is typically a string of words,
usually taken from a book or other text that is agreed
upon by the sender and receiver. When sending a
plaintext message P , the sender truncates R to the
length of the plaintext. The scheme also relies on
a substitution function f , which is usually publicly
known, that maps a plaintext letter p and key letter
r to a unique ciphertext letter c. The most common
choice for f is the tabula recta, where c = (p + r)
mod 26 for letters in the English alphabet, with A
= 0, B = 1, and so on.

To encode a plaintext with a running key, the
spaces in the plaintext and the key are removed, and
for every 0 ≤ i < |P |, the ciphertext letter at posi-
tion i is computed to be Ci ← f(Pi, Ri). Figure 1
shows an example encoding using the tabula recta.

For a given ciphertext and known f , the plaintext
uniquely determines the running key and vice versa.

∗Research conducted while the author was visiting ISI.

Since we know that the plaintext and running key
are both drawn from natural language, our objective
function for the solution plaintext under some lan-
guage model is:

P̂ = arg max
P

log Pr(P ) Pr(RP,C) (1)

where the running key RP,C is the key that corre-
sponds to plaintext P and ciphertext C.

Note that if RP,C is a perfectly random sequence
of letters, this scheme is effectively a ‘one-time pad’,
which is provably unbreakable (Shannon, 1949).
The knowledge that both the plaintext and the key
are natural language strings is important in breaking
a running key cipher.

The letter-frequency distribution of running key
ciphertexts is notably flatter than than the plaintext
distribution, unlike substitution ciphers where the
frequency profile remains unchanged, modulo letter
substitutions. However, the ciphertext letter distri-
bution is not uniform; there are peaks corresponding
to letters (like I) that are formed by high-frequency
plaintext/key pairs (like E and E).

2 Related Work

2.1 Running Key Ciphers
Bauer and Tate (2002) use letter n-grams (without
smoothing) up to order 6 to find the most probable
plaintext/key character pair at each position in the ci-
phertext. They test their method on 1000-character
ciphertexts produced from plaintexts and keys ex-
tracted from Project Gutenberg. Their accuracies
range from 28.9% to 33.5%, where accuracy is mea-
sured as the percentage of correctly decoded char-
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Figure 1: Example of a running key cipher. Note that key is truncated to the length of the plaintext.
Plaintext – linguistics is fun, Running Key – colorless green ideas, tabula recta substitution where Ci ← (Pi +Ri) mod 26

Plaintext: L I N G U I S T I C S I S F U N
Running Key: C O L O R L E S S G R E E N I D
Ciphertext: N W Y U L T W L A I J M W S C Q

acters. Such figures are too low to produce read-
able plaintexts, especially if the decoded regions are
not contiguous. Griffing (2006) uses Viterbi decod-
ing and letter 6-grams to improve on the above re-
sult, achieving a median 87% accuracy over several
1000-character ciphertexts. A key shortcoming of
this work is that it requires searching through about
265 states at each position in the ciphertext.

2.2 Letter Substitution Ciphers

Previous work in decipherment of classical ciphers
has mainly focused on letter substitution. These ci-
phers use a substitution table as the secret key. The
ciphertext is generated by substituting each letter of
the plaintext according to the substitution table. The
table may be homophonic; that is, a single plaintext
letter could map to more than one possible cipher-
text letter. Just as in running key ciphers, spaces in
the plaintext are usually removed before encoding.

Proposed decipherment solutions for letter substi-
tution ciphers include techniques that use expecta-
tion maximization (Ravi and Knight, 2008), genetic
algorithms (Oranchak, 2008), integer programming
(Ravi and Knight, 2009), A* decoding (Corlett and
Penn, 2010), and Bayesian learning with Dirichlet
processes (Ravi and Knight, 2011).

2.3 Vigenère Ciphers

A scheme similar to the running key cipher is the Vi-
genère cipher, also known as the periodic key cipher.
Instead of a single long string spanning the length of
the plaintext, the key is a short string – usually but
not always a single word or phrase – repeated to the
length of the plaintext. Figure 2 shows an example
Vigenère cipher encoding. This cipher is less secure
than the running key, since the short length of the
key vastly reduces the size of the search space, and
the periodic repetition of the key leaks information.

Recent work on decoding periodic key ciphers
perform Viterbi search on the key using letter n-
gram models (Olsen et al., 2011), with the assump-

tion that the length of the key is known. If unknown,
the key length can be inferred using the Kasiski Test
(Kasiski, 1863) which takes advantage of repeated
plaintext/key character pairs.

3 Solution with Gibbs Sampling

In this paper, we describe a search algorithm that
uses Gibbs Sampling to break a running key cipher.

3.1 Choice of Language Model
The main advantage of a sampling-based approach
over Viterbi decoding is that it allows us to seam-
lessly use word-based language models. Lower or-
der letter n-grams may fail to decipher most cipher-
texts even with perfect search, since an incorrect
plaintext and key could have higher likelihood un-
der a weak language model than the actual message.

3.2 Blocked Sampling
One possible approach is to sample a plaintext letter
at each position in the ciphertext. The limitation of
such a sampler for the running key problem is that
is extremely slow to mix, especially for longer ci-
phertexts: we found that in practice, it does not usu-
ally converge to the optimal solution in a reasonable
number of iterations even with simulated annealing.
We therefore propose a blocked sampling algorithm
that samples words rather than letters in the plain-
text, as follows:

1. Initialize randomly P := p1p2 . . . p|C|, fix R as
the key that corresponds to P,C

2. Repeat for some number of iterations

(a) Sample spaces (word boundaries) in P ac-
cording to Pr(P )

(b) Sample spaces in R according to Pr(R)

(c) Sample each word in P according to
Pr(P ) Pr(R), updating R along with P

(d) Sample each word in R according to
Pr(P ) Pr(R), updating P along with R
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Figure 2: Example of a Vigenère cipher cipher, with a 5-letter periodic key, repeated to the length of the plaintext.
Plaintext – linguistics is fun, Periodic Key – green, tabula recta substitution.

Plaintext: L I N G U I S T I C S I S F U N
Running Key: G R E E N G R E E N G R E E N G
Ciphertext: R Z R K H O J X M P Y Z W J H T

3. Remove spaces and return P,R

Note that every time a word in P is sampled, it
induces a change in R that may not be a word or a
sequence of words, and vice versa. Sampling word
boundaries will also produce hypotheses contain-
ing non-words. For this reason, we use a word tri-
gram model linearly interpolated with letter trigrams
(including the space character).1 The interpolation
mainly serves to smooth the search space, with the
added benefit of accounting for out-of-vocabulary,
misspelled, or truncated words in the actual plaintext
or key. Table 1 shows an example of one sampling
iteration on the ciphertext shown in Figure 1.

Table 1: First sampling iteration on the ciphertext
NWYULTWLAIJMWSCQ

Generate P,R P : WERGATERYBVIEDOW
with letter trigrams R: RSHOLASUCHOESPOU
Sample spaces in P P : WERGAT ER YB VIEDOW
Sample spaces in R R: RS HOLASUCHOES POU
Sample words in P P : ADJUST AN MY WILLOW

R: NT PATAWYOKNEL HOU
Sample words in R P : NEWNXI ST HE SYLACT

R: AS CHOLESTEROL SAX

4 Experiments

4.1 Data
We randomly select passages from the Project
Gutenberg and Wall Street Journal Corpus extracts
that are included in the NLTK toolkit (Bird et al.,
2009). The passages are used as plaintext and key
pairs, and combined to generate synthetic ciphertext
data. Unlike previous works which used constant-
length ciphertexts, we study the effect of message
length on decipherment by varying the ciphertext
length (10, 100, and 1000 characters).

Our language model is an interpolation of word
trigrams and letter trigrams trained on the Brown

1Pr(P ) = λPr(P |word LM) + (1 − λ) Pr(P |letter LM),
and similarly for Pr(R).

Corpus (Nelson and Kucera, 1979), with Kneser-
Ney smoothing. We fixed the word language model
interpolation weight to λ = 0.7.

4.2 Baseline and Evaluation

For comparison with the previous work, we re-
implement Viterbi decoding over letter 6-grams
(Griffing, 2006) trained on the Brown Corpus. In
addition to decipherment accuracy, we compare the
running time in seconds of the two algorithms.
Both decipherment programs were implemented in
Python and run on the same machines. The Gibbs
Sampler was run for 10000 iterations.

As in the Griffing (2006) paper, since the plaintext
and running key are interchangeable, we measure
the accuracy of a hypothesized solution against the
reference as the max of the accuracy between the hy-
pothesized plaintext and the reference plaintext, and
the hypothesized plaintext and the reference key.

4.3 Results

Table 2 shows the average decipherment accuracy of
our algorithm and the baseline on each dataset. Also
shown is the number of times that the Gibbs Sam-
pling search failed – that is, when the algorithm did
not hypothesize a solution that had a probability at
least as high as the reference within 10000 iterations.

It is clear that the Gibbs Sampler is orders of mag-
nitude faster than Viterbi decoding. Performance
on the short (length 10) ciphertexts is poor under
both algorithms. This is expected, since the degree
of message uncertainty, or message equivocation as
defined by Shannon, is high for short ciphertexts:
there are several possible plaintexts and keys be-
sides the original that are likely under an English
language model. Consider the ciphertext WAEEXF-
PROV which was generated by the plaintext seg-
ment ON A REFEREN and key INENTAL AKI.
The algorithm hypothesizes that the plaintext is THE
STRAND S and key DTAME OPELD, which both
receive high language model probability.
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Table 2: Decipherment accuracy (proportion of correctly deciphered characters). Plaintext and key sources for the
ciphertext test data were extracted by starting at random points in the corpora, and selecting the following n characters.

Length of Plaintext and key # Cipher- Average Accuracy Avg. running time (sec) # Failed Gibbs
ciphertext source texts Viterbi Gibbs Viterbi Gibbs searches

10 Project Gutenberg 100 14% 17% 1005 47 5
Wall Street Journal 100 10% 26% 986 38 2

100 Project Gutenberg 100 27% 42% 10212 236 19
Wall Street Journal 100 22% 58% 10433 217 12

1000 Project Gutenberg 100 63% 88% 112489 964 32
Wall Street Journal 100 60% 93% 117303 1025 25

Table 3: Substitution function parameterized by the keyword, CIPHER. f(p, r) is the entry in the row corresponding to p and the
column corresponding to r.

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
A C I P H E R A B D F G J K L M N O Q S T U V W X Y Z
B I P H E R A B D F G J K L M N O Q S T U V W X Y Z C
C P H E R A B D F G J K L M N O Q S T U V W X Y Z C I
. . .

However, on the long ciphertexts, our algorithm
gets close to perfect decipherment, surpassing the
Viterbi algorithm by a large margin.2 Accuracies on
the Wall Street Journal ciphertexts are higher than on
the Gutenberg ciphertexts for our algorithm, which
may be because the latter is more divergent from the
Brown Corpus language model.

5 Future Work

5.1 Unknown substitution functions
Some running key ciphers also use a secret substi-
tution function f rather than the tabula recta or an-
other known function. In typical cases, these func-
tions are not arbitrary, but are parameterized by a se-
cret keyword that mutates the tabula recta table. For
example, the function with the keyword CIPHER
would be the substitution table shown in Table 3.
Decoding a running key ciphertext under a latent
substitution function is an open line of research. One
possibility is to extend our approach by sampling the
keyword or function in addition to the plaintext.

5.2 Exact search
Since some the errors in Gibbs Sampling decipher-
ment are due to search failures, a natural exten-
sion of this work would be to adapt Viterbi search

2The accuracies that we found for Viterbi decoding are
lower than those reported by Griffing (2006), which might be
because they use an in-domain language model.

or other exact decoding algorithms like A* to use
word-level language models. A naive implementa-
tion of Viterbi word-based decoding results in com-
putationally inefficient search spaces for large vo-
cabularies, so more sophisticated methods or heuris-
tics will be required.

5.3 Analysis of Running Key Decipherment

While there has been theoretical and empirical anal-
ysis of the security of letter substitution ciphers
of various lengths under different language models
(Shannon, 1949; Ravi and Knight, 2008), there has
been no similar exposition of running key ciphers,
which we reserve for future work.

6 Conclusion

We propose a decipherment algorithm for running
key ciphers that uses Blocked Gibbs Sampling and
word-based language models, which shows signifi-
cant speed and accuracy improvements over previ-
ous research into this problem.
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Abstract

We present a novel extension to a recently pro-
posed incremental learning algorithm for the
word segmentation problem originally intro-
duced in Goldwater (2006). By adding rejuve-
nation to a particle filter, we are able to consid-
erably improve its performance, both in terms
of finding higher probability and higher accu-
racy solutions.

1 Introduction

The goal of word segmentation is to segment a
stream of segments, e.g. characters or phonemes,
into words. For example, given the sequence
“youwanttoseethebook”, the goal is to recover the
segmented string “you want to see the book”. The
models introduced in Goldwater (2006) solve this
problem in a fully unsupervised way by defining a
generative process for word sequences, making use
of the Dirichlet Process (DP) prior.

Until recently, the only inference algorithm
applied to these models were batch Markov
Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling algorithms.
Börschinger and Johnson (2011) proposed a strictly
incremental particle filter algorithm that, however,
performed considerably worse than the standard
batch algorithms, in particular for the Bigram model.
We extend that algorithm by adding rejuvenation
steps and show that this leads to considerable im-
provements, thus strengthening the case for particle
filters as another tool for Bayesian inference in com-
putational linguistics.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Sec-
tions 2 and 3 provide the relevant background about

word segmentation and previous work. Section 4 de-
scribes our algorithm. Section 5 reports on an ex-
perimental evaluation of our algorithm, and section
6 concludes and suggests possible directions for fu-
ture research.

2 Model description

The Unigram model assumes that words in a se-
quence are generated independently whereas the Bi-
gram model models dependencies between adjacent
words. This has been shown by Goldwater (2006) to
markedly improve segmentation performance. We
perform experiments on both models but, for rea-
sons of space, only give an overview of the Unigram
model, referring the reader to the original papers for
more detailed descriptions. (Goldwater, 2006; Gold-
water et al., 2009)

A sequence of words or utterance is generated by
making independent draws from a discrete distribu-
tion over words, G. As neither the actual “true”
words nor their number is known in advance, G is
modelled as a draw from a DP. A DP is parametrized
by a base distribution P0 and a concentration param-
eter α. Here, P0 assigns a probability to every possi-
ble word, i.e. sequence of segments, and α controls
the sparsity of G; the smaller α, the sparser G tends
to be.

To computationally cope with the unbounded
nature of draws from a DP, they can be “inte-
grated out”, yielding the Chinese Restaurant Process
(CRP), an infinitely exchangeable conditional pre-
dictive distribution. The CRP also provides an in-
tuitive generative story for the observed data. Each
generated word token corresponds to a customer sit-
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ting at one of the unboundedly many tables in an
imaginary Chinese restaurant. Customers choose
their seats sequentially, and they sit either at an al-
ready occupied or a new table. The former hap-
pens with probability proportional to the number of
customers already sitting at a table and corresponds
to generating one more token of the word type all
customers at a table instantiate. The latter happens
with probability proportional to α and corresponds
to generating a token by sampling from the base dis-
tribution, thus also determining the type for all po-
tential future customers at the new table.

Given this generative process, word segmentation
can be cast as a probabilistic inference problem. For
a fixed input, in our case a sequence of phonemes,
our goal is to determine the posterior distribution
over segmentations. This is usually infeasible to do
exactly, leading to the use of approximate inference
methods.

3 Previous Work

The “standard” inference algorithms for the Uni-
gram and Bigram model are MCMC samplers that
are batch algorithms making multiple iterations over
the data to non-deterministically explore the state
space of possible segmentations. If an MCMC algo-
rithm runs long enough, the probability of it visiting
any specific segmentation is the probability of that
segmentation under the target posterior distribution,
here, the distribution over segmentations given the
observed data.

The MCMC algorithm of Goldwater et al. (2009)
is a Gibbs sampler that makes very small moves
through the state space by changing individual word
boundaries one at a time. An alternative MCMC al-
gorithm that samples segmentations for entire utter-
ances was proposed by Mochihashi et al. (2009).
Below, we correct a minor error in the algorithm, re-
casting it as a Metropolis-within-Gibbs sampler.

Moving beyond MCMC algorithms, Pearl et al.
(2010) describe an algorithm that can be seen as
a degenerate limiting case of a particle filter with
only one particle. Their Dynamic Programming
Sampling algorithm makes a single pass through the
data, processing one utterance at a time by sampling
a segmentation given the choices made for all pre-
vious utterances. While their algorithm comes with

no guarantee that it converges on the intended pos-
terior distribution, Börschinger and Johnson (2011)
showed how to construct a particle filter that is
asymptotically correct, although experiments sug-
gested that the number of particles required for good
performance is impractically large.

This paper shows how their algorithm can be im-
proved by adding rejuvenation steps, which we will
describe in the next section.

4 A Particle Filter with Rejuvenation

The core idea of a particle filter is to sequentially
approximate a target posterior distribution P by N
weighted point samples or “particles”. Each parti-
cle is updated one observation at a time, exploiting
the insight that Bayes’ Theorem can be applied re-
cursively, as illustratively shown for the case of cal-
culating the posterior probability of a hypothesis H
given two observations O1 and O2:

P (H|O1) ∝ P (O1|H)P (H) (1)

P (H|O1, O2) ∝ P (O2|H)P (H|O1) (2)

If the observations are conditionally independent
given the hypothesis, one can simply take the poste-
rior at time step t as the prior for the posterior update
at time step t+ 1.

Here, each particle corresponds to a specific seg-
mentation of the data observed so far, or more pre-
cisely, the specific CRP seating of word tokens in
this segmentation; we refer to this as its history. Its
weight indicates how well a particle is supported by
the data, and each observation corresponds to an un-
segmented utterance. With this, the basic particle
filter algorithm can be described as follows: Begin
with N “empty” particles. To get the particles at time
t+1 from the particles at time t, update each particle
using the observation at time t+1 as follows: sample
a segmentation for this observation, given the parti-
cle’s history, then add the words in this segmentation
to that history. After each particle has been updated,
their weights are adjusted to reflect how well they
are now supported by the observations. The set of
updated and reweighted particles constitutes the ap-
proximation of the posterior at time t+ 1.

To overcome the problem of degeneracy (the sit-
uation where only very few particles have non-
negligible weights), Börschinger and Johnson use
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resampling; basically, high-probability particles are
permitted to have multiple descendants that can
replace low-probability particles. For reasons of
space, we refer the reader to Börschinger and John-
son (2011) for the details of these steps.

While necessary to address the degeneracy prob-
lem, resampling leads to a loss of sample diversity;
very quickly, almost all particles have an identical
history, descending from only a small number of
(previously) high probability particles. With a strict
online learning constraint, this can only be counter-
acted by using an extremely large number of parti-
cles. An alternative strategy which we explore here
is to use rejuvenation; the core idea is to restore
sample diversity after each resampling step by per-
forming MCMC resampling steps on each particle’s
history, thus leading to particles with different his-
tories in each generation, even if they all have the
same parent. (e.g., Canini et al. (2009)) This makes
it necessary to store previously processed observa-
tions and thus no longer qualifies as online learn-
ing in a strict sense, but it still yields an incremental
algorithm that learns as the observations arrive se-
quentially, instead of delaying learning until all ob-
servations are available.

In our setting, rejuvenation works as follows. Af-
ter each resampling step, for each particle the algo-
rithm performs a fixed number of the following re-
juvenation steps:

1. randomly choose a previously observed utter-
ance

2. resample the segmentation for this utterance
and update the particle accordingly

For the resampling step, we use Mochihashi et al.
(2009)’s algorithm to efficiently sample segmenta-
tions for an unsegmented utterance o, given a se-
quence of n previously observed words W1:n. As
the CRP is exchangeable, during resampling we can
treat every utterance as if it were the last, making
it possible to use this algorithm for any utterance,
irrespective of its actual position in the data. Cru-
cially, however, the distribution over segmentations
that this algorithm samples from is not the true pos-
terior distribution P (·|o, α,W1:n) as defined by the
CRP, but a slightly different proposal distribution
Q(·|o, α,W1:n) that does not take into account the
intra-sentential word dependencies for a segmenta-

tion of o. It is precisely because we ignore these de-
pendencies that an efficient dynamic programming
algorithm is possible, but because Q is different
from the target conditional distribution P , our algo-
rithm that uses Q instead of P needs to correct for
this. In a particle filter, this is done when the par-
ticle weights are calculated (Börschinger and John-
son, 2011). For an MCMC algorithm or our rejuve-
nation step, a Metropolis-Hastings accept/reject step
is required, as described in detail by Johnson et al.
(2007) in the context of grammatical inference.1

In our case, during rejuvenation an utterance u
with current segmentation s is reanalyzed as fol-
lows:
• remove all the words contained in s from the

particle’s current state L, yielding state L∗
• sample a proposal segmentation s′ for u from
Q(·|u, L∗, α), using Mochihashi et al. (2009)’s
dynamic programming algorithm
• calculate m = min{1, P (s′|L∗,α)Q(s|L∗,α)

P (s|L∗,α)Q(s′|L∗,α)}
• with probability m, accept the new sample and

update L∗ accordingly, else keep the original
segmentation and set the particle’s state back
to L

This completes the description of our extension to
the algorithm. The remainder of the paper empiri-
cally evaluates the particle filter with rejuvenation.

5 Experiments

We compare the performance of a batch Metropolis-
Hastings sampler for the Unigram and Bigram
model with that of particle filter learners both with
and without rejuvenation, as described in the previ-
ous section. For the batch samplers, we use simu-
lated annealing to facilitate the finding of high prob-
ability solutions, and for the particle filters, we com-
pare the performance of a ‘degenerate’ 1-particle
learner with a 16-particle learner in the rejuvenation
setting.

To get an impression of the contribution of par-
ticle number and rejuvenation steps, we compare

1Because Mochihashi et al. (2009)’s algorithm samples di-
rectly from the proposal distribution without the accept-reject
step, it is not actually sampling from the intended posterior dis-
tribution. Because Q approaches the true conditional distribu-
tion as the size of the training data increases, however, there
may be almost no noticeable difference between using and not
using the accept/reject step, though strictly speaking, it is re-
quired to guarantee convergence to the the target posterior.
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Unigram Bigram
TF logProb TF logProb

MHS 50.39 -196.74 70.93 -237.24
PF1 55.82 -248.21 49.43 -265.40
PF16 62.34 -239.22 50.14 -262.34

PF1000 64.11 -234.87 57.88 -254.17
PF1,100 63.17 -245.32 66.88 -257.65
PF16,100 68.05 -235.71 70.05 -251.66
PF1,1600 77.06 -228.79 74.47 -249.78

Table 1: Results for both the Unigram and the Bigram
model. MHS is a Metropolis-Hastings batch sampler.
PFx is a particle filter with x particles and no rejuve-
nation. PFx,s is a particle filter with x particles and s
rejuvenation steps. TF is token f-score, logProb is the
log-probability (×103) of the training-data at the end of
learning. Less negative logProb indicates a better solu-
tion according to the model, higher TF indicates a better
quality segmentation. All results are averaged across 4
runs. Results for the 1000 particle setting are taken from
Börschinger and Johnson (2011).

the 16-particle learner with rejuvenation with a 1-
particle learner that performs 16 times as many re-
juvenation samples. For comparison, we also cite
previous results for the 1000-particle learners with-
out rejuvenation reported in Börschinger and John-
son (2011), using their choice of parameters to allow
for a direct comparison: α = 20 for the Unigram
model, α0 = 3000, α1 = 100 for the Bigram model,
and we use their base-distribution which differs from
the one described in Goldwater et al. (2009) in that it
doesn’t assume a uniform distribution over segments
in the base-distribution but puts a Dirichlet Prior on
it.

We apply each learner to the Bernstein-Ratner
corpus (Brent, 1999) that is standardly used in
the word segmentation literature, which consists
of 9790 unsegmented and phonemically transcribed
child-directed speech utterances. We evaluate each
algorithm in two ways: inference performance, for
which the final log-probability of the training data
is the criterion, and segmentation performance, for
which we consider token f-score to be the best mea-
sure, since it indicates how well the actual word to-
kens in the data are recovered.Note that these two
measures can diverge, as previously documented for
the Unigram model (Goldwater, 2006) and, less so,
for the Bigram model (Pearl et al., 2010). Table 1

gives the results for our experiments.
For both models, adding rejuvenation always

improves performance markedly as compared to
the corresponding run without rejuvenation both in
terms of log-probability and segmentation f-score.
Note in particular that for the Bigram model, us-
ing 16 particles with 100 rejuvenation steps leads to
an improvement in token f-score of more than 10%
points over 1000 particles without rejuvenation.

Comparing the 1-particle learner with 1600 reju-
venation steps to the 16-particle learner with 100 re-
juvenation steps, for both models the former outper-
forms the latter in both log-probability and token f-
score. This suggests that if one has to trade-off par-
ticle number against rejuvenation steps, one may be
better off favouring the latter.

Despite the dramatic improvement over not us-
ing rejuvenation, there is still a considerable gap
between all the incremental learners and the batch
sampling algorithm in terms of log-probability. A
similar observation was made by Johnson and Gold-
water (2009) for incremental initialisation in word
segmentation using adaptor grammars. Their batch
sampler converged on higher token f-score but lower
probability solutions in some settings when initial-
ized in an incremental fashion as opposed to ran-
domly. We agree with their suggestion that this may
be due to the “greedy” character of an incremental
learner.

6 Conclusion and outlook
We have shown that adding rejuvenation to a par-
ticle filter improves segmentation scores and log-
probabilities. Yet, our incremental algorithm still
finds lower probability but high quality token f-
scores compared to its batch counterpart. While
in principle, increasing the number of rejuvenation
steps and particles will make this gap smaller and
smaller, we believe the existence of the gap to be
interesting in its own right, suggesting a general dif-
ference in learning behaviour between batch and in-
cremental learners, especially given the similar re-
sults in Johnson and Goldwater (2009). Further
research into incremental learning algorithms may
help us better understand how processing limitations
can affect learning and why this may be beneficial
for language acquisition, as suggested, for example,
in Newport (1988).
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Abstract

Variants of Naive Bayes (NB) and Support
Vector Machines (SVM) are often used as
baseline methods for text classification, but
their performance varies greatly depending on
the model variant, features used and task/
dataset. We show that: (i) the inclusion of
word bigram features gives consistent gains on
sentiment analysis tasks; (ii) for short snippet
sentiment tasks, NB actually does better than
SVMs (while for longer documents the oppo-
site result holds); (iii) a simple but novel SVM
variant using NB log-count ratios as feature
values consistently performs well across tasks
and datasets. Based on these observations, we
identify simple NB and SVM variants which
outperform most published results on senti-
ment analysis datasets, sometimes providing
a new state-of-the-art performance level.

1 Introduction

Naive Bayes (NB) and Support Vector Machine
(SVM) models are often used as baselines for other
methods in text categorization and sentiment analy-
sis research. However, their performance varies sig-
nificantly depending on which variant, features and
datasets are used. We show that researchers have
not paid sufficient attention to these model selec-
tion issues. Indeed, we show that the better variants
often outperform recently published state-of-the-art
methods on many datasets. We attempt to catego-
rize which method, which variants and which fea-
tures perform better under which circumstances.

First, we make an important distinction between
sentiment classification and topical text classifica-

tion. We show that the usefulness of bigram features
in bag of features sentiment classification has been
underappreciated, perhaps because their usefulness
is more of a mixed bag for topical text classifica-
tion tasks. We then distinguish between short snip-
pet sentiment tasks and longer reviews, showing that
for the former, NB outperforms SVMs. Contrary to
claims in the literature, we show that bag of features
models are still strong performers on snippet senti-
ment classification tasks, with NB models generally
outperforming the sophisticated, structure-sensitive
models explored in recent work. Furthermore, by
combining generative and discriminative classifiers,
we present a simple model variant where an SVM is
built over NB log-count ratios as feature values, and
show that it is a strong and robust performer over all
the presented tasks. Finally, we confirm the well-
known result that MNB is normally better and more
stable than multivariate Bernoulli NB, and the in-
creasingly known result that binarized MNB is bet-
ter than standard MNB. The code and datasets to
reproduce the results in this paper are publicly avail-
able. 1

2 The Methods

We formulate our main model variants as linear clas-
sifiers, where the prediction for test case k is

y(k) = sign(wTx(k) + b) (1)

Details of the equivalent probabilistic formulations
are presented in (McCallum and Nigam, 1998).

Let f (i) ∈ R|V | be the feature count vector for
training case i with label y(i) ∈ {−1, 1}. V is the

1http://www.stanford.edu/∼sidaw
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set of features, and f
(i)
j represents the number of oc-

currences of feature Vj in training case i. Define
the count vectors as p = α +

∑
i:y(i)=1 f (i) and

q = α +
∑

i:y(i)=−1 f (i) for smoothing parameter
α. The log-count ratio is:

r = log

(
p/||p||1
q/||q||1

)
(2)

2.1 Multinomial Naive Bayes (MNB)
In MNB, x(k) = f (k), w = r and b = log(N+/N−).
N+, N− are the number of positive and negative
training cases. However, as in (Metsis et al., 2006),
we find that binarizing f (k) is better. We take x(k) =
f̂ (k) = 1{f (k) > 0}, where 1 is the indicator func-
tion. p̂, q̂, r̂ are calculated using f̂ (i) instead of f (i)

in (2).

2.2 Support Vector Machine (SVM)
For the SVM, x(k) = f̂ (k), and w, b are obtained by
minimizing

wTw +C
∑

i
max(0, 1− y(i)(wT f̂ (i) + b))2 (3)

We find this L2-regularized L2-loss SVM to work
the best and L1-loss SVM to be less stable. The LI-
BLINEAR library (Fan et al., 2008) is used here.

2.3 SVM with NB features (NBSVM)
Otherwise identical to the SVM, except we use
x(k) = f̃ (k), where f̃ (k) = r̂ ◦ f̂ (k) is the elemen-
twise product. While this does very well for long
documents, we find that an interpolation between
MNB and SVM performs excellently for all docu-
ments and we report results using this model:

w′ = (1− β)w̄ + βw (4)

where w̄ = ||w||1/|V | is the mean magnitude of w,
and β ∈ [0, 1] is the interpolation parameter. This
interpolation can be seen as a form of regularization:
trust NB unless the SVM is very confident.

3 Datasets and Task

We compare with published results on the following
datasets. Detailed statistics are shown in table 1.

RT-s: Short movie reviews dataset containing one
sentence per review (Pang and Lee, 2005).

Dataset (N+, N−) l CV |V | ∆

RT-s (5331,5331) 21 10 21K 0.8
CR (2406,1366) 20 10 5713 1.3
MPQA (3316,7308) 3 10 6299 0.8
Subj. (5000,5000) 24 10 24K 0.8
RT-2k (1000,1000) 787 10 51K 1.5
IMDB (25k,25k) 231 N 392K 0.4
AthR (799,628) 345 N 22K 2.9
XGraph (980,973) 261 N 32K 1.8
BbCrypt (992,995) 269 N 25K 0.5

Table 1: Dataset statistics. (N+, N−): number of
positive and negative examples. l: average num-
ber of words per example. CV: number of cross-
validation splits, or N for train/test split. |V |: the
vocabulary size. ∆: upper-bounds of the differences
required to be statistically significant at the p < 0.05
level.

CR: Customer review dataset (Hu and Liu, 2004)
processed like in (Nakagawa et al., 2010).2

MPQA: Opinion polarity subtask of the MPQA
dataset (Wiebe et al., 2005).3

Subj: The subjectivity dataset with subjective re-
views and objective plot summaries (Pang and
Lee, 2004).

RT-2k: The standard 2000 full-length movie re-
view dataset (Pang and Lee, 2004).

IMDB: A large movie review dataset with 50k full-
length reviews (Maas et al., 2011).4

AthR, XGraph, BbCrypt: Classify pairs of
newsgroups in the 20-newsgroups dataset with
all headers stripped off (the third (18828) ver-
sion5), namely: alt.atheism vs. religion.misc,
comp.windows.x vs. comp.graphics, and
rec.sport.baseball vs. sci.crypt, respectively.

4 Experiments and Results

4.1 Experimental setup
We use the provided tokenizations when they exist.
If not, we split at spaces for unigrams, and we filter
out anything that is not [A-Za-z] for bigrams. We do

2http://www.cs.uic.edu/∼liub/FBS/sentiment-analysis.html
3http://www.cs.pitt.edu/mpqa/
4http://ai.stanford.edu/∼amaas/data/sentiment
5http://people.csail.mit.edu/jrennie/20Newsgroups
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not use stopwords, lexicons or other resources. All
results reported use α = 1, C = 1, β = 0.25 for
NBSVM, and C = 0.1 for SVM.

For comparison with other published results, we
use either 10-fold cross-validation or train/test split
depending on what is standard for the dataset. The
CV column of table 1 specifies what is used. The
standard splits are used when they are available.
The approximate upper-bounds on the difference re-
quired to be statistically significant at the p < 0.05
level are listed in table 1, column ∆.

4.2 MNB is better at snippets

(Moilanen and Pulman, 2007) suggests that while
“statistical methods” work well for datasets with
hundreds of words in each example, they cannot
handle snippets datasets and some rule-based sys-
tem is necessary. Supporting this claim are examples
such as not an inhumane monster6, or killing cancer
that express an overall positive sentiment with nega-
tive words.

Some previous work on classifying snippets in-
clude using pre-defined polarity reversing rules
(Moilanen and Pulman, 2007), and learning com-
plex models on parse trees such as in (Nakagawa et
al., 2010) and (Socher et al., 2011). These works
seem promising as they perform better than many
sophisticated, rule-based methods used as baselines
in (Nakagawa et al., 2010). However, we find that
several NB/SVM variants in fact do better than these
state-of-the-art methods, even compared to meth-
ods that use lexicons, reversal rules, or unsupervised
pretraining. The results are in table 2.

Our SVM-uni results are consistent with BoF-
noDic and BoF-w/Rev used in (Nakagawa et al.,
2010) and BoWSVM in (Pang and Lee, 2004).
(Nakagawa et al., 2010) used a SVM with second-
order polynomial kernel and additional features.
With the only exception being MPQA, MNB per-
formed better than SVM in all cases.7

Table 2 show that a linear SVM is a weak baseline
for snippets. MNB (and NBSVM) are much better
on sentiment snippet tasks, and usually better than
other published results. Thus, we find the hypothe-

6A positive example from the RT-s dataset.
7We are unsure, but feel that MPQA may be less discrimi-

native, since the documents are extremely short and all methods
perform similarly.

Method RT-s MPQA CR Subj.
MNB-uni 77.9 85.3 79.8 92.6
MNB-bi 79.0 86.3 80.0 93.6
SVM-uni 76.2 86.1 79.0 90.8
SVM-bi 77.7 86.7 80.8 91.7
NBSVM-uni 78.1 85.3 80.5 92.4
NBSVM-bi 79.4 86.3 81.8 93.2
RAE 76.8 85.7 – –
RAE-pretrain 77.7 86.4 – –
Voting-w/Rev. 63.1 81.7 74.2 –
Rule 62.9 81.8 74.3 –
BoF-noDic. 75.7 81.8 79.3 –
BoF-w/Rev. 76.4 84.1 81.4 –
Tree-CRF 77.3 86.1 81.4 –
BoWSVM – – – 90.0

Table 2: Results for snippets datasets. Tree-CRF:
(Nakagawa et al., 2010) RAE: Recursive Autoen-
coders (Socher et al., 2011). RAE-pretrain: train on
Wikipedia (Collobert and Weston, 2008). “Voting”
and “Rule”: use a sentiment lexicon and hard-coded
reversal rules. “w/Rev”: “the polarities of phrases
which have odd numbers of reversal phrases in their
ancestors”. The top 3 methods are in bold and the
best is also underlined.

sis that rule-based systems have an edge for snippet
datasets to be false. MNB is stronger for snippets
than for longer documents. While (Ng and Jordan,
2002) showed that NB is better than SVM/logistic
regression (LR) with few training cases, we show
that MNB is also better with short documents. In
contrast to their result that an SVM usually beats
NB when it has more than 30–50 training cases, we
show that MNB is still better on snippets even with
relatively large training sets (9k cases).

4.3 SVM is better at full-length reviews

As seen in table 1, the RT-2k and IMDB datasets
contain much longer reviews. Compared to the ex-
cellent performance of MNB on snippet datasets,
the many poor assumptions of MNB pointed out
in (Rennie et al., 2003) become more crippling for
these longer documents. SVM is much stronger
than MNB for the 2 full-length sentiment analy-
sis tasks, but still worse than some other published
results. However, NBSVM either exceeds or ap-
proaches previous state-of-the art methods, even the
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Our results RT-2k IMDB Subj.
MNB-uni 83.45 83.55 92.58
MNB-bi 85.85 86.59 93.56
SVM-uni 86.25 86.95 90.84
SVM-bi 87.40 89.16 91.74
NBSVM-uni 87.80 88.29 92.40
NBSVM-bi 89.45 91.22 93.18
BoW (bnc) 85.45 87.8 87.77
BoW (b∆t′c) 85.8 88.23 85.65
LDA 66.7 67.42 66.65
Full+BoW 87.85 88.33 88.45
Full+Unlab’d+BoW 88.9 88.89 88.13
BoWSVM 87.15 – 90.00
Valence Shifter 86.2 – –
tf.∆idf 88.1 – –
Appr. Taxonomy 90.20 – –
WRRBM – 87.42 –
WRRBM + BoW(bnc) – 89.23 –

Table 3: Results for long reviews (RT-2k and
IMDB). The snippet dataset Subj. is also included
for comparison. Results in rows 7-11 are from
(Maas et al., 2011). BoW: linear SVM on bag of
words features. bnc: binary, no idf, cosine nor-
malization. ∆t′: smoothed delta idf. Full: the
full model. Unlab’d: additional unlabeled data.
BoWSVM: bag of words SVM used in (Pang and
Lee, 2004). Valence Shifter: (Kennedy and Inkpen,
2006). tf.∆idf: (Martineau and Finin, 2009). Ap-
praisal Taxonomy: (Whitelaw et al., 2005). WR-
RBM: Word Representation Restricted Boltzmann
Machine (Dahl et al., 2012).

ones that use additional data. These sentiment anal-
ysis results are shown in table 3.

4.4 Benefits of bigrams depends on the task

Word bigram features are not that commonly used
in text classification tasks (hence, the usual term,
“bag of words”), probably due to their having mixed
and overall limited utility in topical text classifica-
tion tasks, as seen in table 4. This likely reflects that
certain topic keywords are indicative alone. How-
ever, in both tables 2 and 3, adding bigrams always
improved the performance, and often gives better
results than previously published.8 This presum-
ably reflects that in sentiment classification there are

8However, adding trigrams hurts slightly.

Method AthR XGraph BbCrypt
MNB-uni 85.0 90.0 99.3
MNB-bi 85.1 +0.1 91.2 +1.2 99.4 +0.1
SVM-uni 82.6 85.1 98.3
SVM-bi 83.7 +1.1 86.2 +0.9 97.7 −0.5
NBSVM-uni 87.9 91.2 99.7
NBSVM-bi 87.7 −0.2 90.7 −0.5 99.5 −0.2
ActiveSVM – 90 99
DiscLDA 83 – –

Table 4: On 3 20-newsgroup subtasks, we compare
to DiscLDA (Lacoste-Julien et al., 2008) and Ac-
tiveSVM (Schohn and Cohn, 2000).

much bigger gains from bigrams, because they can
capture modified verbs and nouns.

4.5 NBSVM is a robust performer

NBSVM performs well on snippets and longer doc-
uments, for sentiment, topic and subjectivity clas-
sification, and is often better than previously pub-
lished results. Therefore, NBSVM seems to be an
appropriate and very strong baseline for sophisti-
cated methods aiming to beat a bag of features.

One disadvantage of NBSVM is having the inter-
polation parameter β. The performance on longer
documents is virtually identical (within 0.1%) for
β ∈ [¼, 1], while β = ¼ is on average 0.5% better
for snippets than β = 1. Using β ∈ [¼,½] makes
the NBSVM more robust than more extreme values.

4.6 Other results

Multivariate Bernoulli NB (BNB) usually performs
worse than MNB. The only place where BNB is
comparable to MNB is for snippet tasks using only
unigrams. In general, BNB is less stable than MNB
and performs up to 10% worse. Therefore, bench-
marking against BNB is untrustworthy, cf. (McCal-
lum and Nigam, 1998).

For MNB and NBSVM, using the binarized MNB
f̂ is slightly better (by 1%) than using the raw count
feature f . The difference is negligible for snippets.

Using logistic regression in place of SVM gives
similar results, and some of our results can be
viewed more generally in terms of generative vs.
discriminative learning.
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Abstract

We propose a new approach for the creation of
child language development metrics. A set of
linguistic features is computed on child speech
samples and used as input in two age predic-
tion experiments. In the first experiment, we
learn a child-specific metric and predicts the
ages at which speech samples were produced.
We then learn a more general developmen-
tal index by applying our method across chil-
dren, predicting relative temporal orderings of
speech samples. In both cases we compare
our results with established measures of lan-
guage development, showing improvements in
age prediction performance.

1 Introduction

The rapid childhood development from a seem-
ingly blank slate to language mastery is a puzzle
that linguists and psychologists continue to ponder.
While the precise mechanism of language learning
remains poorly understood, researchers have devel-
oped measures of developmental language progress
using child speech patterns. These metrics pro-
vide a means of diagnosing early language disor-
ders. Besides this practical benefit, precisely mea-
suring grammatical development is a step towards
understanding the underlying language learning pro-
cess.

Previous NLP work has sought to automate the
calculation of handcrafted developmental metrics
proposed by psychologists and linguists. In this pa-
per, we investigate a more fundamental question:
Can we use machine learning techniques to create

a more robust developmental measure itself? If so,
how well would such a measure generalize across
children? This last question touches on an underly-
ing assumption made in much of the child language
literature– that while children progress grammati-
cally at different rates, they follow fixed stages in
their development. If a developmental index auto-
matically learned from one set of children could be
accurately applied to others, it would vindicate this
assumption of shared developmental paths.

Several metrics of language development have
been set forth in the psycholinguistics literature.
Standard measures include Mean Length of Utter-
ance (MLU) (Brown, 1973)– the average length in
morphemes of conversational turns, Index of Pro-
ductive Syntax (IPSYN) (Scarborough, 1990)– a
multi-tiered scoring process where over 60 individ-
ual features are counted by hand and combined into
tiered scores, and D-Level (Rosenberg et al., 1987;
Covington et al., 2006)– a score for individual sen-
tences based on the observed presence of key syn-
tactic structures. Today, these hand-crafted metrics
persist as measurements of child language develop-
ment, each taking a slightly different angle to assess
the same question: Exactly how much grammatical
knowledge does a young learner possess?

NLP technology has been applied to help au-
tomate the otherwise tedious calculation of these
measures. Computerized Profiling (CP) (Long and
Channell, 2001) is a software package that produces
semi-automated language assessments, using part-
of-speech tagging and human supervision. In re-
sponse to its limited depth of analysis and the neces-
sity for human supervision in CP, there have since
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Adam 0.798 0.532 0.817 0.302 0.399 0.371 0.847 0.855
Abe 0.633 0.479 0.591 0.144 0.269 0.413 0.534 0.625
Ross 0.252 0.153 -0.061 0.125 0.314 0.209 0.134 0.165
Peter 0.371 0.429 0.781 0.562 0.638 0.657 0.524 0.638

Naomi 0.812 0.746 0.540 0.652 0.504 0.609 0.710 0.710
Sarah 0.829 0.550 0.733 0.382 0.654 0.570 0.731 0.808
Nina 0.824 0.758 0.780 0.560 0.451 0.429 0.780 0.890

Mean: 0.646 0.521 0.597 0.390 0.461 0.465 0.609 0.670

Table 1: τ of each feature versus time, for each individual
child. In this and all following tables, traditional devel-
opmental metrics are shaded.

been implementations of completely automated as-
sessments of IPSYN (Sagae et al., 2005) and D-
Level (Lu, 2009) which take advantage of automatic
parsing and achieve results comparable to manual
assessments. Likewise, in the ESL domain, Chen
and Zechner (2011) automate the evaluation of syn-
tactic complexity of non-native speech.

Thus, it has been demonstrated that NLP tech-
niques can compute existing scores of language pro-
ficiency. However, the definition of first-language
developmental metrics has as yet been left up to hu-
man reasoning. In this paper, we consider the au-
tomatic induction of more accurate developmental
metrics using child language data. We extract fea-
tures from longitudinal child language data and con-
duct two sets of experiments. For individual chil-
dren, we use least-squares regression over our fea-
tures to predict the age of a held-out language sam-
ple. We find that on average, existing single met-
rics of development are outperformed by a weighted
combination of our features.

In our second set of experiments, we investigate
whether metrics can be learned across children. To
do so, we consider a speech sample ordering task.
We use optimization techniques to learn weight-
ings over features that allow generalization across
children. Although traditional measures like MLU
and D-level perform well on this task, we find that
a learned combination of features outperforms any
single pre-defined developmental score.

2 Data

To identify trends in child language learning we
need a corpus of child speech samples, which we
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Figure 1: Number of utterances across ages of
each child in our corpus. Sources: Nina (Suppes,
1974), Sarah (Brown, 1973), Naomi (Sachs, 1983),
Peter (Bloom et al., 1974; Bloom et al., 1975),
Ross (MacWhinney, 2000), Abe (Kuczaj, 1977) and
Adam (Brown, 1973)

take from the CHILDES database (MacWhinney,
2000). CHILDES is a collection of corpora from
many studies of child language based on episodic
speech data. Since we are interested in development
over time, our corpus consists of seven longitudinal
studies of individual children. Data for each child
is grouped and sorted by the child’s age in months,
so that we have a single data point for each month
in which a child was observed. The size of our data
set, broken down by child, is shown in Figure 1.

We take advantage of automatic dependency
parses bundled with the CHILDES transcripts
(Sagae et al., 2007) and harvest features that should
be informative and complementary in assessing
grammatical knowledge. We first note three stan-
dard measures of language development: (i) MLU,
a measure of utterance length, (ii) mean depth of de-
pendency parse trees, a measure of syntactic com-
plexity similar to that of Yngve (1960), and (iii) D-
level, a measure of linguistic competence based on
observations of syntactic constructions.

Beyond the three traditional developmental met-
rics, we record five additional features. We count
two of Brown’s (1973) obligatory morphemes — ar-
ticles and contracted auxiliary “be” verbs — as well
as occurrences of any preposition. These counted
features are normalized by a child’s total number
of utterances at a given age. Finally, we include
two vocabulary-centric features: Average word fre-
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D-Level Depth MLU All Features
Adam 14.037 14.149 11.128 14.175
Abe 34.69 44.701 34.509 39.931
Ross 329.64 336.612 345.046 244.071
Peter 23.58 13.045 8.245 24.128

Naomi 24.458 28.426 34.956 45.036
Sarah 12.503 20.878 13.905 6.989
Nina 7.654 6.477 4.255 3.96
Mean 63.795 66.327 64.578 54.041

Table 2: Mean squared error from 10-fold cross valida-
tion of linear regression on individual children. The low-
est error for each child is shown in bold.

quency (i.e. how often a word is used in a stan-
dard corpus) as indicated by CELEX (Baayen et al.,
1995), and the child’s ratio of function words (deter-
miners, pronouns, prepositions, auxiliaries and con-
junctions) to content words.

To validate a developmental measure, we rely on
the assumption that a perfect metric should increase
monotonically over time. We therefore calculate
Kendall’s Tau coefficient (τ ) between an ordering of
each child’s speech samples by age, and an order-
ing by the given scoring metric. The τ coefficient
is a measure of rank correlation where two identical
orderings receive a τ of 1, complete opposite order-
ings receive a τ of -1, and independent orderings are
expected to receive a τ of zero. The τ coefficients
for each of our 8 features individually applied to the
7 children are shown in Table 1.

We note that the pre-defined indices of language
development — MLU, tree depth and D-Level —
perform the ordering task most accurately. To illus-
trate the degree of variance between children and
features, we also include plots of each child’s D-
Level and contracted auxiliary “be” usage in Figure
2.

3 Experiments

Learning Individual Child Metrics Our first task
is to predict the age at which a held-out speech sam-
ple was produced, given a set of age-stamped sam-
ples from the same child. We perform a least squares
regression on each child, treating age as the depen-
dent variable, and our features as independent vari-
ables. Each data set is split into 10 random folds of
90% training and 10% test data. Mean squared error
is reported in Table 2. On average, our regression

MLU All Features MLU & Fn. / Content
0.7456 0.7457 0.7780

Table 3: Average τ of orderings produced by MLU (the
best traditional index) and our learned metric, versus true
chronological order. Highest τ is shown in bold.

achieves lower error than any individual feature by
itself.

Learning General Metrics Across Children To
produce a universal metric of language development
like MLU or D-Level, we train on data pooled across
many children. For each of 7 folds, a single child’s
data is separated as a test set while the remaining
children are used for training. Since Ross is the only
child with samples beyond 62 months, we do not at-
tempt to learn a general measure of language devel-
opment at these ages, but rather remove these data
points.

Unlike the individual-child case, we do not pre-
dict absolute ages based on speech samples, as each
child is expected to learn at a different rate. Instead,
we learn an ordering model which attempts to place
each sample in its relative place in time. The model
computes a score from a weighted quadratic combi-
nation of our features and orders the samples based
on their computed scores. To learn the parameters
of the model, we seek to maximize the Kendall τ
between true and predicted orderings, summed over
the training children. We pass this objective function
to Nelder-Mead (Nelder and Mead, 1965), a stan-
dard gradient-free optimization algorithm. Nelder-
Mead constructs a simplex at its initial guess of pa-
rameter values and iteratively makes small shifts in
the simplex to satisfy a descent condition until a lo-
cal maximum is reached.

We report the average Kendall τ achieved by this
algorithm over several feature combinations in Ta-
ble 3. Because we modify our data set in this ex-
periment, for comparison we also show the average
Kendall τ achieved by MLU on the truncated data.

4 Discussion

Our first set of experiments verified that we can
achieve a decrease in mean squared error over ex-
isting metrics in a child-specific age prediction task.
However, the results of this experiment are skewed
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Figure 2: Child age plotted against D-Level (top) and counts of contracted auxiliary “be” (bottom) with best fit lines.
Since our regression predicts child age, age in months is plotted on the y-axis.

in favor of the learned metric by the apparent diffi-
culty of predicting Ross’s age. As demonstrated in
Figure 2, Ross’s data exhibits major variance, and
also includes data from later ages than that of the
other children. It is well known that MLU’s per-
formance as a measure of linguistic ability quickly
drops off with age.

During our first experiment, we also attempted to
capture more nuanced learning curves than the lin-
ear case. Specifically, we anticipated that learning
over time should follow an S-shaped curve. This
follows from observations of a “fast mapping” spurt
in child word learning (Woodward et al., 1994), and
the idea that learning must eventually level off as
mastery is attained. To allow our model to capture
non-linear learning rates, we fit logit and quadratic
functions to the data. Despite the increased free-
dom, only Nina’s predictions benefited from these
more complex models. With every other child, these
functions fit the data to a linear section of the curve
and yielded much larger errors than simple linear
regression. The preference towards linearity may
be due to the limited time span of our data. With
higher ages, the leveling off of linguistic perfor-
mance would need to be modeled.

In our second set of experiments, we attempted
to learn a general metric across children. Here we
also achieved positive results with simple methods,
just edging out established measures of language de-
velopment. The generality of our learned metric
supports the hypothesis that children follow simi-
lar paths of language development. Although our
learned solution is slightly more favorable than pre-
existing metrics, it performs very little learning. Us-
ing all features, learned parameter weights remain at
or extremely close to the starting point of 1.

Through trial and error, we discovered we could
improve performance by omitting certain features.
In Table 3, we report the best discovered feature
combination including only two relatively uncorre-
lated features, MLU and function/content word ra-
tio. If downweighting some features yields a better
result, we would expect to discover that with our op-
timization algorithm, but this evidently not the case,
perhaps due to our limited sample of 7 children.

The fact that weights move so little suggests that
our best result is stuck in a local maximum. To
investigate this, we also experimented with Differ-
ential Evolution (Storn and Price, 1997) and SVM-
ranking (Joachims, 2002), the former a global op-
timization technique, and the latter a method de-
veloped specifically to learn orderings. Although
these algorithms are more willing to adjust param-
eter weights and theoretically should not get stuck
in local maxima, they are still edged out in perfor-
mance by Nelder-Mead. It may be that the early
stopping of Nelder-Mead serves as a sort of smooth-
ing in this very small data-set of 7 children.

Our improvements over hand-crafted measures
of language development show promise. In the
case of individual children, we outperform existing
measures of development, especially past the early
stages of development when MLU ceases to corre-
late with age. Our attempts to learn a metric across
children met with more limited success. However,
when we restricted our regression to two of the least
correlated features, MLU and the function/content
word ratio, we were able to beat manually created
metrics. These results suggest that more sophisti-
cated models and techniques combined with more
data could lead to more accurate metrics as well as
insights into the language learning process.
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Abstract

This paper presents a comparative study of
target dependency structures yielded by sev-
eral state-of-the-art linguistic parsers. Our ap-
proach is to measure the impact of these non-
isomorphic dependency structures to be used
for string-to-dependency translation. Besides
using traditional dependency parsers, we also
use the dependency structures transformed
from PCFG trees and predicate-argument
structures (PASs) which are generated by an
HPSG parser and a CCG parser. The experi-
ments on Chinese-to-English translation show
that the HPSG parser’s PASs achieved the best
dependency and translation accuracies.

1 Introduction

Target language side dependency structures have
been successfully used in statistical machine trans-
lation (SMT) by Shen et al. (2008) and achieved
state-of-the-art results as reported in the NIST 2008
Open MT Evaluation workshop and the NTCIR-9
Chinese-to-English patent translation task (Goto et
al., 2011; Ma and Matsoukas, 2011). A primary ad-
vantage of dependency representations is that they
have a natural mechanism for representing discon-
tinuous constructions, which arise due to long-
distance dependencies or in languages where gram-
matical relations are often signaled by morphology
instead of word order (McDonald and Nivre, 2011).

It is known that dependency-style structures can
be transformed from a number of linguistic struc-

∗Now at Baidu Inc.
†Now at Nara Institute of Science & Technology (NAIST)

tures. For example, using the constituent-to-
dependency conversion approach proposed by Jo-
hansson and Nugues (2007), we can easily yield de-
pendency trees from PCFG style trees. A seman-
tic dependency representation of a whole sentence,
predicate-argument structures (PASs), are also in-
cluded in the output trees of (1) a state-of-the-art
head-driven phrase structure grammar (HPSG) (Pol-
lard and Sag, 1994; Sag et al., 2003) parser, Enju1

(Miyao and Tsujii, 2008) and (2) a state-of-the-art
CCG parser2 (Clark and Curran, 2007). The moti-
vation of this paper is to investigate the impact of
these non-isomorphic dependency structures to be
used for SMT. That is, we would like to provide a
comparative evaluation of these dependencies in a
string-to-dependency decoder (Shen et al., 2008).

2 Gaining Dependency Structures

2.1 Dependency tree

We follow the definition of dependency graph and
dependency tree as given in (McDonald and Nivre,
2011). A dependency graph G for sentence s is
called a dependency tree when it satisfies, (1) the
nodes cover all the words in s besides the ROOT;
(2) one node can have one and only one head (word)
with a determined syntactic role; and (3) the ROOT
of the graph is reachable from all other nodes.

For extracting string-to-dependency transfer
rules, we use well-formed dependency structures,
either fixed or floating, as defined in (Shen et al.,
2008). Similarly, we ignore the syntactic roles

1http://www-tsujii.is.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp/enju/index.html
2http://groups.inf.ed.ac.uk/ccg/software.html
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Figure 1: HPSG tree of an example sentence. ‘*’/
‘+’=syntactic/semantic heads. Arrows in red (upper)=
PASs, orange (bottom)=word-level dependencies gener-
ated from PASs, blue=newly appended dependencies.

both during rule extracting and target dependency
language model (LM) training.

2.2 Dependency parsing

Graph-based and transition-based are two predom-
inant paradigms for data-driven dependency pars-
ing. The MST parser (McDonald et al., 2005) and
the Malt parser (Nivre, 2003) stand for two typical
parsers, respectively. Parsing accuracy comparison
and error analysis under the CoNLL-X dependency
shared task data (Buchholz and Marsi, 2006) have
been performed by McDonald and Nivre (2011).
Here, we compare them on the SMT tasks through
parsing the real-world SMT data.

2.3 PCFG parsing

For PCFG parsing, we select the Berkeley parser
(Petrov and Klein, 2007). In order to generate word-
level dependency trees from the PCFG tree, we use
the LTH constituent-to-dependency conversion tool3

written by Johansson and Nugues (2007). The head
finding rules4 are according to Magerman (1995)
and Collins (1997). Similar approach has been orig-
inally used by Shen et al. (2008).

2.4 HPSG parsing

In the Enju English HPSG grammar (Miyao et al.,
2003) used in this paper, the semantic content of

3http://nlp.cs.lth.se/software/treebank converter/
4http://www.cs.columbia.edu/ mcollins/papers/heads

a sentence/phrase is represented by a PAS. In an
HPSG tree, each leaf node generally introduces a
predicate, which is represented by the pair made up
of the lexical entry feature and predicate type fea-
ture. The arguments of a predicate are designated by
the arrows from the argument features in a leaf node
to non-terminal nodes (e.g., t0→c3, t0→c16).

Since the PASs use the non-terminal nodes in the
HPSG tree (Figure 1), this prevents their direct us-
age in a string-to-dependency decoder. We thus need
an algorithm to transform these phrasal predicate-
argument dependencies into a word-to-word depen-
dency tree. Our algorithm (refer to Figure 1 for an
example) for changing PASs into word-based depen-
dency trees is as follows:

1. finding, i.e., find the syntactic/semantic head
word of each argument node through a bottom-
up traversal of the tree;

2. mapping, i.e., determine the arc directions
(among a predicate word and the syntac-
tic/semantic head words of the argument nodes)
for each predicate type according to Table 1.
Then, a dependency graph will be generated;

3. checking, i.e., post modifying the dependency
graph according to the definition of dependency
tree (Section 2.1).

Table 1 lists the mapping from HPSG’s PAS types
to word-level dependency arcs. Since a non-terminal
node in an HPSG tree has two kinds of heads, syn-
tactic or semantic, we will generate two dependency
graphs after mapping. We use “PAS+syn” to repre-
sent the dependency trees generated from the HPSG
PASs guided by the syntactic heads. For semantic
heads, we use “PAS+sem”.

For example, refer to t0 = when in Figure 1.
Its arg1 = c16 (with syntactic head t10), arg2
= c3 (with syntactic head t6), and PAS type =
conj arg12. In Table 1, this PAS type corresponds
to arg2→pred→arg1, then the result word-level de-
pendency is t6(is)→t0(when)→t10(is).

We need to post modify the dependency graph af-
ter applying the mapping, since it is not guaranteed
to be a dependency tree. Referring to the definition
of dependency tree (Section 2.1), we need the strat-
egy for (1) selecting only one head from multiple
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PAS Type Dependency Relation
adj arg1[2] [arg2 →] pred → arg1
adj mod arg1[2] [arg2 →] pred → arg1 → mod
aux[ mod] arg12 arg1/pred → arg2 [→ mod]
conj arg1[2[3]] [arg2[/arg3]] → pred → arg1
comp arg1[2] pred → arg1 [→ arg2]
comp mod arg1 arg1 → pred → mod
noun arg1 pred → arg1
noun arg[1]2 arg2 → pred [→ arg1]
poss arg[1]2 pred → arg2 [→ arg1]
prep arg12[3] arg2[/arg3] → pred → arg1
prep mod arg12[3] arg2[/arg3] → pred → arg1 → mod
quote arg[1]2 [arg1 →] pred → arg2
quote arg[1]23 [arg1/]arg3 → pred → arg2
lparen arg123 pred/arg2 → arg3 → arg1
relative arg1[2] [arg2 →] pred → arg1
verb arg1[2[3[4]]] arg1[/arg2[/arg3[/arg4]]] → pred
verb mod arg1[2[3[4]]] arg1[/arg2[/arg3[/arg4]]]→pred→mod
app arg12,coord arg12 arg2/pred → arg1
det arg1,it arg1,punct arg1 pred → arg1
dtv arg2 pred → arg2
lgs arg2 arg2 → pred

Table 1: Mapping from HPSG’s PAS types to dependency
relations. Dependent(s) → head(s), / = and, [] = optional.

heads and (2) appending dependency relations for
those words/punctuation that do not have any head.
When one word has multiple heads, we only keep
one. The selection strategy is that, if this arc was
deleted, it will cause the biggest number of words
that can not reach to the root word anymore. In case
of a tie, we greedily pack the arc that connect two
words wi and wj where |i− j| is the biggest. For all
the words and punctuation that do not have a head,
we greedily take the root word of the sentence as
their heads. In order to fully use the training data,
if there are directed cycles in the result dependency
graph, we still use the graph in our experiments,
where only partial dependency arcs, i.e., those target
flat/hierarchical phrases attached with well-formed
dependency structures, can be used during transla-
tion rule extraction.

2.5 CCG parsing

We also use the predicate-argument dependencies
generated by the CCG parser developed by Clark
and Curran (2007). The algorithm for generating
word-level dependency tree is easier than processing
the PASs included in the HPSG trees, since the word
level predicate-argument relations have already been
included in the output of CCG parser. The mapping
from predicate types to the gold-standard grammat-
ical relations can be found in Table 13 in (Clark and

Curran, 2007). The post-processing is like that de-
scribed for HPSG parsing, except we greedily use
the MST’s sentence root when we can not determine
it based on the CCG parser’s PASs.

3 Experiments

3.1 Setup
We re-implemented the string-to-dependency de-
coder described in (Shen et al., 2008). Dependency
structures from non-isomorphic syntactic/semantic
parsers are separately used to train the transfer
rules as well as target dependency LMs. For intu-
itive comparison, an outside SMT system is Moses
(Koehn et al., 2007).

For Chinese-to-English translation, we use the
parallel data from NIST Open Machine Translation
Evaluation tasks. The training data contains 353,796
sentence pairs, 8.7M Chinese words and 10.4M En-
glish words. The NIST 2003 and 2005 test data
are respectively taken as the development and test
set. We performed GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003)
and the grow-diag-final-and symmetrizing strategy
(Koehn et al., 2007) to obtain word alignments. The
Berkeley Language Modeling Toolkit, berkeleylm-
1.0b35 (Pauls and Klein, 2011), was employed to
train (1) a five-gram LM on the Xinhua portion of
LDC English Gigaword corpus v3 (LDC2007T07)
and (2) a tri-gram dependency LM on the English
dependency structures of the training data. We re-
port the translation quality using the case-insensitive
BLEU-4 metric (Papineni et al., 2002).

3.2 Statistics of dependencies
We compare the similarity of the dependencies with
each other, as shown in Table 2. Basically, we in-
vestigate (1) if two dependency graphs of one sen-
tence share the same root word and (2) if the head of
one word in one sentence are identical in two depen-
dency graphs. In terms of root word comparison, we
observe that MST and CCG share 87.3% of iden-
tical root words, caused by borrowing roots from
MST to CCG. Then, it is interesting that Berkeley
and PAS+syn share 74.8% of identical root words.
Note that the Berkeley parser is trained on the Penn
treebank (Marcus et al., 1994) yet the HPSG parser
is trained on the HPSG treebank (Miyao and Tsujii,

5http://code.google.com/p/berkeleylm/
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Dependency Precision Recall BLEU-Dev BLEU-Test # phrases # hier rules # illegal dep trees # directed cycles
Moses-1 - - 0.3349 0.3207 5.4M - - -
Moses-2 - - 0.3445 0.3262 0.7M 4.5M - -
MST 0.744 0.750 0.3520 0.3291 2.4M 2.1M 251 0
Malt 0.732 0.738 0.3423 0.3203 1.5M 1.3M 130,960 0
Berkeley 0.800 0.806 0.3475 0.3312 2.4M 2.2M 282 0
PAS+syn 0.818 0.824 0.3499 0.3376 2.2M 1.9M 10,411 5,853
PAS+sem 0.777 0.782 0.3484 0.3343 2.1M 1.6M 14,271 9,747
CCG 0.701 0.705 0.3442 0.3283 1.7M 1.3M 61,015 49,955

Table 3: Comparison of dependency and translation accuracies. Moses-1 = phrasal, Moses-2 = hierarchical.

Malt Berkeley PAS PAS CCG
+syn +sem

MST 70.5 62.5 69.2 53.3 87.3
(77.3) (64.6) (58.5) (58.1) (61.7)

Malt 66.2 73.0 46.8 62.9
(63.2) (57.7) (56.6) (58.1)

Berkeley 74.8 44.2 56.5
(64.3) (56.0) (59.2)

PAS+ 59.3 62.9
syn (79.1) (61.0)
PAS+ 60.0
sem (58.8)

Table 2: Comparison of the dependencies of the English
sentences in the training data. Without () = % of similar
root words; with () = % of similar head words.

2008). In terms of head word comparison, PAS+syn
and PAS+sem share 79.1% of identical head words.
This is basically due to that we used the similar
PASs of the HPSG trees. Interestingly, there are only
59.3% identical root words shared by PAS+syn and
PAS+sem. This reflects the significant difference be-
tween syntactic and semantic heads.

We also manually created the golden dependency
trees for the first 200 English sentences in the train-
ing data. The precision/recall (P/R) are shown in
Table 3. We observe that (1) the translation accura-
cies approximately follow the P/R scores yet are not
that sensitive to their large variances, and (2) it is
still tough for domain-adapting from the treebank-
trained parsers to parse the real-world SMT data.
PAS+syn performed the best by avoiding the errors
of missing of arguments for a predicate, wrongly
identified head words for a linguistic phrase, and in-
consistency dependencies inside relatively long co-
ordinate structures. These errors significantly influ-
ence the number of extractable translation rules and
the final translation accuracies.

Note that, these P/R scores on the first 200 sen-
tences (all from less than 20 newswire documents)
shall only be taken as an approximation of the total

training data and not necessarily exactly follow the
tendency of the final BLEU scores. For example,
CCG is worse than Malt in terms of P/R yet with a
higher BLEU score. We argue this is mainly due to
that the number of illegal dependency trees gener-
ated by Malt is the highest. Consequently, the num-
ber of flat/hierarchical rules generated by using Malt
trees is the lowest. Also, PAS+sem has a lower P/R
than Berkeley, yet their final BLEU scores are not
statistically different.

3.3 Results

Table 3 also shows the BLEU scores, the number of
flat phrases and hierarchical rules (both integrated
with target dependency structures), and the num-
ber of illegal dependency trees generated by each
parser. From the table, we have the following ob-
servations: (1) all the dependency structures (except
Malt) achieved a significant better BLEU score than
the phrasal Moses; (2) PAS+syn performed the best
in the test set (0.3376), and it is significantly better
than phrasal/hierarchical Moses (p < 0.01), MST
(p < 0.05), Malt (p < 0.01), Berkeley (p < 0.05),
and CCG (p < 0.05); and (3) CCG performed as
well as MST and Berkeley. These results lead us to
argue that the robustness of deep syntactic parsers
can be advantageous in SMT compared with tradi-
tional dependency parsers.

4 Conclusion

We have constructed a string-to-dependency trans-
lation platform for comparing non-isomorphic tar-
get dependency structures. Specially, we proposed
an algorithm for generating word-based dependency
trees from PASs which are generated by a state-of-
the-art HPSG parser. We found that dependency
trees transformed from these HPSG PASs achieved
the best dependency/translation accuracies.
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Abstract

We propose an improved, bottom-up method
for convertingCCG derivations intoPTB-style
phrase structure trees. In contrast with past
work (Clark and Curran, 2009), which used
simple transductions on category pairs, our ap-
proach uses richer transductions attached to
single categories. Our conversion preserves
more sentences under round-trip conversion
(51.1% vs. 39.6%) and is more robust. In par-
ticular, unlike past methods, ours does not re-
quire ad-hoc rules over non-local features, and
so can be easily integrated into a parser.

1 Introduction

Converting the Penn Treebank (PTB, Marcus et al.,
1993) to other formalisms, such asHPSG (Miyao
et al., 2004),LFG (Cahill et al., 2008),LTAG (Xia,
1999), andCCG (Hockenmaier, 2003), is a com-
plex process that renders linguistic phenomena in
formalism-specific ways. Tools for reversing these
conversions are desirable for downstream parser use
and parser comparison. However, reversing conver-
sions is difficult, as corpus conversions may lose in-
formation or smooth overPTB inconsistencies.

Clark and Curran (2009) developed aCCG to PTB

conversion that treats theCCG derivation as a phrase
structure tree and applies hand-crafted rules to ev-
ery pair of categories that combine in the derivation.
Because their approach does not exploit the gener-
alisations inherent in theCCG formalism, they must
resort to ad-hoc rules over non-local features of the
CCGconstituents being combined (when a fixed pair
of CCG categories correspond to multiplePTB struc-
tures). Even with such rules, they correctly convert
only 39.6% of gold CCGbank derivations.

Our conversion assigns a set of bracket instruc-
tions to each word based on itsCCG category, then
follows the CCG derivation, applying and combin-
ing instructions at each combinatory step to build a
phrase structure tree. This requires specific instruc-
tions for each category (not all pairs), and generic
operations for each combinator. We cover all cate-
gories in the development set and correctly convert
51.1% of sentences. Unlike Clark and Curran’s ap-
proach, we require no rules that consider non-local
features of constituents, which enables the possibil-
ity of simple integration with aCKY-based parser.

The most common errors our approach makes in-
volve nodes for clauses and rare spans such as QPs,
NXs, and NACs. Many of these errors are inconsis-
tencies in the originalPTB annotations that are not
recoverable. These issues make evaluating parser
output difficult, but our method does enable an im-
proved comparison ofCCG andPTB parsers.

2 Background

There has been extensive work on converting parser
output for evaluation, e.g. Lin (1998) and Briscoe et
al. (2002) proposed using underlying dependencies
for evaluation. There has also been work on conver-
sion to phrase structure, from dependencies (Xia and
Palmer, 2001; Xia et al., 2009) and from lexicalised
formalisms, e.g.HPSG(Matsuzaki and Tsujii, 2008)
andTAG (Chiang, 2000; Sarkar, 2001). Our focus is
onCCG to PTB conversion (Clark and Curran, 2009).

2.1 Combinatory Categorial Grammar (CCG)

The lower half of Figure 1 shows aCCG derivation
(Steedman, 2000) in which each word is assigned a
category, andcombinatory rulesare applied to ad-
jacent categories until only one remains. Categories
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Figure 1: A crossing constituents example:his . . . suicide
(PTB) crosseslabeled . . . death(CCGbank).

Categories Schema

N create an NP
((S [dcl ]\NP)/NP)/NP create a VP
N /N + N place left under right
NP [nb]/N + N place left under right
((S [dcl ]\NP)/NP)/NP + NP place right under left
(S [dcl ]\NP)/NP + NP place right under left
NP + S [dcl ]\NP place both under S

Table 1: Example C&C-CONV lexical and rule schemas.

can be atomic, e.g. theN assigned tomagistrates,
or complex functions of the formresult / arg, where
resultandarg are categories and the slash indicates
the argument’s directionality. Combinators define
how adjacent categories can combine. Figure 1 uses
function application, where a complex category con-
sumes an adjacent argument to form its result, e.g.
S [dcl ]\NP combines with theNP to its left to form
anS [dcl ]. More powerful combinators allow cate-
gories to combine with greater flexibility.

We cannot form aPTB tree by simply relabeling
the categories in aCCG derivation because the map-
ping to phrase labels is many-to-many,CCG deriva-
tions contain extra brackets due to binarisation, and
there are cases where the constituents in thePTB tree
and theCCG derivation cross (e.g. in Figure 1).

2.2 Clark and Curran (2009)

Clark and Curran (2009), hereafterC&C-CONV, as-
sign aschemato each leaf (lexical category) and rule
(pair of combining categories) in theCCGderivation.
The PTB tree is constructed from theCCG bottom-
up, creating leaves with lexical schemas, then merg-
ing/adding sub-trees using rule schemas at each step.

The schemas for Figure 1 are shown in Table 1.
These apply to create NPs overmagistrates, death,
andsuicide, and a VP overlabeled, and then com-

bine the trees by placing one under the other at each
step, and finally create an S node at the root.

C&C-CONV has sparsity problems, requiring
schemas for all valid pairs of categories — at a
minimum, the 2853 unique category combinations
found in CCGbank. Clark and Curran (2009) create
schemas for only 776 of these, handling the remain-
der with approximate catch-all rules.

C&C-CONV only specifies one simple schema for
each rule (pair of categories). This appears reason-
able at first, but frequently causes problems, e.g.:

(N /N )/(N /N ) + N /N
“more than” + “30” (1)
“relatively” + “small” (2)

Here either a QP bracket (1) or an ADJP bracket
(2) should be created. Since both examples involve
the same rule schema,C&C-CONV would incorrectly
process them in the same way. To combat the most
glaring errors,C&C-CONV manipulates thePTB tree
with ad-hoc rules based on non-local features over
the CCG nodes being combined — an approach that
cannot be easily integrated into a parser.

These disadvantages are a consequence of failing
to exploit the generalisations thatCCG combinators
define. We return to this example below to show how
our approach handles both cases correctly.

3 Our Approach

Our conversion assigns a set of instructions to each
lexical category and defines generic operations for
each combinator that combine instructions. Figure 2
shows a typical instruction, which specifies the node
to create and where to place thePTB trees associated
with the two categories combining. More complex
operations are shown in Table 2. Categories with
multiple arguments are assigned one instruction per
argument, e.g.labeledhas three. These are applied
one at a time, as each combinatory step occurs.

For the example from the previous section we be-
gin by assigning the instructions shown in Table 3.
Some of these can apply immediately as they do not
involve an argument, e.g.magistrateshas (NP f).

One of the more complex cases in the example is
Italian, which is assigned (NP f{a}). This creates
a new bracket, inserts the functor’s tree, and flattens
and inserts the argument’s tree, producing:

(NP (JJ Italian) (NNS magistrates))
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((S\NP)/NP)/NP NP

f a

(S\NP)/NP

f a

VP

Figure 2: An example function application. Top row:
CCG rule. Bottom row: applying instruction (VP f a).

Symbol Meaning Example

(X f a) Add an X bracket around (VP f a)
functor and argument

{ } Flatten enclosed node (N f{a})
X* Use same label as arg. (S* f{a})

or default to X
fi Place subtrees (PP f0 (S f1..k a))

Table 2: Types of operations in instructions.

For the complete example the final tree is almost
correct but omits the S bracket around the final two
NPs. To fix our example we could have modified our
instructions to use the final symbol in Table 2. The
subscripts indicate which subtrees to place where.
However, for this particular construction thePTB an-
notations are inconsistent, and so we cannot recover
without introducing more errors elsewhere.

For combinators other than function application,
we combine the instructions in various ways. Ad-
ditionally, we vary the instructions assigned based
on the POS tag in 32 cases, and for the wordnot,
to recover distinctions not captured by CCGbank
categories alone. In 52 cases the later instruc-
tions depend on the structure of the argument being
picked up. We have sixteen special cases for non-
combinatory binary rules and twelve special cases
for non-combinatory unary rules.

Our approach naturally handles our QP vs. ADJP
example because the two cases have different lexical
categories:((N /N )/(N /N ))\(S [adj ]\NP) on than
and (N /N )/(N /N ) on relatively. This lexical dif-
ference means we can assign different instructions to
correctly recover the QP and ADJP nodes, whereas
C&C-CONV applies the same schema in both cases
as the categories combining are the same.

4 Evaluation

Using sections 00-21 of the treebanks, we hand-
crafted instructions for 527 lexical categories, a pro-
cess that took under 100 hours, and includes all the
categories used by theC&C parser. There are 647
further categories and 35 non-combinatory binary
rules in sections 00-21 that we did not annotate. For

Category Instruction set

N (NP f)
N /N1 (NP f {a})
NP [nb]/N1 (NP f {a})
((S [dcl ]\NP3 )/NP2 )/NP1 (VP f a)

(VP {f} a)
(S a f)

Table 3: Instruction sets for the categories in Figure 1.

System Data P R F Sent.

00 (all) 95.37 93.67 94.51 39.6
C&C 00 (len≤ 40) 95.85 94.39 95.12 42.1
CONV 23 (all) 95.33 93.95 94.64 39.7

23 (len≤ 40) 95.44 94.04 94.73 41.9
00 (all) 96.69 96.58 96.63 51.1

This 00 (len≤ 40) 96.98 96.77 96.87 53.6
Work 23 (all) 96.49 96.11 96.30 51.4

23 (len≤ 40) 96.57 96.21 96.39 53.8

Table 4:PARSEVAL Precision, Recall, F-Score, and exact
sentence match for converted goldCCG derivations.

unannotated categories, we use the instructions of
the result category with an added instruction.

Table 4 compares our approach withC&C-CONV

on gold CCG derivations. The results shown are as
reported byEVALB (Abney et al., 1991) using the
Collins (1997) parameters. Our approach leads to in-
creases on all metrics of at least 1.1%, and increases
exact sentence match by over 11% (both absolute).

Many of the remaining errors relate to missing
and extra clause nodes and a range of rare structures,
such as QPs, NACs, and NXs. The only other promi-
nent errors are single word spans, e.g. extra or miss-
ing ADVPs. Many of these errors are unrecover-
able from CCGbank, either because inconsistencies
in thePTB have been smoothed over or because they
are genuine but rare constructions that were lost.

4.1 Parser Comparison

When we convert the output of aCCGparser, thePTB

trees that are produced will contain errors created by
our conversion as well as by the parser. In this sec-
tion we are interested in comparing parsers, so we
need to factor out errors created by our conversion.

One way to do this is to calculate a projected score
(PROJ), as the parser result over the oracle result, but
this is a very rough approximation. Another way is
to evaluate only on the 51% of sentences for which
our conversion from goldCCG derivations is perfect
(CLEAN). However, even on this set our conversion
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Figure 3: For each sentence in the treebank, we plot
the converted parser output against gold conversion (left),
and the original parser evaluation against gold conversion
(right). Left: Most points lie below the diagonal, indicat-
ing that the quality of converted parser output (y) is upper
bounded by the quality of conversion on gold parses (x).
Right: No clear correlation is present, indicating that the
set of sentences that are converted best (on the far right),
are not necessarily easy to parse.

introduces errors, as the parser output may contain
categories that are harder to convert.

Parser F-scores are generally higher onCLEAN,
which could mean that this set is easier to parse, or it
could mean that these sentences don’t contain anno-
tation inconsistencies, and so the parsers aren’t in-
correct for returning the true parse (as opposed to
the one in thePTB). To test this distinction we look
for correlation between conversion quality and parse
difficulty on another metric. In particular, Figure 3
(right) showsCCG labeled dependency performance
for theC&C parser vs. CCGbank conversionPARSE-
VAL scores. The lack of a strong correlation, and the
spread on the linex = 100, supports the theory that
these sentences are not necessarily easier to parse,
but rather have fewer annotation inconsistencies.

In the left plot, the y-axis isPARSEVAL on con-
vertedC&C parser output. Conversion quality essen-
tially bounds the performance of the parser. The few
points above the diagonal are mostly short sentences
on which theC&C parser uses categories that lead
to one extra correct node. The main constructions
on which parse errors occur, e.g. PP attachment, are
rarely converted incorrectly, and so we expect the
number of errors to be cumulative. Some sentences
are higher in the right plot than the left because there
are distinctions inCCG that are not always present in
thePTB, e.g. the argument-adjunct distinction.

Table 5 presents F-scores for threePTB parsers
and threeCCG parsers (with their output converted
by our method). One interesting comparison is be-
tween thePTB parser of Petrov and Klein (2007) and

Sentences CLEAN ALL PROJ

Converted goldCCG

CCGbank 100.0 96.3 –
ConvertedCCG

Clark and Curran (2007) 90.9 85.588.8
Fowler and Penn (2010) 90.9 86.089.3
Auli and Lopez (2011) 91.7 86.2 89.5
NativePTB

Klein and Manning (2003) 89.8 85.8 –
Petrov and Klein (2007) 93.6 90.1 –
Charniak and Johnson (2005) 94.8 91.5 –

Table 5: F-scores on section 23 forPTB parsers and
CCG parsers with their output converted by our method.
CLEAN is only on sentences that are converted perfectly
from goldCCG (51%).ALL is over all sentences.PROJis
a projected F-score (ALL result / CCGbankALL result).

the CCG parser of Fowler and Penn (2010), which
use the same underlying parser. The performance
gap is partly due to structures in thePTB that are not
recoverable from CCGbank, but probably also indi-
cates that the split-merge model is less effective in
CCG, which has far more symbols than thePTB.

It is difficult to make conclusive claims about
the performance of the parsers. As shown earlier,
CLEAN does not completely factor out the errors in-
troduced by our conversion, as the parser output may
be more difficult to convert, and the calculation of
PROJonly roughly factors out the errors. However,
the results do suggest that the performance of the
CCGparsers is approaching that of the Petrov parser.

5 Conclusion

By exploiting the generalised combinators of the
CCG formalism, we have developed a new method
of convertingCCG derivations intoPTB-style trees.
Our system, which is publicly available1, is more
effective than previous work, increasing exact sen-
tence match by more than 11% (absolute), and can
be directly integrated with aCCG parser.
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Abstract

We present a Bayesian nonparametric model
for estimating tree insertion grammars (TIG),
building upon recent work in Bayesian in-
ference of tree substitution grammars (TSG)
via Dirichlet processes. Under our general
variant of TIG, grammars are estimated via
the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm that uses
a context free grammar transformation as a
proposal, which allows for cubic-time string
parsing as well as tree-wide joint sampling of
derivations in the spirit of Cohn and Blun-
som (2010). We use the Penn treebank for
our experiments and find that our proposal
Bayesian TIG model not only has competitive
parsing performance but also finds compact
yet linguistically rich TIG representations of
the data.

1 Introduction

There is a deep tension in statistical modeling of
grammatical structure between providing good ex-
pressivity — to allow accurate modeling of the data
with sparse grammars — and low complexity —
making induction of the grammars and parsing of
novel sentences computationally practical. Recent
work that incorporated Dirichlet process (DP) non-
parametric models into TSGs has provided an effi-
cient solution to the problem of segmenting train-
ing data trees into elementary parse tree fragments
to form the grammar (Cohn et al., 2009; Cohn and
Blunsom, 2010; Post and Gildea, 2009). DP infer-
ence tackles this problem by exploring the space of
all possible segmentations of the data, in search for
fragments that are on the one hand large enough so

that they incorporate the useful dependencies, and
on the other small enough so that they recur and have
a chance to be useful in analyzing unseen data.

The elementary trees combined in a TSG are, in-
tuitively, primitives of the language, yet certain lin-
guistic phenomena (notably various forms of modifi-
cation) “split them up”, preventing their reuse, lead-
ing to less sparse grammars than might be ideal.
For instance, imagine modeling the following set of
structures:

• [NP the [NN [NN [NN president] of the university] who
resigned yesterday]]

• [NP the [NN former [NN [NN president] of the univer-
sity]]]

• [NP the [NN [NN president] who resigned yesterday]]

A natural recurring structure here would be the
structure “[NP the [NN president]]”, yet it occurs
not at all in the data.

TSGs are a special case of the more flexible gram-
mar formalism of tree adjoining grammar (TAG)
(Joshi et al., 1975). TAG augments TSG with an
adjunction operator and a set of auxiliary trees in
addition to the substitution operator and initial trees
of TSG, allowing for “splicing in” of syntactic frag-
ments within trees. In the example, by augmenting a
TSG with an operation of adjunction, a grammar that
hypothesizes auxiliary trees corresponding to ad-
joining “[NN former NN ]”, “[NN NN of the uni-
versity]”, and “[NN NN who resigned yesterday]”
would be able to reuse the basic structure “[NP the
[NN president]]”.

Unfortunately, TAG’s expressivity comes at the
cost of greatly increased complexity. Parsing com-
plexity for unconstrained TAG scales as O(n6), im-
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NP

DT NN

the president

NP

NP* SBAR

WHNP S

who

NP

NP* PP

IN NP

of

NN

JJ NN*

former

Figure 1: Example TIG derivation of an NP constituent:
One left insertion (at NN) and two simultaneous right in-
sertions (at NP).

practical as compared to CFG and TSG’s O(n3). In
addition, the model selection problem for TAG is
significantly more complicated than for TSG since
one must reason about many more combinatorial op-
tions with two types of derivation operators.1 This
has led researchers to resort to heuristic grammar ex-
traction techniques (Chiang, 2000; Carreras et al.,
2008) or using a very small number of grammar cat-
egories (Hwa, 1998).

Hwa (1998) first proposed to use tree-insertion
grammars (TIG), a kind of expressive compromise
between TSG and TAG, as a substrate on which to
build grammatical inference. TIG constrains the ad-
junction operation so that spliced-in material falls
completely to the left or completely to the right of
the splice point. By restricting the form of possible
auxiliary trees to only left or right auxiliary trees in
this way, TIG remains within the realm of context-
free formalisms (with cubic complexity) while still
modeling rich linguistic phenomena (Schabes and
Waters, 1995). Figure 1 depicts some examples of
TIG derivations.

Sharing the same intuitions, Shindo et al. (2011)
have provided a previous attempt at combining TIG
and Bayesian nonparametric principles, albeit with
severe limitations. Their TIG variant (which we will
refer to as TIG0) is highly constrained in the follow-
ing ways.

1. The foot node in an auxiliary tree must be the immediate
child of the root node.

2. Only one adjunction can occur at a given node.

1This can be seen by the fact that tree-path languages under
TAG are context free, whereas they are regular for TSG. (Sch-
abes and Waters, 1995)

(a)

(b)

NP

NPRNPL NP

DT NN

the

NPL

ε
NN

president

NNL NNR

NNR

ε

NP

NP* PP

IN NP

of

ε

NP

SBAR

WHNP S

who

NPR

NP
NP* PP

IN NP

of

NP

NPR

ε

NPR

NP

NP* SBAR

WHNP S

who

ε

NPR

NN

JJ NN*

former ε

NNL

Figure 2: TIG-to-TSG transform: (a) and (b) illus-
trate transformed TSG derivations for two different TIG
derivations of the same parse tree structure. The TIG
nodes where we illustrate the transformation are in bold.
(We suppress the rest of the transformational nodes.)

3. Even modeling multiple adjunction with root adjunction
is disallowed. There is thus no recursion possibility with
adjunction, no stacking of auxiliary trees.

4. As a consequence of the prior two constraints, no adjunc-
tion along the spines of auxiliary trees is allowed.

5. As a consequence of the first constraint, all nonterminals
along the spine of an auxiliary tree are identical.

In this paper we explore a Bayesian nonparamet-
ric model for estimating a far more expressive ver-
sion of TIG, and compare its performance against
TSG and the restricted TIG0 variant. Our more gen-
eral formulation avoids these limitations by support-
ing the following features and thus relaxing four of
the five restrictions of TIG0.

1. Auxiliary trees may have the foot node at depth greater
than one.2

2. Both left and right adjunctions may occur at the same
node.

3. Simultanous adjunction (that is, more than one left or
right adjunction per node) is allowed via root adjunction.

4. Adjunctions may occur along the spines of auxiliary trees.

The increased expressivity of our TIG variant is
motivated both linguistically and practically. From
a linguistic point of view: Deeper auxiliary trees can
help model large patterns of insertion and potential
correlations between lexical items that extend over
multiple levels of tree. Combining left and right
auxiliary trees can help model modifiers of the same
node from left and right (combination of adjectives

2Throughout the paper, we will refer to the depth of an aux-
iliary tree to indicate the length of its spine.
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and relative clauses for instance). Simultaneous in-
sertion allows us to deal with multiple independent
modifiers for the same constituent (for example, a
series of adjectives). From a practical point of view,
we show that an induced TIG provides modeling
performance superior to TSG and comparable with
TIG0. However we show that the grammars we in-
duce are compact yet rich, in that they succinctly
represent complex linguistic structures.

2 Probabilistic Model

In the basic nonparametric TSG model, there is an
independent DP for every grammar category (such
as c = NP ), each of which uses a base distribution
P0 that generates an initial tree by making stepwise
decisions.

Ginit
c ∼ DP(αinit

c , P init
0 (· | c))

The canonical P0 uses a probabilistic CFG P̃ that
is fixed a priori to sample CFG rules top-down and
Bernoulli variables for determining where substitu-
tions should occur (Cohn et al., 2009; Cohn and
Blunsom, 2010).

We extend this model by adding specialized DPs
for left and right auxiliary trees.3

Gright
c ∼ DP(αright

c , P
right
0 (· | c))

Therefore, we have an exchangeable process for
generating right auxiliary trees

p(aj | a<j) =
naj + α

right
c P

right
0 (aj | c)

j − 1 + α
right
c

(1)

as for initial trees in TSG.
We must define three distinct base distributions

for initial trees, left auxiliary trees, and right aux-
iliary trees. P init

0 generates an initial tree with root
label c by sampling CFG rules from P̃ and making
a binary decision at every node generated whether
to leave it as a frontier node or further expand (with
probability βc) (Cohn et al., 2009). Similarly, our
P

right
0 generates a right auxiliary tree with root la-

bel c by first making a binary decision whether to
generate an immediate foot or not (with probability
γ

right
c ), and then sampling an appropriate CFG rule

3We use right insertions for illustration; the symmetric ana-
log applies to left insertions.

(VP (, ,) (VP PP (VP (, ,) VP*)))
(VP (SBAR (WHADVP (WRB (WRB When) ) ) S) (VP (, ,) VP*))
(VP (PP (IN For) (NP NN )) (VP (, ,) VP*))
(VP (CC But) (VP PP (VP (, ,) VP*)))
(VP ADVP (VP (, ,) VP*))
(IN (ADVP (RB (RB particularly) ) ) IN*)
(NP PP (NP (CC and) (NP PP NP*)))

Figure 3: Example left auxiliary trees that occur in the
top derivations for Section 23. Simultaneous insertions
occur most frequently for the labels VP (85 times), NNS
(21 times), NNP (14 times).

from P̃ . For the right child, we sample an initial tree
from P init

0 . For the left child, if decision to gener-
ate an immediate foot was made, we generate a foot
node, and stop. Otherwise we recur into P right

0 which
generates a right auxiliary tree that becomes the left
child.

We bring together these three sets of processes
via a set of insertion parameters µleft

c , µ
right
c . In any

derivation, for every initial tree node labelled c (ex-
cept for frontier nodes) we determine whether or
not there are insertions at this node by sampling a
Bernoulli(µleft

c ) distributed left insertion variable and
a Bernoulli(µright

c ) distributed right insertion vari-
able. For left auxiliary trees, we treat the nodes that
are not along the spine of the auxiliary tree the same
way we treat initial tree nodes, however for nodes
that are along the spine (including root nodes, ex-
cluding foot nodes) we consider only left insertions
by sampling the left insertion variable (symmetri-
cally for right insertions).

3 Inference

Given this model, our inference task is to explore
optimal derivations underlying the data. Since TIG
derivations are highly structured objects, a basic
sampling strategy based on local node-level moves
such as Gibbs sampling (Geman and Geman, 1984)
would not hold much promise. Following previ-
ous work, we design a blocked Metropolis-Hastings
sampler that samples derivations per entire parse
trees all at once in a joint fashion (Cohn and Blun-
som, 2010; Shindo et al., 2011). This is achieved by
proposing derivations from an approximating distri-
bution and stochastically correcting via accept/reject
to achieve convergence into the correct posterior
(Johnson et al., 2007).

Since our base distributions factorize over levels
of tree, CFG is the most convenient choice for a
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CFG rule CFG probability

Base distribution: P init
0

NP→ NPinit αinit
c /(ninit

NP + αinit
c )

NPinit→ NPL NPinit NPR 1.0

NPinit→ DT NN P̃ (NP→ DT NN)× (1− βDT)× (1− βNN)

NPinit→ DT NNinit P̃ (NP→ DT NN)× (1− βDT)× βNN
NPinit→ DTinit NN P̃ (NP→ DT NN)× βDT × (1− βNN)

NPinit→ DTinit NNinit P̃ (NP→ DT NN)× βDT × βNN

Base distribution: P right
0

NPR→ NPright µ
right
NP ×

(
αright

c /(n
right
NP + αright

c )
)

NPR→ ε 1− µright
NP

NPright→ NPright NPR 1.0

NPright→ NP* SBARinit P̃ (NP→ NP SBAR | NP→ NP )

×(1− γright
NP )× (1− βSBAR)

NPright→ NP* SBAR P̃ (NP→ NP SBAR | NP→ NP )

×(1− γright
NP )× βSBAR

NPright→ NPright SBARinit P̃ (NP→ NP SBAR | NP→ NP )

×γright
NP × (1− βSBAR)

NPright→ NPright SBAR P̃ (NP→ NP SBAR | NP→ NP )

×γright
NP × βSBAR

Figure 4: Transformation CFG rules that represent infi-
nite base distributions. P init

0 is taken from Cohn and Blun-
som (2010). Underscored labels (such as NPright as op-
posed to NPright) are used to differentiate the pre-insertion
nodes in Figure 2 from the post-insertion ones. P left

0 rules
are omitted for brevity and mirror the P right

0 rules above.

Model FMeasure # Initial Trees # Auxiliary Trees (# Left)

TSG 77.51 6.2K -
TIG0 78.46 6.0K 251 (137)
TIG 78.62 5.6K 604 (334)

Figure 5: EVALB results after training on Section 2 and
testing on Section 23. Note that TIG finds a compact yet
rich representation. Elementary tree counts are based on
ones with count > 1.

proposal distribution. Fortunately, Schabes and Wa-
ters (1995) provide an (exact) transformation from a
fully general TIG into a TSG that generates the same
string languages. It is then straightforward to repre-
sent this TSG as a CFG using the Goodman trans-
form (Goodman, 2002; Cohn and Blunsom, 2010).
Figure 4 lists the additional CFG productions we
have designed, as well as the rules used that trigger
them.

4 Evaluation Results

We use the standard Penn treebank methodology of
training on sections 2–21 and testing on section 23.
All our data is head-binarized and words occurring
only once are mapped into unknown categories of
the Berkeley parser. As has become standard, we

carried out a small treebank experiment where we
train on Section 2, and a large one where we train
on the full training set. All hyperparameters are re-
sampled under appropriate vague gamma and beta
priors. All reported numbers are averages over three
runs. Parsing results are based on the maximum
probability parse which was obtained by sampling
derivations under the transform CFG.

We compare our system (referred to as TIG) to
our implementation of the TSG system of (Cohn
and Blunsom, 2010) (referred to as TSG) and the
constrained TIG variant of (Shindo et al., 2011) (re-
ferred to as TIG0). The upshot of our experiments is
that, while on the large training set all models have
similar performance (85.6, 85.3, 85.4 for TSG, TIG0

and TIG respectively), on the small dataset inser-
tion helps nonparametric model to find more com-
pact and generalizable representations for the data,
which affects parsing performance (Figure 4). Al-
though TIG0 has performance close to TIG, note that
TIG achieves this performance using a more suc-
cinct representation and extracting a rich set of aux-
iliary trees. As a result, TIG finds many chances to
apply insertions to test sentences, whereas TIG0 de-
pends mostly on TSG rules. If we look at the most
likely derivations for the test data, TIG0 assigns 663
insertions (351 left insertions) in the parsing of en-
tire Section 23, meanwhile TIG assigns 3924 (2100
left insertions). Some of these linguistically sophis-
ticated auxiliary trees that apply to test data are listed
in Figure 3.

5 Conclusion

We described a nonparametric Bayesian inference
scheme for estimating TIG grammars and showed
the power of TIG formalism over TSG for returning
rich, generalizable, yet compact representations of
data. The nonparametric inference scheme presents
a principled way of addressing the difficult model
selection problem with TIG which has been pro-
hibitive in this area of research. TIG still remains
within context free and both our sampling and pars-
ing techniques are highly scalable.
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Abstract

We propose an approach that biases machine
translation systems toward relevant transla-
tions based on topic-specific contexts, where
topics are induced in an unsupervised way
using topic models; this can be thought of
as inducing subcorpora for adaptation with-
out any human annotation. We use these topic
distributions to compute topic-dependent lex-
ical weighting probabilities and directly in-
corporate them into our translation model as
features. Conditioning lexical probabilities
on the topic biases translations toward topic-
relevant output, resulting in significant im-
provements of up to 1 BLEU and 3 TER on
Chinese to English translation over a strong
baseline.

1 Introduction

The performance of a statistical machine translation
(SMT) system on a translation task depends largely
on the suitability of the available parallel training
data. Domains (e.g., newswire vs. blogs) may vary
widely in their lexical choices and stylistic prefer-
ences, and what may be preferable in a general set-
ting, or in one domain, is not necessarily preferable
in another domain. Indeed, sometimes the domain
can change the meaning of a phrase entirely.

In a food related context, the Chinese sentence
“粉丝很多 ” (“fěnsī hěnduō”) would mean “They
have a lot of vermicelli”; however, in an informal In-
ternet conversation, this sentence would mean “They
have a lot of fans”. Without the broader context, it
is impossible to determine the correct translation in
otherwise identical sentences.

This problem has led to a substantial amount of
recent work in trying to bias, or adapt, the transla-
tion model (TM) toward particular domains of inter-
est (Axelrod et al., 2011; Foster et al., 2010; Snover
et al., 2008).1 The intuition behind TM adapta-
tion is to increase the likelihood of selecting rele-
vant phrases for translation. Matsoukas et al. (2009)
introduced assigning a pair of binary features to
each training sentence, indicating sentences’ genre
and collection as a way to capture domains. They
then learn a mapping from these features to sen-
tence weights, use the sentence weights to bias the
model probability estimates and subsequently learn
the model weights. As sentence weights were found
to be most beneficial for lexical weighting, Chiang
et al. (2011) extends the same notion of condition-
ing on provenance (i.e., the origin of the text) by re-
moving the separate mapping step, directly optimiz-
ing the weight of the genre and collection features
by computing a separate word translation table for
each feature, estimated from only those sentences
that comprise that genre or collection.

The common thread throughout prior work is the
concept of a domain. A domain is typically a hard
constraint that is externally imposed and hand la-
beled, such as genre or corpus collection. For ex-
ample, a sentence either comes from newswire, or
weblog, but not both. However, this poses sev-
eral problems. First, since a sentence contributes its
counts only to the translation table for the source it
came from, many word pairs will be unobserved for
a given table. This sparsity requires smoothing. Sec-
ond, we may not know the (sub)corpora our training

1Language model adaptation is also prevalent but is not the
focus of this work.
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data come from; and even if we do, “subcorpus” may
not be the most useful notion of domain for better
translations.

We take a finer-grained, flexible, unsupervised ap-
proach for lexical weighting by domain. We induce
unsupervised domains from large corpora, and we
incorporate soft, probabilistic domain membership
into a translation model. Unsupervised modeling of
the training data produces naturally occurring sub-
corpora, generalizing beyond corpus and genre. De-
pending on the model used to select subcorpora, we
can bias our translation toward any arbitrary distinc-
tion. This reduces the problem to identifying what
automatically defined subsets of the training corpus
may be beneficial for translation.

In this work, we consider the underlying latent
topics of the documents (Blei et al., 2003). Topic
modeling has received some use in SMT, for in-
stance Bilingual LSA adaptation (Tam et al., 2007),
and the BiTAM model (Zhao and Xing, 2006),
which uses a bilingual topic model for learning
alignment. In our case, by building a topic distri-
bution for the source side of the training data, we
abstract the notion of domain to include automati-
cally derived subcorpora with probabilistic member-
ship. This topic model infers the topic distribution
of a test set and biases sentence translations to ap-
propriate topics. We accomplish this by introduc-
ing topic dependent lexical probabilities directly as
features in the translation model, and interpolating
them log-linearly with our other features, thus allow-
ing us to discriminatively optimize their weights on
an arbitrary objective function. Incorporating these
features into our hierarchical phrase-based transla-
tion system significantly improved translation per-
formance, by up to 1 BLEU and 3 TER over a strong
Chinese to English baseline.

2 Model Description

Lexical Weighting Lexical weighting features es-
timate the quality of a phrase pair by combining
the lexical translation probabilities of the words in
the phrase2 (Koehn et al., 2003). Lexical condi-
tional probabilities p(e|f) are obtained with maxi-
mum likelihood estimates from relative frequencies

2For hierarchical systems, these correspond to translation
rules.

c(f, e)/
∑

e c(f, e) . Phrase pair probabilities p(e|f)
are computed from these as described in Koehn et
al. (2003).

Chiang et al. (2011) showed that is it benefi-
cial to condition the lexical weighting features on
provenance by assigning each sentence pair a set
of features, fs(e|f), one for each domain s, which
compute a new word translation table ps(e|f) esti-
mated from only those sentences which belong to s:
cs(f, e)/

∑
e cs(f, e) , where cs(·) is the number of

occurrences of the word pair in s.

Topic Modeling for MT We extend provenance
to cover a set of automatically generated topics zn.
Given a parallel training corpus T composed of doc-
uments di, we build a source side topic model over
T , which provides a topic distribution p(zn|di) for
zn = {1, . . . ,K} over each document, using Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003). Then,
we assign p(zn|di) to be the topic distribution for
every sentence xj ∈ di, thus enforcing topic sharing
across sentence pairs in the same document instead
of treating them as unrelated. Computing the topic
distribution over a document and assigning it to the
sentences serves to tie the sentences together in the
document context.

To obtain the lexical probability conditioned on
topic distribution, we first compute the expected
count ezn(e, f) of a word pair under topic zn:

ezn(e, f) =
∑
di∈T

p(zn|di)
∑

xj∈di

cj(e, f) (1)

where cj(·) denotes the number of occurrences of
the word pair in sentence xj , and then compute:

pzn(e|f) =
ezn(e, f)∑
e ezn(e, f)

(2)

Thus, we will introduce 2·K new word trans-
lation tables, one for each pzn(e|f) and pzn(f |e),
and as many new corresponding features fzn(e|f),
fzn(f |e). The actual feature values we compute will
depend on the topic distribution of the document we
are translating. For a test document V , we infer
topic assignments on V , p(zn|V ), keeping the topics
found from T fixed. The feature value then becomes
fzn(e|f) = − log

{
pzn(e|f) · p(zn|V )

}
, a combi-

nation of the topic dependent lexical weight and the
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topic distribution of the sentence from which we are
extracting the phrase. To optimize the weights of
these features we combine them in our linear model
with the other features when computing the model
score for each phrase pair3:∑

p

λphp(e, f)︸ ︷︷ ︸
unadapted features

+
∑
zn

λznfzn(e|f)︸ ︷︷ ︸
adapted features

(3)

Combining the topic conditioned word translation
table pzn(e|f) computed from the training corpus
with the topic distribution p(zn|V ) of the test sen-
tence being translated provides a probability on how
relevant that translation table is to the sentence. This
allows us to bias the translation toward the topic of
the sentence. For example, if topic k is dominant in
T , pk(e|f) may be quite large, but if p(k|V ) is very
small, then we should steer away from this phrase
pair and select a competing phrase pair which may
have a lower probability in T , but which is more rel-
evant to the test sentence at hand.

In many cases, document delineations may not be
readily available for the training corpus. Further-
more, a document may be too broad, covering too
many disparate topics, to effectively bias the weights
on a phrase level. For this case, we also propose a
local LDA model (LTM), which treats each sentence
as a separate document.

While Chiang et al. (2011) has to explicitly
smooth the resulting ps(e|f), since many word pairs
will be unseen for a given domain s, we are already
performing an implicit form of smoothing (when
computing the expected counts), since each docu-
ment has a distribution over all topics, and therefore
we have some probability of observing each word
pair in every topic.

Feature Representation After obtaining the topic
conditional features, there are two ways to present
them to the model. They could answer the question
F1: What is the probability under topic 1, topic 2,
etc., or F2: What is the probability under the most
probable topic, second most, etc.

A model using F1 learns whether a specific topic
is useful for translation, i.e., feature f1 would be
f1 := pz=1(e|f) · p(z = 1|V ). With F2, we

3The unadapted lexical weight p(e|f) is included in the
model features.

are learning how useful knowledge of the topic dis-
tribution is, i.e., f1 := p(arg maxzn (p(zn|V ))(e|f) ·
p(arg maxzn(p(zn|V ))|V ).

Using F1, if we restrict our topics to have a one-
to-one mapping with genre/collection4 we see that
our method fully recovers Chiang (2011).
F1 is appropriate for cross-domain adaptation

when we have advance knowledge that the distribu-
tion of the tuning data will match the test data, as in
Chiang (2011), where they tune and test on web. In
general, we may not know what our data will be, so
this will overfit the tuning set.
F2, however, is intuitively what we want, since

we do not want to bias our system toward a spe-
cific distribution, but rather learn to utilize informa-
tion from any topic distribution if it helps us cre-
ate topic relevant translations. F2 is useful for dy-
namic adaptation, where the adapted feature weight
changes based on the source sentence.

Thus, F2 is the approach we use in our work,
which allows us to tune our system weights toward
having topic information be useful, not toward a spe-
cific distribution.

3 Experiments

Setup To evaluate our approach, we performed ex-
periments on Chinese to English MT in two set-
tings. First, we use the FBIS corpus as our training
bitext. Since FBIS has document delineations, we
compare local topic modeling (LTM) with model-
ing at the document level (GTM). The second setting
uses the non-UN and non-HK Hansards portions of
the NIST training corpora with LTM only. Table 1
summarizes the data statistics. For both settings,
the data were lowercased, tokenized and aligned us-
ing GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003) to obtain bidi-
rectional alignments, which were symmetrized us-
ing the grow-diag-final-and method (Koehn
et al., 2003). The Chinese data were segmented us-
ing the Stanford segmenter. We trained a trigram
LM on the English side of the corpus with an addi-
tional 150M words randomly selected from the non-
NYT and non-LAT portions of the Gigaword v4 cor-
pus using modified Kneser-Ney smoothing (Chen
and Goodman, 1996). We used cdec (Dyer et al.,

4By having as many topics as genres/collections and setting
p(zn|di) to 1 for every sentence in the collection and 0 to ev-
erything else.
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Corpus Sentences Tokens
En Zh

FBIS 269K 10.3M 7.9M
NIST 1.6M 44.4M 40.4M

Table 1: Corpus statistics

2010) as our decoder, and tuned the parameters of
the system to optimize BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002)
on the NIST MT06 tuning corpus using the Mar-
gin Infused Relaxed Algorithm (MIRA) (Crammer
et al., 2006; Eidelman, 2012). Topic modeling was
performed with Mallet (Mccallum, 2002), a stan-
dard implementation of LDA, using a Chinese sto-
plist and setting the per-document Dirichlet parame-
ter α = 0.01. This setting of was chosen to encour-
age sparse topic assignments, which make induced
subdomains consistent within a document.

Results Results for both settings are shown in Ta-
ble 2. GTM models the latent topics at the document
level, while LTM models each sentence as a separate
document. To evaluate the effect topic granularity
would have on translation, we varied the number of
latent topics in each model to be 5, 10, and 20. On
FBIS, we can see that both models achieve moderate
but consistent gains over the baseline on both BLEU

and TER. The best model, LTM-10, achieves a gain
of about 0.5 and 0.6 BLEU and 2 TER. Although the
performance on BLEU for both the 20 topic models
LTM-20 and GTM-20 is suboptimal, the TER im-
provement is better. Interestingly, the difference in
translation quality between capturing document co-
herence in GTM and modeling purely on the sen-
tence level is not substantial.5 In fact, the opposite
is true, with the LTM models achieving better per-
formance.6

On the NIST corpus, LTM-10 again achieves the
best gain of approximately 1 BLEU and up to 3 TER.
LTM performs on par with or better than GTM, and
provides significant gains even in the NIST data set-
ting, showing that this method can be effectively ap-
plied directly on the sentence level to large training

5An avenue of future work would condition the sentence
topic distribution on a document distribution over topics (Teh
et al., 2006).

6As an empirical validation of our earlier intuition regarding
feature representation, presenting the features in the form of F1

caused the performance to remain virtually unchanged from the
baseline model.

Model MT03 MT05
↑BLEU ↓TER ↑BLEU ↓TER

BL 28.72 65.96 27.71 67.58
GTM-5 28.95ns 65.45 27.98ns 67.38ns

GTM-10 29.22 64.47 28.19 66.15
GTM-20 29.19 63.41 28.00ns 64.89
LTM-5 29.23 64.57 28.19 66.30
LTM-10 29.29 63.98 28.18 65.56
LTM-20 29.09ns 63.57 27.90ns 65.17
Model MT03 MT05

↑BLEU ↓TER ↑BLEU ↓TER

BL 34.31 61.14 30.63 65.10
MERT 34.60 60.66 30.53 64.56
LTM-5 35.21 59.48 31.47 62.34
LTM-10 35.32 59.16 31.56 62.01
LTM-20 33.90ns 60.89ns 30.12ns 63.87

Table 2: Performance using FBIS training corpus (top)
and NIST corpus (bottom). Improvements are significant
at the p <0.05 level, except where indicated (ns).

corpora which have no document markings. De-
pending on the diversity of training corpus, a vary-
ing number of underlying topics may be appropriate.
However, in both settings, 10 topics performed best.

4 Discussion and Conclusion

Applying SMT to new domains requires techniques
to inform our algorithms how best to adapt. This pa-
per extended the usual notion of domains to finer-
grained topic distributions induced in an unsuper-
vised fashion. We show that incorporating lexi-
cal weighting features conditioned on soft domain
membership directly into our model is an effective
strategy for dynamically biasing SMT towards rele-
vant translations, as evidenced by significant perfor-
mance gains. This method presents several advan-
tages over existing approaches. We can construct
a topic model once on the training data, and use
it infer topics on any test set to adapt the transla-
tion model. We can also incorporate large quanti-
ties of additional data (whether parallel or not) in
the source language to infer better topics without re-
lying on collection or genre annotations. Multilin-
gual topic models (Boyd-Graber and Resnik, 2010)
would provide a technique to use data from multiple
languages to ensure consistent topics.
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Abstract

We address a core aspect of the multilingual
content synchronization task: the identifica-
tion of novel, more informative or semanti-
cally equivalent pieces of information in two
documents about the same topic. This can be
seen as an application-oriented variant of tex-
tual entailment recognition where: i) T and
H are in different languages, and ii) entail-
ment relations between T and H have to be
checked in both directions. Using a combi-
nation of lexical, syntactic, and semantic fea-
tures to train a cross-lingual textual entailment
system, we report promising results on differ-
ent datasets.

1 Introduction

Given two documents about the same topic writ-
ten in different languages (e.g. Wiki pages), con-
tent synchronization deals with the problem of au-
tomatically detecting and resolving differences in
the information they provide, in order to produce
aligned, mutually enriched versions. A roadmap to-
wards the solution of this problem has to take into
account, among the many sub-tasks, the identifica-
tion of information in one page that is semantically
equivalent, novel, or more informative with respect
to the content of the other page. In this paper we
set such problem as an application-oriented, cross-
lingual variant of the Textual Entailment (TE) recog-
nition task (Dagan and Glickman, 2004). Along this
direction, we make two main contributions:
(a) Experiments with multi-directional cross-
lingual textual entailment. So far, cross-lingual

textual entailment (CLTE) has been only applied
to: i) available TE datasets (uni-directional rela-
tions between monolingual pairs) transformed into
their cross-lingual counterpart by translating the hy-
potheses into other languages (Negri and Mehdad,
2010), and ii) machine translation (MT) evaluation
datasets (Mehdad et al., 2012). Instead, we ex-
periment with the only corpus representative of the
multilingual content synchronization scenario, and
the richer inventory of phenomena arising from it
(multi-directional entailment relations).
(b) Improvement of current CLTE methods. The
CLTE methods proposed so far adopt either a “piv-
oting approach” based on the translation of the two
input texts into the same language (Mehdad et al.,
2010), or an “integrated solution” that exploits bilin-
gual phrase tables to capture lexical relations and
contextual information (Mehdad et al., 2011). The
promising results achieved with the integrated ap-
proach, however, still rely on phrasal matching tech-
niques that disregard relevant semantic aspects of
the problem. By filling this gap integrating linguis-
tically motivated features, we propose a novel ap-
proach that improves the state-of-the-art in CLTE.

2 CLTE-based content synchronization

CLTE has been proposed by (Mehdad et al., 2010) as
an extension of textual entailment which consists of
deciding, given a text T and an hypothesis H in dif-
ferent languages, if the meaning of H can be inferred
from the meaning of T. The adoption of entailment-
based techniques to address content synchronization
looks promising, as several issues inherent to such
task can be formalized as entailment-related prob-
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lems. Given two pages (P1 and P2), these issues
include identifying, and properly managing:
(1) Text portions in P1 and P2 that express the same
meaning (bi-directional entailment). In such cases
no information has to migrate across P1 and P2, and
the two text portions will remain the same;
(2) Text portions in P1 that are more informa-
tive than portions in P2 (forward entailment). In
such cases, the entailing (more informative) portions
from P1 have to be translated and migrated to P2 in
order to replace or complement the entailed (less in-
formative) fragments;
(3) Text portions in P2 that are more informa-
tive than portions in P1 (backward entailment), and
should be translated to replace or complement them;
(4) Text portions in P1 describing facts that are not
present in P2, and vice-versa (the “unknown” cases
in RTE parlance). In such cases, the novel infor-
mation from both sides has to be translated and mi-
grated in order to mutually enrich the two pages;
(5) Meaning discrepancies between text portions in
the two pages (“contradictions” in RTE parlance).

CLTE has been previously modeled as a phrase
matching problem that exploits dictionaries and
phrase tables extracted from bilingual parallel cor-
pora to determine the number of word sequences in
H that can be mapped to word sequences in T. In
this way a semantic judgement about entailment is
made exclusively on the basis of lexical evidence.
When only unidirectional entailment relations from
T to H have to be determined (RTE-like setting), the
full mapping of the hypothesis into the text usually
provides enough evidence for a positive entailment
judgement. Unfortunately, when dealing with multi-
directional entailment, the correlation between the
proportion of matching terms and the correct entail-
ment decisions is less strong. In such framework, for
instance, the full mapping of the hypothesis into the
text is per se not sufficient to discriminate between
forward entailment and semantic equivalence. To
cope with these issues, we explore the contribution
of syntactic and semantic features as a complement
to lexical ones in a supervised learning framework.

3 Beyond lexical CLTE

In order to enrich the feature space beyond pure lex-
ical match through phrase table entries, our model

builds on two additional feature sets, derived from i)
semantic phrase tables, and ii) dependency relations.

Semantic Phrase Table (SPT) matching repre-
sents a novel way to leverage the integration of se-
mantics and MT-derived techniques. SPT matching
extends CLTE methods based on pure lexical match
by means of “generalized” phrase tables annotated
with shallow semantic labels. SPTs, with entries in
the form “[LABEL] word1...wordn [LABEL]”, are
used as a recall-oriented complement to the phrase
tables used in MT. A motivation for this augmenta-
tion is that semantic tags allow to match tokens that
do not occur in the original bilingual parallel cor-
pora used for phrase table extraction. Our hypothe-
sis is that the increase in recall obtained from relaxed
matches through semantic tags in place of “out of
vocabulary” terms (e.g. unseen person names) is an
effective way to improve CLTE performance, even
at the cost of some loss in precision.

Like lexical phrase tables, SPTs are extracted
from parallel corpora. As a first step we annotate
the parallel corpora with named-entity taggers for
the source and target languages, replacing named
entities with general semantic labels chosen from
a coarse-grained taxonomy (person, location, orga-
nization, date and numeric expression). Then, we
combine the sequences of unique labels into one sin-
gle token of the same label, and we run Giza++ (Och
and Ney, 2000) to align the resulting semantically
augmented corpora. Finally, we extract the seman-
tic phrase table from the augmented aligned corpora
using the Moses toolkit (Koehn et al., 2007). For
the matching phase, we first annotate T and H in the
same way we labeled our parallel corpora. Then, for
each n-gram order (n=1 to 5) we use the SPT to cal-
culate a matching score as the number of n-grams in
H that match with phrases in T divided by the num-
ber of n-grams in H.1

Dependency Relation (DR) matching targets the
increase of CLTE precision. Adding syntactic con-
straints to the matching process, DR features aim to
reduce the amount of wrong matches often occur-
ring with bag-of-words methods (both at the lexi-
cal level and with recall-oriented SPTs). For in-
stance, the contradiction between “Yahoo acquired

1When checking for entailment from H to T, the normaliza-
tion is carried out dividing by the number of n-grams in T.
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Overture” and “Overture compró Yahoo”, which is
evident when syntax is taken into account, can not
be caught by shallow methods. We define a de-
pendency relation as a triple that connects pairs of
words through a grammatical relation. DR matching
captures similarities between dependency relations,
combining the syntactic and lexical level. In a valid
match, while the relation has to be the same, the con-
nected words can be either the same, or semantically
equivalent terms in the two languages (e.g. accord-
ing to a bilingual dictionary). Given the dependency
tree representations of T and H, for each grammati-
cal relation (r) we calculate a DR matching score as
the number of matching occurrences of r in T and
H, divided by the number of occurrences of r in H.
Separate DR matching scores are calculated for each
relation r appearing both in T and H.

4 Experiments and results

4.1 Content synchronization scenario

In our first experiment we used the English-German
portion of the CLTE corpus described in (Negri et
al., 2011), consisting of 500 multi-directional entail-
ment pairs which we equally divided into training
and test sets. Each pair in the dataset is annotated
with “Bidirectional”, “Forward”, or “Backward” en-
tailment judgements. Although highly relevant for
the content synchronization task, “Contradiction”
and “Unknown” cases (i.e. “NO” entailment in both
directions) are not present in the annotation. How-
ever, this is the only available dataset suitable to
gather insights about the viability of our approach to
multi-directional CLTE recognition.2 We chose the
ENG-GER portion of the dataset since for such lan-
guage pair MT systems performance is often lower,
making the adoption of simpler solutions based on
pivoting more vulnerable.

To build the English-German phrase tables we
combined the Europarl, News Commentary and “de-
news”3 parallel corpora. After tokenization, Giza++
and Moses were respectively used to align the cor-
pora and extract a lexical phrase table (PT). Simi-
larly, the semantic phrase table (SPT) has been ex-

2Recently, a new dataset including “Unknown” pairs has
been used in the “Cross-Lingual Textual Entailment for Content
Synchronization” task at SemEval-2012 (Negri et al., 2012).

3http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/pkoehn/

tracted from the same corpora annotated with the
Stanford NE tagger (Faruqui and Padó, 2010; Finkel
et al., 2005). Dependency relations (DR) have been
extracted running the Stanford parser (Rafferty and
Manning, 2008; De Marneffe et al., 2006). The dic-
tionary created during the alignment of the parallel
corpora provided the lexical knowledge to perform
matches when the connected words are different, but
semantically equivalent in the two languages. To
combine and weight features at different levels we
used SVMlight (Joachims, 1999) with default pa-
rameters.

In order to experiment under testing conditions
of increasing complexity, we set the CLTE problem
both as a two-way and as a three-way classification
task. Two-way classification casts multi-directional
entailment as a unidirectional problem, where each
pair is analyzed checking for entailment both from
left to right and from right to left. In this condi-
tion, each original test example is correctly clas-
sified if both pairs originated from it are correctly
judged (“YES-YES” for bidirectional, “YES-NO”
for forward, and “NO-YES” for backward entail-
ment). Two-way classification represents an intu-
itive solution to capture multidirectional entailment
relations but, at the same time, a suboptimal ap-
proach in terms of efficiency since two checks are
performed for each pair. Three-way classification is
more efficient, but at the same time more challeng-
ing due to the higher difficulty of multiclass learn-
ing, especially with small datasets.

Results are compared with two pivoting ap-
proaches, checking for entailment between the orig-
inal English texts and the translated German hy-
potheses.4 The first (Pivot-EDITS), uses an op-
timized distance-based model implemented in the
open source RTE system EDITS (Kouylekov and
Negri, 2010; Kouylekov et al., 2011). The second
(Pivot-PPT) exploits paraphrase tables for phrase
matching, and represents the best monolingual
model presented in (Mehdad et al., 2011). Table
1 demonstrates the success of our results in prov-
ing the two main claims of this paper. (a) In both
settings all the feature sets used outperform the ap-
proaches taken as terms of comparison. The 61.6%
accuracy achieved in the most challenging setting

4Using Google Translate.
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PT PT+DR PT+SPT PT+SPT+DR Pivot-EDITS Pivot-PPT
Cont. Synch. (2-way) 57.8 58.6 62.4 63.3 27.4 57.0
Cont. Synch. (3-way) 57.4 57.8 58.7 61.6 25.3 56.1

RTE-3 AVG Pivot PPT
RTE3-derived 62.6 63.6 63.5 64.5 62.4 63.5

Table 1: CLTE accuracy results over content synchronization and RTE3-derived datasets.

(3-way) demonstrates the effectiveness of our ap-
proach to capture meaning equivalence and informa-
tion disparity in cross-lingual texts.
(b) In both settings the combination of lexical, syn-
tactic and semantic features (PT+SPT+DR) signif-
icantly improves5 the state-of-the-art CLTE model
(PT). Such improvement is motivated by the joint
contribution of SPTs (matching more and longer n-
grams, with a consequent recall improvement), and
DR matching (adding constraints, with a consequent
gain in precision). However, the performance in-
crease brought by DR features over PT is mini-
mal. This might be due to the fact that both PT and
DR features are precision-oriented, and their effec-
tiveness becomes evident only in combination with
recall-oriented features (SPT).

Cross-lingual models also significantly outper-
form pivoting methods. This suggests that the noise
introduced by incorrect translations makes the pivot-
ing approach less attractive in comparison with the
more robust cross-lingual models.

4.2 RTE-like CLTE scenario

Our second experiment aims at verifying the effec-
tiveness of the improved model over RTE-derived
CLTE data. To this aim, we compare the results ob-
tained by the new CLTE model with those reported
in (Mehdad et al., 2011), calculated over an English-
Spanish entailment corpus derived from the RTE-3
dataset (Negri and Mehdad, 2010).

In order to build the English-Spanish lexical
phrase table (PT), we used the Europarl, News Com-
mentary and United Nations parallel corpora. The
semantic phrase table (SPT) was extracted from the
same corpora annotated with FreeLing (Carreras et
al., 2004). Dependency relations (DR) have been ex-
tracted parsing English texts and Spanish hypotheses
with DepPattern (Gamallo and Gonzalez, 2011).

5p < 0.05, calculated using the approximate randomization
test implemented in (Padó, 2006).

Accuracy results have been calculated over 800
test pairs of the CLTE corpus, after training the SVM
binary classifier over the 800 development pairs.
Our new features have been compared with: i) the
state-of-the-art CLTE model (PT), ii) the best mono-
lingual model (Pivot-PPT) presented in (Mehdad et
al., 2011), and iii) the average result achieved by
participants in the monolingual English RTE-3 eval-
uation campaign (RTE-3 AVG). As shown in Ta-
ble 1, the combined feature set (PT+SPT+DR) sig-
nificantly5 outperforms the lexical model (64.5%
vs 62.6%), while SPT and DR features separately
added to PT (PT+SPT, and PT+DR) lead to marginal
improvements over the results achieved by the PT
model alone (about 1%). This confirms the con-
clusions drawn from the previous experiment, that
precision-oriented and recall-oriented features lead
to a larger improvement when they are used in com-
bination.

5 Conclusion

We addressed the identification of semantic equiv-
alence and information disparity in two documents
about the same topic, written in different languages.
This is a core aspect of the multilingual content syn-
chronization task, which represents a challenging
application scenario for a variety of NLP technolo-
gies, and a shared research framework for the inte-
gration of semantics and MT technology. Casting
the problem as a CLTE task, we extended previous
lexical models with syntactic and semantic features.
Our results in different cross-lingual settings prove
the feasibility of the approach, with significant state-
of-the-art improvements also on RTE-derived data.
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Abstract

We present a system for cross-lingual parse
disambiguation, exploiting the assumption
that the meaning of a sentence remains un-
changed during translation and the fact that
different languages have different ambiguities.
We simultaneously reduce ambiguity in multi-
ple languages in a fully automatic way. Eval-
uation shows that the system reliably discards
dispreferred parses from the raw parser output,
which results in a pre-selection that can speed
up manual treebanking.

1 Introduction

Treebanks, sets of parsed sentences annotated with a
sytactic structure, are an important resource in NLP.
The manual construction of treebanks, where a hu-
man annotator selects a gold parse from all parses
returned by a parser, is a tedious and error prone pro-
cess. We present a system for simultaneous and ac-
curate partial parse disambiguation of multiple lan-
guages. Using the pre-selected set of parses returned
by the system, the treebanking process for multiple
languages can be sped up.

The system operates on an aligned parallel cor-
pus. The languages of the parallel corpus are con-
sidered as mutual semantic tags: As the meaning of
a sentence stays constant during translation, we are
able to resolve ambiguities which exist in only one
of the langauges by only accepting those interpreta-
tions which are licensed by the other language.

In particular, we select one language as the tar-
get language, translate the other language’s seman-
tics for every parse into the target language and thus
align maximally similar semantic representations.

The parses with the most overlapping semantics are
selected as preferred parses.

As an example consider the English sentence They
closed the shop at five, which has the following two
interpretations due to PP attachment ambiguity:1

(1) “At five, they closed the shop”

close(they, shop); at(close, 5)

(2) “The shop at five was closed by them”

close(they, shop); at(shop, 5)

The Japanese translation is also ambiguous, but in
a completely different way: it has the possibility of
a zero pronoun (we show the translated semantics).

(3) 彼
kare
he

ら
ra
PL

は
wa
TOP

５
5
5

時
ji
hour

に
ni
at

店
mise
shop

を
wo
ACC

閉め
shime
close

た
ta
PAST

“At 5 o’clock, they closed the shop.”

close(they, shop); at(close, 5)

(4) “At 5 o’clock, as for them, someone closed the shop.”

close(φ, shop); at(close, 5)
topic(they,close)

We show the semantic representation of the ambi-
guity with each sentence. Both languages are disam-
biguated by the other language as only the English
interpretation (1) is supported in Japanese, and only
the Japanese interpretation (3) leads to a grammati-
cal English sentence.

2 Related Work

There is no group using exactly the same approach
as ours: automated parallel parse disambiguation
on the basis of semantic analyses. Zhechev and

1In fact it has four, as they can be either plural or the androg-
ynous singular, this is also disambiguated by the Japanese.
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Way (2008) automatically generate parallel tree-
banks for training of statistical machine translation
(SMT) systems through sub-tree alignment. We do
not aim to carry out the complete treebanking pro-
cess, but to optimize speed and precision of manual
creation of high-quality treebanks.

Wu (1997) and others have tried to simultane-
ously learn grammars from bilingual texts. Burkett
and Klein (2008) induce node-alignments of syntac-
tic trees with a log-linear model, in order to guide
bilingual parsing. Chen et al. (2011) translate an
existing treebank using an SMT system and then
project parse results from the treebank to the other
language. This results in a very noisy treebank, that
they then clean. These approaches align at the syn-
tactic level (using CFGs and dependencies respec-
tively).

In contrast to the above approaches, we assume
the existence of grammars and use a semantic rep-
resentation as the appropriate level for cross-lingual
processing. We compare semantic sub-structures, as
those are more straightforwardly comparable across
different languages. As a consequence, our system
is applicable to any combination of languages. The
input is plain parallel text, neither side needs to be
treebanked.

3 Materials and Methods

We use grammars within the grammatical frame-
work of head-driven phrase-structure grammar
(HPSG Pollard and Sag (1994)), with the seman-
tic representation of minimal recursion semantics
(MRS; Copestake et al. (2005)). We use two large-
scale HPSG grammars and a Japanese-English ma-
chine translation system, all of which were de-
veloped in the DELPH-IN framework:2 The En-
glish Resource Grammar (ERG; Flickinger (2000))
is used for English parsing, and Jacy (Bender and
Siegel, 2004) for parsing Japanese. For Japanese
to English translation we use Jaen, a semantic-
transfer based machine translation system (Bond
et al., 2011).

3.1 Semantic Interface and Alignment

For the alignment, we convert the MRS struc-
tures into simplified elementary dependency graphs

2http://www.delph-in.net/

x4:pronoun_q[]
e2:_close_v_c[ARG1 x4:pron, ARG2 x9:_shop_n_of]
x9:_the_q[]
e8:_at_p_temp[ARG1 e2, ARG2 x16:_num_hour(5)]
x16:_def_implicit_q[]

Figure 1: EDG for They closed the shop at five.

(EDGs), which abstract away information about
grammatical properties of relations and scopal in-
formation. Preliminary experiments showed that the
former kind of information did not contribute to dis-
ambiguation performance, as number is typically
underspecified in Japanese. As we only consider lo-
cal information in the alignment, scopal information
can be ignored as well. An example EDG is dis-
played in Figure 1.

An EDG consists of a bag of elementary predi-
cates (EPs) which are themselves composed of re-
lations. Each line in Figure 1 corresponds to one
EP. Relations are the elementary building blocks of
the EDG, and loosely correspond to words of the
surface string. EPs consist either of atomic rela-
tions (corresponding to quantifiers), or a predicate-
argument structure which is composed of several re-
lations. During alignment, we only consider non-
atomic EPs, as quantifiers should be considered as
grammatical properties of (lexical) relations, which
we chose to ignore.

Given the EDG representations of the translated
Japanese sentence, and the original target language
EDGs, we can straightforwardly align by matching
substructures of different granularity.

Currently, we align at the predicate level. We are
experimenting with aligning further dependency re-
lation based tuples, which would allow us to resolve
more structural ambiguities.

3.2 The Disambiguation System

Ambiguity in the analyses for both languages is re-
duced on the basis of the semantic analyses returned
for each sentence-pair, and a reduced set of pre-
ferred analyses is returned for both languages. For
each sentence-pair, we (1) parse the English and
the Japanese sentence (MRSE and MRSJ ) (2) trans-
fer the Japanese MRS analyses to English MRSs
(MRSJE) (3) convert the top 11 translated MRSs
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and the original English MRSs to EDGs3 (EDGE

and EDGJE) (4) align every possible E and JE EDG
combination and determine the set of best aligning
analyses (5) from those, create language specific sets
of preferred parses.

We are comparing semantic representations of the
same language, the English text from the bilingual
corpus and the English machine translation of the
Japanese text. In order to increase robustness of
our alignment system we not only consider com-
plete translations, but also accept partially translated
MRSs in case no complete translation could be pro-
duced. This step significantly increases the recall,
while the partial MRSs proved to be informative
enough for parse disambiguation.

4 Evaluation and Results

We evaluate our model on the task of parse disam-
biguation. We use full sentence match as evaluation
metric, a challenging target.

The Tanaka corpus is used for training and testing
(Tanaka, 2001). It is an open corpus of Japanese-
English sentence pairs. We use version (2008-11)
which contains 147,190 sentence pairs. We hold out
4,500 sentence pairs each for development and test.

For each sentence, we compare the number of the-
oretically possible alignments with the number of
preferred alignments returned by our system. On
average, ambiguity is reduced down to 30%. For
English 3.76 and for Japanese 3.87 parses out of
(at most) 11 analyses remain in the partially disam-
biguated list: both languages benefit equally from
the disambiguation.

We evaluate disambiguation accuracy by counting
the number of times the gold parse was present in the
partially disambiguated set (full sentence match).
Table 1 shows the alignment accuracy results.

The correct parse is included in the reduced set
in 80% of the cases for Japanese, and for 82% of
the cases in English. We match atomic relations
when aligning the semantic structures, which is a
very generic method applicable to the vast major-
ity of sentence pairs. This leads to a recall score of

3These are ranked with a model trained on a hand-
treebanked set. The cutoff was determined empirically: For
both languages the gold parse is included in the top 11 parses in
more than 97% of the cases.

English Japanese
Prec F Prec F

Included 0.820 0.897 0.804 0.887
First Rank 0.659 0.791 0.676 0.803
MRR 0.713 0.829 0.725 0.837

Table 1: Accuracy and F-scores for disambiguation per-
formance of our system. Recall was 99% in every case.
’Included’: inclusion of the gold parse in the reduced set
of parses or not. ’First Rank’: ranking of the preferred
parse as top in the reduced list. ’MRR’: mean reciprocal
rank of the gold parse in the list.

99%, and an F-Score of 89.7% and 88.7% for En-
glish and Japanese, respectively.

The reduced list of parser analyses can be further
ranked by the parse ranking model which is included
in the parsers of the respective languages (the same
models with which we determined the top 11 analy-
ses). Given this ranking, we can evaluate how often
the preferred parse is ranked top in our partially dis-
ambiguated list; results are shown in the two bottom
lines of Table 1.

A ranked list of possible preferred parses whose
top rank corresponds with a high probability to the
gold parse should further speed up the manual tree-
banking process.

Performance in the context of the whole pipeline
The performance of parsers and MT system

strongly influences the end-to-end results of the pre-
sented system. In the results given above, this in-
fluence is ignored. We lose around 29% of our data
because no parse could be produced in one or both
languages, or no translation could be produced. and
a further 5% of the sentences did not have the gold
parse in the original set of analyses (before align-
ment): our system could not possibly select the cor-
rect parse in those cases.

5 Discussion

Our system builds on the output of two parsers and
a machine translation system. We reduce ambiguity
for all sentence pairs where a parse could be cre-
ated for both languages, and for which there was at
least a partial translation. For these sentences, the
cross-lingual alignment component achieves a recall
of above 99%, such that we do not lose any addi-
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tional data. The parsers and the MT system include
a parse ranking system trained on human gold anno-
tations. We use these models in parsing and transla-
tion to select the top 11 analyses. Our system thus
depends on a range of existing technologies. How-
ever, these technologies are available for a range of
languages, and we use them for efficient extension
of linguistic resources.

The effectiveness of cross-lingual parse disam-
biguation on the basis of semantic alignment highly
depends on the languages of choice. Given that we
exploit the differences between languages, pairs of
less related languages should lead to better disam-
biguation performance. Furthermore, disambiguat-
ing with more than two languages should improve
performance. Some ambiguities may be shared be-
tween languages. 4

One weakness when considering the disam-
biguated sentences as training for a parse ranking
model is that the translation fails on similar kinds of
sentences, so there are some phenomena which we
get no examples of — the automatically trained tree-
bank does not have a uniform coverage of phenom-
ena. Our models may not discriminate some phe-
nomena at all.

Our system provides large amounts of automati-
cally annotated data at the only cost of CPU time:
so far we have disambiguated 25,000 sentences: 10
times more than the existing hand annotated gold
data. Using the parser output for speeding up man-
ual treebanking is most effective if the gold parse is
reliably included in the reduced set of parses. In-
creasing precision by accepting more than only the
most overlapping parses may lead to more effective
manual treebanking.

The alignment method we propose does not make
any language-specific assumptions, nor is it limited
to align two languages only. The algorithm is very
flexible, and allows for straightforward exploration
of different numbers and combinations of languages.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

Translating a sentence into a different language
changes its surface form, but not its meaning. In

4For example the PP attachment ambiguity in John said that
he went on Tuesday where either the saying or the going could
have happened on Tuesday holds in both English and Japanese.

parallel corpora, one language can be viewed as a
semantic tag of the other language and vice versa,
which allows for disambiguation of phenomena
which are ambiguous in only one of the languages.

We use the above observations for cross-lingual
parse disambiguation. We experimented with the
language pair of English and Japanese, and were
able to accurately reduce ambiguity in parser anal-
yses simultaneously for both languages to 30% of
the starting ambiguity. The remaining parses can be
used as a pre-selection to speed up the manual tree-
banking process.

We started working on an extrinsic evaluation of
the presented system by training a discriminative
parse ranking model on the output of our alignment
process. Augmenting the Gold training data with
our data improves the model. Our next step will
be to evaluate the system as part of the treebanking
process, and optimize the parameters such as disam-
biguation precision vs. amount of disambiguation.

As no language-specific assumptions are hard
coded in our disambiguation system, it would be
very interesting to apply the system to different lan-
guage pairs as well as groups of more than two lan-
guages. Using a group of languages for disambigua-
tion will likely lead to increased and more accurate
disambiguation, as more constraints are imposed on
the data.

Probably the most important goal for future work
is improving the recall achieved in the complete dis-
ambiguation pipeline. Many sentence-pairs cannot
be disambiguated because either no parse can be
generated for one or both languages, or no (par-
tial) translation can be produced. Following the
idea of partial translations, partial parses may be a
valid backoff. For purposes of cross-lingual align-
ment, partial structures may contribute enough in-
formation for disambiguation. There has been work
regarding partial parsing in the HPSG community
(Zhang and Kordoni, 2008), which we would like to
explore. There is also current work on learning more
types and instances of transfer rules (Haugereid and
Bond, 2011).

Finally, we would like to investigate more align-
ment methods, such as dependency relation based
alignment which we started experimenting with, or
EDM-based metrics as presented in (Dridan and
Oepen, 2011).
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Abstract 

In this paper, we present a new method 
for learning to finding translations and 
transliterations on the Web for a given 
term. The approach involves using a small 
set of terms and translations to obtain 
mixed-code snippets from a search engine, 
and automatically annotating the snippets 
with tags and features for training a 
conditional random field model. At run-
time, the model is used to extracting 
translation candidates for a given term. 
Preliminary experiments and evaluation 
show our method cleanly combining 
various features, resulting in a system that 
outperforms previous work.  

1 Introduction 

The phrase translation problem is critical to 
machine translation, cross-lingual information 
retrieval, and multilingual terminology (Bian and 
Chen 2000, Kupiec 1993). Such systems typically 
use a parallel corpus. However, the out of 
vocabulary problem (OOV) is hard to overcome 
even with a very large training corpus due to the 
Zipf nature of word distribution, and ever growing 
new terminology and named entities. Luckily, 
there are an abundant of webpages consisting 
mixed-code text, typically written in one language 
but interspersed with some sentential or phrasal 
translations in another language. By retrieving and 

identifying such translation counterparts on the 
Web, we can cope with the OOV problem. 

Consider the technical term named-entity 
recognition. The best places to find the Chinese 
translations for named-entity recognition are 
probably not some parallel corpus or dictionary, 
but rather mixed-code webpages. The following 
example is a snippet returned by the Bing search 
engine for the query, named entity recognition: 

 

... 語言處理技術，如自然語言剖析 (Natural Language 

Parsing)、問題分類 (Question Classification)、專名辨識 

(Named Entity Recognition)等等 ... 
 

This snippet contains three technical terms in 

Chinese (i.e., 自然語言剖析 zhiran yuyan poxi, 

問題分類 wenti fenlei, 專名辨識 zhuanming 

bianshi), followed by source terms in brackets 
(respectively, Natural Language Parsing, Question 
Classification, and Named Entity Recognition). 
Quoh (2006) points out that submitting the source 
term and partial translation to a search engine is a 
good strategy used by many translators. 

Unfortunately, the user still has to sift through 
snippets to find the translations. For a given 
English term, such translations can be extracted by 
casting the problem as a sequence labeling task for 
classifying the Chinese characters in the snippets 
as either translation or non-translation. Previous 
work has pointed out that such translations usually 
exhibit characteristics related to word translation, 
word transliteration, surface patterns, and 
proximity to the occurrences of the original phrase 
(Nagata et. al 2001 and Wu et. al 2005). 
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Thus, we also associate features to each Chinese 
token (characters or words) to reflect the likelihood 
of the token being part of the translation. We 
describe how to train a CRF model for identifying 
translations in more details in Section 3. 

At run-time, the system accepts a given phrase 
(e.g., named-entity recognition), and then query a 
search engine for webpages in the target  language 
(e.g., Chinese) using the advance search function. 
Subsequently, we retrieve mixed-code snippets and 
identify the translations of the given term. The 
system can potentially be used to assist translators  
to find the most common translation for a given 
term, or to supplement a bilingual terminology 
bank (e.g., adding multilingual titles to existing 
Wikipedia); alternatively, they can be used as 
additional training data for a machine translation 
system, as described in Lin et al. (2008). 

2 Related Work 

Phrase translation and transliteration is important 
for cross-language tasks. For example, Knight and 
Graehl (1998) describe and evaluate a multi-stage 
machine translation method for back transliterating 
English names into Japanese, while Bian and Chen 
(2000) describe cross-language information access 
to multilingual collections on the Internet.  

Recently, researchers have begun to exploit 
mixed code webpages for word and phrase 
translation. Nagata et al. (2001) present a system 
for finding English translations for a given 
Japanese technical term using Japanese-English 
snippets returned by a search engine. Kwok et al. 
(2005) focus on named entity transliteration and 
implemented a cross-language name finder. Wu et 
al. (2005) proposed a method to learn surface 
patterns to find translations in mixed code snippets.  

Some researchers exploited the hyperlinks in 
Webpage to find translations. Lu, et al. (2004) 
propose a method for mining translations of web 
queries from anchor texts. Cheng, et al (2004) 
propose a similar method for translating unknown 
queries with web corpora for cross-language 
information retrieval. Gravano (2006) also propose 
similar methods using anchor texts. 

In a study more closely related to our work, Lin 
et al. (2008) proposed a method that performs 
word alignment between translations and phrases 
within parentheses in crawled webpages. They use 
heuristics to align words and translations, while we  

Token TR TL Distance Label
第         0 0 14 O 

62 0 0 13 O 
62th 屆         0 0 12 O 

艾         3 0 11 B 
Emmy 美         3 0 10 I 
Award 獎         0 5 9 I 

頒         0 0 8 O 
awarding 獎         0 0 7 O 

典        0 0 6 O 
ceremony 禮         0 0 5 O 

》         0 0 4 O 

(           0 0 3 O 
the         0 0 2 O 
62th       0 0 1 O 
Emmy 0 0 0 E 
Award 0 0 0 E 

)        0 0 -1 O 

 
Figure 1. Example training data. 

 
use a learning based approach to find translations.  

In contrast to previous work described above, 
we exploit surface patterns differently as a soft 
constraint, while requiring minimal human 
intervention to prepare the training data.   

3 Method 

To find translations for a given term on the Web, a 
promising approach is automatically learning to 
extract phrasal translations or transliterations of 
phrase based on machine learning, or more 
specifically the conditional random fields (CRF) 
model. 

We focus on the issue of finding translations in 
mixed code snippets returned by a search engine. 
The translations are identified, tallied, ranked, and 
returned as the output of the system. 

3.1 Preparing Data for CRF Classifier 

We make use a small set of term and translation 
pairs as seed data to retrieve and annotate mixed-
code snippets from a search engine. Features are 
generated based on other external knowledge 
sources as will be described in Section 3.1.2 and 
3.1.3. An example data generated with given term 
Emmy Award with features and translation/non-
translation labels is shown in Figure 1 using the 
common BIO notation. 

3.1.1 Retrieving and tagging snippets. We use a 
list of randomly selected source and target terms as 
seed data (e.g., Wikipedia English titles and their 
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Chinese counterpart using the language links). We 
use the English terms (e.g., Emmy Awards) to 
query a search engine with the target webpage 
language set to the target language (e.g., Chinese), 
biasing the search engine to return Chinese 
webpages interspersed with some English phrases. 
We then automatically label each Chinese 
character of the returned snippets, with B, I, O 
indicating respectively beginning, inside, and 
outside of translations. In Figure 1, the translation 

艾美獎 (ai mei jiang) are labeled as B I I, while all 

other Chinese characters are labeled as O.   An 
additional tag of E is used to indicate the 
occurrences of the given term (e.g., Emmy Awards 
in Figure 1).   

3.1.2 Generating translation feature. We 
generate translation features using external 
bilingual resources. The φ2 score proposed by Gale 
and Church (1991) is used to measure the 
correlations between English and Chinese tokens: 

 
where e is an English word and f is a Chinese 
character. The scores are calculated by counting 
co-occurrence of Chinese characters and English 
words in bilingual dictionaries or termbanks, 
where P(e, f) represents the probability of the co-
occurrence of English word e and Chinese 
character f, and P(e, ̅f) represents the probability 
the co-occurrence of e and any Chinese characters 
excluding  f.   

We used the publicly available English-Chinese 
Bilingual WordNet and NICT terminology bank to 
generate translation features in our 
implementation. The bilingual WordNet has 
99,642 synset entries, with a total of some 270,000 
translation pairs, mainly common nouns. The 
NICT database has over 1.1 million bilingual terms 
in 72 categories, covering a wide variety of 
different fields. 

3.1.3 Generating transliteration feature. Since 
many terms are transliterated, it is important to 
include transliteration feature. We first use a list of 
name transliterated pairs, then use Expectation-
Maximization (EM) algorithm to align English 
syllables Romanized Chinese characters. Finally, 
we use the alignment information to generate 
transliteration feature for a Chinese token with 
respect to English words in the query. 

We extract person or location entries in 
Wikipedia as name transliterated pairs to generate 
transliteration features in our implementation. This 
can be achieved by examining the Wikipedia 
categories for each entry. A total of some 15,000 
bilingual names of persons and 24,000 bilingual 
place names were obtained and forced aligned to 
obtain transliteration relationships. 

3.1.4 Generating distance feature. In the final 
stage of preparing training data, we add the 
distance, i.e. number of words, between a Chinese 
token feature and the English term in question, 
aimed at exploiting the fact that translations tend to 
occur near the source term, as noted in Nagata et 
al. (2001) and Wu et al. (2005).    

Finally, we use the data labeled with translation 
tags and three kinds feature values to train a CRF 
model. 

3.2 Run-Time Translation Extraction 

With the trained CRF model, we then attempt to 
find translations for a given phrase. The system  
begins by submitting the given phrase as query to a 
search engine to retrieve snippets, and generate 
features for each tokens in the same way as done in 
the training phase. We then use the trained model 
to tag the snippets, and extract translation 
candidates by identifying consecutive Chinese 
tokens labeled as B and I. 

Finally, we compute the frequency of all the 
candidates identified in all snippets, and output the 
one with the highest frequency. 

4 Experiments and Evaluation 

We extracted the Wikipedia titles of English and 
Chinese articles connected through language links 
for training and testing. We obtained a total of 
155,310 article pairs, from which we then 
randomly selected 13,150 and 2,181 titles as seeds 
to obtain the training and test data. Since we are 
using Wikipedia bilingual titles as the gold 
standard, we exclude any snippets from the 
wikipedia.org domain, so that we are not using 
Wikipedia article content in both training and 
testing stage. The test set contains 745,734 
snippets or 9,158,141 tokens (Chinese character or 
English word). The reference answer appeared a 
total of 48,938 times or 180,932 tokens (2%), and 
an average of 22.4 redundant answer instances per 
input. 
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System Coverage Exact match Top5 exact match

Full (En-Ch) 80.4% 43.0% 56.4%
-TL 83.9% 27.5% 40.2%
-TR 81.2% 37.4% 50.3%
-TL-TR 83.2% 21.1% 32.8%

LIN En-Ch 59.6% 27.9% not reported
LIN Ch-En 70.8% 36.4% not reported
LCD (En-Ch) 10.8% 4.8% N/A
NICT (En-Ch) 24.2% 32.1% N/A
Table 1. Automatic evaluation results of  8 experiments:  
(1) Full system (2-4)  -TL,  -TR, -TL-TR : Full system 

deprecating TL, TR, and TL+TL features (5,6) LIN En-
Ch and En-Ch : the results in Lin et al. (2008) (6) LDC: 

LDC E-C dictionary (7) NICT : NICT term bank. 

 

English Wiki Chinese Wiki Extracted Ev. 

Pope Celestine IV  塞萊斯廷四世  切萊斯廷四世 A 

Fujian  福建省  福建 A 

Waste  垃圾  廢物 A 

Collateral  落日殺神 抵押 B 

Ludwig Erhard  路德維希·艾哈德  艾哈德 P 

Osman I  奧斯曼一世  奧斯曼 P 

Bubble sort  冒泡排序 排序 P 

The Love Suicides 
at Sonezaki  

曾根崎情死  夏目漱石 E 

Ammonium  銨 過硫酸銨 E 

Table 2. Cases failing the exact match test.  

 

Result Count Percentage 

A+B: correct 53 55.8% 
P: partially corr. 30 31.6% 
E: incorrect 8 8.4% 
N: no results 4 4.2% 

total 95 100% 

Table 3. Manual evaluation of unlink titles. 
 

To compare our method with previous work, we 
used a similar evaluation procedure as described in 
Lin et al. (2008). We ran the system and produced 
the translations for these 2,181 test data, and 
automatically evaluate the results using the metrics 
of coverage, i.e. when system was able to produce 
translation candidates, and exact match precision. 

This precision rate is an under-estimations, since 
a term may have many alternative translations that 
does not match exactly with one single reference 
translation. To give a more accurate estimate of 
real precision, we resorted to manual evaluation on 
a small part of the 2,181 English phrases and a 

small set of English Wikipedia titles without a 
Chinese language link.  

4.1 Automatic Evaluation 

In this section, we describe the evaluation based on 
English-Chinese titles extracted from Wikipedia as 
the gold standard. Our system produce the top-1 
translations by ranking candidates by frequency 
and output the most frequent translations. Table 1 
shows the results we have obtained as compared to 
the results of Lin et al. (2008).  

Table 1 shows the evaluation results of 8 
experiments. The results indicate that using 
external knowledge to generate feature improves 
system performance significantly. By adding 
translation feature (TL) or transliteration feature 
(TR) to the system with no external knowledge 
features (-TL-TR) improves exact match precision 
by about 6% and 16% respectively. Because many 
Wikipedia titles are named entities, transliteration 
feature is the most important. Overall, the system 
with full features perform the best, finding 
reasonably correct translations for 8 out of 10 
phrases. 

4.2 Manual Evaluation 

Evaluation based on exact match against a single 
reference answer leads to under-estimation, 
because an English phrase is often translated into 
several Chinese counterparts. Therefore, we asked 
a human judge to examine and mark the outputs of 
our full system. The judge was instructed to mark 
each output as A: correct translation alternative, B: 
correct translation but with a difference sense from 
the reference, P: partially correct translation, and 
E: incorrect translation. 

Table 2 shows some translations generated by 
the full system that does not match the single 
reference translation. Half of the translations are 
correct translations (A and B), while a third are 
partially correct translation (P). Notice that it is a 
common practice to translate only the surname of a 
foreign person. Therefore, some partial translations 
may still be considered as correct (B). 

To Evaluate titles without a language link, we 
sampled a list of 95 terms from the unlinked 
portion of Wikipedia using the criteria: (1) with a 
frequency count of over 2,000 in Google Web 1T. 
(2) containing at least three English words. (3) not 
a proper name. Table 3 shows the evaluation 
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results. Interestingly, our system provides correct 
translations for over 50% of the cases, and at least 
partially correct almost 90% of the cases. 

5 Conclusion and Future work 

We have presented a new method for finding 
translations on the Web for a given term. In our 
approach, we use a small set of terms and 
translations as seeds to obtain and to tag mixed-
code snippets returned by a search engine, in order 
to train a CRF model for sequence labels. This 
CRF model is then used to tag the returned 
snippets for a given query term to extraction 
translation candidates, which are then ranked and 
returned as output. Preliminary experiments and 
evaluations show our learning-based method 
cleanly combining various features, producing 
quality translations and transliterations.  

Many avenues exist for future research and 
improvement. For example, existing query 
expansion methods could be implemented to 
retrieve more webpages containing translations. 
Additionally, an interesting direction to explore is 
to identify phrase types and train type-specific 
CRF model. In addition, natural language 
processing techniques such as word stemming and 
word lemmatization could be attempted. 
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Abstract

We investigate how novel English-derived
words (anglicisms) are used in a German-
language Internet hip hop forum, and what
factors contribute to their uptake.

1 Introduction

Because English has established itself as something
of a global lingua franca, many languages are cur-
rently undergoing a process of introducing new loan-
words borrowed from English. However, while the
motivations for borrowing are well studied, includ-
ing e.g. the need to express concepts that do not have
corresponding expressions in the recipient language,
and the social prestige associated with the other lan-
guage (Hock and Joseph, 1996), the dynamics of this
process are poorly understood. While mainstream
political debates often frame borrowing as evidence
of cultural or linguistic decline, it is particularly per-
vasive in youth culture, which is often heavily influ-
enced by North American trends. In many countries
around the globe, hip hop fans form communities in
which novel, creative uses of English are highly val-
ued (Pennycook, 2007), indicative of group mem-
bership, and relatively frequent. We therefore study
which factors contribute to the uptake of (hip hop-
related) anglicisms in an online community of Ger-
man hip hop fans over a span of 11 years.

2 The MZEE and Covo corpora

We collected a ∼12.5M word corpus (MZEE) of fo-
rum discussions from March 2000 to March 2011

on the German hip hop portal MZEE.com. A man-
ual analysis of 10K words identified 8.2% of the
tokens as anglicisms, contrasting with only 1.1%
anglicisms in a major German news magazine, the
Spiegel (Onysko, 2007, p.114). These anglicisms
include uninflected English stems (e.g., battle, rap-
per, flow) as well as English stems with English in-
flection (e.g., battled, rappers, flows), English stems
with German inflection (e.g., gebattlet, rappern,
flowen ‘battled, rappers, to flow’), and English stems
with German derivational affixes (e.g., battlemässig,
rapperische, flowendere ‘battle-related, rapper-like,
more flowing’), as well as compounds with one
or more English parts (e.g., battleraporientierter,
hiphopgangstaghettorapper, maschinengewehrflow
‘someone oriented towards battle-rap, hip hop-
gangsta-ghetto-rapper, machinegun flow’). We also
collected a ∼20M word corpus (Covo) of English-
language hip hop discussion (May 2003 - November
2011) from forums at ProjectCovo.com.

3 Identification of novel anglicisms

In order to identify novel anglicisms in the
MZEE corpus, we have developed a classifier
which can identify anglicism candidates, includ-
ing those which incorporate German material (e.g.,
möchtegerngangsterstyle ‘wannabe gangster style’),
with very high recall. Since we are not interested in
well-established anglicisms (e.g., Baby, OK), non-
English words, or placenames, our goal is quite
different from the standard language identification
problem, including Alex (2008)’s inclusion classi-
fier, which sought to identify ‘foreign words’ in
general, including internationalisms, homographic
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Baseline n-gram classifier accuracy for n=
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

87.54 94.80 97.74 99.35 99.85 99.96 99.98

Figure 1: Accuracy of the baseline classifer on word lists;
10-fold CV; std. deviations ≤ 0.02 for all cases

words, and non-German placenames, but ignored
hybrid/bilingual compounds and English words with
German morphology during evaluation. Our final
system consists of a binary classifier augmented
with dictionary lookup for known words and two
routines to deal with German morphology (affixa-
tion and compounding).

The baseline classifier We used MALLET (Mc-
Callum, 2002) to train a maximum entropy classi-
fier, using character 1- through 6-grams (including
word boundaries) as features. Since we could not
manually annotate a large portion of the MZEE cor-
pus, the training data consisted of the disjoint sub-
sets of the English and German CELEX wordlists
(Baayen et al., 1995), as well as the words used
in Covo (to obtain coverage of hip hop English).
We tested the classifier using 10-fold cross valida-
tion on the training data and on a manually anno-
tated development set of 10K consecutive tokens
from MZEE. All data was lowercased (this improved
performance). We excluded from both data sets
4,156 words shared by the CELEX wordlists (such
as Greek/Latin loanwoards common to both lan-
guages and homographs such as hat), 100 common
German and 50 common English stop words, all 3-
character words without vowels and 1,019 hip hop
artists/label names, which reduced the development
set from 10K tokens, or 3,380 distinct types, to 4,651
tokens and 2,741 types.

Affix-stripping Since German is a moderately in-
flected language, anglicisms are often ‘hidden’ by
German morphology: in geflowt ‘flowed’, the En-
glish stem flow takes German participial affixes. We
therefore included a template-based affix-stripping
preprocessing step, removing common German af-
fixes before feature extraction. Because of the
possibility of multiple prefixation or suffixation
(e.g. rum-ge-battle (‘battling around’) or deep-er-en
(‘deeper’)), we stripped sequences of two prefixes
and/or three suffixes. Our list of affixes was built

Precision
All tokens All types OOVtyp.

Affix Comp. nodict dict nodict dict nodict
no no 0.63 0.64 0.58 0.62 0.26
no yes 0.66 0.69 0.58 0.62 0.27
yes no 0.59 0.69 0.60 0.66 0.29
yes yes 0.60 0.70 0.60 0.67 0.32

Table 1: Type- and token-based precision at recall=95

from commonly-affixed stems in the MZEE corpus
and a German grammar (Fagan, 2009).

Compound-cutting Nominal and adjectival com-
pounding is common in German, and loanword
compounds are commonly found in MZEE:

(1) a. chart|tauglich (‘suitable for the charts’)
b. flow|maschine|mässig (‘like a flow ma-

chine’)
c. Rap|vollpfosten (‘rap dumbasses’)

Since these contain features that are highly indica-
tive of German (e.g. -lich#, ä, and pf ), we devised a
compound-cutting procedure for words over length
l (=7): if the word is initially classified as German,
it is divided several ways according to the param-
eters n (=3), the number of cuts in each direction
from the center, and m (=2), the minimum length of
each part. Both halves are classified separately, and
if the maximum anglicism classifier score out of all
splits exceeds a target confidence c (=0.7), the orig-
inal word is labeled a candidate anglicism. Parame-
ter values were optimized on a subset of compounds
from the development set.

Dictionary classification When applying the clas-
sifier to the MZEE corpus, words which occur ex-
clusively in one of the German and English CELEX
wordlists are automatically classified as such. This
improved classifier results over tokens and types, as
seen in Table 1 in the comparison of token and type
precision for the dict/nodict conditions.

Evaluation We evaluated our system by adjusting
the classifier threshold to obtain a recall level of 95%
or higher on anglicism tokens in the development set
(see Table 1). The final classifier achieved a per-
token precision of 70% (per type: 67%) at 95% re-
call, a gain of 7% (9%) over the baseline.

Our system identified 1,415 anglicism candidate
types with a corpus frequency of 100 or greater, out
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of which we identified 851 (57.5%) for further in-
vestigation; 441 (31.1%) were either established an-
glicisms, place names, artist names, and other loan-
words, and 123 (8.7%) were German words.

4 Predicting the fate of anglicisms

We examine here factors hypothesized to play a role
in the establishment (or decline) of anglicisms.

Frequency in the English Covo corpus We first
examine whether a word’s frequency in the English-
speaking hip hop community influences whether
it becomes more frequently used in the German
hip hop community. We aligned four large (>1M
words each) 12-month time windows of the Covo
and MZEE corpora, spanning the period 11-2003
through 11-2007. We used the 851 most fre-
quent anglicisms identified in our system to find
106 English stems commonly used in German
anglicisms, and compute their relative frequency
(aggregated over all word forms) in each Covo
and MZEE time window. We then measure cor-
relation coefficients r between the frequency of
a stem in Covo at time Tt, fE

t (stem), and the
change in log frequency of the corresponding an-
glicisms in MZEE between Tt and a later time Tu,
∆ log10 fG

t:u(w) = log10 fG
u (w) − log10 fG

t (w),
as well as the corresponding p-values, and coeffi-
cients of determination R2 (Table 2). There is a sig-
nificant positive correlation between the variables,
especially for change over a two-year time span.

Covo log10 ft(stem) vs. MZEE ∆ log10 ft:u(stem)

r p t R2 N

u = t + 1 year 0.1891 0.0007 3.423 3.6% 318
u = t + 2 year 0.3130 0.0001 4.775 9.8% 212
u = t + 3 year 0.2327 0.0164 2.440 5.4% 106

Table 2: Correlations between stem frequency in Covo
during year t and frequency change in MZEE between t
and year u = t + i

Initial frequency and dissemination in MZEE
In studying the fate of all words in two En-
glish Usenet corpora, Altmann, Pierrehumbert and
Motter (2011, p.5) found that the measures DU

(dissemination over users) and DT (dissemina-
tion over threads) predict changes in word fre-
quency (∆ log10 f ) better than initial word fre-

Figure 2: Correlation coefficient comparison of DU , DT ,
log10 f with ∆ log10 f

quency (log10 f ). DU = Uw

Ũw
is defined as the ratio

of the actual number of users of word w (Uw) over
the expected number of users of w (Ũw), and DT =
Tw

T̃w
is calculated analogously fo the actual/expected

number of threads in which w is used. Ũw and T̃w

are estimated from a bag-of-words model approxi-
mating a Poisson process.

We apply Altmann et al.’s model to study the dif-
ference in word dynamics between anglicisms and
native words. Since we are not able to lemma-
tize the entire MZEE corpus, this study uses the
851 most common anglicism word forms identified
by our system, treating all word forms as distinct.
We split the MZEE corpus into six non-overlapping
windows of 2M words each (T1 through T6), cal-
culate DU

t (w), DT
t (w) and log10 ft(w) within each

time window Tt. We again measure how well
these variables predict the change in log frequency
∆ log10 ft:u(w) = log10 fu(w) − log10 ft(w) be-
tween the initial time Tt and a later time Tu, with
u = t + 1, ..., t + 3.

When measured over all words excluding angli-
cisms, log10 ft, DU

t , and DT
t at an initial time are

very weakly (0.0309 < r < 0.0692), but sig-
nificantly (p < .0001) positively correlated with
∆ log10 ft:u. However, in contrast to Altmann et
al.’s findings that DU and DT serve better than fre-
quency as predictors of word fate, for the set of an-
glicisms (Table 3), all correlations were both nega-
tive and stronger, and initial frequency log10 ft (not
dissemination) is the best predictor, especially as the
time spans increase in length. That is, while most
words’ frequency change cannot generally be pre-
dicted from earlier frequency, we find that, for an-
glicisms, a high frequency is more likely to lead to a
decline, and vice versa.1.

1A set of 337 native German words frequency-matched to
the most common 337 anglicisms in our data set patterns with
the superset of all words (i.e., is not well predicted by any of the
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∆ log10 ft:t+1(w)

r p t R2 N

log10 ft -0.2919 <.0001 -19.641 8.5% 4145
DU

t -0.0814 .0001 -5.258 0.7% 4145
DT

t -0.0877 .0001 -5.668 0.8% 4145
∆ log10 ft:t+2(w)

log10 ft -0.3580 <.0001 -22.042 12.8% 3306
DU

t -0.1207 .0001 -6.987 1.5% 3306
DT

t -0.1373 .0001 -7.97 1.9% 3306
∆ log10 ft:t+3(w)

log10 ft -0.4329 <.0001 -23.864 18.7% 2471
DU

t -0.1634 .0001 -8.229 2.7% 2471
DT

t -0.1755 .0001 -8.858 3.1% 2471

Table 3: Correlations between initial frequency and dis-
semination over users and threads and a change in fre-
quency for the 851 most common anglicisms in MZEE.

Finally, from the comparison of timespans in Ta-
ble 3, we see that the predictive ability (R2) of
the three measures increases as the timespan for
∆ log10 f becomes longer, i.e., frequency and dis-
semination effects on frequency change do not oper-
ate as strongly in immediate time scales.2.

5 Conclusion

In this study, we examined factors hypothesized to
influence the propagation of words through a com-
munity of speakers, focusing on anglicisms in a Ger-
man hip hop discussion corpus. The first analysis
presented here sheds light on the lexical dynamics
between the English and German hip hop commu-
nities, demonstrating that English frequency corre-
lates positively with change in a borrowed word’s
frequency in the German community–this result is
not shocking, as the communities are exposed to
shared inputs (e.g., hip hop lyrics), but the strength
of this correlation is highest in a two-year timespan,
suggesting a time lag from the frequency of hip hop
terms in English to the effects on those terms in Ger-
man. Future research here could profitably focus on
this relationship, especially for terms whose success
in the English and German hip hop communities is
highly disparate. Investigation of those terms could
suggest non-frequency factors which affect a word’s

variables) in this regard.
2An analysis which truncated the forms in the first two

timespans to match the N of the third confirm that this increase
is not simply an effect of the number of cases considered.

success or failure.

The second analysis, which compared three mea-
sures used by Altmann, Pierrehumbert, and Mot-
ter (2011) to predict lexical frequency change, found
that log10 f , DU , and DT did not predict frequency
change well for non-anglicism words in the MZEE
corpus, but that log10 f in particular does predict fre-
quency change for anglicisms, though this correla-
tion is inverse; this finding relates to another analysis
of loanwords. In a diachronic study of loanword fre-
quencies in two French newspaper corpora, Chesley
and Baayen (2010, p.1364-5) found that high initial
frequency was ”a bad omen for a borrowing” and
found an interaction effect between frequency and
dispersion (roughly equivalent to dissemination in
the present study): ”As dispersion and frequency in-
crease, the number of occurrences at T2 decreases.”

A view of language as a stylistic resource (Cou-
pland, 2007) provides some explanation for these
counter-intuitive findings: An anglicism which is
used less often initially but survives is likely to in-
crease in frequency as other speakers adopt it for
’cred’ or in-group prestige. However, a highly
frequent anglicism seems to become increasingly
undesirable–after all, if everyone is using it, it loses
its capacity to distinguish in-group members (con-
sider, e.g., the widespread adoption of the term bling
outside hip hop culture in the US). This circum-
stance is reflected by a drop in frequency as the word
becomes passé. This view is supported by ethno-
graphic interviews with members of the German hip
hop community: “Yeah, [the use of anglicisms is]
naturally overdone, for the most part. It’s targeted
at these 15, 14-year-old kids, that think this is cool.
The crowd! Ah, cool! Yeah, it’s true–the crowd, even
I say that, but not seriously.” -‘Peter’, 22, beatboxer
and student at the Hip Hop Academy Hamburg.

In summary, the analyses discussed here lever-
age the opportunities provided by large-scale cor-
pus analysis and by the uniquely language-focused
nature of the hip hop community to investigate is-
sues of sociohistorical linguistic concern: what sort
of factors are at work in the process of linguis-
tic change through contact, and more specifically,
which word-extrinsic properties of stems and word-
forms condition the success and failure of borrowed
English words in the German hip hop community.
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Abstract

In this paper we study unsupervised word
sense disambiguation (WSD) based on sense
definition. We learn low-dimensional latent
semantic vectors of concept definitions to con-
struct a more robust sense similarity measure
wmfvec. Experiments on four all-words WSD
data sets show significant improvement over
the baseline WSD systems and LDA based
similarity measures, achieving results compa-
rable to state of the art WSD systems.

1 Introduction
To date, many unsupervised WSD systems rely on
a sense similarity module that returns a similar-
ity score given two senses. Many similarity mea-
sures use the taxonomy structure of WordNet [WN]
(Fellbaum, 1998), which allows only noun-noun and
verb-verb pair similarity computation since the other
parts of speech (adjectives and adverbs) do not have
a taxonomic representation structure. For example,
the jcn similarity measure (Jiang and Conrath, 1997)
computes the sense pair similarity score based on the
information content of three senses: the two senses
and their least common subsumer in the noun/verb
hierarchy.

The most popular sense similarity measure is the
Extended Lesk [elesk] measure (Banerjee and Peder-
sen, 2003). In elesk, the similarity score is computed
based on the length of overlapping words/phrases
between two extended dictionary definitions. The
definitions are extended by definitions of neighbor
senses to discover more overlapping words. How-
ever, exact word matching is lossy. Below are two
definitions from WN:
bank#n#1: a financial institution that accepts deposits
and channels the money into lending activities
stock#n#1: the capital raised by a corporation through

the issue of shares entitling holders to an ownership in-
terest (equity)
Despite the high semantic relatedness of the two
senses, the overlapping words in the two definitions
are only a, the, leading to a very low similarity score.

Accordingly we are interested in extracting latent
semantics from sense definitions to improve elesk.
However, the challenge lies in that sense defini-
tions are typically too short/sparse for latent vari-
able models to learn accurate semantics, since these
models are designed for long documents. For exam-
ple, topic models such as LDA (Blei et al., 2003),
can only find the dominant topic based on the ob-
served words in a definition (financial topic in
bank#n#1 and stock#n#1) without further dis-
cernibility. In this case, many senses will share the
same latent semantics profile, as long as they are in
the same topic/domain.

To solve the sparsity issue we use missing words
as negative evidence of latent semantics, as in (Guo
and Diab, 2012). We define missing words of a sense
definition as the whole vocabulary in a corpus minus
the observed words in the sense definition. Since
observed words in definitions are too few to reveal
the semantics of senses, missing words can be used
to tell the model what the definition is not about.
Therefore, we want to find a latent semantics pro-
file that is related to observed words in a definition,
but also not related to missing words, so that the in-
duced latent semantics is unique for the sense.

Finally we also show how to use WN neighbor
sense definitions to construct a nuanced sense simi-
larity wmfvec, based on the inferred latent semantic
vectors of senses. We show that wmfvec outperforms
elesk and LDA based approaches in four All-words
WSD data sets. To our best knowledge, wmfvec is
the first sense similarity measure based on latent se-
mantics of sense definitions.
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financial sport institution Ro Rm

v1 1 0 0 20 600
v2 0.6 0 0.1 18 300
v3 0.2 0.3 0.2 5 100

Table 1: Three possible hypotheses of latent vectors for
the definition of bank#n#1

2 Learning Latent Semantics of Definitions
2.1 Intuition
Given only a few observed words in a definition,
there are many hypotheses of latent vectors that are
highly related to the observed words. Therefore,
missing words can be used to prune the hypotheses
that are also highly related to the missing words.

Consider the hypotheses of latent vectors in ta-
ble 1 for bank#n#1. Assume there are 3 dimen-
sions in our latent model: financial, sport, institu-
tion. We use Rv

o to denote the sum of relatedness
between latent vector v and all observed words; sim-
ilarly, Rv

m is the sum of relatedness between the
vector v and all missing words. Hypothesis v1 is
given by topic models, where only the financial
dimension is found, and it has the maximum relat-
edness to observed words in bank#n#1 definition
Rv1

o = 20. v2 is the ideal latent vector, since it also
detects that bank#n#1 is related to institution. It
has a slightly smaller Rv2

o = 18, but more impor-
tantly, its relatedness to missing words, Rv2

m = 300,
is substantially smaller than Rv1

m = 600.
However, we cannot simply choose a hypothesis

with the maximum Ro −Rm value, since v3, which
is clearly not related to bank#n#1 but with a min-
imum Rm = 100, will therefore be (erroneously)
returned as the answer. The solution is straightfor-
ward: give a smaller weight to missing words, e.g.,
so that the algorithm tries to select a hypothesis with
maximum value of Ro − 0.01 × Rm. We choose
weighted matrix factorization [WMF] (Srebro and
Jaakkola, 2003) to implement this idea.

2.2 Modeling Missing Words by Weighted
Matrix Factorization

We represent the corpus of WN definitions as an
M ×N matrix X , where row entries are M unique
words existing in WN definitions, and columns rep-
resent N WN sense ids. The cell Xij records the
TF-IDF value of word wi appearing in definition of
sense sj .

In WMF, the original matrix X is factorized into
two matrices such that X ≈ P>Q, where P is a

K × M matrix, and Q is a K × N matrix. In
this scenario, the latent semantics of each word wi

or sense sj is represented as a K-dimension vector
P·,i or Q·,j respectively. Note that the inner product
of P·,i and Q·,j is used to approximate the seman-
tic relatedness of word wi and definition of sense sj :
Xij ≈ P·,i ·Q·,j .

In WMF each cell is associated with a weight, so
missing words cells (Xij=0) can have a much less
contribution than observed words. Assume wm is
the weight for missing words cells. The latent vec-
tors of words P and senses Q are estimated by min-
imizing the objective function:1∑

i

∑
j

Wij (P·,i ·Q·,j −Xij)
2 + λ||P ||22 + λ||Q||22

where Wi,j =

{
1, if Xij 6= 0
wm, if Xij = 0

(1)

Equation 1 explicitly requires the latent vector of
sense Q·,j to be not related to missing words (P·,i ·
Q·,j should be close to 0 for missing words Xij =
0). Also weight wm for missing words is very small
to make sure latent vectors such as v3 in table 1 will
not be chosen. In experiments we set wm = 0.01.

After we run WMF on the definitions corpus, the
similarity of two senses sj and sk can be computed
by the inner product of Q·,j and Q·,k.
2.3 A Nuanced Sense Similarity: wmfvec
We can further use the features in WordNet to con-
struct a better sense similarity measure. The most
important feature of WN is senses are connected by
relations such as hypernymy, meronymy, similar at-
tributes, etc. We observe that neighbor senses are
usually similar, hence they could be a good indica-
tor for the latent semantics of the target sense.

We use WN neighbors in a way similar to elesk.
Note that in elesk each definition is extended by in-
cluding definitions of its neighbor senses. Also, they
do not normalize the length. In our case, we also
adopt these two ideas: (1) a sense is represented by
the sum of its original latent vector and its neigh-
bors’ latent vectors. Let N(j) be the set of neigh-
bor senses of sense j. then new latent vector is:
Qnew
·,j = Q·,j +

∑k∈N(j)
k Q·,k (2) Inner product (in-

stead of cosine similarity) of the two resulting sense
vectors is treated as the sense pair similarity. We
refer to our sense similarity measure as wmfvec.

1Due to limited space inference and update rules for P and
Q are omitted, but can be found in (Srebro and Jaakkola, 2003)
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3 Experiment Setting
Task: We choose the fine-grained All-Words Sense
Disambiguation task, where systems are required to
disambiguate all the content words (noun, adjective,
adverb and verb) in documents. The data sets we use
are all-words tasks in SENSEVAL2 [SE2], SENSE-
VAL3 [SE3], SEMEVAL-2007 [SE07], and Semcor.
We tune the parameters in wmfvec and other base-
lines based on SE2, and then directly apply the tuned
models on other three data sets.
Data: The sense inventory is WN3.0 for the four
WSD data sets. WMF and LDA are built on the cor-
pus of sense definitions of two dictionaries: WN and
Wiktionary [Wik].2 We do not link the senses across
dictionaries, hence Wik is only used as augmented
data for WMF to better learn the semantics of words.
All data is tokenized, POS tagged (Toutanova et al.,
2003) and lemmatized, resulting in 341,557 sense
definitions and 3,563,649 words.
WSD Algorithm: To perform WSD we need two
components: (1) a sense similarity measure that re-
turns a similarity score given two senses; (2) a dis-
ambiguation algorithm that determines which senses
to choose as final answers based on the sense pair
similarity scores. We choose the Indegree algorithm
used in (Sinha and Mihalcea, 2007; Guo and Diab,
2010) as our disambiguation algorithm. It is a graph-
based algorithm, where nodes are senses, and edge
weight equals to the sense pair similarity. The final
answer is chosen as the sense with maximum inde-
gree. Using the Indegree algorithm allows us to eas-
ily replace the sense similarity with wmfvec. In In-
degree, two senses are connected if their words are
within a local window. We use the optimal window
size of 6 tested in (Sinha and Mihalcea, 2007; Guo
and Diab, 2010).
Baselines: We compare with (1) elesk, the most
widely used sense similarity. We use the implemen-
tation in (Pedersen et al., 2004).

We believe WMF is a better approach to model
latent semantics than LDA, hence the second base-
line (2) LDA using Gibbs sampling (Griffiths and
Steyvers, 2004). However, we cannot directly use
estimated topic distribution P (z|d) to represent the
definition since it only has non-zero values on one
or two topics. Instead, we calculate the latent vec-

2http://en.wiktionary.org/

Data Model Total Noun Adj Adv Verb
SE2 random 40.7 43.9 43.6 58.2 21.6

elesk 56.0 63.5 63.9 62.1 30.8
ldavec 58.6 68.6 60.2 66.1 33.2
wmfvec 60.5 69.7 64.5 67.1 34.9
jcn+elesk 60.1 69.3 63.9 62.8 37.1
jcn+wmfvec 62.1 70.8 64.5 67.1 39.9

SE3 random 33.5 39.9 44.1 - 33.5
elesk 52.3 58.5 57.7 - 41.4
ldavec 53.5 58.1 60.8 - 43.7
wmfvec 55.8 61.5 64.4 - 43.9
jcn+elesk 55.4 60.5 57.7 - 47.4
jcn+wmfvec 57.4 61.2 64.4 - 48.8

SE07 random 25.6 27.4 - - 24.6
elesk 42.2 47.2 - - 39.5
ldavec 43.7 49.7 - - 40.5
wmfvec 45.1 52.2 - - 41.2
jcn+elesk 44.5 52.8 - - 40.0
jcn+wmfvec 45.5 53.5 - - 41.2

Semcor random 35.26 40.13 50.02 58.90 20.08
elesk 55.43 61.04 69.30 62.85 43.36
ldavec 58.17 63.15 70.08 67.97 46.91
wmfvec 59.10 64.64 71.44 67.05 47.52
jcn+elesk 61.61 69.61 69.30 62.85 50.72
jcn+wmfvec 63.05 70.64 71.45 67.05 51.72

Table 2: WSD results per POS (K = 100)

tor of a definition by summing up the P (z|w) of
all constituent words weighted by Xij , which gives
much better WSD results.3 We produce LDA vec-
tors [ldavec] in the same setting as wmfvec, which
means it is trained on the same corpus, uses WN
neighbors, and is tuned on SE2.

At last, we compare wmfvec with a mature WSD
system based on sense similarities, (3) (Sinha and
Mihalcea, 2007) [jcn+elesk], where they evaluate six
sense similarities, select the best of them and com-
bine them into one system. Specifically, in their im-
plementation they use jcn for noun-noun and verb-
verb pairs, and elesk for other pairs. (Sinha and Mi-
halcea, 2007) used to be the state-of-the-art system
on SE2 and SE3.

4 Experiment Results
The disambiguation results (K = 100) are summa-
rized in Table 2. We also present in Table 3 results
using other values of dimensions K for wmfvec and
ldavec. There are very few words that are not cov-
ered due to failure of lemmatization or POS tag mis-
matches, thereby F-measure is reported.

Based on SE2, wmfvec’s parameters are tuned as
λ = 20, wm = 0.01; ldavec’s parameters are tuned
as α = 0.05, β = 0.05. We run WMF on WN+Wik
for 30 iterations, and LDA for 2000 iterations. For

3It should be noted that this renders LDA a very challenging
baseline to outperform.
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LDA, more robust P (w|z) is generated by averag-
ing over the last 10 sampling iterations. We also set
a threshold to elesk similarity values, which yields
better performance. Same as (Sinha and Mihalcea,
2007), values of elesk larger than 240 are set to 1,
and the rest are mapped to [0,1].
elesk vs wmfvec: wmfvec outperforms elesk consis-
tently in all POS cases (noun, adjective, adverb and
verb) on four datasets by a large margin (2.9% −
4.5% in total case). Observing the results yielded
per POS, we find a large improvement comes from
nouns. Same trend has been reported in other distri-
butional methods based on word co-occurrence (Cai
et al., 2007; Li et al., 2010; Guo and Diab, 2011).
More interestingly, wmfvec also improves verbs ac-
curacy significantly.
ldavec vs wmfvec: ldavec also performs very well,
again proving the superiority of latent semantics
over surface words matching. However, wmfvec also
outperforms ldavec in every POS case except Sem-
cor adverbs (at least +1% in total case). We observe
the trend is consistent in Table 3 where different di-
mensions are used for ldavec and wmfvec. These
results show that given the same text data, WMF
outperforms LDA on modeling latent semantics of
senses by exploiting missing words.
jcn+elesk vs jcn+wmfvec: jcn+elesk is a very ma-
ture WSD system that takes advantage of the great
performance of jcn on noun-noun and verb-verb
pairs. Although wmfvec does much better than elesk,
using wmfvec solely is sometimes outperformed by
jcn+elesk on nouns and verbs. Therefore to beat
jcn+elesk, we replace the elesk in jcn+elesk with
wmfvec (hence jcn+wmfvec). Similar to (Sinha and
Mihalcea, 2007), we normalize wmfvec similarity
such that values greater than 400 are set to 1, and
the rest values are mapped to [0,1]. We choose the
value 400 based on the WSD performance on tun-
ing set SE2. As expected, the resulting jcn+wmfvec
can further improve jcn+elesk for all cases. More-
over, jcn+wmfvec produces similar results to state-
of-the-art unsupervised systems on SE02, 61.92%
F-mearure in (Guo and Diab, 2010) using WN1.7.1,
and SE03, 57.4% in (Agirre and Soroa, 2009) us-
ing WN1.7. It shows wmfvec is robust that it not
only performs very well individually, but also can
be easily incorporated with existing evidence as rep-
resented using jcn.

dim SE2 SE3 SE07 Semcor
50 57.4 - 60.5 52.9 - 54.9 43.1 - 44.2 57.90 - 58.99
75 57.8 - 60.3 53.5 - 55.2 43.3 - 44.6 58.12 - 59.07
100 58.6 - 60.5 53.5 - 55.8 43.7 - 45.1 58.17 - 59.10
125 58.2 - 60.2 53.9 - 55.5 43.7 - 45.1 58.26 - 59.19
150 58.2 - 59.8 53.6 - 54.6 44.4 - 45.9 58.13 - 59.15

Table 3: ldavec and wmfvec (latter) results per # of dimensions

4.1 Discussion
We look closely into WSD results to obtain an in-
tuitive feel for what is captured by wmfvec. For ex-
ample, the target word mouse in the context: ... in
experiments with mice that a gene called p53 could
transform normal cells into cancerous ones... elesk
returns the wrong sense computer device, due to the
sparsity of overlapping words between definitions
of animal mouse and the context words. wmfvec
chooses the correct sense animal mouse, by recog-
nizing the biology element of animal mouse and re-
lated context words gene, cell, cancerous.

5 Related Work
Sense similarity measures have been the core com-
ponent in many unsupervised WSD systems and
lexical semantics research/applications. To date,
elesk is the most popular such measure (McCarthy
et al., 2004; Mihalcea, 2005; Brody et al., 2006).
Sometimes people use jcn to obtain similarity of
noun-noun and verb-verb pairs (Sinha and Mihalcea,
2007; Guo and Diab, 2010). Our similarity measure
wmfvec exploits the same information (sense defini-
tions) elesk and ldavec use, and outperforms them
significantly on four standardized data sets. To our
best knowledge, we are the first to construct a sense
similarity by latent semantics of sense definitions.

6 Conclusions
We construct a sense similarity wmfvec from the la-
tent semantics of sense definitions. Experiment re-
sults show wmfvec significantly outperforms previ-
ous definition-based similarity measures and LDA
vectors on four all-words WSD data sets.
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Abstract

We propose a probabilistic generative model
for unsupervised semantic role induction,
which integrates local role assignment deci-
sions and a global role ordering decision in a
unified model. The role sequence is divided
into intervals based on the notion ofprimary
roles, and each interval generates a sequence
of secondary roles and syntactic constituents
using local features. The global role ordering
consists of the sequence of primary roles only,
thus making it a partial ordering.

1 Introduction

Unsupervised semantic role induction has gained
significant interest recently (Lang and Lapata,
2011b) due to limited amounts of annotated corpora.
A Semantic Role Labeling (SRL) system should
provide consistent argument labels across different
syntactic realizations of the same verb (Palmer et al.,
2005), as in

(a.) [ Mark ]A0 drove[ the car]A1

(b.) [ The car]A1 was driven by[ Mark ]A0

This simple example also shows that while certain
local syntactic and semantic features could provide
clues to the semantic role label of a constituent, non-
local features such as predicate voice could provide
information about the expected semantic role se-
quence. Sentencea is in active voice with sequence
(A0, PREDICATE, A1) and sentenceb is in passive
voice with sequence(A1, PREDICATE, A0). Addi-
tional global preferences, such as argumentsA0 and
A1 rarely repeat in a frame (as seen in the corpus),
could also be useful in addition to local features.

Supervised SRL systems have mostly used local
classifiers that assign a role to each constituent inde-
pendently of others, and only modeled limited cor-
relations among roles in a sequence (Toutanova et
al., 2008). The correlations have been modeled via
role sets (Gildea and Jurafsky, 2002), role repeti-
tion constraints (Punyakanok et al., 2004), language
model over roles (Thompson et al., 2003; Pradhan
et al., 2005), and global role sequence (Toutanova
et al., 2008). Unsupervised SRL systems have ex-
plored even fewer correlations. Lang and Lapata
(2011a; 2011b) use the relative position (left/right)
of the argument w.r.t. the predicate. Grenager and
Manning (2006) use an ordering of the linking of se-
mantic roles and syntactic relations. However, as the
space of possible linkings is large, language-specific
knowledge is used to constrain this space.

Similar to Toutanova et al. (2008), we propose to
use global role ordering preferences but in a gener-
ative model in contrast to their discriminative one.
Further, unlike Grenager and Manning (2006), we
do not explicitly generate the linking of semantic
roles and syntactic relations, thus keeping the pa-
rameter space tractable. The main contribution of
this work is an unsupervised model that uses global
role ordering and repetition preferences without as-
suming any language-specific constraints.

Following Gildea and Jurafsky (2002), previous
work has typically broken the SRL task into (i) argu-
ment identification, and (ii) argument classification
(Màrquez et al., 2008). The latter is our focus in this
work. Given the dependency parse tree of a sentence
with correctly identified arguments, the aim is to as-
sign a semantic role label to each argument.
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Algorithm 1 Generative process
—————– PARAMETERS —————–
for all predicatep do

for all voicevc ∈ {active, passive} do
drawθorder

p,vc ∼ Dirichlet(αorder)
for all intervalI do

drawθSR
p,I ∼ Dirichlet(αSR)

for all adjacencyadj ∈ {0, 1} do
drawθSTOP

p,I,adj ∼ Beta(αSTOP )
for all roler ∈ PR ∪ SR do

for all feature typef do
drawθF

p,r,f ∼ Dirichlet(αF )
———————– DATA ———————–
given a predicatep with voicevc:
choose an orderingo ∼ Multinomial(θorder

p,vc )
for all intervalI ∈ o do

draw an indicators ∼ Binomial(θSTOP
p,I,0 )

while s 6= STOP do
choose a SRr ∼ Multinomial(θSR

p,I )
draw an indicators ∼ Binomial(θSTOP

p,I,1 )
for all generated rolesr do

for all feature typef do
choose a valuevf ∼ Multinomial(θF

p,r,f )

2 Proposed Model

We assume the roles to be predicate-specific. We
begin by introducing a few terms:

Primary Role (PR) For every predicate, we assume
the existence ofK primary roles (PRs) denoted by
P1, P2, ..., PK. These roles are not allowed to re-
peat in a frame and serve as “anchor points” in the
global role ordering. Intuitively, the model attempts
to choose PRs such that they occur with high fre-
quency, do not repeat, and their ordering influences
the positioning of other roles. Note that a PR may
correspond to either a core role or a modifier role.
For ease of explication, we create3 additional PRs:
START denoting the start of the role sequence,END

denoting its end, andPRED denoting the predicate.

Secondary Role (SR) The roles that are not PRs are
called secondary roles (SRs). GivenN roles in total,
there are(N −K) SRs, denoted byS1, S2, ..., SN−K .
Unlike PRs, SRs are not constrained to occur only
once in a frame and do not participate in the global
role ordering.

Interval An interval is a sequence of SRs bounded
by PRs, for instance(P2, S3, S5, PRED).

Ordering An ordering is the sequence of PRs ob-
served in a frame. For example, if the complete role

Figure 1: Proposed model. Shaded and unshaded
nodes represent visible and hidden variables resp.

sequence is(START ,P2, S1, S1, PRED, S3, END), the
ordering is defined as(START , P2, PRED, END).

Features We have explored 1 frame level (global)
feature (i) voice: active/passive, and 3 argument
level (local) features (i)deprel: dependency relation
of an argument to its head in the dependency parse
tree, (ii) head: head word of the argument, and (iii)
pos-head: Part-of-Speech tag ofhead.

Algorithm 1 describes the generative story of our
model and Figure 1 illustrates it graphically. Given a
predicate and its voice, an ordering is selected from
a multinomial. This ordering gives us the sequence
of PRs(PR1, PR2, ..., PRN ). Each pair of consec-
utive PRs,PRi, PRi+1, in an ordering corresponds
to an intervalIi. For each such interval, we generate
0 or more SRs(SRi1, SRi2, ...SRiM ) as follows.
Generate an indicator variable:CONTINUE/STOP

from a binomial distribution. IfCONTINUE, gen-
erate a SR from the multinomial corresponding to
the interval. Generate another indicator variable and
continue the process till aSTOP has been generated.
In addition to the interval, the indicator variable also
depends on whether we are generating the first SR
(adj = 0) or a subsequent one (adj = 1). For each
role, primary as well as secondary, we now generate
the corresponding constituent by generating each of
its features independently(F1, F2, ..., FT ).

Given a frame instance with predicatep and voice
vc, Figure 2 gives (i) Eq. 1: the joint distribution
of the orderingo, role sequencer, and constituent
sequencef , and (ii) Eq. 2: the marginal distribution
of an instance. The likelihood of the whole corpus
is the product of marginals of individual instances.
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P (o, r, f |p, vc) = P (o|p, vc)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

ordering

∗ Π{ri∈r∩PR}P (fi|ri, p)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Primary Roles

∗ Π{I∈o}P (r(I), f(I)|I, p)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Intervals

(1)

where P (r(I), f(I)|I, p) =
∏

ri∈r(I)

P (continue|I, p, adj)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

generate indicator

P (ri|I, p)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

generate SR

P (fi|ri, p)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

generate features

∗ P (stop|I, p, adj)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

end of the interval

and P (fi|ri, p) = ΠtP (fi,t|ri, p)

P (f |p, vc) = ΣoΣ{r∈seq(o)}P (o, r, f |p, vc) whereseq(o) = {role sequences allowed under orderingo} (2)

Figure 2: ri andfi denote the role and features at positioni respectively, andr(I) andf(I) respectively
denote the SR sequence and feature sequence in intervalI. fi,t denotes the value of featuret at positioni.

This particular choice of model is inspired from
different sources. Firstly, making the role order-
ing dependent only on PRs aligns with the obser-
vation by Pradhan et al. (2005) and Toutanova et
al. (2008) that including the ordering information
of only core roles helped improve the SRL perfor-
mance as opposed to the complete role sequence.
Although our assumption here is softer in that we
assume the existence of some roles which define
the ordering which may or may not correspond to
core roles. Secondly, generating the SRs indepen-
dently of each other given the interval is based on
the intuition that knowing the core roles informs
us about the expected non-core roles that occur be-
tween them. This intuition is supported by the statis-
tics in the annotated data, where we found that if we
consider the core roles as PRs, then most of the in-
tervals tend to have only a few types of SRs and a
given SR tends to occur only in a few types of in-
tervals. The concept of intervals is also related to
the linguistic theory of topological fields (Diderich-
sen, 1966; Drach, 1937). This simplifying assump-
tion that given the PRs at the interval boundary, the
SRs in that interval are independent of the other
roles in the sequence, keeps the parameter space lim-
ited, which helps unsupervised learning. Thirdly,
not allowing some or all roles to repeat has been
employed as a useful constraint in previous work
(Punyakanok et al., 2004; Lang and Lapata, 2011b),
which we use here for PRs. Lastly, conditioning the
(STOP/CONTINUE) indicator variable on the adja-
cency value (adj) is inspired from the DMV model
(Klein and Manning, 2004) for unsupervised depen-
dency parsing. We found in the annotated corpus
that if we map core roles to PRs, then most of the
time the intervals do not generate any SRs at all. So,

the probability toSTOP should be very high when
generating the first SR.

We use an EM procedure to train the model. In
the E-step, we calculate the expected counts of all
the hidden variables in our model using the Inside-
Outside algorithm (Baker, 1979). In the M-step, we
add the counts corresponding to the Bayesian priors
to the expected counts and use the resulting counts
to calculate the MAP estimate of the parameters.

3 Experiments

Following the experimental settings of Lang and La-
pata (2011b), we use the CoNLL 2008 shared task
dataset (Surdeanu et al., 2008), only consider ver-
bal predicates, and run unsupervised training on the
standard training set. The evaluation measures are
also the same: (i) Purity (PU) that measures how
well an induced cluster corresponds to a single gold
role, (ii) Collocation (CO) that measures how well
a gold role corresponds to a single induced cluster,
and (iii) F1 which is the harmonic mean of PU and
CO. Final scores are computed by weighting each
predicate by the number of its argument instances.
We chose a uniform Dirichlet prior with concentra-
tion parameter as 0.1 for all the model parameters
in Algorithm 1 (set roughly, without optimization1).
50 training iterations were used.

3.1 Results

Since the dataset has 21 semantic roles in total, we
fix the total number of roles in our model to be 21.
Further, we set the number of PRs to 2 (excluding
START , END andPRED), and SRs to 21-2=19.

1Removing the Bayesian priors completely, resulted in the
EM algorithm getting to a local maxima quite early, giving a
substantially lower performance.
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Model Features PU CO F1
0 Baseline2 d 81.6 78.1 79.8

1a Proposed d 82.3 78.6 80.4
1b Proposed d,h 82.7 77.2 79.9
1c Proposed d,p-h 83.5 78.5 80.9
1d Proposed d,p-h,h 83.2 77.1 80.0

Table 1: Evaluation.d refers todeprel, h refers to
head andp-h refers topos-head.

Table 1 gives the results using different feature
combinations. Line 0 reports the performance of
Lang and Lapata (2011b)’s baseline, which has been
shown difficult to outperform. This baseline maps
20 most frequentdeprel to a role each, and the rest
are mapped to the21st role. By just usingdeprel as
a feature, the proposed model outperforms the base-
line by 0.6 points in terms of F1 score. In this con-
figuration, the only addition over the baseline is the
ordering model. Addinghead as a feature leads to
sparsity, which results in a substantial decrease in
collocation (lines 1b and 1d). However, just adding
pos-head (line 1c) does not cause this problem and
gives the best F1 score. To address sparsity, we in-
duced a distributed hidden representation for each
word via a neural network, capturing the semantic
similarity between words. Preliminary experiments
improved the F1 score when using this word repre-
sentation as a feature instead of the word directly.

Lang and Lapata (2011b) give the results of three
methods on this task. In terms of F1 score, theLa-
tent Logistic andGraph Partitioning methods result
in slight reduction in performance over the baseline,
while theSplit-Merge method results in an improve-
ment of 0.6 points. Table 1, line 1c achieves an im-
provement of 1.1 points over the baseline.

3.2 Further Evaluation

Table 2 shows the variation in performance w.r.t.
the number of PRs3 in the best performing config-
uration (Table 1, line 1c). On one extreme, when
there are 0 PRs, there are only two possible in-
tervals: (START,PRED) and(PRED, END) which
means that the only context information a SR has
is whether it is to the left or right of the predicate.

2The baseline F1 reported by Lang and Lapata (2011b) is
79.5 due to a bug in their system (personal communication).

3Note that the system might not use all available PRs to label
a given frame instance. #PRs refers to the max #PRs.

# PRs PU CO F1
0 81.67 78.07 79.83
1 82.91 78.99 80.90
2 83.54 78.47 80.93
3 83.68 78.23 80.87
4 83.72 78.08 80.80

Table 2: Performance variation with the number of
PRs (excludingSTART , END andPRED)

With only this additional ordering information, the
performance is the same as the baseline. Adding just
1 PR leads to a big increase in both purity and col-
location. Increasing the number of PRs beyond 1
leads to a gradual increase in purity and decline in
collocation, with the best F1 score at 2 PRs. This
behavior could be explained by the fact that increas-
ing the number of PRs also increases the number of
intervals, which makes the probability distributions
more sparse. In the extreme case, where all the roles
are PRs and there are no SRs, the model would just
learn the complete sequence of roles, which would
make the parameter space too large to be tractable.

For calculating purity, each induced cluster (or
role) is mapped to a particular gold role that has
the maximum instances in the cluster. Analyzing the
output of our model (line 1c in Table 1), we found
that about 98% of the PRs and 40% of the SRs got
mapped to the gold core roles (A0,A1, etc.). This
suggests that the model is indeed following the intu-
ition that (i) the ordering of core roles is important
information for SRL systems, and (ii) the intervals
bounded by core roles provide good context infor-
mation for classification of other roles.

4 Conclusions

We propose a unified generative model for unsu-
pervised semantic role induction that incorporates
global role correlations as well as local feature infor-
mation. The results indicate that a small number of
ordered primary roles (PRs) is a good representation
of global ordering constraints for SRL. This repre-
sentation keeps the parameter space small enough
for unsupervised learning.
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Abstract

This work presents a first step to a general im-
plementation of the Semantic-Script Theory
of Humor (SSTH). Of the scarce amount of
research in computational humor, no research
had focused on humor generation beyond sim-
ple puns and punning riddles. We propose
an algorithm for mining simple humorous
scripts from a semantic network (Concept-
Net) by specifically searching for dual scripts
that jointly maximize overlap and incongruity
metrics in line with Raskin’s Semantic-Script
Theory of Humor. Initial results show that a
more relaxed constraint of this form is capable
of generating humor of deeper semantic con-
tent than wordplay riddles. We evaluate the
said metrics through a user-assessed quality of
the generated two-liners.

1 Introduction

While of significant interest in linguistics and phi-
losophy, humor had received less attention in the
computational domain. And of that work, most re-
cent is predominately focused on humor recognition.
See (Ritchie, 2001) for a good review. In this pa-
per we focus on the problem of humor generation.
While humor/sarcasm recognition merits direct ap-
plication to the areas such as information retrieval
(Friedland and Allan, 2008), sentiment classifica-
tion (Mihalcea and Strapparava, 2006), and human-
computer interaction (Nijholt et al., 2003), the ap-
plication of humor generation is not any less sig-
nificant. First, a good generative model of humor
has the potential to outperform current discrimina-
tive models for humor recognition. Thus, ability to

!

Figure 1: Semantic circuit

generate humor will potentially lead to better humor
detection. Second, a computational model that con-
forms to the verbal theory of humor is an accessi-
ble avenue for verifying the psycholinguistic theory.
In this paper we take the Semantic Script Theory
of Humor (SSTH) (Attardo and Raskin, 1991) - a
widely accepted theory of verbal humor and build a
generative model that conforms to it.

Much of the existing work in humor generation
had focused on puns and punning riddles - hu-
mor that is centered around wordplay. And while
more recent of such implementations (Hempelmann
et al., 2006) take a knowledge-based approach that
is rooted in the linguistic theory (SSTH), the con-
straint, nevertheless, significantly limits the poten-
tial of SSTH. To our knowledge, our work is the first
attempt to instantiate the theory at the fundamental
level, without imposing constraints on phonological
similarity, or a restricted set of domain oppositions.
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1.1 Semantic Script Theory of Humor

The Semantic Script Theory of Humor (SSTH) pro-
vides machinery to formalize the structure of most
types of verbal humor (Ruch et al., 1993). SSTH
posits an existence of two underlying scripts, one of
which is more obvious than the other. To be humor-
ous, the underlying scripts must satisfy two condi-
tions: overlap and incongruity. In the setup phase of
the joke, instances of the two scripts are presented
in a way that does not give away the less obvious
script (due to their overlap). In the punchline (res-
olution), a trigger expression forces the audience
to switch their interpretation to the alternate (less
likely) script. The alternate script must differ sig-
nificantly in meaning (be incongruent with the first
script) for the switch to have a humorous effect. An
example below illustrates this idea (S1 is the obvi-
ous script, and S2 is the alternate script. Bracketed
phrases are labeled with the associated script).

‘‘Is the [doctor]S1 at home?’’

the [patient]S1
asked in his

[bronchial]S1
[whisper]S2

. ‘‘No,’’

the [doctor’s]S1
[young and pretty

wife]S2 [whispered]S2 in reply.

[‘‘Come right in.’’]S2 (Raskin, 1985)

2 Related Work

Of the early prototypes of pun-generators, JAPE
(Binsted and Ritchie, 1994), and its successor,
STANDUP (Ritchie et al., 2007), produced ques-
tion/answer punning riddles from general non-
humorous lexicon. While humor in the generated
puns could be explained by SSTH, the SSTH model
itself was not employed in the process of generation.
Recent work of Hempelmann (2006) comes closer
to utilizing SSTH. While still focused on generating
puns, they do so by explicitly defining and applying
script opposition (SO) using ontological semantics.
Of the more successful pun generators are systems
that exploit lexical resources. HAHAcronym (Stock
and Strapparava, 2002), a system for generating hu-
morous acronyms, for example, utilizes WordNet-
Domains to select phonologically similar concepts
from semantically disparate domains. While the de-
gree of humor sophistication from the above systems

varies with the sophistication of the method (lexi-
cal resources, surface realizers), they all, without ex-
ception, rely on phonological constraints to produce
script opposition, whereas a phonological constraint
is just one of the many ways to generate script op-
position.

3 System overview

ConceptNet (Liu and Singh, 2004) lends itself as an
ideal ontological resource for script generation. As a
network that connects everyday concepts and events
with a set of causal and spatial relationships, the re-
lational structure of ConceptNet parallels the struc-
ture of the fabula model of story generation - namely
the General Transition Network (GTN) (Swartjes
and Theune, 2006). As such, we hypothesize that
there exist paths within the ConceptNet graph that
can be represented as feasible scripts in the sur-
face form. Moreover, multiple paths between two
given nodes represent overlapping scripts - a nec-
essary condition for verbal humor in SSTH. Given
a semantic network hypergraph G = (V,L) where
V ∈ Concepts, L ∈ Relations, we hypothesize
that it is possible to search for script-pairs as seman-
tic circuits that can be converted to a surface form
of the Question/Answer format. We define a circuit
as two paths from root A that terminate at a common
node B. Our approach is composed of three stages -
(1) we build a script model (SM) that captures likely
transitions between concepts in a surface-realizable
sequence, (2) The script model (SM) is then em-
ployed to generate a set of feasible circuits from a
user-specified root node through spreading activa-
tion, producing a set of ranked scripts. (3) Ranked
scripts are converted to surface form by aligning a
subset of its concepts to natural language templates
of the Question/Answer form. Alignment is per-
formed through a scoring heuristic which greedily
optimizes for incongruity of the surface form.

3.1 Script model

We model a script as a first order Markov chain of
relations between concepts. Given a seed concept,
depth-first search is performed starting from the root
concept, considering all directed paths terminating
at the same node as candidates for feasible script
pairs. Most of the found semantic circuits, however,
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do not yield a meaningful surface form and need
to be pruned. Feasible circuits are learned in a su-
pervised way, where binary labels assign each can-
didate circuit one of the two classes {feasible,
infeasible} (we used 8 seed concepts, with 300
generated circuits for each concept). Learned tran-
sition probabilities are capable of capturing primi-
tive stories with events, consequences, as well as
appropriate qualifiers of certainty, time, size, loca-
tion. Given a chain of concepts S (from hereon re-
ferred to as a script) c1, c2...cn, we obtain its likeli-
hood Pr(S) =

∏
Pr(rij |rjk), where rij and rjk are

directed relations joining concepts < ci, cj >, and
< cj , ck > respectively, and the conditionals are
computed from the maximum likelihood estimate of
the training data.

3.2 Semantic overlap and spreading activation
While the script model is able to capture seman-
tically meaningful transitions in a single script, it
does not capture inter-script measures such as over-
lap and incongruity. We employ a modified form
of spreading activation with fan-out and path con-
straints to find semantic circuits while maximizing
their semantic overlap. Activation starts at the user-
specified root concept and radiates along outgoing
edges. Edge pairs are weighted with their respective
transition probabilities Pr(rij |rjk) and a decay fac-
tor γ < 1 to penalize for long scripts. An additional
fan-out constraint penalizes nodes with a large num-
ber of outgoing edges (concepts that are too gen-
eral to be interesting). The weight of a current node
w(ci) is given by:

w(ci) =
∑

ck∈fin(cj)

∑
cj∈fin(ci)

Pr(rij |rjk)
|fout(ci)|

γw(cj) (1)

Termination condition is satisfied when the activa-
tion weights fall below a threshold (loop checking
is performed to prevent feedback). Upon termina-
tion, nodes are ranked by their activation weight, and
for each node above a specified rank, a set of paths
(scripts) Sk ∈ S is scored according to:.

φk = |Sk| log γ +

|Sk|∑
i

log Prk(ri+1|ri) (2)

where φk is decay-weighted log-likelihood of script
Sk in a given circuit and |Sk| is the length of script

A

Q

Q

Q

S1

S2

C1

C2

Figure 2: Question(Q) and Answer(A) concepts within
the semantic circuit. Areas C1 and C2 represent differ-
ent semantic clusters. Note that the answer(A) concept is
chosen from a different cluster than the question concepts

Sk (number of nodes in the kth chain). A set of
scripts S with the highest scores in the highest rank-
ing circuits represent scripts that are likely to be fea-
sible and display a significant amount of semantic
overlap within the circuit.

3.3 Incongruity and surface realization

The task is to select a script pair {Si, Sj i 6= j} ∈
S × S and a set of concepts C ∈ Si ∪ Sj that will
align with some surface template, while maximiz-
ing inter-script incongruity. As a measure of con-
cept incongruity, we hierarchically cluster the entire
ConceptNet using a Fast Community Detection al-
gorithm (Clauset et al., 2004). We observe that clus-
ters are generated for related concepts, such as reli-
gion, marriage, computers. Each template presents
up to two concepts {c1 ∈ Si, c2 ∈ Sj i 6= j} in the
question sentence (Q in Figure 2), and one concept
c3 ∈ Si ∪ Sj in the answer sentence (A in Figure
2). The motivation of this approach is that the two
concepts in the question are selected from two dif-
ferent scripts but from the same cluster, while the an-
swer concept is selected from one of the two scripts
and from a different cluster. The effect the generated
two-liner produces is that of a setup and resolution
(punchline), where the question intentionally sets up
two parallel and compatible scripts, and the answer
triggers the script switch. Below are the top-ranking
two-liners as rated by a group of fifteen subjects
(testing details in the next section). Each concept
is indicated in brackets and labeled with the script
from which the concept had originated:

Why does the [priest]root [kneel]S1
in

[church]S2
? Because the [priest]root

wants to [propose woman]S1
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Why does the [priest]root [drink

coffee]S1
and [believe god]S2

?

Because the [priest]root wants to

[wake up]S1

Why is the [computer]root [hot]S1
in

[mit]S2? Because [mit]S2 is [hell]S2

Why is the [computer]root in

[hospital]S1? Because the

[computer]root has [virus]S2

4 Results

We evaluate the generated two-liners by presenting
them as human-generated to remove possible bias.
Fifteen subjects (N = 15, 12 male, 3 female - grad-
uate students in Mechanical Engineering and Com-
puter Science departments) were presented 48 high-
est ranking two-liners, and were asked to rate each
joke on the scale of 1 to 4 according to four cat-
egories: hilarious (4), humorous (3), not humor-
ous (2), nonsense(1). Each two-liner was generated
from one of the three root categories (12 two-liners
in each): priest, woman, computer, robot, and to
normalize against individual humor biases, human-
made two-liners were mixed in in the same cate-
gories. Two-liners generated by three different al-
gorithms were evaluated by each subject:

Script model + Concept clustering (SM+CC)
Both script opposition and incongruity are
favored through spreading activation and
concept clustering.

Script model only (SM) No concept clustering is
employed. Adherence of scripts to the script
model is ensured through spreading activation.

Baseline Loops are generated from a user-specified
root using depth first search. Loops are pruned
only to satisfy surface templates.

We compare the average scores between the two-
liners generated using both the script model and con-
cept clustering (SM+CC) (MEAN=1.95, STD=0.27)
and the baseline (MEAN=1.06, STD=0.58). We
observe that SM+CC algorithm yields significantly
higher-scoring two-liners (one-sided t-test) with
95% confidence.

0 

20 

40 

60 

80 

100 

Baseline SM SM+CC Human  

%
 (N

=1
5)

 

Nonsense 

Non-
humorous 
Humorous 

Hilarious 

Figure 3: Human blind evaluation of generated two-liners

We observe that the fraction of non-humorous and
nonsensical two-liners generated is still significant.
Many non-humorous (but semantically sound) two-
liners were formed due to erroneous labels on the
concept clusters. While clustering provides a fun-
damental way to generate incongruity, noise in the
ConceptNet often leads of cluster overfitting, and as-
signs related concepts into separate clusters.

Nonsensical two-liners are primarily due to the in-
consistencies in POS with relation types within the
ConceptNet. Because our surface form templates
assume a part of speech, or a phrase type from the
ConceptNet specification, erroneous entries produce
nonsensical results. We partially address the prob-
lem by pruning low-scoring concepts (ConceptNet
features a SCORE attribute reflecting the number of
user votes for the concept), and all terminal nodes
from consideration (nodes that are not expanded by
users often indicate weak relationships).

5 Future Work

Through observation of the generated semantic
paths, we note that more complex narratives, beyond
questions/answer forms can be produced from the
ConceptNet. Relaxing the rigid template constraint
of the surface realizer will allow for more diverse
types of generated humor. To mitigate the fragility
of concept clustering, we are augmenting the Con-
ceptNet with additional resources that provide do-
main knowledge. Resources such as SenticNet
(WordNet-Affect aligned with ConceptNet) (Cam-
bria et al., 2010b), and WordNet-Domains (Kolte
and Bhirud, 2008) are both viable avenues for robust
concept clustering and incongruity generation.
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Abstract

The importance of inference rules to semantic
applications has long been recognized and ex-
tensive work has been carried out to automat-
ically acquire inference-rule resources. How-
ever, evaluating such resources has turned out
to be a non-trivial task, slowing progress in the
field. In this paper, we suggest a framework
for evaluating inference-rule resources. Our
framework simplifies a previously proposed
“instance-based evaluation” method that in-
volved substantial annotator training, making
it suitable for crowdsourcing. We show that
our method produces a large amount of an-
notations with high inter-annotator agreement
for a low cost at a short period of time, without
requiring training expert annotators.

1 Introduction

Inference rules are an important component in se-
mantic applications, such as Question Answering
(QA) (Ravichandran and Hovy, 2002) and Informa-
tion Extraction (IE) (Shinyama and Sekine, 2006),
describing a directional inference relation between
two text patterns with variables. For example, to an-
swer the question ‘Where was Reagan raised?’ a
QA system can use the rule ‘X brought up in Y→X
raised in Y’ to extract the answer from ‘Reagan was
brought up in Dixon’. Similarly, an IE system can
use the rule ‘X work as Y→X hired as Y’ to ex-
tract the PERSON and ROLE entities in the “hiring”
event from ‘Bob worked as an analyst for Dell’.

The significance of inference rules has led to sub-
stantial effort into developing algorithms that au-
tomatically learn inference rules (Lin and Pantel,
2001; Sekine, 2005; Schoenmackers et al., 2010),

and generate knowledge resources for inference sys-
tems. However, despite their potential, utilization of
inference rule resources is currently somewhat lim-
ited. This is largely due to the fact that these al-
gorithms often produce invalid rules. Thus, evalu-
ation is necessary both for resource developers as
well as for inference system developers who want to
asses the quality of each resource. Unfortunately, as
evaluating inference rules is hard and costly, there is
no clear evaluation standard, and this has become a
slowing factor for progress in the field.

One option for evaluating inference rule resources
is to measure their impact on an end task, as that is
what ultimately interests an inference system devel-
oper. However, this is often problematic since infer-
ence systems have many components that address
multiple phenomena, and thus it is hard to assess the
effect of a single resource. An example is the Recog-
nizing Textual Entailment (RTE) framework (Dagan
et al., 2009), in which given a text T and a textual
hypothesis H, a system determines whether H can
be inferred from T. This type of evaluation was es-
tablished in RTE challenges by ablation tests (see
RTE ablation tests in ACLWiki) and showed that re-
sources’ impact can vary considerably from one sys-
tem to another. These issues have also been noted
by Sammons et al. (2010) and LoBue and Yates
(2011). A complementary application-independent
evaluation method is hence necessary.

Some attempts were made to let annotators judge
rule correctness directly, that is by asking them to
judge the correctness of a given rule (Shinyama et
al., 2002; Sekine, 2005). However, Szpektor et al.
(2007) observed that directly judging rules out of
context often results in low inter-annotator agree-
ment. To remedy that, Szpektor et al. (2007) and
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Bhagat et al. (2007) proposed “instance-based eval-
uation”, in which annotators are presented with an
application of a rule in a particular context and
need to judge whether it results in a valid inference.
This simulates the utility of rules in an application
and yields high inter-annotator agreement. Unfortu-
nately, their method requires lengthy guidelines and
substantial annotator training effort, which are time
consuming and costly. Thus, a simple, robust and
replicable evaluation method is needed.

Recently, crowdsourcing services such as Ama-
zon Mechanical Turk (AMT) and CrowdFlower
(CF)1 have been employed for semantic inference
annotation (Snow et al., 2008; Wang and Callison-
Burch, 2010; Mehdad et al., 2010; Negri et al.,
2011). These works focused on generating and an-
notating RTE text-hypothesis pairs, but did not ad-
dress annotation and evaluation of inference rules.
In this paper, we propose a novel instance-based
evaluation framework for inference rules that takes
advantage of crowdsourcing. Our method substan-
tially simplifies annotation of rule applications and
avoids annotator training completely. The nov-
elty in our framework is two-fold: (1) We simplify
instance-based evaluation from a complex decision
scenario to two independent binary decisions. (2)
We apply methodological principles that efficiently
communicate the definition of the “inference” rela-
tion to untrained crowdsourcing workers (Turkers).

As a case study, we applied our method to evalu-
ate algorithms for learning inference rules between
predicates. We show that we can produce many an-
notations cheaply, quickly, at good quality, while
achieving high inter-annotator agreement.

2 Evaluating Rule Applications

As mentioned, in instance-based evaluation individ-
ual rule applications are judged rather than rules in
isolation, and the quality of a rule-resource is then
evaluated by the validity of a sample of applications
of its rules. Rule application is performed by finding
an instantiation of the rule left-hand-side in a cor-
pus (termed LHS extraction) and then applying the
rule on the extraction to produce an instantiation of
the rule right-hand-side (termed RHS instantiation).
For example, the rule ‘X observe Y→X celebrate Y’

1https://www.mturk.com and http://crowdflower.com

can be applied on the LHS extraction ‘they observe
holidays’ to produce the RHS instantiation ‘they cel-
ebrate holidays’.

The target of evaluation is to judge whether each
rule application is valid or not. Following the stan-
dard RTE task definition, a rule application is con-
sidered valid if a human reading the LHS extrac-
tion is highly likely to infer that the RHS instanti-
ation is true (Dagan et al., 2009). In the aforemen-
tioned example, the annotator is expected to judge
that ‘they observe holidays’ entails ‘they celebrate
holidays’. In addition to this straightforward case,
two more subtle situations may arise. The first is
that the LHS extraction is meaningless. We regard
a proposition as meaningful if a human can easily
understand its meaning (despite some simple gram-
matical errors). A meaningless LHS extraction usu-
ally occurs due to a faulty extraction process (e.g.,
Table 1, Example 2) and was relatively rare in our
case study (4% of output, see Section 4). Such rule
applications can either be extracted from the sam-
ple so that the rule-base is not penalized (since the
problem is in the extraction procedure), or can be
used as examples of non-entailment, if we are in-
terested in overall performance. A second situation
is a meaningless RHS instantiation, usually caused
by rule application in a wrong context. This case is
tagged as non-entailment (for example, applying the
rule ‘X observe Y→X celebrate Y’ in the context of
the extraction ‘companies observe dress code’).

Each rule application therefore requires an answer
to the following three questions: 1) Is the LHS ex-
traction meaningful? 2) Is the RHS instantiation
meaningful? 3) If both are meaningful, does the
LHS extraction entail the RHS instantiation?

3 Crowdsourcing

Previous works using crowdsourcing noted some
principles to help get the most out of the ser-
vice(Wang et al., 2012). In keeping with these find-
ings we employ the following principles: (a) Simple
tasks. The global task is split into simple sub-tasks,
each dealing with a single aspect of the problem. (b)
Do not assume linguistic knowledge by annota-
tors. Task descriptions avoid linguistic terms such
as “tense”, which confuse workers. (c) Gold stan-
dard validation. Using CF’s built-in methodology,
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Phrase Meaningful Comments
1) Doctors be treat Mary Yes Annotators are instructed to ignore simple inflectional errors
2) A player deposit an No Bad extraction for the rule LHS ‘X deposit Y’
3) humans bring in bed No Wrong context, result of applying ‘X turn in Y→X bring in Y’ on ‘humans turn in bed’

Table 1: Examples of phrase “meaningfulness” (Note that the comments are not presented to Turkers).

gold standard (GS) examples are combined with ac-
tual annotations to continuously validate annotator
reliability.

We split the annotation process into two tasks,
the first to judge phrase meaningfulness (Questions
1 and 2 above) and the second to judge entailment
(Question 3 above). In Task 1, the LHS extrac-
tions and RHS instantiations of all rule applications
are separated and presented to different Turkers in-
dependently of one another. This task is simple,
quick and cheap and allows Turkers to focus on
the single aspect of judging phrase meaningfulness.
Rule applications for which both the LHS extrac-
tion and RHS instantiation are judged as meaningful
are passed to Task 2, where Turkers need to decide
whether a given rule application is valid. If not for
Task 1, Turkers would need to distinguish in Task 2
between non-entailment due to (1) an incorrect rule
(2) a meaningless RHS instantiation (3) a meaning-
less LHS extraction. Thanks to Task 1, Turkers are
presented in Task 2 with two meaningful phrases and
need to decide only whether one entails the other.

To ensure high quality output, each example is
evaluated by three Turkers. Similarly to Mehdad et
al. (2010) we only use results for which the confi-
dence value provided by CF is greater than 70%.

We now describe the details of both tasks. Our
simplification contrasts with Szpektor et al. (2007),
whose judgments for each rule application are simi-
lar to ours, but had to be performed simultaneously
by annotators, which required substantial training.

Task 1: Is the phrase meaningful?
In keeping with the second principle above, the task
description is made up of a short verbal explana-
tion followed by positive and negative examples.
The definition of “meaningfulness” is conveyed via
examples pointing to properties of the automatic
phrase extraction process, as seen in Table 1.

Task 2: Judge if one phrase is true given another.
As mentioned, rule applications for which both sides
were judged as meaningful are evaluated for entail-

ment. The challenge is to communicate the defini-
tion of “entailment” to Turkers. To that end the task
description begins with a short explanation followed
by “easy” and “hard” examples with explanations,
covering a variety of positive and negative entail-
ment “types” (Table 2).

Defining “entailment” is quite difficult when deal-
ing with expert annotators and still more with non-
experts, as was noted by Negri et al. (2011). We
therefore employ several additional mechanisms to
get the definition of entailment across to Turkers
and increase agreement with the GS. We run an
initial small test run and use its output to improve
annotation in two ways: First, we take examples
that were “confusing” for Turkers and add them to
the GS with explanatory feedback presented when
a Turker answers incorrectly. (E.g., the pair (‘The
owner be happy to help drivers’, ‘The owner assist
drivers’) was judged as entailing in the test run but
only achieved a confidence value of 0.53). Second,
we add examples that were annotated unanimously
by Turkers to the GS to increase its size, allowing
CF to better estimate Turker’s reliability (following
CF recommendations, we aim to have around 10%
GS examples in every run). In Section 4 we show
that these mechanisms improved annotation quality.

4 Case Study

As a case study, we used our evaluation methodol-
ogy to compare four methods for learning entailment
rules between predicates: DIRT (Lin and Pantel,
2001), Cover (Weeds and Weir, 2003), BInc (Szpek-
tor and Dagan, 2008) and Berant et al. (2010). To
that end, we applied the methods on a set of one
billion extractions (generously provided by Fader
et al. (2011)) automatically extracted from the
ClueWeb09 web crawl2, where each extraction com-
prises a predicate and two arguments. This resulted
in four learned inference rule resources.

2http://lemurproject.org/clueweb09.php/
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Example Entailed Explanation given to Turkers
LHS: The lawyer sign the contract Yes There is a chance the lawyer has not read the contract, but

most likely that as he signed it, he must have read it.RHS: The lawyer read the contract
LHS: John be related to Jerry No The LHS can be understood from the RHS, but not the

other way around as the LHS is more general.RHS: John be a close relative of Jerry
LHS: Women be at increased risk of cancer No Although the RHS is correct, it cannot be understood from

the LHS.RHS: Women die of cancer

Table 2: Examples given in the description of Task 2.

We randomly sampled 5,000 extractions, and for
each one sampled four rules whose LHS matches the
extraction from the union of the learned resources.
We then applied the rules, which resulted in 20,000
rule applications. We annotated rule applications
using our methodology and evaluated each learn-
ing method by comparing the rules learned by each
method with the annotation generated by CF.

In Task 1, 281 rule applications were annotated as
meaningless LHS extraction, and 1,012 were anno-
tated as meaningful LHS extraction but meaningless
RHS instantiation and so automatically annotated as
non-entailment. 8,264 rule applications were passed
on to Task 2, as both sides were judged meaning-
ful (the remaining 10,443 discarded due to low CF
confidence). In Task 2, 5,555 rule applications were
judged with a high confidence and supplied as out-
put, 2,447 of them as positive entailment and 3,108
as negative. Overall, 6,567 rule applications (dataset
of this paper) were annotated for a total cost of
$1000. The annotation process took about one week.

In tests run during development we experimented
with Task 2 wording and GS examples, seeking to
make the definition of entailment as clear as pos-
sible. To do so we randomly sampled and manu-
ally annotated 200 rule applications (from the initial
20,000), and had Turkers judge them. In our initial
test, Turkers tended to answer “yes” comparing to
our own annotation, with 0.79 agreement between
their annotation and ours, corresponding to a kappa
score of 0.54. After applying the mechanisms de-
scribed in Section 3, false-positive rate was reduced
from 18% to 6% while false-negative rate only in-
creased from 4% to 5%, corresponding to a high
agreement of 0.9 and kappa of 0.79.

In our test, 63% of the 200 rule applications were
annotated unanimously by the Turkers. Importantly,
all these examples were in perfect agreement with
our own annotation, reflecting their high reliability.

For the purpose of evaluating the resources learned
by the algorithms we used annotations with CF con-
fidence ≥ 0.7 for which kappa is 0.99.

Lastly, we computed the area under the recall-
precision curve (AUC) for DIRT, Cover, BInc and
Berant et al.’s method, resulting in an AUC of 0.4,
0.43, 0.44, and 0.52 respectively. We used the AUC
curve, with number of recall-precision points in the
order of thousands, to avoid tuning a threshold pa-
rameter. Overall, we demonstrated that our evalua-
tion framework allowed us to compare four different
learning methods in low costs and within one week.

5 Discussion

In this paper we have suggested a crowdsourcing
framework for evaluating inference rules. We have
shown that by simplifying the previously-proposed
instance-based evaluation framework we are able to
take advantage of crowdsourcing services to replace
trained expert annotators, resulting in good quality
large scale annotations, for reasonable time and cost.
We have presented the methodological principles we
developed to get the entailment decision across to
Turkers, achieving very high agreement both with
our annotations and between the annotators them-
selves. Using the CrowdFlower forms we provide
with this paper, the proposed methodology can be
beneficial for both resource developers evaluating
their output as well as inference system developers
wanting to assess the quality of existing resources.
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Abstract

Many researchers have attempted to predict
the Enron corporate hierarchy from the data.
This work, however, has been hampered by
a lack of data. We present a new, large, and
freely available gold-standard hierarchy. Us-
ing our new gold standard, we show that a
simple lower bound for social network-based
systems outperforms an upper bound on the
approach taken by current NLP systems.

1 Introduction

Since the release of the Enron email corpus, many
researchers have attempted to predict the Enron cor-
porate hierarchy from the email data. This work,
however, has been hampered by a lack of data about
the organizational hierarchy. Most researchers have
used the job titles assembled by (Shetty and Adibi,
2004), and then have attempted to predict the rela-
tive ranking of two people’s job titles (Rowe et al.,
2007; Palus et al., 2011). A major limitation of the
list compiled by Shetty and Adibi (2004) is that it
only covers those “core” employees for whom the
complete email inboxes are available in the Enron
dataset. However, it is also interesting to determine
whether we can predict the hierarchy of other em-
ployees, for whom we only have an incomplete set
of emails (those that they sent to or received from
the core employees). This is difficult in particular
because there are dominance relations between two
employees such that no email between them is avail-
able in the Enron data set. The difficulties with the
existing data have meant that researchers have ei-
ther not performed quantitative analyses (Rowe et

al., 2007), or have performed them on very small
sets: for example, (Bramsen et al., 2011a) use 142
dominance pairs for training and testing.

We present a new resource (Section 3). It is a large
gold-standard hierarchy, which we extracted manu-
ally from pdf files. Our gold standard contains 1,518
employees, and 13,724 dominance pairs (pairs of
employees such that the first dominates the second
in the hierarchy, not necessarily immediately). All
of the employees in the hierarchy are email corre-
spondents on the Enron email database, though ob-
viously many are not from the core group of about
158 Enron employees for which we have the com-
plete inbox. The hierarchy is linked to a threaded
representation of the Enron corpus using shared IDs
for the employees who are participants in the email
conversation. The resource is available as a Mon-
goDB database.

We show the usefulness of this resource by inves-
tigating a simple predictor for hierarchy based on
social network analysis (SNA), namely degree cen-
trality of the social network induced by the email
correspondence (Section 4). We call this a lower
bound for SNA-based systems because we are only
using a single simple metric (degree centrality) to
establish dominance. Degree centrality is one of
the features used by Rowe et al. (2007), but they
did not perform a quantitative evaluation, and to our
knowledge there are no published experiments us-
ing only degree centrality. Current systems using
natural language processing (NLP) are restricted to
making informed predictions on dominance pairs for
which email exchange is available. We show (Sec-
tion 5) that the upper bound performance of such
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NLP-based systems is much lower than our SNA-
based system on the entire gold standard. We also
contrast the simple SN-based system with a specific
NLP system based on (Gilbert, 2012), and show that
even if we restrict ourselves to pairs for which email
exchange is available, our simple SNA-based sys-
tems outperforms the NLP-based system.

2 Work on Enron Hierarchy Prediction

The Enron email corpus was introduced by Klimt
and Yang (2004). Since then numerous researchers
have analyzed the network formed by connecting
people with email exchange links (Diesner et al.,
2005; Shetty and Adibi, 2004; Namata et al., 2007;
Rowe et al., 2007; Diehl et al., 2007; Creamer et al.,
2009). Rowe et al. (2007) use the email exchange
network (and other features) to predict the domi-
nance relations between people in the Enron email
corpus. They however do not present a quantitative
evaluation.

Bramsen et al. (2011b) and Gilbert (2012) present
NLP based models to predict dominance relations
between Enron employees. Neither the test-set nor
the system of Bramsen et al. (2011b) is publicly
available. Therefore, we compare our baseline SNA
based system with that of Gilbert (2012). Gilbert
(2012) produce training and test data as follows: an
email message is labeled upward only when every
recipient outranks the sender. An email message is
labeled not-upward only when every recipient does
not outrank the sender. They use an n-gram based
model with Support Vector Machines (SVM) to pre-
dict if an email is of class upward or not-upward.
They make the phrases (n-grams) used by their best
performing system publicly available. We use their
n-grams with SVM to predict dominance relations
of employees in our gold standard and show that a
simple SNA based approach outperforms this base-
line. Moreover, Gilbert (2012) exploit dominance
relations of only 132 people in the Enron corpus for
creating their training and test data. Our gold stan-
dard has dominance relations for 1518 Enron em-
ployees.

3 The Enron Hierarchy Gold Standard

Klimt and Yang (2004) introduced the Enron email
corpus. They reported a total of 619,446 emails

taken from folders of 158 employees of the Enron
corporation. We created a database of organizational
hierarchy relations by studying the original Enron
organizational charts. We discovered these charts
by performing a manual, random survey of a few
hundred emails, looking for explicit indications of
hierarchy. We found a few documents with organi-
zational charts, which were always either Excel or
Visio files. We then searched all remaining emails
for attachments of the same filetype, and exhaus-
tively examined those with additional org charts. We
then manually transcribed the information contained
in all org charts we found.

Our resulting gold standard has a total of 1518
nodes (employees) which are described as be-
ing in immediate dominance relations (manager-
subordinate). There are 2155 immediate dominance
relations spread over 65 levels of dominance (CEO,
manager, trader etc.) From these relations, we
formed the transitive closure and obtained 13,724
hierarchal relations. For example, if A immediately
dominates B and B immediately dominates C, then
the set of valid organizational dominance relations
are A dominates B, B dominates C and A domi-
nates C. This data set is much larger than any other
data set used in the literature for the sake of predict-
ing organizational hierarchy.

We link this representation of the hierarchy to the
threaded Enron corpus created by Yeh and Harnley
(2006). They pre-processed the dataset by combin-
ing emails into threads and restoring some missing
emails from their quoted form in other emails. They
also co-referenced multiple email addresses belong-
ing to one person, and assigned unique identifiers
and names to persons. Therefore, each person is a-
priori associated with a set of email addresses and
names (or name variants), but has only one unique
identifier. Our corpus contains 279,844 email mes-
sages. These messages belong to 93,421 unique per-
sons. We use these unique identifiers to express our
gold hierarchy. This means that we can easily re-
trieve all emails associated with people in our gold
hierarchy, and we can easily determine the hierar-
chical relation between the sender and receivers of
any email.

The whole set of person nodes is divided into two
parts: core and non-core. The set of core people are
those whose inboxes were taken to create the Enron
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email network (a set of 158 people). The set of non-
core people are the remaining people in the network
who either send an email to and/or receive an email
from a member of the core group. As expected, the
email exchange network (the network induced from
the emails) is densest among core people (density of
20.997% in the email exchange network), and much
less dense among the non-core people (density of
0.008%).

Our data base is freely available as a MongoDB
database, which can easily be interfaced with using
APIs in various programming languages. For infor-
mation about how to obtain the database, please con-
tact the authors.

4 A Hierarchy Predictor Based on the
Social Network

We construct the email exchange network as fol-
lows. This network is represented as an undirected
weighted graph. The nodes are all the unique em-
ployees. We add a link between two employees if
one sends at least one email to the other (who can
be a TO, CC, or BCC recipient). The weight is
the number of emails exchanged between the two.
Our email exchange network consists of 407,095
weighted links and 93,421 nodes.

Our algorithm for predicting the dominance rela-
tion using social network analysis metric is simple.
We calculate the degree centrality of every node in
the email exchange network, and then rank the nodes
by their degree centrality. Recall that the degree cen-
trality is the proportion of nodes in the network with
which a node is connected. (We also tried eigenvalue
centrality, but this performed worse. For a discus-
sion of the use of degree centrality as a valid indica-
tion of importance of nodes in a network, see (Chuah
and Coman, 2009).) Let CD(n) be the degree cen-
trality of node n, and let DOM be the dominance re-
lation (transitive, not symmetric) induced by the or-
ganizational hierarchy. We then simply assume that
for two people p1 and p2, if CD(p1) > CD(p2),
then DOM(p1,p2). For every pair of people who
are related with an organizational dominance rela-
tion in the gold standard, we then predict which per-
son dominates the other. Note that we do not pre-
dict if two people are in a dominance relation to be-
gin with. The task of predicting if two people are

Type # pairs %Acc
All 13,724 83.88
Core 440 79.31
Inter 6436 93.75
Non-Core 6847 74.57

Table 1: Prediction accuracy by type of predicted organi-
zational dominance pair; “Inter” means that one element
of the pair is from the core and the other is not; a negative
error reduction indicates an increase in error

in a dominance relation is different and we do not
address that task in this paper. Therefore, we re-
strict our evaluation to pairs of people (p1, p2) who
are related hierarchically (i.e., either DOM(p1,p2) or
DOM(p2,p1) in the gold standard). Since we only
predict the directionality of the dominance relation
of people given they are in a hierarchical relation,1

the random baseline for our task performs at 50%.
We have 13,724 such pairs of people in the gold
standard. When we use the network induced simply
by the email exchanges, we get a remarkably high
accuracy of 83.88% (Table 1). We denote this sys-
tem by SNAG.

In this paper, we also make an observation crucial
for the task of hierarchy prediction, based on the dis-
tinction between the core and the non-core groups
(see Section 3). This distinction is crucial for this
task since by definition the degree centrality mea-
sure (which depends on how accurately the underly-
ing network expresses the communication network)
suffers from missing email messages (for the non-
core group). Our results in table 1 confirm this in-
tuition. Since we have a richer network for the core
group, degree centrality is a better predictor for this
group than for the non-core group.

We also note that the prediction accuracy is by far
the highest for the inter hierarchal pairs. The in-
ter hierarchal pairs are those in which one node is
from the core group of people and the other node
is from the non-core group of people. This is ex-
plained by the fact that the core group was chosen
by law enforcement because they were most likely
to contain information relevant to the legal proceed-
ings against Enron; i.e., the owners of the mailboxes

1This style of evaluation is common (Diehl et al., 2007;
Bramsen et al., 2011b).
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were more likely more highly placed in the hierar-
chy. Furthermore, because of the network character-
istics described above (a relatively dense network),
the core people are also more likely to have a high
centrality degree, as compared to the non-core peo-
ple. Therefore, the correlation between centrality
degree and hierarchal dominance will be high.

5 Using NLP and SNA

In this section we compare and contrast the per-
formance of NLP-based systems with that of SNA-
based systems on the Enron hierarchy gold standard
we introduce in this paper. This gold standard al-
lows us to notice an important limitation of the NLP-
based systems (for this task) in comparison to SNA-
based systems in that the NLP-based systems require
communication links between people to make a pre-
diction about their dominance relation, whereas an
SNA-based system may predict dominance relations
without this requirement.

Table 2 presents the results for four experiments.
We first determine an upper bound for current NLP-
based systems. Current NLP-based systems pre-
dict dominance relations between a pair of people
by using the language used in email exchanges be-
tween these people; if there is no email exchange,
such methods cannot make a prediction. Let G be
the set of all dominance relations in the gold stan-
dard (|G| = 13, 723). We define T ⊂ G to be
the set of pairs in the gold standard such that the
people involved in the pair in T communicate with
each other. These are precisely the dominance rela-
tions in the gold standard which can be established
using a current NLP-based approach. The number
of such pairs is |T | = 2, 640. Therefore, if we
consider a perfect NLP system that correctly pre-
dicts the dominance of 2, 640 tuples and randomly
guesses the dominance relation of the remaining
11, 084 tuples, the system would achieve an accu-
racy of (2640 + 11084/2)/13724 = 59.61%. We
refer to this number as the upper bound on the best
performing NLP system for the gold standard. This
upper bound of 59.61% for an NLP-based system is
lower (24.27% absolute) than a simple SNA-based
system (SNAG, explained in section 4) that predicts
the dominance relation for all the tuples in the gold
standard G.

As explained in section 2, we use the phrases
provided by Gilbert (2012) to build an NLP-based
model for predicting dominance relations of tuples
in set T ⊂ G. Note that we only use the tu-
ples from the gold standard where the NLP-based
system may hope to make a prediction (i.e. peo-
ple in the tuple communicate via email). This sys-
tem, NLPGilbert achieves an accuracy of 82.37%
compared to the social network-based approach
(SNAT ) which achieves a higher accuracy of
87.58% on the same test set T . This comparison
shows that SNA-based approach out-performs the
NLP-based approach even if we evaluate on a much
smaller part of the gold standard, namely the part
where an NLP-based approach does not suffer from
having to make a random prediction for nodes that
do not comunicate via email.

System Test set # test points %Acc
UBNLP G 13,724 59.61

NLPGilbert T 2604 82.37
SNAT T 2604 87.58
SNAG G 13,724 83.88

Table 2: Results of four systems, essentially comparing
performance of purely NLP-based systems with simple
SNA-based systems.

6 Future Work

One key challenge of the problem of predicting
domination relations of Enron employees based on
their emails is that the underlying network is incom-
plete. We hypothesize that SNA-based approaches
are sensitive to the goodness with which the underly-
ing network represents the true social network. Part
of the missing network may be recoverable by an-
alyzing the content of emails. Using sophisticated
NLP techniques, we may be able to enrich the net-
work and use standard SNA metrics to predict the
dominance relations in the gold standard.
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Abstract

This paper presents a two-step approach to
compress spontaneous spoken utterances. In
the first step, we use a sequence labeling
method to determine if a word in the utterance
can be removed, and generate n-best com-
pressed sentences. In the second step, we
use a discriminative training approach to cap-
ture sentence level global information from
the candidates and rerank them. For evalua-
tion, we compare our system output with mul-
tiple human references. Our results show that
the new features we introduced in the first
compression step improve performance upon
the previous work on the same data set, and
reranking is able to yield additional gain, espe-
cially when training is performed to take into
account multiple references.

1 Introduction

Sentence compression aims to preserve the most im-
portant information in the original sentence with
fewer words. It can be used for abstractive summa-
rization where extracted important sentences often
need to be compressed and merged. For summariza-
tion of spontaneous speech, sentence compression
is especially important, since unlike fluent and well-
structured written text, spontaneous speech contains
a lot of disfluencies and much redundancy. The fol-
lowing shows an example of a pair of source and
compressed spoken sentences1 from human annota-
tion (removed words shown in bold):

[original sentence]

1For speech domains, “sentences” are not clearly defined.
We use sentences and utterances interchangeably when there is
no ambiguity.

and then um in terms of the source the things uh the
only things that we had on there I believe were whether...

[compressed sentence]
and then in terms of the source the only things that we

had on there were whether...

In this study we investigate sentence compres-
sion of spoken utterances in order to remove re-
dundant or unnecessary words while trying to pre-
serve the information in the original sentence. Sen-
tence compression has been studied from formal
text domain to speech domain. In text domain,
(Knight and Marcu, 2000) applies noisy-channel
model and decision tree approaches on this prob-
lem. (Galley and Mckeown, 2007) proposes to use a
synchronous context-free grammars (SCFG) based
method to compress the sentence. (Cohn and La-
pata, 2008) expands the operation set by including
insertion, substitution and reordering, and incorpo-
rates grammar rules. In speech domain, (Clarke and
Lapata, 2008) investigates sentence compression in
broadcast news using an integer linear programming
approach. There is only a few existing work in spon-
taneous speech domains. (Liu and Liu, 2010) mod-
eled it as a sequence labeling problem using con-
ditional random fields model. (Liu and Liu, 2009)
compared the effect of different compression meth-
ods on a meeting summarization task, but did not
evaluate sentence compression itself.

We propose to use a two-step approach in this pa-
per for sentence compression of spontaneous speech
utterances. The contributions of our work are:

• Our proposed two-step approach allows us to
incorporate features from local and global lev-
els. In the first step, we adopt a similar se-
quence labeling method as used in (Liu and
Liu, 2010), but expanded the feature set, which
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results in better performance. In the second
step, we use discriminative reranking to in-
corporate global information about the com-
pressed sentence candidates, which cannot be
accomplished by word level labeling.
• We evaluate our methods using different met-

rics including word-level accuracy and F1-
measure by comparing to one reference com-
pression, and BLEU scores comparing with
multiple references. We also demonstrate that
training in the reranking module can be tailed
to the evaluation metrics to optimize system
performance.

2 Corpus
We use the same corpus as (Liu and Liu, 2010)
where they annotated 2,860 summary sentences in
26 meetings from the ICSI meeting corpus (Murray
et al., 2005). In their annotation procedure, filled
pauses such as “uh/um” and incomplete words are
removed before annotation. In the first step, 8 anno-
tators were asked to select words to be removed to
compress the sentences. In the second step, 6 an-
notators (different from the first step) were asked
to pick the best one from the 8 compressions from
the previous step. Therefore for each sentence, we
have 8 human compressions, as well a best one se-
lected by the majority of the 6 annotators in the sec-
ond step. The compression ratio of the best human
reference is 63.64%.

In the first step of our sentence compression ap-
proach (described below), for model training we
need the reference labels for each word, which rep-
resents whether it is preserved or deleted in the com-
pressed sentence. In (Liu and Liu, 2010), they used
the labels from the annotators directly. In this work,
we use a different way. For each sentence, we still
use the best compression as the gold standard, but
we realign the pair of the source sentence and the
compressed sentence, instead of using the labels
provided by annotators. This is because when there
are repeated words, annotators sometimes randomly
pick removed ones. However, we want to keep the
patterns consistent for model training – we always
label the last appearance of the repeated words as
‘preserved’, and the earlier ones as ‘deleted’. An-
other difference in our processing of the corpus from
the previous work is that when aligning the original
and the compressed sentence, we keep filled pauses
and incomplete words since they tend to appear to-
gether with disfluencies and thus provide useful in-
formation for compression.

3 Sentence Compression Approach

Our compression approach has two steps: in the
first step, we use Conditional Random Fields (CRFs)
to model this problem as a sequence labeling task,
where the label indicates whether the word should be
removed or not. We select n-best candidates (n = 25
in our work) from this step. In the second step we
use discriminative training based on a maximum En-
tropy model to rerank the candidate compressions,
in order to select the best one based on the quality
of the whole candidate sentence, which cannot be
performed in the first step.

3.1 Generate N-best Candidates
In the first step, we cast sentence compression as
a sequence labeling problem. Considering that in
many cases phrases instead of single words are
deleted, we adopt the ‘BIO’ labeling scheme, simi-
lar to the name entity recognition task: “B” indicates
the first word of the removed fragment, “I” repre-
sents inside the removed fragment (except the first
word), and “O” means outside the removed frag-
ment, i.e., words remaining in the compressed sen-
tence. Each sentence with n words can be viewed as
a word sequence X1, X2, ..., Xn, and our task is to
find the best label sequence Y1, Y2, ..., Yn where Yi

is one of the three labels. Similar to (Liu and Liu,
2010), for sequence labeling we use linear-chain
first-order CRFs. These models define the condi-
tional probability of each labeling sequence given
the word sequence as:

p(Y |X) ∝
exp

Pn
k=1(

P
j λjfj(yk, yk−1, X) +

P
i µigi(xk, yk, X))

where fj are transition feature functions (here first-
order Markov independence assumption is used); gi

are observation feature functions; λj and µi are their
corresponding weights. To train the model for this
step, we use the best reference compression to obtain
the reference labels (as described in Section 2).

In the CRF compression model, each word is rep-
resented by a feature vector. We incorporate most
of the features used in (Liu and Liu, 2010), includ-
ing unigram, position, length of utterance, part-of-
speech tag as well as syntactic parse tree tags. We
did not use the discourse parsing tree based features
because we found they are not useful in our exper-
iments. In this work, we further expand the feature
set in order to represent the characteristics of disflu-
encies in spontaneous speech as well as model the
adjacent output labels. The additional features we
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introduced are:

• the distance to the next same word and the next
same POS tag.
• a binary feature to indicate if there is a filled

pause or incomplete word in the following 4-
word window. We add this feature since filled
pauses or incomplete words often appear after
disfluent words.
• the combination of word/POS tag and its posi-

tion in the sentence.
• language model probabilities: the bigram prob-

ability of the current word given the previous
one, and followed by the next word, and their
product. These probabilities are obtained from
the Google Web 1T 5-gram.
• transition features: a combination of the current

output label and the previous one, together with
some observation features such as the unigram
and bigrams of word or POS tag.

3.2 Discriminative Reranking
Although CRFs is able to model the dependency
of adjacent labels, it does not measure the quality
of the whole sentence. In this work, we propose
to use discriminative training to rerank the candi-
dates generated in the first step. Reranking has been
used in many tasks to find better global solutions,
such as machine translation (Wang et al., 2007),
parsing (Charniak and Johnson, 2005), and disflu-
ency detection (Zwarts and Johnson, 2011). We use
a maximum Entropy reranker to learn distributions
over a set of candidates such that the probability of
the best compression is maximized. The conditional
probability of output y given observation x in the
maximum entropy model is defined as:

p(y|x) = 1
Z(x)exp

[∑k
i=1 λif(x, y)

]
where f(x, y) are feature functions and λi are their
weighting parameters; Z(x) is the normalization
factor.

In this reranking model, every compression can-
didate is represented by the following features:

• All the bigrams and trigrams of words and POS
tags in the candidate sentence.
• Bigrams and trigrams of words and POS tags in

the original sentence in combination with their
binary labels in the candidate sentence (delete
the word or not). For example, if the origi-
nal sentence is “so I should go”, and the can-
didate compression sentence is “I should go”,

then “so I 10”, “so I should 100” are included
in the features (1 means the word is deleted).

• The log likelihood of the candidate sentence
based on the language model.

• The absolute difference of the compression ra-
tio of the candidate sentence with that of the
first ranked candidate. This is because we try
to avoid a very large or small compression ra-
tio, and the first candidate is generally a good
candidate with reasonable length.

• The probability of the label sequence of the
candidate sentence given by the first step CRFs.

• The rank of the candidate sentence in 25 best
list.

For discriminative training using the n-best can-
didates, we need to identify the best candidate from
the n-best list, which can be either the reference
compression (if it exists on the list), or the most
similar candidate to the reference. Since we have
8 human compressions and also want to evaluate
system performance using all of them (see exper-
iments later), we try to use multiple references in
this reranking step. In order to use the same train-
ing objective (maximize the score for the single best
among all the instances), for the 25-best list, if m
reference compressions exist, we split the list into
m groups, each of which is a new sample containing
one reference as positive and several negative can-
didates. If no reference compression appears in 25-
best list, we just keep the entire list and label the in-
stance that is most similar to the best reference com-
pression as positive.

4 Experiments

We perform a cross-validation evaluation where one
meeting is used for testing and the rest of them are
used as the training set. When evaluating the system
performance, we do not consider filled pauses and
incomplete words since they can be easily identi-
fied and removed. We use two different performance
metrics in this study.

• Word-level accuracy and F1 score based on the
minor class (removed words). This was used
in (Liu and Liu, 2010). These measures are ob-
tained by comparing with the best compression.
In evaluation we map the result using ‘BIO’ la-
bels from the first-step compression to binary
labels that indicate a word is removed or not.
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• BLEU score. BLEU is a widely used metric
in evaluating machine translation systems that
often use multiple references. Since there is a
great variation in human compression results,
and we have 8 reference compressions, we ex-
plore using BLEU for our sentence compres-
sion task. BLEU is calculated based on the pre-
cision of n-grams. In our experiments we use
up to 4-grams.

Table 1 shows the averaged scores of the cross
validation evaluation using the above metrics for
several methods. Also shown in the table is the com-
pression ratio of the system output. For “reference”,
we randomly choose one compression from 8 ref-
erences, and use the rest of them as references in
calculating the BLEU score. This represents human
performance. The row “basic features” shows the
result of using all features in (Liu and Liu, 2010)
except discourse parsing tree based features, and us-
ing binary labels (removed or not). The next row
uses this same basic feature set and “BIO” labels.
Row “expanded features” shows the result of our ex-
panded feature set using “BIO” label set from the
first step of compression. The last two rows show
the results after reranking, trained using one best ref-
erence or 8 reference compressions, respectively.

accuracy F1 BLEU ratio (%)
reference 81.96 69.73 95.36 76.78
basic features (Liu
and Liu, 2010)

76.44 62.11 91.08 73.49

basic features, BIO 77.10 63.34 91.41 73.22
expanded features 79.28 67.37 92.70 72.17
reranking
train w/ 1 ref 79.01 67.74 91.90 70.60
reranking
train w/ 8 refs 78.78 63.76 94.21 77.15

Table 1: Compression results using different systems.

Our result using the basic feature set is similar to
that in (Liu and Liu, 2010) (their accuracy is 76.27%
when compression ratio is 0.7), though the experi-
mental setups are different: they used 6 meetings as
the test set while we performed cross validation. Us-
ing the “BIO” label set instead of binary labels has
marginal improvement for the three scores. From
the table, we can see that our expanded feature set is
able to significantly improve the result, suggesting
the effectiveness of the new introduced features.

Regarding the two training settings in reranking,
we find that there is no gain from reranking when

using only one best compression, however, train-
ing with multiple references improves BLEU scores.
This indicates the discriminative training used in
maximum entropy reranking is consistent with the
performance metrics. Another reason for the per-
formance gain for this condition is that there is less
data imbalance in model training (since we split the
n-best list, each containing fewer negative exam-
ples). We also notice that the compression ratio af-
ter reranking is more similar to the reference. As
suggested in (Napoles et al., 2011), it is not appro-
priate to compare compression systems with differ-
ent compression ratios, especially when considering
grammars and meanings. Therefore for the com-
pression system without reranking, we generated re-
sults with the same compression ratio (77.15%), and
found that using reranking still outperforms this re-
sult, 1.19% higher in BLEU score.

For an analysis, we check how often our sys-
tem output contains reference compressions based
on the 8 references. We found that 50.8% of sys-
tem generated compressions appear in the 8 refer-
ences when using CRF output with a compression
ration of 77.15%; and after reranking this number
increases to 54.8%. This is still far from the oracle
result – for 84.7% of sentences, the 25-best list con-
tains one or more reference sentences, that is, there
is still much room for improvement in the reranking
process. The results above also show that the token
level measures by comparing to one best reference
do not always correlate well with BLEU scores ob-
tained by comparing with multiple references, which
shows the need of considering multiple metrics.

5 Conclusion

This paper presents a 2-step approach for sentence
compression: we first generate an n-best list for each
source sentence using a sequence labeling method,
then rerank the n-best candidates to select the best
one based on the quality of the whole candidate sen-
tence using discriminative training. We evaluate the
system performance using different metrics. Our re-
sults show that our expanded feature set improves
the performance across multiple metrics, and rerank-
ing is able to improve the BLEU score. In future
work, we will incorporate more syntactic informa-
tion in the model to better evaluate sentence quality.
We also plan to perform a human evaluation for the
compressed sentences, and use sentence compres-
sion in summarization.
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Abstract

Most previous studies in computerized de-
ception detection have relied only on shal-
low lexico-syntactic patterns. This pa-
per investigates syntactic stylometry for
deception detection, adding a somewhat
unconventional angle to prior literature.
Over four different datasets spanning from
the product review to the essay domain,
we demonstrate that features driven from
Context Free Grammar (CFG) parse trees
consistently improve the detection perfor-
mance over several baselines that are based
only on shallow lexico-syntactic features.
Our results improve the best published re-
sult on the hotel review data (Ott et al.,
2011) reaching 91.2% accuracy with 14%
error reduction.

1 Introduction

Previous studies in computerized deception de-
tection have relied only on shallow lexico-
syntactic cues. Most are based on dictionary-
based word counting using LIWC (Pennebaker
et al., 2007) (e.g., Hancock et al. (2007), Vrij et
al. (2007)), while some recent ones explored the
use of machine learning techniques using sim-
ple lexico-syntactic patterns, such as n-grams
and part-of-speech (POS) tags (Mihalcea and
Strapparava (2009), Ott et al. (2011)). These
previous studies unveil interesting correlations
between certain lexical items or categories with
deception that may not be readily apparent to
human judges. For instance, the work of Ott
et al. (2011) in the hotel review domain results

in very insightful observations that deceptive re-
viewers tend to use verbs and personal pronouns
(e.g., “I”, “my”) more often, while truthful re-
viewers tend to use more of nouns, adjectives,
prepositions. In parallel to these shallow lexical
patterns, might there be deep syntactic struc-
tures that are lurking in deceptive writing?

This paper investigates syntactic stylometry
for deception detection, adding a somewhat un-
conventional angle to prior literature. Over four
different datasets spanning from the product re-
view domain to the essay domain, we find that
features driven from Context Free Grammar
(CFG) parse trees consistently improve the de-
tection performance over several baselines that
are based only on shallow lexico-syntactic fea-
tures. Our results improve the best published re-
sult on the hotel review data of Ott et al. (2011)
reaching 91.2% accuracy with 14% error reduc-
tion. We also achieve substantial improvement
over the essay data of Mihalcea and Strapparava
(2009), obtaining upto 85.0% accuracy.

2 Four Datasets

To explore different types of deceptive writing,
we consider the following four datasets spanning
from the product review to the essay domain:

I. TripAdvisor—Gold: Introduced in Ott et
al. (2011), this dataset contains 400 truthful re-
views obtained from www.tripadviser.com and
400 deceptive reviews gathered using Amazon
Mechanical Turk, evenly distributed across 20
Chicago hotels.
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TripAdvisor–Gold TripAdvisor–Heuristic
Deceptive Truthful Deceptive Truthful
NPˆPP → DT NNP NNP NNP SˆROOT → VP . NPˆS → PRP VPˆS → VBZ NP
SBARˆNP → S NPˆNP → $ CD SBARˆS → WHADVP S NPˆNP → NNS
NPˆVP → NP SBAR PRNˆNP → LRB NP RRB VPˆS → VBD PP WHNPˆSBAR → WDT
NPˆNP → PRP$ NN NPˆNP → NNS SˆSBAR → NP VP NPˆNP → NP PP PP
NPˆS → DT NNP NNP NNP NPˆS → NN SˆROOT → PP NP VP . NPˆS → EX
VPˆS → VBG PP NPˆPP → DT NNP VPˆS → VBD S NXˆNX → JJ NN
NPˆPP → PRP$ NN NPˆPP → CD NNS NPˆS → NP CC NP NPˆNP → NP PP
VPˆS → MD ADVP VP NPˆNP → NP PRN NPˆS → PRP$ NN VPˆS → VBZ RB NP
VPˆS → TO VP PRNˆNP → LRB PP RRB NPˆPP → DT NNP PPˆNP → IN NP
ADJPˆNP → RBS JJ NPˆNP → CD NNS NPˆPP → PRP$ NN PPˆADJP → TO NP

Table 1: Most discriminative rewrite rules (r̂): hotel review datasets

Figure 1: Parsed trees

II. TripAdvisor—Heuristic: This dataset
contains 400 truthful and 400 deceptive reviews
harvested from www.tripadviser.com, based
on fake review detection heuristics introduced
in Feng et al. (2012).1

III. Yelp: This dataset is our own creation
using www.yelp.com. We collect 400 filtered re-
views and 400 displayed reviews for 35 Italian
restaurants with average ratings in the range of
[3.5, 4.0]. Class labels are based on the meta
data, which tells us whether each review is fil-
tered by Yelp’s automated review filtering sys-
tem or not. We expect that filtered reviews
roughly correspond to deceptive reviews, and
displayed reviews to truthful ones, but not with-
out considerable noise. We only collect 5-star
reviews to avoid unwanted noise from varying

1Specifically, using the notation of Feng et al. (2012),
we use data created by Strategy-distΦ heuristic, with
HS ,S as deceptive and H ′

S , T as truthful.

degree of sentiment.

IV. Essays: Introduced in Mihalcea and
Strapparava (2009), this corpus contains truth-
ful and deceptive essays collected using Amazon
Mechanic Turk for the following three topics:
“Abortion” (100 essays per class), “Best Friend”
(98 essays per class), and “Death Penalty” (98
essays per class).

3 Feature Encoding

Words Previous work has shown that bag-of-
words are effective in detecting domain-specific
deception (Ott et al., 2011; Mihalcea and Strap-
parava, 2009). We consider unigram, bigram,
and the union of the two as features.

Shallow Syntax As has been used in many
previous studies in stylometry (e.g., Argamon-
Engelson et al. (1998), Zhao and Zobel (2007)),
we utilize part-of-speech (POS) tags to encode
shallow syntactic information. Note that Ott
et al. (2011) found that even though POS tags
are effective in detecting fake product reviews,
they are not as effective as words. Therefore, we
strengthen POS features with unigram features.

Deep syntax We experiment with four differ-
ent encodings of production rules based on the
Probabilistic Context Free Grammar (PCFG)
parse trees as follows:

• r: unlexicalized production rules (i.e., all
production rules except for those with ter-
minal nodes), e.g., NP2 → NP3 SBAR.
• r∗: lexicalized production rules (i.e., all

production rules), e.g., PRP → “you”.
• r̂: unlexicalized production rules combined

with the grandparent node, e.g., NP2 ˆVP
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TripAdvisor Yelp Essay
Gold Heur Abort BstFr Death

unigram 88.4 74.4 59.9 70.0 77.0 67.4
words bigram 85.8 71.5 60.7 71.5 79.5 55.5

uni + bigram 89.6 73.8 60.1 72.0 81.5 65.5
pos(n=1) + unigram 87.4 74.0 62.0 70.0 80.0 66.5

shallow syntax pos(n=2) + unigram 88.6 74.6 59.0 67.0 82.0 66.5
+words pos(n=3) + unigram 88.6 74.6 59.3 67.0 82.0 66.5

r 78.5 65.3 56.9 62 67.5 55.5
deep syntax r̂ 74.8 65.3 56.5 58.5 65.5 56.0

r∗ 89.4 74.0 64.0 70.1 77.5 66.0
r̂∗ 90.4 75 63.5 71.0 78 67.5

r + unigram 89.0 74.3 62.3 76.5 82.0 69.0
deep syntax r̂ + unigram 88.5 74.3 62.5 77.0 81.5 70.5

+words r∗ + unigram 90.3 75.4 64.3 74.0 85.0 71.5
r̂∗ + unigram 91.2 76.6 62.1 76.0 84.5 71.0

Table 2: Deception Detection Accuracy (%).

1 → NP3 SBAR.
• r̂∗: lexicalized production rules (i.e., all

production rules) combined with the grand-
parent node, e.g., PRPˆNP 4 → “you”.

4 Experimental Results

For all classification tasks, we use SVM classi-
fier, 80% of data for training and 20% for test-
ing, with 5-fold cross validation.2 All features
are encoded as tf-idf values. We use Berkeley
PCFG parser (Petrov and Klein, 2007) to parse
sentences. Table 2 presents the classification
performance using various features across four
different datasets introduced earlier.3

4.1 TripAdvisor–Gold

We first discuss the results for the TripAdvisor–
Gold dataset shown in Table 2. As reported in
Ott et al. (2011), bag-of-words features achieve
surprisingly high performance, reaching upto
89.6% accuracy. Deep syntactic features, en-
coded as r̂∗ slightly improves this performance,
achieving 90.4% accuracy. When these syntactic
features are combined with unigram features, we
attain the best performance of 91.2% accuracy,

2We use LIBLINEAR (Fan et al., 2008) with L2-
regulization, parameter optimized over the 80% training
data (3 folds for training, 1 fold for testing).

3Numbers in italic are classification results reported
in Ott et al. (2011) and Mihalcea and Strapparava (2009).

yielding 14% error reduction over the word-only
features.

Given the power of word-based features, one
might wonder, whether the PCFG driven fea-
tures are being useful only due to their lexi-
cal production rules. To address such doubts,
we include experiments with unlexicalized rules,
r and r̂. These features achieve 78.5% and
74.8% accuracy respectively, which are signifi-
cantly higher than that of a random baseline
(∼50.0%), confirming statistical differences in
deep syntactic structures. See Section 4.4 for
concrete exemplary rules.

Another question one might have is whether
the performance gain of PCFG features are
mostly from local sequences of POS tags, indi-
rectly encoded in the production rules. Compar-
ing the performance of [shallow syntax+words]
and [deep syntax+words] in Table 2, we find sta-
tistical evidence that deep syntax based features
offer information that are not available in simple
POS sequences.

4.2 TripAdvisor–Heuristic & Yelp

The performance is generally lower than that of
the previous dataset, due to the noisy nature
of these datasets. Nevertheless, we find similar
trends as those seen in the TripAdvisor–Gold
dataset, with respect to the relative performance
differences across different approaches. The sig-
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TripAdvisor–Gold TripAdvisor–Heur
Decep Truth Decep Truth

VP PRN VP PRN
SBAR QP WHADVP NX
WHADVP S SBAR WHNP
ADVP PRT WHADJP ADJP
CONJP UCP INTJ WHPP

Table 3: Most discriminative phrasal tags in PCFG
parse trees: TripAdvisor data.

nificance of these results comes from the fact
that these two datasets consists of real (fake)
reviews in the wild, rather than manufactured
ones that might invite unwanted signals that
can unexpectedly help with classification accu-
racy. In sum, these results indicate the exis-
tence of the statistical signals hidden in deep
syntax even in real product reviews with noisy
gold standards.

4.3 Essay

Finally in Table 2, the last dataset Essay con-
firms the similar trends again, that the deep syn-
tactic features consistently improve the perfor-
mance over several baselines based only on shal-
low lexico-syntactic features. The final results,
reaching accuracy as high as 85%, substantially
outperform what has been previously reported
in Mihalcea and Strapparava (2009). How ro-
bust are the syntactic cues in the cross topic set-
ting? Table 4 compares the results of Mihalcea
and Strapparava (2009) and ours, demonstrat-
ing that syntactic features achieve substantially
and surprisingly more robust results.

4.4 Discriminative Production Rules

To give more concrete insights, we provide
10 most discriminative unlexicalized production
rules (augmented with the grand parent node)
for each class in Table 1. We order the rules
based on the feature weights assigned by LIB-
LINEAR classifier. Notice that the two produc-
tion rules in bolds — [SBARˆNP→ S] and [NP
ˆVP→ NP SBAR] — are parts of the parse tree
shown in Figure 1, whose sentence is taken from
an actual fake review. Table 3 shows the most
discriminative phrasal tags in the PCFG parse

training: A & B A & D B & D

testing: DeathPen BestFrn Abortion

M&S 2009 58.7 58.7 62.0
r∗ 66.8 70.9 69.0

Table 4: Cross topic deception detection accuracy:
Essay data

trees for each class. Interestingly, we find more
frequent use of VP, SBAR (clause introduced
by subordinating conjunction), and WHADVP
in deceptive reviews than truthful reviews.

5 Related Work

Much of the previous work for detecting de-
ceptive product reviews focused on related, but
slightly different problems, e.g., detecting dupli-
cate reviews or review spams (e.g., Jindal and
Liu (2008), Lim et al. (2010), Mukherjee et al.
(2011), Jindal et al. (2010)) due to notable dif-
ficulty in obtaining gold standard labels.4 The
Yelp data we explored in this work shares a sim-
ilar spirit in that gold standard labels are har-
vested from existing meta data, which are not
guaranteed to align well with true hidden la-
bels as to deceptive v.s. truthful reviews. Two
previous work obtained more precise gold stan-
dard labels by hiring Amazon turkers to write
deceptive articles (e.g., Mihalcea and Strappa-
rava (2009), Ott et al. (2011)), both of which
have been examined in this study with respect
to their syntactic characteristics. Although we
are not aware of any prior work that dealt
with syntactic cues in deceptive writing directly,
prior work on hedge detection (e.g., Greene and
Resnik (2009), Li et al. (2010)) relates to our
findings.

6 Conclusion

We investigated syntactic stylometry for decep-
tion detection, adding a somewhat unconven-
tional angle to previous studies. Experimental
results consistently find statistical evidence of
deep syntactic patterns that are helpful in dis-
criminating deceptive writing.

4It is not possible for a human judge to tell with full
confidence whether a given review is a fake or not.
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Abstract 
We present a method for generating Colloquial 

Egyptian Arabic (CEA) from morphologically dis-

ambiguated Modern Standard Arabic (MSA). 

When used in POS tagging, this process improves 

the accuracy from 73.24% to 86.84% on unseen 

CEA text, and reduces the percentage of out-of-

vocabulary words from 28.98% to 16.66%. The 

process holds promise for any NLP task targeting 

the dialectal varieties of Arabic; e.g., this approach 

may provide a cheap way to leverage MSA data 

and morphological resources to create resources 

for colloquial Arabic to English machine transla-

tion. It can also considerably speed up the annota-

tion of Arabic dialects. 

 

1. Introduction 

Most of the research on Arabic is focused on Mod-

ern Standard Arabic. Dialectal varieties have not 

received much attention due to the lack of dialectal 

tools and annotated texts (Duh and Kirchoff, 

2005). In this paper, we present a rule-based me-

thod to generate Colloquial Egyptian Arabic (CEA) 

from Modern Standard Arabic (MSA), relying on 

segment-based part-of-speech tags. The transfor-

mation process relies on the observation that di-

alectal varieties of Arabic differ mainly in the use 

of affixes and function words while the word stem 

mostly remains unchanged. For example, given the 

Buckwalter-encoded MSA sentence “AlAxwAn 

Almslmwn lm yfwzwA fy AlAntxbAt” the rules pro-

duce “AlAxwAn Almslmyn mfAzw$ f AlAntxAbAt” 

-The Muslim Bro ,االخىان المسلميه مفازوش ف االوتخابات)

therhood did not win the elections). The availabili-

ty of segment-based part-of-speech tags is essential 

since many of the affixes in MSA are ambiguous. 

For example, lm could be either a negative particle 

or a question work, and the word AlAxwAn could 

be either made of two segments (Al+<xwAn, the 

brothers), or three segments (Al+>xw+An, the two 

brothers). 

    We first introduce the transformation rules, and 

show that in many cases it is feasible to transform 

MSA to CEA, although there are cases that require 

much more than POS tags.  We then provide a typ-

ical case in which we utilize the transformed text 

of the Arabic Treebank (Bies and Maamouri, 2003) 

to build a part-of-speech tagger for CEA. The tag-

ger improves the accuracy of POS tagging on au-

thentic Egyptian Arabic by 13% absolute (from 

73.24% to 86.84%) and reduces the percentage of 

out-of-vocabulary words from 28.98% to 16.66%. 
  

  2. MSA to CEA Conversion Rules 

Table 1 shows a sentence in MSA and its CEA 

counterpart. Both can be translated into: “We did 

not write it for them.” MSA has three words while 

CEA is more synthetic as the preposition and the 

negative particle turn into clitics.  Table 1 illu-

strates the end product of one of the Imperfect 

transformation rules, namely the case where the 

Imperfect Verb is preceded by the negative particle 

lm. 
 

 Arabic Buckwalter 

MSA لم وكتبها لهه lm nktbhA lhn 

CEA مكتبىهلهمص mktbnhlhm$ 

English We did not write it for them 

Table 1: a sentence in MSA and CEA 

 

Our 103 rules cover nominals (number and case 

affixes), verbs (tense, number, gender, and modali-

ty), pronouns (number and gender), and demon-

strative pronouns (number and gender).  

    The rules also cover certain lexical items as 400 

words in MSA have been converted to their com-
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mon CEA counterparts.  Examples of lexical con-

versions include ZlAm and Dlmp (darkness), rjl 

and rAjl (man), rjAl and rjAlp (men), and kvyr and 

ktyr (many), where the first word is the MSA ver-

sion and the second is the CEA version.  

   Many of the lexical mappings are ambiguous. 

For example, the word rjl can either mean man or 

leg. When it means man, the CEA form is rAjl, but 

the word for leg is the same in both MSA and 

CEA. While they have different vowel patterns 

(rajul and rijol respectively), the vowel informa-

tion is harder to get correctly than POS tags. The 

problem may arise especially when dealing with 

raw data for which we need to provide POS tags 

(and vowels) so we may be able to convert it to the 

colloquial form. Below, we provide two sample 

rules:  

The imperfect verb is used, inter alia, to express 

the negated past, for which CEA uses the perfect 

verb. What makes things more complicated is that 

CEA treats negative particles and prepositional 

phrases as clitics. An example of this is the word 

mktbthlhm$ (I did not write it for them) in Table 1 

above. It is made of the negative particle m, the 

stem ktb (to write), the object pronoun h, the pre-

position l, the pronoun hm (them) and the negative 

particle $. Figure 1, and the following steps show 

the conversions of lm nktbhA lhm to 

mktbnhAlhm$: 

1. Replace the negative word lm with one of 

the prefixes m, mA or the word mA. 

2. Replace the Imperfect Verb prefix with its 

Perfect Verb suffix counterpart.  For exam-

ple, the IV first person singular subject pre-

fix > turns into t in the PV. 

3. If the verb is followed by a prepositional 

phrase headed by the preposition l that con-

tains a pronominal object, convert the pre-

position to a prepositional clitic. 

4. Transform the dual to plural and the plural 

feminine to plural masculine. 

5. Add the negative suffix $ (or the variant $y, 

which is less probable) 

As alluded to in 1) above, given that colloquial 

orthography is not standardized, many affixes and 

clitics can be written in different ways. For exam-

ple, the word mktbnhlhm$, can be written in 24 

ways. All these forms are legal and possible, as 

attested by their existence in a CEA corpus (the 

Arabic Online Commentary Dataset v1.1), which 

we also use for building a language model later. 

Figure 1: One negated IV form in MSA can generate 24 

(3x2x2x2) possible forms in CEA 

 

MSA possessive pronouns inflect for gender, num-

ber (singular, dual, and plural), and person. In 

CEA, there is no distinction between the dual and 

the plural, and a single pronoun is used for the 

plural feminine and masculine. The three MSA 

forms ktAbhm, ktAbhmA and ktAbhn (their book 

for the masculine plural, the dual, and the feminine 

plural respectively) all collapse to ktAbhm.  

 

Table 2 has examples of some other rules we have 

applied.  We note that the stem, in bold, hardly 

changes, and that the changes mainly affect func-

tion segments. The last example is a lexical rule in 

which the stem has to change. 
 

Rule MSA CEA 

Future swf  yktb Hyktb/hyktb 

Future_NEG ln >ktb m$ hktb/ m$ Hktb 

IV yktbwn byktbw/ bktbw/ bktbwA 

Passive ktb Anktb/ Atktb 

NEG_PREP lys mnhn mmnhm$ 

Lexical trkhmA sAbhm 

Table 2: Examples of Conversion Rules. 

 

3. POS Tagging Egyptian Arabic 

We use the conversion above to build a POS tagger 

for Egyptian Arabic. We follow Mohamed and 

Kuebler (2010) in using whole word tagging, i.e., 

without any word segmentation. We use the Co-

lumbia Arabic Treebank 6-tag tag set: PRT (Par-

ticle), NOM (Nouns, Adjectives, and Adverbs), 

PROP (Proper Nouns), VRB (Verb), VRB-pass 

(Passive Verb), and PNX (Punctuation) (Habash 

and Roth, 2009). For example, the word 

wHnktblhm (and we will write to them, وحىكتبلهم) 

receives the tag PRT+PRT+VRB+PRT+NOM. 

This results in 58 composite tags, 9 of which occur 

5 times or less in the converted ECA training set. 
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    We converted two sections of the Arabic Tree-

bank (ATB): p2v3 and p3v2. For all the POS tag-

ging experiments, we use the memory-based POS 

tagger (MBT) (Daelemans et al., 1996) The best 

results, tuned on a dev set,  were obtained, in non-

exhaustive search,  with the Modified Value Dif-

ference Metric as a distance metric and with k  (the 

number of nearest neighbors) = 25. For known 

words, we use the IGTree algorithm and 2 words to 

the left, their POS tags, the focus word and its list 

of possible tags, 1 right context word and its list of 

possible tags as features. For unknown words, we 

use the IB1 algorithm and the word itself, its first 5 

and last 3 characters, 1 left context word and its 

POS tag, and 1 right context word and its list of 

possible tags as features. 

     

3.1. Development and Test Data 

As a development set, we use 100 user-contributed 

comments (2757 words) from the website ma-

srawy.com, which were judged to be highly collo-

quial. The test set contains 192 comments (7092 

words) from the same website with the same crite-

rion. The development and test sets were hand-

annotated with composite tags as illustrated above 

by two native Arabic-speaking students. 

The test and development sets contained spel-

ling errors (mostly run-on words). The most com-

mon of these is the vocative particle yA, which is 

usually attached to following word (e.g. yArAjl, 

(you man, ياراجل)). It is not clear whether it should 

be treated as a proclitic, since it also occurs as a 

separate word, which is the standard way of writ-

ing. The same holds true for the variation between 

the letters * and z, (ذ and ز in Arabic) which are 

pronounced exactly the same way in CEA to the 

extent that the substitution may not be considered a 

spelling error. 

 

3.2. Experiments and Results 

We ran five experiments to test the effect of MSA 

to CEA conversion on POS tagging: (a) Standard, 

where we train the tagger on the ATB MSA data, 

(b) 3-gram LM, where for each MSA sentence we 

generate all transformed sentences (see Section 2.1 

and Figure 1) and pick the most probable sentence 

according to a trigram language model built from 

an 11.5 million words of user contributed 

comments.
1
 This corpus is highly dialectal 

                                                 
1
Available from  http://www.cs.jhu.edu/~ozaidan/AOC 

Egyptian Arabic, but like all similar collections, it 

is diglossic and demonstrates a high degree of 

code-switching between MSA and CEA. We use 

the SRILM toolkit (Stolcke, 2002) for language 

modeling and sentence scoring, (c) Random, 

where we choose a random sentence from all the 

correct sentences generated for each MSA 

sentence, (d) Hybrid, where we combine the data 

in a) with the best settings (as measured on the dev 

set) using the converted colloquial data (namely 

experiment c). Hybridization is necessary since 

most Arabic data in blogs and comments are a mix 

of MSA and CEA, and (e) Hybrid + dev, where 

we enrich the Hybrid training set with the dev data.  

  We use the following metrics for evaluation: 

KWA: Known Word Accuracy (%), UWA: 

Unknown Word Accuracy (%), TA: Total Accuracy 

(%), and UW: unknown words (%) in the 

respective set in the respective experiment. Table 

3(a) presents the results on the development set 

while Table 3(b) the results on the test set.  
 

Experiment KWA UWA TA UW 

(a) Standard 92.75 39.68 75.77 31.99 

(b) 3-gram LM 89.12 43.46 76.21 28.29 

(c) Random 92.36 43.51 79.25 26.84 

(d) Hybrid 94.13 52.22 84.87 22.09 

Table 3(a): POS results on the development set.   
 

We notice that randomly selecting a sentence from 

the correct generated sentences yields better results 

than choosing the most probable sentence accord-

ing to a language model. The reason for this may 

be that randomization guarantees more coverage of 

the various forms. We have found that the vocabu-

lary size (the number of unique word types) for the 

training set generated for the Random experiment 

is considerably larger than the vocabulary size for 

the 3-gram LM experiment (55367 unique word 

types in Random versus 51306 in 3-gram LM), 

which results in a drop of 4.6% absolute in the per-

centage of unknown words: 27.31% versus 

22.30%). This drop in the percentage of unknown 

words may indicate that generating all possible 

variations of CEA may be more useful than using a 

language model in general. Even in a CEA corpus 

of 35 million words, one third of the words gener-

ated by the rules are not in the corpus, while many 
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of these are in both the test set and the develop-

ment set. 

 

Experiment KWA UWA TA UW 

(a) Standard 89.03 40.67 73.24 28.98 

(b) 3-gram LM 84.33 47.70 74.32 27.31 

(c) Random 90.24 48.90 79.67 22.70 

(d) Hybrid 92.22 53.92 83.81 19.45 

(e) Hybrid+dev 94.87 56.46 86.84 16.66 

Table 3(b): POS results on the test set 

 

    We also notice that the conversion alone im-

proves tagging accuracy from 75.77% to 79.25% 

on the development set, and from 73.24% to 

79.67% on the test set. Combining the original 

MSA and the best scoring converted data (Ran-

dom) raises the accuracies to 84.87% and 83.81% 

respectively.  The percentage of unknown words 

drops from 29.98% to 19.45% in the test set when 

we used the hybrid data. The fact that the percen-

tage of unknown words drops further to 16.66% in 

the Hybrid+dev experiment points out the authen-

tic colloquial data contains elements that have not 

been captured using conversion alone.    

 

4. Related Work 

To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first work 

that generates CEA automatically from morpholog-

ically disambiguated MSA, but Habash et al. 

(2005) discussed root and pattern morphological 

analysis and generation of Arabic dialects within 

the MAGED morphological analyzer. MAGED 

incorporates the morphology, phonology, and or-

thography of several Arabic dialects. Diab et al. 

(2010) worked on the annotation of dialectal Arab-

ic through the COLABA project, and they used the 

(manually) annotated resources to facilitate the 

incorporation of the dialects in Arabic information 

retrieval. 

  Duh and Kirchhoff (2005) successfully designed 

a POS tagger for CEA that used an MSA morpho-

logical analyzer and information gleaned from the 

intersection of several Arabic dialects.  This is dif-

ferent from our approach for which POS tagging is 

only an application.  Our focus is to use any exist-

ing MSA data to generate colloquial Arabic re-

sources that can be used in virtually any NLP task. 

   At a higher level, our work resembles that of 

Kundu and Roth (2011), in which they chose to 

adapt the text rather than the model. While they 

adapted the test set, we do so at the training set 

level. 
 

5. Conclusions and Future Work 

We have a presented a method to convert Modern 

Standard Arabic to Egyptian Colloquial Arabic 

with an example application to the POS tagging 

task. This approach may provide a cheap way to 

leverage MSA data and morphological resources to 

create resources for colloquial Arabic to English 

machine translation, for example. 

     While the rules of conversion were mainly 

morphological in nature, they have proved useful 

in handling colloquial data. However, morphology 

alone is not enough for handling key points of dif-

ference between CEA and MSA. While CEA is 

mainly an SVO language, MSA is mainly VSO, 

and while demonstratives are pre-nominal in MSA, 

they are post-nominal in CEA. These phenomena 

can be handled only through syntactic conversion.  

We expect that converting a dependency-based 

treebank to CEA can account for many of the phe-

nomena part-of-speech tags alone cannot handle 

  We are planning to extend the rules to other lin-

guistic phenomena and dialects, with possible ap-

plications to various NLP tasks for which MSA 

annotated data exist. When no gold standard seg-

ment-based POS tags are available, tools that pro-

duce segment-based annotation can be used, e.g.   

segment-based POS tagging (Mohamed and Kueb-

ler, 2010) or MADA (Habash et al, 2009), although 

these are not expected to yield the same results as 

gold standard part-of-speech tags. 
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Abstract
Previous approaches to instruction interpre-
tation have required either extensive domain
adaptation or manually annotated corpora.
This paper presents a novel approach to in-
struction interpretation that leverages a large
amount of unannotated, easy-to-collect data
from humans interacting with a virtual world.
We compare several algorithms for automat-
ically segmenting and discretizing this data
into (utterance, reaction) pairs and training a
classifier to predict reactions given the next ut-
terance. Our empirical analysis shows that the
best algorithm achieves 70% accuracy on this
task, with no manual annotation required.

1 Introduction and motivation

Mapping instructions into automatically executable
actions would enable the creation of natural lan-
guage interfaces to many applications (Lau et al.,
2009; Branavan et al., 2009; Orkin and Roy, 2009).
In this paper, we focus on the task of navigation and
manipulation of a virtual environment (Vogel and
Jurafsky, 2010; Chen and Mooney, 2011).

Current symbolic approaches to the problem are
brittle to the natural language variation present in in-
structions and require intensive rule authoring to be
fit for a new task (Dzikovska et al., 2008). Current
statistical approaches require extensive manual an-
notations of the corpora used for training (MacMa-
hon et al., 2006; Matuszek et al., 2010; Gorniak and
Roy, 2007; Rieser and Lemon, 2010). Manual anno-
tation and rule authoring by natural language engi-
neering experts are bottlenecks for developing con-
versational systems for new domains.

This paper proposes a fully automated approach
to interpreting natural language instructions to com-
plete a task in a virtual world based on unsupervised
recordings of human-human interactions perform-
ing that task in that virtual world. Given unanno-
tated corpora collected from humans following other
humans’ instructions, our system automatically seg-
ments the corpus into labeled training data for a clas-
sification algorithm. Our interpretation algorithm is
based on the observation that similar instructions ut-
tered in similar contexts should lead to similar ac-
tions being taken in the virtual world. Given a previ-
ously unseen instruction, our system outputs actions
that can be directly executed in the virtual world,
based on what humans did when given similar in-
structions in the past.

2 Corpora situated in virtual worlds

Our environment consists of six virtual worlds de-
signed for the natural language generation shared
task known as the GIVE Challenge (Koller et al.,
2010), where a pair of partners must collaborate to
solve a task in a 3D space (Figure 1). The “instruc-
tion follower” (IF) can move around in the virtual
world, but has no knowledge of the task. The “in-
struction giver” (IG) types instructions to the IF in
order to guide him to accomplish the task. Each cor-
pus contains the IF’s actions and position recorded
every 200 milliseconds, as well as the IG’s instruc-
tions with their timestamps.

We used two corpora for our experiments. The
Cm corpus (Gargett et al., 2010) contains instruc-
tions given by multiple people, consisting of 37
games spanning 2163 instructions over 8:17 hs. The
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Figure 1: A screenshot of a virtual world. The world
consists of interconnecting hallways, rooms and objects

Cs corpus (Benotti and Denis, 2011), gathered using
a single IG, is composed of 63 games and 3417 in-
structions, and was recorded in a span of 6:09 hs. It
took less than 15 hours to collect the corpora through
the web and the subjects reported that the experi-
ment was fun.

While the environment is restricted, people de-
scribe the same route and the same objects in ex-
tremely different ways. Below are some examples of
instructions from our corpus all given for the same
route shown in Figure 1.

1) out
2) walk down the passage
3) nowgo [sic] to the pink room
4) back to the room with the plant
5) Go through the door on the left
6) go through opening with yellow wall paper

People describe routes using landmarks (4) or
specific actions (2). They may describe the same
object differently (5 vs 6). Instructions also differ
in their scope (3 vs 1). Thus, even ignoring spelling
and grammatical errors, navigation instructions con-
tain considerable variation which makes interpreting
them a challenging problem.

3 Learning from previous interpretations

Our algorithm consists of two phases: annotation
and interpretation. Annotation is performed only
once and consists of automatically associating each
IG instruction to an IF reaction. Interpretation is
performed every time the system receives an instruc-

tion and consists of predicting an appropriate reac-
tion given reactions observed in the corpus.

Our method is based on the assumption that a re-
action captures the semantics of the instruction that
caused it. Therefore, if two utterances result in the
same reaction, they are paraphrases of each other,
and similar utterances should generate the same re-
action. This approach enables us to predict reactions
for previously-unseen instructions.

3.1 Annotation phase

The key challenge in learning from massive amounts
of easily-collected data is to automatically annotate
an unannotated corpus. Our annotation method con-
sists of two parts: first, segmenting a low-level in-
teraction trace into utterances and corresponding re-
actions, and second, discretizing those reactions into
canonical action sequences.

Segmentation enables our algorithm to learn from
traces of IFs interacting directly with a virtual world.
Since the IF can move freely in the virtual world, his
actions are a stream of continuous behavior. Seg-
mentation divides these traces into reactions that fol-
low from each utterance of the IG. Consider the fol-
lowing example starting at the situation shown in
Figure 1:

IG(1): go through the yellow opening
IF(2): [walks out of the room]
IF(3): [turns left at the intersection]
IF(4): [enters the room with the sofa]
IG(5): stop

It is not clear whether the IF is doing 〈3, 4〉 be-
cause he is reacting to 1 or because he is being
proactive. While one could manually annotate this
data to remove extraneous actions, our goal is to de-
velop automated solutions that enable learning from
massive amounts of data.

We decided to approach this problem by experi-
menting with two alternative formal definitions: 1) a
strict definition that considers the maximum reaction
according to the IF behavior, and 2) a loose defini-
tion based on the empirical observation that, in sit-
uated interaction, most instructions are constrained
by the current visually perceived affordances (Gib-
son, 1979; Stoia et al., 2006).

We formally define behavior segmentation (Bhv)
as follows. A reaction rk to an instruction uk begins
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right after the instruction uk is uttered and ends right
before the next instruction uk+1 is uttered. In the
example, instruction 1 corresponds to 〈2, 3, 4〉. We
formally define visibility segmentation (Vis) as fol-
lows. A reaction rk to an instruction uk begins right
after the instruction uk is uttered and ends right be-
fore the next instruction uk+1 is uttered or right after
the IF leaves the area visible at 360◦ from where uk

was uttered. In the example, instruction 1’s reaction
would be limited to 〈2〉 because the intersection is
not visible from where the instruction was uttered.

The Bhv and Vis methods define how to segment
an interaction trace into utterances and their corre-
sponding reactions. However, users frequently per-
form noisy behavior that is irrelevant to the goal of
the task. For example, after hearing an instruction,
an IF might go into the wrong room, realize the er-
ror, and leave the room. A reaction should not in-
clude such irrelevant actions. In addition, IFs may
accomplish the same goal using different behaviors:
two different IFs may interpret “go to the pink room”
by following different paths to the same destination.
We would like to be able to generalize both reactions
into one canonical reaction.

As a result, our approach discretizes reactions into
higher-level action sequences with less noise and
less variation. Our discretization algorithm uses an
automated planner and a planning representation of
the task. This planning representation includes: (1)
the task goal, (2) the actions which can be taken in
the virtual world, and (3) the current state of the
virtual world. Using the planning representation,
the planner calculates an optimal path between the
starting and ending states of the reaction, eliminat-
ing all unnecessary actions. While we use the clas-
sical planner FF (Hoffmann, 2003), our technique
could also work with classical planning (Nau et al.,
2004) or other techniques such as probabilistic plan-
ning (Bonet and Geffner, 2005). It is also not de-
pendent on a particular discretization of the world in
terms of actions.

Now we are ready to define canonical reaction ck

formally. Let Sk be the state of the virtual world
when instruction uk was uttered, Sk+1 be the state of
the world where the reaction ends (as defined by Bhv
or Vis segmentation), and D be the planning domain
representation of the virtual world. The canonical
reaction to uk is defined as the sequence of actions

returned by the planner with Sk as initial state, Sk+1

as goal state and D as planning domain.

3.2 Interpretation phase

The annotation phase results in a collection of (uk,
ck) pairs. The interpretation phase uses these pairs to
interpret new utterances in three steps. First, we fil-
ter the set of pairs into those whose reactions can be
directly executed from the current IF position. Sec-
ond, we group the filtered pairs according to their
reactions. Third, we select the group with utterances
most similar to the new utterance, and output that
group’s reaction. Figure 2 shows the output of the
first two steps: three groups of pairs whose reactions
can all be executed from the IF’s current position.

Figure 2: Utterance groups for this situation. Colored
arrows show the reaction associated with each group.

We treat the third step, selecting the most similar
group for a new utterance, as a classification prob-
lem. We compare three different classification meth-
ods. One method uses nearest-neighbor classifica-
tion with three different similarity metrics: Jaccard
and Overlap coefficients (both of which measure the
degree of overlap between two sets, differing only
in the normalization of the final value (Nikravesh et
al., 2005)), and Levenshtein Distance (a string met-
ric for measuring the amount of differences between
two sequences of words (Levenshtein, 1966)). Our
second classification method employs a strategy in
which we considered each group as a set of pos-
sible machine translations of our utterance, using
the BLEU measure (Papineni et al., 2002) to select
which group could be considered the best translation
of our utterance. Finally, we trained an SVM clas-
sifier (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995) using the unigrams
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Corpus Cm Corpus Cs

Algorithm Bhv Vis Bhv Vis
Jaccard 47% 54% 54% 70%
Overlap 43% 53% 45% 60%
BLEU 44% 52% 54% 50%
SVM 33% 29% 45% 29%
Levenshtein 21% 20% 8% 17%

Table 1: Accuracy comparison between Cm and Cs for
Bhv and Vis segmentation

of each paraphrase and the position of the IF as fea-
tures, and setting their group as the output class us-
ing a libSVM wrapper (Chang and Lin, 2011).

When the system misinterprets an instruction we
use a similar approach to what people do in order
to overcome misunderstandings. If the system exe-
cutes an incorrect reaction, the IG can tell the system
to cancel its current interpretation and try again us-
ing a paraphrase, selecting a different reaction.

4 Evaluation

For the evaluation phase, we annotated both the Cm

and Cs corpora entirely, and then we split them in
an 80/20 proportion; the first 80% of data collected
in each virtual world was used for training, while
the remaining 20% was used for testing. For each
pair (uk, ck) in the testing set, we used our algorithm
to predict the reaction to the selected utterance, and
then compared this result against the automatically
annotated reaction. Table 1 shows the results.

Comparing the Bhv and Vis segmentation strate-
gies, Vis tends to obtain better results than Bhv. In
addition, accuracy on the Cs corpus was generally
higher than Cm. Given that Cs contained only one
IG, we believe this led to less variability in the in-
structions and less noise in the training data.

We evaluated the impact of user corrections by
simulating them using the existing corpus. In case
of a wrong response, the algorithm receives a second
utterance with the same reaction (a paraphrase of the
previous one). Then the new utterance is tested over
the same set of possible groups, except for the one
which was returned before. If the correct reaction
is not predicted after four tries, or there are no ut-
terances with the same reaction, the predictions are
registered as wrong. To measure the effects of user
corrections vs. without, we used a different evalu-

ation process for this algorithm: first, we split the
corpus in a 50/50 proportion, and then we moved
correctly predicted utterances from the testing set to-
wards training, until either there was nothing more
to learn or the training set reached 80% of the entire
corpus size.

As expected, user corrections significantly im-
prove accuracy, as shown in Figure 3. The worst
algorithm’s results improve linearly with each try,
while the best ones behave asymptotically, barely
improving after the second try. The best algorithm
reaches 92% with just one correction from the IG.

5 Discussion and future work

We presented an approach to instruction interpreta-
tion which learns from non-annotated logs of hu-
man behavior. Our empirical analysis shows that
our best algorithm achieves 70% accuracy on this
task, with no manual annotation required. When
corrections are added, accuracy goes up to 92%
for just one correction. We consider our results
promising since state of the art semi-unsupervised
approaches to instruction interpretation (Chen and
Mooney, 2011) reports a 55% accuracy on manually
segmented data.

We plan to compare our system’s performance
against human performance in comparable situa-
tions. Our informal observations of the GIVE cor-
pus indicate that humans often follow instructions
incorrectly, so our automated system’s performance
may be on par with human performance.

Although we have presented our approach in the
context of 3D virtual worlds, we believe our tech-
nique is also applicable to other domains such as the
web, video games, or Human Robot Interaction.

Figure 3: Accuracy values with corrections over Cs
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Abstract

Natural language questions have become pop-

ular in web search. However, various ques-

tions can be formulated to convey the same

information need, which poses a great chal-

lenge to search systems. In this paper, we au-

tomatically mined 5w1h question reformula-

tion patterns from large scale search log data.

The question reformulations generated from

these patterns are further incorporated into the

retrieval model. Experiments show that us-

ing question reformulation patterns can sig-

nificantly improve the search performance of

natural language questions.

1 Introduction

More and more web users tend to use natural lan-

guage questions as queries for web search. Some

commercial natural language search engines such as

InQuira and Ask have also been developed to answer

this type of queries. One major challenge is that var-

ious questions can be formulated for the same infor-

mation need. Table 1 shows some alternative expres-

sions for the question “how far is it from Boston to

Seattle”. It is difficult for search systems to achieve

satisfactory retrieval performance without consider-

ing these alternative expressions.

In this paper, we propose a method of automat-

ically mining 5w1h question1 reformulation pat-

terns to improve the search relevance of 5w1h ques-

tions. Question reformulations represent the alter-

native expressions for 5w1h questions. A question

∗Contribution during internship at Microsoft Research Asia
15w1h questions start with “Who”, “What”, “Where”,

“When”, “Why” and “How”.

Table 1: Alternative expressions for the original question

Original Question:

how far is it from Boston to Seattle

Alternative Expressions:

how many miles is it from Boston to Seattle

distance from Boston to Seattle

Boston to Seattle

how long does it take to drive from Boston to Seattle

reformulation pattern generalizes a set of similar

question reformulations that share the same struc-

ture. For example, users may ask similar questions

“how far is it from X1 to X2” where X1 and X2

represent some other cities besides Boston and Seat-

tle. Then, similar question reformulations as in Ta-

ble 1 will be generated with the city names changed.

These patterns increase the coverage of the system

by handling the queries that did not appear before

but share similar structures as previous queries.

Using reformulation patterns as the key concept,

we propose a question reformulation framework.

First, we mine the question reformulation patterns

from search logs that record users’ reformulation

behavior. Second, given a new question, we use

the most relevant reformulation patterns to generate

question reformulations and each of the reformula-

tions is associated with its probability. Third, the

original question and these question reformulations

are then combined together for retrieval.

The contributions of this paper are summarized as

two folds. First, we propose a simple yet effective

approach to automatically mine 5w1h question re-

formulation patterns. Second, we conduct compre-

hensive studies in improving the search performance

of 5w1h questions using the mined patterns.
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Figure 1: The framework of reformulating questions.

2 Related Work

In the Natural Language Processing (NLP) area, dif-

ferent expressions that convey the same meaning

are referred as paraphrases (Lin and Pantel, 2001;

Barzilay and McKeown, 2001; Pang et al., 2003;

Paşca and Dienes, 2005; Bannard and Callison-

Burch, 2005; Bhagat and Ravichandran, 2008;

Callison-Burch, 2008; Zhao et al., 2008). Para-

phrases have been studied in a variety of NLP appli-

cations such as machine translation (Kauchak and

Barzilay, 2006; Callison-Burch et al., 2006), ques-

tion answering (Ravichandran and Hovy, 2002) and

document summarization (McKeown et al., 2002).

Yet, little research has considered improving web

search performance using paraphrases.

Query logs have become an important resource

for many NLP applications such as class and at-

tribute extraction (Paşca and Van Durme, 2008),

paraphrasing (Zhao et al., 2010) and language mod-

eling (Huang et al., 2010). Little research has been

conducted to automatically mine 5w1h question re-

formulation patterns from query logs.

Recently, query reformulation (Boldi et al., 2009;

Jansen et al., 2009) has been studied in web search.

Different techniques have been developed for query

segmentation (Bergsma and Wang, 2007; Tan and

Peng, 2008) and query substitution (Jones et al.,

2006; Wang and Zhai, 2008). Yet, most previous

research focused on keyword queries without con-

sidering 5w1h questions.

3 Mining Question Reformulation

Patterns for Web Search

Our framework consists of three major components,

which is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Table 2: Question reformulation patterns generated for

the query pair (“how far is it from Boston to Seattle”

,“distance from Boston to Seattle”).

S1 = {Boston}:(“how far is it from X1 to Seattle”

,“distance from X1 to Seattle”)

S2 = {Seattle}:(“how far is it from Boston to X1”

,“distance from Boston to X1”)

S3 = {Boston, Seattle}:(“how far is it from X1 to X2”

,“distance from X1 to X2”)

3.1 Generating Reformulation Patterns

From the search log, we extract all successive query

pairs issued by the same user within a certain time

period where the first query is a 5w1h question. In

such query pair, the second query is considered as

a question reformulation. Our method takes these

query pairs, i.e. Set = {(q, qr)}, as the input and

outputs a pattern base consisting of 5w1h question

reformulation patterns, i.e. P = {(p, pr)}). Specif-

ically, for each query pair (q, qr), we first collect all

common words between q and qr except for stop-

words ST 2, where CW = {w|w ∈ q, w ∈ q′, w /∈
ST}. For any non-empty subset Si of CW , the

words in Si are replaced as slots in q and qr to con-

struct a reformulation pattern. Table 2 shows exam-

ples of question reformulation patterns. Finally, the

patterns observed in many different query pairs are

kept. In other words, we rely on the frequency of a

pattern to filter noisy patterns. Generating patterns

using more NLP features such as the parsing infor-

mation will be studied in the future work.

3.2 Generating Question Reformulations

We describe how to generate a set of question refor-

mulations {qnew
r } for an unseen question qnew.

First, we search P = {(p, pr)} to find all ques-

tion reformulation patterns where p matches qnew.

Then, we pick the best question pattern p⋆ accord-

ing to the number of prefix words and the total num-

ber of words in a pattern. We select the pattern that

has the most prefix words, since this pattern is more

likely to have the same information as qnew. If sev-

eral patterns have the same number of prefix words,

we use the total number of words to break the tie.

After picking the best question pattern p⋆, we fur-

ther rank all question reformulation patterns con-

taining p⋆, i.e. (p⋆, pr), according to Eq. 1.

2Stopwords refer to the function words that have little mean-

ing by themselves, such as “the”, “a”, “an”, “that” and “those”.
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Table 3: Examples of the question reformulations and their corresponding reformulation patterns

qnew: how good is the eden pure air system qnew : how to market a restaurant

p⋆: how good is the X p⋆: how to market a X
qnew

r
pr qnew

r
pr

eden pure air system X marketing a restaurant marketing a X
eden pure air system review X review how to promote a restaurant how to promote a X
eden pure air system reviews X reviews how to sell a restaurant how to sell a X
rate the eden pure air system rate the X how to advertise a restaurant how to advertise a X
reviews on the eden pure air system reviews on the X restaurant marketing X marketing

P (pr|p
⋆) =

f(p⋆, pr)∑
p′

r

f(p⋆, p′

r)
(1)

Finally, we generate k question reformulations

qnew
r by applying the top k question reformulation

patterns containing p⋆. The probability P (pr|p
⋆) as-

sociated with the pattern (p⋆, pr) is assigned to the

corresponding question reformulation qnew
r .

3.3 Retrieval Model

Given the original question qnew and k question re-

formulations {qnew
r }, the query distribution model

(Xue and Croft, 2010) (denoted as QDist) is adopted

to combine qnew and {qnew
r } using their associated

probabilities. The retrieval score of the document D,

i.e. score(qnew,D), is calculated as follows:

score(qnew,D) = λ log P (qnew|D)

+(1 − λ)
k∑

i=1

P (pri
|p⋆) log P (qnew

ri
|D) (2)

In Eq. 2, λ is a parameter that indicates the prob-

ability assigned to the original query. P (pri
|p⋆) is

the probability assigned to qnew
ri

. P (qnew|D) and

P (q′|D) are calculated using the language model

(Ponte and Croft, 1998; Zhai and Lafferty, 2001).

4 Experiments

A large scale search log from a commercial search

engine (2011.1-2011.6) is used in experiments.

From the search log, we extract all successive query

pairs issued by the same user within 30 minutes

(Boldi et al., 2008)3 where the first query is a 5w1h

question. Finally, we extracted 6,680,278 question

reformulation patterns.

For the retrieval experiments, we randomly sam-

ple 10,000 natural language questions as queries

3In web search, queries issued within 30 minutes are usually

considered having the same information need.

Table 4: Retrieval Performance of using question refor-

mulations. ⋆ denotes significantly different with Orig.

NDCG@1 NDCG@3 NDCG@5

Orig 0.2946 0.2923 0.2991

QDist 0.3032⋆ 0.2991⋆ 0.3067⋆

from the search log before 2011. For each question,

we generate the top ten questions reformulations.

The Indri toolkit4 is used to implement the language

model. A web collection from a commercial search

engine is used for retrieval experiments. For each

question, the relevance judgments are provided by

human annotators. The standard NDCG@k is used

to measure performance.

4.1 Examples and Performance

Table 3 shows examples of the generated questions

reformulations. Several interesting expressions are

generated to reformulate the original question.

We compare the retrieval performance of using

the question reformulations (QDist) with the perfor-

mance of using the original question (Orig) in Table

4. The parameter λ of QDist is decided using ten-

fold cross validation. Two sided t-test are conducted

to measure significance.

Table 4 shows that using the question reformula-

tions can significantly improve the retrieval perfor-

mance of natural language questions. Note that, con-

sidering the scale of experiments (10,000 queries),

around 3% improvement with respect to NDCG is a

very interesting result for web search.

4.2 Analysis

In this subsection, we analyze the results to better

understand the effect of question reformulations.

First, we report the performance of always pick-

ing the best question reformulation for each query

(denoted as Upper) in Table 5, which provides an

4
www.lemurproject.org/
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Table 5: Performance of the upper bound.

NDCG@1 NDCG@3 NDCG@5

Orig 0.2946 0.2923 0.2991

QDist 0.3032 0.2991 0.3067

Upper 0.3826 0.3588 0.3584

Table 6: Best reformulation within different positions.

top 1 within top 2 within top 3

49.2% 64.7% 75.4%

upper bound for the performance of the question re-

formulation. Table 5 shows that if we were able

to always picking the best question reformulation,

the performance of Orig could be improved by

around 30% (from 0.2926 to 0.3826 with respect to

NDCG@1). It indicates that we do generate some

high quality question reformulations.

Table 6 further reports the percent of those 10,000

queries where the best question reformulation can be

observed in the top 1 position, within the top 2 posi-

tions and within the top 3 positions, respectively.

Table 6 shows that for most queries, our method

successfully ranks the best reformulation within the

top 3 positions.

Second, we study the effect of different types

of question reformulations. We roughly divide the

question reformulations generated by our method

into five categories as shown in Table 7. For each

category, we report the percent of reformulations

which performance is bigger/smaller/equal with re-

spect to the original question.

Table 7 shows that the “more specific” reformula-

tions and the “equivalent” reformulations are more

likely to improve the original question. Reformu-

lations that make “morphological change” do not

have much effect on improving the original ques-

tion. “More general” and “not relevant” reformu-

lations usually decrease the performance.

Third, we conduct the error analysis on the ques-

tion reformulations that decrease the performance

of the original question. Three typical types of er-

rors are observed. First, some important words are

removed from the original question. For example,

“what is the role of corporate executives” is reformu-

lated as “corporate executives”. Second, the refor-

mulation is too specific. For example, “how to effec-

tively organize your classroom” is reformulated as

“how to effectively organize your elementary class-

room”. Third, some reformulations entirely change

Table 7: Analysis of different types of reformulations.

Type increase decrease same

Morphological change 11% 10% 79%

Equivalent meaning 32% 30% 38%

More specific/Add words 45% 39% 16%

More general/Remove words 38% 48% 14%

Not relevant 14% 72% 14%

Table 8: Retrieval Performance of other query processing

techniques.

NDCG@1 NDCG@3 NDCG@5

ORIG 0.2720 0.2937 0.3151

NoStop 0.2697 0.2893 0.3112

DropOne 0.2630 0.2888 0.3102

QDist 0.2978 0.3052 0.3250

the meaning of the original question. For example,

“what is the adjective of anxiously” is reformulated

as “what is the noun of anxiously”.

Fourth, we compare our question reformulation

method with two long query processing techniques,

i.e. NoStop (Huston and Croft, 2010) and DropOne

(Balasubramanian et al., 2010). NoStop removes all

stopwords in the query and DropOne learns to drop

a single word from the query. The same query set as

Balasubramanian et al. (2010) is used. Table 8 re-

ports the retrieval performance of different methods.

Table 8 shows that both NoStop and DropOne per-

form worse than using the original question, which

indicates that the general techniques developed for

long queries are not appropriate for natural language

questions. On the other hand, our proposed method

outperforms all the baselines.

5 Conclusion

Improving the search relevance of natural language

questions poses a great challenge for search systems.

We propose to automatically mine 5w1h question re-

formulation patterns from search log data. The ef-

fectiveness of the extracted patterns has been shown

on web search. These patterns are potentially useful

for many other applications, which will be studied in

the future work. How to automatically classify the

extracted patterns is also an interesting future issue.
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Abstract

We investigate the potential of Tree Substitu-
tion Grammars as a source of features for na-
tive language detection, the task of inferring
an author’s native language from text in a dif-
ferent language. We compare two state of the
art methods for Tree Substitution Grammar
induction and show that features from both
methods outperform previous state of the art
results at native language detection. Further-
more, we contrast these two induction algo-
rithms and show that the Bayesian approach
produces superior classification results with a
smaller feature set.

1 Introduction

The correlation between a person’s native language
(L1) and aspects of their writing in a second lan-
guage (L2) can be exploited to predict L1 label given
L2 text. The International Corpus of Learner En-
glish (Granger et al, 2002), or ICLE, is a large set
of English student essays annotated with L1 labels
that allows us to bring the power of supervised ma-
chine learning techniques to bear on this task. In
this work we explore the possibility of automatically
induced Tree Substitution Grammar (TSG) rules as
features for a logistic regression model1 trained to
predict these L1 labels.

Automatic TSG induction is made difficult by the
exponential number of possible TSG rules given a
corpus. This is an active area of research with two
distinct effective solutions. The first uses a nonpara-
metric Bayesian model to handle the large number

1a.k.a. Maximum Entropy Model

of rules (Cohn and Blunsom, 2010), while the sec-
ond is inspired by tree kernel methods and extracts
common subtrees from pairs of parse trees (Sangati
and Zuidema, 2011). While both are effective, we
show that the Bayesian method of TSG induction
produces superior features and achieves a new best
result at the task of native language detection.

2 Related Work

2.1 Native Language Detection

Work in automatic native language detection has
been mainly associated with the ICLE, published in
2002. Koppel et al (2005) first constructed such
a system with a feature set consisting of function
words, POS bi-grams, and character n-grams. These
features provide a strong baseline but cannot capture
many linguistic phenomena.

More recently, Wong and Dras (2011a) consid-
ered syntactic features for this task, using logis-
tic regression with features extracted from parse
trees produced by a state of the art statistical parser.
They investigated two classes of features: rerank-
ing features from the Charniak parser and CFG fea-
tures. They showed that while reranking features
capture long range dependencies in parse trees that
CFG rules cannot, they do not produce classification
performance superior to simple CFG rules. Their
CFG feature approach represents the best perform-
ing model to date for the task of native language de-
tection. Wong and Dras (2011b) also investigated
the use of LDA topic modeling to produce a latent
feature set of reduced dimensionality, but failed to
outperform baseline systems with this approach.
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2.2 TSG induction

One inherent difficulty in the use of TSGs is con-
trolling the size of grammars automatically in-
duced from data, which with any reasonable corpus
quickly becomes too large for modern workstations
to handle. When automatically induced TSGs were
first proposed by Bod (1991), the problem of gram-
mar induction was tackled with random selection of
fragments or weak constraints that led to massive
grammars.

A more principled technique is to use a sparse
nonparametric prior, as was recently presented by
Cohn et al (2009) and Post and Gildea (2009). They
provide a local Gibbs sampling algorithm, and Cohn
and Blunsom (2010) later developed a block sam-
pling algorithm with better convergence behavior.
While this Bayesian method has yet to produce
state of the art parsing results, it has achieved state
of the art results for unsupervised grammar induc-
tion (Blunsom and Cohn, 2010) and has been ex-
tended to synchronous grammars for use in sentence
compression (Yamangil and Shieber, 2010).

More recently, (Sangati and Zuidema, 2011) pre-
sented an elegantly simple heuristic inspired by tree
kernels that they call DoubleDOP. They showed that
manageable grammar sizes can be obtained from a
corpus the size of the Penn Treebank by recording
all fragments that occur at least twice, subject to a
pairwise constraint of maximality. Using an addi-
tional heuristic to provide a distribution over frag-
ments, DoubleDOP achieved the current state of the
art for TSG parsing, competing closely with the ab-
solute best results set by refinement based parsers.

2.3 Fragment Based Classification

The use of parse tree fragments for classification
began with Collins and Duffy (2001). They used
the number of common subtrees between two parse
trees as a convolution kernel in a voted perceptron
and applied it as a parse reranker. Since then, such
tree kernels have been used to perform a variety of
text classification tasks, such as semantic role la-
beling (Moschitti et al, 2008), authorship attribu-
tion (Kim et al, 2010), or the work of Suzuki and
Isozaki (2006) that performs question classification,
subjectivity detection, and polarity identification.

Syntactic features have also been used in non-

kernelized classifiers, such as in the work of Wong
and Dras (2011a) mentioned in Section 2.1. Ad-
ditional examples include Raghavan et al (2010),
which uses a CFG language model to perform au-
thorship attribution, and Post (2011), which uses
TSG features in a logistic regression model to per-
form grammaticality detection.

3 Tree Substitution Grammars

Tree Substitution Grammars are similar to Context
Free Grammars, differing in that they allow rewrite
rules of arbitrary parse tree structure with any num-
ber of nonterminal or terminal leaves. We adopt the
common term fragment2 to refer to these rules, as
they are easily visualised as fragments of a complete
parse tree.

S

NP VP

VBZ

hates

NP

NP

NNP

George

NP

NN

broccoli

NP

NNS

shoes

Figure 1: Fragments from a Tree Substitution Grammar
capable of deriving the sentences “George hates broccoli”
and “George hates shoes”.

3.1 Bayesian Induction

Nonparametric Bayesian models can represent dis-
tributions of unbounded size with a dynamic param-
eter set that grows with the size of the training data.
One method of TSG induction is to represent a prob-
abilistic TSG with Dirichlet Process priors and sam-
ple derivations of a corpus using MCMC.

Under this model the posterior probability of a
fragment e is given as

P (e|e−, α, P0) =
#e + αP0

#• + α
(1)

where e− is the multiset of fragments in the current
derivations excluding e, #e is the count of the frag-
ment e in e−, and #• is the total number of frag-
ments in e− with the same root node as e. P0 is

2As opposed to elementary tree, often used in related work
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a PCFG distribution over fragments with a bias to-
wards small fragments. α is the concentration pa-
rameter of the DP, and can be used to roughly tune
the number of fragments that appear in the sampled
derivations.

With this posterior distribution the derivations of
a corpus can be sampled tree by tree using the block
sampling algorithm of Cohn and Blunsom (2010),
converging eventually on a sample from the true
posterior of all derivations.

3.2 DoubleDOP Induction

DoubleDOP uses a heuristic inspired by tree kernels,
which are commonly used to measure similarity be-
tween two parse trees by counting the number of
fragments they share. DoubleDOP uses the same un-
derlying technique, but caches the shared fragments
instead of simply counting them. This yields a set
of fragments where each member is guaranteed to
appear at least twice in the training set.

In order to avoid unmanageably large grammars
only maximal fragments are retained in each pair-
wise extraction, which is to say that any shared frag-
ment that occurs inside another shared fragment is
discarded. The main disadvantage of this method
is that the complexity scales quadratically with the
training set size, as all pairs of sentences must be
considered. It is fully parallelizable, however, which
mediates this disadvantage to some extent.

4 Experiments

4.1 Methodology

Our data is drawn from the International Corpus
of Learner English (Version 2), which consists of
raw unsegmented English text tagged with L1 la-
bels. Our experimental setup follows Wong and
Dras (2011a) in analyzing Chinese, Russian, Bul-
garian, Japanese, French, Czech, and Spanish L1 es-
says. As in their work we randomly sample 70 train-
ing and 25 test documents for each language. All re-
ported results are averaged over 5 subsamplings of
the full data set.

Our data preproccesing pipeline is as fol-
lows: First we perform sentence segmentation with
OpenNLP and then parse each sentence with a 6
split grammar for the Berkeley Parser (Petrov et al,
2006). We then replace all terminal symbols which

do not occur in a list of 598 function words3 with
a single UNK terminal. This aggressive removal of
lexical items is standard in this task and mitigates the
effect of other unwanted information sources such
as topic and geographic location that are correlated
with native language in the data.

We contrast three different TSG feature sets in our
experiments. First, to provide a baseline, we sim-
ply read off the CFG rules from the data set (note
that a CFG can be taken as a TSG with all frag-
ments having depth one). Second, in the method
we call BTSG, we use the Bayesian induction model
with the Dirichlet process’ concentration parameters
tuned to 100 and run for 1000 iterations of sampling.
We take as our resulting finite grammar the frag-
ments that appear in the sampled derivations. Third,
we run the parameterless DoubleDOP (2DOP) in-
duction method.

Using the full 2DOP feature set produces over
400k features, which heavily taxes the resources of
a single modern workstation. To balance the feature
set sizes between 2DOP and BTSG we pass back
over the training data and count the actual number
of times each fragment recovered by 2DOP appears.
We then limit the list to the n most common frag-
ments, where n is the average number of fragments
recovered by the BTSG method (around 7k). We re-
fer to results using this trimmed feature set with the
label 2DOP, using 2DOP(F) to refer to DoubleDOP
with the full set of features.

Given each TSG, we create a binary feature func-
tion for each fragment e in the grammar such that the
feature fe(d) is active for a document d if there ex-
ists a derivation of some tree t ∈ d that uses e. Clas-
sification is performed with the Mallet package for
logistic regression using the default initialized Max-
EntTrainer.

5 Results

5.1 Predictive Power

The resulting classification accuracies are shown in
Table 1. The BTSG feature set gives the highest per-
formance, and both true TSG induction techniques
outperform the CFG baseline.

3We use the stop word list distributed with the ROUGE sum-
marization evaluation package.
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Model Accuracy (%)
CFG 72.6
2DOP 73.5
2DOP(F) 76.8
BTSG 78.4

Table 1: Classification accuracy

The CFG result represents the work of Wong and
Dras (2011a), the previous best result for this task.
While in their work they report 80% accuracy with
the CFG model, this is for a single sampling of the
full data set. We observed a large variance in clas-
sification accuracy over such samplings, which in-
cludes some values in their reported range but with
a much lower mean. The numbers we report are
from our own implementation of their CFG tech-
nique, and all results are averaged over 5 random
samplings from the full corpus.

For 2DOP we limit the 2DOP(F) fragments by
choosing the 7k with maximum frequency, but there
may exist superior methods. Indeed, Wong and
Dras (2011a) claims that Information Gain is a better
criteria. However, this metric requires a probabilis-
tic formulation of the grammar, which 2DOP does
not supply. Instead of experimenting with different
limiting metrics, we note that when all 400k rules
are used, the averaged accuracy is only 76.8 percent,
which still lags behind BTSG.

5.2 Robustness

We also investigated different classification strate-
gies, as binary indicators of fragment occurrence
over an entire document may lead to noisy results.
Consider a single outlier sentence in a document
with a single fragment that is indicative of the in-
correct L1 label. Note that it is just as important in
the eyes of the classifier as a fragment indicative of
the correct label that appears many times. To inves-
tigate this phenomena we classified individual sen-
tences, and used these results to vote for each docu-
ment level label in the test set.

We employed two voting schemes. In the first,
VoteOne, each sentence contributes one vote to its
maximum probability label. In the second, VoteAll,
the probability of each L1 label is contributed as a
partial vote. Neither method increases performance

Model VoteOne (%) VoteAll (%)
CFG 69.6 74.7
2DOP 69.1 73.5
BTSG 72.5 76.5

Table 2: Sentence based classification accuracy

for BTSG or 2DOP, but what is more interesting
is that in both cases the CFG model outperforms
2DOP (with less than half of the features). The
robust behavior of the BTSG method shows that it
finds correctly discriminative features across several
sentences in each document to a greater extent than
other methods.

5.3 Concision

One possible explanation for the superior perfor-
mance of BTSG is that DDOP is prone to yielding
multiple fragments that represent the same linguistic
phenomena, leading to sets of highly correlated fea-
tures. While correlated features are not crippling to
a logistic regression model, they add computational
complexity without contributing to higher classifica-
tion accuracy.

To address this hypothesis empirically, we con-
sidered pairs of fragments eA and eB and calcu-
lated the pointwise mutual information (PMI) be-
tween events signifying their occurrence in a sen-
tence. For BTSG, the average pointwise mutual in-
formation over all pairs (eA, eB) is −.14, while for
2DOP it is −.01. As increasingly negative values
of PMI indicate exclusivity, this supports the claim
that DDOP’s comparative weakness is to some ex-
tent due to feature redundancy.

6 Conclusion

In this work we investigate automatically induced
TSG fragments as classification features for native
language detection. We compare Bayesian and Dou-
bleDOP induced features and find that the former
represents the data with less redundancy, is more ro-
bust to classification strategy, and gives higher clas-
sification accuracy. Additionally, the Bayesian TSG
features give a new best result for the task of native
language detection.
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Abstract

As the number of learners of English is con-
stantly growing, automatic error correction of
ESL learners’ writing is an increasingly ac-
tive area of research. However, most research
has mainly focused on errors concerning arti-
cles and prepositions even though tense/aspect
errors are also important. One of the main
reasons why tense/aspect error correction is
difficult is that the choice of tense/aspect is
highly dependent on global context. Previous
research on grammatical error correction typ-
ically uses pointwise prediction that performs
classification on each word independently, and
thus fails to capture the information of neigh-
boring labels. In order to take global infor-
mation into account, we regard the task as se-
quence labeling: each verb phrase in a doc-
ument is labeled with tense/aspect depending
on surrounding labels. Our experiments show
that the global context makes a moderate con-
tribution to tense/aspect error correction.

1 Introduction

Because of the growing number of learners of En-
glish, there is an increasing demand to help learn-
ers of English. It is highly effective for learners to
receive feedback on their essays from a human tu-
tor (Nagata and Nakatani, 2010). However, man-
ual feedback needs a lot of work and time, and it
also requires much grammatical knowledge. Thus,
a variety of automatic methods for helping English
learning and education have been proposed.

The mainstream of English error detection and
correction has focused on article errors (Knight and
Chander, 1994; Brockett et al., 2006) and preposi-
tion errors (Chodorow et al., 2007; Rozovskaya and

Roth, 2011), that commonly occur in essays by ESL
learners. On the other hand, tense and aspect errors
have been little studied, even though they are also
commonly found in learners’ essays (Lee and Sen-
eff, 2006; Bitchener et al., 2005). For instance, Lee
(2008) corrects English verb inflection errors, but
they do not deal with tense/aspect errors because the
choice of tense and aspect highly depends on global
context, which makes correction difficult. Consider
the following sentences taken from a corpus of a
Japanese learner of English.

(1) I had a good time this Summer Vacation.
First, I *go to KAIYUKAN 1 with my friends.

In this example, go in the second sentence should
be written as went. It is difficult to correct this type
of error because there are two choices for correc-
tion, namely went and will go. In this case, we
can exploit global context to determine which cor-
rection is appropriate: the first sentence describes a
past event, and the second sentence refers the first
sentence. Thus, the verb should be changed to past
tense. This deduction is easy for humans, but is dif-
ficult for machines.

One way to incorporate such global context into
tense/aspect error correction is to use a machine
learning-based sequence labeling approach. There-
fore, we regard the task as sequence labeling:
each verb phrase in the document is labeled with
tense/aspect depending on surrounding labels. This
model naturally takes global context into account.
Our experiments show that global context makes a
moderate contribution to tense/aspect correction.

1Kaiyukan is an aquarium in Osaka, Japan.
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2 Tense/Aspect Error Corpus

Developing a high-quality tense and aspect error
correction system requires a large corpus annotated
with tense/aspect errors. However, existing anno-
tated corpora are limited in size,2 which precludes
the possibility of machine learning-based approach.
Therefore, we constructed a large-scale tense/aspect
corpus from Lang-8,3 a social networking service
for learners of foreign languages. ESL learners post
their writing to be collaboratively corrected by na-
tive speakers. We leverage these corrections in creat-
ing our tense/aspect annotation. Lang-8 has 300,000
users from 180 countries worldwide, with more than
580,000 entries, approximately 170,000 of them
in English.4 After cleaning the data, the corpus
consists of approximately 120,000 English entries
containing 2,000,000 verb phrases with 750,000
verb phrases having corrections.5 The annotated
tense/aspect labels include 12 combinations of tense
(past, present, future) and aspect (nothing, perfect,
progressive, perfect progressive).

3 Error Correction Using Global Context

As we described in Section 1, using only local in-
formation about the target verb phrase may lead to
inaccurate correction of tense/aspect errors. Thus,
we take into account global context: the relation be-
tween target and preceding/following verb phrases.
In this paper, we formulate the task as sequence la-
beling, and use Conditional Random Fields (Laf-
ferty, 2001), which provides state-of-the-art perfor-
mance in sequence labeling while allowing flexible
feature design for combining local and global fea-
ture sets.

3.1 Local Features

Table 1 shows the local features used to train the er-
ror correction model.

2Konan-JIEM Learner Corpus Second Edition (http://
gsk.or.jp/catalog/GSK2011-B/catalog.html)
contains 170 essays, and Cambridge English First Certificate in
English (http://www.cambridgeesol.org/exams/
fce/index.html) contains 1244 essays.

3http://lang-8.com/
4As of January, 2012. More details about the Lang-8 corpus

can be found in (Mizumoto et al., 2011).
5Note that not all the 750,000 verb phrases were corrected

due to the misuse of tense/aspect.

Table 1: Local features for a verb phrase

name description
t-learn tense/aspect written by the learner

(surface tense/aspect)
bare the verb lemma

L the word to the left
R the word to the right

nsubj nominal subject
dobj direct object
aux auxiliary verb
pobj object of a preposition

p-tmod temporal adverb
norm-p-tmod normalized temporal adverb

advmod other adverb
conj subordinating conjunction

main-clause true if the target VP is in main clause
sub-clause true if the target VP is in subordinate clause

We use dependency relations such as nsubj, dobj,
aux, pobj, and advmod for syntactic features. If a
sentence including a target verb phrase is a complex
sentence, we use the conj feature and add either the
main-clause or the sub-clause feature depending on
whether the target verb is in the main clause or in a
subordinate clause. For example, the following two
sentences have the same features although they have
different structures.

(2) It pours when it rains.

(3) When it rains it pours.

In both sentences, we use the feature main-clause
for the verb phrase pours, and sub-clause for the
verb phrase rains along with the feature conj:when
for both verb phrases.

Regarding p-tmod, we extract a noun phrase in-
cluding a word labeled tmod (temporal adverb). For
instance, consider the following sentence containing
a temporal adverb:

(4) I had a good time last night.

In (4), the word night is the head of the noun phrase
last night and is a temporal noun,6 so we add the
feature p-tmod:last night for the verb phrase had.

Additionally, norm-p-tmod is a normalized form
of p-tmod. Table 2 shows the value of the fea-
ture norm-p-tmod and the corresponding tempo-
ral keywords. We use norm-p-tmod when p-tmod

6We made our own temporal noun list.
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Table 2: The value of the feature norm-p-tmod and cor-
responding temporal keywords

temporal keywords value
yesterday or last past

now present
tomorrow or next future

today or this this

Table 3: Feature templates

Local Feature Templates
<head> <head, t-learn> <head, L, R> <L> <L, head>
<L, t-learn> <R> <R, head> <R, t-learn> <nsubj>
<nsubj, t-learn> <aux> <aux, head> <aux, t-learn>
<pobj> <pobj, t-learn> <norm-p-tmod>
<norm-p-tmod, t-learn> <advmod> <advmod, t-learn>
<tmod> <tmod, t-learn> <conj> <conj, t-learn>
<main-clause> <main-clause, t-learn>
<sub-clause> <sub-clause, t-learn>
<conj, main-clause> <conj, sub-clause>
Global Context Feature Templates
<p-tmod′> <p-tmod′, t-learn> <p-tmod′, t-learn′>
<p-tmod′, t-learn′, t-learn> <norm-p-tmod′>
<norm-p-tmod′, t-learn> <norm-p-tmod′, t-learn′>
<norm-p-tmod′, t-learn′, t-learn>

includes any temporal keywords. For instance, in
the sentence (4), we identify last night as temporal
adverb representing past, and thus create a feature
time:past for the verb phrase had.

3.2 Feature Template

Table 3 shows feature templates. <a> represents a
singleton feature and <a, b> represents a combina-
tion of features a and b. Also, a′ means the feature
a of the preceding verb phrase. A local feature tem-
plate is a feature function combining features in the
target verb phrase, and a global context feature tem-
plate is a feature function including features from a
non-target verb phrase. Suppose we have following
learner’s sentences:

(5) I went to Kyoto yesterday.
I *eat yatsuhashi7 and drank green tea.

In (5), the verb before eat is went, and p-
tmod:yesterday and norm-p-tmod:past are added
to the feature set of verb went. Accordingly,

7Yatsuhashi is a Japanese snack.

Table 4: Example of global context feature functions gen-
erated by feature templates

<p-tmod′:yesterday>
<p-tmod′:yesterday, t-learn′:simple past>
<p-tmod′:yesterday, t-learn:simple present>
<p-tmod′:yesterday, t-learn′:simple past, t-learn:simple past>
<norm-p-tmod′:past>
<norm-p-tmod′:past, t-learn′:simple past>
<norm-p-tmod′:past, t-learn:simple present>
<norm-p-tmod′:past, t-learn′:simple past, t-learn:simple present>

the global context features p-tmod′:yesterday and
norm-p-tmod′:past are added to the verb eat.

Table 4 lists all the global context features for the
verb eat generated by the feature templates.

3.3 Trade-off between Precision and Recall
Use of surface tense/aspect forms of target verbs im-
proves precision but harms recall. This is because
in most cases the surface tense/aspect and the cor-
rect tense/aspect form of a verb are the same. It is,
of course, desirable to achieve high precision, but
very low recall leads to the system making no cor-
rections. In order to control the trade-off between
precision and recall, we re-estimate the best output
label ŷ based on the originally estimated label y as
follows:

ŷ = arg max
y

s(y)

s(y) =

{
αc(y), if y is the same as learner’s tense/aspect

c(y) otherwise.

where c(y) is the confidence value of y estimated
by the originally trained model (explained in 4.3),
and α (0 ≤ α < 1) is the weight of the surface
tense/aspect.

We first calculate c(y) of all the labels, and dis-
count only the label that is the same as learner’s
tense/aspect, and finally we choose the best output
label. This process leads to an increase of recall. We
call this method T-correction.

4 Experiments

4.1 Data and Feature Extraction
We used the Lang-8 tense/aspect corpus described
in Section 2. We randomly selected 100,000 entries
for training and 1,000 entries for testing. The test
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Figure 1: Precision-Recall curve for error detection
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Figure 2: Precision-Recall curve for error correction
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data includes 16,308 verb phrases, of which 1,072
(6.6%) contain tense/aspect errors. We used Stan-
ford Parser 1.6.9 8 for generating syntactic features
and tense/aspect tagging.

4.2 Classifiers

Because we want to know the effect of using global
context information with CRF, we trained a one-
versus-rest multiclass SVM and a maximum entropy
classifier (MAXENT) as baselines.

We built a SVM model with LIBLINEAR 1.89

and a CRF and a MAXENT model with CRF++
0.54.10 We use the default parameters for each
toolkit.

In every method, we use the same features and
feature described in Section 3, and use T-correction
for choosing the final output. The confidence mea-
sure of the SVM is the distance to the separating hy-
perplane, and that of the MAXENT and the CRF is
the marginal probability of the estimated label.

8http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/
lex-parser.shtml

9http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/
liblinear/

10http://crfpp.sourceforge.net/

5 Results

Figures 1 and 2 show the Precision-Recall curves
of the error detection and correction performance of
each model. The figures are grouped by error types:
tense, aspect, and both tense and aspect. All figures
indicate that the CRF model achieves better perfor-
mance than SVM and MAXENT.

6 Analysis

We analysed the results of experiments with the α
parameter of the CRF model set to 0.1. The most
frequent type of error in the corpus is using simple
present tense instread of simple past, with 211 in-
stances. Of these our system detected 61 and suc-
cessfully corrected 52 instances. However, of the
second most frequent error type (using simple past
instead of simple present), with 94 instances in the
corpus, our system only detected 9 instances. One
reason why the proposed method achieves high per-
formance in the first type of errors is that tense errors
with action verbs written as simple present are rela-
tively easy to detect.
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Abstract 

This paper describes Movie-DiC a Movie 
Dialogue Corpus recently collected for re-
search and development purposes. The col-
lected dataset comprises 132,229 dialogues 
containing a total of 764,146 turns that 
have been extracted from 753 movies. De-
tails on how the data collection has been 
created and how it is structured are pro-
vided along with its main statistics and cha-
racteristics. 

1 Introduction 

Data driven applications have proliferated in Com-
putational Linguistics during the last decade. Seve-
ral factors, such as the availability of more power-
ful computers, an almost unlimited storage ca-
pacity, the availability of large volumes of data in 
digital format, as well as the recent advances in 
machine learning theory, have significantly con-
tributed to such a proliferation.   

Among the many applications that have benefi-
ted from this data-driven boom, probably the most 
representative examples are: information retrieval 
(Qin et al., 2008), machine translation (Brown et 
al., 1993), question answering (Molla-Aliod and 
Vicedo, 2010) and dialogue systems (Rieser and 
Lemon, 2011). 

In the specific case of dialogue systems, data 
acquisition can impose some challenges depending 
on the specific domain and task the dialogue sys-
tem is targeted for. In some specific domains, in 
which human-human dialogue applications already 

exists, data collection is generally straight forward, 
while in some other cases, data design and collec-
tion can constitute a complex problem (Williams 
and Young, 2003; Zue, 2007; Misu et al., 2009).  

Depending on the objective being pursued, dia-
logue systems can be grouped into two major cate-
gories: task-oriented and chat-oriented systems. In 
the first case, the system is required to help the 
user to accomplish a specific goal or objective 
(Busemann et al., 1997; Stallard, 2000). In the se-
cond case, the system objective is mainly entertain-
ment oriented. Systems in this category are re-
quired to play, chitchat or just accompany the user 
(Weizenbaum, 1966; Wallis, 2010).  

In this work, we focus our attention on dialogue 
data which is suitable for training chat-oriented 
dialogue systems. Different from task-oriented dia-
logue collections (Mann, 2003), instead of being 
concentrated on a specific domain or area of 
knowledge, the training dataset for a chat-oriented 
dialogue system must cover a wide variety of do-
mains, as well as be able to provide a fair represen-
tation of world-knowledge semantics and prag-
matics (Bunt, 2000). To this end, we have col-
lected dialogues from movie scripts aiming at 
constructing a dialogue corpus which should pro-
vide a good sample of domains, styles and world 
knowledge, as well as constitute a valuable re-
source for research and development purposes. 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. 
Section 2 describes in detail the implemented col-
lection process and the structure of the generated 
database. Section 3 presents the main statistics, as 
well as the main characteristics of the resulting 
corpus. Finally, section 4 presents our conclusions 
and future work plans.  
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2 Collecting Dialogues from Movies  

As already stated in the introduction, our presented 
dialogue corpus has been extracted from movie 
scripts. More specifically, scripts freely available 
from The Internet Movie Script Data Collection 
(http://www.imsdb.com/) have been used. In this 
section we describe the implemented data collec-
tion process and the data structure finally used for 
the generated corpus. 

As a first step of the collection construction, 
dialogues have to be identified and extracted from 
the crawled html files. Three basic types of infor-
mation elements are extracted from the scripts: 
speakers, utterances and context.  

The utterance and speaker information elements 
contain what is said at each dialogue turn and the 
corresponding character who says it, respectively. 
Context information elements, on the other hand, 
contain all additional information/texts appearing 
in the scripts, which are typically of narrative 
nature and explain what is happening in the scene.  

Figure 1 depicts a browser snapshot illustrating 
the typical layout of a movie script and the most 
common spatial distribution of the aforementioned 
information elements. 

It is important to mention that a lot of different 
variants to the format presented in Figure 1 can be 
actually encountered in The Internet Movie Script 
Data Collection. Because of this, our parsing al-
gorithms had to be revised and adjusted several 
times in order to achieve a reasonable level of 
robustness that allowed for processing the largest 
possible amount of movie scripts.  

Another important problem was the identifica-
tion of dialogue boundaries. Some heuristics were 
implemented by taking into account the size and 
number of context elements between speaker turns.  

A post-processing step was also implemented to 
either filter out or amend some of the most com-
mon parsing errors occurring during the extraction 
phase. Some of these errors include: corrupted for-
mats, turn continuations, notes inserted within the 
turn, misspelling of speaker names, etc. 

In addition to this, a semi-automatic process was 
still necessary to filter out movie scripts exhibiting 
extremely different layouts or invalid file formats. 
Approximately, 17% of the movie scripts crawled 
from The Internet Movie Script Data Collection 
had to be discarded. From a total of 911 crawled 
scripts, only 753 were successfully processed.   

 
 

Figure 1: Typical layout of a movie script 
 

The extracted information was finally organized 
in dialogical units, in which the information regar-
ding turn sequences inside each dialogue, as well 
as dialogue sequences within each movie script 
was preserved. Figure 2 illustrates an example of 
the XML representation for one of the dialogues 
extracted from Who Framed Roger Rabbit.  

 
<dialogue id="47" n_utterances="4"> 
   <speaker>VALIANT</speaker> 
      <context></context> 
      <utterance>You shot Roger.</utterance> 
   <speaker>JESSICA RABBIT</speaker> 
      <context>Jessica moves the box aside and 
tugs on the rabbit ears. The rabbit head pops 
off. Underneath is a Weasle. In his hand is the 
Colt .45 Buntline.</context> 
      <utterance>That's not Roger. It's one of 
Doom's men. He killed R.K. Maroon.</utterance> 
   <speaker>VALIANT</speaker> 
      <context></context> 
      <utterance>Lady, I guess I had you pegged 
wrong.</utterance> 
   <speaker>JESSICA RABBIT</speaker> 
      <context>As they run down the 
alley...</context> 
      <utterance>Don't worry, you're not the 
first. We better get out of here.</utterance> 
</dialogue> 

 
Figure 2: An example of a dialogue unit  
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3 Movie Dialogue Corpus Statistics 

In this section we present the main statistics of the 
resulting dialogue corpus and study some of its 
more important properties. The final dialogue col-
lection was the result of successfully processing 
753 movie scripts. Table 1 summarizes the main 
statistics of the resulting dialogue collection.  

 
Total number of scripts collected 911 
Total number of scripts processed 753 
Total number of  dialogues 132,229 
Total number of  speaker turns 764,146 
Average amount of dialogues per movie 175.60 
Average amount of turns per movie 1,014.80 
Average amount of turns per dialogue 5.78 

 
Table 1: Main statistics of the collected movie 

dialogue dataset 
 
Movies were mainly crawled from the action, 

crime, drama and thriller genres. However, as each 
movie commonly belongs to more than one single 
genre, much more genres are actually represented 
in the dataset. Table 2 summarizes the distribution 
of movies by genre (notice that, as most of the 
movies belong to more than one genre, the total 
summation of percentages exceeds 100%). 

 
Genre Movies Percentage
Action 258 34.26 
Adventure 133 17.66 
Animation 22 2.92 
Comedy 149 19.79 
Crime 163 21.65 
Drama 456 60.56 
Family 31 4.12 
Fantasy 82 10.89 
Horror 104 13.81 
Musical 18 2.39 
Mystery 95 12.62 
Romance 123 16.33 
Sci-Fi 129 17.13 
Thriller 329 43.69 
War 25 3.32 
Western 11 1.46 

 
Table 2: Distribution of movies per genre 

 
The first characteristic of the corpus to be ana-

lyzed is the distribution of dialogues per movie. 
This distribution is shown in Figure 3. As seen 
from the figure, the distribution of dialogues per 
movie is clearly symmetric around its mean value 

of 175 dialogues per movie. For most of the mo-
vies in the collection, a number of dialogues ran-
ging from about 100 to 250 were extracted.    

 

 
 
Figure 3: Distribution of dialogues per movie  
 
The second property of the corpus to be studied 

is the distribution of turns per dialogue. This distri-
bution is shown in Figure 4. As seen from the 
figure, this distribution approximates a power law 
behavior, with a large number of very short dia-
logues (about 50K two-turn dialogues) and a small 
amount of long dialogues (only six dialogues with 
more than 200 turns). The median of the distribu-
tion is 5.63 turns per dialogue.   

 

  
Figure 4: Distribution of turns per dialogue  

 
The third property of the corpus to be described 

is the distribution of number of speakers per dia-
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logue. This distribution is shown in Figure 5. As 
seen from the bar-plot depicted in the figure, the 
largest proportion of dialogues (around 60K) in-
volves two speakers. The second largest proportion 
of “dialogues” (about 35K) involves only a single 
speaker, which means that this subset of the data 
collection is actually composed by monologues or 
single speaker interventions. The third and fourth 
larger proportions are those involving three and 
four speakers, respectively.    

  

 
 

Figure 5: Distribution of number of speakers per 
dialogue 

 
Finally, in Figure 6, we present a cross-plot be-

tween the number of dialogues and the number of 
turns within each movie script. 
 

 
 

Figure 6: Cross-plot between the number of 
dialogues and turns within each movie script 

As seen from the cross-plot, an average movie 
has between 150 and 200 dialogues comprising 
between 1000 and 1200 turns in total. The cross-
plot also reveals some interesting extreme cases in 
the data collection.  

For instance, movies with few dialogues but ma-
ny turns are located towards the upper-left corner 
of the figure. In this zone we can find movies as: 
Happy Birthday Wanda June, Hannah and Her 
Sisters and All About Eve. In the lower-left corner 
of the figure we can find movies with few dia-
logues and few turns, as for instance: 1492 Con-
quest of Paradise and The Cooler.  

In the right side of the figure we find the lots-of-
dialogues region. There we can find movies with 
lots of very short dialogues (lower-right corner), 
such as Jimmy and Judy and Walking Tall; or mo-
vies with lots of dialogues and turns (upper-right 
corner), such as The Curious Case of Benjamin 
Button and Jennifer’s Body. 

4 Conclusions and Future Work  

In this paper, we have described Movie-DiC a 
Movie Dialogue Corpus that has been collected for 
research and development purposes. The data col-
lection comprises 132,229 dialogues containing a 
total of 764,146 turns/utterances that have been 
extracted from 753 movies. Details on how the 
data collection has been created and how the 
corpus is structured were provided along with the 
main statistics and characteristics of the corpus. 

Although strictly speaking, and by its particular 
nature, Movie-DiC does not constitute a corpus of 
real human-to-human dialogues, it does constitute 
an excellent dataset for studying the semantic and 
pragmatic aspects of human communication within 
a wide variety of contexts, scenarios, styles and 
socio-cultural settings.  

Specific technologies and applications that can 
exploit a resource like this include, but are not res-
tricted to: example-based chat bots (Banchs and Li, 
2012), question answering systems, discourse and 
pragmatics analysis, narrative vs. colloquial style 
classification, genre classification, etc.  

As future work, we intend to expand the current 
size of the collection from 0.7K to 2K movies, as 
well as to improve some of our parsing and post-
processing algorithms for reducing the amount of 
noise still present in the collection and enhance the 
quality of the current version of the dataset. 
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Abstract

Blogs and forums are widely adopted by on-
line communities to debate about various is-
sues. However, a user that wants to cut in on
a debate may experience some difficulties in
extracting the current accepted positions, and
can be discouraged from interacting through
these applications. In our paper, we combine
textual entailment with argumentation theory
to automatically extract the arguments from
debates and to evaluate their acceptability.

1 Introduction

Online debate platforms, like Debatepedia1, Twit-
ter2 and many others, are becoming more and more
popular on the Web. In such applications, users are
asked to provide their own opinions about selected
issues. However, it may happen that the debates
become rather complicated, with several arguments
supporting and contradicting each others. Thus, it
is difficult for potential participants to understand
the way the debate is going on, i.e., which are the
current accepted arguments in a debate. In this pa-
per, we propose to support participants of online de-
bates with a framework combining Textual Entail-
ment (TE) (Dagan et al., 2009) and abstract argu-
mentation theory (Dung, 1995). In particular, TE
is adopted to extract the abstract arguments from
natural language debates and to provide the rela-
tions among these arguments; argumentation theory
is then used to compute the set of accepted argu-
ments among those obtained from the TE module,

1http://debatepedia.idebate.org
2http://twitter.com/

i.e., the arguments shared by the majority of the par-
ticipants without being attacked by other accepted
arguments. The originality of the proposed frame-
work lies in the combination of two existing ap-
proaches with the goal of supporting participants in
their interactions with online debates, by automat-
ically detecting the arguments in natural language
text, and identifying the accepted ones. We evaluate
the feasibility of our combined approach on a set of
arguments extracted from a sample of Debatepedia.

2 First step: textual entailment

TE was proposed as an applied framework to cap-
ture major semantic inference needs across applica-
tions in NLP, e.g. (Romano et al., 2006; Barzilay
and McKeown, 2005; Nielsen et al., 2009). It is de-
fined as a relation between two textual fragments,
i.e., the text (T) and the hypothesis (H). Entailment
holds if the meaning of H can be inferred from the
meaning of T, as interpreted by a typical language
user. Consider the pairs in Example 1 and 2.

Example 1.
T1: Research shows that drivers speaking on a mobile
phone have much slower reactions in braking tests than
non-users, and are worse even than if they have been
drinking.
H:The use of cell-phones while driving is a public hazard.

Example 2 (Continued).
T2: Regulation could negate the safety benefits of having
a phone in the car. When you’re stuck in traffic, calling
to say you’ll be late can reduce stress and make you less
inclined to drive aggressively to make up lost time.
H:The use of cell-phones while driving is a public hazard.
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A system aimed at recognizing TE should detect an
entailment relation between T1 and H (Example 1),
and a contradiction between T2 and H (Example 2).

As introduced before, our paper proposes an
approach to support the participants in forums or
debates to detect the accepted arguments among
those expressed by the other participants on a
certain topic. As a first step, we need to (i) automat-
ically recognize a participant’s opinion on a certain
topic as an argument, as well as to (ii) detect its
relationship with the other arguments. We therefore
cast the described problem as a TE problem, where
the T-H pair is a pair of arguments expressed by
two different participants on a certain topic. For in-
stance, given the argument “The use of cell-phones
while driving is a public hazard” (that we consider
as H as a starting point), participants can support it
expressing arguments from which H can be inferred
(Example 1), or can contradict such argument with
opinions against it (Example 2). Since in debates
arguments come one after the other, we extract
and compare them both with respect to the main
issue, and with the other participants’ arguments
(when the new argument entails or contradicts one
of the arguments previously expressed by another
participant). For instance, given the same debate as
before, a new argument T3 may be expressed by a
third participant with the goal of contradicting T2
(that becomes the new H (H1) in the pair), as shown
in Example 3.

Example 3 (Continued).
T3: If one is late, there is little difference in apologizing
while in their car over a cell phone and apologizing in
front of their boss at the office. So, they should have the
restraint to drive at the speed limit, arriving late, and
being willing to apologize then; an apologetic cell phone
call in a car to a boss shouldn’t be the cause of one being
able to then relax, slow-down, and drive the speed-limit.
T2→ H1: Regulation could negate the safety benefits of
having a phone in the car. When you’re stuck in [...]

TE provides us with the techniques to detect both
the arguments in a debate, and the kind of relation
underlying each couple of arguments. The TE sys-
tem returns indeed a judgment (entailment or con-
tradiction) on the arguments’ pairs, that are used as
input to build the argumentation framework, as de-
scribed in the next Section.

3 Second step: argumentation theory

Starting from a set of arguments and the attacks (i.e.,
conflicts) among them, a (Dung, 1995)-style argu-
mentation framework allows to detect which are the
accepted arguments. Such arguments are consid-
ered as believable by an external evaluator who has
a full knowledge of the argumentation framework,
and they are determined through the acceptability
semantics (Dung, 1995). Roughly, an argument is
accepted, if all the arguments attacking it are re-
jected, and it is rejected if it has at least an argument
attacking it which is accepted. An argument which
is not attacked at all is accepted.

Definition 1. An abstract argumentation framework (AF)
is a pair 〈A,→〉 where A is a set of arguments and→⊆
A×A is a binary relation called attack.

Aim of the argumentation-based reasoning step is
to provide the participant with a complete view on
the arguments proposed in the debate, and to show
which are the accepted ones. In our framework, we
first map contradiction with the attack relation in ab-
stract argumentation; second, the entailment relation
is viewed as a support relation among abstract argu-
ments. The support relation (Cayrol and Lagasquie-
Schiex, 2011) may be represented as: (1) a relation
among the arguments which does not affect their ac-
ceptability, or (2) a relation among the arguments
which leads to the introduction of additional attacks.

Consider a support relation among two argu-
ments, namely Ai and Aj . If we choose (1), an at-
tack towards Ai or Aj does not affect the acceptabil-
ity of Aj or Ai, respectively. If we choose (2), we
introduce additional attacks, and we have the follow-
ing two options: [Type 1] Ai supports Aj then Ak

attacks Aj , and [Type 2] Ai supports Aj then Ak at-
tacks Ai. The attacks of type 1 are due to inference:
Ai entails Aj means that Ai is more specific of Aj ,
thus an attack towards Aj is an attack also towards
Ai. The attacks of type 2, instead, are more rare,
but they may happen in debates: an attack towards
the more specific argument Ai is an attack towards
the more general argument Aj . In Section 4, we will
consider only the introduction of attacks of type 1.

For Examples 1, 2, and 3, the TE phase returns
the following couples: T1 entails H, T2 attacks H,
T3 attacks H1 (i.e. T2). The argumentation module
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maps each element to its corresponding argument: H
≡ A1, T1≡ A2, T2≡ A3, and T3≡ A4 . The resulting
AF (Figure 1) shows that the accepted arguments
are {A1, A2, A4}, meaning that the issue “The use of
cell-phones while driving is a public hazard” (A1) is
considered as accepted. Figure 2 visualizes the com-
plete framework of the debate “Use of cell phones
while driving” on Debatepedia. Accepted arguments
are double bordered.

A1A4 A3

A2

Figure 1: The AF built from the results of the TE module
for Example 1, 2 and 3, without introducing additional
attacks. Plain arrows represent attacks, dashed arrows
represent supports.

A1

A4 A3

A2

A5 A6

A7 A8

A9
A11

A10

Figure 2: The AF built from the results of the TE module
for the entire debate. Grey attacks are of type 1. For
picture clarity, we introduce type 1 attacks only from A11.
The same attacks hold from A10 and A3.

4 Experimental setting

We experiment the combination of TE and argumen-
tation theory to support the interaction of online de-
bates participants on Debatepedia, an encyclopedia
of pro and con arguments on critical issues.

Data set. To create the data set of arguments pairs
to evaluate our task3, we randomly selected a set of
topics (reported in column Topics, Table 1) of De-
batepedia debates, and for each topic we coupled all
the pros and cons arguments both with the main ar-
gument (the issue of the debate, as in Example 1

3Data available for the RTE challenges are not suitable for
our goal, since the pairs are extracted from news and are not
linked among each other (they do not report opinions on a cer-
tain topic). http://www.nist.gov/tac/2010/RTE/

and 2) and/or with other arguments to which the
most recent argument refers, e.g., Example 3. Using
Debatepedia as case study provides us with already
annotated arguments (pro ⇒ entailment4, and cons
⇒ contradiction), and casts our task as a yes/no en-
tailment task. As shown in Table 1, we collected 200
T-H pairs, 100 used to train the TE system, and 100
to test it (each data set is composed by 55 entailment
and 45 contradiction pairs).5 Test set pairs concern
completely new topics, never seen by the system.

TE system. To detect which kind of relation un-
derlies each couple of arguments, we used the
EDITS system (Edit Distance Textual Entailment
Suite), an open-source software package for recog-
nizing TE6 (Kouylekov and Negri, 2010). EDITS
implements a distance-based framework which as-
sumes that the probability of an entailment relation
between a given T-H pair is inversely proportional
to the distance between T and H. Within this frame-
work, the system implements different approaches
to distance computation, providing both edit dis-
tance algorithms and similarity algorithms.

Evaluation. To evaluate our combined approach,
we carry out a two-step evaluation: we assess (i) the
performances of the TE system to correctly assign
the entailment/contradiction relations to the pairs
of arguments in the Debatepedia data set; (ii) how
much such performances impact on the goals of the
argumentation module, i.e. how much a wrong as-
signment of a relation between two arguments leads
to an incorrect evaluation of the accepted arguments.

For the first evaluation, we run the EDITS sys-
tem off-the-shelf on the Debatepedia data set, ap-
plying one of its basic configurations (i.e. the dis-
tance entailment engine combines cosine similarity
as the core distance algorithm; distance calculated
on lemmas; stopword list included). EDITS accu-
racy on the training set is 0.69, on the test set 0.67
(a baseline applying a Word Overlap algorithm on
tokenized text is also considered, and obtains an ac-
curacy of 0.61 on the training set and 0.62 on the test
set). Even using a basic configuration of EDITS, and
a small data set (100 pairs for training) performances

4Arguments “supporting” another argument without infer-
ence are left for future work.

5Available at http://bit.ly/debatepedia_ds
6Version 3.0 available at http://edits.fbk.eu/
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Training set Test set
Topic #argum #pairs Topic #argum #pairs

TOT. yes no TOT. yes no
Violent games boost aggressiveness 16 15 8 7 Ground zero mosque 9 8 3 5
China one-child policy 11 10 6 4 Mandatory military service 11 10 3 7
Consider coca as a narcotic 15 14 7 7 No fly zone over Libya 11 10 6 4
Child beauty contests 12 11 7 4 Airport security profiling 9 8 4 4
Arming Libyan rebels 10 9 4 5 Solar energy 16 15 11 4
Random alcohol breath tests 8 7 4 3 Natural gas vehicles 12 11 5 6
Osama death photo 11 10 5 5 Use of cell phones while driving 11 10 5 5
Privatizing social security 11 10 5 5 Marijuana legalization 17 16 10 6
Internet access as a right 15 14 9 5 Gay marriage as a right 7 6 4 2

Vegetarianism 7 6 4 2
TOTAL 109 100 55 45 TOTAL 110 100 55 45

Table 1: The Debatepedia data set.

on Debatepedia test set are promising, and in line
with performances of TE systems on RTE data sets.

As a second step of the evaluation, we consider
the impact of EDITS performances on arguments ac-
ceptability, i.e., how much a wrong assignment of a
relation to a pair of arguments affects the computa-
tion of the set of accepted arguments. We identify
the accepted arguments both in the correct AF of
each Debatepedia debate of the data set (the gold-
standard, where relations are correctly assigned),
and on the AF generated basing on the relations
assigned by EDITS. Our combined approach ob-
tained the following performances: precision 0.74,
recall 0.76, accuracy 0.75, meaning that the TE sys-
tem mistakes in relation assignment propagate in the
AF , but results are still satisfying and foster further
research in this direction.

5 Related work

DebateGraph7 is an online system for debates, but
it is not grounded on argument theory to decide
the accepted arguments. Chasnevar and Maguit-
man’s (2004) system provides recommendations on
language patterns using indices computed from Web
corpora and defeasible argumentation. No NLP is
used for automatic arguments detection. Carenini
and Moore (2006) present a computational frame-
work to generate evaluative arguments. Based on
users’ preferences, arguments are produced follow-
ing argumentation guidelines to structure evaluative
arguments. Then, NL Generation techniques are ap-
plied to return the argument in natural language. Un-
like them, we do not create the arguments, but we

7http://debategraph.org

use TE to detect them in texts, and we use Dung’s
model to identify the accepted ones. Wyner and van
Engers (2010) present a policy making support tool
based on forums, where NLP and argumentation are
coupled to provide well structured statements. Be-
side the goal, several points distinguish our proposal
from this one: (i) the user is asked to write the in-
put text using Attempt to Controlled English, with
a restricted grammar and vocabulary, while we do
not support the participant in writing the text, but
we automatically detect the arguments (no language
restriction); (ii) a mode indicates the relations be-
tween the statements, while we infer them using TE;
(iii) no evaluation of their framework is provided.

6 Future challenges

Several research lines are considered to improve the
proposed framework: first, the use of NLP to de-
tect the arguments from text will make argumenta-
tion theory applicable to reason in real scenarios. We
plan to use the TE module to reason on the introduc-
tion of the support relation in abstract argumentation
theory. We plan to extend our model by consider-
ing also other kinds of relationships among the ar-
guments. Moreover, given the promising results we
obtained, we plan to extend the experimentation set-
ting both increasing the size of the Debatepedia data
set, and to improve the TE system performances to
apply our combined approach in other real applica-
tions (considering for instance the presence of un-
related arguments, e.g. texts that do not entail nor
contradict).
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Abstract

This paper describes a novel approach towards
the empirical approximation of discourse re-
lations between different utterances in texts.
Following the idea that every pair of events
comes with preferences regarding the range
and frequency of discourse relations connect-
ing both parts, the paper investigates whether
these preferences are manifested in the distri-
bution of relation words (that serve to signal
these relations).

Experiments on two large-scale English web
corpora show that significant correlations be-
tween pairs of adjacent events and relation
words exist, that they are reproducible on dif-
ferent data sets, and for three relation words,
that their distribution corresponds to theory-
based assumptions.

1 Motivation

Texts are not merely accumulations of isolated ut-
terances, but the arrangement of utterances conveys
meaning; human text understanding can thus be de-
scribed as a process to recover the global structure
of texts and the relations linking its different parts
(Vallduvı́ 1992; Gernsbacher et al. 2004). To capture
these aspects of meaning in NLP, it is necessary to
develop operationalizable theories, and, within a su-
pervised approach, large amounts of annotated train-
ing data. To facilitate manual annotation, weakly
supervised or unsupervised techniques can be ap-
plied as preprocessing step for semimanual anno-
tation, and this is part of the motivation of the ap-
proach described here.

Discourse relations involve different aspects of
meaning. This may include factual knowledge
about the connected discourse segments (a ‘subject-
matter’ relation, e.g., if one utterance represents
the cause for another, Mann and Thompson 1988,
p.257), argumentative purposes (a ‘presentational’
relation, e.g., one utterance motivates the reader to
accept a claim formulated in another utterance, ibid.,
p.257), or relations between entities mentioned in
the connected discourse segments (anaphoric rela-
tions, Webber et al. 2003). Discourse relations can
be indicated explicitly by optional cues, e.g., ad-
verbials (e.g., however), conjunctions (e.g., but), or
complex phrases (e.g., in contrast to what Peter said
a minute ago). Here, these cues are referred to as
relation words.

Assuming that relation words are associated with
specific discourse relations (Knott and Dale 1994;
Prasad et al. 2008), the distribution of relation words
found between two (types of) events can yield in-
sights into the range of discourse relations possi-
ble at this occasion and their respective likeliness.
For this purpose, this paper proposes a background
knowledge base (BKB) that hosts pairs of events
(here heuristically represented by verbs) along with
distributional profiles for relation words. The pri-
mary data structure of the BKB is a triple where
one event (type) is connected with a particular re-
lation word to another event (type). Triples are fur-
ther augmented with a frequency score (expressing
the likelihood of the triple to be observed), a sig-
nificance score (see below), and a correlation score
(indicating whether a pair of events has a positive or
negative correlation with a particular relation word).
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Triples can be easily acquired from automatically
parsed corpora. While the relation word is usually
part of the utterance that represents the source of
the relation, determining the appropriate target (an-
tecedent) of the relation may be difficult to achieve.
As a heuristic, an adjacency preference is adopted,
i.e., the target is identified with the main event of the
preceding utterance.1 The BKB can be constructed
from a sufficiently large corpus as follows:

• identify event types and relation words

• for every utterance

– create a candidate triple consisting of the
event type of the utterance, the relation
word, and the event type of the preceding
utterance.

– add the candidate triple to the BKB, if it
found in the BKB, increase its score by (or
initialize it with) 1,

• perform a pruning on all candidate triples, cal-
culate significance and correlation scores

Pruning uses statistical significance tests to evalu-
ate whether the relative frequency of a relation word
for a pair of events is significantly higher or lower
than the relative frequency of the relation word in
the entire corpus. Assuming that incorrect candi-
date triples (i.e., where the factual target of the rela-
tion was non-adjacent) are equally distributed, they
should be filtered out by the significance tests.

The goal of this paper is to evaluate the validity of
this approach.

2 Experimental Setup

By generalizing over multiple occurrences of the
same events (or, more precisely, event types), one
can identify preferences of event pairs for one or
several relation words. These preferences capture
context-invariant characteristics of pairs of events
and are thus to considered to reflect a semantic pre-
disposition for a particular discourse relation.

Formally, an event is the semantic representa-
tion of the meaning conveyed in the utterance. We

1Relations between non-adjacent utterances are constrained
by the structure of discourse (Webber 1991), and thus less likely
than relations between adjacent utterances.

assume that the same event can reoccur in differ-
ent contexts, we are thus studying relations be-
tween types of events. For the experiment described
here, events are heuristically identified with the main
predicates of a sentence, i.e., non-auxiliar, non-
causative, non-modal verbal lexemes that serve as
heads of main clauses.

The primary data structure of the approach de-
scribed here is a triple consisting of a source event, a
relation word and a target (antecedent) event. These
triples are harvested from large syntactically anno-
tated corpora. For intersentential relations, the tar-
get is identified with the event of the immediately
preceding main clause. These extraction preferences
are heuristic approximations, and thus, an additional
pruning step is necessary.

For this purpose, statistical significance tests are
adopted (χ2 for triples of frequent events and re-
lation words, t-test for rare events and/or relation
words) that compare the relative frequency of a rela-
tion word given a pair of events with the relative fre-
quency of the relation word in the entire corpus. All
results with p ≥ .05 are excluded, i.e., only triples
are preserved for which the observed positive or neg-
ative correlation between a pair of events and a re-
lation word is not due to chance with at least 95%
probability. Assuming an even distribution of incor-
rect target events, this should rule these out. Ad-
ditionally, it also serves as a means of evaluation.
Using statistical significance tests as pruning crite-
rion entails that all triples eventually confirmed are
statistically significant.2

This setup requires immense amounts of data: We
are dealing with several thousand events (theoreti-
cally, the total number of verbs of a language). The
chance probability for two events to occur in adja-
cent position is thus far below 10−6, and it decreases
further if the likelihood of a relation word is taken
into consideration. All things being equal, we thus
need millions of sentences to create the BKB.

Here, two large-scale corpora of English are em-
ployed, PukWaC and Wackypedia EN (Baroni et al.
2009). PukWaC is a 2G-token web corpus of British
English crawled from the uk domain (Ferraresi et al.

2Subsequent studies may employ less rigid pruning criteria.
For the purpose of the current paper, however, the statistical sig-
nificance of all extracted triples serves as an criterion to evaluate
methodological validity.
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2008), and parsed with MaltParser (Nivre et al.
2006). It is distributed in 5 parts; Only PukWaC-
1 to PukWaC-4 were considered here, constitut-
ing 82.2% (72.5M sentences) of the entire corpus,
PukWaC-5 is left untouched for forthcoming evalu-
ation experiments. Wackypedia EN is a 0.8G-token
dump of the English Wikipedia, annotated with the
same tools. It is distributed in 4 different files; the
last portion was left untouched for forthcoming eval-
uation experiments. The portion analyzed here com-
prises 33.2M sentences, 75.9% of the corpus.

The extraction of events in these corpora uses
simple patterns that combine dependency informa-
tion and part-of-speech tags to retrieve the main
verbs and store their lemmata as event types. The
target (antecedent) event was identified with the last
main event of the preceding sentence. As relation
words, only sentence-initial children of the source
event that were annotated as adverbial modifiers,
verb modifiers or conjunctions were considered.

3 Evaluation

To evaluate the validity of the approach, three funda-
mental questions need to be addressed: significance
(are there significant correlations between pairs of
events and relation words ?), reproducibility (can
these correlations confirmed on independent data
sets ?), and interpretability (can these correlations
be interpreted in terms of theoretically-defined dis-
course relations ?).

3.1 Significance and Reproducibility

Significance tests are part of the pruning stage of the
algorithm. Therefore, the number of triples eventu-
ally retrieved confirms the existence of statistically
significant correlations between pairs of events and
relation words. The left column of Tab. 1 shows
the number of triples obtained from PukWaC sub-
corpora of different size.

For reproducibility, compare the triples identified
with Wackypedia EN and PukWaC subcorpora of
different size: Table 1 shows the number of triples
found in both Wackypedia EN and PukWaC, and the
agreement between both resources. For two triples
involving the same events (event types) and the same
relation word, agreement means that the relation
word shows either positive or negative correlation

PukWaC (sub)corpus Wackypedia EN triples
sentences triples common agreeing %

1.2M 74 20 12 60.0
4.8M 832 177 132 75.5

19.2M 7,342 938 809 86.3
38.4M 20,106 1,783 1,596 89.9
72.5M 46,680 2,643 2,393 90.5

Table 1: Agreement with respect to positive or nega-
tive correlation of event pairs and relation words be-
tween Wackypedia EN and PukWaC subcorpora of dif-
ferent size

PukWaC triples agreement (%)
total vs. H vs. T vs. H vs. T

B: but 11,042 6,805 1,525 97.7 62.2
H: however 7,251 1,413 66.9
T: then 1,791

Table 2: Agreement between but (B), however (H) and
then (T) on PukWaC

in both corpora, disagreement means positive corre-
lation in one corpus and negative correlation in the
other.

Table 1 confirms that results obtained on one re-
source can be reproduced on another. This indi-
cates that triples indeed capture context-invariant,
and hence, semantic, characteristics of the relation
between events. The data also indicates that repro-
ducibility increases with the size of corpora from
which a BKB is built.

3.2 Interpretability

Any theory of discourse relations would predict that
relation words with similar function should have
similar distributions, whereas one would expect dif-
ferent distributions for functionally unrelated rela-
tion words. These expectations are tested here for
three of the most frequent relation words found in
the corpora, i.e., but, then and however. But and
however can be grouped together under a general-
ized notion of contrast (Knott and Dale 1994; Prasad
et al. 2008); then, on the other hand, indicates a tem-
poral and/or causal relation.

Table 2 confirms the expectation that event pairs
that are correlated with but tend to show the same
correlation with however, but not with then.
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4 Discussion and Outlook

This paper described a novel approach towards the
unsupervised acquisition of discourse relations, with
encouraging preliminary results: Large collections
of parsed text are used to assess distributional pro-
files of relation words that indicate discourse re-
lations that are possible between specific types of
events; on this basis, a background knowledge base
(BKB) was created that can be used to predict an ap-
propriate discourse marker to connect two utterances
with no overt relation word.

This information can be used, for example, to fa-
cilitate the semiautomated annotation of discourse
relations, by pointing out the ‘default’ relation word
for a given pair of events. Similarly, Zhou et al.
(2010) used a language model to predict discourse
markers for implicitly realized discourse relations.
As opposed to this shallow, n-gram-based approach,
here, the internal structure of utterances is exploited:
based on semantic considerations, syntactic patterns
have been devised that extract triples of event pairs
and relation words. The resulting BKB provides a
distributional approximation of the discourse rela-
tions that can hold between two specific event types.
Both approaches exploit complementary sources of
knowledge, and may be combined with each other
to achieve a more precise prediction of implicit dis-
course connectives.

The validity of the approach was evaluated with
respect to three evaluation criteria: The extracted as-
sociations between relation words and event pairs
could be shown to be statistically significant, and
to be reproducible on other corpora; for three
highly frequent relation words, theoretical predic-
tions about their relative distribution could be con-
firmed, indicating their interpretability in terms of
presupposed taxonomies of discourse relations.

Another prospective field of application can be
seen in NLP applications, where selection prefer-
ences for relation words may serve as a cheap re-
placement for full-fledged discourse parsing. In the
Natural Language Understanding domain, the BKB
may help to disambiguate or to identify discourse
relations between different events; in the context of
Machine Translation, it may represent a factor guid-
ing the insertion of relation words, a task that has
been found to be problematic for languages that dif-

fer in their inventory and usage of discourse mark-
ers, e.g., German and English (Stede and Schmitz
2000). The approach is language-independent (ex-
cept for the syntactic extraction patterns), and it does
not require manually annotated data. It would thus
be easy to create background knowledge bases with
relation words for other languages or specific do-
mains – given a sufficient amount of textual data.

Related research includes, for example, the un-
supervised recognition of causal and temporal rela-
tionships, as required, for example, for the recog-
nition of textual entailment. Riaz and Girju (2010)
exploit distributional information about pairs of ut-
terances. Unlike approach described here, they are
not restricted to adjacent utterances, and do not rely
on explicit and recurrent relation words. Their ap-
proach can thus be applied to comparably small
data sets. However, they are restricted to a spe-
cific type of relations whereas here the entire band-
width of discourse relations that are explicitly real-
ized in a language are covered. Prospectively, both
approaches could be combined to compensate their
respective weaknesses.

Similar observations can be made with respect to
Chambers and Jurafsky (2009) and Kasch and Oates
(2010), who also study a single discourse relation
(narration), and are thus more limited in scope than
the approach described here. However, as their ap-
proach extends beyond pairs of events to complex
event chains, it seems that both approaches provide
complementary types of information and their re-
sults could also be combined in a fruitful way to
achieve a more detailed assessment of discourse re-
lations.

The goal of this paper was to evaluate the meth-
dological validity of the approach. It thus represents
the basis for further experiments, e.g., with respect
to the enrichment the BKB with information pro-
vided by Riaz and Girju (2010), Chambers and Ju-
rafsky (2009) and Kasch and Oates (2010). Other di-
rections of subsequent research may include address
more elaborate models of events, and the investiga-
tion of the relationship between relation words and
taxonomies of discourse relations.
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Abstract 

Due to Arabic’s morphological complexity, 
Arabic retrieval benefits greatly from 
morphological analysis – particularly 
stemming.  However, the best known 
stemming does not handle linguistic 
phenomena such as broken plurals and 
malformed stems.  In this paper we propose 
a model of character-level morphological 
transformation that is trained using 
Wikipedia hypertext to page title links.  
The use of our model yields statistically 
significant improvements in Arabic 
retrieval over the use of the best statistical 
stemming technique.  The technique can 
potentially be applied to other languages. 

1. Introduction 

Arabic exhibits rich morphological phenomena 
that complicate retrieval. Arabic nouns and verbs 
are typically derived from a set of 10,000 roots that 
are cast into stems using templates that may add 
infixes, double letters, or remove letters.  Stems 
can accept the attachment of clitics, in the form of 
prefixes or suffixes, such as prepositions, 
determiners, pronouns, etc.  Orthographic rules can 
cause the addition, deletion, or substitution of 
letters during suffix and prefix attachment.  
Further, stems can be inflected to obtain plural 
forms via the addition of suffixes or through using 
a different stem form altogether producing so-
called broken1 (aka irregular) plurals. 

For retrieval, we would ideally like to match 
“related” stem forms regardless of inflected form 
or attached clitic.  Tolerating some form of 
derivational morphology where nouns are 
transformed into adjectives via the attachment of 

                                                             
1 “Broken” is a direct translation of the Arabic word 
“takseer”, which refers to this kind of plural. 

the suffix يي (y)2 (ex. مصر (mSr) è مصريي (mSry)) 
is desirable as they are semantically related. 
Matching all stems that are cast from the same root 
would introduce undesired ambiguity, because a 
single root can produce up to 1,000 stems.   

Two general approaches have been shown to 
improve Arabic retrieval.  The first approach 
involves stemming, which removes clitics, plural 
and gender markers, and suffixes such as يي (y).  
Statistical stemming was reported to be the most 
effective for Arabic retrieval (Darwish et al., 
2005).  Though effective, stemming has the 
following drawbacks: 
1. Stemming does not handle infixes and hence 

cannot conflate singular and broken plural word 
forms.  For example, the plural of the Arabic 
word for book “كتابب” (ktAb) is “كتب” (ktb). 

2. Stemming of some named entities, which are 
important for retrieval, and their inflected forms 
may produce different stems as word endings 
may change with the attachment of suffixes.  
Consider the Arabic words for America أأمريیكا 
(>mrykA) and American أأمريیكي (>mryky), where 
the final letter is transformed from “A” to “y”. 
The second approach involves using character 3- 

or 4-grams (as opposed to words) (Mayfield et al., 
2001; Darwish and Oard, 2002).  For example, the 
trigrams of “WORD” are “WOR” and “ORD”. 
This approach though it has been shown to 
improve retrieval effectiveness, it has the 
following drawbacks: 
1. It cannot handle broken plurals, though it would 

handle words where stemming would produce 
different stems for different inflected forms. 

2. It significantly increases index sizes.  For 
example, using a 6 letter word would produce 4 
trigram chunks, which would have 12 letters. 

3. Longer words would yield more character n-
gram chunks compared to shorter ones leading to 
skewed weights for query words. 

                                                             
2 We use Buckwalter transliteration in the paper 
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To address this problem, we propose the use of a 
character level transformation model that can 
generate tokens that are morphologically related to 
query tokens. We train the model using 
morphological related stems that are extracted 
from hypertext/page title pairs from Wikipedia. 
Such pairs are good for the task at hand, because 
they show different ways to refer to the same 
concept.  We show that expanding stems in a query 
with related stems using our model outperforms 
the use of state-of-the-art statistical Arabic 
stemming.  Further, the expansion can be applied 
to words directly to perform at par with statistical 
stemming. Laterally, the model can help produce 
spelling variants of transliterated names. 
The contribution of this paper is as follows: 
• We proposed an automatic method for learning 

character-level morphological transformations 
from Wikipedia hypertext/page title pairs.  

• When applied to stems, we show that the method 
overcomes some morphological problems that 
are associated with stemming, statistically 
significantly outperforming Arabic retrieval 
using statistical stemming and character n-grams. 

• When applied to words, we show that the 
method yields retrieval effectiveness at par with 
statistical stemming. 

2. Related Work 

Most studies are based on a single large collection 
from the TREC-2001/2002 cross-language 
retrieval track (Gey and Oard, 2001; Oard and 
Gey, 2002). The studies examined indexing using 
words, word clusters (Larkey et al., 2002), terms 
obtained through morphological analysis (e.g., 
stems and roots (Darwish and Oard, 2002), light 
stemming (Aljlayl et al., 2001; Larkey et al., 
2002), and character n-grams of various lengths 
(Darwish and Oard, 2002; Mayfield et al., 2001). 
The effects of normalizing alternative characters, 
removal of diacritics and stop-word removal have 
also been explored (Xu et al., 2001). These studies 
suggest that light stemming, character n-grams, 
and statistical stemming are the better index terms. 
Morphological approaches assume an Arabic word 
is constituted from prefixes-stem-suffixes and aim 
to remove prefixes and suffixes. Since Arabic 
morphology is ambiguous, statistical stemming 
attempts to find the most likely segmentation of 

words. The first such systems were MORPHO3 
(Ahmed, 2000) and Sebawai (Darwish, 2002). 
Later work by Lee et al. (2003) used a trigram 
language model with a minimal set of manually 
crafted rules to achieve a stemming accuracy of 
97.1%. Their system was shown by Darwish et al. 
(2005) to lead to statistical improvements over 
using light stemming.  Diab (2009) used an SVM 
classifier to ascertain the optimal segmentation for 
a word in context.  The classifier was trained on 
the Arabic Penn Treebank data.  She reported a 
stemming accuracy of 99.2%.  Although 
consistency is more important for IR applications 
than linguistic correctness, perhaps improved 
correctness would naturally yield great 
consistency. In this paper, we used a 
reimplementation of the system proposed by Diab 
(2009) with the same training set as a baseline. 

Concerning the automatic induction of 
morphologically related word-forms, 
Hammarström (2009) surveyed fairly 
comprehensively many unsupervised morphology 
learning approaches. Brent et al. (1995) proposed 
the use of Minimum Description Length (MDL) to 
automatically discover suffixes. MDL based 
approach was improved by: Goldsmith (2001) who 
applied the EM algorithm to improve the precision 
of pairing stems prior to suffix induction; and 
Schone and Jurafsky (2001) who applied latent 
semantic analysis to determine if two words are 
semantically related. Jacquemin (1997) used word 
grams that look similar, i.e. share common stems, 
to learn suffixes. Baroni (2002) extended his work 
by incorporating semantic similarity features, via 
mutual information, and orthographic features, via 
edit distance. Chen and Gey (2002) utilized a 
bilingual dictionary to find Arabic words with a 
common stem that map to the same English stem. 
Also in the cross-language spirit, Snyder and 
Barzilay (2008) used cross-language mappings to 
learn morpheme patterns and consequently 
automatically segment words. They successfully 
applied their method to Arabic, Hebrew, and 
Aramaic. Creutz and Lagus (2007) proposed a 
probabilistic model for automatic word segment 
discovery. Most of these approaches can discover 
suffixes and prefixes without human intervention. 
However, they may not be able to handle infixation 
and spelling variations. Karagol-Ayan et al. (2006) 
used approximate string matching to automatically 
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map morphologically similar words in noisy 
dictionary data. They used the mappings to learn 
affixation, including infixiation, from noisy data. 
In this paper, we propose a new technique for 
finding morphologically related word-forms based 
on learning character-level mappings. 

 
Figure 1.  Example hypertexts to Wikipedia titles 

3. Character-Level Model 

3.1 Training Data 

In our experiments, we extracted Wikipedia 
hypertext to page title pairs as in Figure 1. We 
performed all work on an Arabic Wikipedia dump 
from April 2010, which contained roughly 150,000 
articles.  In all, we extracted 11.47 million 
hypertext-title pairs.  From them, we attempted to 
find word pairs that were morphologically related.  
From the example in Figure 1, given the hypertext 
 and the (bAlbrtgAlyp – in Portuguese) بالبرتغاليیة
page title that it points to لغة برتغاليیة (lgp brtgAlyp – 
Portuguese language) we needed to extract the 
pairs بالبرتغاليیة (bAlbrtgAlyp) and برتغاليیة (brtgAlyp).   

We assumed that a word in the hypertext and 
another in Wikipedia title were morphologically 
related using the following criteria: 
• The words share the first 2 letters or the last 2 

letters. This was intended to increase precision. 
• The edit distance between the two words must be 

<= 3. The choice of 3 was motivated by the fact 
that Arabic prefixes and suffixes are typically 1, 
2, or 3 letters long. 

• The edit distance was less than 50% of the length 
of the shorter of the two words.  This was 
important to insure that short words that share 
common letters but are in fact different are 
filtered out. 

The word pairs that matched these criteria were 
roughly 13 million word pairs3. All words in the 
word pairs were stemmed using a 
reimplementation of the stemmer of Diab (2009).  

3.2 Alignment and Generation 

Alignment:  We performed two alignments.  In the 
first, we aligned the stems of the word pairs at 
character level.  In the second, we aligned the 
words of the word pairs at character level without 
stemming.  The pairs were aligned using Giza++ 
and the phrase extractor and scorer from the Moses 
ma-chine translation package (Koehn et al., 2007). 
To apply a machine translation analogy, we treated 
words as sentences and the letters from which were 
constructed as tokens. The alignment produced 
letter sequence mappings. Source character 
sequence lengths were restricted to 3 letters. 
Generating related stems/words:  We treated the 
problem of generating morphologically related 
stems (or words) like a transliteration mining 
problem akin to that in Udupa et al. (2009). 
Briefly, the miner used character segment 
mappings to generate all possible transformations 
while constraining generation to the existing 
tokens (either stems or words) in a list of unique 
tokens in the retrieval test collection.  
Basically, given a query token, all possible 
segmentations, where each segment has a 
maximum length of 3 characters, were produced 
along with their associated mappings. Given all 
mapping combinations, combinations producing 
valid target tokens were retained and sorted 
according to the product of their mapping 
probabilities. To illustrate how this works, consider 
the following example: Given a query word “min”, 
target words in the word list {moon, men, man, 
min}, and the possible mappings for the segments 
and their probabilities: 
m = {(m, 0.7), (me, 0.25), (ma, 0.05)} 
mi = {(mi, 0.5), (me, 0.3), (m, 0.15), (ma, 0.05)} 
n = {n, 0.7), (nu, 0.2), (an, 0.1)} 
in = {(in, 0.8), (en, 0.2)} 
The algorithm would produce the following 
candidates with the corresponding channel 
probabilities:  
(minèmin:0.56): (mèm: 0.7); (inèin: 0.8) 
(minèmen:0.18): (mèm: 0.7); (inèen: 0.2) 
                                                             
3 The training data can be obtained from: 
https://github.com/kdarwish/WikiPairs 

Title:
لغة بررتغاليیة

Title:
االبررتغالل
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(minèman:0.035): (mièma: 0.05); (nèn: 0.7) 
The implementation details of the decoder are 
described in (El-Kahki et al., 2012). 

4. Testing Arabic Retrieval Effectiveness 

4.1 Experimental Setup 

We used extrinsic IR evaluation to determine the 
quality of the related stems that were generated.  
We performed experiments on the TREC 
2001/2002 cross language track collection, which 
contains 383,872 Arabic newswire articles and 75 
topics with their relevance judgments (Oard and 
Gey, 2002). This is presently the best available 
large Arabic information retrieval test collection. 
We used Mean Average Precision (MAP) as the 
measure of goodness for this retrieval task. Going 
down from the top a retrieved ranked list, Average 
Precision (AP) is the average of precision values 
computed at every relevant document found. MAP 
is just the mean of the AP’s for all queries. 
All experiments were performed using the Indri 
retrieval toolkit, which uses a retrieval model that 
combines inference networks and language 
modeling and implements advanced query 
operators (Metzler and Croft, 2004). We used a 
paired 2-tailed t-test with p-value less than 0.05 to 
determine if a set of retrieval results was better 
than another. 

We replaced each query tokens with all the 
related stems that were generated using a weighted 
synonym operator (Wang and Oard, 2006), where 
the weights correspond to the product of the 
mapping probabilities for each related word. With 
the weighted synonym operator, we did not need to 
threshold the generated related stems as ones with 
low probabilities were demoted. Probabilities were 
normalized by the score of the original query word.  
For example, given the stem صناعع (SnAE) it was 
replaced with: #wsyn(1.000 SnAE 0.029 SnAEy 
0.013 SnE 0.006 SnAEA 0.003 mSnwE). 

We used three baselines to compare against, 

namely: using raw words, using statistical 
stemming (Diab, 2009), and character 4-grams. For 
all runs, we performed letter normalization, where 
we conflated: variants of “alef”, “ta marbouta” and 
“ha”, “alef maqsoura” and “ya”, and the different 
forms of “hamza”. 

4.2 Experimental Results 

Table 1 reports retrieval results.  Expanding stems 
using morphologically related stems yielded 
statistically significant improvements over using 
words, stems, and character 4-grams.  Expanding 
words yielded results that were statistically 
significantly better than using words, and 
statistically indistinguishable from using 4-grams 
and stems.  As the results show, the proposed 
technique improves upon statistical stemming by 
overcoming the shortfalls of stemming.  Another 
phenomenon that was addressed implicitly by the 
proposed technique had to do with detecting 
variant spellings of transliterated names.  This 
draws from the fact that differences in spelling 
variations and the construction of broken plurals 
are typically due to the insertion or deletion of long 
vowels.  For example, given the name “نتنيیاهھھھو” 
(ntnyAhw– Netanyahu), the model proposed:  
ntynyAhw, ntAnyAhw, and ntAnyhw. 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, we presented a method for generating 
morphologically related tokens from Wikipedia 
hypertext to page title pairs. We showed that the 
method overcomes some of the problems of 
statistical stemming to yield statistically significant 
improvements in Arabic retrieval over using 
statistical stemming.  The technique can also be 
applied on words to yield results that statistically 
indistinguishable from statistical stemming.  The 
technique had the added advantage of detecting 
variable spellings of transliterated named entities. 

For future work, we would like to try the 
proposed technique on other languages, because it 
would likely be effective in automatically learning 
character-level morphological transformations as 
well as overcoming some of the problems 
associated with stemming.  It is worthwhile to 
devise models that concurrently generate 
morphological and phonologically related tokens. 

Table 1. Retrieval Results 
Run MAP Statistically better than 
Words 0.225  
Stems 0.276 words 
Char 4-grams 0.244  
Expanded Words 0.264 words 
Expanded Stems 0.296 words/stems/char 4-grams 
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Abstract

We seek to automatically estimate typical 
durations for  events  and  habits  described 
in Twitter tweets.  A corpus of more than 
14 million tweets containing temporal du-
ration  information  was  collected.  These 
tweets were classified as to their habituality 
status  using a bootstrapped, decision tree. 
For each verb lemma,  associated duration 
information was collected for episodic and 
habitual uses of the verb. Summary statis-
tics for  483 verb lemmas and their typical 
habit and episode durations has been com-
piled and made available.  This automati-
cally  generated  duration  information  is 
broadly comparable to hand-annotation.

1 Introduction

Implicit  information  about  temporal  durations  is 
crucial to any natural language processing task in-
volving  temporal  understanding  and  reasoning. 
This  information  comes  in  many  forms,  among 
them knowledge about typical durations for events 
and  knowledge  about  typical  times  at  which  an 
event occurs. We know that lunch lasts for half an 
hour  to  an  hour  and takes  place  around noon,  a 
game of chess lasts from a few minutes to a few 
hours and can occur any time, and so when we in-
terpret a text such as “After they ate lunch, they 
played a game of chess and then went to the zoo” 
we can infer that the zoo visit probably took place 
in the early afternoon. In this paper we focus on 
duration. Hand-annotation of event durations is ex-
pensive slow (Pan et al., 2011), so it is desirable to 

automatically determine typical durations. This pa-
per describes a method for automatically extracting 
information about typical durations for events from 
tweets posted to the Twitter microblogging site.

Twitter is a rich resource for information about 
everyday events – people post their tweets to Twit-
ter publicly in real-time as they conduct their activ-
ities throughout the day, resulting in a significant 
amount  of  mundane  information  about  common 
events. For example, (1) and (2) were used to pro-
vide information about how long a work event can 
last:

(1) Had  work for an hour and 30 mins now 
going to disneyland with my cousins :)

(2) I play in a loud rock band, I  worked at a 
night  club for  two years.  My ears  have  
never  hurt  so  much  @melaniemarnie  
@giorossi88 @CharlieHi11 

In this paper, we sought to use this kind informa-
tion to  determine likely durations  for  events  and 
habits  of  a  variety  of  verbs.  This  involved  two 
steps: extracting a wide range of tweets such as (1) 
and (2) and classifying these as to whether they re-
ferred to specific event (as in (1)) or a general habit 
(as in (2)), then summarizing the duration informa-
tion associated with each kind of use of a given 
verb.

This paper answers two investigative questions:
• How  well  can  we  automatically  extract 

fine-grain  duration information  for events 
and habits from Twitter?

• Can we effectively distinguish episode and 
habit duration distributions ?

The results presented here show that Twitter can be 
mined  for  fine-grain  event  duration  information 
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with high precision using regular expressions. Ad-
ditionally, verb uses can be effectively categorized 
as  to  their  habituality,  and  duration  information 
plays an important role in this categorization. 

2 Prior Work

Past research on typical durations has made use of 
standard  corpora  with  texts  from  literature  ex-
cerpts, news stories, and full-length weblogs (Pan 
et al, 2006;  2007;  2011; Kozareva & Hovy, 2011; 
Gusev et al., 2011). For example, Pan et al. (2011) 
hand-annotated of  a  portion  of  the  TIMEBANK 
corpus that consisted of Wall Street  Journal  arti-
cles. For 58 non-financial articles, they annotated 
over 2,200 events with typical temporal duration, 
specifying the upper and lower bounds for the du-
ration of  each event.  In  addition they  used their 
corpus to automatically determine event durations 
with machine learning,  predicting features  of  the 
duration on the basis of the verb lemma, local tex-
tual  context.  and  other  information.  Their best 
(SVM) classifier  achieved  precision of 78.2% on 
the course-grained task of determining whether an 
event's duration was longer or shorter than one day 
(compared with 87.7% human agreement). For de-
termining the fine-grained task of determining the 
most  likely  temporal  unit–second,  minute,  hour, 
day,  week,  etc.–achieved  67.9%  (human  agree-
ment: 79.8%). This shows that lexical information 
can be effectively  leveraged for  duration predic-
tion.

To compile temporal duration information for a 
wider range of verbs, Gusev et al. (2011) explored 
an automatic Web-based query method for harvest-
ing typical durations of events. Their data consist-
ed of search engine “hit-counts” and they analyzed 
the distribution of durations associated with  1000 
frequent verbs in terms of whether the  event lasts 
for more or less than a day (course-grain task) or 
whether it lasts for seconds, minutes, hours, days, 
weeks,  months,  or  years  (fine-grain  task).  They 
note that many verbs have a two-peaked distribu-
tion and they suggest that the two-peaked distribu-
tion could be a result  of the usage referring to a 
habit or a single episode. (When used with a dura-
tion marker,  run,  for example, is used about 15% 
of the time with hour-scale and 38% with year-s-
cale duration markers). Rather than making a dis-
tinction between habits and episodes in their data, 
they apply a heuristic to focus on episodes only. 

Kozareva and Hovy (2011) also collected typi-
cal durations of events using Web query patterns. 
They proposed a six-way classification of ways in 
which events are related to time, but provided only 
programmatic analyses of a few verbs using We-
b-based  query  patterns.  They  have  proposed  a 
compilation  of  the  5,000  most  common  verbs 
along with their typical temporal durations. In each 
of  these  efforts,  automatically  collecting  a  large 
amount of reliable to cover a wide range of verbs 
has been noted as a difficulty. It is this task that we 
seek to take up.

3 Corpus Methodology

Our goal was to discover the duration distribution 
as well as typical habit and typical episode dura-
tions for each verb lemma that we found in our col-
lection.  A wide range of factors influence typical 
event durations. Among these are the character of a 
verb's arguments, the presence of negation and oth-
er embedding features. For this preliminary work, 
we ignored the effects of arguments, and focused 
only on generating duration information for verb 
lemmas. Also, tweets that were negated, condition-
al tweets, and tweets in the future tense  were put 
aside.

3.1 Data Collection

A corpus of tweets was collected from the Twitter 
web  service  API  using  an  open-source module 
called  Tweetstream  (Halvorsen  &  Schierkolk, 
2010). Tweets were collected that contained refer-
ence to  a  temporal  duration.  The data  collection 
task began on February 1, 2011 and ended on Sep-
tember 28, 2011.  Duplicate tweets were identified 
by their unique tweet ID provided by Twitter, and 
were  removed from the data set. Also tweets that 
were marked by Twitter as 'retweets' (tweets that 
have been reposted to Twitter) were removed. The 
following query terms (denoting temporal duration 
measure) were used to filter the Twitter stream for 
tweets containing temporal duration:

second,  seconds,  minute,  minutes,  hour,  
hours,  day,  days,  week,  weeks,  month,  
months, year, years, decade, decades, cen-
tury,  centuries,  sec,  secs,  min,  mins,  hr,  
hrs, wk, wks, yr, yrs

The number of tweets in  the  resulting  corpus was 
14,801,607 and the total number of words in the 
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corpus was 224,623,447. Tweets were normalized, 
tokenized,  and  then  tagged  for  POS,  using  the 
NLTK Treebank Tagger (Bird & Loper, 2004). 

3.2 Extraction Frames

To associate each temporal duration with its event, 
events and durations were identified and extracted 
using  four  types  of  regular  expression  extraction 
frames.  The  patterns  applied  a heuristic  to  asso-
ciate each verb with a temporal expression, similar 
to  the  extraction  frames used  in  Gusev  et  al. 
(2011). The four types of extraction frames were:

• verb for duration
• verb in duration
• spend duration verbing 
• takes duration to verb 

where verb is the target verb and duration is a du-
ration-measure term. In (3), for example,  the verb 
work is associated with the temporal duration term 
44 years.

(3) Retired watchmaker worked for 44 years 
without a telephone, to avoid unnecessary  
interruptions, http://t.co/ox3mB6g

These four extraction frame types were also varied 
to  include different  tenses,  different  grammatical 
aspects,  and  optional  verb  arguments to  reach  a 
wide  range  of  event  mentions  and  ordering  be-
tween the verb and the duration clause. For each 
matched tweet  a  feature  vector  was created with 
the  following  features:  verb  lemma,  temporal 
bucket  (seconds,  minutes,  hours,  weeks,  days, 
months or years), tense (past or present), grammat-
ical aspect (simple, progressive, or perfect), dura-
tion in seconds, and the extraction frame type (for, 
in, spend, or take). For example, the features ex-
tracted from (3) were: 

[work, years, past, simple, 1387584000, FOR]

Tweets with verbal lemmas that occur fewer than 
100 times in the extracted corpus were filtered out. 
The  resulting  data  set contained  390,562 feature 
vectors covering 483 verb lemmas.

3.3 Extraction Precision

Extraction frame performance was estimated using 
precision on a random sample of 400 hand-labeled 
tweets. Each instance in the sample was labeled as 
correct if the extracted feature vector was correct 

in its entirety. The overall precision for extraction 
frames was estimated as 90.25%, calculated using 
a  two-tailed t-test  for  sample size  of  proportions 
with 95% confidence (p=0.05, n=400). 

3.4 Duration Results 

In order to summarize information about dura-
tion for each of the 483 verb lemmas, we calculat-
ed the frequency distribution of tweets by duration 
in seconds. This distribution can be represented in 
histogram form, as in Figure 1 for the verb lemma 
search,  with with bins corresponding to temporal 
units of measure (seconds, minutes, etc.). 

Figure 1: Frequency distribution for search 

This  histogram  shows the  characteristic  bi-
modal-distributions noted  by Pan et al., (2011) and 
Gusev et. al., (2011), an issue taken up in the next 
section.

4 Episodic/Habitual Classification 

Most verbs have both episodic and habitual uses, 
which clearly correspond to different typical dura-
tions. In order to draw this distinction we built a 
system to automatically classify our tweets  as to 
their  habituality.  The  extracted  feature  vectors 
were used in a machine learning task to label each 
tweet  in the collection as denoting a habit  or  an 
episode, broadly following Mathew & Katz (2009). 
This classification was done with bootstrapping, in 
a partially supervised manner.

4.1 Bootstrapping Classifier

First, a random sample of 1000 tweets from the ex-
tracted  corpus  was  hand-labeled  as  being  either 
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habit  or  episode (236 habits;  764 episodes).  The 
extracted  feature  vectors  for  these  tweets  were 
used to train a C4.5 decision tree classifier (Hall et 
al., 2009). This classifier achieved an accuracy of 
83.6% during training. We used this classifier and 
the hand-labeled set to seed the generic Yarowsky 
Algorithm  (Abney,  2004), iteratively  inducing  a 
habit or episode label for all the tweets in the col-
lection,  using  the  WEKA  output  for  confidence 
scoring and a confidence threshold of 0.96. 

The extracted corpus was classified into 94,643 
habitual tweets and  295,918 episodic tweets.  To 
estimate  the  accuracy  of  the  classifier,  400  ran-
domly  chosen  tweets  from  the  extracted  corpus 
were hand-labeled, giving an estimated accuracy of 
85% accuracy with 95% confidence, using the two-
tailed t-test for sample size of proportions (p=0.05, 
n=400).

4.2 Results 

Clearly the data in Figure 1 represents two com-
bined distributions: one for episodes and one for 
habits, as we illustrate in Figure 2. We see that the 
verb search describes episodes that most often last 
minutes or hours, while it describes habits that go 
on for years. 

Figure 2: Duration distribution for search

These two different uses are illustrated in (4) and 
(5). 

(4) Obviously I'm the one who found the tiny  
lost black Lego in 30 seconds after the 3 of  
them searched for 5 minutes. 

(5) @jaynecheeseman they've been searching  
for you for 11 years now. I'd look out if I  
were you.

In Table  1  we provide  summary information for 
several verb  lemmas, indicating the average dura-
tion  for  each  verb  and  the  temporal  unit  corre-
sponding to the largest bin for each verb.

Verb 

 Episodic Use  Habitual Use

Modal 
bin

Mean
Modal 

bin Mean

snooze minutes 1.6 hrs decades 7.5 yrs

coach hours 10 days years 8.5 yrs

approve minutes 1.7 mon. years 1.4 yrs

eat minutes 5.3 wks days 5.7 yrs

kiss seconds 4.5 days weeks 1.8 yrs

visit weeks 7.2 wks. years 4.9 yrs

Table 1. Mean duration and mode for 6 of the verbs 

It is clear that the methodology  overestimates the 
duration of episodes somewhat –  our estimates of 
typical durations are 2-3 times as long as those that 
come from the annotation in  Pan,  et.  al.  (2009). 
Nevertheless, the modal bin corresponds approxi-
mately to that the hand annotation in Pan, et. al., 
(2011) for nearly half (45%) of the verbs lemmas.

5 Conclusion

We have presented a hybrid approach for extract-
ing typical  durations  of  habits  and episodes.  We 
are able to extract high-quality information about 
temporal  durations  and  to  effectively  classify 
tweets as to their habituality. It is clear that Twitter 
tweets contain a lot of unique data about different 
kinds of events and habits, and mining this data for 
temporal duration information has turned out to be 
a fruitful avenue for collecting the kind of world-
knowledge that we need for robust temporal lan-
guage processing. Our verb lexicon is available at: 
https://sites.google.com/site/relinguistics/.
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Abstract

Interpreting news requires identifying its con-
stituent events. Events are complex linguis-
tically and ontologically, so disambiguating
their reference is challenging. We introduce
event linking, which canonically labels an
event reference with the article where it was
first reported. This implicitly relaxes corefer-
ence to co-reporting, and will practically en-
able augmenting news archives with semantic
hyperlinks. We annotate and analyse a corpus
of 150 documents, extracting 501 links to a
news archive with reasonable inter-annotator
agreement.

1 Introduction

Interpreting news requires identifying its constituent
events. Information extraction (IE) makes this feasi-
ble by considering only events of a specified type,
such as personnel succession or arrest (Grishman
and Sundheim, 1996; LDC, 2005), an approach not
extensible to novel events, or the same event types
in sub-domains, e.g. sport. On the other hand, topic
detection and tracking (TDT; Allan, 2002) disregards
individual event mentions, clustering together arti-
cles that share a topic.

Between these fine and coarse-grained ap-
proaches, event identification requires grouping ref-
erences to the same event. However, strict corefer-
ence is hampered by the complexity of event seman-
tics: poison, murder and die may indicate the same
effective event. The solution is to tag mentions with
a canonical identifier for each news-triggering event.

This paper introduces event linking: given a past
event reference in context, find the article in a news
archive that first reports that the event happened.

The task has an immediate practical application:
some online newspapers link past event mentions to
relevant news stories, but currently do so with low
coverage and consistency; an event linker can add
referentially-precise hyperlinks to news.

The event linking task parallels entity link-
ing (NEL; Ji and Grishman, 2011), considering a
news archive as a knowledge base (KB) of events,
where each article exclusively represents the zero or
more events that it first reports. Coupled with an ap-
propriate event extractor, event linking may be per-
formed for all events mentioned in a document, like
the named entity disambiguation task (Bunescu and
Paşca, 2006; Cucerzan, 2007).

We have annotated and analysed 150 news and
opinion articles, marking references to past, news-
worthy events, and linking where possible to canon-
ical articles in a 13-year news archive.

2 The events in a news story

Approaches to news event processing are subsumed
within broader notions of topics, scenario templates,
or temporal entities, among others. We illustrate key
challenges in processing news events and motivate
event linking through the example story in Figure 1.

Salience Our story highlights carjackings and a
police warning as newsworthy, alongside events like
feeding, drove and told which carry less individual
weight. Orthogonally, parts of the story are new
events, while others are previously reported events
that the reader may be aware of (illustrated in Fig-
ure 1). Online, the two background carjackings and
the police warning are hyperlinked to other SMH arti-
cles where they were reported. Event schemas tend
not to directly address salience: MUC-style IE (Gr-
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N Sydney man carjacked at knifepoint
There has been another carjacking in Sydney,

B two weeks after two people were stabbed in their cars in
separate incidents.

N A 32-year-old driver was walking to his station wagon on
Hickson Road, Millers Point, after feeding his parking me-
ter about 4.30pm yesterday when a man armed with a
knife grabbed him and told him to hand over his car keys
and mobile phone, police said. The carjacker then drove
the black 2008 Holden Commodore. . . He was described
as a 175-centimetre-tall Caucasian. . .

B Police warned Sydney drivers to keep their car doors
locked after two stabbings this month. On September 4,
a 40-year-old man was stabbed when three men tried to
steal his car on Rawson Street, Auburn, about 1.20am.
The next day, a 25-year-old woman was stabbed in her
lower back as she got into her car on Liverpool Road. . .

Figure 1: Possible event mentions marked in an ar-
ticle from SMH, segmented into news (N) and back-
ground (B) event portions.

ishman and Sundheim, 1996) selects an event type
of which all instances are salient; TDT (Allan, 2002)
operates at the document level, which avoids differ-
entiating event mentions; and TimeML (Pustejovsky
et al., 2003) marks the main event in each sentence.
Critiquing ACE05 event detection for not addressing
salience, Ji et al. (2009) harness cross-document fre-
quencies for event ranking. Similarly, reference to a
previously-reported event implies it is newsworthy.

Diversity IE traditionally targets a selected event
type (Grishman and Sundheim, 1996). ACE05 con-
siders a broader event typology, dividing eight
thematic event types (business, justice, etc.) into
33 subtypes such as attack, die and declare
bankruptcy (LDC, 2005). Most subtypes suffer from
few annotated instances, while others are impracti-
cally broad: sexual abuse, gunfire and the Holocaust
each constitute attack instances (is told considered
an attack in Figure 1?). Inter-annotator agreement
is low for most types.1 While ACE05 would mark
the various attack events in our story, police warned
would be unrecognised. Despite template adapta-
tion (Yangarber et al., 2000; Filatova et al., 2006;
Li et al., 2010; Chambers and Jurafsky, 2011), event
types are brittle to particular tasks and domains, such
as bio-text mining (e.g. Kim et al., 2009); they can-
not reasonably handle novel events.

1For binary sentence classification, we calculate an inter-
quartile range of κ ∈ [0.46, 0.64] over the 33 sub-types. Coarse
event type classification ranges from κ = 0.47 for business to
κ = 0.69 for conflict.

Identity Event coreference is complicated by par-
titive (sub-event) and logical (e.g. causation) re-
lationships between events, in addition to lexical-
semantic and syntactic issues. When consider-
ing the relationship between another carjacking and
grabbed, drove or stabbed, ACE05 would apply the
policy: “When in doubt, do not mark any corefer-
ence” (LDC, 2005). Bejan and Harabagiu (2008)
consider event coreference across documents, mark-
ing the “most important events” (Bejan, 2010), al-
beit within Google News clusters, where multiple
articles reporting the same event are likely to use
similar language. Similar challenges apply to iden-
tifying event causality and other relations: Bejan
and Harabagiu (2008) suggest arcs such as feeding
precedes−−−−→ walking enables−−−→ grabbed – akin to instantia-
tions of FrameNet’s frame relations (Fillmore et al.,
2003). However, these too are semantically subtle.

Explicit reference By considering events through
topical document clusters, TDT avoids some chal-
lenges of precise identity. It prescribes rules of in-
terpretation for which stories pertain to a seminal
event. However, the carjackings in our story are
neither preconditions nor consequences of a semi-
nal event and so would not constitute a TDT clus-
ter. TDT fails to account for these explicit event ref-
erences. Though Feng and Allan (2009) and Yang
et al. (2009) consider event dependency as directed
arcs between documents or paragraphs, they gener-
ally retain a broad sense of topic with little attention
to explicit reference.

3 The event linking task

Given an explicit reference to a past event, event
linking grounds it in a given news archive. This ap-
plies to all events worthy of having been reported,
and harnesses explicit reference rather than more
general notions of relevance. Though analogous to
NEL, our task differs in the types of expressions that
may be linked, and the manner of determining the
correct KB node to link to, if any.

3.1 Event-referring expressions
We consider a subset of newsworthy events – things
that happen and directly trigger news – as candidate
referents. In TimeML’s event classification (Puste-
jovsky et al., 2003), newsworthy events would gen-
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erally be occurrence (e.g. die, build, sell) or aspec-
tual (e.g. begin, discontinue), as opposed to percep-
tion (e.g. hear), intentional state (e.g. believe), etc.
Still, we are not confined to these types when other
classes of event are newsworthy. All references must
be explicit, reporting the event as factual and com-
pleted or ongoing.

Not all event references meeting these criteria are
reasonably LINKABLE to a single article:
MULTIPLE many distinct events, or an event type,

e.g. world wars, demand;
AGGREGATE emerges from other events over time,

e.g. grew 15%, scored 100 goals;
COMPLEX an event reported over multiple articles

in terms of its sub-events, e.g. 2012 election,
World Cup, scandal.

3.2 A news archive as a KB

We define a canonical link target for each event: the
earliest article in the archive that reports the given
event happened or is happening. Each archival arti-
cle implicitly represents zero or more related events,
just as Wikipedia entries represent zero or one entity
in NEL. Links target the story as a whole: closely
related, co-reported events link to the same article,
avoiding a problematically strict approach to event
identity. An archive reports only selected events, so
a valid target may not exist (NEL’s NIL).

4 An annotated corpus

We link to a digital archive of the Sydney Morn-
ing Herald: Australian and international news from
1986 to 2009, published daily, Monday to Saturday.2

We annotate a randomly sampled corpus of 150 arti-
cles from its 2009 News and Features and Business
sections including news reports, op-eds and letters.

For this whole-document annotation, a single
word of each past/ongoing, newsworthy event men-
tion is marked.3 If LINKABLE, the annotator
searches the archive by keyword and date, selecting
a target, reported here (a self-referential link) or NIL.
An annotation of our example story (Figure 1) would
produce five groups of event references (Table 1).

2The archive may be searched at http://newsstore.
smh.com.au/apps/newsSearch.ac

3We couple marking and linking since annotators must learn
to judge newsworthiness relative to the target archive.

Mentions Annotation category / link
carjacking; LINKABLE, reported here
grabbed [him]
[were] stabbed; MULTIPLE
incidents; stabbings
[Police] warned LINKABLE, linked: Sydney drivers

told: lock your doors
[man] stabbed LINKABLE, linked: Driver stabbed

after Sydney carjacking
[woman] stabbed LINKABLE, linked: Car attack:

Driver stabbed in the back

Table 1: Event linking annotations for Figure 1

Agreement unit AB AC JA JB JC
Token has a link 27 21 61 42 34
Link target on agreed token 48 73 84 83 74
Set of link targets per document 31 40 69 51 45
Link date on agreed token 61 80 87 93 89
Set of link dates per document 36 44 71 54 56

Table 2: Inter-annotator and adjudicator F1 scores

All documents were annotated by external anno-
tator A; external annotators B and C annotated 72
and 24 respectively; and all were adjudicated by the
first author (J). Pairwise inter-annotator agreement
in Table 2 shows that annotators infrequently select
the same words to link, but that reasonable agree-
ment on the link target can be achieved for agreed
tokens.4 Adjudicator-annotator agreements are gen-
erally much higher than inter-annotator agreements:
in many cases, an annotator fails to find a target
or selects one that does not first report the event;
J accepts most annotations as valid. In other cases,
there may be multiple articles published on the same
day that describe the event in question from differ-
ent angles; agreement increases substantially when
relaxed to accept date agreement. Our adjudicated
corpus of 150 documents is summarised in Table 3.

Where a definitive link target is not available, an
annotator may erroneously select another candidate:
an opinion article describing the event, an article
where the event is mentioned as background, or an
article anticipating the event.

The task is complicated by changed perspective
between an event’s first report and its later reference.

4κ ≈ F1 for the binary token task (F1 accounts for the ma-
jority class) and for the sparse link targets/date selection.
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Category Mentions Types Docs
Any markable 2136 655 149
LINKABLE 1399 417 144

linked 501 229 99
reported here 667 111 111
nil 231 77 77

COMPLEX 220 79 79
MULTIPLE 328 102 102
AGGREGATE 189 57 57

Table 3: Annotation frequencies: no. of mentions,
distinct per document, and document frequency

Can overpayed link to what had been acquired? Can
10 died be linked to an article where only nine are
confirmed dead? For the application of adding hy-
perlinks to news, such a link might be beneficial, but
it may be better considered an AGGREGATE.

The schema underspecifies definitions of ‘event’
and ‘newsworthiness’, accounting for much of the
token-level disagreement, but not directly affecting
the task of linking a specified mention to the archive.
Adjectival mentions such as Apple’s new CEO are
easy to miss and questionably explicit. Events are
also confused with facts and abstract entities, such
as bans, plans, reports and laws. Unlike many other
facts, events can be grounded to a particular time of
occurrence, often stated in text.

5 Analysis and discussion

To assess task feasibility, we present bag-of-words
(BoW) and oracle results (Figure 2). Using the whole
document as a query5 retrieves 30% of gold targets
at rank 10, but only 60% by rank 150. Term win-
dows around each event mention perform close to
our oracle consisting of successful search keywords
collected during annotation, with over 80% recall at
150. No system recalls over 30% of targets at 1-best,
suggesting a reranking approach may be required.

Constraining search result dates is essential; an-
notators’ constraints improve recall by 20% at rank
50. These constraints may draw on temporal expres-
sions in the source article or external knowledge.
Successful automated linking will therefore require
extensive use of semantic and temporal information.

Our corpus also highlights distinctions between

5Using Apache Solr defaults: TFIDF-weighted cosine simi-
larity over stemmed and stopped tokens.
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Figure 2: Recall for BoW and oracle systems

explicit event reference and broader relationships.
Yang et al. (2009) makes the reasonable assumption
that news events generally build on others that re-
cently precede them. We find that the likelihood
a linked article occurred fewer than d days ago re-
duces exponentially with respect to d, yet the rate
of decay is surprisingly slow: half of all link targets
precede their source by over 3 months.

The effect of coreporting rather than coreference
is also clear: like {carjacking, grabbed} in our ex-
ample, mention chains include {return, decide, re-
contest}, {winner, Cup} as well as more familiar in-
stances like {acquired, acquisition}.

6 Conclusion

We have introduced event linking, which takes a
novel approach to news event reference, associating
each newsworthy past event with a canonical arti-
cle in a news archive. We demonstrate task’s fea-
sibility, with reasonable inter-annotator agreement
over a 150 document corpus. The corpus highlights
features of the retrieval task and its dependence on
temporal knowledge. As well as using event link-
ing to add referentially precise hyperlinks to a news
archive, further characteristics of news will emerge
by analysing the graph of event references.
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Abstract

The Web and digitized text sources contain
a wealth of information about named entities
such as politicians, actors, companies, or cul-
tural landmarks. Extracting this information
has enabled the automated construction of large
knowledge bases, containing hundred millions
of binary relationships or attribute values about
these named entities. However, in reality most
knowledge is transient, i.e. changes over time,
requiring a temporal dimension in fact extrac-
tion. In this paper we develop a methodology
that combines label propagation with constraint
reasoning for temporal fact extraction. Label
propagation aggressively gathers fact candi-
dates, and an Integer Linear Program is used
to clean out false hypotheses that violate tem-
poral constraints. Our method is able to im-
prove on recall while keeping up with preci-
sion, which we demonstrate by experiments
with biography-style Wikipedia pages and a
large corpus of news articles.

1 Introduction
In recent years, automated fact extraction from Web
contents has seen significant progress with the emer-
gence of freely available knowledge bases, such as
DBpedia (Auer et al., 2007), YAGO (Suchanek et
al., 2007), TextRunner (Etzioni et al., 2008), or
ReadTheWeb (Carlson et al., 2010a). These knowl-
edge bases are constantly growing and contain cur-
rently (by example of DBpedia) several million enti-
ties and half a billion facts about them. This wealth
of data allows to satisfy the information needs of
advanced Internet users by raising queries from key-
words to entities. This enables queries like “Who is
married to Prince Charles?” or “Who are the team-
mates of Lionel Messi at FC Barcelona?”.

However, factual knowledge is highly ephemeral:
Royals get married and divorced, politicians hold
positions only for a limited time and soccer players
transfer from one club to another. Consequently,
knowledge bases should be able to support more
sophisticated temporal queries at entity-level, such
as “Who have been the spouses of Prince Charles
before 2000?” or “Who are the teammates of Lionel
Messi at FC Barcelona in the season 2011/2012?”.
In order to achieve this goal, the next big step is to
distill temporal knowledge from the Web.

Extracting temporal facts is a complex and time-
consuming endeavor. There are “conservative” strate-
gies that aim at high precision, but they tend to suffer
from low recall. On the contrary, there are “aggres-
sive” approaches that target at high recall, but fre-
quently suffer from low precision. To this end, we
introduce a method that allows us to gain maximum
benefit from both “worlds” by “aggressively” gath-
ering fact candidates and subsequently “cleaning-up”
the incorrect ones. The salient properties of our ap-
proach and the novel contributions of this paper are
the following:
• A temporal fact extraction strategy that is able

to efficiently gather thousands of fact candidates
based on a handful of seed facts.
• An ILP solver incorporating constraints on tem-

poral relations among events (e.g., marriage of
a person must be non-overlapping in time).
• Experiments on real world news and Wikipedia

articles showing that we gain recall while keep-
ing up with precision.

2 Related Work
Recently, there have been several approaches that
aim at the extraction of temporal facts for the auto-
mated construction of large knowledge bases, but
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time-aware fact extraction is still in its infancy. An
approach toward fact extraction based on coupled
semi-supervised learning for information extraction
(IE) is NELL (Carlson et al., 2010b). However, it
does neither incorporate constraints nor temporal-
ity. TIE (Ling and Weld, 2010) binds time-points
of events described in sentences, but does not dis-
ambiguate entities or combine observations to facts.
A pattern-based approach for temporal fact extrac-
tion is PRAVDA (Wang et al., 2011), which utilizes
label propagation as a semi-supervised learning strat-
egy, but does not incorporate constraints. Similarly,
TOB is an approach of extracting temporal business-
related facts from free text, which requires deep pars-
ing and does not apply constraints as well (Zhang et
al., 2008). In contrast, CoTS (Talukdar et al., 2012)
introduces a constraint-based approach of coupled
semi-supervised learning for IE, however not focus-
ing on the extraction part. Building on TimeML
(Pustejovsky et al., 2003) several works (Verhagen et
al., 2005; Mani et al., 2006; Chambers and Jurafsky,
2008; Verhagen et al., 2009; Yoshikawa et al., 2009)
identify temporal relationships in free text, but don’t
focus on fact extraction.

3 Framework
Facts and Observations. We aim to extract factual
knowledge transient over time from free text. More
specifically, we assume time T = [0, Tmax ] to
be a finite sequence of time-points with yearly
granularity. Furthermore, a fact consists of a
relation with two typed arguments and a time-
interval defining its validity. For instance, we write
worksForClub(Beckham,RMadrid)@[2003, 2008)
to express that Beckham played for Real Madrid
from 2003 to 2007. Since sentences containing a
fact and its full time-interval are sparse, we consider
three kinds of textual observations for each relation,
namely begin, during, and end. “Beckham signed
for Real Madrid from Manchester United in 2003.”
includes both the begin observation of Beckham be-
ing with Real Madrid as well as the end observation
of working for Manchester. A positive seed fact is a
valid fact of a relation, while a negative seed fact is
incorrect (e.g., for relation worksForClub, a positive
seed fact is worksForClub(Beckham,RMadrid),
while worksForClub(Beckham,BMunich) is a
negative seed fact).

Framework. As depicted in Figure 1, our framework
is composed of four stages, where the first collects
candidate sentences, the second mines patterns from
the candidates sentences, the third extracts temporal
facts from the sentences utilizing the patterns and the
last removes noisy facts by enforcing constraints.
Preprocessing. We retrieve all sentences from the
corpus comprising at least two entities and a temporal
expression, where we use YAGO for entity recogni-
tion and disambiguation (cf. (Hoffart et al., 2011)).

Figure 1: System Overview

Pattern Analysis. A pattern is a n-gram based fea-
ture vector. It is generated by replacing entities
by their types, keeping only stemmed nouns, verbs
converted to present tense and the last preposition.
For example, considering “Beckham signed for Real
Madrid from Manchester United in 2003.” the cor-
responding pattern for the end occurrence is “sign
for CLUB from”. We quantify the strength of each
pattern by investigating how frequent the pattern oc-
curs with seed facts of a particular relation and how
infrequent it appears with negative seed facts.
Fact Candidate Gathering. Entity pairs that co-
occur with patterns whose strength is above a mini-
mum threshold become fact candidates and are fed
into the next stage of label propagation.

4 T-Fact Extraction
Building on (Wang et al., 2011) we utilize Label
Propagation (Talukdar and Crammer, 2009) to deter-
mine the relation and observation type expressed by
each pattern.
Graph. We create a graph G = (VF ∪̇VP , E) having
one vertex v ∈ VF for each fact candidate observed
in the text and one vertex v ∈ VP for each pattern.
Edges between VF and VP are introduced whenever a
fact candidate appeared with a pattern. Their weight
is derived from the co-occurrence frequency. Edges
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among VP nodes have weights derived from the n-
gram overlap of the patterns.
Labels. Moreover, we use one label for each observa-
tion type (begin, during, and end) of each relation and
a dummy label representing the unknown relation.
Objective Function. Let Y ∈ R|V|×|Labels|

+ de-
note the graph’s initial label assignment, and Ŷ ∈
R|V|×|Labels|

+ stand for the estimated labels of all ver-
tices, Sl encode the seed’s weights on its diagonal,
and R∗l contain zeroes except for the dummy label’s
column. Then, the objective function is:

L(Ŷ) =
∑

`

[
(Y∗` − Ŷ∗`)T S`(Y∗` − Ŷ∗`)

+µ1ŶT
∗`LŶ∗` + µ2‖Ŷ∗` −R∗`‖2

]
(1)

Here, the first term (Y∗` − Ŷ∗`)TS`(Y∗` − Ŷ∗`)
ensures that the estimated labels approximate the
initial labels. The labeling of neighboring vertices
is smoothed by µ1ŶT

∗`LŶ∗`, where L refers to the
Laplacian matrix. The last term is a L2 regularizer.

5 Cleaning of Fact Candidates
To prune noisy t-facts, we compute a consistent sub-
set of t-facts with respect to temporal constraints (e.g.
joining a sports club takes place before leaving a
sports club) by an Integer Linear Program (ILP).
Variables. We introduce a variable xr ∈ {0, 1} for
each t-fact candidate r ∈ R, where 1 means the can-
didate is valid. Two variables xf,b, xf,e ∈ [0, Tmax ]
denote begin (b) and end (e) of time-interval of a fact
f ∈ F . Note, that many t-fact candidates refer to the
same fact f , since they share their entity pairs.
Objective Function. The objective function intends
to maximize the number of valid raw t-facts, where
wr is a weight obtained from the previous stage:

max
∑
r∈R

wr · xr

Intra-Fact Constraints. xf,b and xf,e encode a
proper time-interval by adding the constraint:

∀f ∈ F xf,b < xf,e

Considering only a single relation, we assume the
setsRb,Rd, andRe to comprise its t-fact candidates
with respect to the begin, during, and end observa-
tions. Then, we introduce the constraints

∀l ∈ {b, e}, r ∈ Rl tl · xr ≤ xf,l (2)
∀l ∈ {b, e}, r ∈ Rl xf,l ≤ tl · xr + (1− xr)Tmax (3)

∀r ∈ Rd xf,b ≤ tb · xr + (1− xr)Tmax (4)
∀r ∈ Rd te · xr ≤ xf,e (5)

where f has the same entity pair as r and tb, te are
begin and end of r’s time-interval. Whenever xr is
set to 1 for begin or end t-fact candidates, Eq. (2)
and Eq. (3) set the value of xf,b or xf,e to tb or te,
respectively. For each during t-fact candidate with
xr = 1, Eq. (4) and Eq. (5) enforce xf,b ≤ tb and
te ≤ xf,e.
Inter-Fact Constraints. Since we can refer to a fact
f ’s time interval by xf,b and xf,e and the connectives
of Boolean Logic can be encoded in ILPs (Karp,
1972), we can use all temporal constraints expressible
by Allen’s Interval Algebra (Allen, 1983) to specify
inter-fact constraints. For example, we leverage this
by prohibiting marriages of a single person from
overlapping in time.
Previous Work. In comparison to (Talukdar et al.,
2012), our ILP encoding is time-scale invariant. That
is, for the same data, if the granularity of T is
changed from months to seconds, for example, the
size of the ILP is not affected. Furthermore, because
we allow all relations of Allen’s Interval Algebra, we
support a richer class of temporal constraints.

6 Experiments
Corpus. Experiments are conducted in the soccer
and the celebrity domain by considering the works-
ForClub and isMarriedTo relation, respectively. For
each person in the “FIFA 100 list” and “Forbes 100
list” we retrieve their Wikipedia article. In addition,
we obtained about 80,000 documents for the soccer
domain and 370,000 documents for the celebrity do-
main from BBC, The Telegraph, Times Online and
ESPN by querying Google’s News Archive Search1

in the time window from 1990-2011. All hyperpa-
rameters are tuned on a separate data-set.
Seeds. For each relation we manually select the 10
positive and negative fact candidates with highest
occurrence frequencies in the corpus as seeds.
Evaluation. We evaluate precision by randomly sam-
pling 50 (isMarriedTo) and 100 (worksForClub) facts
for each observation type and manually evaluating
them against the text documents. All experimental
data is available for download from our website2.

6.1 Pipeline vs. Joint Model
Setting. In this experiment we compare the perfor-
mance of the pipeline being stages 3 and 4 in Figure

1news.google.com/archivesearch
2www.mpi-inf.mpg.de/yago-naga/pravda/
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1 and a joint model in form of an ILP solving the
t-fact extraction and noise cleaning at the same time.
Hence, the joint model resembles (Roth and Yih,
2004) extended by Section 5’s temporal constraints.

R
el

at
io

n

Observation
Label Propagation ILP for T-Fact Extraction

Precision # Obs. Precision # Obs.

w
or

ks
Fo

rC
lu

b begin 80% 2537 81% 2426

W
ithoutN

oise
C

leaning

during 78% 2826 86% 1153

end 65% 440 50% 550

is
M

ar
ri

ed
To begin 52% 195 28% 232

during 76% 92 6% 466

end 62% 50 2% 551

w
or

ks
Fo

rC
lu

b begin 85% 2469 87% 2076

W
ith

N
oise

C
leaning

during 85% 2761 79% 1434

end 74% 403 72% 275

is
M

ar
ri

ed
To begin 64% 177 74% 67

during 79% 89 88% 61

end 70% 47 71% 28

Table 1: Pipeline vs. Joint Model

Results. Table 1 shows the results on the pipeline
model (lower-left), joint model (lower-right), label-
propagation w/o noise cleaning (upper-left), and ILP
for t-fact extraction w/o noise cleaning (upper-right).
Analysis. Regarding the upper part of Table 1 the
pattern-based extraction works very well for works-
ForClub, however it fails on isMarriedTo. The reason
is, that the types of worksForClub distinguish the
patterns well from other relations. In contrast, isMar-
riedTo’s patterns interfere with other person-person
relations making constraints a decisive asset. When
comparing the joint model and the pipeline model,
the former sacrifices recall in order to keep up with
the latter’s precision level. That is because the joint
model’s ILP decides with binary variables on which
patterns to accept. In contrast, label propagation ad-
dresses the inherent uncertainty by providing label
assignments with confidence numbers.

6.2 Increasing Recall
Setting. In a second experiment, we move the t-fact
extraction stage away from high precision towards
higher recall, where the successive noise cleaning
stage attempts to restore the precision level.
Results. The columns of Table 2 show results for
different values of µ1 of Eq. (1). From left to right,

we used µ1 = e−1, 0.6, 0.8 for worksForClub and
µ1 = e−2, e−1, 0.6 for isMarriedTo. The table’s up-
per part reports on the output of stage 3, whereas the
lower part covers the facts returned by noise cleaning.
Analysis. For the conservative setting label propa-
gation produces high precision facts with only few
inconsistencies, so the noise cleaning stage has no
effect, i.e. no pruning takes place. This is the set-
ting usual pattern-based approaches without cleaning
stage are working in. In contrast, for the standard set-
ting (coinciding with Table 1’s left column) stage 3
yields less precision, but higher recall. Since there are
more inconsistencies in this setup, the noise cleaning
stage accomplishes precision gains compensating for
the losses in the previous stage. In the relaxed setting
precision drops too low, so the noise cleaning stage is
unable to figure out the truly correct facts. In general,
the effects on worksForClub are weaker, since in this
relation the constraints are less influential.

Conservative Standard Relaxed

Prec. # Obs. Prec. # Obs. Prec. # Obs.

w
or

ks
Fo

rC
lu

b begin 83% 2443 80% 2537 80% 2608

W
ithoutN

oise
C

leaning

during 81% 2523 78% 2826 76% 2928

end 77% 377 65% 440 62% 501

is
M

ar
ri

ed
To begin 72% 112 52% 195 44% 269

during 90% 63 76% 92 52% 187

end 67% 37 62% 50 36% 116

w
or

ks
Fo

rC
lu

b begin 83% 2389 85% 2469 84% 2536

W
ith

N
oise

C
leaning

during 88% 2474 85% 2761 75% 2861

end 79% 349 72% 403 70% 463

is
M

ar
ri

ed
To begin 72% 111 64% 177 46% 239

during 90% 62 79% 89 54% 177

end 69% 36 68% 47 38% 110

Table 2: Increasing Recall.

7 Conclusion
In this paper we have developed a method that com-
bines label propagation with constraint reasoning
for temporal fact extraction. Our experiments have
shown that best results can be achieved by applying
“aggressive” label propagation with a subsequent ILP
for “clean-up”. By coupling both approaches we
achieve both high(er) precision and high(er) recall.
Thus, our method efficiently extracts high quality
temporal facts at large scale.
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Abstract

Syntactic analysis of search queries is im-
portant for a variety of information-retrieval
tasks; however, the lack of annotated data
makes training query analysis models diffi-
cult. We propose a simple, efficient proce-
dure in which part-of-speech tags are trans-
ferred from retrieval-result snippets to queries
at training time. Unlike previous work, our
final model does not require any additional re-
sources at run-time. Compared to a state-of-
the-art approach, we achieve more than 20%
relative error reduction. Additionally, we an-
notate a corpus of search queries with part-
of-speech tags, providing a resource for future
work on syntactic query analysis.

1 Introduction

Syntactic analysis of search queries is important for
a variety of tasks including better query refinement,
improved matching and better ad targeting (Barr
et al., 2008). However, search queries differ sub-
stantially from traditional forms of written language
(e.g., no capitalization, few function words, fairly
free word order, etc.), and are therefore difficult
to process with natural language processing tools
trained on standard corpora (Barr et al., 2008). In
this paper we focus on part-of-speech (POS) tagging
queries entered into commercial search engines and
compare different strategies for learning from search
logs. The search logs consist of user queries and
relevant search results retrieved by a search engine.
We use a supervised POS tagger to label the result
snippets and then transfer the tags to the queries,
producing a set of noisy labeled queries. These la-
beled queries are then added to the training data and

the tagger is retrained. We evaluate different strate-
gies for selecting which annotation to transfer and
find that using the result that was clicked by the user
gives comparable performance to using just the top
result or to aggregating over the top-k results.

The most closely related previous work is that of
Bendersky et al. (2010, 2011). In their work, un-
igram POS tag priors generated from a large cor-
pus are blended with information from the top-50
results from a search engine at prediction time. Such
an approach has the disadvantage that it necessitates
access to a search engine at run-time and is com-
putationally very expensive. We re-implement their
method and show that our direct transfer approach is
more effective, while being simpler to instrument:
since we use information from the search engine
only during training, we can train a stand-alone POS
tagger that can be run without access to additional
resources. We also perform an error analysis and
find that most of the remaining errors are due to er-
rors in POS tagging of the snippets.

2 Direct Transfer

The main intuition behind our work, Bendersky et
al. (2010) and Rüd et al. (2011), is that standard NLP
annotation tools work better on snippets returned by
a search engine than on user supplied queries. This
is because snippets are typically well-formed En-
glish sentences, while queries are not. Our goal is to
leverage this observation and use a supervised POS
tagger trained on regular English sentences to gen-
erate annotations for a large set of queries that can
be used for training a query-specific model. Perhaps
the simplest approach – but also a surprisingly pow-
erful one – is to POS tag some relevant snippets for
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a given query, and then to transfer the tags from the
snippet tokens to matching query tokens. This “di-
rect” transfer idea is at the core of all our experi-
ments. In this work, we provide a comparison of
techniques for selecting snippets associated with the
query, as well as an evaluation of methods for align-
ing the matching words in the query to those in the
selected snippets.

Specifically, for each query1 with a corresponding
set of “relevant snippets,” we first apply the baseline
tagger to the query and all the snippets. We match
any query terms in these snippets, and copy over the
POS tag to the matching query term. Note that this
can produce multiple labelings as the relevant snip-
pet set can be very diverse and varies even for the
same query. We choose the most frequent tagging
as the canonical one and add it to our training set.
We then train a query tagger on all our training data:
the original human annotated English sentences and
also the automatically generated query training set.

The simplest way to match query tokens to snip-
pet tokens is to allow a query token to match any
snippet token. This can be problematic when we
have queries that have a token repeated with differ-
ent parts-of-speech such as in “tie a tie.” To make a
more precise matching we try a sequence of match-
ing rules: First, exact match of the query n-gram.
Then matching the terms in order, so the query “tiea

a tieb” matched to the snippet “to tie1 a neck tie2”
would match tiea:tie1 and tieb:tie2. Finally, we
match as many query terms as possible. An early
observation showed that when a query term occurs
in the result URL, e.g., searching for “irs mileage
rate” results in the page irs.gov, the query term
matching the URL domain name is usually a proper
noun. Consequently we add this rule.

In the context of search logs, a relevant snippet
set can refer to the top k snippets (including the case
where k = 1) or the snippet(s) associated with re-
sults clicked by users that issued the query. In our
experiments we found that different strategies for se-
lecting relevant snippets, such as selecting the snip-
pets of the clicked results, using the top-10 results
or using only the top result, perform similarly (see
Table 1).

1We skip navigational queries, e.g, amazon or amazon.com,
since syntactic analysis of such queries is not useful.

Query budget/NN rent/VB a/DET car/NN Clicks
Snip 1 . . . Budget/NNP Rent/NNP 2

A/NNP Car/NNP . . .
Snip 2 . . . Go/VB to/TO Budget/NNP 1

to/TO rent/VB a/DET car/NN . . .
Snip 3 . . . Rent/VB a/DET car/NN 1

from/IN Budget/NNP . . .

Figure 1: Example query and snippets as tagged by a
baseline tagger as well as associated clicks.

By contrast Bendersky et al. (2010) use a lin-
ear interpolation between a prior probability and the
snippet tagging. They define π(t|w) as the relative
frequency of tag t given by the baseline tagger to
word w in some corpus and ψ(t|w, s) as the indica-
tor function for word w in the context of snippet s
has tag t. They define the tagging of a word as

arg max
t

0.2π(t|w) + 0.8 mean
s:w∈s

ψ(t|w, s) (1)

We illustrate the difference between the two ap-
proaches in Figure 1. The numbered rows of the
table correspond to three snippets (with non-query
terms elided). The strategy that uses the clicks to se-
lect the tagging would count two examples of “Bud-
get/NNP Rent/NNP A/NNP Car/NNP” and one for
each of two other taggings. Note that snippet 1
and the query get different taggings primarily due
to orthographic variations. It would then add “bud-
get/NNP rent/NNP a/NNP car/NNP” to its training
set. The interpolation approach of Bendersky et al.
(2010) would tag the query as “budget/NNP rent/VB
a/DET car/NN”. To see why this is the case, consider
the probability for rent/VB vs rent/NNP. For rent/VB
we have 0.2 + 0.8× 2

3 , while for rent/NNP we have
0 + 0.8× 1

3 assuming that π(VB|rent) = 1.

3 Experimental Setup

We assume that we have access to labeled English
sentences from the PennTreebank (Marcus et al.,
1993) and the QuestionBank (Judge et al., 2006), as
well as large amounts of unlabeled search queries.
Each query is paired with a set of relevant results
represented by snippets (sentence fragments con-
taining the search terms), as well as information
about the order in which the results were shown to
the user and possibly the result the user clicked on.
Note that different sets of results are possible for the
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same query, because of personalization and ranking
changes over time.

3.1 Evaluation Data

We use two data sets for evaluation. The first is the
set of 251 queries from Microsoft search logs (MS-
251) used in Bendersky et al. (2010, 2011). The
queries are annotated with three POS tags represent-
ing nouns, verbs and “other” tags (MS-251 NVX).
We additionally refine the annotation to cover 14
POS tags comprising the 12 universal tags of Petrov
et al. (2012), as well as proper nouns and a special
tag for search operator symbols such as “-” (for
excluding the subsequent word). We refer to this
evaluation set as MS-251 in our experiments. We
had two annotators annotate the whole of the MS-
251 data set. Before arbitration, the inter-annotator
agreement was 90.2%. As a reference, Barr et al.
(2008) report 79.3% when annotating queries with
19 POS tags. We then examined all the instances
where the annotators disagreed, and corrected
the discrepancy. Our annotations are available at
http://code.google.com/p/query-syntax/.

The second evaluation set consists of 500 so
called “long-tail” queries. These are queries that oc-
curred rarely in the search logs, and are typically
difficult to tag because they are searching for less-
frequent information. They do not contain naviga-
tional queries.

3.2 Baseline Model

We use a linear chain tagger trained with the aver-
aged perceptron (Collins, 2002). We use the follow-
ing features for our tagger: current word, suffixes
and prefixes of length 1 to 3; additionally we use
word cluster features (Uszkoreit and Brants, 2008)
for the current word, and transition features of the
cluster of the current and previous word. When
training on Sections 1-18 of the Penn Treebank
and testing on sections 22-24, our tagger achieves
97.22% accuracy with the Penn Treebank tag set,
which is state-of-the-art for this data set. When we
evaluate only on the 14 tags used in our experiments,
the accuracy increases to 97.88%.

We experimented with 4 baseline taggers (see Ta-
ble 2). WSJ corresponds to training on only the
standard training sections of Wall Street Journal por-
tion of the Penn Treebank. WSJ+QTB adds the

Method
MS-251

NVX MS-251 long-tail

DIRECT-CLICK 93.43 84.11 78.15
DIRECT-ALL 93.93 84.39 77.73

DIRECT-TOP-1 93.93 84.60 77.60

Table 1: Evaluation of snippet selection strategies.

QuestionBank as training data. WSJ NOCASE and
WSJ+QTB NOCASE use case-insensitive version of
the tagger (conceptually lowercasing the text before
training and before applying the tagger). As we will
see, all our baseline models are better than the base-
line reported in Bendersky et al. (2010); our lower-
cased baseline model significantly outperforms even
their best model.

4 Experiments

First, we compared different strategies for selecting
relevant snippets from which to transfer the tags.
These systems are: DIRECT-CLICK, which uses
snippets clicked on by users; DIRECT-ALL, which
uses all the returned snippets seen by the user;2

and DIRECT-TOP-1, which uses just the snippet in
the top result. Table 1 compares these systems on
our three evaluation sets. While DIRECT-ALL and
DIRECT-TOP-1 perform best on the MS-251 data
sets, DIRECT-CLICK has an advantage on the long
tail queries. However, these differences are small
(<0.6%) suggesting that any strategy for selecting
relevant snippet sets will return comparable results
when aggregated over large amounts of data.

We then compared our method to the baseline
models and a re-implementation of Bendersky et al.
(2010), which we denote BSC. We use the same
matching scheme for both BSC and our system, in-
cluding the URL matching described in Section 2.
The URL matching improves performance by 0.4-
3.0% across all models and evaluation settings.

Table 2 summarizes our final results. For com-
parison, Bendersky et al. (2010) report 91.6% for
their final system, which is comparable to our im-
plementation of their system when the baseline tag-
ger is trained on just the WSJ corpus. Our best sys-
tem achieves a 21.2% relative reduction in error on
their annotations. Some other trends become appar-

2Usually 10 results, but more if the user viewed the second
page of results.
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Method
MS-251

NVX MS-251 long-tail

WSJ 90.54 75.07 53.06
BSC 91.74 77.82 57.65

DIRECT-CLICK 93.36 85.81 76.13
WSJ + QTB 90.18 74.86 53.48

BSC 91.74 77.54 57.65
DIRECT-CLICK 93.01 85.03 76.97
WSJ NOCASE 92.87 81.92 74.31

BSC 93.71 84.32 76.63
DIRECT-CLICK 93.50 84.46 77.48

WSJ + QTB NOCASE 93.08 82.70 74.65
BSC 93.57 83.90 77.27

DIRECT-CLICK 93.43 84.11 78.15

Table 2: Tagging accuracies for different baseline settings
and two transfer methods.DIRECT-CLICK is the approach
we propose (see text). Column MS-251 NVX evaluates
with tags from Bendersky et al. (2010). Their baseline
is 89.3% and they report 91.6% for their method. MS-
251 and Long-tail use tags from Section 3.1. We observe
snippets for 2/500 long-tail queries and 31/251 MS-251
queries.

ent in Table 2. Firstly, a large part of the benefit of
transfer has to do with case information that is avail-
able in the snippets but is missing in the query. The
uncased tagger is insensitive to this mismatch and
achieves significantly better results than the cased
taggers. However, transferring information from the
snippets provides additional benefits, significantly
improving even the uncased baseline taggers. This
is consistent with the analysis in Barr et al. (2008).
Finally, we see that the direct transfer method from
Section 2 significantly outperforms the method de-
scribed in Bendersky et al. (2010). Table 3 confirms
this trend when focusing on proper nouns, which are
particularly difficult to identify in queries.

We also manually examined a set of 40 queries
with their associated snippets, for which our best
DIRECT-CLICK system made mistakes. In 32 cases,
the errors in the query tagging could be traced back
to errors in the snippet tagging. A better snippet
tagger could alleviate that problem. In the remain-
ing 8 cases there were problems with the matching
– either the mis-tagged word was not found at all,
or it was matched incorrectly. For example one of
the results for the query “bell helmet” had a snippet
containing “Bell cycling helmets” and we failed to
match helmet to helmets.

Method P R F
WSJ + QTB NOCASE 72.12 79.80 75.77

BSC 82.87 69.05 75.33
BSC + URL 83.01 70.80 76.42

DIRECT-CLICK 79.57 76.51 78.01
DIRECT-ALL 75.88 78.38 77.11

DIRECT-TOP-1 78.38 76.40 77.38

Table 3: Precision and recall of the NNP tag on the long-
tail data for the best baseline method and the three trans-
fer methods using that baseline.

5 Related Work

Barr et al. (2008) manually annotate a corpus of
2722 queries with 19 POS tags and use it to train
and evaluate POS taggers, and also describe the lin-
guistic structures they find. Unfortunately their data
is not available so we cannot use it to compare to
their results. Rüd et al. (2011) create features based
on search engine results, that they use in an NER
system applied to queries. They report report sig-
nificant improvements when incorporating features
from the snippets. In particular, they exploit capital-
ization and query terms matching URL components;
both of which we have used in this work. Li et al.
(2009) use clicks in a product data base to train a tag-
ger for product queries, but they do not use snippets
and do not annotate syntax. Li (2010) and Manshadi
and Li (2009) also work on adding tags to queries,
but do not use snippets or search logs as a source of
information.

6 Conclusions

We described a simple method for training a search-
query POS tagger from search-logs by transfer-
ring context from relevant snippet sets to query
terms. We compared our approach to previous work,
achieving an error reduction of 20%. In contrast to
the approach proposed by Bendersky et al. (2010),
our approach does not require access to the search
engine or index when tagging a new query. By ex-
plicitly re-training our final model, it has the ability
to pool knowledge from several related queries and
incorporate the information into the model param-
eters. An area for future work is to transfer other
syntactic information, such as parse structures or su-
pertags using a similar transfer approach.
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Abstract

This paper presents the problem within Hit-
tite and Ancient Near Eastern studies of frag-
mented and damaged cuneiform texts, and
proposes to use well-known text classification
metrics, in combination with some facts about
the structure of Hittite-language cuneiform
texts, to help classify a number of fragments of
clay cuneiform-script tablets into more com-
plete texts. In particular, I propose using
Sumerian and Akkadian ideogrammatic signs
within Hittite texts to improve the perfor-
mance of Naive Bayes and Maximum Entropy
classifiers. The performance in some cases
is improved, and in some cases very much
not, suggesting that the variable frequency of
occurrence of these ideograms in individual
fragments makes considerable difference in
the ideal choice for a classification method.
Further, complexities of the writing system
and the digital availability of Hittite texts com-
plicate the problem.

1 Introduction

The Hittite empire, in existence for about 600 years
between 1800 and 1200 BCE, left numerous histori-
cal, political, and literary documents behind, written
in cuneiform in clay tablets. There are a number of
common problems that confront Hittite scholars in-
terested in any subdiscipline of Hittitology, be it his-
tory, philology, or linguistics. Horst Klengel sum-
marizes the issue most crucial to this paper:

Some general problems, affecting both
philologists and historians, are caused by

the Hittite textual tradition itself. First,
the bulk of the cuneiform material is frag-
mentary. The tablets, discovered in var-
ious depots in the Hittite capital and in
some provincial centers, normally were of
a larger size. When the archives were de-
stroyed, the tablets for the most part broke
into many pieces. Therefore, the joining
of fragments became an important prereq-
uisite for interpretation(Klengel, 2002).

Most Hittite texts are broken, but a number exist
in more than one fragmentary copy.

Figure 1 shows a photograph, taken from the
University of Meinz Konkordanz der hethitischen
Texte1, of a typical Hittite cuneiform fragment.

Complete or partially-complete texts are assem-
bled from collections of fragments based on shape,
writing size and style, and sentence similarity. Joins
between fragments are not made systematically, but
are usually discovered by scholars assembling large
numbers of fragments that reference a specific sub-
ject, like some joins recently made in Hittite treaty
documents in (Beckman, 1997).

Joins are thus fairly rare compared to the fre-
quency of new publishing of fragments. Such joins
and the larger texts created therewith are catalogued
according to a CTH (Catalogue des Textes Hittites2)
number. Each individual text is composed of one or
more cuneiform fragments belonging to one or more
copies of a single original work.

1available at http://www.hethport.
uni-wuerzburg.de/HPM/hethportlinks.html

2available at http://www.hethport.
uni-wuerzburg.de/CTH/
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Figure 2 shows a published join in hand-copied
cuneiform fragments. In this case, the fragments are
not contiguous, and only the text on the two frag-
ments was used to make the join.

The task then, for the purposes of this paper, is
to connect unknown fragments of Hittite cuneiform
tablets with larger texts. I’m viewing this as a text
classification task, where larger, CTH-numbered
texts are the categories, and small fragments are the
bits of text to be assigned to these categories.

2 The Corpus of Hittite

Hittite cuneiform consists of a mix of syllabic writ-
ing for Hittite words and logographic writing, typ-
ically Sumerian ideograms, standing in for Hittite
words. Most words are written out phonologically
using syllabic signs, in structure mostly CV and VC,
and a few CVC. Some common words are written
with logograms from other Ancient Near Eastern
languages, e.g. Hittite antuhša- ‘man’ is commonly
written with the Sumerian-language logogram tran-
scribed LÚ. Such writings are called Sumerograms
or Akkadograms, depending on the language from
which the ideogram is taken.

The extant corpus of Hittite consists of more than
30,000 clay tablets and fragments excavated at sites
in Turkey, Syria, and Egypt (Hoffner and Melchert,
2008, 2-3). Many of these fragments are assigned to
one of the 835 texts catalogued in the CTH.

3 Prior Work

A large number of prior studies on text classifica-
tion have informed the progress of this study. Cat-
egorization of texts into genres is very well studied
(Dewdney et al., 2001). Other related text classi-
fication studies have looked at classifying text by
source, in contexts of speech, as in an attempt to
classify some segments of speech into native and
non-native speaker categories (Tomokiyo and Jones,
2001), and writing and authorship, as in the fa-
mous Federalist Papers study(Mosteller and Wal-
lace, 1984), and context, as in a categorization of
a set of articles according to which newspaper they
appeared in (Argamon-Engelson et al., 1998).

Measures of similarity among sections of a single
document bear a closer relation to this project than
the works above. Previous studies have examined in-

Figure 1: Photograph of a Hittite Tablet Fragment

Figure 2: Published Fragment Join
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ternal document similarity, using some vector-based
metrics to judge whether documents maintain the
same subject throughout (Nicholson, 2009).

Very little computational work on cuneiform lan-
guages or texts exists. The most notable example
is a study that examined grapheme distribution as
a way to understand Hurrian substratal interference
in the orthography of Akkadian-language cuneiform
texts written in the Hurrian-speaking town of Nuzi
(Smith, 2007). Smith’s work, though using different
classifying methods and and an enormously differ-
ent corpus on a language with different characteris-
tics, is the most similar to this study, since both are
attempts to classify cuneiform fragments into cat-
egories - in Smith’s case, into Hurrian-influenced
Nuzi Akkadian and non-Nuzi standard Akkadian.

4 The Project Corpus

For this project, I use a corpus of neo-Hittite
fragment transcriptions available from H. Craig
Melchert (Melchert, ). The corpus is one large text
file, divided into CTH numbered sections, which
themselves are divided into fragments labeled by
their publication numbers - mostly KUB, which
stands for Keilschrifturkunden aus Boghazköi or
KBo, Keilschrifttexte aus Boghazköi, the two major
publications for Hittite text fragments.

I restricted the fragments used in this project to
fragments belonging to texts known to exist in at
least two copies, a choice that produces a larger
number of fragments per text without requiring a
judgment about what number of fragments in a text
constitutes “fragmented enough” for a legitimate test
of this task. This leaves 36 total CTH-numbered
texts, consisting of 389 total fragments.

The fragments themselves are included as plain
text, with restorations by the transcribers left intact
and set off by brackets, in the manner typical of
cuneiform transcription. In transcription, signs with
phonemic value are written in lower case characters,
while ideograms are represented in all caps. Sign
boundaries are represented by a hyphen, indicating
the next sign is part of the current word, by an equals
sign, indicating the next sign is a clitic, or a space,
indicating that the next sign is part of a new word.

{KUB XXXI 25; DS 29}
x

[ ]A-NA KUR URUHa[t-ti?
[ i]s-tar-ni=sum-m[i
[ ]x nu=kn ki-x[
[ ] KUR URUMi-iz-ri=y[a
[is-tar-ni]=sum-mi e-es-du [

[ ] nu=kn A-NA KUR URUMi-iz-ri[
[A-NA EGI]R UDmi is-tar-ni=su[m-mi

This fragment, KUB XXI25, is very small and
broken on both sides. The areas between brackets
are sections of the text broken off or effaced by ero-
sion of tablet surface material. Any text present be-
tween brackets has been inferred from context and
transcriber experience with usual phrasing in Hittite.
In the last line, the sign EGIR, a Sumerian ideogram,
which is split by a bracket, was partially effaced but
still recognizable to the transcriber, and so is split by
a bracket.

5 Methods

For this project, I used both Naive Bayes and Max-
imum Entropy classifiers as implemented by the
MAchine Learning for LanguagE Toolkit, MAL-
LET(McCallum, 2002).

Two copies of the corpus were prepared. In
one, anything in brackets or partially remaining after
brackets was removed, leaving only characters actu-
ally preserved on the fragment. This copy is called
Plain Cuneiform in the results section. The other
has all bracket characters removed, leaving all actual
characters and all characters suggested by the tran-
scribers. This corpus is called Brackets Removed in
the results section. By removing the brackets but
leaving the suggested characters, I hoped to use the
transcribers’ intuitions about Hittite texts to further
improve the performance of both classifiers.

The corpora were tokenized in two ways:

1. The tokens were defined only by spaces, cap-
turing all words in the corpus.

2. The tokens were defined as a series of capital
letters and punctuation marks, capturing only
the Sumerian and Akkadian ideograms in the
text, i.e. the very common Sumerian ideogram
DINGER.MEŠ, ‘the gods’.

The training and tests were all performed using
MALLET’s standard algorithms, cross-validated,
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Table 1: Results for Plain Corpus

Tokenization Naive Bayes Max Ent
All Tokens .55 .61

Ideograms Only .44 .51

Table 2: Results for Tests on Corpus with Brackets Re-
moved

Tokenization Naive Bayes Max Ent
All Tokens .64 .67

Ideograms Only .49 .54

splitting the data randomly into ten parts, and using
9 parts of the data as a training set and 1 part of the
data as a test set. This means that each set was tested
ten times, with all of the data eventually being used
as part of the testing phase.

6 Results and Discussion

Accuracy values from the classifiers using the Plain
corpus, and from the corpus with the Brackets Re-
moved, are presented in Tables 1 and 2, respec-
tively. The measures are raw accuracy, the fraction
of the test fragments that the methods categorized
correctly.

The results for the Plain Corpus show that the
Naive Bayes classifier was 55% accurate with all to-
kens, and 44% accurate with ideograms alone. The
Maximum Entropy classifier was 61% accurate with
all tokens, and 51% accurate with ideograms only.

Both classifiers performed better with the Brack-
ets Removed corpus. The Naive Bayes classifier was
accurate 64% of the time with all tokens and 49% of
the time with ideograms only. The Maximum En-
tropy classifier was 67% accurate with all tokens,
and 54% accurate with ideograms only.

The predicted increase in accuracy using
ideograms was not upheld by the above tests. It may
be the case that Sumerograms and Akkadograms
are insufficiently frequent, particularly in smaller
fragments, to allow for correct categorization.
Some early tests suggested occasional excellent
results for this tokenization scheme, including a
single random 90-10 training/test run that showed
a test accuracy of .86, much higher than any larger
cross-validated test included above. This suggests,

perhaps unsurprisingly, that the accuracy of classi-
fication using Sumerograms and Akkadograms is
heavily dependent on the structure of the fragments
in question.

Maximum Entropy classification proved to be
slightly better, in every instance, than Naive Bayes
classification, a fact that will prove useful in future
tests and applications.

The fact that removing the brackets and includ-
ing the transcribers’ additions improved the perfor-
mance of all classifiers will likewise prove useful,
since transcriptions of fragments are typically pub-
lished with such bracketed additions. It also seems
to demonstrate the quality of these additions made
by transcribers.

Overall, these tests suggest that in general, the
‘use-everything’ approach is better for accurate clas-
sification of Hittite tablet fragments with larger CTH
texts. However, in some cases, when the fragments
in question have a large number of Sumerograms
and Akkadograms, using them exclusively may be
the right choice.

7 Implications and Further Work

In the future, I hope to continue with a number of
other approaches to this problem, including lemma-
tizing the various Hittite noun and verb paradigms.
Additionally, viewing the problem in other ways,
e.g. regarding tablet fragments as elements for con-
nection by clustering algorithms, might work well.

Given the large number of small fragments now
coming to light, this method could speed the pro-
cess of text assembly considerably. A new set of
archives, recently discovered in the Hittite city of
Šapinuwa, are only now beginning to see publica-
tion. This site contains more than 3000 new Hit-
tite tablet fragments, with excavations ongoing(Süel,
2002). The jumbled nature of the dig site means that
the process of assembling new texts from this site
will be one of the major tasks in for Hittite schol-
ars in the near future. This attempt at speeding the
task is only the beginning of what I hope will be a
considerable body of work to help build more com-
plete texts, and therefore more complete literatures
and histories, of not only Hittite, but other cuneiform
languages like Akkadian and Sumerian, some of the
world’s earliest written languages.
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Abstract

This paper describes the creation of the first
large-scale corpus containing drafts and fi-
nal versions of essays written by non-native
speakers, with the sentences aligned across
different versions. Furthermore, the sentences
in the drafts are annotated with comments
from teachers. The corpus is intended to sup-
port research on textual revision by language
learners, and how it is influenced by feedback.
This corpus has been converted into an XML
format conforming to the standards of the Text
Encoding Initiative (TEI).

1 Introduction

Learner corpora have been playing an increasingly
important role in both Second Language Acquisition
and Foreign Language Teaching research (Granger,
2004; Nesi et al., 2004). These corpora contain
texts written by non-native speakers of the lan-
guage (Granger et al., 2009); many also annotate
text segments where there are errors, and the cor-
responding error categories (Nagata et al., 2011). In
addition, some learner corpora contain pairs of sen-
tences: a sentence written by a learner of English
as a second language (ESL), paired with its correct
version produced by a native speaker (Dahlmeier
and Ng, 2011). These datasets are intended to sup-
port the training of automatic text correction sys-
tems (Dale and Kilgarriff, 2011).

Less attention has been paid to how a language
learner produces a text. Writing is often an iterative
and interactive process, with cycles of textual revi-
sion, guided by comments from language teachers.

Discipline # drafts
Applied Physics 988
Asian and International Studies 410
Biology 2310
Building Science and Technology 705
Business 1754
Computer Science 466
Creative Media 118
Electronic Engineering 1532
General Education 651
Law 31
Linguistics 2165
Management Sciences 1278
Social Studies 912
Total 13320

Table 1: Draft essays are collected from courses in vari-
ous disciplines at City University of Hong Kong. These
drafts include lab reports, data analysis, argumentative
essays, and article summaries. There are 3760 distinct
essays, most of which consist of two to four successive
drafts. Each draft has on average 44.2 sentences, and the
average length of a sentence is 13.3 words. In total, the
corpus contains 7.9 million words.

Understanding the dynamics of this process would
benefit not only language teachers, but also the de-
sign of writing assistance tools that provide auto-
matic feedback (Burstein and Chodorow, 2004).

This paper presents the first large-scale corpus
that will enable research in this direction. After a re-
view of previous work (§2), we describe the design
and a preliminary analysis of our corpus (§3).
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Figure 1: On top is a typical draft essay, interleaved with comments from a tutor (§3.2): two-digit codes from the
Comment Bank are enclosed in angled brackets, while open-ended comments are enclosed in angled brackets. On the
bottom is the same essay in TEI format, the output of the process described in §3.3.

2 Previous Research

In this section, we summarize previous research on
feedback in language teaching, and on the nature of
the revision process by language learners.

2.1 Feedback in Language Learning
Receiving feedback is a crucial element in language
learning. While most agree that both the form and
content of feedback plays an important role, there
is no consensus on their effects. Regarding form,
some argue that direct feedback (providing correc-
tions) are more effective in improving the quality of
writing than indirect feedback (pointing out an er-
ror but not providing corrections) (Sugita, 2006), but
others reached opposite conclusions (Ferris, 2006;
Lee, 2008).

Regarding content, it has been observed that
teachers spend a disproportionate amount of time
on identifying word-level errors, at the expense of
those at higher levels, such as coherence (Furneaux
et al., 2007; Zamel, 1985). There has been no large-
scale empirical study, however, on the effectiveness
of feedback at the paragraph or discourse levels.

2.2 Revision Process
While text editing in general has been ana-
lyzed (Mahlow and Piotrowski, 2008), the nature
of revisions by language learners — for example,
whether learners mostly focus on correcting me-

chanical, word-level errors, or also substantially re-
organize paragraph or essay structures — has hardly
been investigated. One reason for this gap in the
literature is the lack of corpus data: none of the ex-
isting learner corpora (Izumi et al., 2004; Granger
et al., 2009; Nagata et al., 2011; Dahlmeier and Ng,
2011) contains drafts written by non-native speakers
that led to the “final version”. Recently, two cor-
pora with text revision information have been com-
piled (Xue and Hwa, 2010; Mizumoto et al., 2011),
but neither contain feedback from language teach-
ers. Our corpus will allow researchers to not only
examine the revision process, but also investigate
any correlation with the amount and type of feed-
back.

3 Corpus Description

We first introduce the context in which our data was
collected (§3.1), then describe the kinds of com-
ments in the drafts (§3.2). We then outline the
conversion process of the corpus into XML format
(§3.3), followed by an evaluation (§3.4) and an anal-
ysis (§3.5).

3.1 Background

Between 2007 and 2010, City University of Hong
Kong hosted a language learning project where
English-language tutors reviewed and provided
feedback on academic essays written by students,
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Paragraph level Sentence level Word level
Coherence: more 680 Conjunction missing 1554 Article missing 10586
elaboration is needed
Paragraph: new paragraph 522 Sentence: new sentence 1389 Delete this 9224
Coherence: sign posting 322 Conjunction: wrong use 923 Noun: countable 7316
Coherence: missing 222 Sentence: fragment 775 Subject-verb 4008
topic sentence agreement

Table 2: The most frequent error categories from the Comment Bank, aimed at errors at different levels.

most of whom were native speakers of Chi-
nese (Webster et al., 2011). More than 300 TESOL
students served as language tutors, and over 4,200
students from a wide range of disciplines (see Ta-
ble 1) took part in the project.

For each essay, a student posted a first draft1 as
a blog on an e-learning environment called Black-
board Academic Suite; a language tutor then directly
added comments on the blog. Figure 1 shows an ex-
ample of such a draft. The student then revised his or
her draft and may re-post it to receive further com-
ments. Most essays underwent two revision cycles
before the student submitted the final version.

3.2 Comments
Comments in the draft can take one of three forms:

Code The tutor may insert a two-digit code, repre-
senting one of the 60 common error categories
in our “Comment Bank”, adopted from the
XWiLL project (Wible et al., 2001). These cat-
egories address issues ranging from the word
level to paragraph level (see Table 2), with
a mix of direct (e.g., “new paragraph”) and
indirect feedback (e.g., “more elaboration is
needed”).

Open-ended comment The tutor may also provide
personally tailored comments.

Hybrid Both a code and an open-ended comment.

For every comment2, the tutor highlights the prob-
lematic words or sentences at which it is aimed.
Sometimes, general comments about the draft as a
whole are also inserted at the beginning or the end.

1In the rest of the paper, these drafts will be referred to “ver-
sion 1”, “version 2”, and so on.

2Except those comments indicating that a word is missing.

3.3 Conversion to XML Format
The data format for the essays and comments was
not originally conceived for computational analysis.
The drafts, downloaded from the blog entries, are in
HTML format, with comments interspersed in them;
the final versions are Microsoft Word documents.
Our first task, therefore, is to convert them into a
machine-actionable, XML format conforming to the
standards of the Text Encoding Initiative (TEI). This
conversion consists of the following steps:

Comment extraction After repairing irregularities
in the HTML tags, we eliminated attributes that
are irrelevant to comment extraction, such as
font and style. We then identified the Comment
Bank codes and open-ended comments.

Comment-to-text alignment Each comment is
aimed at a particular text segment. The text
segment is usually indicated by highlighting
the relevant words or changing their back-
ground color. After consolidating the tags for
highlighting and colors, our algorithm looks
for the nearest, preceding text segment with a
color different from that of the comment.

Title and metadata extraction From the top of the
essay, our algorithm scans for short lines with
metadata such as the student and tutor IDs,
semester and course codes, and assignment and
version numbers. The first sentence in the es-
say proper is taken to be the title.

Sentence segmentation Off-the-shelf sentence
segmentators tend to be trained on newswire
texts (Reynar and Ratnaparkhi, 1997), which
significantly differ from the noisy text in our
corpus. We found it adequate to use a stop-list,
supplemented with a few regular expressions
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Evaluation Precision Recall
Comment extraction
- code 94.7% 100%
- open-ended 61.8% 78.3%
Comment-to-text alignment 86.0% 85.2%
Sentence segmentation 94.8% 91.3%

Table 3: Evaluation results of the conversion process de-
scribed in §3.3. Precision and recall are calculated on
correct detection of the start and end points of comments
and boundaries.

that detect exceptions, such as abbreviations
and digits.

Sentence alignment Sentences in consecutive ver-
sions of an essay are aligned using cosine simi-
larity score. To allow dynamic programming,
alignments are limited to one-to-one, one-to-
two, two-to-one, or two-to-two3. Below a cer-
tain threshold4, a sentence is no longer aligned,
but is rather considered inserted or deleted. The
alignment results are stored in the XCES for-
mat (Ide et al., 2002).

3.4 Conversion Evaluation
To evaluate the performance of the conversion algo-
rithm described in §3.3, we asked a human to manu-
ally construct the TEI XML files for 14 pairs of draft
versions. These gold files are then compared to the
output of our algorithm. The results are shown in
Table 3.

In comment extraction, codes can be reliably
identified. Among the open-ended comments, how-
ever, those at the beginning and end of the drafts
severely affected the precision, since they are of-
ten not quoted in brackets and are therefore indistin-
guishable from the text proper. In comment-to-text
alignment, most errors were caused by inconsistent
or missing highlighting and background colors.

The accuracy of sentence alignment is 89.8%,
measured from the perspective of sentences in Ver-
sion 1. It is sometimes difficult to decide whether a
sentence has simply been edited (and should there-
fore be aligned), or has been deleted with a new sen-
tence inserted in the next draft.

3That is, the order of two sentences is flipped.
4Tuned to 0.5 based on a random subset of sentence pairs.

3.5 Preliminary Analysis
As shown in Table 4, the tutors were much more
likely to use codes than to provide open-ended com-
ments. Among the codes, they overwhelmingly em-
phasized word-level issues, echoing previous find-
ings (§2.1). Table 2 lists the most frequent codes.
Missing articles, noun number and subject-verb
agreement round out the top errors at the word level,
similar to the trend for Japanese speakers (Lee and
Seneff, 2008). At the sentence level, conjunctions
turn out to be challenging; at the paragraph level,
paragraph organization, sign posting, and topic sen-
tence receive the most comments.

In a first attempt to gauge the utility of the com-
ments, we measured their density across versions.
Among Version 1 drafts, a code appears on aver-
age every 40.8 words, while an open-ended com-
ment appears every 84.7 words. The respective fig-
ures for Version 2 drafts are 65.9 words and 105.0
words. The lowered densities suggest that students
were able to improve the quality of their writing af-
ter receiving feedback.

Comment Form Frequency
Open-ended 47072
Hybrid 1993
Code 88370
- Paragraph level 3.2%
- Sentence level 6.0%
- Word level 90.8%

Table 4: Distribution of the three kinds of comments
(§3.2), with the Comment Bank codes further subdivided
into different levels (See Table 2).

4 Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented the first large-scale learner cor-
pus which contains not only texts written by non-
native speakers, but also the successive drafts lead-
ing to the final essay, as well as teachers’ comments
on the drafts. The corpus has been converted into an
XML format conforming to TEI standards.

We plan to port the corpus to a platform for text
visualization and search, and release it to the re-
search community. It is expected to support stud-
ies on textual revision of language learners, and the
effects of different types of feedback.
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Abstract

“Lightweight” semantic annotation of text
calls for a simple representation, ideally with-
out requiring a semantic lexicon to achieve
good coverage in the language and domain.
In this paper, we repurpose WordNet’s super-
sense tags for annotation, developing specific
guidelines for nominal expressions and ap-
plying them to Arabic Wikipedia articles in
four topical domains. The resulting corpus
has high coverage and was completed quickly
with reasonable inter-annotator agreement.

1 Introduction

The goal of “lightweight” semantic annotation of
text, particularly in scenarios with limited resources
and expertise, presents several requirements for a
representation: simplicity; adaptability to new lan-
guages, topics, and genres; and coverage. This
paper describes coarse lexical semantic annotation
of Arabic Wikipedia articles subject to these con-
straints. Traditional lexical semantic representations
are either narrow in scope, like named entities,1 or
make reference to a full-fledged lexicon/ontology,
which may insufficiently cover the language/domain
of interest or require prohibitive expertise and ef-
fort to apply.2 We therefore turn to supersense tags
(SSTs), 40 coarse lexical semantic classes (25 for
nouns, 15 for verbs) originating in WordNet. Previ-
ously these served as groupings of English lexicon

1Some ontologies like those in Sekine et al. (2002) and BBN
Identifinder (Bikel et al., 1999) include a large selection of
classes, which tend to be especially relevant to proper names.

2E.g., a WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) sense annotation effort
reported by Passonneau et al. (2010) found considerable inter-
annotator variability for some lexemes; FrameNet (Baker et
al., 1998) is limited in coverage, even for English; and Prop-
Bank (Kingsbury and Palmer, 2002) does not capture semantic
relationships across lexemes. We note that the Omega ontol-
ogy (Philpot et al., 2003) has been used for fine-grained cross-
lingual annotation (Hovy et al., 2006; Dorr et al., 2010).
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‘The Guinness Book of World Records considers the
University of Al-Karaouine in Fez, Morocco, established
in the year 859 AD, the oldest university in the world.’

Figure 1: A sentence from the article “Islamic Golden
Age,” with the supersense tagging from one of two anno-
tators. The Arabic is shown left-to-right.

entries, but here we have repurposed them as target
labels for direct human annotation.

Part of the earliest versions of WordNet, the
supersense categories (originally, “lexicographer
classes”) were intended to partition all English noun
and verb senses into broad groupings, or semantic
fields (Miller, 1990; Fellbaum, 1990). More re-
cently, the task of automatic supersense tagging has
emerged for English (Ciaramita and Johnson, 2003;
Curran, 2005; Ciaramita and Altun, 2006; Paaß and
Reichartz, 2009), as well as for Italian (Picca et al.,
2008; Picca et al., 2009; Attardi et al., 2010) and
Chinese (Qiu et al., 2011), languages with WordNets
mapped to English WordNet.3 In principle, we be-
lieve supersenses ought to apply to nouns and verbs
in any language, and need not depend on the avail-
ability of a semantic lexicon.4 In this work we focus
on the noun SSTs, summarized in figure 2 and ap-
plied to an Arabic sentence in figure 1.

SSTs both refine and relate lexical items: they
capture lexical polysemy on the one hand—e.g.,

3Note that work in supersense tagging used text with fine-
grained sense annotations that were then coarsened to SSTs.

4The noun/verb distinction might prove problematic in some
languages.
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Crusades ·Damascus · Ibn Tolun Mosque · Imam Hussein Shrine · Islamic Golden Age · Islamic History ·Ummayad Mosque 434s 16,185t 5,859m
Atom · Enrico Fermi · Light · Nuclear power · Periodic Table · Physics · Muhammad al-Razi 777s 18,559t 6,477m
2004 Summer Olympics ·Christiano Ronaldo ·Football ·FIFA World Cup ·Portugal football team ·Raúl Gonzáles ·Real Madrid 390s 13,716t 5,149m
Computer · Computer Software · Internet · Linux · Richard Stallman · Solaris · X Window System 618s 16,992t 5,754m

Table 1: Snapshot of the supersense-annotated data. The 7 article titles (translated) in each domain, with total counts
of sentences, tokens, and supersense mentions. Overall, there are 2,219 sentences with 65,452 tokens and 23,239
mentions (1.3 tokens/mention on average). Counts exclude sentences marked as problematic and mentions marked ?.

disambiguating PERSON vs. POSSESSION for the
noun principal—and generalize across lexemes on
the other—e.g., principal, teacher, and student can
all be PERSONs. This lumping property might be
expected to give too much latitude to annotators; yet
we find that in practice, it is possible to elicit reason-
able inter-annotator agreement, even for a language
other than English. We encapsulate our interpreta-
tion of the tags in a set of brief guidelines that aims
to be usable by anyone who can read and understand
a text in the target language; our annotators had no
prior expertise in linguistics or linguistic annotation.

Finally, we note that ad hoc categorization
schemes not unlike SSTs have been developed for
purposes ranging from question answering (Li and
Roth, 2002) to animacy hierarchy representation for
corpus linguistics (Zaenen et al., 2004). We believe
the interpretation of the SSTs adopted here can serve
as a single starting point for diverse resource en-
gineering efforts and applications, especially when
fine-grained sense annotation is not feasible.

2 Tagging Conventions

WordNet’s definitions of the supersenses are terse,
and we could find little explicit discussion of the
specific rationales behind each category. Thus,
we have crafted more specific explanations, sum-
marized for nouns in figure 2. English examples
are given, but the guidelines are intended to be
language-neutral. A more systematic breakdown,
formulated as a 43-rule decision list, is included
with the corpus.5 In developing these guidelines
we consulted English WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998)
and SemCor (Miller et al., 1993) for examples and
synset definitions, occasionally making simplifying
decisions where we found distinctions that seemed
esoteric or internally inconsistent. Special cases
(e.g., multiword expressions, anaphora, figurative

5For example, one rule states that all man-made structures
(buildings, rooms, bridges, etc.) are to be tagged as ARTIFACTs.

language) are addressed with additional rules.

3 Arabic Wikipedia Annotation

The annotation in this work was on top of a small
corpus of Arabic Wikipedia articles that had al-
ready been annotated for named entities (Mohit et
al., 2012). Here we use two different annotators,
both native speakers of Arabic attending a university
with English as the language of instruction.
Data & procedure. The dataset (table 1) consists of
the main text of 28 articles selected from the topical
domains of history, sports, science, and technology.
The annotation task was to identify and categorize
mentions, i.e., occurrences of terms belonging to
noun supersenses. Working in a custom, browser-
based interface, annotators were to tag each relevant
token with a supersense category by selecting the to-
ken and typing a tag symbol. Any token could be
marked as continuing a multiword unit by typing <.
If the annotator was ambivalent about a token they
were to mark it with the ? symbol. Sentences were
pre-tagged with suggestions where possible.6 Anno-
tators noted obvious errors in sentence splitting and
grammar so ill-formed sentences could be excluded.
Training. Over several months, annotators alter-
nately annotated sentences from 2 designated arti-
cles of each domain, and reviewed the annotations
for consistency. All tagging conventions were deve-
loped collaboratively by the author(s) and annotators
during this period, informed by points of confusion
and disagreement. WordNet and SemCor were con-
sulted as part of developing the guidelines, but not
during annotation itself so as to avoid complicating
the annotation process or overfitting to WordNet’s
idiosyncracies. The training phase ended once inter-
annotator mention F1 had reached 75%.

6Suggestions came from the previous named entity annota-
tion of PERSONs, organizations (GROUP), and LOCATIONs, as
well as heuristic lookup in lexical resources—Arabic WordNet
entries (Elkateb et al., 2006) mapped to English WordNet, and
named entities in OntoNotes (Hovy et al., 2006).
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O NATURAL OBJECT natural feature or nonliving object in
nature barrier reef nest neutron star
planet sky fishpond metamorphic rock Mediterranean cave
stepping stone boulder Orion ember universe

A ARTIFACT man-made structures and objects bridge
restaurant bedroom stage cabinet toaster antidote aspirin

L LOCATION any name of a geopolitical entity, as well as
other nouns functioning as locations or regions
Cote d’Ivoire New York City downtown stage left India
Newark interior airspace

P PERSON humans or personified beings; names of social
groups (ethnic, political, etc.) that can refer to an individ-
ual in the singular Persian deity glasscutter mother
kibbutznik firstborn worshiper Roosevelt Arab consumer
appellant guardsman Muslim American communist

G GROUP groupings of people or objects, including: orga-
nizations/institutions; followers of social movements
collection flock army meeting clergy Mennonite Church
trumpet section health profession peasantry People’s Party
U.S. State Department University of California population
consulting firm communism Islam (= set of Muslims)

$ SUBSTANCE a material or substance krypton mocha
atom hydrochloric acid aluminum sand cardboard DNA

H POSSESSION term for an entity involved in ownership or
payment birthday present tax shelter money loan

T TIME a temporal point, period, amount, or measurement
10 seconds day Eastern Time leap year 2nd millenium BC
2011 (= year) velocity frequency runtime latency/delay
middle age half life basketball season words per minute
curfew industrial revolution instant/moment August

= RELATION relations between entities or quantities
ratio scale reverse personal relation exponential function
angular position unconnectedness transitivity

Q QUANTITY quantities and units of measure, including
cardinal numbers and fractional amounts 7 cm 1.8 million
12 percent/12% volume (= spatial extent) volt real number
square root digit 90 degrees handful ounce half

F FEELING subjective emotions indifference wonder
murderousness grudge desperation astonishment suffering

M MOTIVE an abstract external force that causes someone
to intend to do something reason incentive

C COMMUNICATION information encoding and transmis-
sion, except in the sense of a physical object
grave accent Book of Common Prayer alphabet
Cree language onomatopoeia reference concert hotel bill
broadcast television program discussion contract proposal
equation denial sarcasm concerto software

ˆ COGNITION aspects of mind/thought/knowledge/belief/
perception; techniques and abilities; fields of academic
study; social or philosophical movements referring to the
system of beliefs Platonism hypothesis
logic biomedical science necromancy hierarchical structure
democracy innovativeness vocational program woodcraft
reference visual image Islam (= Islamic belief system) dream
scientific method consciousness puzzlement skepticism
reasoning design intuition inspiration muscle memory skill
aptitude/talent method sense of touch awareness

S STATE stable states of affairs; diseases and their symp-
toms symptom reprieve potency
poverty altitude sickness tumor fever measles bankruptcy
infamy opulence hunger opportunity darkness (= lack of light)

@ ATTRIBUTE characteristics of people/objects that can be
judged resilience buxomness virtue immateriality
admissibility coincidence valence sophistication simplicity
temperature (= degree of hotness) darkness (= dark coloring)

! ACT things people do or cause to happen; learned pro-
fessions meddling malpractice faith healing dismount
carnival football game acquisition engineering (= profession)

E EVENT things that happens at a given place and time
bomb blast ordeal miracle upheaval accident tide

R PROCESS a sustained phenomenon or one marked by
gradual changes through a series of states
oscillation distillation overheating aging accretion/growth
extinction evaporation

X PHENOMENON a physical force or something that hap-
pens/occurs electricity suction tailwind tornado effect

+ SHAPE two and three dimensional shapes
D FOOD things used as food or drink
B BODY human body parts, excluding diseases and their

symptoms
Y PLANT a plant or fungus
N ANIMAL non-human, non-plant life

Science chemicals, molecules, atoms, and subatomic
particles are tagged as SUBSTANCE

Sports championships/tournaments are EVENTs
(Information) Technology Software names, kinds, and
components are tagged as COMMUNICATION (e.g. kernel,

version, distribution, environment). A connection is a RE-
LATION; project, support, and a configuration are tagged
as COGNITION; development and collaboration are ACTs.
Arabic conventions Masdar constructions (verbal
nouns) are treated as nouns. Anaphora are not tagged.

Figure 2: Above: The complete supersense tagset for nouns; each tag is briefly described by its symbol, NAME,
short description, and examples. Some examples and longer descriptions have been omitted due to space constraints.
Below: A few domain- and language-specific elaborations of the general guidelines.
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Figure 3: Distribution of supersense mentions by
domain (left), and counts for tags occurring over
800 times (below). (Counts are of the union of the
annotators’ choices, even when they disagree.)

tag num tag num

ACT (!) 3473 LOCATION (G) 1583
COMMUNICATION (C) 3007 GROUP (L) 1501
PERSON (P) 2650 TIME (T) 1407
ARTIFACT (A) 2164 SUBSTANCE ($) 1291
COGNITION (ˆ) 1672 QUANTITY (Q) 1022

Main annotation. After training, the two annota-
tors proceeded on a per-document basis: first they
worked together to annotate several sentences from
the beginning of the article, then each was inde-
pendently assigned about half of the remaining sen-
tences (typically with 5–10 shared to measure agree-
ment). Throughout the process, annotators were en-
couraged to discuss points of confusion with each
other, but each sentence was annotated in its entirety
and never revisited. Annotation of 28 articles re-
quired approximately 100 annotator-hours. Articles
used in pilot rounds were re-annotated from scratch.
Analysis. Figure 3 shows the distribution of SSTs in
the corpus. Some of the most concrete tags—BODY,
ANIMAL, PLANT, NATURAL OBJECT, and FOOD—
were barely present, but would likely be frequent
in life sciences domains. Others, such as MOTIVE,
POSSESSION, and SHAPE, are limited in scope.

To measure inter-annotator agreement, 87 sen-
tences (2,774 tokens) distributed across 19 of the ar-
ticles (not including those used in pilot rounds) were
annotated independently by each annotator. Inter-
annotator mention F1 (counting agreement over en-
tire mentions and their labels) was 70%. Excluding
the 1,397 tokens left blank by both annotators, the
token-level agreement rate was 71%, with Cohen’s
κ = 0.69, and token-level F1 was 83%.7

We also measured agreement on a tag-by-tag ba-
sis. For 8 of the 10 most frequent SSTs (fig-
ure 3), inter-annotator mention F1 ranged from 73%
to 80%. The two exceptions were QUANTITY at
63%, and COGNITION (probably the most heteroge-
neous category) at 49%. An examination of the con-
fusion matrix reveals four pairs of supersense cate-
gories that tended to provoke the most disagreement:
COMMUNICATION/COGNITION, ACT/COGNITION,
ACT/PROCESS, and ARTIFACT/COMMUNICATION.

7Token-level measures consider both the supersense label
and whether it begins or continues the mention.

The last is exhibited for the first mention in figure 1,
where one annotator chose ARTIFACT (referring to
the physical book) while the other chose COMMU-
NICATION (the content). Also in that sentence, an-
notators disagreed on the second use of university
(ARTIFACT vs. GROUP). As with any sense anno-
tation effort, some disagreements due to legitimate
ambiguity and different interpretations of the tags—
especially the broadest ones—are unavoidable.

A “soft” agreement measure (counting as matches
any two mentions with the same label and at least
one token in common) gives an F1 of 79%, show-
ing that boundary decisions account for a major por-
tion of the disagreement. E.g., the city Fez, Mo-
rocco (figure 1) was tagged as a single LOCATION

by one annotator and as two by the other. Further
examples include the technical term ‘thin client’,
for which one annotator omitted the adjective; and
‘World Cup Football Championship’, where one an-
notator tagged the entire phrase as an EVENT while
the other tagged ‘football’ as a separate ACT.

4 Conclusion

We have codified supersense tags as a simple an-
notation scheme for coarse lexical semantics, and
have shown that supersense annotation of Ara-
bic Wikipedia can be rapid, reliable, and robust
(about half the tokens in our data are covered
by a nominal supersense). Our tagging guide-
lines and corpus are available for download at
http://www.ark.cs.cmu.edu/ArabicSST/.
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Abstract

In this paper we introduce the novel task of
“word epoch disambiguation,” defined as the
problem of identifying changes in word us-
age over time. Through experiments run us-
ing word usage examples collected from three
major periods of time (1800, 1900, 2000), we
show that the task is feasible, and significant
differences can be observed between occur-
rences of words in different periods of time.

1 Introduction

Most current natural language processing works
with language as if it were a constant. This how-
ever, is not the case. Language is continually chang-
ing: we discard or coin new senses for old words;
metaphoric and metonymic usages become so en-
grained that at some point they are considered lit-
eral; and we constantly add new words to our vocab-
ulary. The purpose of the current work is to look at
language as an evolutionary phenomenon, which we
can investigate and analyze and use when working
with text collections that span a wide time frame.

Until recently, such task would not have been
possible because of the lack of large amounts of
non-contemporary data.1 This has changed thanks
to the Google books and Google Ngrams historical
projects. They make available in electronic format
a large amount of textual data starting from the 17th
century, as well as statistics on word usage. We will
exploit this data to find differences in word usage
across wide periods of time.

1While the Brown corpus does include documents from dif-
ferent years, it is far from the scale and time range of Google
books.

The phenomena involved in language change are
numerous, and for now we focus on word usage in
different time epochs. As an example, the wordgay,
currently most frequently used to refer to a sexual
orientation, was in the previous century used to ex-
press an emotion. The wordrun, in the past used in-
transitively, has acquired a transitive sense, common
in computational circles where we run processes,
programs and such.

The purpose of the current research is to quan-
tify changes in word usage, which can be the ef-
fect of various factors: changes in meaning (ad-
dition/removal of senses), changes in distribution,
change in topics that co-occur more frequently with
a given word, changes in word spelling, etc. For now
we test whether we can identify the epoch to which a
word occurrence belongs. We use two sets of words
– one with monosemous words, the other with poly-
semous ones – to try and separate the effect of topic
change over time from the effect of sense change.

We use examples from Google books, split into
three epochs: 1800+/-25 years, 1900+/-25, 2000+/-
25. We select open-class words that occur frequently
in all these epochs, and words that occur frequently
only in one of them. We then treat each epoch as
a “class,” and verify whether we can correctly pre-
dict this class for test instances from each epoch for
the words in our lists. To test whether word usage
frequency or sense variation have an impact on this
disambiguation task, we use lists of words that have
different frequencies in different epochs as well as
different polysemies. As mentioned before, we also
compare the performance of monosemous – and thus
(sensewise) unchanged through time – and polyse-
mous words, to verify whether we can in fact predict
sense change as opposed to contextual variation.
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2 Related Work

The purpose of this paper is to look at words and
how they change in time. Previous work that looks
at diachronic language change works at a higher lan-
guage level, and is not specifically concerned with
how words themselves change.

The historical data provided by Google has
quickly attracted researchers in various fields, and
started the new field ofculturomics(Michel et al.,
2011). The purpose of such research is to analyse
changes in human culture, as evidenced by the rise
and fall in usage of various terms.

Reali and Griffiths (2010) analyse the similarities
between language and genetic evolution, with the
transmission of frequency distributions over linguis-
tic forms functioning as the mechanism behind the
phenomenon of language change.

Blei and Lafferty (2006) and Blei and Lafferty
(2007) track changes in scientific topics through a
discrete dynamic topic model (dDTM) – both as
types of scientific topics at different time points, and
as changing word probability distributions within
these topics. The “Photography” topic for example
has changed dramatically since the beginning of the
20th century, with words related to digital photog-
raphy appearing recently, and dominating the most
current version of the topic.

Wang and McCallum (2006), Wang et al. (2008)
develop time-specific topic models, where topics,
as patterns of word use, are tracked across a time
changing text collection, and address the task of
(fine-grained) time stamp prediction.

Wijaya and Yeniterzi (2011) investigate through
topic models the change in context of a specific en-
tity over time, based on the Google Ngram corpus.
They determine that changes in this context reflect
events occurring in the same period of time.

3 Word Epoch Disambiguation

We formulate the task as a disambiguation prob-
lem, where we automatically classify the period of
time when a word was used, based on its surround-
ing context. We use a data-driven formulation, and
draw examples from word occurrences over three
different epochs. For the purpose of this work, we
consider an epoch to be a period of 50 years sur-
rounding the beginning of a new century (1800+/-
25 years, 1900+/-25, 2000+/-25). The word usage
examples are gathered from books, where the publi-

cation year of a book is judged to be representative
for the time when that word was used. We select
words with different characteristics to allow us to in-
vestigate whether there is an effect caused by sense
change, or the disambiguation performance comes
from the change of topics and vocabulary over time.

4 Experimental Setting

Target Words. The choice of target words for our
experiments is driven by the phenomena we aim to
analyze. Because we want to investigate the behav-
ior of words in different epochs, and verify whether
the difference in word behavior comes from changes
in sense or changes in wording in the context, we
choose a mixture of polysemous words and monose-
mous words (according to WordNet and manually
checked against Webster’s dictionary editions from
1828, 1913 and the current Merriam-Webster edi-
tion), and also words that are frequent in all epochs,
as well as words that are frequent in only one epoch.

According to these criteria, for each open class
(nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs) we select 50
words, 25 of which have multiple senses, 25 with
one sense only. Each of these two sets has a 10-
5-5-5 distribution: 10 words that are frequent in all
three epochs, and 5 per each epoch such that these
words are only frequent in one epoch. To avoid part-
of-speech ambiguity we also choose words that are
unambiguous from this point of view. This selection
process was done based on Google 1gram historical
data, used for computing the probability distribution
of open-class words for each epoch.2

The set of target words consists thus of 200
open class words, uniformly distributed over the 4
parts of speech, uniformly distributed over multiple-
sense/unique sense words, and with the frequency
based sample as described above. From this initial
set of words, we could not identify enough examples
in the three epochs considered for 35,3 which left us
with a final set of 165 words.

Data. For each target word in our dataset, we collect
the top 100 snippets returned by a search on Google
Books for each of the three epochs we consider.

2For each open class word we create ranked lists of words,
where the ranking score is an adjustedtfidf score – the epochs
correspond to documents. To choose words frequent only in one
epoch, we choose the top words in the list, for words frequent
in all epochs we choose the bottom words in this list.

3A minimum of 30 total examples was required for a word
to be considered in the dataset.
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All the extracted snippets are then processed: the
text is tokenized and part-of-speech tagged using the
Stanford tagger (Toutanova et al., 2003), and con-
texts that do not include the target word with the
specified part-of-speech are removed. The position
of the target word is also identified and recorded as
an offset along with the example.

For illustration, we show below an example drawn
from each epoch for two different words,
dinner:

1800: On reaching Mr. Crane’s house, dinner
was set before us ; but as is usual here in many
places on the Sabbath, it was bothdinner and
tea combined into a single meal.
1900: The averagedinner of today consists
of relishes; of soup, either a consomme (clear
soup) or a thick soup.
2000: Preparingdinner in a slow cooker is
easy and convenient because the meal you’re
making requires little to no attention while it
cooks.

andsurgeon:

1800: The apothecaries must instantly dis-
pense what medicines thesurgeons require
for the use of the regiments.
1900: Thesurgeon operates, collects a fee,
and sends to the physician one-third or one-
half of the fee, this last transaction being un-
known to the patient.
2000: From a New York plastic surgeon
comes all anyone ever wanted to know–and
never imagined–about what goes on behind
the scenes at the office of one of the world’s
most prestigious plasticsurgeons.

Disambiguation Algorithm. The classification al-
gorithm we use is inspired by previous work on data-
driven word sense disambiguation. Specifically, we
use a system that integrates both local and topical
features. Thelocal featuresinclude: the current
word and its part-of-speech; a local context of three
words to the left and right of the ambiguous word;
the parts-of-speech of the surrounding words; the
first noun before and after the target word; the first
verb before and after the target word. Thetopical
featuresare determined from the global context and
are implemented through class-specific keywords,
which are determined as a list of at most five words
occurring at least three times in the contexts defin-
ing a certain word class (or epoch). This feature set
is similar to the one used by (Ng and Lee, 1996).

No. Avg. no.
POS words examples Baseline WED

Noun 46 190 42.54% 66.17%
Verb 49 198 42.25% 59.71%
Adjective 26 136 48.60% 60.13%
Adverb 44 213 40.86% 59.61%

AVERAGE 165 190 42.96% 61.55%

Table 1: Overall results for different parts-of-speech.

The features are then integrated in a Naive Bayes
classifier (Lee and Ng, 2002).

Evaluation. To evaluate word epoch disambigua-
tion, we calculate the average accuracy obtained
through ten-fold cross-validations applied on the
data collected for each word. To place results in per-
spective, we also calculate a simple baseline, which
assigns the most frequent class by default.

5 Results and Discussion

Table 1 summarizes the results obtained for the 165
words. Overall, the task appears to be feasible,
as absolute improvements of 18.5% are observed.
While improvements are obtained for all parts-of-
speech, the nouns lead to the highest disambiguation
results, with the largest improvement over the base-
line, which interestingly aligns with previous obser-
vations from work on word sense disambiguation
(Mihalcea and Edmonds, 2004; Agirre et al., 2007).

Among the words considered, there are words that
experience very large improvements over the base-
line, such as “computer” (with an absolute increase
over the baseline of 42%) or “install” (41%), which
are words that are predominantly used in one of the
epochs considered (2000), and are also known to
have changed meaning over time. There are also
words that experience very small improvements,
such as “again” (3%) or “captivate” (7%), which are
words that are frequently used in all three epochs.
There are even a few words (seven) for which the
disambiguation accuracy is below the baseline, such
as “oblige” (-1%) or “cruel” (-15%).

To understand to what extent the change in fre-
quency over time has an impact on word epoch dis-
ambiguation, in Table 2 we report results for words
that have high frequency in all three epochs consid-
ered, or in only one epoch at a time. As expected,
the words that are used more often in an epoch
are also easier to disambiguate.4 For instance, the

4The difference in results does not come from difference in
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verb “reassert” has higher frequency in 2000, and it
has a disambiguation accuracy of 67.25% compared
to a baseline of 34.15%. Instead, the verb “con-
ceal,” which appears with high frequency in all three
epochs, has a disambiguation accuracy of 44.70%,
which is a relatively small improvement over the
baseline of 38.04%.

No. Avg. no.
POS words examples Baseline WED

High frequency in all epochs
Noun 18 180 42.31% 65.77%
Verb 19 203 43.45% 56.43%
Adjective 7 108 46.27% 57.75%
Adverb 17 214 40.32% 56.41%
AVERAGE 61 188 42.56% 59.33%

High frequency in one epoch
Noun 28 196 42.68% 66.42%
Verb 30 194 41.50% 61.80%
Adjective 19 146 49.47% 61.02%
Adverb 27 213 41.20% 61.63%
AVERAGE 104 191 43.20% 62.86%

Table 2: Results for words that have high frequency in all
epochs, or in one epoch at a time

The second analysis that we perform is concerned
with the accuracy observed for polysemous words as
compared to monosemous words. Comparative re-
sults are reported in Table 3. Monosemous words do
not have sense changes over time, so being able to
classify them in different epochs relies exclusively
on variations in their context over time. Polysemous
words’s context change because of both changes in
topics/vocabulary over time, and changes in word
senses. The fact that we see a difference in ac-
curacy between disambiguation results for monose-
mous and polysemous words is an indication that
word sense change is reflected and can be captured
in the context.

To better visualize the improvements obtained
with word epoch disambiguation with respect to the
baseline, Figure 1 plots the results.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we introduced the novel task of word
epoch disambiguation, which aims to quantify the
changes in word usage over time. Using examples
collected from three major periods of time, for 165
words, we showed that the word epoch disambigua-
tion algorithm can lead to an overall absolute im-

size in the data, as the number of examples extracted for words
of high or low frequency is approximately the same.
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Figure 1: Word epoch disambiguation compared to the
baseline, for words that are frequent/not frequent (in a
given epoch), and monosemous/polysemous.

No. Avg. no.
POS words examples Baseline WED

Polysemous words
Noun 24 191 41.89% 66.55%
Verb 25 214 42.71% 58.84%
Adjective 12 136 45.40% 57.42%
Adverb 23 214 39.38% 60.03%
AVERAGE 84 196 41.94% 61.16%

Monosemous words
Noun 22 188 43.25% 65.77%
Verb 24 181 41.78% 60.63%
Adjective 14 136 51.36% 62.47%
Adverb 21 213 42.49% 59.15%
AVERAGE 81 183 44.02% 61.96%

Table 3: Results for words that are polysemous or
monosemous.

provement of 18.5%, as compared to a baseline that
picks the most frequent class by default. These re-
sults indicate that there are significant differences
between occurrences of words in different periods
of time. Moreover, additional analyses suggest that
changes in usage frequency and word senses con-
tribute to these differences. In future work, we plan
to do an in-depth analysis of the features that best
characterize the changes in word usage over time,
and develop representations that allow us to track
sense changes.
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Abstract

Authorship attribution deals with identifying
the authors of anonymous texts. Building on
our earlier finding that the Latent Dirichlet Al-
location (LDA) topic model can be used to
improve authorship attribution accuracy, we
show that employing a previously-suggested
Author-Topic (AT) model outperforms LDA
when applied to scenarios with many authors.
In addition, we define a model that combines
LDA and AT by representing authors and doc-
uments over two disjoint topic sets, and show
that our model outperforms LDA, AT and sup-
port vector machines on datasets with many
authors.

1 Introduction
Authorship attribution (AA) has attracted much at-
tention due to its many applications in, e.g., com-
puter forensics, criminal law, military intelligence,
and humanities research (Stamatatos, 2009). The
traditional problem, which is the focus of our work,
is to attribute test texts of unknown authorship to
one of a set of known authors, whose training texts
are supplied in advance (i.e., a supervised classifi-
cation problem). While most of the early work on
AA focused on formal texts with only a few pos-
sible authors, researchers have recently turned their
attention to informal texts and tens to thousands of
authors (Koppel et al., 2011). In parallel, topic mod-
els have gained popularity as a means of analysing
such large text corpora (Blei, 2012). In (Seroussi et
al., 2011), we showed that methods based on Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) – a popular topic model

by Blei et al. (2003) – yield good AA performance.
However, LDA does not model authors explicitly,
and we are not aware of any previous studies that
apply author-aware topic models to traditional AA.
This paper aims to address this gap.

In addition to being the first (to the best of
our knowledge) to apply Rosen-Zvi et al.’s (2004)
Author-Topic Model (AT) to traditional AA, the
main contribution of this paper is our Disjoint
Author-Document Topic Model (DADT), which ad-
dresses AT’s limitations in the context of AA. We
show that DADT outperforms AT, LDA, and linear
support vector machines on AA with many authors.

2 Disjoint Author-Document Topic Model

Background. Our definition of DADT is motivated
by the observation that when authors write texts on
the same issue, specific words must be used (e.g.,
texts about LDA are likely to contain the words
“topic” and “prior”), while other words vary in fre-
quency according to author style. Also, texts by the
same author share similar style markers, indepen-
dently of content (Koppel et al., 2009). DADT aims
to separate document words from author words by
generating them from two disjoint topic sets of T (D)

document topics and T (A) author topics.
Lacoste-Julien et al. (2008) and Ramage et al.

(2009) (among others) also used disjoint topic sets
to represent document labels, and Chemudugunta
et al. (2006) separated corpus-level topics from
document-specific words. However, we are unaware
of any applications of these ideas to AA. The clos-
est work we know of is by Mimno and McCallum
(2008), whose DMR model outperformed AT in AA
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Figure 1: The Disjoint Author-Document Topic Model

of multi-authored texts (DMR does not use disjoint
topic sets). We use AT rather than DMR, since we
found that AT outperforms DMR in AA of single-
authored texts, which are the focus of this paper.

The Model. Figure 1 shows DADT’s graphical rep-
resentation, with document-related parameters on
the left (the LDA component), and author-related
parameters on the right (the AT component). We de-
fine the model for single-authored texts, but it can be
easily extended to multi-authored texts.

The generative process for DADT is described be-
low. We use D and C to denote the Dirichlet and
categorical distributions respectively, and A, D and
V to denote the number of authors, documents, and
unique vocabulary words respectively. In addition,
we mark each step as coming from either LDA or
AT, or as new in DADT.
Global level:

L. For each document topic t, draw a word dis-
tribution φ

(D)
t ∼ D

(
β(D)

)
, where β(D) is a

length-V vector.
A. For each author topic t, draw a word distribu-

tion φ
(A)
t ∼ D

(
β(A)

)
, where β(A) is a length-

V vector.
A. For each author a, draw the author topic dis-

tribution θ
(A)
a ∼ D

(
α(A)

)
, where α(A) is a

length-T (A) vector.
D. Draw a distribution over authors χ ∼ D (η),

where η is a length-A vector.
Document level: For each document d:

L. Draw d’s topic distribution θ
(D)
d ∼ D

(
α(D)

)
,

where α(D) is a length-T (D) vector.
D. Draw d’s author ad ∼ C (χ).
D. Draw d’s topic ratio πd ∼ Beta

(
δ(A), δ(D)

)
,

where δ(A) and δ(D) are scalars.
Word level: For each word index i in document d:

D. Draw di’s topic indicator ydi ∼ Bernoulli(πd).
L. If ydi = 0, draw a document topic zdi ∼
C
(
θ

(D)
d

)
and word wdi ∼ C

(
φ

(D)
zdi

)
.

A. If ydi = 1, draw an author topic zdi ∼ C
(
θ

(A)
ad

)
and word wdi ∼ C

(
φ

(A)
zdi

)
.

DADT versus AT. DADT might seem similar to
AT with “fictitious” authors, as described by Rosen-
Zvi et al. (2010) (i.e., AT trained with an additional
unique “fictitious” author for each document, allow-
ing it to adapt to individual documents and not only
to authors). However, there are several key differ-
ences between DADT and AT.

First, in DADT author topics are disjoint from
document topics, with different priors for each topic
set. Thus, the number of author topics can be differ-
ent from the number of document topics, enabling
us to vary the number of author topics according to
the number of authors in the corpus.

Second, DADT places different priors on the
word distributions for author topics and document
topics (β(A) and β(D) respectively). Stopwords are
known to be strong indicators of authorship (Kop-
pel et al., 2009), and DADT allows us to use this
knowledge by assigning higher weights to the ele-
ments of β(A) that correspond to stopwords than to
such elements in β(D).

Third, DADT learns the ratio between document
words and author words on a per-document basis,
and makes it possible to specify a prior belief of
what this ratio should be. We found that specify-
ing a prior belief that about 80% of each document
is composed of author words yielded better results
than using AT’s approach, which evenly splits each
document into author and document words.

Fourth, DADT defines the process that generates
authors. This allows us to consider the number
of texts by each author when performing AA. This
also enables the potential use of DADT in a semi-
supervised setting by training on unlabelled texts,
which we plan to explore in the future.

3 Authorship Attribution Methods
We experimented with the following AA methods,
using token frequency features, which are good pre-
dictors of authorship (Koppel et al., 2009).
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Baseline: Support Vector Machines (SVMs).
Koppel et al. (2009) showed that SVMs yield
good AA performance. We use linear SVMs in a
one-versus-all setup, as implemented in LIBLIN-
EAR (Fan et al., 2008), reporting results obtained
with the best cost parameter values.

Baseline: LDA + Hellinger (LDA-H). This ap-
proach uses the Hellinger distances of topic dis-
tributions to assign test texts to the closest author.
In (Seroussi et al., 2011), we experimented with two
variants: (1) each author’s texts are concatenated be-
fore building the LDA model; and (2) no concate-
nation is performed. We found that the latter ap-
proach performs poorly in cases with many candi-
date authors. Hence, we use only the former ap-
proach in this paper. Note that when dealing with
single-authored texts, concatenating each author’s
texts yields an LDA model that is equivalent to AT.

AT. Given an inferred AT model (Rosen-Zvi et al.,
2004), we calculate the probability of the test text
words for each author a, assuming it was written
by a, and return the most probable author. We do not
know of any other studies that used AT in this man-
ner for single-authored AA. We expect this method
to outperform LDA-H as it employs AT directly,
rather than relying on an external distance measure.

AT-FA. Same as AT, but built with an additional
unique “fictitious” author for each document.

DADT. Given our DADT model, we assume that the
test text was written by a “new” author, and infer
this author’s topic distribution, the author/document
topic ratio, and the document topic distribution. We
then calculate the probability of each author given
the model’s parameters, the test text words, and the
inferred author/document topic ratio and document
topic distribution. The most probable author is re-
turned. We use this method to avoid inferring the
document-dependent parameters separately for each
author, which is infeasible when many authors ex-
ist. A version that marginalises over these parame-
ters will be explored in future work.

4 Evaluation
We compare the performance of the methods on
two publicly-available datasets: (1) PAN’11: emails
with 72 authors (Argamon and Juola, 2011);
and (2) Blog: blogs with 19,320 authors (Schler et

al., 2006). These datasets represent realistic scenar-
ios of AA of user-generated texts with many can-
didate authors. For example, Chaski (2005) notes
a case where an employee who was terminated for
sending a racist email claimed that any person with
access to his computer could have sent the email.

Experimental Setup. Experiments on the PAN’11
dataset followed the setup of the PAN’11 competi-
tion (Argamon and Juola, 2011): We trained all the
methods on the given training subset, tuned the pa-
rameters according to the results on the given valida-
tion subset, and ran the tuned methods on the given
testing subset. In the Blog experiments, we used ten-
fold cross validation as in (Seroussi et al., 2011).

We used collapsed Gibbs sampling to train all the
topic models (Griffiths and Steyvers, 2004), run-
ning 4 chains with a burn-in of 1,000 iterations. In
the PAN’11 experiments, we retained 8 samples per
chain with spacing of 100 iterations. In the Blog
experiments, we retained 1 sample per chain due to
runtime constraints. Since we cannot average topic
distribution estimates obtained from training sam-
ples due to topic exchangeability (Steyvers and Grif-
fiths, 2007), we averaged the distances and probabil-
ities calculated from the retained samples. For test
text sampling, we used a burn-in of 100 iterations
and averaged the parameter estimates over the next
100 iterations in a similar manner to Rosen-Zvi et
al. (2010). We found that these settings yield stable
results across different random seed values.

We found that the number of topics has a larger
impact on accuracy than other configurable pa-
rameters. Hence, we used symmetric topic pri-
ors, setting all the elements of α(D) and α(A)

to min{0.1, 5/T (D)} and min{0.1, 5/T (A)} respec-
tively.1 For all models, we set βw = 0.01 for each
word w as the base measure for the prior of words in
topics. Since DADT allows us to encode our prior
knowledge that stopword use is indicative of author-
ship, we set β(D)

w = 0.01 − ε and β(A)
w = 0.01 + ε

for all w, where w is a stopword.2 We set ε = 0.009,
which improved accuracy by up to one percentage
point over using ε = 0. Finally, we set δ(A) = 4.889
and δ(D) = 1.222 for DADT. This encodes our prior

1We tested Wallach et al.’s (2009) method of obtaining
asymmetric priors, but found that it did not improve accuracy.

2We used the stopword list from www.lextek.com/
manuals/onix/stopwords2.html.
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PAN’11 PAN’11 Blog Blog
Method Validation Testing Prolific Full

SVM 48.61% 53.31% 33.31% 24.13%
LDA-H 34.95% 42.62% 21.61% 7.94%
AT 46.68% 53.08% 37.56% 23.03%
AT-FA 20.68% 24.23% — —

DADT 54.24% 59.08% 42.51% 27.63%

Table 1: Experiment results

belief that 0.8 ± 0.15 of each document is com-
posed of author words. We found that this yields
better results than an uninformed uniform prior of
δ(A) = δ(D) = 1 (Seroussi et al., 2012). In addition,
we set ηa = 1 for each author a, yielding smoothed
estimates for the corpus distribution of authors χ.

To fairly compare the topic-based methods, we
used the same overall number of topics for all the
topic models. We present only the results obtained
with the best topic settings: 100 for PAN’11 and 400
for Blog, with DADT’s author/document topic splits
being 90/10 for PAN’11, and 390/10 for Blog. These
splits allow DADT to de-noise the author represen-
tations by allocating document words to a relatively
small number of document topics. It is worth not-
ing that AT can be seen as an extreme version of
DADT, where all the topics are author topics. A fu-
ture extension is to learn the topic balance automat-
ically, e.g., in a similar manner to Teh et al.’s (2006)
method of inferring the number of topics in LDA.

Results. Table 1 shows the results of our experi-
ments in terms of classification accuracy (i.e., the
percentage of test texts correctly attributed to their
author). The PAN’11 results are shown for the val-
idation and testing subsets, and the Blog results are
shown for a subset containing the 1,000 most prolific
authors and for the full dataset of 19,320 authors.

Our DADT model yielded the best results in all
cases (the differences between DADT and the other
methods are statistically significant according to a
paired two-tailed t-test with p < 0.05). We attribute
DADT’s superior performance to the de-noising ef-
fect of the disjoint topic sets, which appear to yield
author representations of higher predictive quality
than those of the other models.

As expected, AT significantly outperformed
LDA-H. On the other hand, AT-FA performed much
worse than all the other methods on PAN’11, prob-
ably because of the inherent noisiness in using the

same topics to model both authors and documents.
Hence, we did not run AT-FA on the Blog dataset.

DADT’s PAN’11 testing result is close to the
third-best accuracy from the PAN’11 competi-
tion (Argamon and Juola, 2011). However, to the
best of our knowledge, DADT obtained the best
accuracy for a fully-supervised method that uses
only unigram features. Specifically, Kourtis and
Stamatatos (2011), who obtained the highest accu-
racy (65.8%), assumed that all the test texts are
given to the classifier at the same time, and used
this additional information with a semi-supervised
method; while Kern et al. (2011) and Tanguy et al.
(2011), who obtained the second-best (64.2%) and
third-best (59.4%) accuracies respectively, used var-
ious feature types (e.g., features obtained from parse
trees). Further, preprocessing differences make it
hard to compare the methods on a level playing
field. Nonetheless, we note that extending DADT to
enable semi-supervised classification and additional
feature types are promising future work directions.

While all the methods yielded relatively low accu-
racies on Blog due to its size, topic-based methods
were more strongly affected than SVM by the transi-
tion from the 1,000 author subset to the full dataset.
This is probably because topic-based methods use a
single model, making them more sensitive to corpus
size than SVM’s one-versus-all setup that uses one
model per author. Notably, an oracle that chooses
the correct answer between SVM and DADT when
they disagree yields an accuracy of 37.15% on the
full dataset, suggesting it is worthwhile to explore
ensembles that combine the outputs of SVM and
DADT (we tried using DADT topics as additional
SVM features, but this did not outperform DADT).

5 Conclusion
This paper demonstrated the utility of using author-
aware topic models for AA: AT outperformed LDA,
and our DADT model outperformed LDA, AT and
SVMs in cases with noisy texts and many authors.
We hope that these results will inspire further re-
search into the application of topic models to AA.
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Abstract

We use multiple views for cross-domain doc-
ument classification. The main idea is to
strengthen the views’ consistency for target
data with source training data by identify-
ing the correlations of domain-specific fea-
tures from different domains. We present
an Information-theoretic Multi-view Adapta-
tion Model (IMAM) based on a multi-way
clustering scheme, where word and link clus-
ters can draw together seemingly unrelated
domain-specific features from both sides and
iteratively boost the consistency between doc-
ument clusterings based on word and link
views. Experiments show that IMAM signifi-
cantly outperforms state-of-the-art baselines.

1 Introduction

Domain adaptation has been shown useful to many
natural language processing applications including
document classification (Sarinnapakorn and Kubat,
2007), sentiment classification (Blitzer et al., 2007),
part-of-speech tagging (Jiang and Zhai, 2007) and
entity mention detection (Daumé III and Marcu,
2006).

Documents can be represented by multiple inde-
pendent sets of features such as words and link struc-
tures of the documents. Multi-view learning aims
to improve classifiers by leveraging the redundancy
and consistency among these multiple views (Blum
and Mitchell, 1998; Rüping and Scheffer, 2005; Ab-
ney, 2002). Existing methods were designed for
data from single domain, assuming that either view
alone is sufficient to predict the target class accu-
rately. However, this view-consistency assumption

is largely violated in the setting of domain adapta-
tion where training and test data are drawn from dif-
ferent distributions.

Little research was done for multi-view domain
adaptation. In this work, we present an Information-
theoretical Multi-view Adaptation Model (IMAM)
based on co-clustering framework (Dhillon et al.,
2003) that combines the two learning paradigms to
transfer class information across domains in multi-
ple transformed feature spaces. IMAM exploits a
multi-way-clustering-based classification scheme to
simultaneously cluster documents, words and links
into their respective clusters. In particular, the word
and link clusterings can automatically associate the
correlated features from different domains. Such
correlations bridge the domain gap and enhance the
consistency of views for clustering (i.e., classifying)
the target data. Results show that IMAM signifi-
cantly outperforms the state-of-the-art baselines.

2 Related Work

The work closely related to ours was done by Dai
et al. (2007), where they proposed co-clustering-
based classification (CoCC) for adaptation learning.
CoCC was extended from information-theoretic co-
clustering (Dhillon et al., 2003), where in-domain
constraints were added to word clusters to provide
the class structure and partial categorization knowl-
edge. However, CoCC is a single-view algorithm.

Although multi-view learning (Blum and
Mitchell, 1998; Dasgupta et al., 2001; Abney,
2002; Sridharan and Kakade, 2008) is common
within a single domain, it is not well studied under
cross-domain settings. Chen et al. (2011) proposed
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CODA for adaptation based on co-training (Blum
and Mitchell, 1998), which is however a pseudo
multi-view algorithm where original data has only
one view. Therefore, it is not suitable for the
true multi-view case as ours. Zhang et al. (2011)
proposed an instance-level multi-view transfer
algorithm that integrates classification loss and view
consistency terms based on large margin framework.
However, instance-based approach is generally poor
since new target features lack support from source
data (Blitzer et al., 2011). We focus on feature-level
multi-view adaptation.

3 Our Model

Intuitively, source-specific and target-specific fea-
tures can be drawn together by mining their
co-occurrence with domain-independent (common)
features, which helps bridge the distribution gap.
Meanwhile, the view consistency on target data can
be strengthened if target-specific features are appro-
priately bundled with source-specific features. Our
model leverages the complementary cooperation be-
tween different views to yield better adaptation per-
formance.

3.1 Representation
Let DS be the source training documents and DT

be the unlabeled target documents. Let C be the set
of class labels. Each source document ds ∈ DS is
labeled with a unique class label c ∈ C. Our goal
is to assign each target document dt ∈ DT to an
appropriate class as accurately as possible.

Let W be the vocabulary of the entire document
collection D = DS∪DT . Let L be the set of all links
(hyperlinks or citations) among documents. Each
d ∈ D can be represented by two views, i.e., a bag-
of-words set {w} and a bag-of-links set {l}.

Our model explores multi-way clustering that si-
multaneously clusters documents, words and links.
Let D̂, Ŵ and L̂ be the respective clustering of doc-
uments, words and links. The clustering functions
are defined as CD(d) = d̂ for document, CW (w) =
ŵ for word and CL(l) = l̂ for link, where d̂, ŵ and l̂
represent the corresponding clusters.

3.2 Objectives
We extend the information-theoretic co-clustering
framework (Dhillon et al., 2003) to incorporate the

loss from multiple views. Let I(X, Y ) be mutual in-
formation (MI) of variables X and Y , our objective
is to minimize the MI loss of two different views:

Θ = α ·ΘW + (1− α) ·ΘL (1)

where
ΘW = I(DT , W ) − I(D̂T , Ŵ ) + λ ·

[
I(C, W ) − I(C, Ŵ )

]
ΘL = I(DT , L) − I(D̂T , L̂) + λ ·

[
I(C, L) − I(C, L̂)

]
ΘW and ΘL are the loss terms based on word view
and link view, respectively, traded off by α. λ bal-
ances the effect of word or link clusters from co-
clustering. When α = 1, the function relies on text
only that reduces to CoCC (Dai et al., 2007).

For any x ∈ x̂, we define conditional distribution
q(x|ŷ) = p(x|x̂)p(x̂|ŷ) under co-clustering (X̂, Ŷ )
based on Dhillon et al. (2003). Therefore, for any
w ∈ ŵ, l ∈ l̂, d ∈ d̂ and c ∈ C, we can calculate
a set of conditional distributions: q(w|d̂), q(d|ŵ),
q(l|d̂), q(d|l̂), q(c|ŵ), q(c|l̂).

Eq. 1 is hard to optimize due to its combinatorial
nature. We transform it to the equivalent form based
on Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between two
conditional distributions p(x|y) and q(x|ŷ), where
D(p(x|y)||q(x|ŷ)) =

∑
x p(x|y)log p(x|y)

q(x|ŷ) .

Lemma 1 (Objective functions) Equation 1 can
be turned into the form of alternate minimization:
(i) For document clustering, we minimize

Θ =
∑

d

p(d)ϕD(d, d̂) + ϕC(Ŵ , L̂),

where ϕC(Ŵ , L̂) is a constant1 and

ϕD(d, d̂) =α · D(p(w|d)||q(w|d̂))

+ (1− α) · D(p(l|d)||q(l|d̂)).

(ii) For word and link clustering, we minimize

Θ = α
∑
w

p(w)ϕW (w, ŵ)+(1−α)
∑

l

p(l)ϕL(l, l̂),

where for any feature v (e.g., w or l) in feature set
V (e.g., W or L), we have

ϕV (v, v̂) =D(p(d|v)||q(d|v̂))

+ λ · D(p(c|v)||q(c|v̂)).

1We can obtain that ϕC(Ŵ , L̂) =

λ
[
α(I(C, W ) − I(C, Ŵ )) + (1 − α)(I(C, L) − I(C, L̂))

]
,

which is constant since word/link clusters keep fixed during the
document clustering step.
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Lemma 12 allows us to alternately reorder either
documents or both words and links by fixing the
other in such a way that the MI loss in Eq. 1 de-
creases monotonically.

4 Consistency of Multiple Views

In this section, we present how the consistency of
document clustering on target data could be en-
hanced among multiple views, which is the key issue
of our multi-view adaptation method.

According to Lemma 1, minimizing ϕD(d, d̂) for
each d can reduce the objective function value itera-
tively (t denotes round id):

C(t+1)
D (d) = arg min

d̂

[
α · D(p(w|d)||q(t)(w|d̂))

+(1− α) · D(p(l|d)||q(t)(l|d̂))
]

(2)

In each iteration, the optimal document cluster-
ing function C(t+1)

D is to minimize the weighted sum
of KL-divergences used in word-view and link-view
document clustering functions as shown above. The
optimal word-view and link-view clustering func-
tions can be denoted as follows:

C(t+1)
DW

(d) = arg min
d̂

D(p(w|d)||q(t)(w|d̂)) (3)

C(t+1)
DL

(d) = arg min
d̂

D(p(l|d)||q(t)(l|d̂)) (4)

Our central idea is that the document clusterings
C(t+1)

DW
and C(t+1)

DL
based on the two views are drawn

closer in each iteration due to the word and link
clusterings that bring together seemingly unrelated
source-specific and target-specific features. Mean-
while, C(t+1)

D combines the two views and reallo-
cates the documents so that it remains consistent
with the view-based clusterings as much as possi-
ble. The more consistent the views, the better the
document clustering, and then the better the word
and link clustering, which creates a positive cycle.

4.1 Disagreement Rate of Views
For any document, a consistency indicator function
with respect to the two view-based clusterings can
be defined as follows (t is omitted for simplicity):

2Due to space limit, the proof of all lemmas will be given in
a long version of the paper.

Definition 1 (Indicator function) For any d ∈ D,

δCDW
,CDL

(d) =

{
1, if CDW

(d) = CDL
(d);

0, otherwise

Then we define the disagreement rate between two
view-based clustering functions:

Definition 2 (Disagreement rate)

η(CDW
, CDL

) = 1−
∑

d∈D δCDW
,CDL

(d)

|D|
(5)

Abney (2002) suggests that the disagreement rate
of two independent hypotheses upper-bounds the er-
ror rate of either hypothesis. By minimizing the dis-
agreement rate on unlabeled data, the error rate of
each view can be minimized (so does the overall er-
ror). However, Eq. 5 is not continuous nor convex,
which is difficult to optimize directly. By using the
optimization based on Lemma 1, we can show em-
pirically that disagreement rate is monotonically de-
creased (see Section 5).

4.2 View Combination

In practice, view-based document clusterings in
Eq. 3 and 4 are not computed explicitly. Instead,
Eq. 2 directly optimizes view combination and pro-
duces the document clustering. Therefore, it is nec-
essary to disclose how consistent it could be with the
view-based clusterings.

Suppose Ω = {FD|FD(d) = d̂, d̂ ∈ D̂} is
the set of all document clustering functions. For
any FD ∈ Ω, we obtain the disagreement rate
η(FD, CDW

∩ CDL
), where CDW

∩ CDL
denotes the

clustering resulting from the overlap of the view-
based clusterings.

Lemma 2 CD always minimizes the disagreement
rate for any FD ∈ Ω such that

η(CD, CDW
∩ CDL

) = min
FD∈Ω

η(FD, CDW
∩ CDL

)

Meanwhile, η(CD, CDW
∩ CDL

) = η(CDW
, CDL

).

Lemma 2 suggests that IMAM always finds the
document clustering with the minimal disagreement
rate to the overlap of view-based clusterings, and the
minimal value of disagreement rate equals to the dis-
agreement rate of the view-based clusterings.
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Table 1: View disagreement rate η and error rate ϵ that
decrease with iterations and their Pearson’s correlation γ.

Round 1 2 3 4 5 γ

DA-EC ϵ 0.194 0.153 0.149 0.144 0.144 0.998
η 0.340 0.132 0.111 0.101 0.095

DA-NT ϵ 0.147 0.083 0.071 0.065 0.064 0.996
η 0.295 0.100 0.076 0.069 0.064

DA-OS ϵ 0.129 0.064 0.052 0.047 0.041 0.998
η 0.252 0.092 0.068 0.060 0.052

DA-ML ϵ 0.166 0.102 0.071 0.065 0.064 0.984
η 0.306 0.107 0.076 0.062 0.054

EC-NT ϵ 0.311 0.250 0.228 0.219 0.217 0.988
η 0.321 0.137 0.112 0.096 0.089

5 Experiments and Results

Data and Setup

Cora (McCallum et al., 2000) is an online archive
of computer science articles. The documents in the
archive are categorized into a hierarchical structure.
We selected a subset of Cora, which contains 5 top
categories and 10 sub-categories. We used a similar
way as Dai et al. (2007) to construct our training and
test sets. For each set, we chose two top categories,
one as positive class and the other as the negative.
Different sub-categories were deemed as different
domains. The task is defined as top category classifi-
cation. For example, the dataset denoted as DA-EC
consists of source domain: DA 1(+), EC 1(-); and
target domain: DA 2(+), EC 2(-).

The classification error rate ϵ is measured as the
proportion of misclassified target documents. In or-
der to avoid the infinity values, we applied Laplacian
smoothing when computing the KL-divergence. We
tuned α, λ and the number of word/link clusters by
cross-validation on the training data.

Results and Discussions

Table 1 shows the monotonic decrease of view dis-
agreement rate η and error rate ϵ with the iterations
and their Pearson’s correlation γ is nearly perfectly
positive. This indicates that IMAM gradually im-
proves adaptation by strengthening the view consis-
tency. This is achieved by the reinforcement of word
and link clusterings that draw together target- and
source-specific features that are originally unrelated
but co-occur with the common features.

We compared IMAM with (1) Transductive SVM
(TSVM) (Joachims, 1999) using both words and
links features; (2) Co-Training (Blum and Mitchell,

Table 2: Comparison of error rate with baselines.
Data TSVM Co-Train CoCC MVTL-LM IMAM

DA-EC 0.214 0.230 0.149 0.192 0.138
DA-NT 0.114 0.163 0.106 0.108 0.069
DA-OS 0.262 0.175 0.075 0.068 0.039
DA-ML 0.107 0.171 0.109 0.183 0.047
EC-NT 0.177 0.296 0.225 0.261 0.192
EC-OS 0.245 0.175 0.137 0.176 0.074
EC-ML 0.168 0.206 0.203 0.264 0.173
NT-OS 0.396 0.220 0.107 0.288 0.070
NT-ML 0.101 0.132 0.054 0.071 0.032
OS-ML 0.179 0.128 0.051 0.126 0.021
Average 0.196 0.190 0.122 0.174 0.085

1998); (3) CoCC (Dai et al., 2007): Co-clustering-
based single-view transfer learner (with text view
only); and (4) MVTL-LM (Zhang et al., 2011):
Large-margin-based multi-view transfer learner.

Table 2 shows the results. Co-Training performed
a little better than TSVM by boosting the confidence
of classifiers built on the distinct views in a comple-
mentary way. But since Co-Training doesn’t con-
sider the distribution gap, it performed clearly worse
than CoCC even though CoCC has only one view.

IMAM significantly outperformed CoCC on all
the datasets. In average, the error rate of IMAM
is 30.3% lower than that of CoCC. This is because
IMAM effectively leverages distinct and comple-
mentary views. Compared to CoCC, using source
training data to improve the view consistency on tar-
get data is the key competency of IMAM.

MVTL-LM performed worse than CoCC. It sug-
gests that instance-based approach is not effective
when the data of different domains are drawn from
different feature spaces. Although MVTL-LM regu-
lates view consistency, it cannot identify the associ-
ations between target- and source-specific features
that is the key to the success of adaptation espe-
cially when domain gap is large and less common-
ality could be found. In contrast, CoCC and IMAM
uses multi-way clustering to find such correlations.

6 Conclusion

We presented a novel feature-level multi-view do-
main adaptation approach. The thrust is to incor-
porate distinct views of document features into the
information-theoretic co-clustering framework and
strengthen the consistency of views on clustering
(i.e., classifying) target documents. The improve-
ments over the state-of-the-arts are significant.
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Abstract

Topic modeling with a tree-based prior has
been used for a variety of applications be-
cause it can encode correlations between words
that traditional topic modeling cannot. How-
ever, its expressive power comes at the cost
of more complicated inference. We extend
the SPARSELDA (Yao et al., 2009) inference
scheme for latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA)
to tree-based topic models. This sampling
scheme computes the exact conditional distri-
bution for Gibbs sampling much more quickly
than enumerating all possible latent variable
assignments. We further improve performance
by iteratively refining the sampling distribution
only when needed. Experiments show that the
proposed techniques dramatically improve the
computation time.

1 Introduction

Topic models, exemplified by latent Dirichlet alloca-
tion (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003), discover latent themes
present in text collections. “Topics” discovered by
topic models are multinomial probability distribu-
tions over words that evince thematic coherence.
Topic models are used in computational biology, com-
puter vision, music, and, of course, text analysis.

One of LDA’s virtues is that it is a simple model
that assumes a symmetric Dirichlet prior over its
word distributions. Recent work argues for structured
distributions that constrain clusters (Andrzejewski et
al., 2009), span languages (Jagarlamudi and Daumé
III, 2010), or incorporate human feedback (Hu et al.,
2011) to improve the quality and flexibility of topic
modeling. These models all use different tree-based
prior distributions (Section 2).

These approaches are appealing because they
preserve conjugacy, making inference using Gibbs
sampling (Heinrich, 2004) straightforward. While
straightforward, inference isn’t cheap. Particularly

for interactive settings (Hu et al., 2011), efficient
inference would improve perceived latency.

SPARSELDA (Yao et al., 2009) is an efficient
Gibbs sampling algorithm for LDA based on a refac-
torization of the conditional topic distribution (re-
viewed in Section 3). However, it is not directly
applicable to tree-based priors. In Section 4, we pro-
vide a factorization for tree-based models within a
broadly applicable inference framework that empiri-
cally improves the efficiency of inference (Section 5).

2 Topic Modeling with Tree-Based Priors

Trees are intuitive methods for encoding human
knowledge. Abney and Light (1999) used tree-
structured multinomials to model selectional restric-
tions, which was later put into a Bayesian context
for topic modeling (Boyd-Graber et al., 2007). In
both cases, the tree came from WordNet (Miller,
1990), but the tree could also come from domain
experts (Andrzejewski et al., 2009).

Organizing words in this way induces correlations
that are mathematically impossible to represent with
a symmetric Dirichlet prior. To see how correlations
can occur, consider the generative process. Start with
a rooted tree structure that contains internal nodes
and leaf nodes. This skeleton is a prior that generates
K topics. Like vanilla LDA, these topics are distribu-
tions over words. Unlike vanilla LDA, their structure
correlates words. Internal nodes have a distribution
πk,i over children, where πk,i comes from per-node
Dirichlet parameterized by βi.1 Each leaf node is
associated with a word, and each word must appear
in at least (possibly more than) one leaf node.

To generate a word from topic k, start at the root.
Select a child x0 ∼ Mult(πk,ROOT), and traverse
the tree until reaching a leaf node. Then emit the
leaf’s associated word. This walk replaces the draw
from a topic’s multinomial distribution over words.

1Choosing these Dirichlet priors specifies the direction (i.e.,
positive or negative) and strength of correlations that appear.
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The rest of the generative process for LDA remains
the same, with θ, the per-document topic multinomial,
and z, the topic assignment.

This tree structure encodes correlations. The closer
types are in the tree, the more correlated they are.
Because types can appear in multiple leaf nodes, this
encodes polysemy. The path that generates a token is
an additional latent variable we must sample.

Gibbs sampling is straightforward because the tree-
based prior maintains conjugacy (Andrzejewski et
al., 2009). We integrate the per-document topic dis-
tributions θ and the transition distributions π. The
remaining latent variables are the topic assignment z
and path l, which we sample jointly:2

p(z = k, l = λ|Z−, L−, w) (1)

∝ (αk + nk|d)
∏

(i→j)∈λ

βi→j + ni→j|k∑
j′ (βi→j′ + ni→j′|k)

where nk|d is topic k’s count in the document d;
αk is topic k’s prior; Z− and L− are topic and path
assignments excluding wd,n; βi→j is the prior for
edge i → j, ni→j|t is the count of edge i → j in
topic k; and j′ denotes other children of node i.

The complexity of computing the sampling distri-
bution is O(KLS) for models with K topics, paths
at most L nodes long, and at most S paths per word
type. In contrast, for vanilla LDA the analogous
conditional sampling distribution requires O(K).

3 Efficient LDA

The SPARSELDA (Yao et al., 2009) scheme for
speeding inference begins by rearranging LDA’s sam-
pling equation into three terms:3

p(z = k|Z−, w) ∝ (αk + nk|d)
β + nw|k

βV + n·|k
(2)

∝ αkβ

βV + n·|k︸ ︷︷ ︸
sLDA

+
nk|dβ

βV + n·|k︸ ︷︷ ︸
rLDA

+
(αk + nk|d)nw|k

βV + n·|k︸ ︷︷ ︸
qLDA

Following their lead, we call these three terms
“buckets”. A bucket is the total probability mass
marginalizing over latent variable assignments (i.e.,
sLDA ≡

∑
k

αkβ
βV+n·|k

, similarly for the other buck-
ets). The three buckets are a smoothing only bucket

2For clarity, we omit indicators that ensure λ ends at wd,n.
3To ease notation we drop the d,n subscript for z and w in

this and future equations.

sLDA, document topic bucket rLDA, and topic word
bucket qLDA (we use the “LDA” subscript to contrast
with our method, for which we use the same bucket
names without subscripts).

Caching the buckets’ total mass speeds the compu-
tation of the sampling distribution. Bucket sLDA is
shared by all tokens, and bucket rLDA is shared by a
document’s tokens. Both have simple constant time
updates. Bucket qLDA has to be computed specifi-
cally for each token, but only for the (typically) few
types with non-zero counts in a topic.

To sample from the conditional distribution, first
sample which bucket you need and then (and only
then) select a topic within that bucket. Because the
topic-term bucket qLDA often has the largest mass
and has few non-zero terms, this speeds inference.

4 Efficient Inference in Tree-Based Models
In this section, we extend the sampling techniques
for SPARSELDA to tree-based topic modeling. We
first factor Equation 1:

p(z = k, l = λ|Z−, L−, w) (3)

∝ (αk + nk|d)N
−1
k,λ[Sλ +Ok,λ].

Henceforth we call Nk,λ the normalizer for path λ
in topic k, Sλ the smoothing factor for path λ, and
Ok,λ the observation for path λ in topic k, which are

Nk,λ =
∏

(i→j)∈λ

∑
j′

(βi→j′ + ni→j′|k)

Sλ =
∏

(i→j)∈λ

βi→j (4)

Ok,λ =
∏

(i→j)∈λ

(βi→j + ni→j|k)−
∏

(i→j)∈λ

βi→j .

Equation 3 can be rearranged in the same way
as Equation 5, yielding buckets analogous to
SPARSELDA’s,

p(z = k,l = λ|Z−, L−, w) (5)

∝ αkSλ
Nk,λ︸ ︷︷ ︸
s

+
nk|dSλ

Nk,λ︸ ︷︷ ︸
r

+
(αk + nk|d)Ok,λ

Nk,λ︸ ︷︷ ︸
q

.

Buckets sum both topics and paths. The sampling
process is much the same as for SPARSELDA: select
which bucket and then select a topic / path combina-
tion within the bucket (for a slightly more complex
example, see Algorithm 1).
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Recall that one of the benefits of SPARSELDA was
that s was shared across tokens. This is no longer
possible, as Nk,λ is distinct for each path in tree-
based LDA. Moreover, Nk,λ is coupled; changing
ni→j|k in one path changes the normalizers of all
cousin paths (paths that share some node i).

This negates the benefit of caching s, but we re-
cover some of the benefits by splitting the normalizer
to two parts: the “root” normalizer from the root node
(shared by all paths) and the “downstream” normal-
izer. We precompute which paths share downstream
normalizers; all paths are partitioned into cousin sets,
defined as sets for which changing the count of one
member of the set changes the downstream normal-
izer of other paths in the set. Thus, when updating
the counts for path l, we only recompute Nk,l′ for all
l′ in the cousin set.

SPARSELDA’s computation of q, the topic-word
bucket, benefits from topics with unobserved (i.e.,
zero count) types. In our case, any non-zero path, a
path with any non-zero edge, contributes.4 To quickly
determine whether a path contributes, we introduce
an edge-masked count (EMC) for each path. Higher
order bits encode whether edges have been observed
and lower order bits encode the number of times the
path has been observed. For example, if a path of
length three only has its first two edges observed, its
EMC is 11000000. If the same path were observed
seven times, its EMC is 11100111. With this formu-
lation we can ignore any paths with a zero EMC.

Efficient sampling with refined bucket While
caching the sampling equation as described in the
previous section improved the efficiency, the smooth-
ing only bucket s is small, but computing the asso-
ciated mass is costly because it requires us to con-
sider all topics and paths. This is not a problem
for SparseLDA because s is shared across all tokens.
However, we can achieve computational gains with
an upper bound on s,

s =
∑
k,λ

αk
∏

(i→j)∈λ βi→j∏
(i→j)∈λ

∑
j′ (βi→j′ + ni→j′|k)

≤
∑
k,λ

αk
∏

(i→j)∈λ βi→j∏
(i→j)∈λ

∑
j′ βi→j′

= s′. (6)

A sampling algorithm can take advantage of this
by not explicitly calculating s. Instead, we use s′

4C.f. observed paths, where all edges are non-zero.

as proxy, and only compute the exact s if we hit the
bucket s′ (Algorithm 1). Removing s′ and always
computing s yields the first algorithm in Section 4.

Algorithm 1 SAMPLING WITH REFINED BUCKET
1: for word w in this document do
2: sample = rand() ∗(s′ + r + q)
3: if sample < s′ then
4: compute s
5: sample = sample ∗(s+ r + q)/(s′ + r + q)
6: if sample < s then
7: return topic k and path λ sampled from s
8: sample − = s
9: else

10: sample − = s′

11: if sample < r then
12: return topic k and path λ sampled from r
13: sample − = r
14: return topic k and path λ sampled from q

Sorting Thus far, we described techniques for ef-
ficiently computing buckets, but quickly sampling
assignments within a bucket is also important. Here
we propose two techniques to consider latent vari-
able assignments in decreasing order of probability
mass. By considering fewer possible assignments,
we can speed sampling at the cost of the overhead
of maintaining sorted data structures. We sort top-
ics’ prominence within a document (SD) and sort the
topics and paths of a word (SW).

Sorting topics’ prominence within a document
(SD) can improve sampling from r and q; when we
need to sample within a bucket, we consider paths in
decreasing order of nk|d.

Sorting path prominence for a word (SW) can im-
prove our ability to sample from q. The edge-masked
count (EMC), as described above, serves as a proxy
for the probability of a path and topic. If, when sam-
pling a topic and path from q, we sample based on
the decreasing EMC, which roughly correlates with
path probability.

5 Experiments

In this section, we compare the running time5 of our
sampling algorithm (FAST) and our algorithm with
the refined bucket (RB) against the unfactored Gibbs
sampler (NAÏVE) and examine the effect of sorting.

Our corpus has editorials from New York Times

5Mean of five chains on a 6-Core 2.8-GHz CPU, 16GB RAM
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Number of Topics
T50 T100 T200 T500

NAIVE 5.700 12.655 29.200 71.223
FAST 4.935 9.222 17.559 40.691

FAST-RB 2.937 4.037 5.880 8.551
FAST-RB-SD 2.675 3.795 5.400 8.363
FAST-RB-SW 2.449 3.363 4.894 7.404

FAST-RB-SDW 2.225 3.241 4.672 7.424

Vocabulary Size
V5000 V10000 V20000 V30000

NAÏVE 4.815 12.351 28.783 51.088
FAST 2.897 9.063 20.460 38.119

FAST-RB 1.012 3.900 9.777 20.040
FAST-RB-SD 0.972 3.684 9.287 18.685
FAST-RB-SW 0.889 3.376 8.406 16.640

FAST-RB-SDW 0.828 3.113 7.777 15.397

Number of Correlations
C50 C100 C200 C500

NAÏVE 11.166 12.586 13.000 15.377
FAST 8.889 9.165 9.177 8.079

FAST-RB 3.995 4.078 3.858 3.156
FAST-RB-SD 3.660 3.795 3.593 3.065
FAST-RB-SW 3.272 3.363 3.308 2.787

FAST-RB-SDW 3.026 3.241 3.091 2.627

Table 1: The average running time per iteration (S) over
100 iterations, averaged over 5 seeds. Experiments begin
with 100 topics, 100 correlations, vocab size 10000 and
then vary one dimension: number of topics (top), vocabu-
lary size (middle), and number of correlations (bottom).

from 1987 to 1996.6 Since we are interested in vary-
ing vocabulary size, we rank types by average tf-idf
and choose the top V . WordNet 3.0 generates the cor-
relations between types. For each synset in WordNet,
we generate a subtree with all types in the synset—
that are also in our vocabulary—as leaves connected
to a common parent. This subtree’s common parent
is then attached to the root node.

We compared the FAST and FAST-RB against
NAÏVE (Table 1) on different numbers of topics, var-
ious vocabulary sizes and different numbers of cor-
relations. FAST is consistently faster than NAÏVE

and FAST-RB is consistently faster than FAST. Their
benefits are clearer as distributions become sparse
(e.g., the first iteration for FAST is slower than later
iterations). Gains accumulate as the topic number
increases, but decrease a little with the vocabulary
size. While both sorting strategies reduce time, sort-
ing topics and paths for a word (SW) helps more than
sorting topics in a document (SD), and combining the

613284 documents, 41554 types, and 2714634 tokens.
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Figure 1: The average running time per iteration against
the average number of senses per correlated words.

two is (with one exception) better than either alone.
As more correlations are added, NAÏVE’s time in-

creases while that of FAST-RB decreases. This is be-
cause the number of non-zero paths for uncorrelated
words decreases as more correlations are added to the
model. Since our techniques save computation for
every zero path, the overall computation decreases
as correlations push uncorrelated words to a limited
number of topics (Figure 1). Qualitatively, when the
synset with “king” and “baron” is added to a model,
it is associated with “drug, inmate, colombia, water-
front, baron” in a topic; when “king” is correlated
with “queen”, the associated topic has “king, parade,
museum, queen, jackson” as its most probable words.
These represent reasonable disambiguations. In con-
trast to previous approaches, inference speeds up as
topics become more semantically coherent (Boyd-
Graber et al., 2007).

6 Conclusion

We demonstrated efficient inference techniques for
topic models with tree-based priors. These methods
scale well, allowing for faster exploration of models
that use semantics to encode correlations without sac-
rificing accuracy. Improved scalability for such algo-
rithms, especially in distributed environments (Smola
and Narayanamurthy, 2010), could improve applica-
tions such as cross-language information retrieval,
unsupervised word sense disambiguation, and knowl-
edge discovery via interactive topic modeling.
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Abstract 

This paper presents an unsupervised ap-
proach to learning translation span align-
ments from parallel data that improves 
syntactic rule extraction by deleting spuri-
ous word alignment links and adding new 
valuable links based on bilingual transla-
tion span correspondences. Experiments on 
Chinese-English translation demonstrate 
improvements over standard methods for 
tree-to-string and tree-to-tree translation.  

1 Introduction 

Most syntax-based statistical machine translation 
(SMT) systems typically utilize word alignments 
and parse trees on the source/target side to learn 
syntactic transformation rules from parallel data. 
The approach suffers from a practical problem that 
even one spurious (word alignment) link can pre-
vent some desirable syntactic translation rules from 
extraction, which can in turn affect the quality of 
translation rules and translation performance (May 
and Knight 2007; Fossum et al. 2008). To address 
this challenge, a considerable amount of previous 
research has been done to improve alignment qual-
ity by incorporating some statistics and linguistic 
heuristics or syntactic information into word 
alignments (Cherry and Lin 2006; DeNero and 
Klein 2007; May and Knight 2007; Fossum et al. 
2008; Hermjakob 2009; Liu et al. 2010).  

Unlike their efforts, this paper presents a simple 
approach that automatically builds the translation 
span alignment (TSA) of a sentence pair by utiliz-
ing a phrase-based forced decoding technique, and 
then improves syntactic rule extraction by deleting 
spurious links and adding new valuable links based 
on bilingual translation span correspondences. The 
proposed approach has two promising properties.  
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VBNRB
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Figure 1. A real example of Chinese-English sentence 
pair with word alignment and both-side parse trees.  
 
Some blocked Tree-to-string Rules: 
r1: AS(了) → have 
r2: NN(进口) → the imports 
r3: S (NN:x1 VP:x2) → x1 x2
Some blocked Tree-to-tree Rules: 
r4: AS(了) → VBZ(have) 
r5: NN(进口) → NP(DT(the) NNS(imports)) 
r6: S(NN:x1 VP:x2) → S(NP:x1 VP:x2) 
r7: VP(AD:x1 VP(VV:x2 AS:x3)) 
            → VP(VBZ:x3 ADVP(RB:x1 VBN:x2)) 
Table 1. Some useful syntactic rules are blocked due to 
the spurious link between “了” and “the”.  
 
Firstly, The TSAs are constructed in an unsuper-
vised learning manner, and optimized by the trans-
lation model during the forced decoding process, 
without using any statistics and linguistic heuristics 
or syntactic constraints. Secondly, our approach is 
independent of the word alignment-based algo-
rithm used to extract translation rules, and easy to 
implement. 

2 Translation Span Alignment Model 

Different from word alignment, TSA is a process 
of identifying span-to-span alignments between 
parallel sentences. For each translation span pair,  
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1. Extract phrase translation rules R from the parallel 
corpus with word alignment, and construct a phrase-
based translation model M.  

2. Apply M to implement phrase-based forced decoding 
on each training sentence pair (c, e), and output its 
best derivation d* that can transform c into e.  

3. Build a TSA of each sentence pair (c, e) from its best 
derivation d*, in which each rule r in d* is used to 
form a translation span pair {src(r)<=>tgt(r)}.  

Figure 2. TSA generation algorithm. src(r) and tgt(r) 
indicate the source and target side of rule r.  
 
its source (or target) span is a sequence of source 
(or target) words. Given a source sentence c=c1...cn, 
a target sentence e=e1...em, and its word alignment 
A, a translation span pair τ is a pair of source span 
(ci...cj) and target span (ep...eq)  

)( q
p

j
i ec ⇔=τ  

where τ indicates that the source span (ci...cj) and 
the target span (ep...eq) are translational equivalent. 
We do not require that τ must be consistent with 
the associated word alignment A in a TSA model.  

Figure 2 depicts the TSA generation algorithm 
in which a phrase-based forced decoding tech-
nique is adopted to produce the TSA of each sen-
tence pair. In this work, we do not apply syntax-
based forced decoding (e.g., tree-to-string) because 
phrase-based models can achieve the state-of-the-
art translation quality with a large amount of train-
ing data, and are not limited by any constituent 
boundary based constraints for decoding.  

Formally, given a sentence pair (c, e), the 
phrase-based forced decoding technique aims to 
search for the best derivation d* among all consis-
tent derivations that convert the given source sen-
tence c into the given target sentence e with respect 
to the current translation model induced from the 
training data, which can be expressed by 

)|)((Prmaxarg
)(),(

* cdTGTd
edTGTecDd

θ
=∧∈

=          (1) 

where D(c,e) is the set of candidate derivations that 
transform c to e, and TGT(d) is a function that out-
puts the yield of a derivation d. θ indicates parame-
ters of the phrase-based translation model learned 
from the parallel corpus.  

The best derivation d* produced by forced de-
coding can be viewed as a sequence of translation 
steps (i.e., phrase translation rules), expressed by 

krrrd ⊕⊕⊕= ...* 21 , 

c = 进口 大幅度 减少 了 
e =  the imports have drastically fallen 
The best derivation d* produced by forced decoding: 
r1: 进口 → the imports 
r2: 大幅度 减少 → drastically fallen 
r3: 了 → have 
Generating TSA from d*: 
[进口]<=>[the imports]  
[大幅度 减少]<=>[drastically fallen]   
[了]<=>[have] 
Table 2. Forced decoding based TSA generation on the 
example sentence pair in Fig. 1. 
 
where ri indicates a phrase rule used to form d*. 
⊕is a composition operation that combines rules 
{r1...rk} together to produce the target translation.  

As mentioned above, the best derivation d* re-
spects the input sentence pair (c, e). It means that 
for each phrase translation rule ri used by d*, its 
source (or target) side exactly matches a span of 
the given source (or target) sentence. The source 
side src(ri) and the target side tgt(ri) of each phrase 
translation rule ri in d* form a translation span pair 
{src(ri)<=>tgt(ri)} of (c,e). In other words, the 
TSA of (c,e) is a set of translation span pairs gen-
erated from phrase translation rules used by the 
best derivation d*. The forced decoding based TSA 
generation on the example sentence pair in Figure 
1 can be shown in Table 2. 

3 Better Rule Extraction with TSAs 

To better understand the particular task that we 
will address in this section, we first introduce a 
definition of inconsistent with a translation span 
alignment. Given a sentence pair (c, e) with the 
word alignment A and the translation span align-
ment P, we call a link (ci, ej)∈A inconsistent with 
P, if  ci and ej are covered respectively by two dif-
ferent translation span pairs in P and vice versa. 

(ci, ej)∈A inconsistent with P  ⇔

)()(:  

)()(:       

τττ

τττ

tgtesrccPOR

tgtesrccP

ji

ji

∈∧∉∈∃

∉∧∈∈∃
 

where src(τ) and tgt(τ) indicate the source and tar-
get span of a translation span pair τ.  

By this, we will say that a link (ci, ej)∈A is a 
spurious link if it is inconsistent with the given 
TSA. Table 3 shows that an original link (4→1) 
are covered by two different translation span pairs  
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Source Target WA TSA 
1: 进口 1: the 1→2 [1,1]<=>[1,2] 
2: 大幅度 2: imports 2→4 [2,3]<=>[4,5] 
3: 减少 3: have 3→5 [4,4]<=>[3,3] 
4: 了 4: drastically 4→1  
 5: fallen (null)→3  
Table 3. A sentence pair with the original word align-
ment (WA) and the translation span alignment (TSA).  

 
([4,4]<=>[3,3]) and ([1,1] <=>[1,2]), respectively. 
In such a case, we think that this link (4→1) is a 
spurious link according to this TSA, and should be 
removed for rule extraction.   

Given a resulting TSA P, there are four different 
types of translation span pairs, such as one-to-one, 
one-to-many, many-to-one, and many-to-many 
cases. For example, the TSA shown in Table 3 
contains a one-to-one span pair ([4,4]<=>[3,3]), a 
one-to-many span pair ([1,1]<=>[1,2]) and a 
many-many span pair ([2,3]<=>[4,5]). In such a 
case, we can learn a confident link from a one-to-
one translation span pair that is preferred by the 
translation model in the forced decoding based 
TSA generation approach. If such a confident link 
does not exist in the original word alignment, we 
consider it as a new valuable link.  

Until now, a natural way is to use TSAs to di-
rectly improve word alignment quality by deleting 
some spurious links and adding some new confi-
dent links, which in turn improves rule quality and 
translation quality. In other words, if a desirable 
translation rule was blocked due to some spurious 
links, we will output this translation rule. Let’s 
revisit the example in Figure 1 again. The blocked 
tree-to-string r3 can be extracted successfully after 
deleting the spurious link (了, the), and a new tree-
to-string rule r1 can be extracted after adding a new 
confident link (了, have) that is inferred from a 
one-to-one translation span pair [4,4]<=>[3,3].  

4 Experiments 

4.1 Setup 

We utilized a state-of-the-art open-source SMT 
system NiuTrans (Xiao et al. 2012) to implement 
syntax-based models in the following experiments. 
We begin with a training parallel corpus of Chi-
nese-English bitexts that consists of 8.8M Chinese 
words and 10.1M English words in 350K sentence 
pairs. The GIZA++ tool was used to perform the  

Method Prec% Rec% F1% Del/Sent Add/Sent
Baseline 83.07 75.75 79.25 - - 
TSA 84.01 75.46 79.51 1.5 1.1 

Table 4. Word alignment precision, recall and F1-score 
of various methods on 200 sentence pairs of Chinese-
English data. 
 
bi-directional word alignment between the source 
and the target sentences, referred to as the baseline 
method. For syntactic translation rule extraction, 
minimal GHKM (Galley et al., 2004) rules are first 
extracted from the bilingual corpus whose source 
and target sides are parsed using the Berkeley 
parser (Petrov et al. 2006). The composed rules are 
then generated by composing two or three minimal 
rules. A 5-gram language model was trained on the 
Xinhua portion of English Gigaword corpus. Beam 
search and cube pruning techniques (Huang and 
Chiang 2007) were used to prune the search space 
for all the systems. The base feature set used for all 
systems is similar to that used in (Marcu et al. 
2006), including 14 base features in total such as 5-
gram language model, bidirectional lexical and 
phrase-based translation probabilities. All features 
were log-linearly combined and their weights were 
optimized by performing minimum error rate train-
ing (MERT) (Och 2003). The development data set 
used for weight training comes from NIST MT03 
evaluation set, consisting of 326 sentence pairs of 
less than 20 words in each Chinese sentence. Two 
test sets are NIST MT04 (1788 sentence pairs) and 
MT05 (1082 sentence pairs) evaluation sets. The 
translation quality is evaluated in terms of the case-
insensitive IBM-BLEU4 metric.  

4.2 Effect on Word Alignment 

To investigate the effect of the TSA method on 
word alignment, we designed an experiment to 
evaluate alignment quality against gold standard 
annotations. There are 200 random chosen and 
manually aligned Chinese-English sentence pairs 
used to assert the word alignment quality. For 
word alignment evaluation, we calculated precision, 
recall and F1-score over gold word alignment.  

Table 4 depicts word alignment performance of 
the baseline and TSA methods. We apply the TSAs 
to refine the baseline word alignments, involving 
spurious link deletion and new link insertion op-
erations. Table 4 shows our method can yield im-
provements on precision and F1-score, only 
causing a little negative effect on recall.  
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4.3 Translation Quality 

Method # of Rules MT03 MT04 MT05 
Baseline (T2S) 33,769,071 34.10 32.55 30.15 

TSA (T2S) 32,652,261 
34.61+

(+0.51) 
33.01+

(+0.46)
30.66+

(+0.51)
     
Baseline (T2T) 24,287,206 34.51 32.20 31.78 

TSA (T2T) 24,119,719 
34.85 
(+0.34) 

32.92*

(+0.72)
32.22+ 

(+0.44)

Table 5. Rule sizes and IBM-BLEU4 (%) scores of 
baseline and our method (TSA) in tree-to-string (T2S) 
and tree-to-tree (T2T) translation on Dev set (MT03) 
and two test sets (MT04 and MT05). + and * indicate 
significantly better on performance comparison at p<.05 
and p<.01, respectively.  
 
Table 5 depicts effectiveness of our TSA method 
on translation quality in tree-to-string and tree-to-
tree translation tasks. Table 5 shows that our TSA 
method can improve both syntax-based translation 
systems. As mentioned before, the resulting TSAs 
are essentially optimized by the translation model. 
Based on such TSAs, experiments show that spuri-
ous link deletion and new valuable link insertion 
can improve translation quality for tree-to-string 
and tree-to-tree systems.  

5 Related Work 

Previous studies have made great efforts to incor-
porate statistics and linguistic heuristics or syntac-
tic information into word alignments (Ittycheriah 
and Roukos 2005; Taskar et al. 2005; Moore et al. 
2006; Cherry and Lin 2006; DeNero and Klein 
2007; May and Knight 2007; Fossum et al. 2008; 
Hermjakob 2009; Liu et al. 2010). For example, 
Fossum et al. (2008) used a discriminatively 
trained model to identify and delete incorrect links 
from original word alignments to improve string-
to-tree transformation rule extraction, which incor-
porates four types of features such as lexical and 
syntactic features. This paper presents an approach 
to incorporating translation span alignments into 
word alignments to delete spurious links and add 
new valuable links.  

Some previous work directly models the syntac-
tic correspondence in the training data for syntactic 
rule extraction (Imamura 2001; Groves et al. 2004; 
Tinsley et al. 2007; Sun et al. 2010a, 2010b; Pauls 
et al. 2010). Some previous methods infer syntac-
tic correspondences between the source and the 

target languages through word alignments and con-
stituent boundary based syntactic constraints. Such 
a syntactic alignment method is sensitive to word 
alignment behavior. To combat this, Pauls et al. 
(2010) presented an unsupervised ITG alignment 
model that directly aligns syntactic structures for 
string-to-tree transformation rule extraction. One 
major problem with syntactic structure alignment 
is that syntactic divergence between languages can 
prevent accurate syntactic alignments between the 
source and target languages.  

May and Knight (2007) presented a syntactic re-
alignment model for syntax-based MT that uses 
syntactic constraints to re-align a parallel corpus 
with word alignments. The motivation behind their 
methods is similar to ours. Our work differs from 
(May and Knight 2007) in two major respects. 
First, the approach proposed by May and Knight 
(2007) first utilizes the EM algorithm to obtain 
Viterbi derivation trees from derivation forests of 
each (tree, string) pair, and then produces Viterbi 
alignments based on obtained derivation trees. Our 
forced decoding based approach searches for the 
best derivation to produce translation span align-
ments that are used to improve the extraction of 
translation rules. Translation span alignments are 
optimized by the translation model. Secondly, their 
models are only applicable for syntax-based sys-
tems while our method can be applied to both 
phrase-based and syntax-based translation tasks.  

6 Conclusion 

This paper presents an unsupervised approach to 
improving syntactic transformation rule extraction 
by deleting spurious links and adding new valuable 
links with the help of bilingual translation span 
alignments that are built by using a phrase-based 
forced decoding technique. In our future work, it is 
worth studying how to combine the best of our ap-
proach and discriminative word alignment models 
to improve rule extraction for SMT models.  
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Abstract 

The dominant practice of statistical machine 
translation (SMT) uses the same Chinese word 
segmentation specification in both alignment 
and translation rule induction steps in building 
Chinese-English SMT system, which may suf-
fer from a suboptimal problem that word seg-
mentation better for alignment is not necessarily 
better for translation. To tackle this, we propose 
a framework that uses two different segmenta-
tion specifications for alignment and translation 
respectively: we use Chinese character as the 
basic unit for alignment, and then convert this 
alignment to conventional word alignment for 
translation rule induction. Experimentally, our 
approach outperformed two baselines: fully 
word-based system (using word for both 
alignment and translation) and fully charac-
ter-based system, in terms of alignment quality 
and translation performance. 

1 Introduction 

Chinese Word segmentation is a necessary step in 
Chinese-English statistical machine translation 
(SMT) because Chinese sentences do not delimit 
words by spaces. The key characteristic of a Chi-
nese word segmenter is the segmentation specifi-
cation1. As depicted in Figure 1(a), the dominant 
practice of SMT uses the same word segmentation 
for both word alignment and translation rule induc-
tion. For brevity, we will refer to the word seg-
mentation of the bilingual corpus as word segmen-
tation for alignment (WSA for short), because it 
determines the basic tokens for alignment; and refer 
to the word segmentation of the aligned corpus as 
word segmentation for rules (WSR for short), be-
cause it determines the basic tokens of translation 

                                                           
1 We hereafter use “word segmentation” for short. 

rules2, which also determines how the translation 
rules would be matched by the source sentences. 

It is widely accepted that word segmentation with 
a higher F-score will not necessarily yield better 
translation performance (Chang et al., 2008; Zhang 
et al., 2008; Xiao et al., 2010). Therefore, many 
approaches have been proposed to learn word 
segmentation suitable for SMT. These approaches 
were either complicated (Ma et al., 2007; Chang et 
al., 2008; Ma and Way, 2009; Paul et al., 2010), or 
of high computational complexity (Chung and 
Gildea 2009; Duan et al., 2010). Moreover, they 
implicitly assumed that WSA and WSR should be 
equal. This requirement may lead to a suboptimal 
problem that word segmentation better for align-
ment is not necessarily better for translation. 

To tackle this, we propose a framework that uses 
different word segmentation specifications as WSA 
and WSR respectively, as shown Figure 1(b). We 
investigate a solution in this framework: first, we 
use Chinese character as the basic unit for align-
ment, viz. character alignment; second, we use a 
simple method (Elming and Habash, 2007) to 
convert the character alignment to conventional 
word alignment for translation rule induction. In the 

                                                           
2 Interestingly, word is also a basic token in syntax-based rules. 
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Figure 1. WSA and WSR in SMT pipeline
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experiment, our approach consistently outper-
formed two baselines with three different word 
segmenters: fully word-based system (using word 
for both alignment and translation) and fully char-
acter-based system, in terms of alignment quality 
and translation performance. 

The remainder of this paper is structured as fol-
lows: Section 2 analyzes the influences of WSA and 
WSR on SMT respectively; Section 3 discusses 
how to convert character alignment to word align-
ment; Section 4 presents experimental results, fol-
lowed by conclusions and future work in section 5. 

2 Understanding WSA and WSR 

We propose a solution to tackle the suboptimal 
problem: using Chinese character for alignment 
while using Chinese word for translation. Character 
alignment differs from conventional word align-
ment in the basic tokens of the Chinese side of the 
training corpus3. Table 1 compares the token dis-
tributions of character-based corpus (CCorpus) and 
word-based corpus (WCorpus). We see that the 
WCorpus has a longer-tailed distribution than the 
CCorpus. More than 70% of the unique tokens ap-
pear less than 5 times in WCorpus. However, over 
half of the tokens appear more than or equal to 5 
times in the CCorpus.  This indicates that modeling 
word alignment could suffer more from data 
sparsity than modeling character alignment.  

Table 2 shows the numbers of the unique tokens 
(#UT) and unique bilingual token pairs (#UTP) of 
the two corpora. Consider two extensively features, 
fertility and translation features, which are exten-
sively used by many state-of-the-art word aligners. 
The number of parameters w.r.t. fertility features 
grows linearly with #UT while the number of pa-
rameters w.r.t. translation features grows linearly 
with #UTP. We compare #UT and #UTP of both 
corpora in Table 2. As can be seen, CCorpus has 
less UT and UTP than WCorpus, i.e. character 
alignment model has a compact parameterization 
than word alignment model, where the compactness 
of parameterization is shown very important in sta-
tistical modeling (Collins, 1999). 

Another advantage of character alignment is the 
reduction in alignment errors caused by word seg- 

                                                           
3 Several works have proposed to use character (letter) on both 
sides of the parallel corpus for SMT between similar (European) 
languages (Vilar et al., 2007; Tiedemann, 2009), however, 
Chinese is not similar to English. 

Frequency Characters (%) Words (%) 
1 27.22 45.39 
2 11.13 14.61 
3 6.18 6.47 
4 4.26 4.32 

5(+) 50.21 29.21 
Table 1 Token distribution of CCorpus and WCorpus 
 

Stats. Characters Words 
#UT 9.7K 88.1K 

#UTP 15.8M 24.2M 
Table 2 #UT and #UTP in CCorpus and WCorpus 
 

mentation errors. For example, “切尼 (Cheney)” 
and “愿 (will)” are wrongly merged into one word 
切尼愿  by the word segmenter, and 切尼愿 
wrongly aligns to a comma in English sentence in 
the word alignment; However, both 切 and 尼 align 
to “Cheney” correctly in the character alignment. 
However, this kind of errors cannot be fixed by 
methods which learn new words by packing already 
segmented words, such as word packing (Ma et al., 
2007) and Pseudo-word (Duan et al., 2010). 

As character could preserve more meanings than 
word in Chinese, it seems that a character can be 
wrongly aligned to many English words by the 
aligner. However, we found this can be avoided to a 
great extent by the basic features (co-occurrence 
and distortion) used by many alignment models. For 
example, we observed that the four characters of the 
non-compositional word “阿拉法特 (Arafat)” align 
to Arafat correctly, although these characters pre-
serve different meanings from that of Arafat. This 
can be attributed to the frequent co-occurrence (192 
times) of these characters and Arafat in CCorpus. 
Moreover,法  usually means France in Chinese, 
thus it may co-occur very often with France in 
CCorpus. If both France and Arafat appear in the 
English sentence, 法 may wrongly align to France. 
However, if 阿 aligns to Arafat, 法 will probably 
align to Arafat, because aligning 法 to Arafat could 
result in a lower distortion cost than aligning it to 
France. 

Different from alignment, translation is a pattern 
matching procedure (Lopez, 2008). WSR deter-
mines how the translation rules would be matched 
by the source sentences. For example, if we use 
translation rules with character as WSR to translate 
name entities such as the non-compositional word 
阿拉法特, i.e. translating literally, we may get a 
wrong translation. That’s because the linguistic 
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knowledge that the four characters convey a spe-
cific meaning different from the characters has been 
lost, which cannot always be totally recovered even 
by using phrase in phrase-based SMT systems (see 
Chang et al. (2008) for detail). Duan et al. (2010) 
and Paul et al., (2010) further pointed out that 
coarser-grained segmentation of the source sen-
tence do help capture more contexts in translation. 
Therefore, rather than using character, using 
coarser-grained, at least as coarser as the conven-
tional word, as WSR is quite necessary. 

3 Converting Character Alignment to Word 
Alignment 

In order to use word as WSR, we employ the same 
method as Elming and Habash (2007)4 to convert 
the character alignment (CA) to its word-based 
version (CA’) for translation rule induction. The 
conversion is very intuitive: for every Eng-
lish-Chinese word pair ,  in the sentence pair, 
we align  to  as a link in CA’, if and only if there 
is at least one Chinese character of  aligns to  in 
CA.  

Given two different segmentations A and B of the 
same sentence, it is easy to prove that if every word 
in A is finer-grained than the word of B at the cor-
responding position, the conversion is unambiguity 
(we omit the proof due to space limitation). As 
character is a finer-grained than its original word, 
character alignment can always be converted to 
alignment based on any word segmentation. 
Therefore, our approach can be naturally scaled to 
syntax-based system by converting character 
alignment to word alignment where the word seg-
mentation is consistent with the parsers. 

We compare CA with the conventional word 
alignment (WA) as follows: We hand-align some 
sentence pairs as the evaluation set based on char-
acters (ESChar), and converted it to the evaluation 
set based on word (ESWord) using the above con-
version method. It is worth noting that comparing 
CA and WA by evaluating CA on ESChar and 
evaluating WA on ESWord is meaningless, because 
the basic tokens in CA and WA are different. 
However, based on the conversion method, com-
paring CA with WA can be accomplished by evalu-
ating both CA’ and WA on ESWord. 

                                                           
4 They used this conversion for word alignment combination 
only, no translation results were reported. 

4 Experiments 

4.1 Setup 

FBIS corpus (LDC2003E14) (210K sentence pairs) 
was used for small-scale task. A large bilingual 
corpus of our lab (1.9M sentence pairs) was used for 
large-scale task. The NIST’06 and NIST’08 test sets 
were used as the development set and test set re-
spectively. The Chinese portions of all these data 
were preprocessed by character segmenter (CHAR), 
ICTCLAS word segmenter 5  (ICT) and Stanford 
word segmenters with CTB  and PKU specifica-
tions6 respectively. The first 100 sentence pairs of 
the hand-aligned set in Haghighi et al. (2009) were 
hand-aligned as ESChar, which is converted to 
three ESWords based on three segmentations re-
spectively. These ESWords were appended to 
training corpus with the corresponding word seg-
mentation for evaluation purpose. 

Both character and word alignment were per-
formed by GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003) enhanced 
with gdf heuristics to combine bidirectional align-
ments (Koehn et al., 2003). A 5-gram language 
model was trained from the Xinhua portion of 
Gigaword corpus. A phrase-based MT decoder 
similar to (Koehn et al., 2007) was used with the 
decoding weights optimized by MERT (Och, 2003). 

4.2 Evaluation 

We first evaluate the alignment quality. The method 
discussed in section 3 was used to compare char-
acter and word alignment. As can be seen from 
Table 3, the systems using character as WSA out-
performed the ones using word as WSA in both 
small-scale (row 3-5) and large-scale task (row 6-8) 
with all segmentations. This gain can be attributed 
to the small vocabulary size (sparsity) for character 
alignment. The observation is consistent with 
Koehn (2005) which claimed that there is a negative 
correlation between the vocabulary size and trans-
lation performance without explicitly distinguish-
ing WSA and WSR. 

We then evaluated the translation performance. 
The baselines are fully word-based MT systems 
(WordSys), i.e. using word as both WSA and WSR, 
and fully character-based systems (CharSys). Table  

 

                                                           
5 http://www.ictclas.org/ 
6 http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/segmenter.shtml 
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  Word alignment Character alignment 
  P R F P R F 

S 
CTB 76.0 81.9 78.9 78.2 85.2 81.8 
PKU 76.1 82.0 79.0 78.0 86.1 81.9 
ICT 75.2 80.8 78.0 78.7 86.3 82.3 

L 
CTB 79.6 85.6 82.5 82.2 90.6 86.2 
PKU 80.0 85.4 82.6 81.3 89.5 85.2 
ICT 80.0 85.0 82.4 81.3 89.7 85.3 

Table 3 Alignment evaluation. Precision (P), recall (R), 
and F-score (F) with 0.5 (Fraser and Marcu, 2007) 
 

 WSA WSR CTB PKU ICT 

S 
word word 21.52 20.99 20.95
char word 22.04 21.98 22.04

L 
word word 22.07 22.86 22.23 
char word 23.41 23.51 23.05 

Table 4 Translation evaluation of WordSys and pro-
posed system using BLEU-SBP (Chiang et al., 2008) 
 

4 compares WordSys to our proposed system. Sig-
nificant testing was carried out using bootstrap 
re-sampling method proposed by Koehn (2004) 
with a 95% confidence level. We see that our pro-
posed systems outperformed WordSys in all seg-
mentation specifications settings. Table 5 lists the 
results of CharSys in small-scale task. In this setting, 
we gradually set the phrase length and the distortion 
limits of the phrase-based decoder (context size) to 
7, 9, 11 and 13, in order to remove the disadvantage 
of shorter context size of using character as WSR 
for fair comparison with WordSys as suggested by 
Duan et al. (2010). Comparing Table 4 and 5, we 
see that all CharSys underperformed WordSys. This 
observation is consistent with Chang et al. (2008) 
which claimed that using characters, even with 
large phrase length (up to 13 in our experiment) 
cannot always capture everything a Chinese word 
segmenter can do, and using word for translation is 
quite necessary. We also see that CharSys under-
performed our proposed systems, that’s because the 
harm of using character as WSR outweighed the 
benefit of using character as WSA, which indicated 
that word segmentation better for alignment is not 
necessarily better for translation, and vice versa. 

We finally compared our approaches to Ma et al. 
(2007) and Ma and Way (2009), which proposed 
“packed word (PW)” and “bilingual motivated 
word (BS)” respectively. Both methods iteratively 
learn word segmentation and alignment alterna-
tively, with the former starting from word-based 
corpus and the latter starting from characters-based 
corpus. Therefore, PW can be experimented on all 
segmentations. Table 6 lists their results in small- 

Context Size 7 9 11 13 
BLEU 20.90 21.19 20.89 21.09 

Table 5 Translation evaluation of CharSys. 
 

System WSA WSR CTB PKU ICT 
WordSys word word 21.52 20.99 20.95
Proposed char word 22.04 21.98 22.04

PW PW PW 21.24 21.24 21.19 
Char+PW char PW 22.46 21.87 21.97 

BS BS BS 19.76 
Char+BS char BS 20.19 

Table 6 Comparison with other works 
 

scale task, we see that both PW and BS underper-
formed our approach. This may be attributed to the 
low recall of the learned BS or PW in their ap-
proaches. BS underperformed both two baselines, 
one reason is that Ma and Way (2009) also em-
ployed word lattice decoding techniques (Dyer et al., 
2008) to tackle the low recall of BS, which was 
removed from our experiments for fair comparison. 

Interestingly, we found that using character as 
WSA and BS as WSR (Char+BS), a moderate gain 
(+0.43 point) was achieved compared with fully 
BS-based system; and using character as WSA and 
PW as WSR (Char+PW), significant gains were 
achieved compared with fully PW-based system, 
the result of CTB segmentation in this setting even 
outperformed our proposed approach (+0.42 point). 
This observation indicated that in our framework, 
better combinations of WSA and WSR can be found 
to achieve better translation performance. 

5 Conclusions and Future Work 

We proposed a SMT framework that uses character 
for alignment and word for translation, which im-
proved both alignment quality and translation per-
formance. We believe that in this framework, using 
other finer-grained segmentation, with fewer am-
biguities than character, would better parameterize 
the alignment models, while using other coars-
er-grained segmentation as WSR can help capture 
more linguistic knowledge than word to get better 
translation. We also believe that our approach, if 
integrated with combination techniques (Dyer et al., 
2008; Xi et al., 2011), can yield better results. 
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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a novel method of
reducing the size of translation model for hier-
archical phrase-based machine translation sys-
tems. Previous approaches try to prune in-
frequent entries or unreliable entries based on
statistics, but cause a problem of reducing the
translation coverage. On the contrary, the pro-
posed method try to prune only ineffective
entries based on the estimation of the infor-
mation redundancy encoded in phrase pairs
and hierarchical rules, and thus preserve the
search space of SMT decoders as much as
possible. Experimental results on Chinese-to-
English machine translation tasks show that
our method is able to reduce almost the half
size of the translation model with very tiny
degradation of translation performance.

1 Introduction

Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) has gained
considerable attention during last decades. From a
bilingual corpus, all translation knowledge can be
acquired automatically in SMT framework. Phrase-
based model (Koehn et al., 2003) and hierarchical
phrase-based model (Chiang, 2005; Chiang, 2007)
show state-of-the-art performance in various lan-
guage pairs. This achievement is mainly benefit
from huge size of translational knowledge extracted
from sufficient parallel corpus. However, the errors
of automatic word alignment and non-parallelized
bilingual sentence pairs sometimes have caused the
unreliable and unnecessary translation rule acquisi-
tion. According to Bloodgood and Callison-Burch

(2010) and our own preliminary experiments, the
size of phrase table and hierarchical rule table con-
sistently increases linearly with the growth of train-
ing size, while the translation performance tends to
gain minor improvement after a certain point. Con-
sequently, the model size reduction is necessary and
meaningful for SMT systems if it can be performed
without significant performance degradation. The
smaller the model size is, the faster the SMT de-
coding speed is, because there are fewer hypotheses
to be investigated during decoding. Especially, in a
limited environment, such as mobile device, and for
a time-urgent task, such as speech-to-speech transla-
tion, the compact size of translation rules is required.
In this case, the model reduction would be the one
of the main techniques we have to consider.

Previous methods of reducing the size of SMT
model try to identify infrequent entries (Zollmann
et al., 2008; Huang and Xiang, 2010). Several sta-
tistical significance testing methods are also exam-
ined to detect unreliable noisy entries (Tomeh et al.,
2009; Johnson et al., 2007; Yang and Zheng, 2009).
These methods could harm the translation perfor-
mance due to their side effect of algorithms; simi-
lar multiple entries can be pruned at the same time
deteriorating potential coverage of translation. The
proposed method, on the other hand, tries to mea-
sure the redundancy of phrase pairs and hierarchi-
cal rules. In this work, redundancy of an entry is
defined as its translational ineffectiveness, and esti-
mated by comparing scores of entries and scores of
their substituents. Suppose that the source phrase
s1s2 is always translated intot1t2 with phrase en-
try <s1s2→t1t2> wheresi and ti are correspond-
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ing translations. Similarly, source phrasess1 and
s2 are always translated intot1 andt2, with phrase
entries,<s1→t1> and<s2→t2>, respectively. In
this case, it is intuitive that<s1s2→t1t2> could be
unnecessary and redundant since its substituent al-
ways produces the same result. This paper presents
statistical analysis of this redundancy measurement.
The redundancy-based reduction can be performed
to prune the phrase table, the hierarchical rule table,
and both. Since the similar translation knowledge
is accumulated at both of tables during the train-
ing stage, our reduction method performs effectively
and safely. Unlike previous studies solely focus on
either phrase table or hierarchical rule table, this
work is the first attempt to reduce phrases and hi-
erarchical rules simultaneously.

2 Proposed Model

Given an original translation model,TM , our goal
is to find the optimally reduced translation model,
TM∗, which minimizes the degradation of trans-
lation performance. To measure the performance
degradation, we introduce a new metric namedcon-
sistency:

C(TM,TM∗) =

BLEU(D(s;TM),D(s;TM∗)) (1)

where the functionD produces the target sentence
of the source sentences, given the translation model
TM . Consistencymeasures the similarity between
the two groups of decoded target sentences produced
by two different translation models. There are num-
ber of similarity metrics such as Dices coefficient
(Kondrak et al., 2003), and Jaccard similarity coef-
ficient. Instead, we use BLEU scores (Papineni et
al., 2002) since it is one of the primary metrics for
machine translation evaluation. Note that ourcon-
sistencydoes not require the reference set while the
original BLEU does. This means that only (abun-
dant) source-side monolingual corpus is needed to
predict performance degradation. Now, our goal can
be rewritten with this metric; among all the possible
reduced models, we want to find the set which can
maximize theconsistency:

TM∗ = argmax
TM ′⊂TM

C(TM,TM ′) (2)

In minimum error rate training (MERT) stages,
a development set, which consists of bilingual sen-
tences, is used to find out the best weights of fea-
tures (Och, 2003). One characteristic of our method
is that it isolates feature weights of the transla-
tion model from SMT log-linear model, trying to
minimize the impact of search path during decod-
ing. The reduction procedure consists of three
stages: translation scoring, redundancy estimation,
and redundancy-based reduction.

Our reduction method starts with measuring the
translation scores of the individual phrase and the
hierarchical rule. Similar to the decoder, the scoring
scheme is based on the log-linear framework:

PS(p) =
∑

i

λihi(p) (3)

whereh is a feature function andλ is its weight.
As the conventional hierarchical phrase-based SMT
model, our features are composed ofP (e|f ), P (f |e),
Plex(e|f ), Plex(f |e), and the number of phrases,
wheree andf denote a source phrase and a target
phrase, respectively.Plex is the lexicalized proba-
bility. In a similar manner, the translation scores of
hierarchical rules are calculated as follows:

HS(r) =
∑

i

λihi(r) (4)

The features are as same as those that are used for
phrase scoring, except the last feature. Instead of the
phrase number penalty, the hierarchical rule num-
ber penalty is used. The weight for each feature is
shared from the results of MERT. With this scoring
scheme, our model is able to measure how important
the individual entry is during decoding.

Once translation scores for all entries are es-
timated, our method retrieves substituent candi-
dates with their combination scores. The combina-
tion score is calculated by accumulating translation
scores of every member as follows:

CS(p1...n) =

n∑

i=1

PS(pi) (5)

This scoring scheme follows the same manner
what the conventional decoder does, finding the best
phrase combination during translation. By compar-
ing the original translation score with combination
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scores of its substituents, the redundancy scores are
estimated, as follows:

Red(p) = min
p1...n∈Sub(p)

PS(p)−CS(p1...n) (6)

whereSub is the function that retrieves all possi-
ble substituents (the combinations of sub-phrases,
and/or sub-rules that exactly produce the same tar-
get phrase, given the source phrasep). If the com-
bination score of the best substituent is same as the
translation score ofp, the redundancy score becomes
zero. In this case, the decoder always produces the
same translation results withoutp. When the redun-
dancy score is negative, the best substituent is more
likely to be chosen instead ofp. This implies that
there is no risk to prunep; the search space is not
changed, and the search path is not changed as well.

Our method can be varied according to the desig-
nation ofSub function. If both of the phrase table
and the hierarchical rule table are allowed, cross re-
duction can be possible; the phrase table is reduced
based on the hierarchical rule table and vice versa.
With extensions of combination scoring and redun-
dancy scoring schemes like following equations, our
model is able to perform cross reduction.

CS(p1...n, h1...m) =
n∑

i=1

PS(pi) +

m∑

i=1

HS(hi) (7)

Red(p) = min
<p1...n,h1...m>∈Sub(p)

PS(p)− CS(p1...n, h1...m) (8)

The proposed method has some restrictions for
reduction. First of all, it does not try to prune the
phrase that has no substituents, such as unigram
phrases; the phrase whose source part is composed
of a single word. This restriction guarantees that
the translational coverage of the reduced model is
as high as those of the original translation model.
In addition, our model does not prune the phrases
and the hierarchical rules that have reordering within
it to prevent information loss of reordering. For
instance, if we prune phrase,<s1s2s3→t3t1t2>,
phrases,<s1s2→t1t2> and<s3→t3> are not able
to produce the same target words without appropri-
ate reordering.

Once the redundancy scores for all entries have
been estimated, the next step is to select the best
N entries to prune to satisfy a desired model size.
We can simply prune the firstN from the list of en-
tries sorted by increasing order of redundancy score.
However, this method may not result in the opti-
mal reduction, since each redundancy scores are es-
timated based on the assumption of the existence of
all the other entries. In other words, there are depen-
dency relationships among entries. We examine two
methods to deal with this problem. The first is to
ignore dependency, which is the more efficient man-
ner. The other is to prune independent entries first.
After all independent entries are pruned, the depen-
dent entries are started to be pruned. We present the
effectiveness of each method in the next section.

Since our goal is to reduce the size of all transla-
tion models, the reduction is needed to be performed
for both the phrase table and the hierarchical rule
table simultaneously, namely joint reduction. Sim-
ilar to phrase reduction and hierarchical rule reduc-
tion, it selects the bestN entries of the mixture of
phrase and hierarchical rules. This method results
in safer pruning; once a phrase is determined to be
pruned, the hierarchical rules, which are related to
this phrase, are likely to be kept, and vice versa.

3 Experiment

We investigate the effectiveness of our reduction
method by conducting Chinese-to-English transla-
tion task. The training data, as same as Cui et
al. (2010), consists of about 500K parallel sentence
pairs which is a mixture of several datasets pub-
lished by LDC. NIST 2003 set is used as a devel-
opment set. NIST 2004, 2005, 2006, and 2008 sets
are used for evaluation purpose. For word align-
ment, we use GIZA++1, an implementation of IBM
models (Brown et al., 1993). We have implemented
a hierarchical phrase-based SMT model similar to
Chiang (2005). The trigram target language model
is trained from the Xinhua portion of English Gi-
gaword corpus (Graff and Cieri, 2003). Sampled
10,000 sentences from Chinese Gigaword corpus
(Graff, 2007) was used for source-side development
dataset to measure consistency. Our main met-
ric for translation performance evaluation is case-

1http://www.statmt.org/moses/giza/GIZA++.html
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Figure 1: Performance comparison. BLEU scores and consistency scores are averaged over four evaluation sets.

insensitive BLEU-4 scores (Papineni et al., 2002).

As a baseline system, we chose the frequency-
based cutoff method, which is one of the most
widely used filtering methods. As shown in Fig-
ure 1, almost half of the phrases and hierarchical
rules are pruned when cutoff=2, while the BLEU
score is also deteriorated significantly. We intro-
duced two methods for selecting theN pruning
entries considering dependency relationships. The
non-dependency method does not consider depen-
dency relationships, while the dependency method
prunes independent entries first. Each method can be
combined with cross reduction. The performance is
measured in three different reduction tasks: phrase
reduction, hierarchical rule reduction, and joint re-
duction. As the reduction ratio becomes higher,
the model size, i.e., the number of entries, is re-
duced while BLEU scores and coverage are de-
creased. The results show that the translation per-
formance is highly co-related with theconsistency.
The co-relation scores measured between them on
the phrase reduction and the hierarchical rule reduc-
tion tasks are 0.99 and 0.95, respectively, which in-
dicates very strong positive relationship.

For the phrase reduction task, the dependency
method outperforms the non-dependency method in
terms of BLEU score. When the cross reduction
technique was used for the phrase reduction task,

BLEU score is not deteriorated even when more than
half of phrase entries are pruned. This result implies
that there is much redundant information stored in
the hierarchical rule table. On the other hand, for the
hierarchical rule reduction task, the non-dependency
method shows the better performance. The depen-
dency method sometimes performs worse than the
baseline method. We expect that this is caused by
the unreliable estimation of dependency among hi-
erarchical rules since the most of them are automat-
ically generated from the phrases. The excessive de-
pendency of these rules would cause overestimation
of hierarchical rule redundancy score.

4 Conclusion

We present a novel method of reducing the size of
translation model for SMT. The contributions of the
proposed method are as follows: 1) our method is
the first attempt to reduce the phrase table and the hi-
erarchical rule table simultaneously. 2) our method
is a safe reduction method since it considers the re-
dundancy, which is the practical ineffectiveness of
individual entry. 3) our method shows that almost
the half size of the translation model can be reduced
without significant performance degradation. It may
be appropriate for the applications running on lim-
ited environment, e.g., mobile devices.
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Abstract

We propose a novel heuristic algorithm for
Cube Pruning running in linear time in the
beam size. Empirically, we show a gain in
running time of a standard machine translation
system, at a small loss in accuracy.

1 Introduction

Since its first appearance in (Huang and Chiang,
2005), the Cube Pruning (CP) algorithm has quickly
gained popularity in statistical natural language pro-
cessing. Informally, this algorithm applies to sce-
narios in which we have thek-best solutions for two
input sub-problems, and we need to compute thek-
best solutions for the new problem representing the
combination of the two sub-problems.

CP has applications in tree and phrase based ma-
chine translation (Chiang, 2007; Huang and Chi-
ang, 2007; Pust and Knight, 2009), parsing (Huang
and Chiang, 2005), sentence alignment (Riesa and
Marcu, 2010), and in general in all systems combin-
ing inexact beam decoding with dynamic program-
ming under certain monotonic conditions on the def-
inition of the scores in the search space.

Standard implementations of CP run in time
O(k log(k)), with k being the size of the in-
put/output beams (Huang and Chiang, 2005). Ges-
mundo and Henderson (2010) propose Faster CP
(FCP) which optimizes the algorithm but keeps the
O(k log(k)) time complexity. Here, we propose a
novel heuristic algorithm for CP running in time
O(k) and evaluate its impact on the efficiency and
performance of a real-world machine translation
system.

2 Preliminaries

Let L = 〈x0, . . . , xk−1〉 be a list overR, that is,
an ordered sequence of real numbers, possibly with
repetitions. We write|L| = k to denote the length of
L. We say thatL is descending if xi ≥ xj for every
i, j with 0 ≤ i < j < k. Let L1 = 〈x0, . . . , xk−1〉
andL2 = 〈y0, . . . , yk′

−1〉 be two descending lists
overR. We writeL1 ⊕ L2 to denote the descending
list with elementsxi +yj for everyi, j with 0 ≤ i <
k and0 ≤ j < k′.

In cube pruning (CP) we are given as input two
descending listsL1, L2 overR with |L1| = |L2| =
k, and we are asked to compute the descending list
consisting of the firstk elements ofL1 ⊕L2.

A problem related to CP is thek-way merge
problem (Horowitz and Sahni, 1983). Given de-
scending listsLi for every i with 0 ≤ i < k, we
write mergek−1

i=0
Li to denote the “merge” of all the

listsLi, that is, the descending list with all elements
from the listsLi, including repetitions.

For∆ ∈ R we defineshift(L,∆) = L ⊕ 〈∆〉. In
words,shift(L,∆) is the descending list whose ele-
ments are obtained by “shifting” the elements ofL
by ∆, preserving the order. LetL1,L2 be descend-
ing lists of lengthk, with L2 = 〈y0, . . . , yk−1〉.
Then we can express the output of CP onL1,L2 as
the list

mergek−1

i=0
shift(L1, yi) (1)

truncated after the firstk elements. This shows that
the CP problem is a particular instance of thek-way
merge problem, in which all input lists are related by
k independent shifts.
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Computation of the solution of thek-way merge
problem takes timeO(q log(k)), where q is the
size of the output list. In case each input list has
lengthk this becomesO(k2 log(k)), and by restrict-
ing the computation to the firstk elements, as re-
quired by the CP problem, we can further reduce to
O(k log(k)). This is the already known upper bound
on the CP problem (Huang and Chiang, 2005; Ges-
mundo and Henderson, 2010). Unfortunately, there
seems to be no way to achieve an asymptotically
faster algorithm by exploiting the restriction that the
input lists are all related by some shifts. Nonethe-
less, in the next sections we use the above ideas to
develop a heuristic algorithm running in time linear
in k.

3 Cube Pruning With Constant Slope

Consider listsL1,L2 defined as in section 2. We say
thatL2 hasconstant slope if yi−1− yi = ∆ > 0 for
everyi with 0 < i < k. Throughout this section we
assume thatL2 has constant slope, and we develop
an (exact) linear time algorithm for solving the CP
problem under this assumption.

For eachi ≥ 0, let Ii be the left-open interval
(x0 − (i + 1) · ∆, x0 − i · ∆] of R. Let alsos =
⌊(x0 − xk−1)/∆⌋ + 1. We splitL1 into (possibly
empty) sublistsσi, 0 ≤ i < s, calledsegments, such
that eachσi is the descending sublist consisting of
all elements fromL1 that belong toIi. Thus, moving
down one segment inL1 is the closest equivalent to
moving down one element inL2.

Let t = min{k, s}; we define descending lists
Mi, 0 ≤ i < t, as follows. We setM0 =
shift(σ0, y0), and for1 ≤ i < t we let

Mi = merge{shift(σi, y0), shift(Mi−1,−∆)} (2)

We claim that the ordered concatenation ofM0,
M1, . . . , Mt−1 truncated after the firstk elements
is exactly the output of CP on inputL1,L2.

To prove our claim, it helps to visualize the de-
scending listL1 ⊕ L2 (of sizek2) as ak × k matrix
L whosej-th column isshift(L1, yj), 0 ≤ j < k.
For an intervalI = (x, x′], we defineshift(I, y) =
(x+ y, x′ + y]. Similarly to what we have done with
L1, we can split each column ofL into s segments.
For eachi, j with 0 ≤ i < s and0 ≤ j < k, we de-
fine thei-th segment of thej-th column, writtenσi,j,

as the descending sublist consisting of all elements
of that column that belong toshift(Ii, yj). Then we
haveσi,j = shift(σi, yj).

For any d with 0 ≤ d < t, consider now all
segmentsσi,j with i + j = d, forming a sub-
antidiagonal inL. We observe that these segments
containall and only those elements ofL that belong
to the intervalId. It is not difficult to show by in-
duction that these elements are exactly the elements
that appear in descending order in the listMi defined
in (2).

We can then directly use relation (2) to iteratively
compute CP on two lists of lengthk, under our as-
sumption that one of the two lists has constant slope.
Using the fact that the merge of two lists as in (2) can
be computed in time linear in the size of the output
list, it is not difficult to implement the above algo-
rithm to run in timeO(k).

4 Linear Time Heuristic Solution

In this section we further elaborate on the exact al-
gorithm of section 3 for the constant slope case, and
develop a heuristic solution for the general CP prob-
lem. LetL1,L2, L andk be defined as in sections 2
and 3. Despite the fact thatL2 does not have a con-
stant slope, we can still split each column ofL into
segments, as follows.

Let Ĩi, 0 ≤ i < k − 1, be the left-open interval
(x0 + yi+1, x0 + yi] of R. Note that, unlike the case
of section 3, intervals̃Ii’s are not all of the same size
now. Let alsoĨk−1 = [xk−1 + yk−1, x0 + yk−1].
For eachi, j with 0 ≤ j < k and0 ≤ i < k −
j, we define segment̃σi,j as the descending sublist
consisting of all elements of thej-th column ofL
that belong toĨi+j. In this way, thej-th column
of L is split into segments̃Ij , Ĩj+1, . . . , Ĩk−1, and
we have a variable number of segments per column.
Note that segments̃σi,j with a constant value ofi+j
containall and only those elements ofL that belong
to the left-open interval̃Ii+j .

Similarly to section 3, we define descending lists
M̃i, 0 ≤ i < k, by settingM̃0 = σ̃0,0 and, for
1 ≤ i < k, by letting

M̃i = merge{σ̃i,0 , path(M̃i−1, L)} (3)

Note that the functionpath(M̃i−1, L) should not re-
turn shift(M̃i−1,−∆), for some value∆, as in the
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1: Algorithm 1 (L1, L2) : L̃⋆

2: L̃⋆.insert(L[0, 0]);
3: referColumn← 0;
4: xfollow ← L[0, 1];
5: xdeviate ← L[1, 0];
6: C ← CircularList([0, 1]);
7: C-iterator← C.begin();
8: while |L̃⋆| < k do
9: if xfollow > xdeviate then

10: L̃⋆.insert(xfollow );
11: if C-iterator.current()=[0, 1] then
12: referColumn++;
13: [i, j]← C-iterator.next();
14: xfollow ← L[i,referColumn+j];
15: else
16: L̃⋆.insert(xdeviate );
17: i← xdeviate .row();
18: C-iterator.insert([i,−referColumn]);
19: xdeviate ← L[i + 1, 0];

case of (2). This is because input listL2 does not
have constant slope in general. In an exact algo-
rithm, path(M̃i−1, L) should return the descending
list L⋆

i−1
= mergei

j=1
σ̃i−j,j: Unfortunately, we do

not know how to compute such ai-way merge with-
out introducing a logarithmic factor.

Our solution is to definepath(M̃i−1, L) in such a
way that it computes a list̃Li−1 which is a permu-
tation of the correct solutionL⋆

i−1. To do this, we
consider the “relative” path starting atx0+yi−1 that
we need to follow inL in order to collect all the el-
ements ofM̃i−1 in the given order. We then apply
such a path starting atx0 + yi and return the list of
collected elements. Finally, we compute the output
list L̃⋆ as the concatenation of all lists̃Mi up to the
first k elements.

It is not difficult to see that whenL2 has constant
slope we havẽMi = Mi for all i with 0 ≤ i < k,
and list L̃⋆ is the exact solution to the CP prob-
lem. WhenL2 does not have a constant slope, list
L̃⋆ might depart from the exact solution in two re-
spects: it might not be a descending list, because
of local variations in the ordering of the elements;
and it might not be a permutation of the exact so-
lution, because of local variations at the end of the
list. In the next section we evaluate the impact that
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Figure 1: A running example for Algorithm 1.

our heuristic solution has on the performance of a
real-world machine translation system.

Algorithm 1 implements the idea presented in (3).
The algorithm takes as input two descending lists
L1,L2 of length k and outputs the list̃L⋆ which
approximates the desired solution. ElementL[i, j]
denotes the combined valuexi + yj, and is always
computed on demand.

We encode a relative path (mentioned above) as
a sequence of elements, calleddisplacements, each
of the form[i, δ]. Herei is the index of the next row,
andδ represents therelative displacement needed to
reach the next column, to be summed to a variable
called referColumn denoting the index of the col-
umn of the first element of the path. The reason
why only the second coordinate is a relative value
is that we shift paths only horizontally (row indices
are preserved). The relative path is stored in a circu-
lar list C, with displacement[0, 1] marking the start-
ing point (paths are always shifted one element to
the right). When merging the list obtained through
the path forM̃i−1 with segment̃σi,0, as specified
in (3), we updateC accordingly, so that the new rel-
ative path can be used at the next round forM̃i. The
merge operator is implemented by the while cycle
at lines 8 to 19 of algorithm 1. The if statement at
line 9 tests whether the next step should follow the
relative path for̃Mi−1 stored inC (lines 10 to 14) or
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Figure 2: Search-score loss relative to standard CP.

else depart visiting an element from̃σi,0 in the first
column ofL (lines 16 to 19). In the latter case, we
updateC with the new displacement (line 18), where
the function insert() inserts a new element before
the one currently pointed to. The function next() at
line 13 moves the iterator to the next element and
then returns its value.

A running example of algorithm 1 is reported in
Figure 1. The input lists areL1 = 〈12, 7, 5, 0〉,
L2 = 〈9, 6, 3, 0〉. Each of the picture in the sequence
represents the state of the algorithm when the test at
line 9 is executed. The value in the shaded cell in the
first column isxdeviate , while the value in the other
shaded cell isxfollow .

5 Experiments

We implement Linear CP (LCP) on top of Cdec
(Dyer et al., 2010), a widely-used hierarchical MT
system that includes implementations of standard
CP and FCP algorithms. The experiments were ex-
ecuted on the NIST 2003 Chinese-English parallel
corpus. The training corpus contains 239k sentence
pairs. A binary translation grammar was extracted
using a suffix array rule extractor (Lopez, 2007).
The model was tuned using MERT (Och, 2003).
The algorithms are compared on the NIST-03 test
set, which contains 919 sentence pairs. The features
used are basic lexical features, word penalty and a
3-gram Language Model (Heafield, 2011).

Since we compare decoding algorithms on the
same search space, the accuracy comparison is done
in terms of search score. For each algorithm we
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Figure 3: Linear CP relative speed gain.

compute the average score of the best translation
found for the test sentences. In Figure 2 we plot
the score-loss relative to standard CP average score.
Note that the FCP loss is always< 3%, and the LCP
loss is always< 7%. The dotted line plots the loss
of a baseline linear time heuristic algorithm which
assumes that both input lists have constant slope,
and that scansL along parallel lines whose steep
is the ratio of the average slope of each input list.
The baseline greatly deteriorates the accuracy: this
shows that finding a reasonable linear time heuristic
algorithm is not trivial. We can assume a bounded
loss in accuracy, because for larger beam size all the
algorithms tend to converge to exhaustive search.

We found that these differences in search score
resulted in no significant variations in BLEU score
(e.g. withk = 30, CP reaches 32.2 while LCP 32.3).

The speed comparison is done in terms of algo-
rithm run-time. Figure 3 plots the relative speed gain
of LCP over standard CP and over FCP. Given the
log-scale used for the beam sizek, the linear shape
of the speed gain over FCP (and CP) in Figure 3 em-
pirically confirms that LCP has alog(k) asymptotic
advantage over FCP and CP.

In addition to Chinese-English, we ran experi-
ments on translating English to French (from Eu-
roparl corpus (Koehn, 2005)), and find that the LCP
score-loss relative to CP is< 9% while the speed
relative advantage of LCP over CP increases in aver-
age by11.4% every time the beam size is multiplied
by 10 (e.g. withk = 1000 the speed advantage is
34.3%). These results confirm the bounded accu-
racy loss andlog(k) speed advantage of LCP.
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Abstract

We propose several techniques for improv-
ing statistical machine translation between
closely-related languages with scarce re-
sources. We use character-level translation
trained on n-gram-character-aligned bitexts
and tuned using word-level BLEU, which we
further augment with character-based translit-
eration at the word level and combine with
a word-level translation model. The evalua-
tion on Macedonian-Bulgarian movie subtitles
shows an improvement of 2.84 BLEU points
over a phrase-based word-level baseline.

1 Introduction

Statistical machine translation (SMT) systems, re-
quire parallel corpora of sentences and their transla-
tions, called bitexts, which are often not sufficiently
large. However, for many closely-related languages,
SMT can be carried out even with small bitexts by
exploring relations below the word level.

Closely-related languages such as Macedonian
and Bulgarian exhibit a large overlap in their vo-
cabulary and strong syntactic and lexical similari-
ties. Spelling conventions in such related languages
can still be different, and they may diverge more
substantially at the level of morphology. However,
the differences often constitute consistent regulari-
ties that can be generalized when translating.

The language similarities and the regularities in
morphological variation and spelling motivate the
use of character-level translation models, which
were applied to translation (Vilar et al., 2007; Tiede-
mann, 2009a) and transliteration (Matthews, 2007).

Macedonian Bulgarian
a v m e a h m e

a v m e d a a h m e d a

v e r u v a m v � r v a m

d e k a t o j , q e t o $i

Table 1: Examples from a character-level phrase table
(without scores): mappings can cover words and phrases.

Certainly, translation cannot be adequately mod-
eled as simple transliteration, even for closely-
related languages. However, the strength of phrase-
based SMT (Koehn et al., 2003) is that it can support
rather large sequences (phrases) that capture transla-
tions of entire chunks. This makes it possible to in-
clude mappings that go far beyond the edit-distance-
based string operations usually modeled in translit-
eration. Table 1 shows how character-level phrase
tables can cover mappings spanning over multi-word
units. Thus, character-level phrase-based SMT mod-
els combine the generality of character-by-character
transliteration and lexical mappings of larger units
that could possibly refer to morphemes, words or
phrases, as well as to various combinations thereof.

2 Training Character-level SMT Models

We treat sentences as sequences of characters in-
stead of words, as shown in Figure 1. Due to the
reduced vocabulary, we can use higher-order mod-
els, which is necessary in order to avoid the genera-
tion of non-word sequences. In our case, we opted
for a 10-character language model and a maximum
phrase length of 10 (based on initial experiments).

However, word alignment models are not fit for
character-level SMT, where the vocabulary shrinks.
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original:
MK: navistina ?

BG: naistina ?

characters:
MK: n a v i s t i n a ?

BG: n a i s t i n a ?

character bigrams:
MK: na av vi is st ti in na a ? ?

BG: na ai is st ti in na a ? ?

Figure 1: Preparing the training corpus for alignment.

Statistical word alignment models heavily rely on
context-independent lexical translation parameters
and, therefore, are unable to properly distinguish
character mapping differences in various contexts.
The alignment models used in the transliteration lit-
erature have the same problem as they are usually
based on edit distance operations and finite-state au-
tomata without contextual history (Jiampojamarn et
al., 2007; Damper et al., 2005; Ristad and Yiani-
los, 1998). We, thus, transformed the input to se-
quences of character n-grams as suggested by Tiede-
mann (2012); examples are shown in Figure 1. This
artificially increases the vocabulary as shown in Ta-
ble 2, making standard alignment models and their
lexical translation parameters more expressive.

Macedonian Bulgarian
single characters 99 101
character bigrams 1,851 1,893
character trigrams 13,794 14,305
words 41,816 30,927

Table 2: Vocabulary size of character-level alignment
models and the corresponding word-level model.

It turns out that bigrams constitute a good com-
promise between generality and contextual speci-
ficity, which yields useful character alignments with
good performance in terms of phrase-based transla-
tion. In our experiments, we used GIZA++ (Och
and Ney, 2003) with standard settings and the grow-
diagonal-final-and heuristics to symmetrize the fi-
nal IBM-model-4-based Viterbi alignments (Brown
et al., 1993). The phrases were extracted and scored
using the Moses training tools (Koehn et al., 2007).1

We tuned the parameters of the log-linear SMT
model using minimum error rate training (Och,
2003), optimizing BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002).

1Note that the extracted phrase table does not include se-
quences of character n-grams. We map character n-gram align-
ments to links between single characters before extraction.

Since BLEU over matching character sequences
does not make much sense, especially if the k-gram
size is limited to small values of k (usually, 4 or
less), we post-processed n-best lists in each tuning
step to calculate the usual word-based BLEU score.

3 Transliteration

We also built a character-level SMT system for
word-level transliteration, which we trained on a list
of automatically extracted pairs of likely cognates.

3.1 Cognate Extraction
Classic NLP approaches to cognate extraction look
for words with similar spelling that co-occur in par-
allel sentences (Kondrak et al., 2003). Since our
Macedonian-Bulgarian bitext (MK–BG) was small,
we further used a MK–EN and an EN–BG bitext.

First, we induced IBM-model-4 word alignments
for MK–EN and EN–BG, from which we extracted
four conditional lexical translation probabilities:
Pr(m|e) and Pr(e|m) for MK–EN, and Pr(b|e) and
Pr(e|b) for EN–BG, where m, e, and b stand for a
Macedonian, an English, and a Bulgarian word.

Then, following (Callison-Burch et al., 2006; Wu
and Wang, 2007; Utiyama and Isahara, 2007), we
induced conditional lexical translation probabilities
as Pr(m|b) =

∑
e Pr(m|e) Pr(e|b), where Pr(m|e)

and Pr(e|b) are estimated using maximum likeli-
hood from MK–EN and EN–BG word alignments.

Then, we induced translation probability estima-
tions for the reverse direction Pr(b|m) and we cal-
culated the quantity Piv(m, b) = Pr(m|b) Pr(b|m).
We calculated a similar quantity Dir(m, b), where
the probabilities Pr(m|b) and Pr(b|m) are estimated
using maximum likelihood from the MK–BG bitext
directly. Finally, we calculated the similarity score
S(m, b) = Piv(m, b)+Dir(m, b)+2×LCSR(m, b),
where LCSR is the longest common subsequence of
two strings, divided by the length of the longer one.

The score S(m, b) is high for words that are likely
to be cognates, i.e., that (i) have high probability of
being mutual translations, which is expressed by the
first two terms in the summation, and (ii) have sim-
ilar spelling, as expressed by the last term. Here we
give equal weight to Dir(m, b) and Piv(m, b); we
also give equal weights to the translational similar-
ity (the sum of the first two terms) and to the spelling
similarity (twice LCSR).
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We excluded all words of length less than three, as
well as all Macedonian-Bulgarian word pairs (m, b)
for which Piv(m, b) + Dir(m, b) < 0.01, and those
for which LCSR(m, b) was below 0.58, a value
found by Kondrak et al. (2003) to work well for a
number of European language pairs.

Finally, using S(m, b), we induced a weighted bi-
partite graph, and we performed a greedy approxi-
mation to the maximum weighted bipartite matching
in that graph using competitive linking (Melamed,
2000), to produce the final list of cognate pairs.

Note that the above-described cognate extraction
algorithm has three important components: (1) or-
thographic, based on LCSR, (2) semantic, based
on word alignments and pivoting over English, and
(3) competitive linking. The orthographic compo-
nent is essential when looking for cognates since
they must have similar spelling by definition, while
the semantic component prevents the extraction of
false friends like vreden, which means ‘valuable’
in Macedonian but ‘harmful’ in Bulgarian. Finally,
competitive linking helps prevent issues related to
word inflection that cannot be handled using the se-
mantic component alone.

3.2 Transliteration Training

For each pair in the list of cognate pairs, we added
spaces between any two adjacent letters for both
words, and we further appended special start and
end characters. We split the resulting list into
training, development and testing parts and we
trained and tuned a character-level Macedonian-
Bulgarian phrase-based monotone SMT system sim-
ilar to that in (Finch and Sumita, 2008; Tiedemann
and Nabende, 2009; Nakov and Ng, 2009; Nakov
and Ng, 2012). The system used a character-level
Bulgarian language model trained on words. We set
the maximum phrase length and the language model
order to 10, and we tuned the system using MERT.

3.3 Transliteration Lattice Generation

Given a Macedonian sentence, we generated a lat-
tice where each input Macedonian word of length
three or longer was augmented with Bulgarian al-
ternatives: n-best transliterations generated by the
above character-level Macedonian-Bulgarian SMT
system (after the characters were concatenated to
form a word and the special symbols were removed).

In the lattice, we assigned the original Macedo-
nian word the weight of 1; for the alternatives, we
assigned scores between 0 and 1 that were the sum
of the translation model probabilities of generating
each alternative (the sum was needed since some op-
tions appeared multiple times in the n-best list).

4 Experiments and Evaluation

For our experiments, we used translated movie sub-
titles from the OPUS corpus (Tiedemann, 2009b).
For Macedonian-Bulgarian there were only about
102,000 aligned sentences containing approximately
1.3 million tokens altogether. There was substan-
tially more monolingual data available for Bulgar-
ian: about 16 million sentences containing ca. 136
million tokens.

However, this data was noisy. Thus, we realigned
the corpus using hunalign and we removed some
Bulgarian files that were misclassified as Macedo-
nian and vice versa, using a BLEU-filter. Fur-
thermore, we also removed sentence pairs contain-
ing language-specific characters on the wrong side.
From the remaining data we selected 10,000 sen-
tence pairs (roughly 128,000 words) for develop-
ment and another 10,000 (ca. 125,000 words) for
testing; we used the rest for training.

The evaluation results are summarized in Table 3.

MK→BG BLEU % NIST TER METEOR
Transliteration

no translit. 10.74 3.33 67.92 60.30
t1 letter-based 12.07 3.61 66.42 61.87
t2 cogn.+lattice 22.74 5.51 55.99 66.42
Word-level SMT
w0 Apertium 21.28 5.27 56.92 66.35
w1 SMT baseline 31.10 6.56 50.72 70.53
w2 w1 + t1-lattice 32.19(+1.19) 6.76 49.68 71.18
Character-level SMT
c1 char-aligned 32.28(+1.18) 6.70 49.70 71.35
c2 bigram-aligned 32.71(+1.61) 6.77 49.23 71.65

trigram-aligned 32.07(+0.97) 6.68 49.82 71.21
System combination

w2 + c2 32.92(+1.82) 6.90 48.73 71.71
w1 + c2 33.31(+2.21) 6.91 48.60 71.81

Merged phrase tables
m1 w1 + c2 33.33(+2.13) 6.86 48.86 71.73
m2 w2 + c2 33.94(+2.84) 6.89 48.99 71.76

Table 3: Macedonian-Bulgarian translation and
transliteration. Superscripts show the absolute improve-
ment in BLEU compared to the word-level baseline (w1).
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Transliteration. The top rows of Table 3 show
the results for Macedonian-Bulgarian transliteration.
First, we can see that the BLEU score for the original
Macedonian testset evaluated against the Bulgarian
reference is 10.74, which is quite high and reflects
the similarity between the two languages. The next
line (t1) shows that many differences between Mace-
donian and Bulgarian stem from mere differences in
orthography: we mapped the six letters in the Mace-
donian alphabet that do not exist in the Bulgarian al-
phabet to corresponding Bulgarian letters and letter
sequences, gaining over 1.3 BLEU points. The fol-
lowing line (t2) shows the results using the sophis-
ticated transliteration described in Section 3, which
takes two kinds of context into account: (1) word-
internal letter context, and (2) sentence-level word
context. We generated a lattice for each Macedonian
test sentence, which included the original Mace-
donian words and the 1-best2 Bulgarian transliter-
ation option from the character-level transliteration
model. We then decoded the lattice using a Bulgar-
ian language model; this increased BLEU to 22.74.

Word-level translation. Naturally, lattice-based
transliteration cannot really compete against stan-
dard word-level translation (w1), which is better
by 8 BLEU points. Still, as line (w2) shows,
using the 1-best transliteration lattice as an input
to (w1) yields3 consistent improvement over (w1)
for four evaluation metrics: BLEU (Papineni et
al., 2002), NIST v. 13, TER (Snover et al., 2006)
v. 0.7.25, and METEOR (Lavie and Denkowski,
2009) v. 1.3. The baseline system is also signifi-
cantly better than the on-line version of Apertium
(http://www.apertium.org/), a shallow transfer-rule-
based MT system that is optimized for closely-
related languages (accessed on 2012/05/02). Here,
Apertium suffers badly from a large number of un-
known words in our testset (ca. 15%).

Character-level translation. Moving down to
the next group of experiments in Table 3, we can
see that standard character-level SMT (c1), i.e.,
simply treating characters as separate words, per-
forms significantly better than word-level SMT. Us-
ing bigram-based character alignments yields fur-
ther improvement of +0.43 BLEU.

2Using 3/5/10/100-best made very little difference.
3The decoder can choose between (a) translating a Macedo-

nian word and (b) using its 1-best Bulgarian transliteration.

System combination. Since word-level and
character-level models have different strengths and
weaknesses, we further tried to combine them.
We used MEMT, a state-of-the-art Multi-Engine
Machine Translation system (Heafield and Lavie,
2010), to combine the outputs of (c3) with the out-
put of (w1) and of (w2). Both combinations im-
proved over the individual systems, but (w1)+(c2)
performed better, by +0.6 BLEU points over (c2).

Combining word-level and phrase-level SMT.
Finally, we also combined (w1) with (c3) in a more
direct way: by merging their phrase tables. First,
we split the phrases in the word-level phrase tables
of (w1) to characters as in character-level models.
Then, we generated four versions of each phrase
pair: with/without “ ” at the beginning/end of the
phrase. Finally, we merged these phrase pairs with
those in the phrase table of (c3), adding two ex-
tra features indicating each phrase pair’s origin: the
first/second feature is 1 if the pair came from the
first/second table, and 0.5 otherwise. This combina-
tion outperformed MEMT, probably because it ex-
pands the search space of the SMT system more di-
rectly. We further tried scoring with two language
models in the process of translation, character-based
and word-based, but we did not get consistent im-
provements. Finally, we experimented with a 1-best
character-level lattice input that encodes the same
options and weights as for (w2). This yielded our
best overall BLEU score of 33.94, which is +2.84
BLEU points of absolute improvement over the (w1)
baseline, and +1.23 BLEU points over (c2).4

5 Conclusion and Future Work
We have explored several combinations of character-
and word-level translation models for translating
between closely-related languages with scarce re-
sources. In future work, we want to use such a model
for pivot-based translations from the resource-poor
language (Macedonian) to other languages (such as
English) via the related language (Bulgarian).
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Abstract

Bayesian approaches have been shown to re-
duce the amount of overfitting that occurs
when running the EM algorithm, by placing
prior probabilities on the model parameters.
We apply one such Bayesian technique, vari-
ational Bayes, to the IBM models of word
alignment for statistical machine translation.
We show that using variational Bayes im-
proves the performance of the widely used
GIZA++ software, as well as improving the
overall performance of the Moses machine
translation system in terms of BLEU score.

1 Introduction

The IBM Models of word alignment (Brown et
al., 1993), along with the Hidden Markov Model
(HMM) (Vogel et al., 1996), serve as the starting
point for most current state-of-the-art machine trans-
lation systems, both phrase-based and syntax-based
(Koehn et al., 2007; Chiang, 2005; Galley et al.,
2004).

Both the IBM Models and the HMM are
trained using the EM algorithm (Dempster et al.,
1977). Recently, Bayesian techniques have become
widespread in applications of EM to natural lan-
guage processing tasks, as a very general method of
controlling overfitting. For instance, Johnson (2007)
showed the benefits of such techniques when ap-
plied to HMMs for unsupervised part of speech tag-
ging. In machine translation, Blunsom et al. (2008)
and DeNero et al. (2008) use Bayesian techniques to
learn bilingual phrase pairs. In this setting, which in-
volves finding a segmentation of the input sentences
into phrasal units, it is particularly important to con-
trol the tendency of EM to choose longer phrases,

which explain the training data well but are unlikely
to generalize.

However, most state-of-the-art machine transla-
tion systems today are built on the basis of word-
level alignments of the type generated by GIZA++
from the IBM Models and the HMM. Overfitting is
also a problem in this context, and improving these
word alignment systems could be of broad utility in
machine translation research.

Moore (2004) discusses details of how EM over-
fits the data when training IBM Model 1. He dis-
covers that the EM algorithm is particularly suscep-
tible to overfitting in the case of rare words, due to
the “garbage collection” phenomenon. Suppose a
sentence contains an English word e1 that occurs
nowhere else in the data, and its French transla-
tion f1. Suppose that same sentence also contains a
word e2 which occurs frequently in the overall data
but whose translation in this sentence, f2, co-occurs
with it infrequently. If the translation t(f2|e2) oc-
curs with probability 0.1, then the sentence will have
a higher probability if EM assigns the rare word and
its actual translation a probability of t(f1|e1) = 0.5,
and assigns the rare word’s translation to f2 a prob-
ability of t(f2|e1) = 0.5, than if it assigns a proba-
bility of 1 to the correct translation t(f1|e1). Moore
suggests a number of solutions to this issue, includ-
ing add-n smoothing and initializing the probabili-
ties based on a heuristic rather than choosing uni-
form probabilities. When combined, his solutions
cause a significant decrease in alignment error rate
(AER). More recently, Mermer and Saraclar (2011)
have added a Bayesian prior to IBM Model 1 us-
ing Gibbs sampling for inference, showing improve-
ments in BLEU scores.

In this paper, we describe the results of incorpo-
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rating variational Bayes (VB) into the widely used
GIZA++ software for word alignment. We use VB
both because it converges more quickly than Gibbs
sampling, and because it can be applied in a fairly
straightforward manner to all of the models imple-
mented by GIZA++. In Section 2, we describe VB
in more detail. In Section 3, we present results for
VB for the various models, in terms of perplexity of
held-out test data, alignment error rate (AER), and
the BLEU scores which result from using our ver-
sion of GIZA++ in the end-to-end phrase-based ma-
chine translation system Moses.

2 Variational Bayes and GIZA++

Beal (2003) gives a detailed derivation of a varia-
tional Bayesian algorithm for HMMs. The result is
a very slight change to the M step of the original
EM algorithm. During the M step of the original al-
gorithm, the expected counts collected in the E step
are normalized to give the new values of the param-
eters:

θxi|y =
E[c(xi|y)]∑
j E[c(xj |y)]

(1)

The variational Bayesian M step performs an inexact
normalization, where the resulting parameters will
add up to less than one. It does this by passing
the expected counts collected in the E step through
the function f(v) = exp(ψ(v)), where ψ is the
digamma function, and α is the hyperparameter of
the Dirichlet prior (Johnson, 2007):

θxi|y =
f(E[c(xi|y)] + α)

f(
∑

j(E[c(xj |y)] + α))
(2)

This modified M step can be applied to any model
which uses a multinomial distribution; for this rea-
son, it works for the IBM Models as well as HMMs,
and is thus what we use for GIZA++.

In practice, the digamma function has the effect
of subtracting 0.5 from its argument. When α is
set to a low value, this results in “anti-smoothing”.
For the translation probabilities, because about 0.5
is subtracted from the expected counts, small counts
corresponding to rare co-occurrences of words will
be penalized heavily, while larger counts will not be
affected very much. Thus, low values of α cause
the algorithm to favor words which co-occur fre-
quently and to distrust words that co-occur rarely.

Sentence pair count
e2 9
f3

e2 2
f2

e1 e2 1
f1 f2

Table 1: An example of data with rare words.

In this way, VB controls the overfitting that would
otherwise occur with rare words. On the other hand,
higher values of α can be chosen if smoothing is de-
sired, for instance in the case of the alignment prob-
abilities, which state how likely a word in position i
of the English sentence is to align to a word in po-
sition j of the French sentence. For these probabili-
ties, smoothing is important because we do not want
to rule out any alignment altogether, no matter how
infrequently it occurs in the data.

We implemented VB for the translation probabil-
ities as well as for the position alignment probabili-
ties of IBM Model 2. We discovered that adding VB
for the translation probabilities improved the perfor-
mance of the system. However, including VB for
the alignment probabilities had relatively little ef-
fect, because the alignment table in its original form
does some smoothing during normalization by inter-
polating the counts with a uniform distribution. Be-
cause VB can itself be a form of smoothing, the two
versions of the code behave similarly. We did not
experiment with VB for the distortion probabilities
of the HMM or Models 3 and 4, as these distribu-
tions have fewer parameters and are likely to have
reliable counts during EM. Thus, in Section 3, we
present the results of using VB for the translation
probabilities only.

3 Results

First, we ran our modified version of GIZA++ on a
simple test case designed to be similar to the exam-
ple from Moore (2004) discussed in Section 1. Our
test case, shown in Table 1, had three different sen-
tence pairs; we included nine instances of the first,
two instances of the second, and one of the third.

Human intuition tells us that f2 should translate to
e2 and f1 should translate to e1. However, the EM
algorithm without VB prefers e1 as the translation
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Figure 1: Determining the best value of α for the transla-
tion probabilities. Training data is 10,000 sentence pairs
from each language pair. VB is used for Model 1 only.
This table shows the AER for different values of α af-
ter training is complete (five iterations each of Models 1,
HMM, 3, and 4).

of f2, due to the “garbage collection” phenomenon
described above. The EM algorithm with VB does
not overfit this data and prefers e2 as f2’s translation.

For our experiments with bilingual data, we used
three language pairs: French and English, Chi-
nese and English, and German and English. We
used Canadian Hansard data for French-English,
Europarl data for German-English, and newswire
data for Chinese-English. For measuring align-
ment error rate, we used 447 French-English sen-
tences provided by Hermann Ney and Franz Och
containing both sure and possible alignments, while
for German-English we used 220 sentences pro-
vided by Chris Callison-Burch with sure alignments
only, and for Chinese-English we used the first 400
sentences of the data provided by Yang Liu, also
with sure alignments only. For computing BLEU
scores, we used single reference datasets for French-
English and German-English, and four references
for Chinese-English. For minimum error rate train-
ing, we used 1000 sentences for French-English,
2000 sentences for German-English, and 1274 sen-
tences for Chinese-English. Our test sets con-
tained 1000 sentences each for French-English and
German-English, and 686 sentences for Chinese-
English. For scoring the Viterbi alignments of each
system against gold-standard annotated alignments,
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Figure 2: Effect of variational Bayes on overfitting for
Model 1. Training data is 10,000 sentence pairs. This
table contrasts the test perplexities of Model 1 with vari-
ational Bayes and Model 1 without variational Bayes af-
ter different numbers of training iterations. Variational
Bayes successfully controls overfitting.

we use the alignment error rate (AER) of Och and
Ney (2000), which measures agreement at the level
of pairs of words.

We ran our code on ten thousand sentence pairs
to determine the best value of α for the transla-
tion probabilities t(f |e). For our training, we ran
GIZA++ for five iterations each of Model 1, the
HMM, Model 3, and Model 4. Variational Bayes
was only used for Model 1. Figure 1 shows how VB,
and different values of α in particular, affect the per-
formance of GIZA++ in terms of AER. We discover
that, after all training is complete, VB improves the
performance of the overall system, lowering AER
(Figure 1) for all three language pairs. We find that
low values of α cause the most consistent improve-
ments, and so we use α = 0 for the translation prob-
abilities in the remaining experiments. Note that,
while a value of α = 0 does not define a proba-
bilistically valid Dirichlet prior, it does not cause any
practical problems in the update equation for VB.

Figure 2 shows the test perplexity after GIZA++
has been run for twenty-five iterations of Model 1:
without VB, the test perplexity increases as training
continues, but it remains stable when VB is used.
Thus, VB eliminates the need for the early stopping
that is often employed with GIZA++.

After choosing 0 as the best value of α for the
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Figure 3: Performance of GIZA++ on different amounts
of test data. Variational Bayes is used for Model 1 only.
Table shows AER after all the training has completed
(five iterations each of Models 1, HMM, 3, and 4).

AER
French Chinese German

Baseline 0.14 0.42 0.43
M1 Only 0.12 0.39 0.41
HMM Only 0.14 0.42 0.42
M3 Only 0.14 0.42 0.43
M4 Only 0.14 0.42 0.43
All Models 0.19 0.44 0.45

Table 2: Effect of Adding Variational Bayes to Specific
Models

translation probabilities, we reran the test above
(five iterations each of Models 1, HMM, 3, and
4, with VB turned on for Model 1) on different
amounts of data. We found that the results for larger
data sizes were comparable to the results for ten
thousand sentence pairs, both with and without VB
(Figure 3).

We then tested whether VB should be used for the
later models. In all of these experiments, we ran
Models 1, HMM, 3, and 4 for five iterations each,
training on the same ten thousand sentence pairs that
we used in the previous experiments. In Table 2, we
show the performance of the system when no VB is
used, when it is used for each of the four models in-
dividually, and when it is used for all four models
simultaneously. We saw the most overall improve-
ment when VB was used only for Model 1; using VB
for all four models simultaneously caused the most
improvement to the test perplexity, but at the cost of

BLEU Score
French Chinese German

Baseline 26.34 21.03 21.14
M1 Only 26.54 21.58 21.73
All Models 26.46 22.08 21.96

Table 3: BLEU Scores

the AER.
For the MT experiments, we ran GIZA++ through

Moses, training Model 1, the HMM, and Model 4 on
100,000 sentence pairs from each language pair. We
ran three experiments, one with VB turned on for all
models, one with VB turned on for Model 1 only,
and one (the baseline) with VB turned off for all
models. When VB was turned on, we ran GIZA++
for five iterations per model as in our earlier tests,
but when VB was turned off, we ran GIZA++ for
only four iterations per model, having determined
that this was the optimal number of iterations for
baseline system. VB was used for the translation
probabilities only, with α set to 0.

As can be seen in Table 3, using VB increases
the BLEU score for all three language pairs. For
French, the best results were achieved when VB was
used for Model 1 only; for Chinese and German, on
the other hand, using VB for all models caused the
most improvements. For French, the BLEU score
increased by 0.20; for German, it increased by 0.82;
for Chinese, it increased by 1.05. Overall, VB seems
to have the greatest impact on the language pairs that
are most difficult to align and translate to begin with.

4 Conclusion

We find that applying variational Bayes with a
Dirichlet prior to the translation models imple-
mented in GIZA++ improves alignments, both in
terms of AER and the BLEU score of an end-to-end
translation system. Variational Bayes is especially
beneficial for IBM Model 1, because its lack of fer-
tility and position information makes it particularly
susceptible to the garbage collection phenomenon.
Applying VB to Model 1 alone tends to improve
the performance of later models in the training se-
quence. Model 1 is an essential stepping stone in
avoiding local minima when training the following
models, and improvements to Model 1 lead to im-
provements in the end-to-end system.
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Abstract

Reordering is a difficult task in translating
between widely different languages such as
Japanese and English. We employ the post-
ordering framework proposed by (Sudoh et
al., 2011b) for Japanese to English transla-
tion and improve upon the reordering method.
The existing post-ordering method reorders
a sequence of target language words in a
source language word order via SMT, while
our method reorders the sequence by: 1) pars-
ing the sequence to obtain syntax structures
similar to a source language structure, and 2)
transferring the obtained syntax structures into
the syntax structures of the target language.

1 Introduction

The word reordering problem is a challenging one
when translating between languages with widely
different word orders such as Japanese and En-
glish. Many reordering methods have been proposed
in statistical machine translation (SMT) research.
Those methods can be classified into the following
three types:

Type-1: Conducting the target word selection and
reordering jointly. These include phrase-based SMT
(Koehn et al., 2003), hierarchical phrase-based SMT
(Chiang, 2007), and syntax-based SMT (Galley et
al., 2004; Ding and Palmer, 2005; Liu et al., 2006;
Liu et al., 2009).

Type-2: Pre-ordering (Xia and McCord, 2004;
Collins et al., 2005; Tromble and Eisner, 2009; Ge,
2010; Isozaki et al., 2010b; DeNero and Uszkoreit,

2011; Wu et al., 2011). First, these methods re-
order the source language sentence into the target
language word order. Then, they translate the re-
ordered source word sequence using SMT methods.

Type-3: Post-ordering (Sudoh et al., 2011b; Ma-
tusov et al., 2005). First, these methods translate
the source sentence almost monotonously into a se-
quence of the target language words. Then, they
reorder the translated word sequence into the target
language word order.

This paper employs the post-ordering framework
for Japanese-English translation based on the dis-
cussions given in Section 2, and improves upon the
reordering method. Our method uses syntactic struc-
tures, which are essential for improving the target
word order in translating long sentences between
Japanese (a Subject-Object-Verb (SOV) language)
and English (an SVO language).

Before explaining our method, we explain the pre-
ordering method for English to Japanese used in the
post-ordering framework.

In English-Japanese translation, Isozaki et al.
(2010b) proposed a simple pre-ordering method that
achieved the best quality in human evaluations,
which were conducted for the NTCIR-9 patent ma-
chine translation task (Sudoh et al., 2011a; Goto et
al., 2011). The method, which is called head final-
ization, simply moves syntactic heads to the end of
corresponding syntactic constituents (e.g., phrases
and clauses). This method first changes the English
word order into a word order similar to Japanese
word order using the head finalization rule. Then,
it translates (almost monotonously) the pre-ordered
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Japanese HFE

monotone translation

English

post-ordering

Figure 1: Post-ordering framework.

English words into Japanese.
There are two key reasons why this pre-ordering

method works for estimating Japanese word order.
The first reason is that Japanese is a typical head-
final language. That is, a syntactic head word comes
after nonhead (dependent) words. Second, input En-
glish sentences are parsed by a high-quality parser,
Enju (Miyao and Tsujii, 2008), which outputs syn-
tactic heads. Consequently, the parsed English in-
put sentences can be pre-ordered into a Japanese-
like word order using the head finalization rule.

Pre-ordering using the head finalization rule nat-
urally cannot be applied to Japanese-English trans-
lation, because English is not a head-final language.
If we want to pre-order Japanese sentences into an
English-like word order, we therefore have to build
complex rules (Sudoh et al., 2011b).

2 Post-ordering for Japanese to English

Sudoh et al. (2011b) proposed a post-ordering
method for Japanese-English translation. The trans-
lation flow for the post-ordering method is shown in
Figure 1, where “HFE” is an abbreviation of “Head
Final English”. An HFE sentence consists of En-
glish words in a Japanese-like structure. It can be
constructed by applying the head-finalization rule
(Isozaki et al., 2010b) to an English sentence parsed
by Enju. Therefore, if good rules are applied to this
HFE sentence, the underlying English sentence can
be recovered. This is the key observation of the post-
ordering method.

The process of post-ordering translation consists
of two steps. First, the Japanese input sentence is
translated into HFE almost monotonously. Then, the
word order of HFE is changed into an English word
order.

Training for the post-ordering method is con-
ducted by first converting the English sentences in
a Japanese-English parallel corpus into HFE sen-
tences using the head-finalization rule. Next, a
monotone phrase-based Japanese-HFE SMT model
is built using the Japanese-HFE parallel corpus

Japanese: kare    wa        kinou        hon        wo       katta
HFE: he    _va0    yesterday    books    _va2    bought

HFE: he    _va0    yesterday    books    _va2    bought
NP_ST NP_ST

VP_SW

VP_SW

S_ST

English: he   (_va0)   bought    books   (_va2)   yesterday
NP NP

VP

VP

S

Parsing

Reordering

Figure 2: Example of post-ordering by parsing.

whose HFE was converted from English. Finally,
an HFE-to-English word reordering model is built
using the HFE-English parallel corpus.

3 Post-ordering Models

3.1 SMT Model

Sudoh et al. (2011b) have proposed using phrase-
based SMT for converting HFE sentences into En-
glish sentences. The advantage of their method is
that they can use off-the-shelf SMT techniques for
post-ordering.

3.2 Parsing Model

Our proposed model is called the parsing model.
The translation process for the parsing model is
shown in Figure 2. In this method, we first parse the
HFE sentence into a binary tree. We then swap the
nodes annotated with “ SW” suffixes in this binary
tree in order to produce an English sentence.

The structures of the HFE sentences, which are
used for training our parsing model, can be obtained
from the corresponding English sentences as fol-
lows.1 First, each English sentence in the training
Japanese-English parallel corpus is parsed into a bi-
nary tree by applying Enju. Then, for each node in
this English binary tree, the two children of each
node are swapped if its first child is the head node
(See (Isozaki et al., 2010b) for details of the head

1The explanations of pseudo-particles ( va0 and va2) and
other details of the HFE is given in Section 4.2.
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final rules). At the same time, these swapped nodes
are annotated with “ SW”. When the two nodes are
not swapped, they are annotated with “ ST” (indi-
cating “Straight”). A node with only one child is
not annotated with either “ ST” or “ SW”. The re-
sult is an HFE sentence in a binary tree annotated
with “ SW” and “ ST” suffixes.

Observe that the HFE sentences can be regarded
as binary trees annotated with syntax tags aug-
mented with swap/straight suffixes. Therefore, the
structures of these binary trees can be learnable by
using an off-the-shelf grammar learning algorithm.
The learned parsing model can be regarded as an
ITG model (Wu, 1997) between the HFE and En-
glish sentences. 2

In this paper, we used the Berkeley Parser (Petrov
and Klein, 2007) for learning these structures. The
HFE sentences can be parsed by using the learned
parsing model. Then the parsed structures can be
converted into their corresponding English struc-
tures by swapping the “ SW” nodes. Note that this
parsing model jointly learns how to parse and swap
the HFE sentences.

4 Detailed Explanation of Our Method

This section explains the proposed method, which
is based on the post-ordering framework using the
parsing model.

4.1 Translation Method

First, we produce N-best HFE sentences us-
ing Japanese-to-HFE monotone phrase-based SMT.
Next, we produce K-best parse trees for each HFE
sentence by parsing, and produce English sentences
by swapping any nodes annotated with “ SW”. Then
we score the English sentences and select the En-
glish sentence with the highest score.

For the score of an English sentence, we use
the sum of the log-linear SMT model score for
Japanese-to-HFE and the logarithm of the language
model probability of the English sentence.

2There are works using the ITG model in SMT: ITG was
used for training pre-ordering models (DeNero and Uszkoreit,
2011); hierarchical phrase-based SMT (Chiang, 2007), which is
an extension of ITG; and reordering models using ITG (Chen et
al., 2009; He et al., 2010). These methods are not post-ordering
methods.

4.2 HFE and Articles

This section describes the details of HFE sentences.
In HFE sentences: 1) Heads are final except for
coordination. 2) Pseudo-particles are inserted after
verb arguments: va0 (subject of sentence head),
va1 (subject of verb), and va2 (object of verb).

3) Articles (a, an, the) are dropped.
In our method of HFE construction, unlike that

used by (Sudoh et al., 2011b), plural nouns are left
as-is instead of converted to the singular.

Applying our parsing model to an HFE sentence
produces an English sentence that does not have
articles, but does have pseudo-particles. We re-
moved the pseudo-particles from the reordered sen-
tences before calculating the probabilities used for
the scores of the reordered sentences. A reordered
sentence without pseudo-particles is represented by
E. A language model P (E) was trained from En-
glish sentences whose articles were dropped.

In order to output a genuine English sentence E′

from E, articles must be inserted into E. A language
model trained using genuine English sentences is
used for this purpose. We try to insert one of the
articles {a, an, the} or no article for each word in E.
Then we calculate the maximum probability word
sequence through dynamic programming for obtain-
ing E′.

5 Experiment

5.1 Setup

We used patent sentence data for the Japanese to
English translation subtask from the NTCIR-9 and
8 (Goto et al., 2011; Fujii et al., 2010). There
were 2,000 test sentences for NTCIR-9 and 1,251
for NTCIR-8. XML entities included in the data
were decoded to UTF-8 characters before use.

We used Enju (Miyao and Tsujii, 2008) v2.4.2 for
parsing the English side of the training data. Mecab
3 v0.98 was used for the Japanese morphological
analysis. The translation model was trained using
sentences of 64 words or less from the training cor-
pus as (Sudoh et al., 2011b). We used 5-gram lan-
guage models using SRILM (Stolcke et al., 2011).

We used the Berkeley parser (Petrov and Klein,
2007) to train the parsing model for HFE and to

3http://mecab.sourceforge.net/
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parse HFE. The parsing model was trained using 0.5
million sentences randomly selected from training
sentences of 40 words or less. We used the phrase-
based SMT system Moses (Koehn et al., 2007) to
calculate the SMT score and to produce HFE sen-
tences. The distortion limit was set to 0. We used
10-best Moses outputs and 10-best parsing results
of Berkeley parser.

5.2 Compared Methods
We used the following 5 comparison methods:
Phrase-based SMT (PBMT), Hierarchical phrase-
based SMT (HPBMT), String-to-tree syntax-based
SMT (SBMT), Post-ordering based on phrase-based
SMT (PO-PBMT) (Sudoh et al., 2011b), and Post-
ordering based on hierarchical phrase-based SMT
(PO-HPBMT).

We used Moses for these 5 systems. For
PO-PBMT, a distortion limit 0 was used for the
Japanese-to-HFE translation and a distortion limit
20 was used for the HFE-to-English translation.
The PO-HPBMT method changes the post-ordering
method of PO-PBMT from a phrase-based SMT
to a hierarchical phrase-based SMT. We used a
max-chart-span 15 for the hierarchical phrase-based
SMT. We used distortion limits of 12 or 20 for
PBMT and a max-chart-span 15 for HPBMT.

The parameters for SMT were tuned by MERT
using the first half of the development data with HFE
converted from English.

5.3 Results and Discussion
We evaluated translation quality based on the case-
insensitive automatic evaluation scores of RIBES
v1.1 (Isozaki et al., 2010a) and BLEU-4. The results
are shown in Table 1.

Ja-to-En NTCIR-9 NTCIR-8
RIBES BLEU RIBES BLEU

Proposed 72.57 31.75 73.48 32.80
PBMT (limit 12) 68.44 29.64 69.18 30.72
PBMT (limit 20) 68.86 30.13 69.63 31.22
HPBMT 69.92 30.15 70.18 30.94
SBMT 69.22 29.53 69.87 30.37
PO-PBMT 68.81 30.39 69.80 31.71
PO-HPBMT 70.47 27.49 71.34 28.78

Table 1: Evaluation results (case insensitive).

From the results, the proposed method achieved
the best scores for both RIBES and BLEU for

NTCIR-9 and NTCIR-8 test data. Since RIBES is
sensitive to global word order and BLEU is sensitive
to local word order, the effectiveness of the proposed
method for both global and local reordering can be
demonstrated through these comparisons.

In order to investigate the effects of our post-
ordering method in detail, we conducted an “HFE-
to-English reordering” experiment, which shows the
main contribution of our post-ordering method in
the framework of post-ordering SMT as compared
with (Sudoh et al., 2011b). In this experiment, we
changed the word order of the oracle-HFE sentences
made from reference sentences into English, this is
the same way as Table 4 in (Sudoh et al., 2011b).
The results are shown in Table 2.

This results show that our post-ordering method
is more effective than PO-PBMT and PO-HPBMT.
Since RIBES is based on the rank order correla-
tion coefficient, these results show that the proposed
method correctly recovered the word order of the
English sentences. These high scores also indicate
that the parsing results for high quality HFE are
fairly trustworthy.

oracle-HFE-to-En NTCIR-9 NTCIR-8
RIBES BLEU RIBES BLEU

Proposed 94.66 80.02 94.93 79.99
PO-PBMT 77.34 62.24 78.14 63.14
PO-HPBMT 77.99 53.62 80.85 58.34

Table 2: Evaluation resutls focusing on post-ordering.

In these experiments, we did not compare our
method to pre-ordering methods. However, some
groups used pre-ordering methods in the NTCIR-9
Japanese to English translation subtask. The NTT-
UT (Sudoh et al., 2011a) and NAIST (Kondo et al.,
2011) groups used pre-ordering methods, but could
not produce RIBES and BLEU scores that both were
better than those of the baseline results. In contrast,
our method was able to do so.

6 Conclusion

This paper has described a new post-ordering
method. The proposed method parses sentences that
consist of target language words in a source lan-
guage word order, and does reordering by transfer-
ring the syntactic structures similar to the source lan-
guage syntactic structures into the target language
syntactic structures.
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Abstract

Syntax-based translation models that operate
on the output of a source-language parser have
been shown to perform better if allowed to
choose from a set of possible parses. In this
paper, we investigate whether this is because it
allows the translation stage to overcome parser
errors or to override the syntactic structure it-
self. We find that it is primarily the latter, but
that under the right conditions, the transla-
tion stage does correct parser errors, improv-
ing parsing accuracy on the Chinese Treebank.

1 Introduction

Tree-to-string translation systems (Liu et al., 2006;
Huang et al., 2006) typically employ a pipeline of
two stages: a syntactic parser for the source lan-
guage, and a decoder that translates source-language
trees into target-language strings. Originally, the
output of the parser stage was a single parse tree, and
this type of system has been shown to outperform
phrase-based translation on, for instance, Chinese-
to-English translation (Liu et al., 2006). More recent
work has shown that translation quality is improved
further if the parser outputs a weighted parse forest,
that is, a representation of a whole distribution over
possible parse trees (Mi et al., 2008). In this paper,
we investigate two hypotheses to explain why.

One hypothesis is that forest-to-string translation
selects worse parses. Although syntax often helps
translation, there may be situations where syntax, or
at least syntax in the way that our models use it, can
impose constraints that are too rigid for good-quality
translation (Liu et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2008).
For example, suppose that a tree-to-string system

encounters the following correct tree (only partial
bracketing shown):

(1) [NP jı̄ngjı̀
economy

zēngzhǎng]
growth

de
DE

sùdù
rate

‘economic growth rate’

Suppose further that the model has never seen this
phrase before, although it has seen the subphrase
zēngzhǎng de sùdù ‘growth rate’. Because this sub-
phrase is not a syntactic unit in sentence (1), the sys-
tem will be unable to translate it. But a forest-to-
string system would be free to choose another (in-
correct but plausible) bracketing:

(2) jı̄ngjı̀
economy

[NP zēngzhǎng
growth

de
DE

sùdù]
rate

and successfully translate it using rules learned from
observed data.

The other hypothesis is that forest-to-string trans-
lation selects better parses. For example, if a Chi-
nese parser is given the input cānjiā biǎojiě de hūnlı̌,
it might consider two structures:

(3) [VP cānjiā
attend

biǎojiě]
cousin

de
DE

hūnlı̌
wedding

‘wedding that attends a cousin’

(4) cānjiā
attend

[NP biǎojiě
cousin

de
DE

hūnlı̌]
wedding

‘attend a cousin’s wedding’

The two structures have two different translations
into English, shown above. While the parser prefers
structure (3), an n-gram language model would eas-
ily prefer translation (4) and, therefore, its corre-
sponding Chinese parse.
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(a) f f f
parser
−−−−→ ..

f f f

decoder−−−−−→ e e e e

source source target
string tree string

(b) f f f
parser
−−−−→ ..

f f f

decoder−−−−−→ e e e e

source source target
string forest string

Figure 1: (a) In tree-to-string translation, the parser gen-
erates a single tree which the decoder must use to gen-
erate a translation. (b) In forest-to-string translation, the
parser generates a forest of possible trees, any of which
the decoder can use to generate a translation.

Previous work has shown that an observed target-
language translation can improve parsing of source-
language text (Burkett and Klein, 2008; Huang et al.,
2009), but to our knowledge, only Chen et al. (2011)
have explored the case where the target-language
translation is unobserved.

Below, we carry out experiments to test these
two hypotheses. We measure the accuracy (using
labeled-bracket F1) of the parses that the translation
model selects, and find that they are worse than the
parses selected by the parser. Our basic conclusion,
then, is that the parses that help translation (accord-
ing to Bleu) are, on average, worse parses. That is,
forest-to-string translation hurts parsing.

But there is a twist. Neither labeled-bracket F1
nor Bleu is a perfect metric of the phenomena it is
meant to measure, and our translation system is op-
timized to maximize Bleu. If we optimize our sys-
tem to maximize labeled-bracket F1 instead, we find
that our translation system selects parses that score
higher than the baseline parser’s. That is, forest-to-
string translation can help parsing.

2 Background

We provide here only a cursory overview of tree-
to-string and forest-to-string translation. For more
details, the reader is referred to the original papers
describing them (Liu et al., 2006; Mi et al., 2008).

Figure 1a illustrates the tree-to-string transla-
tion pipeline. The parser stage can be any phrase-
structure parser; it computes a parse for each source-
language string. The decoder stage translates the

source-language tree into a target-language string,
using a synchronous tree-substitution grammar.

In forest-to-string translation (Figure 1b), the
parser outputs a forest of possible parses of each
source-language string. The decoder uses the same
rules as in tree-to-string translation, but is free to se-
lect any of the trees contained in the parse forest.

3 Translation hurts parsing

The simplest experiment to carry out is to exam-
ine the parses actually selected by the decoder, and
see whether they are better or worse than the parses
selected by the parser. If they are worse, this sup-
ports the hypothesis that syntax can hurt translation.
If they are better, we can conclude that translation
can help parsing. In this initial experiment, we find
that the former is the case.

3.1 Setup

The baseline parser is the Charniak parser (Char-
niak, 2000). We trained it on the Chinese Treebank
(CTB) 5.1, split as shown in Table 1, following
Duan et al. (2007).1 The parser outputs a parse forest
annotated with head words and other information.
Since the decoder does not use these annotations,
we use the max-rule algorithm (Petrov et al., 2006)
to (approximately) sum them out. As a side bene-
fit, this improves parsing accuracy from 77.76% to
78.42% F1. The weight of a hyperedge in this for-
est is its posterior probability, given the input string.
We retain these weights as a feature in the translation
model.

The decoder stage is a forest-to-string system (Liu
et al., 2006; Mi et al., 2008) for Chinese-to-English
translation. The datasets used are listed in Ta-
ble 1. We generated word alignments with GIZA++
and symmetrized them using the grow-diag-final-
and heuristic. We parsed the Chinese side using
the Charniak parser as described above, and per-
formed forest-based rule extraction (Mi and Huang,
2008) with a maximum height of 3 nodes. We used
the same features as Mi and Huang (2008). The
language model was a trigram model with modi-
fied Kneser-Ney smoothing (Kneser and Ney, 1995;
Chen and Goodman, 1998), trained on the target

1The more common split, used by Bikel and Chiang (2000),
has flaws that are described by Levy and Manning (2003).
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Parsing Translation
Train CTB 1–815 FBIS

CTB 1101–1136
Dev CTB 900–931 NIST 2002

CTB 1148–1151
Test CTB 816–885 NIST 2003

CTB 1137–1147

Table 1: Data used for training and testing the parsing and
translation models.

Parsing Translation
System Objective F1% Bleu%

Charniak n/a 78.42 n/a
tree-to-string max-Bleu 78.42 23.07

forest-to-string max-Bleu 77.75 24.60
forest-to-string max-F1 78.81 19.18

Table 2: Forest-to-string translation outperforms tree-to-
string translation according to Bleu, but the decreases
parsing accuracy according to labeled-bracket F1. How-
ever, when we train to maximize labeled-bracket F1,
forest-to-string translation yields better parses than both
tree-to-string translation and the original parser.

side of the training data. We used minimum-error-
rate (MER) training to optimize the feature weights
(Och, 2003) to maximize Bleu.

At decoding time, we select the best derivation
and extract its source tree. In principle, we ought
to sum over all derivations for each source tree; but
the approximations that we tried (n-best list crunch-
ing, max-rule decoding, minimum Bayes risk) did
not appear to help.

3.2 Results

Table 2 shows the main results of our experiments.
In the second and third line, we see that the forest-
to-string system outperforms the tree-to-string sys-
tem by 1.53 Bleu, consistent with previously pub-
lished results (Mi et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2009).
However, we also find that the trees selected by the
forest-to-string system score much lower according
to labeled-bracket F1. This suggests that the reason
the forest-to-string system is able to generate better
translations is that it can soften the constraints im-
posed by the syntax of the source language.

4 Translation helps parsing

We have found that better translations can be ob-
tained by settling for worse parses. However, trans-
lation accuracy is measured using Bleu and pars-
ing accuracy is measured using labeled-bracket F1,
and neither of these is a perfect metric of the phe-
nomenon it is meant to measure. Moreover, we op-
timized the translation model in order to maximize
Bleu. It is known that when MER training is used
to optimize one translation metric, other translation
metrics suffer (Och, 2003); much more, then, can
we expect that optimizing Bleu will cause labeled-
bracket F1 to suffer. In this section, we try optimiz-
ing labeled-bracket F1, and find that, in this case, the
translation model does indeed select parses that are
better on average.

4.1 Setup

MER training with labeled-bracket F1 as an objec-
tive function is straightforward. At each iteration of
MER training, we run the parser and decoder over
the CTB dev set to generate an n-best list of possible
translation derivations (Huang and Chiang, 2005).
For each derivation, we extract its Chinese parse tree
and compute the number of brackets guessed and
the number matched against the gold-standard parse
tree. A trivial modification of the MER trainer then
optimizes the feature weights to maximize labeled-
bracket F1.

A technical challenge that arises is ensuring di-
versity in the n-best lists. The MER trainer re-
quires that each list contain enough unique transla-
tions (when maximizing Bleu) or source trees (when
maximizing labeled-bracket F1). However, because
one source tree may lead to many translation deriva-
tions, the n-best list may contain only a few unique
source trees, or in the extreme case, the derivations
may all have the same source tree. We use a variant
of the n-best algorithm that allows efficient genera-
tion of equivalence classes of derivations (Huang et
al., 2006). The standard algorithm works by gener-
ating, at each node of the forest, a list of the best
subderivations at that node; the variant drops a sub-
derivation if it has the same source tree as a higher-
scoring subderivation.
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Maximum
rule height F1%

3 78.81
4 78.93
5 79.14

LM data
(lines) F1%
none 78.78
100 78.79
30k 78.67
300k 79.14
13M 79.24

Features F1%
monolingual 78.89
+ bilingual 79.24

Parallel data
(lines) F1%

60k 78.00
120k 78.16
300k 79.24

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Table 3: Effect of variations on parsing performance. (a) Increasing the maximum translation rule height increases
parsing accuracy further. (b) Increasing/decreasing the language model size increases/decreases parsing accuracy.
(c) Decreasing the parallel text size decreases parsing accuracy. (d) Removing all bilingual features decreases parsing
accuracy, but only slightly.

4.2 Results

The last line of Table 2 shows the results of this
second experiment. The system trained to opti-
mize labeled-bracket F1 (max-F1) obtains a much
lower Bleu score than the one trained to maximize
Bleu (max-Bleu)—unsurprisingly, because a single
source-side parse can yield many different transla-
tions, but the objective function scores them equally.
What is more interesting is that the max-F1 system
obtains a higher F1 score, not only compared with
the max-Bleu system but also the original parser.

We then tried various settings to investigate what
factors affect parsing performance. First, we found
that increasing the maximum rule height increases
F1 further (Table 3a).

One of the motivations of our method is that bilin-
gual information (especially the language model)
can help disambiguate the source side structures. To
test this, we varied the size of the corpus used to train
the language model (keeping a maximum rule height
of 5 from the previous experiment). The 13M-line
language model adds the Xinhua portion of Giga-
word 3. In Table 3b we see that the parsing perfor-
mance does increase with the language model size,
with the largest language model yielding a net im-
provement of 0.82 over the baseline parser.

To test further the importance of bilingual infor-
mation, we compared against a system built only
from the Chinese side of the parallel text (with each
word aligned to itself). We removed all features that
use bilingual information, retaining only the parser
probability and the phrase penalty. In their place
we added a new feature, the probability of a rule’s
source side tree given its root label, which is essen-

tially the same model used in Data-Oriented Parsing
(Bod, 1992). Table 3c shows that this system still
outperforms the original parser. In other words, part
of the gain is not attributable to translation, but ad-
ditional source-side context and data that the trans-
lation model happens to capture.

Finally, we varied the size of the parallel text
(keeping a maximum rule height of 5 and the largest
language model) and found that, as expected, pars-
ing performance correlates with parallel data size
(Table 3d).

5 Conclusion

We set out to investigate why forest-to-string trans-
lation outperforms tree-to-string translation. By
comparing their performance as Chinese parsers, we
found that forest-to-string translation sacrifices pars-
ing accuracy, suggesting that forest-to-string trans-
lation works by overriding constraints imposed by
syntax. But when we optimized the system to max-
imize labeled-bracket F1, we found that, in fact,
forest-to-string translation is able to achieve higher
accuracy, by 0.82 F1%, than the baseline Chinese
parser, demonstrating that, to a certain extent, forest-
to-string translation is able to correct parsing errors.
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Abstract

If unsupervised morphological analyzers
could approach the effectiveness of super-
vised ones, they would be a very attractive
choice for improving MT performance on
low-resource inflected languages. In this
paper, we compare performance gains for
state-of-the-art supervised vs. unsupervised
morphological analyzers, using a state-of-the-
art Arabic-to-English MT system. We apply
maximum marginal decoding to the unsu-
pervised analyzer, and show that this yields
the best published segmentation accuracy
for Arabic, while also making segmentation
output more stable. Our approach gives
an 18% relative BLEU gain for Levantine
dialectal Arabic. Furthermore, it gives higher
gains for Modern Standard Arabic (MSA), as
measured on NIST MT-08, than does MADA
(Habash and Rambow, 2005), a leading
supervised MSA segmenter.

1 Introduction

If unsupervised morphological segmenters could ap-
proach the effectiveness of supervised ones, they
would be a very attractive choice for improving ma-
chine translation (MT) performance in low-resource
inflected languages. An example of particular cur-
rent interest is Arabic, whose various colloquial di-
alects are sufficiently different from Modern Stan-
dard Arabic (MSA) in lexicon, orthography, and
morphology, as to be low-resource languages them-
selves. An additional advantage of Arabic for study
is the availability of high-quality supervised seg-
menters for MSA, such as MADA (Habash and

Rambow, 2005), for performance comparison. The
MT gain for supervised MSA segmenters on dialect
establishes a lower bound, which the unsupervised
segmenter must exceed if it is to be useful for dialect.
And comparing the gain for supervised and unsuper-
vised segmenters on MSA tells us how useful the
unsupervised segmenter is, relative to the ideal case
in which a supervised segmenter is available.

In this paper, we show that an unsupervised seg-
menter can in fact rival or surpass supervised MSA
segmenters on MSA itself, while at the same time
providing superior performance on dialect. Specifi-
cally, we compare the state-of-the-art morphological
analyzer of Lee et al. (2011) with two leading super-
vised analyzers for MSA, MADA and Sakhr1, each
serving as an alternative preprocessor for a state-of-
the-art statistical MT system (Shen et al., 2008). We
measure MSA performance on NIST MT-08 (NIST,
2010), and dialect performance on a Levantine di-
alect web corpus (Zbib et al., 2012b).

To improve performance, we apply maximum
marginal decoding (Johnson and Goldwater, 2009)
(MM) to combine multiple runs of the Lee seg-
menter, and show that this dramatically reduces the
variance and noise in the segmenter output, while
yielding an improved segmentation accuracy that
exceeds the best published scores for unsupervised
segmentation on Arabic Treebank (Naradowsky and
Toutanova, 2011). We also show that it yields MT-
08 BLEU scores that are higher than those obtained
with MADA, a leading supervised MSA segmenter.
For Levantine, the segmenter increases BLEU score
by 18% over the unsegmented baseline.

1http://www.sakhr.com/Default.aspx
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2 Related Work

Machine translation systems that process highly in-
flected languages often incorporate morphological
analysis. Some of these approaches rely on mor-
phological analysis for pre- and post-processing,
while others modify the core of a translation system
to incorporate morphological information (Habash,
2008; Luong et al., 2010; Nakov and Ng, 2011). For
instance, factored translation Models (Koehn and
Hoang, 2007; Yang and Kirchhoff, 2006; Avramidis
and Koehn, 2008) parametrize translation probabili-
ties as factors encoding morphological features.

The approach we have taken in this paper is
an instance of a segmented MT model, which di-
vides the input into morphemes and uses the de-
rived morphemes as a unit of translation (Sadat and
Habash, 2006; Badr et al., 2008; Clifton and Sarkar,
2011). This is a mainstream architecture that has
been shown to be effective when translating from a
morphologically rich language.

A number of recent approaches have explored
the use of unsupervised morphological analyzers
for MT (Virpioja et al., 2007; Creutz and Lagus,
2007; Clifton and Sarkar, 2011; Mermer and Akın,
2010; Mermer and Saraclar, 2011). Virpioja et al.
(2007) apply the unsupervised morphological seg-
menter Morfessor (Creutz and Lagus, 2007), and
apply an existing MT system at the level of mor-
phemes. The system does not outperform the word
baseline partially due to the insufficient accuracy of
the automatic morphological analyzer.

The work of Mermer and Akın (2010) and Mer-
mer and Saraclar (2011) attempts to integrate mor-
phology and MT more closely than we do, by in-
corporating bilingual alignment probabilities into a
Gibbs-sampled version of Morfessor for Turkish-to-
English MT. However, the bilingual strategy shows
no gain over the monolingual version, and nei-
ther version is competitive for MT with a super-
vised Turkish morphological segmenter (Oflazer,
1993). By contrast, the unsupervised analyzer we
report on here yields MSA-to-English MT perfor-
mance that equals or exceed the performance ob-
tained with a leading supervised MSA segmenter,
MADA (Habash and Rambow, 2005).

3 Review of Lee Unsupervised Segmenter

The segmenter of Lee et al. (2011) is a probabilis-
tic model operating at word-type level. It is di-
vided into four sub-model levels. Model 1 prefers
small affix lexicons, and assumes that morphemes
are drawn independently. Model 2 generates a la-
tent POS tag for each word type, conditioning the
word’s affixes on the tag, thereby encouraging com-
patible affixes to be generated together. Model 3
incorporates token-level contextual information, by
generating word tokens with a type-level Hidden
Markov Model (HMM). Finally, Model 4 models
morphosyntactic agreement with a transition proba-
bility distribution, encouraging adjacent tokens with
the same endings to also have the same final suffix.

4 Applying Maximum Marginal Decoding
to Reduce Variance and Noise

Maximum marginal decoding (Johnson and Gold-
water, 2009) (MM) is a technique which assigns
to each latent variable the value with the high-
est marginal probability, thereby maximizing the
expected number of correct assignments (Rabiner,
1989). Johnson and Goldwater (2009) extend MM
to Gibbs sampling by drawing a set of N indepen-
dent Gibbs samples, and selecting for each word the
most frequent segmentation found in them. They
found that MM improved segmentation accuracy
over the mean, consistent with its maximization cri-
terion. However, for our setting, we find that MM
provides several other crucial advantages as well.

First, MM dramatically reduces the output vari-
ance of Gibbs sampling (GS). Table 1 documents the
severity of this variance for the MT-08 lexicon, as
measured by the average exact-match accuracy and
segmentation F-measure between different runs. It
shows that on average, 13% of the word tokens, and
25% of the word types, are segmented differently
from run to run, which obviously makes the input to
MT highly unstable. By contrast the “MM” column
of Table 1 shows that two different runs of MM, each
derived by combining separate sets of 25 GS runs,
agree on the segmentations of over 95% of the word
token – a dramatic improvement in stability.

Second, MM reduces noise from the spurious af-
fixes that the unsupervised segmenter induces for
large lexicons. As Table 2 shows, the segmenter
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Decoding Level Rec Prec F1 Acc
Gibbs Type 82.9 83.2 83.1 74.5

Token 87.5 89.1 88.3 86.7
MM Type 95.9 95.8 95.9 93.9

Token 97.3 94.0 95.6 95.1

Table 1: Comparison of agreement in outputs between
25 runs of Gibbs sampling vs. 2 runs of MM on the
full MT-08 data set. We give the average segmentation
recall, precision, F1-measure, and exact-match accuracy
between outputs, at word-type and word-token levels.

ATB MT-08
GS GS MM Morf

Unique prefixes 17 130 93 287
Unique suffixes 41 261 216 241
Top-95 prefixes 7 7 6 6
Top-95 suffixes 14 26 19 19

Table 2: Affix statistics of unsupervised segmenters. For
the ATB lexicon, we show statistics for the Lee seg-
menter with regular Gibbs sampling (GS). For the MT-
08 lexicon, we also show the output of the Lee segmenter
with maximum marginal decoding (MM). In addition, we
show statistics for Morfessor.

induces 130 prefixes and 261 suffixes for MT-08
(statistics for Morfessor are similar). This phe-
nomenon is fundamental to Bayesian nonparamet-
ric models, which expand indefinitely to fit the data
they are given (Wasserman, 2006). But MM helps
to alleviate it, reducing unique prefixes and suffixes
for MT-08 by 28% and 21%, respectively. It also re-
duces the number of unique prefixes/suffixes which
account for 95% of the prefix/suffix tokens (Top-95).

Finally, we find that in our setting, MM increases
accuracy not just over the mean, but over even the
best-scoring of the runs. As shown in Table 3, MM
increases segmentation F-measure from 86.2% to
88.2%. This exceeds the best published results on
ATB (Naradowsky and Toutanova, 2011).

These results suggest that MM may be worth con-
sidering for other GS applications, not only for the
accuracy improvements pointed out by Johnson and
Goldwater (2009), but also for its potential to pro-
vide more stable and less noisy results.

Model Mean Min Max MM
M1 80.1 79.0 81.5 81.8
M2 81.4 80.2 83.0 82.0
M3 81.4 80.1 82.8 83.2
M4 86.2 85.4 87.2 88.2

Table 3: Segmentation F-scores on ATB dataset for Lee
segmenter, shown for each Model level M1–M4 on the
Arabic segmentation dataset used by (Poon et al., 2009):
We give the mean, minimum, and maximum F-scores for
25 independent runs of Gibbs sampling, together with the
F-score from running MM over that same set of runs.

5 MT Evaluation

5.1 Experimental Design

MT System. Our experiments were performed
using a state-of-the-art, hierarchical string-to-
dependency-tree MT system, described in Shen et
al. (2008).
Morphological Analyzers. We compare the Lee
segmenter with the supervised MSA segmenter
MADA, using its “D3” scheme. We also compare
with Sakhr, an intensively-engineered, supervised
MSA segmenter which applies multiple NLP tech-
nologies to the segmentation problem, and which
has given the best results for our MT system in pre-
vious work (Zbib et al., 2012a). We also compare
with Morfessor.
MT experiments. We apply the appropriate seg-
menter to split words into morphemes, which we
then treat as words for alignment and decoding. Fol-
lowing Lee et al. (2011), we segment the test and
training sets jointly, estimating separate translation
models for each segmenter/dataset combination.
Training and Test Corpora. Our “Full MSA” cor-
pus is the NIST MT-08 Constrained Data Track Ara-
bic training corpus (35M total, 336K unique words);
our “Small MSA” corpus is a 1.3M-word subset.
Both are tested on the MT-08 evaluation set. For
dialect, we use a Levantine dialectal Arabic cor-
pus collected from the web with 1.5M total, 160K
unique words and 18K words held-out for test (Zbib
et al., 2012b)
Performance Metrics. We evaluate MT with BLEU
score. To calculate statistical significance, we use
the boot-strap resampling method of Koehn (2004).
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5.2 Results and Discussion

Table 4 summarizes the BLEU scores obtained from
using various segmenters, for three training/test sets:
Full MSA, Small MSA, and Levantine dialect.

As expected, Sakhr gives the best results for
MSA. Morfessor underperforms the other seg-
menters, perhaps because of its lower accuracy on
Arabic, as reported by Poon et al. (2009). The
Lee segmenter gives the best results for Levantine,
inducing valid Levantine affixes (e.g “hAl+” for
MSA’s “h*A-Al+”, English “this-the”) and yielding
an 18% relative gain over the unsegmented baseline.

What is more surprising is that the Lee segmenter
compares favorably with the supervised MSA seg-
menters on MSA itself. In particular, the Lee seg-
menter with MM yields higher BLEU scores than
does MADA, a leading supervised segmenter, while
preserving almost the same performance as GS on
dialect. On Small MSA, it recoups 93% of even
Sakhr’s gain.

By contrast, the Lee segmenter recoups only 79%
of Sakhr’s gain on Full MSA. This might result from
the phenomenon alluded to in Section 4, where addi-
tional data sometimes degrades performance for un-
supervised analyzers. However, the Lee segmenter’s
gain on Levantine (18%) is higher than its gain on
Small MSA (13%), even though Levantine has more
data (1.5M vs. 1.3M words). This might be be-
cause dialect, being less standardized, has more or-
thographic and morphological variability, which un-
supervised segmentation helps to resolve.

These experiments also show that while Model 4
gives the best F-score, Model 3 gives the best MT
scores. Comparison of Model 3 and 4 segmentations
shows that Model 4 induces a much larger num-
ber of inflectional suffixes, especially the feminine
singular suffix “-p”, which accounts for a plurality
(16%) of the differences by token. While such suf-
fixes improve F-measure on the segmentation refer-
ences, they do not correspond to any English lexical
unit, and thus do not help alignment.

An interesting question is how much performance
might be gained from a supervised segmenter that
was as intensively engineered for dialect as Sakhr
was for MSA. Assuming a gain ratio of 0.93, similar
to Small MSA, the estimated BLEU score would be
20.38, for a relative gain of just 5% over the unsuper-

System Small Full Lev
MSA MSA Dial

Unsegmented 38.69 43.45 17.10
Sakhr 43.99 46.51 19.60

MADA 43.23 45.64 19.29
Morfessor 42.07 44.71 18.38

Lee GS

M1 43.12 44.80 19.70
M2 43.16 45.45 20.15+
M3 43.07 44.82 19.97
M4 42.93 45.06 19.55

Lee MM

M1 43.53 45.14 19.75
M2 43.45 45.29 19.75
M3 43.64+ 45.84 20.09
M4 43.56 45.16 19.93

Table 4: BLEU scores for all experiments. Full MSA is
the the full MT-08 corpus, Small MSA is a 1.3M-word
subset, Lev Dial our Levantine dataset. For each of these,
the highest Lee segmenter score is in bold, with “+” if
statistically significant vs. MADA at the 95% confidence
level or higher. The highest overall score is in bold italic.

vised segmenter. Given the large engineering effort
that would be required to achieve this gain, the un-
supervised segmenter may be a more cost-effective
choice for dialectal Arabic.

6 Conclusion

We compare unsupervised vs. supervised morpho-
logical segmentation for Arabic-to-English machine
translation. We add maximum marginal decoding
to the unsupervised segmenter, and show that it
surpasses the state-of-the-art segmentation perfor-
mance, purges the segmenter of noise and variabil-
ity, yields BLEU scores on MSA competitive with
those from supervised segmenters, and gives an 18%
relative BLEU gain on Levantine dialectal Arabic.
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Abstract 

We introduce a novel method for 
grammatical error correction with a number 
of small corpora. To make the best use of 
several corpora with different 
characteristics, we employ a meta-learning 
with several base classifiers trained on 
different corpora. This research focuses on 
a grammatical error correction task for 
article errors. A series of experiments is 
presented to show the effectiveness of the 
proposed approach on two different 
grammatical error tagged corpora. 

1. Introduction 

As language learning has drawn significant 
attention in the community, grammatical error 
correction (GEC), consequently, has attracted a fair 
amount of attention. Several organizations have 
built diverse resources including grammatical error 
(GE) tagged corpora. 

Although there are some publicly released GE 
tagged corpora, it is still challenging to train a 
good GEC model due to the lack of large GE 
tagged learner corpus. The available GE tagged 
corpora are mostly small datasets having different 
characteristics depending on the development 
methods, e.g. spoken corpus vs. written corpus. 
This situation forced researchers to utilize native 
corpora rather than GE tagged learner corpora for 
the GEC task. 

The native corpus approach consists of learning 
a model that predicts the correct form of an article 
given the surrounding context. Some researchers 

focused on mining better features from the 
linguistic and pedagogic knowledge, whereas 
others focused on testing different classification 
methods (Knight and Chandler, 1994; Minnen et 
al., 2000; Lee, 2004; Nagata et al., 2006; Han et al., 
2006; De Felice, 2008). 

Recently, a group of researchers introduced 
methods utilizing a GE tagged learner corpus to 
derive more accurate results (Han et al., 2010; 
Rozovskaya and Roth, 2010). Since the two 
approaches are closely related to each other, they 
can be informative to each other. For example, 
Dahlmeier and Ng (2011) proposed a method that 
combines a native corpus and a GE tagged learner 
corpus and it outperformed models trained with 
either a native or GE tagged learner corpus alone. 
However, methods which train a GEC model from 
various GE tagged corpora have received less 
focus. 

In this paper, we present a novel approach to the 
GEC task using meta-learning. We focus mainly 
on article errors for two reasons. First, articles are 
one of the most significant sources of GE for the 
learners with various L1 backgrounds. Second, the 
effective features for article error correction are 
already well engineered allowing for quick 
analysis of the method. Our approach is 
distinguished from others by integrating the 
predictive models trained on several GE tagged 
learner corpora, rather than just one GE tagged 
corpus. Moreover, the framework is compatible to 
any classification technique. In this study, we also 
use a native corpus employing Dahlmeier and Ng’s 
approach. We demonstrate the effectiveness of the 
proposed method against baseline models in article 
error correction tasks. 
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The remainder of this paper is organized as 
follows: Section 2 explains our proposed method. 
The experiments are presented in Section 3. Finally, 
Section 4 concludes the paper. 

2. Method 

Our method predicts the type of article for a noun 
phrase within three classes: null, definite, and 
indefinite. A correction arises when the prediction 
disagrees with the observed article. The 
meta-learning technique is applied to this task to 
deal with multiple corpora obtained from different 
sources. 

A meta-classifier decides the final output based 
on the intermediate results obtained from several 
base classifiers. Each base classifier is trained on a 
different corpus than are the other classifiers. In 
this work, the feature extraction processes used for 
the base classifiers are identical to each other for 
simplicity, although they need not necessarily be 
identical. The meta-classifier takes the output 
scores of the base classifiers as its input and is 
trained on the held-out development data (Figure 
1a). During run time, the trained classifiers are 
organized in the same manner. For the given 
features, the base classifiers independently 
calculate the score, then the meta-classifier makes 
the final decision based on the scores (Figure 1b). 

2.1. Meta-learning 

Meta-learning is a sequential learning process 
following the output of other base learners 
(classifiers). Normally, different classifiers 
successfully predict results on different parts of the 

input space, so researchers have often tried to 
combine different classifiers together (Breiman, 
1996; Cohen et al., 2007; Zhang, 2007; Aydın, 
2009; Menahem et al., 2009). To capitalize on the 
strengths and compensate for the weaknesses of 
each classifier, we build a meta-learner that takes 
an input vector consisting of the outputs of the 
base classifiers. The performance of meta-learning 
can be improved using output probabilities for 
every class label from the base classifiers. 

The meta-classifier for the proposed method 
consists of multiple linear classifiers. Each 
classifier takes an input vector consisting of the 
output scores of each base classifier and calculates 
a score for each type of article. The meta-classifier 
finally takes the class having the maximum score. 

A common design of an ensemble is to train 
different base classifiers with the same dataset, but 
in this work one classification technique was used 
with different datasets each having different 
characteristics. Although only one classification 
method was used in this work, different methods 
each well-tuned to the individual corpora may be 
used to improve the performance. 

We employed the meta-learning method to 
generate synergy among corpora with diverse 
characteristics. More specifically, it is shown by 
cross validation that meta-learning performs at a 
level that is comparable to the best base classifier 
(Dzeroski and Zenko, 2004). 

2.2. Base Classifiers 

In the meta-learning framework, the performance 
of the base classifiers is important because the 
improvement in base classification generally enha-

Figure 1: Overview of the proposed method 
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nces the overall performance. The base classifiers 
can be expected to become more informative as 
more data are provided. We followed the structural 
learning approach (Ando and Zhang, 2005), which 
trains a model from both a native corpus and a GE 
tagged corpus (Dahlmeire and Ng, 2011), to 
improve the base classifiers by the additional 
information extracted from a native corpus. 

Structural learning is a technique which trains 
multiple classifiers with common structure. The 
common structure chooses the hypothesis space of 
each individual classifier and the individual 
classifiers are trained separately once the 
hypothesis space is determined. The common 
structure can be obtained from auxiliary problems 
which are closely related to the main problems. 

A word selection problem is a task to predict the 
appropriate word given the surrounding context in 
a native corpus and is a closely related auxiliary 
problem of the GEC task. We can obtain the 
common structure from the article selection 
problem and use it for the correction problem. 

In this work, all the base classifiers used the 
same least squares loss function for structural 
learning.  We adopted the feature set investigated 
in De Felice (2008) for article error correction. We 
use the Stanford coreNLP toolkit1 (Toutanova and 
Manning, 2000; Klein and Manning, 2003a; Klein 
and Manning, 2003b; Finkel et al, 2005) to extract 
the features. 

2.3. Evaluation Metric 

The effectiveness of the proposed method is 
evaluated in terms of accuracy, precision, recall, 
and F1-score (Dahlmeire and Ng, 2011). Accuracy 
is the number of correct predictions divided by the 
total number of instances. Precision is the ratio of 
the suggested corrections that agree with the 
tagged answer to the total number of the suggested 
corrections whereas recall is the ratio of the 
suggested corrections that agree with the tagged 
answer to the total number of corrections in the 
corpus. 

3. Experiments 

3.1. Datasets 
In this work we used a native corpus and two GE 
tagged corpora. For the native corpus, we used 
                                                             
1 http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/corenlp.shtml 

news data2 which is a large English text extracted 
from news articles. The First Certificate in English 
exams in the Cambridge Learner Corpus 3 
(hereafter, CLC-FCE; Yannakoudakis et al., 2011) 
and the Japanese Learner English corpus (Izumi et. 
al., 2005) were used for the GE tagged corpora. 

We extracted noun phrases from each corpus by 
parsing the text of the respective corpora. (1) We 
parsed the native corpus from the beginning until 
approximately a million noun phrases are extracted. 
(2) About 90k noun phrases containing ~3,300 
mistakes in article usage were extracted from the 
entire CLC-FCE corpus, and (3) about 30k noun 
phrases containing ~2,500 mistakes were extracted 
from the JLE corpus.  

The extracted noun phrases were used for our 
training and test data. We hold out 10% of the data 
for the test. We applied 20% under-sampling to the 
training instances that do not have any errors to 
alleviate data imbalance in the training set. 

We emphasize the fact that the two learner 
corpora differ from each other in three aspects. The 
first aspect is the styles of the texts: the CLC is 
literary whereas the JLE is colloquial. The second 
is the error rate: about 3.5% for CLC-FCE and   
8.5% for JLE. Finally, the third is the distribution 
of L1 languages of the learners: the learners of the 
CLC corpus have various L1 backgrounds whereas 
the learners of the JLE consist of only Japanese. 
These experiments demonstrate the effectiveness 
of the proposed method relying on the diversity of 
the corpora. 

The native corpus was used to find the common 
structure using structural learning and two GE 
tagged learner corpora are used to train the base 
classifiers by structural learning with the common 
structure obtained from the news corpus. 

We trained three classifiers for comparison; (1) 
the classifier (INTEG) trained with the integrated 
training set of the two GE tagged corpora, and two 
base classifiers used for the ensemble: (2) the base 
classifier (CB) trained only with the CLC-FCE and 
(3) the other base classifier (JB) trained with the 
JLE. 

3.2. Results 
The accuracy obtained from the word selection 
task with the news corpus was 76.10%. Upon 

                                                             
2 http://www.statmt.org/wmt09/translation-task.html 
3 http://www.ilexir.com/ 
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obtaining the parameters of the word selection task, 
the structural parameter Θ  was calculated by 
singular value decomposition and was used for the 
structural learning of the main GEC task. 

We used three different test data sets: the 
CLC-FCE, the JLE and an integrated test set of the 
two. The accuracy (Acc.) and the precision (Prec.) 
of the INTEG was poorer than CB on the CLC-
FCE test set (Table 1), whereas INTEG 
outperformed JB on the JLE test (Table 2).  

Some instances extracted from the CLC-FCE 
corpus have similar characteristics to the instances 
from the JLE corpus. This overlap of instances 
affected the performance in both positive and 
negative ways. Prediction of instances similar to 
those in the JLE was enhanced. Consequently, 
INTEG model demonstrated better accuracy and 
precision for the JLE test set. Unfortunately, for 
the CLC test set, the instances resulted in lower 
accuracy and precision. 

The proposed model is able to alleviate this 
model bias due to similar instances observed in the 
INTEG model. The accuracy of the proposed 
model consistently increased by over 10% for all 
three data sets. The relative performance gain in 
terms of F1-score (F1) was 15% on the integrated 
set. This performance gain stems from the over   
25% relative improvement of the precision (Table 
1, 2 and 3). 

We believe the improvement comes from the 
contribution of reconfirming procedures performed 

by the meta-classifier. When the prediction of the 
two base classifiers conflicts with each other, the 
meta-classifier tends to choose the one with a 
higher confidence score; this choice improves the 
accuracy and precision because known features 
generate a higher confidence whereas unseen or 
less-weighted features generate a lower score. 

Although the proposed model introduced a 
tradeoff between precision and recall (Rec.), this 
tradeoff was tolerable in order to improve the 
overall F1-score. Since GEC is a task where false 
alarm is critical, obtaining high precision is very 
important. The low precision on the whole 
experiments is due to the data imbalance. Instances 
in the dataset are mostly not erroneous, e.g., only 
3.5% of erroneous instances for the CLC corpus. 
The standard for correct prediction is also very 
strict and does not allow multiple answers. 
Performance can be evaluated in a more realistic 
way by applying a softer standard, e.g., by 
evaluating manually. 

4. Conclusion 

We have presented a novel approach to 
grammatical error correction by building a 
meta-classifier using multiple GE tagged corpora 
with different characteristics in various aspects. 
The experiments showed that building a 
meta-classifier overcomes the interference that 
occurs when training with a set of heterogeneous 
corpora. The proposed method also outperforms 
the base classifier themselves tested on the same 
class of test set as the training set with which the 
base classifiers are trained. A better automatic 
evaluation metric would be needed as further 
research. 
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Model Acc. Prec. Rec. F1 
INTEG 73.37 4.69 72.39 8.82 
CB 77.20 5.39 71.17 10.03 
Proposed 86.99 6.17 45.77 10.88 

Table 1: Best results for GEC task on CLC-FCE 
test set.  

Model Acc. Prec. Rec. F1 
INTEG 78.87 14.88 85.47 25.35 
JB 78.02 14.49 86.32 24.82 
Proposed 89.61 19.28 46.60 27.27 

Table 2: Best results for GEC task on JLE test set. 

Model Acc. Prec. Rec. F1 
INTEG 74.64 6.84 77.86 12.58 
Proposed 87.50 8.61 46.12 14.52 

Table 3: Best results for GEC task on the 
integrated set of CLC-FCE and JLE test sets. 
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Abstract

In this paper, we present a structural learning
model for joint sentiment classification and as-
pect analysis of text at various levels of gran-
ularity. Our model aims to identify highly in-
formative sentences that are aspect-specific in
online custom reviews. The primary advan-
tages of our model are two-fold: first, it per-
forms document-level and sentence-level sen-
timent polarity classification jointly; second,
it is able to find informative sentences that are
closely related to some respects in a review,
which may be helpful for aspect-level senti-
ment analysis such as aspect-oriented sum-
marization. The proposed method was eval-
uated with 9,000 Chinese restaurant reviews.
Preliminary experiments demonstrate that our
model obtains promising performance.

1 Introduction

Online reviews have been a major resource from
which users may find opinions or comments on the
products or services they want to consume. How-
ever, users sometimes might be overwhelmed, and
not be able to read reviews one by one when facing
a considerably large number of reviews, and they
may be not be satisfied by only being served with
document-level reviews statistics (that is, the num-
ber of reviews with 1-star, 2-star, . . . , respectively).
Aspect-level review analysis may be alternative for
addressing this issue as aspect-specific opinions may
more clearly, explicitly, and completely describe the
quality of a product from different properties.

Our goal is to discover informative sentences that
are consistent with the overall rating of a review, and

simultaneously, to perform sentiment analysis at as-
pect level. Notice, that a review with a high rating
(say, 4/5 stars) may contain both negative and posi-
tive opinions, and the same to a review with a very
low rating (say, 1/2 star). From our point of view,
each review has a set of sentences that are informa-
tive and coherent to its overall rating. To perform
fine granular sentiment analysis, the first step is to
discover such coherent content.

Many information needs require the systems to
perform fine granular sentiment analysis. Aspect-
level sentiment analysis may be more useful for
users to have a global picture of opinions on the
product’s properties. Furthermore, different users
may have different preferences on different aspects
of a product. Taking the reviews on mobile phones
as an example, female users may focus more on the
appearance while male users may lay more emphasis
on the hardware configuration; younger users prefer
to the app or game resources while older users may
just pay attention to the basic function of calling or
messaging.

In recent years, there has been much work focused
multilevel sentiment classification using structural
learning models. Yi (2007) extends the standard
conditional random fields to model the local senti-
ment flow. Ryan (2007) proposed structured models
for fine-to-coarse sentiment analysis. Oscar (2011)
proposed to discover fine-grained sentiment with
hidden-state CRF(Quattoni et al., 2007). Yessenali-
na (2010) deployed the framework of latent struc-
tural SVMs(Yu and Joachims., 2009) for multilevel
sentiment classification. As for aspect level rating,
ranking, or summarization, Benjamin(2007) em-
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ployed the good grief algorithm for multiple aspect
ranking and the extensions of the generative topic
models were also widely studied, such as (Titov and
McDonald., 2008; Brody and Elhadad., 2010; Wang
et al., 2010; Li et al., 2011; Lu et al., 2011; Jo and
Oh., 2011; Lin and He, 2009).

In this paper, we build a general structural learn-
ing model for joint sentiment classification and as-
pect analysis using a latent discriminate method.
Our model is able to predict the sentiment polari-
ty of document as well as to identify aspect-specific
sentences and predict the polarity of such sentences.
The proposed method was evaluated with 9,000 Chi-
nese restaurant reviews. Preliminary experiments
demonstrate that our model obtains promising per-
formance.

2 Model

2.1 Document Structure

We assume that the polarity of document is closely
related to some aspects for the reason that people are
writing reviews to praise or criticize certain aspect-
s. Therefore, each informative sentence of the doc-
ument characterizes one aspect, expressing aspec-
t specific polarity or subjective features. Similar to
previous work on aspect analysis (Wang et al., 2010)
and multi-level sentiment classification (Yessenali-
na et al., 2010), we define the aspect as a collection
of synonyms. For instance, the word set {“value”,
“price”, “cost”, “worth”, “quality”} is a synonym
set corresponding to the aspect “price”. For each
document, an aspect is described by one or several
sentences expressing aspect specific polarity or sub-
jective information.

Let document be denoted by x, and y ∈ {+1,−1}
represents the positive or negative polarity of the
document, s is the set of informative sentences, in
which each sentence is attached with certain aspect
ai ∈ A = {a1, ..., ak}. Yessenalina (2010) chooses
a sentence set that best explains the sentiment of the
whole document while the s here retain this proper-
ty. Let Ψ(x, y, s) denote the joint feature map that
outputs the features describing the quality of predict-
ing sentiment y using the sentence set s.

Let xj denote the j-th sentence of documen-
t x, and aj is the attached aspect of xj . In spirit
to (Yessenalina et al., 2010), we propose the follow-

ing formulation of the discriminate function

w⃗T Ψ(x, y, s) =

1

N(x)

∑
j∈s

(
y · w⃗T

pol
aj
ψpol(x

j) + w⃗T
subj

aj
ψsubj(x

j)
)

where N(x) is the normalizing factor, ψpol(x
j) and

ψsubj(x
j) represents the polarity and subjectivity

features of sentence xj respectively. w⃗pol and w⃗subj

denote the weight for polarity and subjectivity fea-
tures. To be specific for each aspect, we have w⃗pola

and w⃗subja representing the vector of feature weight
for aspect a to calculate the polarity and subjectivity
score.

w⃗T
pol =

w⃗
T
pola0
...

w⃗T
polak

 , w⃗T
subj =

w⃗
T
subja0

...
w⃗T

subjak


To make prediction, we have the document-level
sentiment classifier as

h(x; w⃗) = argmax
y=±1

max
s∈S(x)

w⃗T Ψ(x, y, s)

where S(x) = {s ⊆ 1, . . . , |x| : |s| ≤ f(|x|)},
f(|x|) is a function that depends only on the number
of sentences in x, as illustrated in (Yessenalina et al.,
2010). Therefore, for each sentence xj , we compute
the joint subjectivity and polarity score with respect
to aspect a and label y as

score(xj , a, y) = y·w⃗T
polaψpol(x

j)+w⃗T
subja

ψsubj(x
j)

we then assign aspect aj to sentence xj if

aj = argmax
a∈A

score(xj , a, y)

After sorting score(xj , aj , y) in decreasing order
and taking summation by selecting the top f(|x|) (or
fewer, if there are fewer than f(|x|) that have posi-
tive joint score) sentences as the total score for each
y∈{+1,−1} , we then predict y with the higher joint
score as the sentiment of the whole document. This
formulation of w⃗T Ψ(x, y, s) and classifier explains
that for each sentence, the assigned aspect has the
highest score over other aspects.
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2.2 Feature Space
In our model, we use bag-of-words features. In or-
der to obtain a model that is jointly trained, and sat-
isfy the condition that the overall polarity of docu-
ment should influence the sentiment of extracted in-
formative sentences. We denote the weight vector
modeling the polarity of entire document as w⃗doc, as
follows:

w⃗T Ψ(x, y, s) =

y

N(x)

∑
j∈s

(w⃗T
pol

aj
ψpol(x

j) + w⃗T
docψpol(x

j))


+

1

N(x)

∑
j∈s

w⃗T
subj

aj
ψsubj(x

j)

+y ·w⃗T
docψpol(x)

2.3 Training
We trained our model using the latent structural
SVMs (Yu and Joachims., 2009).
OP1:

min
w⃗,ξ≥0

1

2
||w||2 +

C

N

N∑
i=1

ξi

s.t.∀i :

max
s∈S(xi)

w⃗T Ψ(xi, yi, s) ≥

max
s′∈S(xi)

w⃗T Ψ(xi,−yi, s
′) +△(yi,−yi, s

′)− ξi

We define △(yi,−yi, s
′) = 1, that is, we view

document level sentiment classification loss as the
loss function. It should be noticed that OP1 is non-
convex. To circumvent the optimization difficul-
ty, we employ the framework of structural SVM-
s (Tsochantaridis et al., 2004) with latent variables
proposed by Yu (2009) using the CCCP algorith-
m (Yuille and Rangarajan., 2003). In terms of the
formulation here, since the true informative sentence
set is never observed, it is a hidden or latent variable.
Thus, we keep si fixed to compute the upper bound
for the concave part of each constraint, and rewrite
the constraints as

ξi ≥ max
s′∈S(xi)

w⃗T Ψ(xi,−yi, s
′)− w⃗T Ψ(xi, yi, si)+1

After that, we have yi completed with the laten-
t variable si as if it is observed. For each training

example, starting with an initialization sentence set
in which each sentence is with an aspect label, the
training procedure alternates between solving an in-
stance of the structural SVM using the si and pre-
dicting a new sentence until the learned weight vec-
tor w⃗ converges. In our work, we use the perfor-
mance on a validation set to choose the halting iter-
ation, as is similar to Yessenalina (2010).

2.4 Model Initialization

To initialize the informative sentence set, following
the experiment result of Yessenalina (2010), we set
f(|x|) = 0.3 ∗ |x|, that is, we only select the top
30% of the total sentences as the set of informative
part of the document. The normalizing factor is set
as N(x) =

√
f |x|, as Yessenalina (2010) demon-

strates that square root normalization can be useful.
To analyze the aspect of each sentence, we need to
give an initial guess of the aspect and sentiment for
each sentence.
Sentence level sentiment initialization : To ini-
tialize the sentence level sentiment, we employ a
rule based method incorporating positive and neg-
ative sentiment terms, with adversative relation con-
sidered.
Sentence aspect assignment initialization : Obvi-
ously, if a synonym of aspect a occurs in sentence
xl, we assign aspect a to xl, and add xl to an aspect
specific sentence set Pa.For sentence xl without any
aspect term, we set a as the aspect label if

a = argmax similarity(xl, Pa′)
a′∈A

We select the sentences whose sentiment is consis-
tent with the overall rating of a review as the initial
guess of the latent variable.

3 Experiments

In this section, we evaluate our model in terms of
document and sentence level sentiment classifica-
tion, we also analyze the performance of aspect as-
signment for each sentence. The model is evaluated
on the Chinese restaurant reviews crawled from Di-
anping1. Each of the reviews has an overall rating
ranging from one to five stars. To be specific, we
consider a review as positive if its rating is greater

1http://www.dianping.com/
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than or equal to 4 stars, or negative if less than or
equal to 2 stars. The corpus has 4500 positive and
4500 negative reviews. Data and an implementation
of our model are publicly available2.

We train 5 different models by splitting these re-
views into 9 folds. Two folds are left out as the test-
ing set, and each model takes 5 folds as training set,
2 folds as validation set, and the performance is aver-
aged. Besides, we also manually label 100 reviews,
in which each sentence is labeled as positive or neg-
ative corresponding to certain aspect or with no as-
pect description. On average, each review has 9.66
sentences. However, only 21.5% of the total sen-
tences can be assigned to aspect by directly match-
ing with aspect terms, which explains that keywords
based aspect sentiment analysis may fail. For restau-
rant reviews, we pre-defined 11 aspects, and for each
aspect, we select about 5 frequently used terms to
describe that aspect. Table 1 shows some examples
of the aspect synonym set used in this paper:

Aspect Synonym Set
Taste 味道“taste”,口味“flavor”
Price 价格“price” ,价钱“cost”
Dishes 菜品“dishes”,菜式“cuisine”
Ingredients 食物“food” ,食材“ingredients”
Facility 设施“facility”,座位“seat”
Location 位置“location”,
Environment 环境“environment”,

装修“decoration”
Service 服务“service” ,服务员“waiter”

态度“attitude”

Table 1: Samples of Aspect Synonym.

Document level sentiment classification We com-
pare our method with previous work on sentimen-
t classification using standard SVM(Pang et al.,
2002). Our model yields an accuracy of 94.15%
while the standard SVM classifier yields an accu-
racy of 90.35%. Clearly, our model outperforms the
baseline on document level sentiment classification.
Sentence level sentiment classification Our
method can extract a set of informative sentence
that are coherent to the overall rating of a re-
view. The evaluation of sentence-level sentiment
classification is based on manual annotation. We

2http://www.qanswers.net/faculty/hml/

sample 100 reviews, and present the extracted 300
sentences to annotators who have been asked to
assign positive/negative/non-related labels. Among
the sentences, 251 correctly classified as positive
or negative while 49 are misclassified. And, 38
sentences of the 49 sentences have mix opinions or
are non-subjective sentences.
Aspect Assignment To evaluate the accuracy of as-
pect assignment, we compare the predicted aspec-
t labels with the ground truth (manual annotation).
As some of sentences have explicit aspect terms and
can be easily identified, we only consider those sen-
tences without aspect words. In the extracted 300
sentences, 78 sentences have aspect terms, and for
the rest, our model assigns correct aspect labels to
44 sentences while random guess only maps 21 sen-
tences with right labels.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we address the task of multilevel sen-
timent classification of online custom reviews for
fine granular aspect analysis. We present a struc-
tural learning model based on struct-SVM with la-
tent variables. The informative sentence set is re-
garded as latent variable, in which each sentence is
attached with certain aspect label. The training pro-
cedure alternates between solving an instance of the
standard structural SVM optimization and predict-
ing a new sentence set until the halting condition is
satisfied. In addition, our model is a enough gen-
eral model which can be easily extended to other
domains. Preliminary experiments demonstrate that
our model obtains promising performance.

There are several possibilities to improve our
model. For future work, we propose to incorpo-
rate prior knowledge of latent variables to the mod-
el. One possible way is to reformulate the loss func-
tion by taking the predicted aspect of the extract-
ed sentences into consideration. Another is to in-
troduce confidence score to the extracted sentences,
such that the learned support vectors that are labeled
with higher confidence shall assert more force on the
decision plane.
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Abstract

Convolution kernels support the modeling of
complex syntactic information in machine-
learning tasks. However, such models are
highly sensitive to the type and size of syntac-
tic structure used. It is therefore an importan-
t challenge to automatically identify high im-
pact sub-structures relevant to a given task. In
this paper we present a systematic study inves-
tigating (combinations of) sequence and con-
volution kernels using different types of sub-
structures in document-level sentiment classi-
fication. We show that minimal sub-structures
extracted from constituency and dependency
trees guided by a polarity lexicon show 1.45
point absolute improvement in accuracy over a
bag-of-words classifier on a widely used sen-
timent corpus.

1 Introduction

An important subtask in sentiment analysis is sen-
timent classification. Sentiment classification in-
volves the identification of positive and negative
opinions from a text segment at various levels of
granularity including document-level, paragraph-
level, sentence-level and phrase-level. This paper
focuses on document-level sentiment classification.

There has been a substantial amount of work
on document-level sentiment classification. In ear-
ly pioneering work, Pang and Lee (2004) use a
flat feature vector (e.g., a bag-of-words) to rep-
resent the documents. A bag-of-words approach,
however, cannot capture important information ob-
tained from structural linguistic analysis of the doc-

uments. More recently, there have been several ap-
proaches which employ features based on deep lin-
guistic analysis with encouraging results including
Joshi and Penstein-Rose (2009) and Liu and Senef-
f (2009). However, as they select features manually,
these methods would require additional labor when
ported to other languages and domains.

In this paper, we study and evaluate diverse lin-
guistic structures encoded as convolution kernels for
the document-level sentiment classification prob-
lem, in order to utilize syntactic structures without
defining explicit linguistic rules. While the applica-
tion of kernel methods could seem intuitive for many
tasks, it is non-trivial to apply convolution kernels
to document-level sentiment classification: previous
work has already shown that categorically using the
entire syntactic structure of a single sentence would
produce too many features for a convolution ker-
nel (Zhang et al., 2006; Moschitti et al., 2008). We
expect the situation to be worse for our task as we
work with documents that tend to comprise dozens
of sentences.

It is therefore necessary to choose appropriate
substructures of a sentence as opposed to using the
whole structure in order to effectively use convolu-
tion kernels in our task. It has been observed that
not every part of a document is equally informa-
tive for identifying the polarity of the whole doc-
ument (Yu and Hatzivassiloglou, 2003; Pang and
Lee, 2004; Koppel and Schler, 2005; Ferguson et
al., 2009): a film review often uses lengthy objective
paragraphs to simply describe the plot. Such objec-
tive portions do not contain the author’s opinion and
are irrelevant with respect to the sentiment classifi-
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cation task. Indeed, separating objective sentences
from subjective sentences in a document produces
encouraging results (Yu and Hatzivassiloglou, 2003;
Pang and Lee, 2004; Koppel and Schler, 2005; Fer-
guson et al., 2009). Our research is inspired by these
observations. Unlike in the previous work, however,
we focus on syntactic substructures (rather than en-
tire paragraphs or sentences) that contain subjective
words.

More specifically, we use the terms in the lexi-
con constructed from (Wilson et al., 2005) as the
indicators to identify the substructures for the con-
volution kernels, and extract different sub-structures
according to these indicators for various types of
parse trees (Section 3). An empirical evaluation on
a widely used sentiment corpus shows an improve-
ment of 1.45 point in accuracy over the baseline
resulting from a combination of bag-of-words and
high-impact parse features (Section 4).

2 Related Work

Our research builds on previous work in the field
of sentiment classification and convolution kernel-
s. For sentiment classification, the design of lexi-
cal and syntactic features is an important first step.
Several approaches propose feature-based learning
algorithms for this problem. Pang and Lee (2004)
and Dave et al. (2003) represent a document as a
bag-of-words; Matsumoto et al., (2005) extract fre-
quently occurring connected subtrees from depen-
dency parsing; Joshi and Penstein-Rose (2009) use
a transformation of dependency relation triples; Liu
and Seneff (2009) extract adverb-adjective-noun re-
lations from dependency parser output.

Previous research has convincingly demonstrat-
ed a kernel’s ability to generate large feature set-
s, which is useful to quickly model new and not
well understood linguistic phenomena in machine
learning, and has led to improvements in various
NLP tasks, including relation extraction (Bunescu
and Mooney, 2005a; Bunescu and Mooney, 2005b;
Zhang et al., 2006; Nguyen et al., 2009), question
answering (Moschitti and Quarteroni, 2008), seman-
tic role labeling (Moschitti et al., 2008).

Convolution kernels have been used before in sen-
timent analysis: Wiegand and Klakow (2010) use
convolution kernels for opinion holder extraction,

Johansson and Moschitti (2010) for opinion expres-
sion detection and Agarwal et al. (2011) for sen-
timent analysis of Twitter data. Wiegand and K-
lakow (2010) use e.g. noun phrases as possible can-
didate opinion holders, in our work we extract any
minimal syntactic context containing a subjective
word. Johansson and Moschitti (2010) and Agarwal
et al. (2011) process sentences and tweets respec-
tively. However, as these are considerably shorter
than documents, their feature space is less complex,
and pruning is not as pertinent.

3 Kernels for Sentiment Classification

3.1 Linguistic Representations

We explore both sequence and convolution kernels
to exploit information on surface and syntactic lev-
els. For sequence kernels, we make use of lexical
words with some syntactic information in the form
of part-of-speech (POS) tags. More specifically, we
define three types of sequences:

• SW, a sequence of lexical words, e.g.: A tragic
waste of talent and incredible visual effects.

• SP, a sequence of POS tags, e.g.: DT JJ NN IN
NN CC JJ JJ NNS.

• SWP, a sequence of words and POS tags,
e.g.: A/DT tragic/JJ waste/NN of/IN talent/NN
and/CC incredible/JJ visual/JJ effects/NNS.

In addition, we experiment with constituency tree
kernels (CON), and dependency tree kernels (D),
which capture hierarchical constituency structure
and labeled dependency relations between words,
respectively. For dependency kernels, we test with
word (DW), POS (DP), and combined word-and-
POS settings (DWP), and similarly for simple se-
quence kernels (SW, SP and SWP). We also use a
vector kernel (VK) in a bag-of-words baseline. Fig-
ure 1 shows the constituent and dependency struc-
ture for the above sentence.

3.2 Settings

As kernel-based algorithms inherently explore the
whole feature space to weight the features, it is im-
portant to choose appropriate substructures to re-
move unnecessary features as much as possible.
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Figure 1: Illustration of the different tree structures employed for convolution kernels. (a) Constituent parse tree
(CON); (b) Dependency tree-based words integrated with grammatical relations (DW); (c) Dependency tree in (b)
with words substituted by POS tags (DP); (d) Dependency tree in (b) with POS tags inserted before words (DWP).
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Figure 2: Illustration of the different settings on con-
stituency (CON) and dependency (DWP) parse trees with
tragic as the indicator word.

Unfortunately, in our task there exist several cues
indicating the polarity of the document, which are
distributed in different sentences. To solve this prob-
lem, we define the indicators in this task as subjec-
tive words in a polarity lexicon (Wilson et al., 2005).
For each polarity indicator, we define the “scope”
(the minimal syntactic structure containing at least
one subjective word) of each indicator for different
representations as follows:

For a constituent tree, a node and its children
correspond to a grammatical production. There-
fore, considering the terminal node tragic in the con-
stituent structure tree in Figure 1(a), we extract the
subtree rooted at the grandparent of the terminal, see
Figure 2(a). We also use the corresponding sequence

Scopes Trees Size
Document 32 24
Subjective Sentences 22 27
Constituent Substructures 30 10
Dependency Substructures 40 3

Table 1: The detail of the corpus. Here Trees denotes the
average number of trees, and Size denotes the averaged
number of words in each tree.

of words in the subtree for the sequential kernel.
For a dependency tree, we only consider the sub-

tree containing the lexical items that are directly
connected to the subjective word. For instance, giv-
en the node tragic in Figure 1(d), we will extract its
direct parent waste integrated with dependency rela-
tions and (possibly) POS, as in Figure 2(b).

We further add two background scopes, one be-
ing subjective sentences (the sentences that contain
subjective words), and the entire document.

4 Experiments

4.1 Setup

We carried out experiments on the movie review
dataset (Pang and Lee, 2004), which consists of
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1000 positive reviews and 1000 negative reviews.
To obtain constituency trees, we parsed the docu-
ment using the Stanford Parser (Klein and Man-
ning, 2003). To obtain dependency trees, we passed
the Stanford constituency trees through the Stanford
constituency-to-dependency converter (de Marneffe
and Manning, 2008).

We exploited Subset Tree (SST) (Collins and
Duffy, 2001) and Partial Tree (PT) kernels (Mos-
chitti, 2006) for constituent and dependency parse
trees1, respectively. A sequential kernel is applied
for lexical sequences. Kernels were combined using
plain (unweighted) summation. Corpus statistics are
provided in Table 1.

We use a manually constructed polarity lexicon
(Wilson et al., 2005), in which each entry is annotat-
ed with its degree of subjectivity (strong, weak), as
well as its sentiment polarity (positive, negative and
neutral). We only take into account the subjective
terms with the degree of strong subjectivity.

We consider two baselines:

• VK: bag-of-words features using a vector ker-
nel (Pang and Lee, 2004; Ng et al., 2006)

• Rand: a number of randomly selected sub-
structures similar to the number of extracted
substructures defined in Section 3.2

All experiments were carried out using the SVM-
Light-TK toolkit2 with default parameter settings.
All results reported are based on 10-fold cross vali-
dation.

4.2 Results and Discussions

Table 2 lists the results of the different kernel type
combinations. The best performance is obtained by
combining VK and DW kernels, gaining a signifi-
cant improvement of 1.45 point in accuracy. As far
as PT kernels are concerned, we find dependency
trees with simple words (DW) outperform both de-
pendency trees with POS (DP) and those with both
words and POS (DWP). We conjecture that in this
case, as syntactic information is already captured by

1A SubSet Tree is a structure that satisfies the constraint that
grammatical rules cannot be broken, while a Partial Tree is a
more general form of substructures obtained by the application
of partial production rules of the grammar.

2available at http://disi.unitn.it/moschitti/

Kernels Doc Sent Rand Sub
VK 87.05
VK + SW 87.25 86.95 87.25 87.40
VK + SP 87.35 86.95 87.45 87.35
VK + SWP 87.30 87.45 87.30 88.15*
VK + CON 87.45 87.65 87.45 88.30**
VK + DW 87.35 87.50 87.30 88.50**
VK + DP 87.75* 87.20 87.35 87.75
VK + DWP 87.70* 87.30 87.65 87.80*

Table 2: Results of kernels. Here Doc denotes the whole
document of the text, Sent denotes the sentences that con-
tains subjective terms in the lexicon, Rand denotes ran-
domly selected substructures, and Sub denotes the sub-
structures defined in Section 3.2. We use “*” and “**” to
denote a result is better than baseline VK significantly at
p < 0.05 and p < 0.01 (sign test), respectively.

the dependency representation, POS tags can intro-
duce little new information, and will add unneces-
sary complexity. For example, given the substruc-
ture (waste (amod (JJ (tragic)))), the PT kernel will
use both (waste (amod (JJ))) and (waste (amod (JJ
(tragic)))). We can see that the former is adding no
value to the model, as the JJ tag could indicate ei-
ther positive words (e.g. good) or negative words
(e.g. tragic). In contrast, words are good indicators
for sentiment polarity.

The results in Table 2 confirm two of our hy-
potheses. Firstly, it clearly demonstrates the val-
ue of incorporating syntactic information into the
document-level sentiment classifier, as the tree k-
ernels (CON and D*) generally outperforms vector
and sequence kernels (VK and S*). More impor-
tantly, it also shows the necessity of extracting ap-
propriate substructures when using convolution ker-
nels in our task: when using the dependency kernel
(VK+DW), the result on lexicon guided substruc-
tures (Sub) outperforms the results on document,
sentence, or randomly selected substructures, with
statistical significance (p<0.05).

5 Conclusion and Future Work

We studied the impact of syntactic information on
document-level sentiment classification using con-
volution kernels, and reduced the complexity of the
kernels by extracting minimal high-impact substruc-
tures, guided by a polarity lexicon. Experiments
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show that our method outperformed a bag-of-words
baseline with a statistically significant gain of 1.45
absolute point in accuracy.

Our research focuses on identifying and using
high-impact substructures for convolution kernels in
document-level sentiment classification. We expect
our method to be complementary with sophisticated
methods used in state-of-the-art sentiment classifica-
tion systems, which is to be explored in future work.
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Abstract 

This paper brings a marriage of two seemly 

unrelated topics, natural language 

processing (NLP) and social network 

analysis (SNA). We propose a new task in 

SNA which is to predict the diffusion of a 

new topic, and design a learning-based 

framework to solve this problem. We 

exploit the latent semantic information 

among users, topics, and social connections 

as features for prediction. Our framework is 

evaluated on real data collected from public 

domain. The experiments show 16% AUC 

improvement over baseline methods. The 

source code and dataset are available at 

http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~d97944007/dif

fusion/ 

1 Background 

The diffusion of information on social networks 

has been studied for decades. Generally, the 

proposed strategies can be categorized into two 

categories, model-driven and data-driven. The 

model-driven strategies, such as independent 

cascade model (Kempe et al., 2003), rely on 

certain manually crafted, usually intuitive, models 

to fit the diffusion data without using diffusion 

history. The data-driven strategies usually utilize 

learning-based approaches to predict the future 

propagation given historical records of prediction 

(Fei et al., 2011; Galuba et al., 2010; Petrovic et al., 

2011).  Data-driven strategies usually perform 

better than model-driven approaches because the 

past diffusion behavior is used during learning 

(Galuba et al., 2010). 

Recently, researchers started to exploit content 

information in data-driven diffusion models (Fei et 

al., 2011; Petrovic et al., 2011; Zhu et al., 2011). 

However, most of the data-driven approaches 

assume that in order to train a model and predict 

the future diffusion of a topic, it is required to 

obtain historical records about how this topic has 

propagated in a social network (Petrovic et al., 

2011; Zhu et al., 2011). We argue that such 

assumption does not always hold in the real-world 

scenario, and being able to forecast the propagation 

of novel or unseen topics is more valuable in 

practice. For example, a company would like to 

know which users are more likely to be the source 

of ‘viva voce’ of a newly released product for 

advertising purpose. A political party might want 

to estimate the potential degree of responses of a 

half-baked policy before deciding to bring it up to 

public. To achieve such goal, it is required to 

predict the future propagation behavior of a topic 

even before any actual diffusion happens on this 

topic (i.e., no historical propagation data of this 

topic are available). Lin et al. also propose an idea 

aiming at predicting the inference of implicit 

diffusions for novel topics (Lin et al., 2011). The 

main difference between their work and ours is that 

they focus on implicit diffusions, whose data are 

usually not available. Consequently, they need to 

rely on a model-driven approach instead of a data-

driven approach. On the other hand, our work 

focuses on the prediction of explicit diffusion 

behaviors. Despite the fact that no diffusion data of 

novel topics is available, we can still design a data-

driven approach taking advantage of some explicit 

diffusion data of known topics. Our experiments 

show that being able to utilize such information is 

critical for diffusion prediction. 

2 The Novel-Topic Diffusion Model 

We start by assuming an existing social network G 

= (V, E), where V is the set of nodes (or user) v, 

and E is the set of link e. The set of topics is 
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denoted as T. Among them, some are considered as 

novel topics (denoted as N), while the rest (R) are 

used as the training records.  We are also given a 

set of diffusion records D = {d | d = (src, dest, t)}, 

where src is the source node (or diffusion source), 

dest is the destination node, and t is the topic of the 

diffusion that belongs to R but not N. We assume 

that diffusions cannot occur between nodes without 

direct social connection; any diffusion pair implies 

the existence of a link e = (src, dest ∈)  E. Finally, 

we assume there are sets of keywords or tags that 

relevant to each topic (including existing and novel 

topics). Note that the set of keywords for novel 

topics should be seen in that of existing topics. 

From these sets of keywords, we construct a topic-

word matrix TW = (P(wordj | topici))i,j of which the 

elements stand for the conditional probabilities that 

a word appears in the text of a certain topic. 

Similarly, we also construct a user-word matrix 

UW= (P(wordj | useri))i,j from these sets of 

keywords. Given the above information, the goal is 

to predict whether a given link is active (i.e., 

belongs to a diffusion link) for topics in N. 

2.1 The Framework 

The main challenge of this problem lays in that the 

past diffusion behaviors of new topics are missing. 

To address this challenge, we propose a supervised 

diffusion discovery framework that exploits the 

latent semantic information among users, topics, 

and their explicit / implicit interactions. Intuitively, 

four kinds of information are useful for prediction: 

• Topic information: Intuitively, knowing the 

signatures of a topic (e.g., is it about politics?) 

is critical to the success of the prediction. 

• User information: The information of a user 

such as the personality (e.g., whether this user 

is aggressive or passive) is generally useful. 

• User-topic interaction: Understanding the users' 

preference on certain topics can improve the 

quality of prediction. 

• Global information: We include some global 

features (e.g., topology info) of social network. 

Below we will describe how these four kinds of 

information can be modeled in our framework. 

2.2 Topic Information 

We extract hidden topic category information to 

model topic signature. In particular, we exploit the 

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) method (Blei et 

al., 2003), which is a widely used topic modeling 

technique, to decompose the topic-word matrix TW 

into hidden topic categories:  

                        TW = TH * HW 

, where TH is a topic-hidden matrix, HW is hidden-

word matrix, and h is the manually-chosen 

parameter to determine the size of hidden topic 

categories. TH indicates the distribution of each 

topic to hidden topic categories, and HW indicates 

the distribution of each lexical term to hidden topic 

categories. Note that TW and TH include both 

existing and novel topics.  We utilize THt,*, the row 

vector of the topic-hidden matrix TH for a topic t, 

as a feature set. In brief, we apply LDA to extract 

the topic-hidden vector THt,* to model topic 

signature (TG) for both existing and novel topics. 

Topic information can be further exploited. To 

predict whether a novel topic will be propagated 

through a link, we can first enumerate the existing 

topics that have been propagated through this link. 

For each such topic, we can calculate its similarity 

with the new topic based on the hidden vectors 

generated above (e.g., using cosine similarity 

between feature vectors). Then, we sum up the 

similarity values as a new feature: topic similarity 

(TS). For example, a link has previously 

propagated two topics for a total of three times 

{ACL, KDD, ACL}, and we would like to know 

whether a new topic, EMNLP, will propagate 

through this link. We can use the topic-hidden 

vector to generate the similarity values between 

EMNLP and the other topics (e.g., {0.6, 0.4, 0.6}), 

and then sum them up (1.6) as the value of TS. 

2.3 User Information 

Similar to topic information, we extract latent 

personal information to model user signature (the 

users are anonymized already). We apply LDA on 

the user-word matrix UW: 

UW = UM * MW 

, where UM is the user-hidden matrix, MW is the 

hidden-word matrix, and m is the manually-chosen 

size of hidden user categories. UM indicates the 

distribution of each user to the hidden user 

categories (e.g., age). We then use UMu,*, the row 

vector of UM for the user u, as a feature set. In 

brief, we apply LDA to extract the user-hidden 

vector UMu,* for both source and destination nodes 

of a link to model user signature (UG). 
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2.4 User-Topic Interaction 

Modeling user-topic interaction turns out to be 

non-trivial. It is not useful to exploit latent 

semantic analysis directly on the user-topic matrix 

UR = UQ * QR , where UR represents how many 

times each user is diffused for existing topic R (R 

∈ T), because UR does not contain information of 

novel topics, and neither do UQ and QR. Given no 

propagation record about novel topics, we propose 

a method that allows us to still extract implicit 

user-topic information. First, we extract from the 

matrix TH (described in Section 2.2) a subset RH 

that contains only information about existing topics. 

Next we apply left division to derive another user-

hidden matrix UH: 

UH = (RH \ UR
T
)

T
 = ((RH

T 
RH )

-1
 RH

T 
UR

T
)

T
 

Using left division, we generate the UH matrix 

using existing topic information. Finally, we 

exploit UHu,*, the row vector of the user-hidden 

matrix UH for the user u, as a feature set. 

Note that novel topics were included in the 

process of learning the hidden topic categories on 

RH; therefore the features learned here do 

implicitly utilize some latent information of novel 

topics, which is not the case for UM. Experiments 

confirm the superiority of our approach. 

Furthermore, our approach ensures that the hidden 

categories in topic-hidden and user-hidden 

matrices are identical. Intuitively, our method 

directly models the user’s preference to topics’ 

signature (e.g., how capable is this user to 

propagate topics in politics category?). In contrast, 

the UM mentioned in Section 2.3 represents the 

users’ signature (e.g., aggressiveness) and has 

nothing to do with their opinions on a topic. In 

short, we obtain the user-hidden probability vector 

UHu,* as a feature set, which models user 

preferences to latent categories (UPLC). 

2.5 Global Features 

Given a candidate link, we can extract global 

social features such as in-degree (ID) and out-

degree (OD). We tried other features such as 

PageRank values but found them not useful. 

Moreover, we extract the number of distinct topics 

(NDT) for a link as a feature. The intuition behind 

this is that the more distinct topics a user has 

diffused to another, the more likely the diffusion 

will happen for novel topics. 

2.6 Complexity Analysis 

The complexity to produce each feature is as below: 

(1) Topic information: O(I * |T| * h * Bt) for LDA 

using Gibbs sampling, where I is # of the 

iterations in sampling, |T| is # of topics, and Bt 

is the average # of tokens in a topic. 

(2) User information: O(I * |V| * m * Bu) , where 

|V| is # of users, and Bu is the average # of 

tokens for a user. 

(3) User-topic interaction: the time complexity is 

O(h
3
 + h

2
 * |T| + h * |T| * |V|). 

(4) Global features: O(|D|), where |D| is # of 

diffusions. 

3 Experiments 

For evaluation, we try to use the diffusion records 

of old topics to predict whether a diffusion link 

exists between two nodes given a new topic.  

3.1 Dataset and Evaluation Metric 

We first identify 100 most popular topic (e.g., 

earthquake) from the Plurk micro-blog site 

between 01/2011 and 05/2011. Plurk is a popular 

micro-blog service in Asia with more than 5 

million users (Kuo et al., 2011). We manually 

separate the 100 topics into 7 groups. We use 

topic-wise 4-fold cross validation to evaluate our 

method, because there are only 100 available 

topics. For each group, we select 3/4 of the topics 

as training and 1/4 as validation. 

The positive diffusion records are generated 

based on the post-response behavior. That is, if a 

person x posts a message containing one of the 

selected topic t, and later there is a person y 

responding to this message, we consider a 

diffusion of t has occurred from x to y (i.e., (x, y, t) 

is a positive instance). Our dataset contains a total 

of 1,642,894 positive instances out of 100 distinct 

topics; the largest and smallest topic contains 

303,424 and 2,166 diffusions, respectively. Also, 

the same amount of negative instances for each 

topic (totally 1,642,894) is sampled for binary 

classification (similar to the setup in KDD Cup 

2011 Track 2). The negative links of a topic t are 

sampled randomly based on the absence of 

responses for that given topic. 

The underlying social network is created using 

the post-response behavior as well. We assume 

there is an acquaintance link between x and y if and 
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only if x has responded to y (or vice versa) on at 

least one topic. Eventually we generated a social 

network of 163,034 nodes and 382,878 links. 

Furthermore, the sets of keywords for each topic 

are required to create the TW and UW matrices for 

latent topic analysis; we simply extract the content 

of posts and responses for each topic to create both 

matrices. We set the hidden category number h = m 

= 7, which is equal to the number of topic groups. 

We use area under ROC curve (AUC) to 

evaluate our proposed framework (Davis and 

Goadrich, 2006); we rank the testing instances 

based on their likelihood of being positive, and 

compare it with the ground truth to compute AUC. 

3.2 Implementation and Baseline 

After trying many classifiers and obtaining similar 

results for all of them, we report only results from 

LIBLINEAR with c=0.0001 (Fan et al., 2008) due 

to space limitation. We remove stop-words, use 

SCWS (Hightman, 2012) for tokenization, and  

MALLET (McCallum, 2002) and GibbsLDA++ 

(Phan and Nguyen, 2007) for LDA. 

There are three baseline models we compare the 

result with. First, we simply use the total number 

of existing diffusions among all topics between 

two nodes as the single feature for prediction. 

Second, we exploit the independent cascading 

model (Kempe et al., 2003), and utilize the 

normalized total number of diffusions as the 

propagation probability of each link. Third, we try 

the heat diffusion model (Ma et al., 2008), set 

initial heat proportional to out-degree, and tune the 

diffusion time parameter until the best results are 

obtained. Note that we did not compare with any 

data-driven approaches, as we have not identified 

one that can predict diffusion of novel topics.  

3.3 Results 

The result of each model is shown in Table 1. All 

except two features outperform the baseline. The 

best single feature is TS. Note that UPLC performs 

better than UG, which verifies our hypothesis that 

maintaining the same hidden features across 

different LDA models is better. We further conduct 

experiments to evaluate different combinations of 

features (Table 2), and found that the best one (TS 

+ ID + NDT) results in about 16% improvement 

over the baseline, and outperforms the combination 

of all features. As stated in (Witten et al., 2011), 

adding useless features may cause the performance 

of classifiers to deteriorate. Intuitively, TS captures 

both latent topic and historical diffusion 

information, while ID and NDT provide 

complementary social characteristics of users. 

 
Table 1: Single-feature results. 

 
Table 2: Feature combination results. 

4 Conclusions 

The main contributions of this paper are as below: 

1. We propose a novel task of predicting the 

diffusion of unseen topics, which has wide 

applications in real-world.  

2. Compared to the traditional model-driven or 

content-independent data-driven works on 

diffusion analysis, our solution demonstrates 

how one can bring together ideas from two 

different but promising areas, NLP and SNA, 

to solve a challenging problem. 

3. Promising experiment result (74% in AUC) 

not only demonstrates the usefulness of the 

proposed models, but also indicates that 

predicting diffusion of unseen topics without 

historical diffusion data is feasible. 
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Method Feature AUC

Baseline

Existing Diffusion 58.25%

Independent Cascade 51.53%

Heat Diffusion 56.08%

Learning

Topic Signature (TG) 50.80%

Topic Similarity (TS) 69.93%

User Signature (UG) 56.59%

User Preferences to

Latent Categories (UPLC)
61.33%

In-degree (ID) 65.55%

Out-degree (OD) 59.73%

Number of Distinct Topics (NDT) 55.42%

Method Feature AUC

Baseline Existing Diffusion 58.25%

Learning

ALL 65.06%

TS + UPLC + ID + NDT 67.67%

TS + UPLC + ID 64.80%

TS + UPLC + NDT 66.01%

TS + ID + NDT 73.95%

UPLC + ID + NDT 67.24%
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Abstract
For sentence compression, we propose new se-
mantic constraints to directly capture the relations
between a predicate and its arguments, whereas
the existing approaches have focused on relatively
shallow linguistic properties, such as lexical and
syntactic information. These constraints are based
on semantic roles and superior to the constraints
of syntactic dependencies. Our empirical eval-
uation on the Written News Compression Cor-
pus (Clarke and Lapata, 2008) demonstrates that
our system achieves results comparable to other
state-of-the-art techniques.

1 Introduction
Recent work in document summarization do not

only extract sentences but also compress sentences.
Sentence compression enables summarizers to re-
duce the redundancy in sentences and generate in-
formative summaries beyond the extractive summa-
rization systems (Knight and Marcu, 2002). Con-
ventional approaches to sentence compression ex-
ploit various linguistic properties based on lexical
information and syntactic dependencies (McDonald,
2006; Clarke and Lapata, 2008; Cohn and Lapata,
2008; Galanis and Androutsopoulos, 2010).

In contrast, our approach utilizes another property
based on semantic roles (SRs) which improves weak-
nesses of syntactic dependencies. Syntactic depen-
dencies are not sufficient to compress some complex
sentences with coordination, with passive voice, and
with an auxiliary verb. Figure 1 shows an example
with a coordination structure. 1

1This example is from Written News Compression Cor-
pus (http://jamesclarke.net/research/resources).

Figure 1: Semantic Role vs. Dependency Relation
In this example, a SR labeler annotated that Harari

is an A0 argument of left and an A1 argument of
became. Harari is syntactically dependent on left –
SBJ(left-2, Harari-1). However, Harari is not depen-
dent on became and we are hence unable to utilize a
dependency relation between Harari and became di-
rectly. SRs allow us to model the relations between
a predicate and its arguments in a direct fashion.

SR constraints are also advantageous in that we
can compress sentences with semantic information.
In Figure 1, became has three arguments, Harari as
A1, businessman as A2, and shortly afterward as
AM-TMP. As shown in this example, shortly after-
word can be omitted (shaded boxes). In general,
modifier arguments like AM-TMP or AM-LOC are
more likely to be reduced than complement cases
like A0-A4. We can implement such properties by
SR constraints.

Liu and Gildea (2010) suggests that SR features
contribute to generating more readable sentence in
machine translation. We expect that SR features also
help our system to improve readability in sentence
compression and summarization.

2 Why are Semantic Roles Useful for Com-
pressing Sentences?
Before describing our system, we show the statis-

tics in terms of predicates, arguments and their rela-
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Label In Compression / Total Ratio
A0 1454 / 1607 0.905
A1 1916 / 2208 0.868
A2 427 / 490 0.871
AM-TMP 261 / 488 0.535
AM-LOC 134 / 214 0.626
AM-ADV 115 / 213 0.544
AM-DIS 8 / 85 0.094

Table 1: Statistics of Arguments in Compression
tions in the Written News Compression (WNC) Cor-
pus. It has 82 documents (1,629 sentences). We di-
vided them into three: 55 documents are used for
training (1106 sentences); 10 for development (184
sentences); 17 for testing (339 sentences).

Our investigation was held in training data. There
are 3137 verbal predicates and 7852 unique argu-
ments. We performed SR labeling by LTH (Johans-
son and Nugues, 2008), an SR labeler for CoNLL-
2008 shared task. Based on the SR labels annotated
by LTH, we investigated that, for all predicates in
compression, how many their arguments were also
in. Table 1 shows the survival ratio of main argu-
ments in compression. Labels A0, A1, and A2 are
complement case roles and over 85% of them survive
with their predicates. On the other hand, for modifier
arguments (AM-X), survival ratios are down to lower
than 65%. Our SR constraints implement the differ-
ence of survival ratios by SR labels. Note that de-
pendency labels SBJ and OBJ generally correspond
to SR labels A0 and A1, respectively. But their total
numbers are 777 / 919 (SBJ) and 918 / 1211 (OBJ)
and much fewer than A0 and A1 labels. Thus, SR la-
bels can connect much more arguments to their pred-
icates.

3 Approach
This section describes our new approach to sen-

tence compression. In order to introduce rich syn-
tactic and semantic constraints to a sentence com-
pression model, we employ Markov Logic (Richard-
son and Domingos, 2006). Since Markov Logic sup-
ports both soft and hard constraints, we can imple-
ment our SR constraints in simple and direct fash-
ion. Moreover, implementations of learning and
inference methods are already provided in existing
Markov Logic interpreters such as Alchemy 2 and
Markov thebeast. 3 Thus, we can focus our effort

2http://alchemy.cs.washington.edu/
3http://code.google.com/p/thebeast/

on building a set of formulae called Markov Logic
Network (MLN). So, in this section, we describe our
proposed MLN in detail.

3.1 Proposed Markov Logic Network
First, let us define our MLN predicates. We sum-

marize the MLN predicates in Table 2. We have only
one hidden MLN predicate, inComp(i) which mod-
els the decision we need to make: whether a token i
is in compression or not. The other MLN predicates
are called observed which provide features. With our
MLN predicates defined, we can now go on to in-
corporate our intuition about the task using weighted
first-order logic formulae. We define SR constraints
and the other formulae in Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2,
respectively.

3.1.1 Semantic Role Constraints
Semantic role labeling generally includes the three

subtasks: predicate identification; argument role la-
beling; sense disambiguation. Our model exploits
the results of predicate identification and argument
role labeling. 4 pred(i) and role(i, j, r) indicate the
results of predicate identification and role labeling,
respectively.

First, the formula describing a local property of a
predicate is

pred(i)⇒ inComp(i) (1)
which denotes that, if token i is a predicate then i is
in compression. A formula with exact one hidden
predicate is called local formula.

A predicate is not always in compression. The for-
mula reducing some predicates is

pred(i) ∧ height(i,+n)⇒ ¬inComp(i) (2)
which implies that a predicate i is not in compression
with n height in a dependency tree. Note the + nota-
tion indicates that the MLN contains one instance of
the rule, with a separate weight, for each assignment
of the variables with a plus sign.

As mentioned earlier, our SR constraints model
the difference of the survival rate of role labels in
compression. Such SR constraints are encoded as:

role(i, j,+r) ∧ inComp(i)⇒ inComp( j) (3)

role(i, j,+r) ∧ ¬inComp(i)⇒ ¬inComp( j) (4)
which represent that, if a predicate i is (not) in com-
pression, then its argument j is (not) also in with

4Sense information is too sparse because the size of the
WNC Corpus is not big enough.
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predicate definition
inComp(i) Token i is in compression

pred(i) Token i is a predicate
role(i, j, r) Token i has an argument j with role r
word(i,w) Token i has word w

pos(i, p) Token i has Pos tag p
dep(i, j, d) Token i is dependent on token j with

dependency label d
path(i, j, l) Tokens i and j has syntactic path l
height(i, n) Token i has height n in dependency tree

Table 2: MLN Predicates
role r. These formulae are called global formulae
because they have more than two hidden MLN pred-
icates. With global formulae, our model makes two
decisions at a time. When considering the example
in Figure 1, Formula (3) will be grounded as:

role(9, 1,A0) ∧ inComp(9)⇒ inComp(1) (5)

role(9, 7,AM-TMP) ∧ inComp(9)⇒ inComp(7). (6)
In fact, Formula (5) gains a higher weight than For-
mula (6) by learning on training data. As a re-
sult, our system gives “1-Harari” more chance to
survive in compression. We also add some exten-
sions of Formula (3) combined with dep(i, j,+d) and
path(i, j,+l) which enhance SR constraints. Note, all
our SR constraints are “predicate-driven” (only ⇒
not ⇔ as in Formula (13)). Because an argument is
usually related to multiple predicates, it is difficult to
model “argument-driven” formula.

3.1.2 Lexical and Syntactic Features
For lexical and syntactic features, we mainly refer

to the previous work (McDonald, 2006; Clarke and
Lapata, 2008). The first two formulae in this sec-
tion capture the relation of the tokens with their lexi-
cal and syntactic properties. The formula describing
such a local property of a word form is

word(i,+w)⇒ inComp(i) (7)
which implies that a token i is in compression with a
weight that depends on the word form.

For part-of-speech (POS), we add unigram and bi-
gram features with the formulae,

pos(i,+p)⇒ inComp(i) (8)

pos(i,+p1) ∧ pos(i + 1,+p2)⇒ inComp(i). (9)
POS features are often more reasonable than word
form features to combine with the other properties.
The formula,

pos(i,+p) ∧ height(i,+n)⇒ inComp(i). (10)
is a combination of POS features and a height in a

dependency tree.
The next formula combines POS bigram features

with dependency relations.
pos(i,+p1) ∧ pos( j,+p2) ∧
dep(i, j,+d)⇒ inComp(i). (11)

Moreover, our model includes the following
global formulae,

dep(i, j,+d) ∧ inComp(i)⇒ inComp( j) (12)

dep(i, j,+d) ∧ inComp(i)⇔ inComp( j) (13)
which enforce the consistencies between head and
modifier tokens. Formula (12) represents that if
we include a head token in compression then its
modifier must also be included. Formula (13) en-
sures that head and modifier words must be simul-
taneously kept in compression or dropped. Though
Clarke and Lapata (2008) implemented these depen-
dency constraints by ILP, we implement them by
soft constraints of MLN. Note that Formula (12) ex-
presses the same properties as Formula (3) replacing
dep(i, j,+d) by role(i, j,+r).

4 Experiment and Result
4.1 Experimental Setup

Our experimental setting follows previous
work (Clarke and Lapata, 2008). As stated in
Section 2, we employed the WNC Corpus. For
preprocessing, we performed POS tagging by
stanford-tagger. 5 and dependency parsing by
MST-parser (McDonald et al., 2005). In addition,
LTH 6 was exploited to perform both dependency
parsing and SR labeling. We implemented our
model by Markov Thebeast with Gurobi optimizer. 7

Our evaluation consists of two types of automatic
evaluations. The first evaluation is dependency based
evaluation same as Riezler et al. (2003). We per-
formed dependency parsing on gold data and system
outputs by RASP. 8 Then we calculated precision, re-
call, and F1 for the set of label(head,modi f ier).

In order to demonstrate how well our SR con-
straints keep correct predicate-argument structures
in compression, we propose SRL based evalua-
tion. We performed SR labeling on gold data

5http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/tagger.shtml
6http://nlp.cs.lth.se/software/semantic_

parsing:_propbank_nombank_frames
7http://www.gurobi.com/
8http://www.informatics.susx.ac.uk/research/

groups/nlp/rasp/
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Original [A0 They] [pred say] [A1 the refugees will enhance productivity and economic growth].
MLN with SRL [A0 They] [pred say] [A1 the refugees will enhance growth].
Gold Standard [A1∗ the refugees will enhance productivity and growth].
Original [A0 A Ł16.1m dam] [AM−MOD will] [pred hold] back [A1 a 2.6-mile-long artificial lake to be

known as the Roadford Reservoir].
MLN with SRL [A0 A dam] will [pred hold] back [A1 a artificial lake to be known as the Roadford Reservoir].
Gold Standard [A0 A Ł16.1m dam] [AM−MOD will] [pred hold back [A1 a 2.6-mile-long Roadford Reservoir].

Table 4: Analysis of Errors

Model CompR F1-Dep F1-SRL
McDonald 73.6% 38.4% 49.9%
MLN w/o SRL 68.3% 51.3% 57.2%
MLN with SRL 73.1% 58.9% 64.1%
Gold Standard 73.3% – –

Table 3: Results of Sentence Compression
and system outputs by LTH. Then we calculated
precision, recall, and F1 value for the set of
role(predicate, argument).

The training time of our MLN model are approx-
imately 8 minutes on all training data, with 3.1GHz
Intel Core i3 CPU and 4G memory. While the pre-
diction can be done within 20 seconds on the test
data.

4.2 Results
Table 3 shows the results of our compression

models by compression rate (CompR), dependency-
based F1 (F1-Dep), and SRL-based F1 (F1-SRL). In
our experiment, we have three models. McDonald
is a re-implementation of McDonald (2006). Clarke
and Lapata (2008) also re-implemented McDonald’s
model with an ILP solver and experimented it on the
WNC Corpus. 9 MLN with SRL and MLN w/o
SRL are our Markov Logic models with and with-
out SR Constraints, respectively.

Note our three models have no constraint for the
length of compression. Therefore, we think the com-
pression rate of the better system should get closer to
that of human compression. In comparison between
MLN models and McDonald, the former models out-
perform the latter model on both F1-Dep and F1-
SRL. Because MLN models have global constraints
and can generate syntactically correct sentences.

Our concern is how a model with SR constraints
is superior to a model without them. MLN with
SRL outperforms MLN without SRL with a 7.6
points margin (F1-Dep). The compression rate of
MLN with SRL goes up to 73.1% and gets close

9Clarke’s re-implementation got 60.1% for CompR and
36.0%pt for F1-Dep

to that of gold standard. SRL-based evaluation also
shows that SR constraints actually help extract cor-
rect predicate-argument structures. These results are
promising to improve readability.

It is difficult to directly compare our results with
those of state-of-the-art systems (Cohn and Lapata,
2009; Clarke and Lapata, 2010; Galanis and An-
droutsopoulos, 2010) since they have different test-
ing sets and the results with different compression
rates. However, though our MLN model with SR
constraints utilizes no large-scale data, it is the only
model which achieves close on 60% in F1-Dep.

4.3 Error Analysis
Table 4 indicates two critical examples which our

SR constraints failed to compress correctly. For the
first example, our model leaves an argument with its
predicate because our SR constraints are “predicate-
driven”. In addition, “say” is the main verb in this
sentence and hard to be deleted due to the syntactic
significance.

The second example in Table 4 requires to iden-
tify a coreference relation between artificial lake and
Roadford Reservour. We consider that discourse
constraints (Clarke and Lapata, 2010) help our model
handle these cases. Discourse and coreference infor-
mation enable our model to select important argu-
ments and their predicates.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed new semantic con-

straints for sentence compression. Our model with
global constraints of semantic roles selected correct
predicate-argument structures and successfully im-
proved performance of sentence compression.

As future work, we will compare our model with
the other state-of-the-art systems. We will also inves-
tigate the correlation between readability and SRL-
based score by manual evaluations. Furthermore, we
would like to combine discourse constraints with SR
constraints.
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Abstract

This paper shows that full abstraction can be
accomplished in the context of guided sum-
marization. We describe a work in progress
that relies on Information Extraction, statis-
tical content selection and Natural Language
Generation. Early results already demonstrate
the effectiveness of the approach.

1 Introduction

In the last decade, automatic text summarization has
been dominated by extractive approaches that rely
purely on shallow statistics. In the latest evalu-
ation campaign of the Text Analysis Conference1

(TAC), the top systems were considered only “barely
acceptable” by human assessment (Owczarzak and
Dang, 2011). The field is also getting saturated near
what appears to be a ceiling in performance. Sys-
tems that claim to be very different from one an-
other have all become statistically indistinguishable
in evaluation results. An experiment (Genest et al.,
2009) found a performance ceiling to pure sentence
extraction that is very low compared to regular (ab-
stractive) human summaries, but not that much bet-
ter than the current best automatic systems.

Abstractive summarization has been explored to
some extent in recent years: sentence compression
(Knight and Marcu, 2000) (Cohn and Lapata, 2009),
sentence fusion (Barzilay and McKeown, 2005) or
revision (Tanaka et al., 2009), and a generation-
based approach that could be called sentence split-
ting (Genest and Lapalme, 2011). They are all

1www.nist.gov/tac

rewriting techniques based on syntactical analysis,
offering little improvement over extractive methods
in the content selection process.

We believe that a fully abstractive approach with a
separate process for the analysis of the text, the con-
tent selection, and the generation of the summary
has the most potential for generating summaries at a
level comparable to human. For the foreseeable fu-
ture, we think that such a process for full abstraction
is impossible in the general case, since it is almost
equivalent to perfect text understanding. In specific
domains, however, an approximation of full abstrac-
tion is possible.

This paper shows that full abstraction can be ac-
complished in the context of guided summarization.
We propose a methodology that relies on Informa-
tion Extraction and Natural Language Generation,
and discuss our early results.

2 Guided Summarization

The stated goal of the guided summarization task
at TAC is to motivate a move towards abstractive
approaches. It is an oriented multidocument sum-
marization task in which a category is attributed
to a cluster of 10 source documents to be summa-
rized in 100 words or less. There are five cate-
gories: Accidents and Natural Disasters, Attacks,
Health and Safety, Endangered Resources, and In-
vestigations/Trials. Each category is associated with
a list of aspects to address in the summary. Figure 1
shows the aspects for the Attacks category. We use
this specification of categories and aspects to accom-
plish domain-specific summarization.
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2.1 WHAT: what happened
2.2 WHEN: date, time, other temporal placement markers
2.3 WHERE: physical location
2.4 PERPETRATORS: individuals or groups responsible for the attack
2.5 WHY: reasons for the attack
2.6 WHO AFFECTED: casualties (death, injury), or individuals otherwise negatively affected
2.7 DAMAGES: damages caused by the attack
2.8 COUNTERMEASURES: countermeasures, rescue efforts, prevention efforts, other reactions

Figure 1: Aspects for TAC’s guided summarization task, category 2: Attacks

3 Fully Abstractive Approach

Guided summarization categories and aspects define
an information need, and using Information Extrac-
tion (IE) seems appropriate to address it. The idea
to use an IE system for summarization can be traced
back to the FRUMP system (DeJong, 1982), which
generates brief summaries about various kinds of
stories; (White et al., 2001) also wrote abstractive
summaries using the output of an IE system applied
to events such as natural disasters. In both cases, the
end result is a generated summary from the informa-
tion available. A lot of other work has instead used
IE to improve the performance of extraction-based
systems, like (Barzilay and Lee, 2004) and (Ji et al.,
2010).

What is common to all these approaches is that
the IE system is designed for a specific purpose, sep-
arate from summarization. However, to properly ad-
dress each aspect requires a system designed specifi-
cally for that task. To our knowledge, tailoring IE to
the needs of abstractive summarization has not been
done before. Our methodology uses a rule-based,
custom-designed IE module, integrated with Con-
tent Selection and Generation in order to write short,
well-written abstractive summaries.

Before tackling these, we perform some prepro-
cessing on the cluster of documents. It includes:
cleaning up and normalization of the input using reg-
ular expressions, sentence segmentation, tokeniza-
tion and lemmatization using GATE (Cunningham
et al., 2002), syntactical parsing and dependency
parsing (collapsed) using the Stanford Parser (de
Marneffe et al., 2006), and Named Entity Recogni-
tion using Stanford NER (Finkel et al., 2005). We
have also developed a date resolution engine that fo-
cuses on days of the week and relative terms.

3.1 Information Extraction

Our architecture is based on Abstraction Schemes.
An abstraction scheme consists of IE rules, con-
tent selection heuristics and one or more genera-
tion patterns, all created by hand. Each abstrac-
tion scheme is designed to address a theme or sub-
category. Thus, rules that extract information for
the same aspect within the same scheme will share a
similar meaning. An abstraction scheme aims to an-
swer one or more aspects of its category, and more
than one scheme can be linked to the same aspect.

Figure 2 shows two of the schemes that we have
created. For the scheme killing, the IE rules would
match X as the perpetrator and Y as a victim for
all of the following phrases: X killed Y, Y was
assassinated by X, and the murder of X
by Y. Other schemes have similar structure and pur-
pose, such as wounding, abducting, damaging
and destroying. To create extraction rules for a
scheme, we must find several verbs and nouns shar-
ing a similar meaning and identify the syntactical
position of the roles we are interested in. Three re-
sources have helped us in designing extraction rules:
a thesaurus to find semantically related nouns and
verbs; VerbNet (Kipper et al., 2006), which provides
amongst other things the semantic roles of the syn-
tactical dependents of verbs; and a hand-crafted list
of aspect-relevant word stems provided by the team
that made CLASSY (Conroy et al., 2010).

Schemes and their extraction rules can also be
quite different from this first example, as shown with
the scheme event. This scheme gathers the basic in-
formation about the attack event: WHAT category of
attack, WHEN and WHERE it occurred. A list of key
words is used to identify words that imply an attack
event, while a list of EVENT NOUNs is used to iden-
tify specifically words that refer to a type of attack.
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Scheme: killing

Information Extraction

SUBJ(kill, X) → WHO(X)
OBJ(kill, Y) → WHO AFFECTED(Y)
SUBJ(assassinate, X) → WHO(X)
OBJ(assassinate, Y) → WHO AFFECTED(Y)

...
PREP OF(murder, Y) → WHO AFFECTED(Y)
PREP BY(murder, X) → WHO(X)

...
Content Selection Select best candidates for kill verb, WHO(X) and WHO AFFECTED(Y)

Generation X kill verb Y

Scheme: event

Information Extraction

PREP IN(key word, X), LOCATION(X) → WHERE(X)
PREP IN(key word, X), ORGANIZATION(X) → WHERE(X)
PREP AT(key word, X), LOCATION(X) → WHERE(X)
PREP AT(key word, X), ORGANIZATION(X) → WHERE(X)
DEP(key word, Y), DATE(Y) → WHEN(Y)
EVENT NOUN(Z) → WHAT(Z)

Content Selection Select best candidates for at or in, WHERE(X), WHEN(Y) and WHAT(Z)

Generation On Y, Z occurred at/in X

Figure 2: Abstraction schemes killing and event. The information extraction rules translate preprocessing annota-
tions into candidate answers for a specific aspect. Content selection determines which candidate will be included in the
generated sentence for each aspect. Finally, a pattern is used to determine the structure of the generated sentence. No-
tation: word or lemma, variable, group of words, PREDICATE OR ASPECT. Note that the predicate DEP matches
any syntactical dependency and that key words refer to a premade list of category-relevant verbs and nouns.

3.2 Content Selection

A large number of candidates are found by the IE
rules for each aspect. The content selection module
selects the best ones and sends them to the genera-
tion module. The basic heuristic is to select the can-
didate most often mentioned for an aspect, and simi-
larly for the choice of a preposition or a verb for gen-
eration. More than one candidate may be selected
for the aspect WHO AFFECTED, the victims of
the attack. Several heuristics are used to avoid re-
dundancies and uninformative answers.

News articles may contain references to more
than one event of a given category, but our sum-
maries describe only one. To avoid mixing candi-
dates from two different event instances that might
appear in the same cluster of documents, we rely on
dates. The ancestors of a date in the dependency
tree are associated with that date, and excluded from
the summary if the main event occurs on a different
date.

3.3 Generation

The text of a summary must be fluid and feel natu-
ral, while being straightforward and concise. From
our observation of human-written summaries, it also
does not require a great deal of originality to be
considered excellent by human standards. Thus,
we have designed straightforward generation pat-
terns for each scheme. They are implemented us-
ing the SimpleNLG realizer (Gatt and Reiter, 2009),
which takes a sentence structure and words in their
root form as input and gives a sentence with re-
solved agreements and sentence markers as output.
The greatest difficulty in the structure is in realizing
noun phrases. The content selection module selects
a lemma that should serve as noun phrase head, and
its number, modifiers and specifier must be deter-
mined during generation. Frequencies and heuristics
are again used to identify appropriate modifiers, this
time from all those used with that head within the
source documents. We apply the constraint that the
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On April 20, 1999, a massacre occurred at Columbine High School.
Two student gunmen killed 12 students, a teacher and themselves.

On November 2, 2004, a brutal murder occurred in Amsterdam.
A gunman stabbed and shot Dutch filmmaker Theo van Gogh.
A policeman and the suspect were wounded.

On February 14, 2005, a suicide car bombing occurred in Beirut.
Former Lebanese Prime Minister Rafik Hariri and 14 others were killed.

Figure 3: Brief fully abstractive summaries on clusters D1001A-A, D1039G-A and D1043H-A, respectively on the
Columbine massacre, the murder of Theo van Gogh and the assassination of Rafik Hariri.

combination of number and modifiers chosen must
appear at least once as an IE rule match.

As for any generated text, a good summary also
requires a text plan (Hovy, 1988) (McKeown, 1985).
Ours consists of an ordering of the schemes. For ex-
ample, an Attack summary begins with the scheme
event. This ordering also determines which scheme
to favor in the case of redundancy, e.g. given that a
building was both damaged and destroyed, only the
fact that is was destroyed will be mentioned.

4 Results and Discussion

We have implemented this fully abstractive summa-
rization methodology. The abstraction schemes and
text plan for the Attack category are written in an
XML document, designed to easily allow the addi-
tion of more schemes and the design of new cate-
gories. The language processing of the source docu-
ments and the domain-specific knowledge are com-
pletely separate in the program.

Our system, which is meant as a proof of concept,
can generate useful summaries for the Attack cate-
gory, as can be seen in Figure 3. The key elements
of information are present in each case, stated in a
way that is easy to understand.

These short summaries have a high density of in-
formation, in terms of how much content from the
source documents they cover for a given number of
words. For example, using the most widely used
content metric, Pyramid (Nenkova et al., 2007), the
two sentences generated for the cluster D1001A-
A contain 8 Semantic Content Units (SCU) for a
weighted total of 30 out of a maximum of 56, for
a raw Pyramid score of 0.54. Only 3 of the 43 auto-
matic summaries beat this score on this cluster that
year (the average was 0.31). Note that the sum-
maries that we compare against contain up to 100

words, whereas ours is only 21 words long. We con-
clude that our method has the potential for creating
summaries with much greater information density
than the current state of the art.

In fact, our approach does not only have the po-
tential to increase a summary’s coverage, but also its
linguistic quality and the reader satisfaction as well,
since the most relevant information now appears at
the beginning of the summary.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

We have developed and implemented a fully abstrac-
tive summarization methodology in the context of
guided summarization. The higher density of infor-
mation in our short summaries is one key to address
the performance ceiling of extractive summarization
methods. Although fully abstractive summarization
is a daunting challenge, our work shows the feasibil-
ity and usefulness of this new direction for summa-
rization research.

We are now expanding the variety and complexity
of the abstraction schemes and generation patterns
to deal with more aspects and other categories. We
should then be able to compare on a greater scale
the output of our system with the ones produced by
other automatic systems and by humans on all the
clusters used at TAC 2010 and 2011.
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Abstract

We investigate the consistency of human as-
sessors involved in summarization evaluation
to understand its effect on system ranking and
automatic evaluation techniques. Using Text
Analysis Conference data, we measure anno-
tator consistency based on human scoring of
summaries for Responsiveness, Readability,
and Pyramid scoring. We identify inconsis-
tencies in the data and measure to what ex-
tent these inconsistencies affect the ranking
of automatic summarization systems. Finally,
we examine the stability of automatic metrics
(ROUGE and CLASSY) with respect to the
inconsistent assessments.

1 Introduction

Automatic summarization of documents is a re-
search area that unfortunately depends on human
feedback. Although attempts have been made at au-
tomating the evaluation of summaries, none is so
good as to remove the need for human assessors.
Human judgment of summaries, however, is not per-
fect either. We investigate two ways of measuring
evaluation consistency in order to see what effect it
has on summarization evaluation and training of au-
tomatic evaluation metrics.

2 Assessor consistency

In the Text Analysis Conference (TAC) Summariza-
tion track, participants are allowed to submit more
than one run (usually two), and this option is of-
ten used to test different settings or versions of the
same summarization system. In cases when the sys-
tem versions are not too divergent, they sometimes

produce identical summaries for a given topic. Sum-
maries are randomized within each topic before they
are evaluated, so the identical copies are usually in-
terspersed with 40-50 other summaries for the same
topic and are not evaluated in a row. Given that each
topic is evaluated by a single assessor, it then be-
comes possible to check assessor consistency, i.e.,
whether the assessor judged the two identical sum-
maries in the same way.

For each summary, assessors conduct content
evaluation according to the Pyramid framework
(Nenkova and Passonneau, 2004) and assign it Re-
sponsiveness and Readability scores1, so assessor
consistency can be checked in these three areas sep-
arately. We found between 230 (in 2009) and 430
(in 2011) pairs of identical summaries for the 2008-
2011 data (given on average 45 topics, 50 runs, and
two summarization conditions: main and update),
giving in effect anywhere from around 30 to 60 in-
stances per assessor per year. Using Krippendorff’s
alpha (Freelon, 2004), we calculated assessor con-
sistency within each year, as well as total consis-
tency over all years’ data (for those assessors who
worked multiple years). Table 1 shows rankings of
assessors in 2011, based on their Readability, Re-
sponsiveness, and Pyramid judgments for identical
summary pairs (around 60 pairs per assessor).

Interestingly, consistency values for Readability
are lower overall than those for Responsiveness and
Pyramid, even for the most consistent assessors.
Given that Readability and Responsiveness are eval-
uated in the same way, i.e. by assigning a numeri-
cal score according to detailed guidelines, this sug-

1http://www.nist.gov/tac/2011/Summarization/Guided-
Summ.2011.guidelines.html
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ID Read ID Resp ID Pyr
G 0.867 G 0.931 G 0.975
D 0.866 D 0.875 D 0.970
A 0.801 H 0.808 H 0.935
H 0.783 A 0.750 A 0.931
F 0.647 F 0.720 E 0.909
C 0.641 E 0.711 C 0.886
E 0.519 C 0.490 F 0.872

Table 1: Annotator consistency in assigning Readability
and Responsiveness scores and in Pyramid evaluation, as
represented by Krippendorff’s alpha for interval values,
on 2011 data.

gests that Readability as a quality of text is inher-
ently more vague and difficult to pinpoint.

On the other hand, Pyramid consistency values
are generally the highest, which can be explained
by how the Pyramid evaluation is designed. Even
if the assessor is inconsistent in selecting Sum-
mary Content Units (SCUs) across different sum-
maries, as long as the total summary weight is sim-
ilar, the summary’s final score will be similar, too.2

Therefore, it would be better to look at whether as-
sessors tend to find the same SCUs (information
“nuggets”) in different summaries on the same topic,
and whether they annotate them consistently. This
can be done using the “autoannotate” function of
the Pyramid process, where all SCU contributors
(selected text strings) from already annotated sum-
maries are matched against the text of a candidate
(un-annotated) summary. The autoannotate func-
tion works fairly well for matching between extrac-
tive summaries, which tend to repeat verbatim whole
sentences from source documents.

For each summary in 2008-2011 data, we autoan-
notated it using all remaining manually-annotated
summaries from the same topic, and then we com-
pared the resulting “autoPyramid” score with the
score from the original manual annotation for that
summary. Ideally, the autoPyramid score should
be lower or equal to the manual Pyramid score: it
would mean that in this summary, the assessor se-
lected as relevant all the same strings as s/he found
in the other summaries on the same topic, plus possi-
bly some more information that did not appear any-

2The final score is based on total weight of all SCUs found
in the summary, so the same weight can be obtained by select-
ing a larger number of lower-weight SCUs or a smaller number
of higher-weight SCUs (or the same number of similar-weight
SCUs which nevertheless denote different content).

Figure 1: Annotator consistency in selecting SCUs in
Pyramid evaluation, as represented by the difference be-
tween manual Pyramid and automatic Pyramid scores
(mP-aP), on 2011 data.

where else. If the autoPyramid score is higher than
the manual Pyramid score, it means that either (1)
the assessor missed relevant strings in this summary,
but found them in other summaries; or (2) the strings
selected as relevant elsewhere in the topic were acci-
dental, and as such not repeated in this summary. Ei-
ther way, if we then average out score differences for
all summaries for a given topic, it will give us a good
picture of the annotation consistency in this partic-
ular topic. Higher average autoPyramid scores sug-
gest that the assessor was missing content, or other-
wise making frequent random mistakes in assigning
content. Figure 1 shows the macro-average differ-
ence between manual Pyramid scores and autoPyra-
mid scores for each assessor in 2011.3 For the most
part, it mirrors the consistency ranking from Table
1, confirming that some assessors are less consistent
than others; however, certain differences appear: for
instance, Assessor A is one of the most consistent in
assigning Readability scores, but is not very good at
selecting SCUs consistently. This can be explained
by the fact that the Pyramid evaluation and assigning
Readability scores are different processes and might
require different skills and types of focus.

3 Impact on evaluation

Since human assessment is used to rank participat-
ing summarizers in the TAC Summarization track,

3Due to space constraints, we report figures for only 2011,
but the results for other years are similar.
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Pearson’s r Spearman’s rho
-1 worst -2 worst -1 worst -2 worst

Readability 0.995 0.993 0.988 0.986
Responsiveness 0.996 0.989 0.986 0.946
Pyramid 0.996 0.992 0.978 0.960
mP-aP 0.996 0.987 0.975 0.943

Table 2: Correlation between the original summarizer
ranking and the ranking after excluding topics by one or
two worst assessors in each category.

we should examine the potential impact of incon-
sistent assessors on the overall evaluation. Because
the final summarizer score is the average over many
topics, and the topics are fairly evenly distributed
among assessors for annotation, excluding noisy
topics/assessors has very little impact on summa-
rizer ranking. As an example, consider the 2011 as-
sessor consistency data in Table 1 and Figure 1. If
we exclude topics by the worst performing assessor
from each of these categories, recalculate the sum-
marizer rankings, and then check the correlation be-
tween the original and newly created rankings, we
obtain results in Table 2.

Although the impact on evaluating automatic
summarizers is small, it could be argued that exclud-
ing topics with inconsistent human scoring will have
an impact on the performance of automatic evalua-
tion metrics, which might be unfairly penalized by
their inability to emulate random human mistakes.
Table 3 shows ROUGE-2 (Lin, 2004), one of the
state-of-the-art automatic metrics used in TAC, and
its correlations with human metrics, before and af-
ter exclusion of noisy topics from 2011 data. The
results are fairly inconclusive: it seems that in most
cases, removing topics does more harm than good,
suggesting that the signal-to-noise ratio is still tipped
in favor of signal. The only exception is Readability,
where ROUGE records a slight increase in correla-
tion; this is unsurprising, given that consistency val-
ues for Readability are the lowest of all categories,
and perhaps here removing noise has more impact.
In the case of Pyramid, there is a small gain when
we exclude the single worst assessor, but excluding
two assessors results in a decreased correlation, per-
haps because we remove too much valid information
at the same time.

A different picture emerges when we examine
how well ROUGE-2 can predict human scores on
the summary level. We pooled together all sum-

Readability Responsiveness Pyramid mP-aP
before 0.705 0.930 0.954 0.954
-1 worst 0.718 0.921 0.961 0.942
-2 worst 0.718 0.904 0.952 0.923

Table 3: Correlation between the summarizer rankings
according to ROUGE-2 and human metrics, before and
after excluding topics by one or two worst assessors in
that category.

Readability Responsiveness Pyramid mP-aP
before 0.579 0.694 0.771 0.771
-1 worst 0.626 0.695 0.828 0.752
-2 worst 0.628 0.721 0.817 0.741

Table 4: Correlation between ROUGE-2 and human met-
rics on a summary level before and after excluding topics
by one or two worst assessors in that category.

maries annotated by each particular assessor and cal-
culated the correlation between ROUGE-2 and this
assessor’s manual scores for individual summaries.
Then we calculated the mean correlation over all
assessors. Unsurprisingly, inconsistent assessors
tend to correlate poorly with automatic (and there-
fore always consistent) metrics, so excluding one
or two worst assessors from each category increases
ROUGE’s average per-assessor summary-level cor-
relation, as can be seen in Table 4. The only ex-
ception here is when we exclude assessors based on
their autoPyramid performance: again, because in-
consistent SCU selection doesn’t necessarily trans-
late into inconsistent final Pyramid scores, exclud-
ing those assessors doesn’t do much for ROUGE-2.

4 Impact on training

Another area where excluding noisy topics might be
useful is in training new automatic evaluation met-
rics. To examine this issue we turned to CLASSY
(Rankel et al., 2011), an automatic evaluation met-
ric submitted to TAC each year from 2009-2011.
CLASSY consists of four different versions, each
aimed at predicting a particular human evaluation
score. Each version of CLASSY is based on one
of three regression methods: robust regression, non-
negative least squares, or canonical correlation. The
regressions are calculated based on a collection of
linguistic and content features, derived from the
summary to be scored.

CLASSY requires two years of marked data to
score summaries in a new year. In order to predict
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the human metrics in 2011, for example, CLASSY
uses the human ratings from 2009 and 2010. It first
considers each subset of the features in turn, and us-
ing each of the regression methods, fits a model to
the 2009 data. The subset/method combination that
best predicts the 2010 scores is then used to pre-
dict scores for 2011. However, the model is first re-
trained on the 2010 data to calculate the coefficients
to be used in predicting 2011.

First, we trained all four CLASSY versions on
all available 2009-2010 topics, and then trained
again excluding topics by the most inconsistent as-
sessor(s). A different subset of topics was ex-
cluded depending on whether this particular version
of CLASSY was aiming to predict Responsiveness,
Readability, or the Pyramid score. Then we tested
CLASSY’s performance on 2011 data, ranking ei-
ther automatic summarizers (NoModels case) or hu-
man and automatic summarizers together (AllPeers
case), separately for main and update summaries,
and calculated its correlation with the metrics it was
aiming to predict. Table 5 shows the result of this
comparison. For Pyramid, (a) indicates that ex-
cluded topics were selected based on Krippendorff’s
alpha, and (b) indicates that topics were excluded
based on their mean difference between manual and
automatic Pyramid scores.

The results are encouraging; it seems that remov-
ing noisy topics from training data does improve the
correlations with manual metrics in most cases. The
greatest increase takes place in CLASSY’s correla-
tions with Responsiveness for main summaries in
AllPeers case, and for correlations with Readabil-
ity. While none of the changes are large enough
to achieve statistical significance, the pattern of im-
provement is fairly consistent.

5 Conclusions

We investigated the consistency of human assessors
in the area of summarization evaluation. We con-
sidered two ways of measuring assessor consistency,
depending on the metric, and studied the impact of
consistent scoring on ranking summarization sys-
tems and on the performance of automatic evalu-
ation systems. We found that summarization sys-
tem ranking, based on scores for multiple topics,
was surprisingly stable and didn’t change signifi-

NoModels AllPeers
main update main update
Pyramid

CLASSY1 Pyr 0.956 0.898 0.945 0.936
CLASSY1 Pyr new (a) 0.950 0.895 0.932 0.955
CLASSY1 Pyr new (b) 0.960 0.900 0.940 0.955

Responsiveness
CLASSY2 Resp 0.951 0.903 0.948 0.963
CLASSY2 Resp new 0.954 0.907 0.973 0.950
CLASSY4 Resp 0.951 0.927 0.830 0.949
CLASSY4 Resp new 0.943 0.928 0.887 0.946

Readability
CLASSY3 Read 0.768 0.705 0.844 0.907
CLASSY3 Read new 0.793 0.721 0.858 0.906

Table 5: Correlations between CLASSY and human met-
rics on 2011 data (main and update summaries), before
and after excluding most inconsistent topic from 2009-
2010 training data for CLASSY.

cantly when several topics were removed from con-
sideration. However, on a summary level, remov-
ing topics scored by the most inconsistent assessors
helped ROUGE-2 increase its correlation with hu-
man metrics. In the area of training automatic met-
rics, we found some encouraging results; removing
noise from the training data allowed most CLASSY
versions to improve their correlations with the man-
ual metrics that they were aiming to model.
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Abstract

This paper presents a novel way of improv-
ing POS tagging on heterogeneous data. First,
two separate models are trained (generalized
and domain-specific) from the same data set
by controlling lexical items with different doc-
ument frequencies. During decoding, one of
the models is selected dynamically given the
cosine similarity between each sentence and
the training data. This dynamic model selec-
tion approach, coupled with a one-pass, left-
to-right POS tagging algorithm, is evaluated
on corpora from seven different genres. Even
with this simple tagging algorithm, our sys-
tem shows comparable results against other
state-of-the-art systems, and gives higher ac-
curacies when evaluated on a mixture of the
data. Furthermore, our system is able to tag
about 32K tokens per second. We believe that
this model selection approach can be applied
to more sophisticated tagging algorithms and
improve their robustness even further.

1 Introduction

When it comes to POS tagging, two things must be
checked. First, a POS tagger needs to be tested for
its robustness in handling heterogeneous data.1 Sta-
tistical POS taggers perform very well when their
training and testing data are from the same source,
achieving over 97% tagging accuracy (Toutanova et
al., 2003; Giménez and Màrquez, 2004; Shen et
al., 2007). However, the performance degrades in-
creasingly as the discrepancy between the training

1We use the term “heterogeneous data” as a mixture of data
collected from several different sources.

and testing data gets larger. Thus, to ensure robust-
ness, a tagger needs to be evaluated on several dif-
ferent kinds of data. Second, a POS tagger should be
tested for its speed. POS tagging is often performed
as a pre-processing step to other tasks (e.g., pars-
ing, chunking) and it should not be a bottleneck for
those tasks. Moreover, recent NLP tasks deal with
very large-scale data where tagging speed is critical.

To improve robustness, we first train two separate
models; one is optimized for a general domain and
the other is optimized for a domain specific to the
training data. During decoding, we dynamically se-
lect one of the models by measuring similarities be-
tween input sentences and the training data. Our hy-
pothesis is that the domain-specific and generalized
models perform better for sentences similar and not
similar to the training data, respectively. In this pa-
per, we describe how to build both models using the
same training data and select an appropriate model
given input sentences during decoding. Each model
uses a one-pass, left-to-right POS tagging algorithm.
Even with the simple tagging algorithm, our system
gives results that are comparable to two other state-
of-the-art systems when coupled with this dynamic
model selection approach. Furthermore, our system
shows noticeably faster tagging speed compared to
the other two systems.

For our experiments, we use corpora from seven
different genres (Weischedel et al., 2011; Nielsen et
al., 2010). This allows us to check the performance
of each system on different kinds of data when run
individually or selectively. To the best of our knowl-
edge, this is the first time that a POS tagger has been
evaluated on such a wide variety of data in English.
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2 Approach

2.1 Training generalized and domain-specific
models using document frequency

Consider training data as a collection of documents
where each document contains sentences focusing
on a similar topic. For instance, in the Wall Street
Journal corpus, a document can be an individual file
or all files within each section.2 To build a gener-
alized model, lexical features (e.g., n-gram word-
forms) that are too specific to individual documents
should be avoided so that a classifier can place more
weight on features common to all documents.

To filter out these document-specific features, a
threshold is set for the document frequency of each
lowercase simplified word-form (LSW) in the train-
ing data. A simplified word-form (SW) is derived by
applying the following regular expressions sequen-
tially to the original word-form, w. ‘replaceAll’ is a
function that replaces all matches of the regular ex-
pression in w (the 1st parameter) with the specific
string (the 2nd parameter). In a simplified word, all
numerical expressions are replaced with 0.

1. w.replaceAll(\d%, 0) (e.g., 1% → 0)

2. w.replaceAll(\$\d, 0) (e.g., $1 → 0)

3. w.replaceAll(∧\.\d, 0) (e.g., .1 → 0)

4. w.replaceAll(\d(,|:|-|\/|\.)\d, 0)
(e.g., 1,2|1:2|1-2|1/2|1.2 → 0)

5. w.replaceAll(\d+, 0) (e.g., 1234 → 0)

A LSW is a decapitalized SW. Given a set of LSW’s
whose document frequencies are greater than a cer-
tain threshold, a model is trained by using only lexi-
cal features associated with these LSW’s. For a gen-
eralized model, we use a threshold of 2, meaning
that only lexical features whose LSW’s occur in at
least 3 documents of the training data are used. For
a domain-specific model, we use a threshold of 1.

The generalized and domain-specific models are
trained separately; their learning parameters are op-
timized by running n-fold cross-validation where n
is the total number of documents in the training data
and grid search on Liblinear parameters c and B (see
Section 2.4 for more details about the parameters).

2For our experiments, we treat each section of the Wall
Street Journal as one document.

2.2 Dynamic model selection during decoding

Once both generalized and domain-specific models
are trained, alternative approaches can be adapted
for decoding. One is to run both models and merge
their outputs. This approach can produce output that
is potentially more accurate than output from either
model, but takes longer to decode because the merg-
ing cannot be processed until both models are fin-
ished. Instead, we take an alternative approach, that
is to select one of the models dynamically given the
input sentence. If the model selection is done ef-
ficiently, this approach runs as fast as running just
one model, yet can give more robust performance.

The premise of this dynamic model selection is
that the domain-specific model performs better for
input sentences similar to its training space, whereas
the generalized model performs better for ones that
are dissimilar. To measure similarity, a set of SW’s,
say T , used for training the domain-specific model
is collected. During decoding, a set of SW’s in each
sentence, say S, is collected. If the cosine similarity
between T and S is greater than a certain threshold,
the domain-specific model is selected for decoding;
otherwise, the generalized model is selected.
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Figure 1: Cosine similarity distribution: the y-axis shows
the number of occurrences for each cosine similarity dur-
ing cross-validation.

The threshold is derived automatically by running
cross-validation; for each fold, both models are run
simultaneously and cosine similarities of sentences
on which the domain-specific model performs bet-
ter are extracted. Figure 1 shows the distribution
of cosine similarities extracted during our cross-
validation. Given the cosine similarity distribution,
the similarity at the first 5% area (in this case, 0.025)
is taken as the threshold.
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2.3 Tagging algorithm and features

Each model uses a one-pass, left-to-right POS tag-
ging algorithm. The motivation is to analyze how
dynamic model selection works with a simple algo-
rithm first and then apply it to more sophisticated
ones later (e.g., bidirectional tagging algorithm).

Our feature set (Table 1) is inspired by Giménez
and Màrquez (2004) although ambiguity classes are
derived selectively for our case. Given a word-form,
we count how often each POS tag is used with the
form and keep only ones above a certain threshold.
For both generalized and domain-specific models, a
threshold of 0.7 is used, which keeps only POS tags
used with their forms over 70% of the time. From
our experiments, we find this to be more useful than
expanding ambiguity classes with lower thresholds.

Lexical
fi±{0,1,2,3}, (mi−2,i−1), (mi−1,i), (mi−1,i+1),
(mi,i+1), (mi+1,i+2), (mi−2,i−1,i), (mi−1,i,i+1),
(mi,i+1,i+2), (mi−2,i−1,i+1), (mi−1,i+1,i+2)

POS
pi−{3,2,1}, ai+{0,1,2,3}, (pi−2,i−1), (ai+1,i+2),
(pi−1, ai+1), (pi−2, pi−1, ai), (pi−2, pi−1, ai+1),
(pi−1, ai, ai+1), (pi−1, ai+1, ai+2)

Affix c:1, c:2, c:3, cn:, cn−1:, cn−2:, cn−3:

Binary
initial uppercase, all uppercase/lowercase,
contains 1/2+ capital(s) not at the beginning,
contains a (period/number/hyphen)

Table 1: Feature templates. i: the index of the current
word, f : SW, m: LSW, p: POS, a: ambiguity class, c∗:
character sequence in wi (e.g., c:2: the 1st and 2nd char-
acters of wi, cn−1:: the n-1’th and n’th characters of wi).
See Giménez and Màrquez (2004) for more details.

2.4 Machine learning

Liblinear L2-regularization, L1-loss support vector
classification is used for our experiments (Hsieh et
al., 2008). From several rounds of cross-validation,
learning parameters of (c = 0.2, e = 0.1, B = 0.4) and
(c = 0.1, e = 0.1, B = 0.9) are found for the gener-
alized and domain-specific models, respectively (c:
cost, e: termination criterion, B: bias).

3 Related work

Toutanova et al. (2003) introduced a POS tagging
algorithm using bidirectional dependency networks,
and showed the best contemporary results. Giménez
and Màrquez (2004) used one-pass, left-to-right
and right-to-left combined tagging algorithm and
achieved near state-of-the-art results. Shen et al.

(2007) presented a tagging approach using guided
learning for bidirectional sequence classification and
showed current state-of-the-art results.3

Our individual models (generalized and domain-
specific) are similar to Giménez and Màrquez (2004)
in that we use a subset of their features and take one-
pass, left-to-right tagging approach, which is a sim-
pler version of theirs. However, we use Liblinear for
learning, which trains much faster than their classi-
fier, Support Vector Machines.

4 Experiments

4.1 Corpora

For training, sections 2-21 of the Wall Street Jour-
nal (WSJ) from OntoNotes v4.0 (Weischedel et al.,
2011) are used. The entire training data consists of
30,060 sentences with 731,677 tokens. For evalua-
tion, corpora from seven different genres are used:
the MSNBC broadcasting conversation (BC), the
CNN broadcasting news (BN), the Sinorama news
magazine (MZ), the WSJ newswire (NW), and the
GALE web-text (WB), all from OntoNotes v4.0. Ad-
ditionally, the Mipacq clinical notes (CN) and the
Medpedia articles (MD) are used for evaluation of
medical domains (Nielsen et al., 2010). Table 2
shows distributions of these evaluation sets.

4.2 Accuracy comparisons

Our models are compared with two other state-of-
the-art systems, the Stanford tagger (Toutanova et
al., 2003) and the SVMTool (Giménez and Màrquez,
2004). Both systems are trained with the same train-
ing data and use configurations optimized for their
best reported results. Tables 3 and 4 show tagging
accuracies of all tokens and unknown tokens, re-
spectively. Our individual models (Models D and
G) give comparable results to the other systems.
Model G performs better than Model D for BC, CN,
and MD, which are very different from the WSJ.
This implies that the generalized model shows its
strength in tagging data that differs from the train-
ing data. The dynamic model selection approach
(Model S) shows the most robust results across gen-
res, although Models D and G still can perform

3Some semi-supervised and domain-adaptation approaches
using external data had shown better performance (Daume III,
2007; Spoustová et al., 2009; Søgaard, 2011).
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BC BN CN MD MZ NW WB Total
Source MSNBC CNN Mipacq Medpedia Sinorama WSJ ENG -
Sentences 2,076 1,969 3,170 1,850 1,409 1,640 1,738 13,852
All tokens 31,704 31,328 35,721 34,022 32,120 39,590 34,707 239,192
Unknown tokens 3,077 1,284 6,077 4,755 2,663 983 2,609 21,448

Table 2: Distributions of evaluation sets. The Total column indicates a mixture of data from all genres.

BC BN CN MD MZ NW WB Total
Model D 91.81 95.27 87.36 90.74 93.91 97.45 93.93 92.97
Model G 92.65 94.82 88.24 91.46 93.24 97.11 93.51 93.05
Model S 92.26 95.13 88.18 91.34 93.88 97.46 93.90 93.21
G over D 50.63 36.67 68.80 40.22 21.43 9.51 36.02 41.74
Stanford 87.71 95.50 88.49 90.86 92.80 97.42 94.01 92.50

SVMTool 87.82 95.13 87.86 90.54 92.94 97.31 93.99 92.32

Table 3: Tagging accuracies of all tokens (in %). Models D and G indicate domain-specific and generalized models,
respectively and Model S indicates the dynamic model selection approach. “G over D” shows how often Model G is
selected over Model D using the dynamic selection (in %).

BC BN CN MD MZ NW WB Total
Model S 60.97 77.73 68.69 67.30 75.97 88.40 76.27 70.54
Stanford 19.24 87.31 71.20 64.82 66.28 88.40 78.15 64.32

SVMTool 19.08 78.35 66.51 62.94 65.23 86.88 76.47 47.65

Table 4: Tagging accuracies of unknown tokens (in %).

better for individual genres (except for NW, where
Model S performs better than any other model).

For both all and unknown token experiments,
Model S performs better than the other systems
when evaluated on a mixture of the data (the Total
column). The differences are statistically significant
for both experiments (McNemar’s test, p < .0001).
The Stanford tagger gives significantly better results
for unknown tokens in BN; we suspect that this is
where their bidirectional tagging algorithm has an
advantage over our simple left-to-right algorithm.

4.3 Speed comparisons

Tagging speeds are measured by running each sys-
tem on the mixture of all data. Our system and the
Stanford system are both written in Java; the Stan-
ford tagger provides APIs that allow us to make fair
comparisons between the two systems. The SVM-
Tool is written in Perl, so there is a systematic dif-
ference between the SVMTool and our system.

Table 5 shows speed comparisons between these
systems. All experiments are evaluated on an In-
tel Xeon 2.57GHz machine. Our system tags about
32K tokens per second (0.03 milliseconds per to-

ken), which includes run-time for both POS tagging
and model selection.

Stanford SVMTool Model S
tokens / sec. 421 1,163 31,914

Table 5: Tagging speeds.

5 Conclusion

We present a dynamic model selection approach that
improves the robustness of POS tagging on hetero-
geneous data. We believe that this approach can
be applied to more sophisticated algorithms and im-
prove their robustness even further. Our system also
shows noticeably faster tagging speed against two
other state-of-the-art systems. For future work, we
will experiment with more diverse training and test-
ing data and also more sophisticated algorithms.
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Abstract

We present a novel approach to the task of
word lemmatisation. We formalise lemmati-
sation as a category tagging task, by describ-
ing how a word-to-lemma transformation rule
can be encoded in a single label and how a
set of such labels can be inferred for a specific
language. In this way, a lemmatisation sys-
tem can be trained and tested using any super-
vised tagging model. In contrast to previous
approaches, the proposed technique allows us
to easily integrate relevant contextual informa-
tion. We test our approach on eight languages
reaching a new state-of-the-art level for the
lemmatisation task.

1 Introduction
Lemmatisation and part-of-speech (POS) tagging
are necessary steps in automatic processing of lan-
guage corpora. This annotation is a prerequisite
for developing systems for more sophisticated au-
tomatic processing such as information retrieval, as
well as for using language corpora in linguistic re-
search and in the humanities. Lemmatisation is es-
pecially important for processing morphologically
rich languages, where the number of different word
forms is too large to be included in the part-of-
speech tag set. The work on morphologically rich
languages suggests that using comprehensive mor-
phological dictionaries is necessary for achieving
good results (Hajič, 2000; Erjavec and Džeroski,
2004). However, such dictionaries are constructed
manually and they cannot be expected to be devel-
oped quickly for many languages.

In this paper, we present a new general approach
to the task of lemmatisation which can be used to
overcome the shortage of comprehensive dictionar-
ies for languages for which they have not been devel-
oped. Our approach is based on redefining the task
of lemmatisation as a category tagging task. Formu-
lating lemmatisation as a tagging task allows the use
of advanced tagging techniques, and the efficient in-
tegration of contextual information. We show that
this approach gives the highest accuracy known on
eight European languages having different morpho-
logical complexity, including agglutinative (Hungar-
ian, Estonian) and fusional (Slavic) languages.

2 Lemmatisation as a Tagging Task

Lemmatisation is the task of grouping together word
forms that belong to the same inflectional morpho-
logical paradigm and assigning to each paradigm its
corresponding canonical form called lemma. For ex-
ample, English word formsgo, goes, going, went,
gone constitute a single morphological paradigm
which is assigned the lemmago. Automatic lemma-
tisation requires defining a model that can determine
the lemma for a given word form. Approaching it
directly as a tagging task by considering the lemma
itself as the tag to be assigned is clearly unfeasible:
1) the size of the tag set would be proportional to the
vocabulary size, and 2) such a model would overfit
the training corpus missing important morphologi-
cal generalisations required to predict the lemma of
unseen words (e.g. the fact that the transformation
from going to go is governed by a general rule that
applies to most English verbs).

Our method assigns to each word a label encod-
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ing the transformation required to obtain the lemma
string from the given word string. The generic trans-
formation from a word to a lemma is done in four
steps: 1) remove a suffix of lengthNs; 2) add a
new lemma suffix,Ls; 3) remove a prefix of length
Np; 4) add a new lemma prefix,Lp. The tuple
τ ≡ 〈Ns, Ls, Np, Lp〉 defines the word-to-lemma
transformation. Each tuple is represented with a
label that lists the 4 parameters. For example, the
transformation of the wordgoing into its lemma is
encoded by the label〈3, ∅, 0, ∅〉. This label can be
observed on a specific lemma-word pair in the train-
ing set but it generalizes well to the unseen words
that are formed regularly by adding the suffix-ing.
The same label applies to any other transformation
which requires only removing the last 3 characters
of the word string.

Suffix transformations are more frequent than pre-
fix transformations (Jongejan and Dalianis, 2009).
In some languages, such as English, it is sufficient
to define only suffix transformations. In this case, all
the labels will haveNp set to 0 andLp set to∅. How-
ever, languages richer in morphology often require
encoding prefix transformations too. For example,
in assigning the lemma to the negated verb forms in
Czech the negation prefix needs to be removed. In
this case, the label〈1, t, 2, ∅〉 maps the wordnev̌eďel
to the lemmavěďet. The same label generalises to
other (word, lemma) pairs: (nedoḱazal, doḱazat),
(neexistoval, existovat), (nepamatoval, pamatovat).1

The set of labels for a specific language is induced
from a training set of pairs (word, lemma). For each
pair, we first find the Longest Common Substring
(LCS) (Gusfield, 1997). Then we set the value of
Np to the number of characters in the word that pre-
cede the start of LCS andNs to the number of char-
acters in the word that follow the end of LCS. The
value ofLp is the substring preceding LCS in the
lemma and the value ofLs is the substring follow-
ing LCS in the lemma. In the case of the example
pair (nev̌eďel, věďet), the LCS isvěďe, 2 characters
precede the LCS in the word and 1 follows it. There
are no characters preceding the start of the LCS in

1The transformation rules described in this section are well
adapted for a wide range of languages which encode morpho-
logical information by means of affixes. Other encodings canbe
designed to handle other morphological types (such as Semitic
languages).
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Figure 1: Growth of the label set with the number of train-
ing instances.

the lemma and ‘t’ follows it. The generated label is
added to the set of labels.

3 Label set induction
We apply the presented technique to induce the la-
bel set from annotated running text. This approach
results in a set of labels whose size convergences
quickly with the increase of training pairs.

Figure 1 shows the growth of the label set size
with the number of tokens seen in the training set for
three representative languages. This behavior is ex-
pected on the basis of the known interaction between
the frequency and the regularity of word forms that
is shared by all languages: infrequent words tend to
be formed according to a regular pattern, while ir-
regular word forms tend to occur in frequent words.
The described procedure leverages this fact to in-
duce a label set that covers most of the word occur-
rences in a text: a specialized label is learnt for fre-
quent irregular words, while a generic label is learnt
to handle words that follow a regular pattern.

We observe that the non-complete convergence of
the label set size is, to a large extent, due to the pres-
ence of noise in the corpus (annotation errors, ty-
pos or inconsistency). We test the robustness of our
method by deciding not to filter out the noise gener-
ated labels in the experimental evaluation. We also
observe that encoding the prefix transformation in
the label is fundamental for handling the size of the
label sets in the languages that frequently use lemma
prefixes. For example, the label set generated for
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Czech doubles in size if only the suffix transforma-
tion is encoded in the label. Finally, we observe that
the size of the set of induced labels depends on the
morphological complexity of languages, as shown in
Figure 1. The English set is smaller than the Slovene
and Serbian sets.

4 Experimental Evaluation
The advantage of structuring the lemmatisation task
as a tagging task is that it allows us to apply success-
ful tagging techniques and use the context informa-
tion in assigning transformation labels to the words
in a text. For the experimental evaluations we use
the Bidirectional Tagger with Guided Learning pre-
sented in Shen et al. (2007). We chose this model
since it has been shown to be easily adaptable for
solving a wide set of tagging and chunking tasks ob-
taining state-of-the-art performances with short ex-
ecution time (Gesmundo, 2011). Furthermore, this
model has consistently shown good generalisation
behaviour reaching significantly higher accuracy in
tagging unknown words than other systems.

We train and test the tagger on manually anno-
tated G. Orwell’s “1984” and its translations to seven
European languages (see Table 2, column 1), in-
cluded in the Multext-East corpora (Erjavec, 2010).
The words in the corpus are annotated with both
lemmas and detailed morphosyntactic descriptions
including the POS labels. The corpus contains 6737
sentences (approximatively 110k tokens) for each
language. We use 90% of the sentences for training
and 10% for testing.

We compare lemmatisation performance in differ-
ent settings. Each setting is defined by the set of fea-
tures that are used for training and prediction. Table
1 reports the four feature sets used. Table 2 reports
the accuracy scores achieved in each setting. We es-
tablish the Base Line (BL) setting and performance
in the first experiment. This setting involves only
features of the current word, [w0], such as the word
form, suffixes and prefixes and features that flag the
presence of special characters (digits, hyphen, caps).
The BL accuracy is reported in the second column of
Table 2).

In the second experiment, the BL feature set is
expanded with features of the surrounding words
([w

−1], [w1]) and surrounding predicted lemmas
([lem

−1], [lem1]). The accuracy scores obtained in

Base Line [w0], flagChars(w0),
(BL) prefixes(w0), suffixes(w0)

+ context BL + [w1], [w
−1], [lem1], [lem

−1]
+ POS BL + [pos0]

+cont.&POS BL + [w1], [w
−1], [lem1], [lem

−1],
[pos0], [pos

−1], [pos1]

Table 1: Feature sets.

Base + + +cont.&POS
Language Line cont. POS Acc. UWA
Czech 96.6 96.8 96.8 97.7 86.3
English 98.8 99.1 99.2 99.6 94.7
Estonian 95.8 96.2 96.5 97.4 78.5
Hungarian 96.5 96.9 97.0 97.5 85.8
Polish 95.3 95.6 96.0 96.8 85.8
Romanian 96.2 97.4 97.5 98.3 86.9
Serbian 95.0 95.3 96.2 97.2 84.9
Slovene 96.1 96.6 97.0 98.1 87.7

Table 2: Accuracy of the lemmatizer in the four settings.

the second experiment are reported in the third col-
umn of Table 2. The consistent improvements over
the BL scores for all the languages, varying from
the lowest relative error reduction (RER) for Czech
(5.8%) to the highest for Romanian (31.6%), con-
firm the significance of the context information. In
the third experiment, we use a feature set in which
the BL set is expanded with the predicted POS tag of
the current word, [pos0].2 The accuracy measured
in the third experiment (Table 2, column 4) shows
consistent improvement over the BL (the best RER
is 34.2% for Romanian). Furthermore, we observe
that the accuracy scores in the third experiment are
close to those in the second experiment. This allows
us to state that it is possible to design high quality
lemmatisation systems which are independent of the
POS tagging. Instead of using the POS information,
which is currently standard practice for lemmatisa-
tion, the task can be performed in a context-wise set-
ting using only the information about surrounding
words and lemmas.

In the fourth experiment we use a feature set con-
sisting of contextual features of words, predicted
lemmas and predicted POS tags. This setting com-

2The POS tags that we use are extracted from the mor-
phosyntactic descriptions provided in the corpus and learned
using the same system that we use for lemmatisation.
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bines the use of the context with the use of the pre-
dicted POS tags. The scores obtained in the fourth
experiment are considerably higher than those in the
previous experiments (Table 2, column 5). The RER
computed against the BL varies between 28.1% for
Hungarian and 66.7% for English. For this set-
ting, we also report accuracies on unseen words only
(UWA, column 6 in Table 2) to show the generalisa-
tion capacities of the lemmatizer. The UWA scores
85% or higher for all the languages except Estonian
(78.5%).

The results of the fourth experiment show that in-
teresting improvements in the performance are ob-
tained by combining the POS and context informa-
tion. This option has not been explored before.
Current systems typically use only the information
on the POS of the target word together with lem-
matisation rules acquired separately from a dictio-
nary, which roughly corresponds to the setting of
our third experiment. The improvement in the fourth
experiment compared to the third experiment (RER
varying between 12.5% for Czech and 50% for En-
glish) shows the advantage of our context-sensitive
approach over the currently used techniques.

All the scores reported in Table 2 represent per-
formance with raw text as input. It is important to
stress that the results are achieved using a general
tagging system trained only a small manually an-
notated corpus, with no language specific external
sources of data such as independent morphological
dictionaries, which have been considered necessary
for efficient processing of morphologically rich lan-
guages.

5 Related Work
Juršič et al. (2010) propose a general multilingual
lemmatisation tool, LemGen, which is tested on
the same corpora that we used in our evaluation.
LemGen learns word transformations in the form of
ripple-down rules. Disambiguition between multi-
ple possible lemmas for a word form is based on the
gold-standard morphosyntactic label of the word.
Our system outperforms LemGen on all the lan-
guages. We measure a Relative Error Reduction
varying between 81% for Serbian and 86% for En-
glish. It is worth noting that we do not use manually
constructed dictionaries for training, while Juršič et
al. (2010) use additional dictionaries for languages

for which they are available.
Chrupała (2006) proposes a system which, like

our system, learns the lemmatisation rules from a
corpus, without external dictionaries. The mappings
between word forms and lemmas are encoded by
means of theshortest edit script. The sets of edit
instructions are considered as class labels. They are
learnt using a SVM classifier and the word context
features. The most important limitation of this ap-
proach is that it cannot deal with both suffixes and
prefixes at the same time, which is crucial for effi-
cient processing of morphologically rich languages.
Our approach enables encoding transformations on
both sides of words. Furthermore, we propose a
more straightforward and a more compact way of
encoding the lemmatisation rules.

The majority of other methods are concentrated
on lemmatising out-of-lexicon words. Toutanova
and Cherry (2009) propose a joint model for as-
signing the set of possible lemmas and POS tags
to out-of-lexicon words which is language indepen-
dent. The lemmatizer component is a discrimina-
tive character transducer that uses a set of within-
word features to learn the transformations from in-
put data consisting of a lexicon with full morpho-
logical paradigms and unlabelled texts. They show
that the joint model outperforms the pipeline model
where the POS tag is used as input to the lemmati-
sation component.

6 Conclusion
We have shown that redefining the task of lemma-
tisation as a category tagging task and using an ef-
ficient tagger to perform it results in a performance
that is at the state-of-the-art level. The adaptive gen-
eral classification model used in our approach makes
use of different sources of information that can be
found in a small annotated corpus, with no need for
comprehensive, manually constructed morphologi-
cal dictionaries. For this reason, it can be expected
to be easily portable across languages enabling good
quality processing of languages with complex mor-
phology and scarce resources.
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Abstract

This paper presents a comparative study of
spelling errors that are corrected as you type,
vs. those that remain uncorrected. First,
we generate naturally occurring online error
correction data by logging users’ keystrokes,
and by automatically deriving pre- and post-
correction strings from them. We then per-
form an analysis of this data against the errors
that remain in the final text as well as across
languages. Our analysis shows a clear distinc-
tion between the types of errors that are gen-
erated and those that remain uncorrected, as
well as across languages.

1 Introduction
When we type text using a keyboard, we generate
many spelling errors, both typographical (caused by
the keyboard layout and hand/finger movement) and
cognitive (caused by phonetic or orthographic sim-
ilarity) (Kukich, 1992). When the errors are caught
during typing, they are corrected on the fly, but un-
noticed errors will persist in the final text. Previ-
ous research on spelling correction has focused on
the latter type (which we call uncorrected errors),
presumably because the errors that are corrected on
the spot (referred to here as corrected errors) are
not recoded in the form of a text. However, study-
ing corrected errors is important for at least three
reasons. First, such data encapsulates the spelling
mistake and correction by the author, in contrast
to the case of uncorrected errors in which the in-
tended correction is typically assigned by a third
person (an annotator), or by an automatic method
(Whitelaw et al., 2009; Aramaki et al., 2010)1. Sec-
ondly, data on corrected errors will enable us to build
a spelling correction application that targets correc-
tion on the fly, which directly reduces the number of
keystrokes in typing. This is crucial for languages
that use transliteration-based text input methods,
such as Chinese and Japanese, where a spelling error
in the input Roman keystroke sequence will prevent

1Using web search query logs is one notable exception,
which only targets spelling errors in search queries (Gao et al.,
2010)

Keystroke

missspell misspell
Pre-correction strings Post-correction strings

m - i - s - s - s - p -  BACKSPACE  -  BACKSPACE  - p - e - l - l

Figure 1: Example of keystroke

the correct candidate words from appearing in the
list of candidates in their native scripts, thereby pre-
venting them from being entered altogether. Finally,
we can collect a large amount of spelling errors and
their corrections by logging keystrokes and extract-
ing the pre- and post-correction strings from them.
By learning the characteristics of corrected and un-
corrected errors, we can expect to use the data for
improving the correction of the errors that persisted
in the final text as well.

In this paper, we collect naturally occurring
spelling error data that are corrected by the users
online from keystroke logs, through the crowd-
sourcing infrastructure of Amazon’s Mechanical
Turk (MTurk). As detailed in Section 3, we dis-
play images to the worker of MTurk, and collect
the descriptions of these images, while logging their
keystrokes including the usage of backspace keys,
via a crowd-based text input service. We collected
logs for two typologically different languages, En-
glish and Japanese. An example of a log along
with the extracted pre- and post-correction strings
is shown in Figure 1. We then performed two com-
parative analyses: corrected vs. uncorrected errors
in English (Section 4.3), and English vs. Japanese
corrected errors (Section 4.4). Finally, we remark
on an additional cause of spelling errors observed in
all the data we analyzed (Section 4.5).

2 Related Work
Studies on spelling error generation mechanisms are
found in earlier work such as Cooper (1983). In
particular, Grudin (1983) offers a detailed study of
the errors generated in the transcription typing sce-
nario, where the subjects are asked to transcribe a
text without correcting the errors they make. In a
more recent work, Aramaki et al. (2010) automati-
cally extracted error-correction candidate pairs from
Twitter data based on the assumption that these pairs
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fall within a small edit distance, and that the errors
are not in the dictionary and substantially less fre-
quent than the correctly spelled counterpart. They
then studied the effect of five factors that cause er-
rors by building a classifier that uses the features as-
sociated with these classes and running ablation ex-
periments. They claim that finger movements cause
the spelling errors to be generated, but the uncor-
rected errors are characterized by visual factors such
as the visual similarity of confused letters. Their ex-
periments however target only the persisted errors,
and their claim is not based on the comparison of
generated and persisted errors.

Outside of English, Zheng et al. (2011) analyzed
the keystroke log of a commercial text input system
for Simplified Chinese, and compared the error pat-
terns in Chinese with those in English. Their use of
the keystroke log is different from ours in that they
did not directly log the input in pinyin (Romanized
Chinese by which native characters are input), but
the input pinyin sequences are recovered from the
Chinese words in the native script (hanzi) after the
character conversion has already applied.

3 Keystroke Data Collection

Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk) is a web ser-
vice that enables crowdsourcing of tasks that are dif-
ficult for computers to solve, and has become an im-
portant infrastructure for gathering data and annota-
tion for NLP research in recent years (Snow et al.
2008). To the extent of our knowledge, our work
is the first to use this infrastructure to gather user
keystroke data.

3.1 Task design

In order to collect naturally occurring keystrokes,
we have designed two types of tasks, both of which
consist of writing something about images. In one
task type, we asked the workers to write a short
description of images (image description task); in
the other, the workers were presented with im-
ages of a person or an animal, and were asked to
guess and type what she/he was saying (let-them-
talk task). Using images as triggers for typing keeps
the underlying motivation of keystroke collection
hidden from the workers, simultaneously allowing
language-independent data collection. For the im-
age triggers, we used photos from the Flickr’s Your
Best Shot 2009/2010 groups . Examples of the tasks
and collected text are given in Figure 2.

「ペンギンの群れが雪の中を行進しています。」 「お母さん、足つかへん。」

Image Description Task Let-them-talk Task

”oh mummy. please dont take a clip. i 
am naked and i feel shy. at least give 
me a towel.”

En “A flock of penguins waddle towards 
two trees over snow covered ground.”

Ja

En

Ja

Figure 2: Examples of tasks and collected text (Translated text:
“A flock of penguines are marching in the snow.” and “Mummy,
my feet can’t touch the bottom.”)

3.2 Task interface
For logging the keystrokes including the use of
backspaces, we designed an original interface for the
text boxes in the MTurk task. In order to simplify
the interpretation of the log, we disabled the cursor
movements and text highlighting via a mouse or the
arrow keys in the text box; the workers are therefore
forced to use the backspace key to make corrections.
In Japanese, many commercially available text in-
put methods (IMEs) have an auto-complete feature
which prevents us from collecting all keystrokes for
inputting a word. We therefore used an in-house
IME that has disabled this feature to collect logs.
This IME is hosted as a web service, and keystroke
logs are also collected through the service. For En-
glish, we used the service for log collection only.

4 Keystroke Log Analysis
4.1 Data
We used both keystroke-derived and previously
available error data for our analysis.

Keystroke-derived error pairs for English and
Japanese (en keystroke, ja keystroke): from the
raw keystroke logs collected using the method de-
scribed in Section 3, we extracted only those words
that included a use of the backspace key. We then
recovered the strings before and after correction by
the following steps (Cf. Figure 1):

• To recover the post-correction string, we
deleted the same number of characters preced-
ing a sequence of backspace keys.

• To recover the pre-correction string, we com-
pared the prefix of the backspace usage
(misssp in Figure 1) with the substrings
after error correction (miss, missp, · · · ,
misspell), and considered that the prefix
was spell-corrected into the substring which is
the longest and with the smallest edit distance
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(in this case, misssp is an error for missp,
so the pre-correction string is missspell).

We then lower-cased the pairs and extracted only
those within the edit distance of 2. The resulting data
which we used for our analysis consists of 44,104
pairs in English and 4,808 pairs in Japanese2.

Common English errors (en common): follow-
ing previous work (Zheng et al., 2011), we ob-
tained word pairs from Wikipedia3 and SpellGood4.
We lower-cased the entries from these sources, re-
moved the duplicates and the pairs that included
non-Roman alphabet characters, and extracted only
those pairs within the edit distance of 2. This left us
with 10,608 pairs.

4.2 Factors that affect errors
Spelling errors have traditionally been classified into
four descriptive types: Deletion, Insertion, Substitu-
tion and Transposition (Damerau, 1964). For each
of these types, we investigated the potential causes
of error generation and correction, following previ-
ous work (Aramaki et al., 2010; Zheng et al., 2011).
Physical factors: (1) motor control of hands and fin-
gers; (2) distance between the keys; Visual factors:
(3) visual similarity of characters; (4) position in
a word; (5) same character repetition; Phonologi-
cal factors: (6) phonological similarity of charac-
ters/words.

In what follows, our discussion is based on the
frequency ratio of particular error types, where the
frequency ratio refers to the number of cases in
spelling errors divided by the total number of cases
in all data. For example, the frequency ratio of con-
sonant deletion is calculated by dividing the number
of missing consonants in errors by the total number
of consonants.

4.3 Corrected vs. uncorrected errors in English
In this subsection, we compare corrected and uncor-
rected errors of English, trying to uncover what fac-
tors facilitate the error correction.

Error types (Figure 3) Errors in en keystroke are
dominated by Substitution, while Deletion errors are
the most common in en common, indicating that

2The data is available for research purposes under http:
//research.microsoft.com/research/downloads/
details/4eb8d4a0-9c4e-4891-8846-7437d9dbd869/
details.aspx

3http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:
Lists of common misspellings/For machines

4http://www.spellgood.net/sitemap.html
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Figure 5: Positions of errors within words

Substitution mistakes are easy to catch, while Dele-
tion mistakes tend to escape our attention. Zheng
et al. (2011) reports that their pinyin correction er-
rors are dominated by Deletion, which suggests that
their log does in fact reflect the characteristics of cor-
rected errors.

Position of error within a word (Figure 5) In
en keystroke, Deletion errors at the word-initial po-
sition are the most common, while Insertion and
Substitution errors tend to occur both at the be-
ginning and the end of a word. In contrast, in
en common, all error types are more prone to oc-
cur word-medially. This means that errors at word
edges are corrected more often than the word-
internal errors, which can be attributed to cognitive
effect known as the bathtub effect (Aitchison, 1994),
which states that we memorize words at the periph-
ery most effectively in English.

Effect of character repetition (Figure 6) Dele-
tion errors where characters are repeated, as in
tomorow!tomorrow, is observed significantly
more frequently than in a non-repeating context in
en common, but no such difference is observed in
en keystroke, showing that visually conspicuous er-
rors tend to be corrected.

Visual similarity in Substitution errors (Figure
4) We computed the visual similarity of characters
by
2"(the area of overlap between character A and B)/
(area of character A+area of character B) follow-
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Figure 8: Consonants/vowels in Insertion and Substitution
ing Aramaki et al. (2010)5. Figure 4 shows that in
en common, Substitution errors of visually similar
characters (e.g., yoqa!yoga) are in fact very
common, while in en keystroke, no such tendency
is observed.

Phonological similarity in Substitution errors
(Figure 8) In en keystroke, there is no notable
difference in consonant-to-consonant (C!C) and
vowel-to-vowel (V!V) errors, but in en common,
V!V errors are overwhelmingly more com-
mon, suggesting that C!C can easily be no-
ticed (e.g., eazy!easy) while V!V errors (e.g.,
visable!visible) are not. This tendency is
consistent with the previous work on the cognitive
distinction between consonants and vowels in En-
glish: consonants carry more lexical information
than vowels (Nespor et al., 2003), a claim also
supported by distributional evidence (Tanaka-Ishii,
2008). It may also be attributed to the fact that En-
glish vowel quality is not always reflected by the on-
thography in the straightforward maner.

Summarizing, we have observed both visual and
phonological factors affect the correction of errors.
Aramaki et al. (2010)’s experiments did not show
that C/V distinction affect the errors, while our data
shows that it does in the correction of errors.

4.4 Errors in English vs. Japanese
From Figure 3, we can see that the general error
pattern is very similar between en keystroke and
ja keystroke. Looking into the details, we discov-
ered some characteristic errors in Japanese, which
are phonologically and orthographically motivated.

Syllable-based transposition errors (Figure 7)
When comparing the transposition errors by their

5We calculated the area using the Courier New font which
we used in our task interface.
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Figure 9: Look-ahead and Look-behind in Substitution

distance, 1 being a transposition of adjacent char-
acters and 2 a transposition skipping a character, the
instances in en keystroke are mostly of distance of
1, while in ja keystroke, the distance of 2 also occurs
commonly (e.g., kotoro!tokoro). This is inter-
esting, because the Japanese writing system called
kana is a syllabary system, and our data suggests that
users may be typing a kana character (typically CV)
as a unit. Furthermore, 73% of these errors share
the vowel of the transposed syllables, which may be
serving as a strong condition for this type of error.

Errors in consonants/vowels (Figure 8) Errors
in ja keystroke are characterized by a smaller ra-
tio of insertion errors of vowels relative to conso-
nants, and by a relatively smaller ratio of V!V sub-
stitution errors. Both point to the relative robust-
ness of inputting vowels as opposed to consonants
in Japanese. Unlike English, Japanese only has five
vowels whose pronunciations are transparently car-
ried by the orthography; they are therefore expected
to be less prone to cognitive errors.

4.5 Look-ahead and look-behind errors
In Substitution errors for all data we analyzed, sub-
stituting for the character that appeared before, or
are to appear in the word was common (Figure
9). In particular, in en keystroke and ja keystroke,
look-ahead errors are much more common than non-
look-ahead errors. Grudin (1983) reports cases
of permutation (e.g., gib!big) but our data in-
cludes non-permutation look-ahead errors such as
puclic!public and otigaga!otibaga.

5 Conclusion
We have presented our collection methodology and
analysis of error correction logs across error types
(corrected vs. uncorrected) and languages (English
and Japanese). Our next step is to utilize the col-
lected data and analysis results to build online and
offline spelling correction models.
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Abstract
We examine some of the frequently disre-
garded subtleties of tokenization in Penn Tree-
bank style, and present a new rule-based pre-
processing toolkit that not only reproduces the
Treebank tokenization with unmatched accu-
racy, but also maintains exact stand-off point-
ers to the original text and allows flexible con-
figuration to diverse use cases (e.g. to genre-
or domain-specific idiosyncrasies).

1 Introduction—Motivation

The task of tokenization is hardly counted among the
grand challenges of NLP and is conventionally in-
terpreted as breaking up “natural language text [...]
into distinct meaningful units (or tokens)” (Kaplan,
2005). Practically speaking, however, tokeniza-
tion is often combined with other string-level pre-
processing—for example normalization of punctua-
tion (of different conventions for dashes, say), dis-
ambiguation of quotation marks (into opening vs.
closing quotes), or removal of unwanted mark-up—
where the specifics of such pre-processing depend
both on properties of the input text as well as on as-
sumptions made in downstream processing.

Applying some string-level normalization prior to
the identification of token boundaries can improve
(or simplify) tokenization, and a sub-task like the
disambiguation of quote marks would in fact be hard
to perform after tokenization, seeing that it depends
on adjacency to whitespace. In the following, we
thus assume a generalized notion of tokenization,
comprising all string-level processing up to and in-
cluding the conversion of a sequence of characters
(a string) to a sequence of token objects.1

1Obviously, some of the normalization we include in the to-
kenization task (in this generalized interpretation) could be left
to downstream analysis, where a tagger or parser, for example,
could be expected to accept non-disambiguated quote marks
(so-called straight or typewriter quotes) and disambiguate as

Arguably, even in an overtly ‘separating’ lan-
guage like English, there can be token-level ambi-
guities that ultimately can only be resolved through
parsing (see § 3 for candidate examples), and indeed
Waldron et al. (2006) entertain the idea of down-
stream processing on a token lattice. In this article,
however, we accept the tokenization conventions
and sequential nature of the Penn Treebank (PTB;
Marcus et al., 1993) as a useful point of reference—
primarily for interoperability of different NLP tools.

Still, we argue, there is remaining work to be done
on PTB-compliant tokenization (reviewed in§ 2),
both methodologically, practically, and technologi-
cally. In § 3 we observe that state-of-the-art tools
perform poorly on re-creating PTB tokenization, and
move on in § 4 to develop a modular, parameteri-
zable, and transparent framework for tokenization.
Besides improvements in tokenization accuracy and
adaptability to diverse use cases, in § 5 we further
argue that each token object should unambiguously
link back to an underlying element of the original
input, which in the case of tokenization of text we
realize through a notion of characterization.

2 Common Conventions

Due to the popularity of the PTB, its tokenization
has been a de-facto standard for two decades. Ap-
proximately, this means splitting off punctuation
into separate tokens, disambiguating straight quotes,
and separating contractions such as can’t into ca
and n’t. There are, however, many special cases—

part of syntactic analysis. However, on the (predominant) point
of view that punctuation marks form tokens in their own right,
the tokenizer would then have to adorn quote marks in some
way, as to whether they were split off the left or right periph-
ery of a larger token, to avoid unwanted syntactic ambiguity.
Further, increasing use of Unicode makes texts containing ‘na-
tively’ disambiguated quotes more common, where it would
seem unfortunate to discard linguistically pertinent information
by normalizing towards the poverty of pure ASCII punctuation.
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documented and undocumented. In much tagging
and parsing work, PTB data has been used with
gold-standard tokens, to a point where many re-
searchers are unaware of the existence of the orig-
inal ‘raw’ (untokenized) text. Accordingly, the for-
mal definition of PTB tokenization2 has received lit-
tle attention, but reproducing PTB tokenization au-
tomatically actually is not a trivial task (see § 3).

As the NLP community has moved to process data
other than the PTB, some of the limitations of the
PTB tokenization have been recognized, and many
recently released data sets are accompanied by a
note on tokenization along the lines of: Tokenization
is similar to that used in PTB, except . . . Most ex-
ceptions are to do with hyphenation, or special forms
of named entities such as chemical names or URLs.
None of the documentation with extant data sets is
sufficient to fully reproduce the tokenization.3

The CoNLL 2008 Shared Task data actually pro-
vided two forms of tokenization: that from the PTB
(which many pre-processing tools would have been
trained on), and another form that splits (most) hy-
phenated terms. This latter convention recently
seems to be gaining ground in data sets like the
Google 1T n-gram corpus (LDC #2006T13) and
OntoNotes (Hovy et al., 2006). Clearly, as one
moves towards a more application- and domain-
driven idea of ‘correct’ tokenization, a more trans-
parent, flexible, and adaptable approach to string-
level pre-processing is called for.

3 A Contrastive Experiment

To get an overview of current tokenization methods,
we recovered and tokenized the raw text which was
the source of the (Wall Street Journal portion of the)
PTB, and compared it to the gold tokenization in the
syntactic annotation in the treebank.4 We used three
common methods of tokenization: (a) the original

2See http://www.cis.upenn.edu/~treebank/
tokenization.html for available ‘documentation’ and a
sed script for PTB-style tokenization.

3Øvrelid et al. (2010) observe that tokenizing with the GE-
NIA tagger yields mismatches in one of five sentences of the
GENIA Treebank, although the GENIA guidelines refer to
scripts that may be available on request (Tateisi & Tsujii, 2006).

4The original WSJ text was last included with the 1995 re-
lease of the PTB (LDC #95T07) and required alignment with
the treebank, with some manual correction so that the same text
is represented in both raw and parsed formats.

Tokenization Differing Levenshtein
Method Sentences Distance

tokenizer.sed 3264 11168
CoreNLP 1781 3717

C&J parser 2597 4516

Table 1: Quantitative view on tokenization differences.

PTB tokenizer.sed script; (b) the tokenizer from the
Stanford CoreNLP tools5; and (c) tokenization from
the parser of Charniak & Johnson (2005). Table 1
shows quantitative differences between each of the
three methods and the PTB, both in terms of the
number of sentences where the tokenization differs,
and also in the total Levenshtein distance (Leven-
shtein, 1966) over tokens (for a total of 49,208 sen-
tences and 1,173,750 gold-standard tokens).

Looking at the differences qualitatively, the most
consistent issue across all tokenization methods was
ambiguity of sentence-final periods. In the treebank,
final periods are always (with about 10 exceptions)
a separate token. If the sentence ends in U.S. (but
not other abbreviations, oddly), an extra period is
hallucinated, so the abbreviation also has one. In
contrast, C&J add a period to all final abbreviations,
CoreNLP groups the final period with a final abbre-
viation and hence lacks a sentence-final period to-
ken, and the sed script strips the period off U.S. The
‘correct’ choice in this case is not obvious and will
depend on how the tokens are to be used.

The majority of the discrepancies in the sed script
tokenization come from an under-restricted punctu-
ation rule that incorrectly splits on commas within
numbers or ampersands within names. Other than
that, the problematic cases are mostly shared across
tokenization methods, and include issues with cur-
rencies, Irish names, hyphenization, and quote dis-
ambiguation. In addition, C&J make some addi-
tional modifications to the text, lemmatising expres-
sions such as won’t as will and n’t.

4 REPP: A Generalized Framework

For tokenization to be studied as a first-class prob-
lem, and to enable customization and flexibility to
diverse use cases, we suggest a non-procedural,
rule-based framework dubbed REPP (Regular

5See http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/
corenlp.shtml, run in ‘strictTreebank3’ mode.
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>wiki

#1
!([ˆ ])([])}?!,;:”’]) ([ˆ ]|$) \1 \2 \3

!(ˆ|[ˆ ]) ([[({“‘])([ˆ ]) \1 \2 \3

#
>1

:[[:space:]]+

Figure 1: Simplified examples of tokenization rules.

Expression-Based Pre-Processing)—essentially a
cascade of ordered finite-state string rewriting rules,
though transcending the formal complexity of regu-
lar languages by inclusion of (a) full perl-compatible
regular expressions and (b) fixpoint iteration over
groups of rules. In this approach, a first phase of
string-level substitutions inserts whitespace around,
for example, punctuation marks; upon completion of
string rewriting, token boundaries are stipulated be-
tween all whitespace-separated substrings (and only
these).

For a good balance of human and machine read-
ability, REPP tokenization rules are specified in a
simple, line-oriented textual form. Figure 1 shows
a (simplified) excerpt from our PTB-style tokenizer,
where the first character on each line is one of four
REPP operators, as follows: (a) ‘#’ for group forma-
tion; (b) ‘>’ for group invocation, (c) ‘!’ for substi-
tution (allowing capture groups), and (d) ‘:’ for to-
ken boundary detection.6 In Figure 1, the two rules
stripping off prefix and suffix punctuation marks ad-
jacent to whitespace (i.e. matching the tab-separated
left-hand side of the rule, to replace the match with
its right-hand side) form a numbered group (‘#1’),
which will be iterated when called (‘>1’) until none
of the rules in the group fires (a fixpoint). In this ex-
ample, conditioning on whitespace adjacency avoids
the issues observed with the PTB sed script (e.g. to-
ken boundaries within comma-separated numbers)
and also protects against infinite loops in the group.7

REPP rule sets can be organized as modules, typ-

6Strictly speaking, there are another two operators, for line-
oriented comments and automated versioning of rule files.

7For this example, the same effects seemingly could be ob-
tained without iteration (using greatly more complex rules); our
actual, non-simplified rules, however, further deal with punctu-
ation marks that can function as prefixes or suffixes, as well as
with corner cases like factor(s) or Ca[2+]. Also in mark-up re-
moval and normalization, we have found it necessary to ‘parse’
nested structures by means of iterative groups.

ically each in a file of its own, and invoked selec-
tively by name (e.g. ‘>wiki’ in Figure 1); to date,
there exist modules for quote disambiguation, (rele-
vant subsets of) various mark-up languages (HTML,
LATEX, wiki, and XML), and a handful of robust-
ness rules (e.g. seeking to identify and repair ‘sand-
wiched’ inter-token punctuation). Individual tok-
enizers are configured at run-time, by selectively ac-
tivating a set of modules (through command-line op-
tions). An open-source reference implementation of
the REPP framework (in C++) is available, together
with a library of modules for English.

5 Characterization for Traceability

Tokenization, and specifically our notion of gener-
alized tokenization which allows text normalization,
involves changes to the original text being analyzed,
rather than just additional annotation. As such, full
traceability from the token objects to the original
text is required, which we formalize as ‘character-
ization’, in terms of character position links back to
the source.8 This has the practical benefit of allow-
ing downstream analysis as direct (stand-off) anno-
tation on the source text, as seen for example in the
ACL Anthology Searchbench (Schäfer et al., 2011).

With our general regular expression replacement
rules in REPP, making precise what it means for a
token to link back to its ‘underlying’ substring re-
quires some care in the design and implementation.
Definite characterization links between the string
before (I) and after (O) the application of a sin-
gle rule can only be established in certain positions,
viz. (a) spans not matched by the rule: unchanged
text in O outside the span matched by the left-hand
side regex of the rule can always be linked back to
I; and (b) spans caught by a regex capture group:
capture groups represent the same text in the left-
and right-hand sides of a substitution, and so can be
linked back to O.9 Outside these text spans, we can
only make definite statements about characterization
links at boundary points, which include the start and
end of the full string, the start and end of the string

8If the tokenization process was only concerned with the
identification of token boundaries, characterization would be
near-trivial.

9If capture group references are used out-of-order, however,
the per-group linkage is no longer well-defined, and we resort
to the maximum-span ‘union’ of boundary points (see below).
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matched by the rule, and the start and end of any
capture groups in the rule.

Each character in the string being processed has
a start and end position, marking the point before
and after the character in the original string. Before
processing, the end position would always be one
greater than the start position. However, if a rule
mapped a string-initial, PTB-style opening double
quote (``) to one-character Unicode “, the new first
character of the string would have start position 0,
but end position 2. In contrast, if there were a rule

!wo(n’t) will \1 (1)
applied to the string I won’t go!, all characters in the
second token of the resulting string (I will n’t go!)
will have start position 2 and end position 4. This
demonstrates one of the formal consequences of our
design: we have no reason to assign the characters ill
any start position other than 2.10 Since explicit char-
acter links between each I andO will only be estab-
lished at match or capture group boundaries, any text
from the left-hand side of a rule that should appear in
O must be explicitly linked through a capture group
reference (rather than merely written out in the right-
hand side of the rule). In other words, rule (1) above
should be preferred to the following variant (which
would result in character start and end offsets of 0
and 5 for both output tokens):

!won’t will n’t (2)
During rule application, we keep track of charac-

ter start and end positions as offsets between a string
before and after each rule application (i.e. all pairs
〈I,O〉), and these offsets are eventually traced back
to the original string at the time of final tokenization.

6 Quantitative and Qualitative Evaluation

In our own work on preparing various (non-PTB)
genres for parsing, we devised a set of REPP rules
with the goal of following the PTB conventions.
When repeating the experiment of § 3 above us-
ing REPP tokenization, we obtained an initial dif-
ference in 1505 sentences, with a Levenshtein dis-

10This subtlety will actually be invisible in the final token
objects if will remains a single token, but if subsequent rules
were to split this token further, all its output tokens would have a
start position of 2 and an end position of 4. While this example
may seem unlikely, we have come across similar scenarios in
fine-tuning actual REPP rules.

tance of 3543 (broadly comparable to CoreNLP, if
marginally more accurate).

Examining these discrepancies, we revealed some
deficiencies in our rules, as well as some peculiari-
ties of the ‘raw’ Wall Street Journal text from the
PTB distribution. A little more than 200 mismatches
were owed to improper treatment of currency sym-
bols (AU$) and decade abbreviations (’60s), which
led to the refinement of two existing rules. Notable
PTB idiosyncrasies (in the sense of deviations from
common typography) include ellipses with spaces
separating the periods and a fairly large number of
possessives (’s) being separated from their preced-
ing token. Other aspects of gold-standard PTB tok-
enization we consider unwarranted ‘damage’ to the
input text, such as hallucinating an extra period af-
ter U.S. and splitting cannot (which adds spuri-
ous ambiguity). For use cases where the goal were
strict compliance, for instance in pre-processing in-
puts for a PTB-derived parser, we added an optional
REPP module (of currently half a dozen rules) to
cater to these corner cases—in a spirit similar to the
CoreNLP mode we used in § 3. With these extra
rules, remaining tokenization discrepancies are con-
tained in 603 sentences (just over 1 %), which gives
a Levenshtein distance of 1389.

7 Discussion—Conclusion

Compared to the best-performing off-the-shelf sys-
tem in our earlier experiment (where it is reason-
able to assume that PTB data has played at least
some role in development), our results eliminate two
thirds of the remaining tokenization errors—a more
substantial reduction than recent improvements in
parsing accuracy against the PTB, for example.

Of the remaining differences, over 350 are con-
cerned with mid-sentence period ambiguity, where
at least half of those are instances where a pe-
riod was separated from an abbreviation in the
treebank—a pattern we do not wish to emulate.
Some differences in quote disambiguation also re-
main, often triggered by whitespace on both sides of
quote marks in the raw text. The final 200 or so dif-
ferences stem from manual corrections made during
treebanking, and we consider that these cases could
not be replicated automatically in any generalizable
fashion.
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Abstract

In this paper, we present an unsupervized seg-
mentation system tested on Mandarin Chi-
nese. Following Harris's Hypothesis in Kempe
(1999) and Tanaka-Ishii's (2005) reformulation,
we base our work on the Variation of Branching
Entropy. We improve on (Jin and Tanaka-Ishii,
2006) by adding normalization and viterbi-
decoding. This enable us to remove most of
the thresholds and parameters from their model
and to reach near state-of-the-art results (Wang
et al., 2011) with a simpler system. We provide
evaluation on different corpora available from
the Segmentation bake-off II (Emerson, 2005)
and define a more precise topline for the task
using cross-trained supervized system available
off-the-shelf (Zhang and Clark, 2010; Zhao and
Kit, 2008; Huang and Zhao, 2007)

1 Introduction
The Chinese script has no explicit “word” bound-
aries. Therefore, tokenization itself, although the
very first step of many text processing systems, is
a challenging task. Supervized segmentation sys-
tems exist but rely on manually segmented corpora,
which are often specific to a genre or a domain and
use many different segmentation guidelines. In order
to deal with a larger variety of genres and domains,
or to tackle more theoretic questions about linguistic
units, unsupervized segmentation is still an impor-
tant issue. After a short review of the corresponding
literature in Section 2, we discuss the challenging is-
sue of evaluating unsupervized word segmentation
systems in Section 3. Section 4 and Section 5 present
the core of our system. Finally, in Section 6, we de-
tail and discuss our results.

2 State of the Art

Unsupervized word segmentation systems tend to
make use of three different types of information: the
cohesion of the resulting units (e.g., Mutual Infor-
mation, as in (Sproat and Shih, 1990)), the degree of
separation between the resulting units (e.g., Acces-
sor Variety, see (Feng et al., 2004)) and the proba-
bility of a segmentation given a string (Goldwater et
al., 2006; Mochihashi et al., 2009).

A recently published work by Wang et al. (2011)
introduce ESA: “Evaluation, Selection, Adjust-
ment.” This method combines cohesion and separa-
tion measures in a “goodness” metric that is maxi-
mized during an iterative process. This work is the
current state-of-the-art in unsupervized segmenta-
tion of Mandarin Chinese data.

The main drawbacks of ESA are the need to iterate
the process on the corpus around 10 times to reach
good performance levels and the need to set a param-
eter that balances the impact of the cohesion measure
w.r.t. the separation measure. Empirically, a corre-
lation is found between the parameter and the size of
the corpus but this correlation depends on the script
used in the corpus (it changes if Latin letters and
Arabic numbers are taken into account during pre-
processing or not). Moreover, computing this cor-
relation and finding the best value for the parameter
(i.e., what the authors call the proper exponent) re-
quires a manually segmented training corpus. There-
fore, this proper exponent may not be easily available
in all situations. However, if we only consider their
experiments using settings similar to ours, their re-
sults consistently lie around an f-score of 0.80.

An older approach, introduced by Jin and Tanaka-
Ishii (2006), solely relies on a separation measure
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that is directly inspired by a linguistic hypothesis for-
mulated by Harris (1955). In Tanaka-Ishii (2005)
(following Kempe (1999)) who use Branching En-
tropy (BE), this hypothesis goes as follows: if se-
quences produced by human language were random,
we would expect the Branching Entropy of a se-
quence (estimated from the n-grams in a corpus)
to decrease as we increase the length of the se-
quence. Therefore the variation of the branching en-
tropy (VBE) should be negative. When we observe
that it is not the case, Harris hypothesizes that we
are at a linguistic boundary. Following this hypoth-
esis, (Jin and Tanaka-Ishii, 2006) propose a system
that segments when BE is rising or when it reach a
certain maximum.

The main drawback of Jin and Tanaka-Ishii (2006)
model is that segmentation decisions are taken very
locally1 and do not depend on neighboring cuts.
Moreover, this system also also relies on parameters,
namely the threshold on the VBE above which the
system decides to segment (in their system, this is
when VBE≥ 0). In theory, we could expect a de-
creasing BE and look for a less decreasing value (or
on the contrary, rising at least to some extent). A
threshold of 0 can be seen as a default value. Fi-
nally, Jin and Tanaka-Ishii do not take in account that
VBE of n-gram may not be directly comparable to
the VBE of m-grams if m ̸= n. A normalization is
needed (as in (Cohen et al., 2002)).

Due to space constraints, we shall not describe
here other systems than those by Wang et al. (2011)
and Jin and Tanaka-Ishii (2006). A more compre-
hensive state of the art can be found in (Zhao and
Kit, 2008) and (Wang et al., 2011).

In this paper we will show that we can correct the
drawbacks of Jin and Tanaka-Ishii (2006) model and
reach performances comparable to those of Wang et
al. (2011) with as simpler system.

3 Evaluation
In this paper, in order to be comparable with
Wang et al. (2011), we evaluate our system against
the corpora from the Second International Chi-
nese Word Segmentation Bakeoff (Emerson, 2005).
These corpora cover 4 different segmentation guide-
lines from various origins: Academia Sinica (AS),
City-University of Hong-Kong (CITYU), Microsoft
Research (MSR) and Peking University (PKU).

1Jin (2007) uses self-training with MDL to address this issue.

Evaluating unsupervized systems is a challenge by
itself. As an agreement on the exact definition of
what a word is remains hard to reach, various seg-
mentation guidelines have been proposed and fol-
lowed for the annotation of different corpora. The
evaluation of supervized systems can be achieved on
any corpus using any guidelines: when trained on
data that follows particular guidelines, the resulting
system will follow as well as possible these guide-
lines, and can be evaluated on data annotated accord-
ingly. However, for unsupervized systems, there is
no reason why a system should be closer to one ref-
erence than another or even not to lie somewhere
in between the different existing guidelines. Huang
and Zhao (2007) propose to use cross-training of a
supervized segmentation system in order to have an
estimation of the consistency between different seg-
mentation guidelines, and therefore an upper bound
of what can be expected from an unsupervized sys-
tem (Zhao and Kit, 2008). The average consistency
is found to be as low as 0.85 (f-score). Therefore
this figure can be considered as a sensible topline for
unsupervized systems. The standard baseline which
consists in segmenting each character leads to a base-
line around 0.35 (f-score) — almost half of the to-
kens in a manually segmented corpus are unigrams.

Per word-length evaluation is also important as
units of various lengths tend to have different distri-
butions. We used ZPAR (Zhang and Clark, 2010) on
the four corpora from the Second Bakeoff to repro-
duce Huang and Zhao's (2007) experiments, but also
to measure cross-corpus consistency at a per-word-
length level. Our overall results are comparable to
what Huang and Zhao (2007) report. However, the
consistency is quickly falling for longer words: on
unigrams, f-scores range from 0.81 to 0.90 (the same
as the overall results). We get slightly higher figures
on bigrams (0.85–0.92) but much lower on trigrams
with only 0.59–0.79. In a segmented Chinese text,
most of the tokens are uni- and bigrams but most of
the types are bi- and trigrams (as unigrams are often
high frequency grammatical words and trigrams the
result of more or less productive affixations). There-
fore the results of evaluations only based on tokens
do not suffer much from poor performances on tri-
grams even if a large part of the lexicon may be in-
correctly processed.

Another issue about the evaluation and compari-
son of unsupervized systems is to try and remain fair
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in terms of preprocessing and prior knowledge given
to the systems. For example, Wang et al. (2011)
used different levels of preprocessing (which they
call “settings”). In their settings 1 and 2, Wang et
al. (2011) try not to rely on punctuation and char-
acter encoding information (such as distinguishing
Latin and Chinese characters). However, they opti-
mize their parameter for each setting. We therefore
consider that their system does take into account the
level of processing which is performed on Latin char-
acters and Arabic numbers, and therefore “knows”
whether to expect such characters or not. In set-
ting 3 they add the knowledge of punctuation as clear
boundaries and in setting 4 they preprocess Arabic
and Latin and obtain better, more consistent and less
questionable results.

As we are more interested in reducing the amount
of human labor needed than in achieving by all
means fully unsupervized learning, we do not re-
frain from performing basic and straightforward pre-
processing such as detection of punctuation marks,
Latin characters and Arabic numbers.2 Therefore,
our experiments rely on settings similar to their set-
tings 3 and 4, and are evaluated against the same
corpora.

4 Normalized Variation of Branching
Entropy (nVBE)

Our system builds upon Harris's (1955) hypothesis
and its reformulation by Kempe (1999) and Tanaka-
Ishii (2005). Let us now define formally the notions
underlying our system.

Given an n-gram x0..n = x0..1 x1..2 . . . xn−1..n

with a left context χ→, we define its Right Branching
Entropy (RBE) as:

h→(x0..n) = H(χ→ | x0..n)

= −
∑

x∈χ→

P (x | x0..n) log P (x | x0..n).

The Left Branching Entropy (LBE) is defined in a
symmetric way: if we note χ← the right context of
x0..n, its LBE is defined as:

h←(x0..n) = H(χ← | x0..n).

The RBE (resp. LBE) can be considered as x0..n's
Branching Entropy (BE) when reading from left to
right (resp. right to left).

2Simple regular expressions could also be considered to deal
with unambiguous cases of numbers and dates in Chinese script.

From h→(x0..n) and h→(x0..n−1) on the one hand,
and from h←(x0..n) and h←(x1..n) we estimate the
Variation of Branching Entropy (VBE) in both direc-
tions, defined as follows:

δh→(x0..n) = h→(x0..n) − h→(x0..n−1)

δh←(x0..n) = h←(x0..n) − h←(x1..n).

The VBEs are not directly comparable for strings
of different lengths and need to be normalized. In
this work, we recenter them around 0 with respect to
the length of the string by substracting the mean of
the VBEs of the strings of the same length. Writing
δ̃h→(x) and δ̃h←(x). The normalized VBEs for the
string x, or nVBEs, are then defined as follow (we
only defined δ̃h←(x) for clarity reasons): for each
length k and each k-gram x such that len(x) = k,
δ̃h→(x) = δh→(x)−µ→,k, where µ→,k is the mean
of the values of δh→(x) of all k-grams x.

Note that we use and normalize the variation of
branching entropy and not the branching entropy it-
self. Doing so would break the Harris's hypothesis as
we would not expect h̃(x0..n) < h̃(x0..n−1) in non-
boundary situation anymore. Many studies use di-
rectly the branching entropy (normalized or not) and
report results that are below state-of-the-art systems
(Cohen et al., 2002).

5 Decoding algorithm
If we follow Harris's hypothesis and consider com-
plex morphological word structures, we expect a
large VBE at the boundaries of interesting units and
more unstable variations inside “words.” This expec-
tation was confirmed by empirical data visualization.
For different lengths of n-grams, we compared the
distributions of the VBEs at different positions inside
the n-gram and at its boundaries. By plotting density
distributions for words vs. non-words, we observed
that the VBE at both boundaries were the most dis-
criminative value. Therefore, we decided to take in
account the VBE only at the word-candidate bound-
aries (left and right) and not to consider the inner val-
ues. Two interesting consequences of this decision
are: first, all δ̃h(x) can be precomputed as they do
not depend on the context. Second, best segmenta-
tion can be computed using dynamic programming.

Since we consider the VBE only at words bound-
ary, we can define for any n-gram w its autonomy as
a(x) = δ̃←h(x) + δ̃h→(x). The more an n-gram is
autonomous, the more likely it is to be a word.
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With this measure, we can redefine the sentence
segmentation problem as the maximization of the au-
tonomy measure of its words. For a character se-
quence s, if we call Seg(s) the set of all the possible
segmentations, then we are looking for:

arg max
W∈Seg(s)

∑
wi∈W

a(wi) · len(wi),

where W is the segmentation corresponding to the
sequence of words w0w1 . . . wm, and len(wi) is the
length of a word wi used here to be able to com-
pare segmentations resulting in a different number
of words. This best segmentation can be computed
easily using dynamic programming.

6 Results and discussion
We tested our system against the data from the 4 cor-
pora of the Second Bakeoff, in both settings 3 and 4,
as described in Section 3. Overall results are given
in Table 1 and per-word-length results in Table 2.

Our results (nVBE) show significant improve-
ments over Jin's (2006) strategy (VBE > 0) and
are closely competing with ESA. But contrarily to
ESA (Wang et al., 2011), it does not require multi-
ple iterations on the corpus and it does not rely on
any parameters. This shows that we can rely solely
on a separation measure and get high segmentation
scores. When maximized over a sentence, this mea-
sure captures at least in part what can be modeled by
a cohesion measure without the need for fine-tuning
the balance between the two.

The evolution of the results w.r.t. word length is
consistent with the supervized cross-evaluation re-
sults of the various segmentation guidelines as per-
formed in Section 3.

Due to space constraints, we cannot detail here a
qualitative analysis of the results. We can simply
mention that the errors we observed are consistent
with previous systems based on Harris's hypothesis
(see (Magistry and Sagot, 2011) and Jin (2007) for a
longer discussion). Many errors are related to dates
and Chinese numbers. This could and should be
dealt with during preprocessing. Other errors often
involve frequent grammatical morphemes or produc-
tive affixes. These errors are often interesting for lin-
guists and could be studied as such and/or corrected
in a post-processing stage that would introduce lin-
guistic knowledge. Indeed, unlike content words,
grammatical morphemes belongs to closed classes,

System AS CITYU PKU MSR
Setting 3

ESA worst 0.729 0.795 0.781 0.768
ESA best 0.782 0.816 0.795 0.802

nVBE 0.758 0.775 0.781 0.798

Setting 4
VBE > 0 0.63 0.640 0.703 0.713
ESA worst 0.732 0.809 0.784 0.784
ESA best 0.786 0.829 0.800 0.818

nVBE 0.766 0.767 0.800 0.813

Table 1: Evaluation on the Second Bakeoff data with
Wang et al.'s (2011) settings. “Worst” and “best” give the
range of the reported results with differents values of the
parameter in Wang et al.'s system. VBE > 0 correspond
to a cut whenever BE is raising. nVBE corresponds to our
proposal, based on normalized VBE with maximization at
word boundaries. Recall that the topline is around 0.85

Corpus overall unigrams bigrams trigrams
AS 0.766 0.741 0.828 0.494

CITYU 0.767 0.739 0.834 0.555
PKU 0.800 0.789 0.855 0.451
MSR 0.813 0.823 0.856 0.482

Table 2: Per word-length details of our results with our
nVBE algorithm and setting 4. Recall that the toplines
are respectively 0.85, 0.81, 0.85 and 0.59 (see Section 3)

therefore introducing this linguistic knowledge into
the system may be of great help without requiring
to much human effort. A sensible way to go in that
direction would be to let unsupervized system deal
with open classes and process closed classes with a
symbolic or supervized module.

One can also observe that our system performs bet-
ter on PKU and MSR corpora. As PKU is the small-
est corpus and AS the biggest, size alone cannot ex-
plain this result. However, PKU is more consistent
in genre as it contains only articles from the Peo-
ple's Daily. On the other end, AS is a balanced cor-
pus with a greater variety in many aspects. CITYU
Corpus is almost as small as PKU but contains arti-
cles from newspapers of various Mandarin Chinese
speaking communities where great variation is to be
expected. This suggest that consistency of the input
data is as important as the amount of data. This hy-
pothesis has to be confirmed in futur studies. If it is,
automatic clustering of the input data may be an im-
portant pre-processing step for this kind of systems.
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Abstract

This paper presents grammar error correction
for Japanese particles that uses discrimina-
tive sequence conversion, which corrects erro-
neous particles by substitution, insertion, and
deletion. The error correction task is hindered
by the difficulty of collecting large error cor-
pora. We tackle this problem by using pseudo-
error sentences generated automatically. Fur-
thermore, we apply domain adaptation, the
pseudo-error sentences are from the source
domain, and the real-error sentences are from
the target domain. Experiments show that sta-
ble improvement is achieved by using domain
adaptation.

1 Introduction

Case marks of a sentence are represented by postpo-
sitional particles in Japanese. Incorrect usage of the
particles causes serious communication errors be-
cause the cases become unclear. For example, in
the following sentence, it is unclear what must be
deleted.

mail o todoi tara sakujo onegai-shi-masu
mail ACC. arrive when delete please

“When φ has arrived an e-mail, please delete it.”

If the accusative particle o is replaced by a nomi-
native one ga, it becomes clear that the writer wants
to delete the e-mail (“When the e-mail has arrived,
please delete it.”). Such particle errors frequently
occur in sentences written by non-native Japanese
speakers.

This paper presents a method that can automat-
ically correct Japanese particle errors. This task

corresponds to preposition/article error correction in
English. For English error correction, many stud-
ies employ classifiers, which select the appropriate
prepositions/articles, by restricting the error types
to articles and frequent prepositions (Gamon, 2010;
Han et al., 2010; Rozovskaya and Roth, 2011).

On the contrary, Mizumoto et al. (2011) proposed
translator-based error correction. This approach can
handle all error types by converting the learner’s
sentences into the correct ones. Although the target
of this paper is particle error, we employ a similar
approach based on sequence conversion (Imamura
et al., 2011) since this offers excellent scalability.

The conversion approach requires pairs of the
learner’s and the correct sentences. However, col-
lecting a sufficient number of pairs is expensive. To
avoid this problem, we use additional corpus con-
sisting of pseudo-error sentences automatically gen-
erated from correct sentences that mimic the real-
errors (Rozovskaya and Roth, 2010b). Furthermore,
we apply a domain adaptation technique that re-
gards the pseudo-errors and the real-errors as the
source and the target domain, respectively, so that
the pseudo-errors better match the real-errors.

2 Error Correction by Discriminative
Sequence Conversion

We start by describing discriminative sequence con-
version. Our error correction method converts the
learner’s word sequences into the correct sequences.
Our method is similar to phrase-based statistical ma-
chine translation (PBSMT), but there are three dif-
ferences; 1) it adopts the conditional random fields,
2) it allows insertion and deletion, and 3) binary and
real features are combined. Unlike the classification
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Incorrect Particle Correct Particle Note
φ no/POSS. INS
φ o/ACC. INS

ga/NOM. o/ACC. SUB
o/ACC. ni/DAT. SUB
o/ACC. ga/NOM. SUB
wa/TOP. o/ACC. SUB
no/POSS. φ DEL

: :

Table 1: Example of Phrase Table (partial)

approach, the conversion approach can correct mul-
tiple errors of all types in a sentence.

2.1 Basic Procedure
We apply the morpheme conversion approach that
converts the results of a speech recognizer into word
sequences for language analyzer processing (Ima-
mura et al., 2011). It corrects particle errors in the
input sentences as follows.

• First, all modification candidates are obtained by
referring to a phrase table. This table, called the
confusion set (Rozovskaya and Roth, 2010a) in
the error correction task, stores pairs of incorrect
and correct particles (Table 1). The candidates are
packed into a lattice structure, called the phrase
lattice (Figure 1). To deal with unchanged words,
it also copies the input words and inserts them into
the phrase lattice.

• Next, the best phrase sequence in the phrase lat-
tice is identified based on the conditional random
fields (CRFs (Lafferty et al., 2001)). The Viterbi
algorithm is applied to the decoding because error
correction does not change the word order.

• While training, word alignment is carried out by
dynamic programming matching. From the align-
ment results, the phrase table is constructed by ac-
quiring particle errors, and the CRF models are
trained using the alignment results as supervised
data.

2.2 Insertion / Deletion
Since an insertion can be regarded as replacing an
empty word with an actual word, and deletion is the
replacement of an actual word with an empty one,
we treat these operations as substitution without dis-
tinction while learning/applying the CRF models.

mail
noun

Input Words
o

ACC.

todoi
verb

tara
PART

…

Phrase Lattice
mail o todoi tara

copy INS
copy

SUB
copy copy

<s>

Incorrect Particle

Phrase Lattice
mail
noun

no
POSS.

o
ACC.

ga
NOM.

ni
DAT.

todoi
verb

tara
PART

<s>

o
ACC.

Figure 1: Example of Phrase Lattice

However, insertion is a high cost operation be-
cause it may occur at any location and can cause
lattice size to explode. To avoid this problem, we
permit insertion only immediately after nouns.

2.3 Features
In this paper, we use mapping features and link fea-
tures. The former measure the correspondence be-
tween input and output words (similar to the trans-
lation models of PBSMT). The latter measure the
fluency of the output word sequence (similar to lan-
guage models).

The mapping features are all binary. The focusing
phrase and its two surrounding words of the input
are regarded as the window. The mapping features
are defined as the pairs of the output phrase and 1-,
2-, and 3-grams in the window.

The link features are important for the error cor-
rection task because the system has to judge output
correctness. Fortunately, CRF, which is a kind of
discriminative model, can handle features that de-
pend on each other; we mix two types of features
as follows and optimize their weights in the CRF
framework.

• N -gram features: N -grams of the output words,
from 1 to 3, are used as binary features. These
are obtained from a training corpus (paired sen-
tences). Since the feature weights are optimized
considering the entire feature space, fine-tuning
can be achieved. The accuracy becomes almost
perfect on the training corpus.

• Language model probability: This is a logarith-
mic value (real value) of the n-gram probability
of the output word sequence. One feature weight
is assigned. The n-gram language model can be
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constructed from a large sentence set because it
does not need the learner’s sentences.

Incorporating binary and real features yields a
rough approximation of generative models in semi-
supervised CRFs (Suzuki and Isozaki, 2008). It can
appropriately correct new sentences while maintain-
ing high accuracy on the training corpus.

3 Pseudo-error Sentences and Domain
Adaptation

The error corrector described in Section 2 requires
paired sentences. However, it is expensive to col-
lect them. We resolve this problem by using pseudo-
error sentences and domain adaptation.

3.1 Pseudo-Error Generation
Correct sentences, which are halves of the paired
sentences, can be easily acquired from corpora such
as newspaper articles. Pseudo-errors are generated
from them by the substitution, insertion, and dele-
tion functions according to the desired error pat-
terns.

We utilize the method of Rozovskaya and Roth
(2010b). Namely, when particles appear in the cor-
rect sentence, they are replaced by incorrect ones in
a probabilistic manner by applying the phrase table
(which stores the error patterns) in the opposite di-
rection. The error generation probabilities are rel-
ative frequencies on the training corpus. The mod-
els are learnt using both the training corpus and the
pseudo-error sentences.

3.2 Adaptation by Feature Augmentation
Although the error generation probabilities are com-
puted from the real-error corpus, the error distribu-
tion that results may be inappropriate. To better fit
the pseudo-errors to the real-errors, we apply a do-
main adaptation technique. Namely, we regard the
pseudo-error corpus as the source domain and the
real-error corpus as the target domain, and models
are learnt that fit the target domain.

In this paper, we use Daume (2007)’s feature aug-
mentation method for the domain adaptation, which
eliminates the need to change the learning algo-
rithm. This method regards the models for the
source domain as the prior distribution and learns
the models for the target domain.

Common Source Target

Feature Space

D
s

D
s

0Source Data

D
t

0 D
t

Target Data

Figure 2: Feature Augmentation

We briefly review feature augmentation. The fea-
ture space is segmented into three parts: common,
source, and target. The features extracted from the
source domain data are deployed to the common
and the source spaces, and those from the target do-
main data are deployed to the common and the target
spaces. Namely, the feature space is tripled (Figure
2).

The parameter estimation is carried out in the
usual way on the above feature space. Consequently,
the weights of the common features are emphasized
if the features are consistent between the source and
the target. With regard to domain dependent fea-
tures, the weights in the source or the target space
are emphasized.

Error correction uses only the features in the com-
mon and target spaces. The error distribution ap-
proaches that of the real-errors because the weights
of features are optimized to the target domain. In ad-
dition, it becomes robust against new sentences be-
cause the common features acquired from the source
domain can be used even when they do not appear in
the target domain.

4 Experiments

4.1 Experimental Settings
Real-error Corpus: We collected learner’s sen-
tences written by Chinese native speakers. The sen-
tences were created from English Linux manuals
and figures, and Japanese native speakers revised
them. From these sentences, only particle errors
were retained; the other errors were corrected. As
a result, we obtained 2,770 paired sentences. The
number of incorrect particles was 1,087 (8.0%) of
13,534. Note that most particles did not need to be
revised. The number of pair types of incorrect parti-
cles and their correct ones was 132.

Language Model: It was constructed from
Japanese Wikipedia articles about computers and
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Figure 3: Recall/Precision Curve (Error Generation Mag-
nification is 1.0)

Japanese Linux manuals, 527,151 sentences in total.
SRILM (Stolcke et al., 2011) was used to train a
trigram model.

Pseudo-error Corpus: The pseudo-errors were
generated using 10,000 sentences randomly selected
from the corpus for the language model. The mag-
nification of the error generation probabilities was
changed from 0.0 (i.e., no errors) to 2.0 (the relative
frequency in the real-error corpus was taken as 1.0).

Evaluation Metrics: Five-fold cross-validation
on the real-error corpus was used. We used two met-
rics: 1) Precision and recall rates of the error correc-
tion by the systems, and 2) Relative improvement,
the number of differences between improved and de-
graded particles in the output sentences (no changes
were ignored). This is a practical metric because it
denotes the number of particles that human rewriters
do not need to revise after the system correction.

4.2 Results

Figure 3 plots the precision/recall curves for the fol-
lowing four combinations of training corpora and
method.

• TRG: The models were trained using only the
real-error corpus (baseline).

• SRC: Trained using only the pseudo-error corpus.
• ALL: Trained using the real-error and pseudo-

error corpora by simply adding them.
• AUG:

The proposed method. The feature augmentation
was realized by regarding the pseudo-errors as the
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Figure 4: Relative Improvement among Error Generation
Probabilities

source domain and the real-errors as the target do-
main.

The SRC case, which uses only the pseudo-error
sentences, did not match the precision of TRG. The
ALL case matched the precision of TRG at high
recall rates. AUG, the proposed method, achieved
higher precision than TRG at high recall rates. At
the recall rate of 18%, the precision rate of AUG was
55.4%; in contrast, that of TRG was 50.5%. Fea-
ture augmentation effectively leverages the pseudo-
errors for error correction.

Figure 4 shows the relative improvement of each
method according to the error generation probabil-
ities. In this experiment, ALL achieved higher im-
provement than TRG at error generation probabili-
ties ranging from 0.0 to 0.6. Although the improve-
ments were high, we have to control the error gen-
eration probability because the improvements in the
SRC case fell as the magnification was raised. On
the other hand, AUG achieved stable improvement
regardless of the error generation probability. We
can conclude that domain adaptation to the pseudo-
error sentences is the preferred approach.

5 Conclusions

This paper presented an error correction method of
Japanese particles that uses pseudo-error generation.
We applied domain adaptation in which the pseudo-
errors are regarded as the source domain and the
real-errors as the target domain. In our experiments,
domain adaptation achieved stable improvement in
system performance regardless of the error genera-
tion probability.
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